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declaration of  warehouses and cold storages as market sub-yards. The other initiatives 

include the promotion of  the e-NAM to enhance transparency in trade operations 

and integration of  markets. Further, rationalisation of  the Contract Farming Act and 

Futures Trading is expected to facilitate direct market connectivity and hedging of  

risk by farmers. There is high price volatility in agricultural commodities and price 

support from the government is available through Minimum Support Prices (MSP) 

and also through the Market Intervention Scheme(MIS). 

The model Agriculture Produce and Livestock Marketing (Promotion and Facilities) 

Act 2017 - (APLM) Act 2017 which has been introduced has several important fea-

tures such as: the abolition of  fragmentation of  the market within a state or union 

territory concept and consideration of  a state or UT as a single market; disinterme-

diation of  food supply chain by integration of  farmers with processors, exporters, 

bulk retailers and consumers; creation of  a conducive environment for setting up 

and operating private wholesale market yards, so as to enhance competition among 

different markets and market players; promotion of  direct interface between farmers 

and processors, exporters, retailers and consumers so as to reduce the price spread 

!"#$%&'(')*('$+'"',%%-".$+*%&$%&'$/(*#01'(2$!"#$%&'$1*"203'(24$!"#$#'15!(!%-*"$*) $

warehouse silos, cold storages and other structures as market sub-yard to provide bet-

ter market access to the farmers. 

Further, e-trading is to be promoted to increase transparency in trade, operations and 

integrating of  markets. Provision has also been made for single point levy of  mar-

6'%$)''$!1(*22$%&'$2%!%'$!"#$0"-,'#$2-".5'$%(!#-".$5-1'"1'7$8(*3*%-*"$*) $!$9!%-*"!5$

market for agriculture produce has been encouraged through provisioning of  inter-

2%!%'$%(!#-".$5-1'"1':$.(!#-".:$2%!"#!(#-;!%-*"$!"#$<0!5-%=$1'(%-,1!%-*"7$>0(%&'(:$%&'('$

has been rationalisation of  market fee and commission charges as well as provision 

for Special Commodity Market Yards. The other initiatives had been introduced at 

/(*?-#-".$!$5'?'5$/5!=-".$,'5#$%*$%&'$5-1'"2''2$*) $/(-?!%'$3!(6'%$=!(#:$/(-?!%'$3!(6'%$

sub-yard, electronic trading and direct marketing vis-à-vis the APMCs. Importantly, 

understanding the need for direct linkages between farmers and value chain leaders, 

1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".$1*"1'("2$&!?'$+''"$!11*(#'#$/(-*(-%=7$@&'$1*"A-1%$*) $-"%'('2%$!(-2-

ing from authorising APMCs to regulate the agreements has been addressed. Further, 

Indian farmers are burdened by price volatility and in such a situation; options can 

be a buttressing instrument. Forwards trading options can provide farmers with an 

appropriate tool to get a good price for their produce and manage prices and risk ef-

,1-'"%5=7$>!(3'(2B$/!(%-1-/!%-*"$-"$)0%0('2$-2$5-3-%'#$#0'$%*$%&'$'"%(=$+!((-'(2$-"$%&'$

form of  membership criteria, stringent KYC norms, margin requirements, etc. Nev-

ertheless, with the emergence of  FPCs, they are now able to hedge their price risk well 

in advance of  the start of  harvest seasons.

In relation to trade and exports of  the country, cotton, cereals, fruits and vegetables, 

tea and coffee comprise of  the major share. To the contrary, Palm oil, soybean oil and 

20"A*C'($*-5$!('$!52*$%&'$3!D*($-%'32$+'-".$-3/*(%'#$0"#'($%&'$1!%'.*(=$*) $!"-3!5$

and vegetable fats. It is important to note that some commodities are imported to meet 
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the crises situations due to shortages in domestic supply. Further, the Agriculture and 

Processed Food Products Export Development Authority has initiated a cluster ap-

proach in contiguous geographical farmlands and enabling farmers to address the is-

sues raised in cultivation such as quality planting material, integrated pest and nutrient 

management, pre-harvest issues like maturity indices and permissible residue levels, 

through agencies of  the state governments. The concerns in post-harvest handling 

and export linkage are also being addressed. The trade related aspects in marketing 

include subsidised, tariff  or non-tariff  barriers and other trade policy instruments. 

Exports of  agricultural commodities have been restricted through export prohibi-

tions, licenses, quotas, marketing controls and Minimum Export Prices (MEPs). In 

the case of  some essential commodities like onion MEP has been imposed often to 

control domestic prices. Approximately, 15 percent of  the crop is lost between the 

farm gate and the customer because of  infrastructure poor roads and improper stor-

age facilities thus affecting the income of  farmers. In this contest evolution of  cold 

storage facilities needs to be coupled with other logistics support like pack-houses, 

refer vans and ripening chambers. This will help in avoiding huge post-harvest losses 

of  perishable agricultural and horticultural produce.

@&'$E!"#$F'?'"0'$G1%$ 2/'1-,'2$ %&'$3!H-303$ 5!"#$1'-5-".$+'=*"#$C&-1&$1-%-;'"2$

cannot own agricultural land; tiller shall be the owner of  the land; and a person with 

non-farm income beyond a certain threshold is barred from purchasing agricultural 

land. Sadly, apparently an average 5-10 percent of  arable land remains fallow in the 

kharif  season. The oral land lease comes with several disadvantages and land remains 

fallow. The lessee does not gets recognised as a farmer and remains deprived of  ac-

cess to the government schemes, and programs, relief  support in case of  natural ca-

lamity and institutional credit. In this context, the model Land Lease Act, 2016 offers 

an appropriate template for the states and UTs.  This will also help in much needed 

productivity improvement in agriculture and will also, legalizing land leasing for all 

%'"!"%2B:$!11'22$-"20(!"1'$!"#$+!"6$1('#-%$!.!-"2%$/5'#.-".$*) $'H/'1%'#$=-'5#7

Relating to the domain of  agriculture inputs, seeds circumscribe the limits of  out-

put. The public organisations involved in seed production include the National Seed 

Corporation, State Seed Corporations, Cooperative Institutes and State Departments 

of  Agriculture. Major food crops like paddy and wheat alone are largely grown using 

-3/(*?'#$*($&=+(-#$2''#2$-"$.'"'(!5I$%*$-"1('!2'$/(*#01%-?-%=$!"#$)!(3'(B2$ -"1*3'7$

Partnerships between the public research institutions and the private sector are de-

sired in research. With regard to fertiliser use, the government has issued soil health 

cards, which provide present nutrient availabilities in the soil and recommended level 

*) $-"/0%$%*$+'$02'#$)*($!$.-?'"$,'5#7$@&-2$!##('22'2$)'(%-5-;'($-3+!5!"1'$-220'$!2$%&'$

"*(3!%-?'$5'?'52$!('$#'(-?'#$!%$%&'$,'5#$5'?'5$%&!"$!%$%&'$2%!%'$5'?'57$J*('$2%(-".'"1=$

C-%&$('2/'1%$%*$<0!5-%=$1*"%(*5$-2$+'-".$1*"2-#'('#$+=$%&'$K>LM$F'?-'C$L*33-%%''B7$

The key areas addressed are: Registration of  all fertilizers manufacturer, importers 

!"#$#'!5'(24$E!=-".$#*C"$2/'1-,1!%-*"$*) $!55$)'(%-5-;'(2$1&'3-1!5$N.'"'(!5I98O:$C!%'($

soluble, Liquid and customized), bio-fertilizers and organic fertilizers, packing and 
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labelling on fertilizers bags; Guidelines for appointment of  enforcement agencies, 

sampling and analysis techniques of  fertilizers samples and setting up of  quality con-

trol laboratories. Apart from these, fertilizer subsidy is the second-biggest subsidy 

after food subsidy. The total outgo on fertilizer subsidy stands at Rs. 70,000 Crore in 

2017-18.

Apropos the trade policy and exports, today, agriculture accounts for 14.2 percent of  

%&'$1*0"%(=B2$P(*22$Q*3'2%-1$8(*#01%4$'3/5*=-".$!53*2%$RR$/'(1'"%$*) $%&'$1*0"%(=B2$

C*(6)*(1'7$S3/*(%!"%5=:$S"#-!$&!2$"'!(5=$TU$/'(1'"%$*) $%&'$C*(5#B2$!(!+5'$5!"#$(!"6-

ing as 2nd in farm output when compared worldwide. India has emerged as a major 

agricultural exporter, with exports of  more than USD 39 billion. Globally, it is the 

largest producer of  milk, cotton, banana and mango and is among the largest export-

ers of  rice, bovine/buffalo meat, onion and cotton in the world. It has become a 

very important player on the global market, especially for rice, cotton, sugar and beef  

(buffalo). In addition to these products, India has also become a sizeable exporter of  

soybean meal, guar gum, corn and wheat, as well as a diverse range of  other prod-

01%27$L5*2'$%*$VW$/'(1'"%$*) $S"#-!B2$!.(-105%0(!5$'H/*(%$+!26'%$C!2$(-1'$N+!23!%-$!"#$

1*33*"X:$3!(-"'$/(*#01%2:$3'!%:$1*%%*"$!"#$2/-1'27$S"#-!$-2$!52*$%&'$C*(5#B2$2'1*"#$

largest producer of  rice, wheat and other cereals. Horticulture has a 10 percent share 

-"$S"#-!B2$!.(-$!"#$/(*1'22'#$)**#$'H/*(%27$J*2%$-3/*(%!"%5=:$2*3'$S"#-!"$'H/*(%'(2$

are focusing on organic products, which have greater demand overseas. Neverthe-

less, the share of  agri exports as a percentage of  total exports from India has been 

continuously on a decline from 13 percent in 2012 to 11.71 percent by the end of  

UWTV7$J*('*?'(:$)*($3*2%$*) $%&'$!.(-105%0(!5$-%'32:$S"#-!B2$2&!('$-"$C*(5#$'H/*(%2$-2$

miniscule except for groundnut wherein share is in double digits of  17 percent fol-

lowed by tea with 8.7 percent and rice with 4.7 percent. This is attributed to the fact 

that there exists stiff  competition. Brazil serves as a competitor to India in sugar, 

coffee, tobacco and mango. USA competes in groundnut, rice, tobacco, grape, apples, 

C&'!%:$/*05%(=$3'!%$!"#$,2&$'H/*(%2$C&-5'$L&-"!$&!2$('1'"%5=$'3'(.'#$!2$!$3!D*($

1*3/'%-%*($ )*($.(*0"#"0%2:$ !//5'2$ !"#$,2&7$Y?'"$23!55'($ '1*"*3-'2$ 5-6'$Z-'%"!3$

and Turkey are occupying much larger share in the global markets as compared to In-

dia. This situation further becomes grim considering the high tariff  and import duty 

rates in developing country markets. The European Union, Japan and United States 

are using maenads varying degrees, such and for trade barriers and other protection 

%**527$@&'$["-%'#$\%!%'2$&!2$+''"$%&'$5!(.'2%$3!(6'%$)*($S"#-!B2$!.(-105%0(!5$'H/*(%2$-"$

('1'"%$='!(27$]*C'?'(:$^_$/'(1'"%$*) $S"#-!B2$!.(*$'H/*(%2$C'"%$%*$#'?'5*/-".$1*0"%(=$

markets and Least Developed Countries. One of  the primary reasons of  losing our 

export share in major import markets is a very high landing CIF price in these mar-

kets as compared to other competing suppliers. the poor productivity is also one of  

%&'$('!2*"$*) $&-.&$5!"#-".$/(-1'$-"$)*('-."$3!(6'%27$S"#-!B2$(-1'$=-'5#2$!('$*"'I%&-(#$

*) $L&-"!B2$!"#$!+*0%$&!5) $*) $%&*2'$-"$Z-'%"!3$!"#$S"#*"'2-!7$M"'$*) $%&'$/(-3!(=$

reasons of  losing price competitiveness in International markets is that more than 50 

percent of  value is lost to intermediaries. There is also presence of  high tariffs and 
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import duty rates levied in importing Developed Country markets. Nigeria, one of  

%&'$C*(5#B2$5!(.'2%$(-1'$-3/*(%'(2$&!#$-3/*2'#$%(!#'$('2%(-1%-*"$*"$(-1':$-"$5-"'$C-%&$

-%2$5*".$%'(3$/*5-1=$*) $!%%!-"-".$2'5)I20),1-'"1=7$L&-"!$!52*$-3/*2'2$!"$-3/*(%$#0%=$

of  40 percent, and deprives India access to a large cotton consuming market.Further, 

dairy products attract peak import duties of  511 percent in the EU, 93 percent in 

the US. Though there is a free trade agreement between India and Japan, most farm 

products have escaped any duty reduction commitments. Furthermore, weak global 

currencies especially that of  China, have also affected exports of  Indian mint prod-

ucts such as menthol and mint oil. Relative appreciation of  the rupee against the dol-

5!($?-2I`I?-2$a(!;-5-!"$F'!5$&!2$'(*#'#$S"#-!B2$/(-1'$1*3/'%-%-?'"'22$-"$2*=+'!":$20.!($

and buffalo meat exports. Rising non – tariff  barriers (NTBs) are another area of  

1*"1'("7$S"#-!B2$)!(3$'H/*(%2$!52*$&!?'$%*$)!1'$!$2'(-'2$*) $"*"I%!(-)) $+!((-'(2$-"$%*/$

consuming markets- for example, a ban on import of  mangoes by EU that was lifted 

in 2015. Other examples of  market denials are ban on rice imports by Iran. China 

does not buy non-basmati rice from India but sources the same from Pakistan as well 

!2$L!3+*#-!:$J=!"3!(:$Z-'%"!3$!"#$@&!-5!"#7$>0(%&'(:$%&'$/(*/*2'#$[\$5'.-25!%-*"$

requires agriculture imports to be mandatorily inspected and audited by USFDA is 

increasing the cost of  compliance. 

An important technology innovation is the e-National Agriculture Market (eNAM). 

Agriculture marketing is administered by the States as per their agri-marketing reg-

ulations, under which, a State is divided into several market areas, each of  which 

is administered by a separate Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (APMC) 

which imposes its own marketing regulation (including fees). The fragmentation of  

markets, with multiple levels of  mandi charges ends up escalating the prices for con-

203'(2$C-%&*0%$+'"',%-".$%&'$)!(3'(7$'I9GJ$!##('22'2$%&'2'$1&!55'".'2$+=$1('!%-".$

!$0"-,'#$3!(6'%$ %&(*0.&$*"5-"'$ %(!#-".$/5!%)*(37$G8JL2$!('$/(-3!(=$!.(-105%0(!5$

wholesale markets. The Government now proposes to upgrade local haats (which go 

by different names across the country) into aggregation platforms, to serve as retail 

!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%2$!"#$2%('".%&'"$%&'$1*0"%(=B2$3!(6'%$!(1&-%'1%0('7

Compliance issues is another area of  concern. The producers and processing com-

panies operating in integrated supply chains are supported by importers in the im-

plementation of  private standards and guidelines. They implement strict food safety 

and quality measurements in tandem with the co-operatives, and employ well-trained 

quality inspectors within the vertically integrated supply chains. Many of  these com-

panies including Carrefour, trade fresh produce under their own brand names and, 

therefore, are very much oriented traders. This is also prevalent in case of  companies 

which have entered cultivation into contract farming for tomato cultivation in Pun-

jab, Haryana and Rajasthan. In certain cases, the conformity assessment procedures 

!22*1-!%'#$C-%&$\8\$ 2%!"#!(#2$C'('$ )*0"#$#-),105%$ !"#$ 1*2%5=$ %*$/0%$ -"%*$/(!1%-1'$

within supply chains in India. With the existing long and fragmented supply chain, 

'2%!+5-2&-".$2*/&-2%-1!%'#$%(!1'!+-5-%=$2=2%'32$-2$#-),105%7$G52*:$2%!%'B2$-"%'(?'"%-*"$%*-

wards establishing SPS/TBT dissemination is necessary in this regard. It has been 
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witnessed that there has been frequent changes in the SPS/TBT regulations in export 

markets. In the absence of  access to the actual and timely information on the SPS 

requirements in foreign markets, Indian agro farmers, traders and exporters face sig-

"-,1!"%$#'5!=2$!"#$1*")02-*"7$L*"2-#'(-".$%&'$)!1%$%&!%$%&'$1*2%$*) $'2%!+5-2&-".$201&$

traceability systems and information dissemination system is too high, Public Private 

Partnerships needs to be encouraged at the state levels. Such information dissemi-

nation may be done through already established agri marketing information system 

(AGMARKNET) which exists and aims to facilitate market intelligence services and 

market led extension to encourage demand driven quality production. Inadequate 

standardization of  products reduces attractiveness for foreign retailers. The quality of  

/!16!.-".$-2$!52*$/**(7$S3/*(%-".$1*0"%(-'2$#'3!"#$2/'1-,1$/!16!.-".$)*($'!1&$/(*-

duce and the use of  biodegradable materials results in high cost of  packaging. In this 

context, state governments should ensure strict food safety review mechanism which 

becomes a must to ensure the adherence of  hygiene and sanitary requirements. The 

new Food Safety Management system needs to be followed with much vigour by the 

assistance and support of  State Government. Notably, there is still no enforcement 

mechanism in India to compulsorily check the grading quality of  export consign-

ments. AGMARK standards are voluntary and not mandatory in nature. 

With regard to marketing, agri-logistic and value system, agricultural marketing needs 

be oriented to marketing of  large surpluses. The rethink is with the reasoning, to 

3*?'$3!(6'%-".$!C!=$)(*3$*?'(2''-".$%&'$A*C$*) $/(*#01'$N)(*3$)!(3$%*$1*"203'(X$

%*C!(#2$!$)0"1%-*"$%&!%$0"#'(5-"'2$%&'$A*C$*) $3!(6'%$5-"6'#$-")*(3!%-*"$N)(*3$)*(6$

%*$)!(3X:$%*$.0-#'$!"#$3'"%*($%&'$3!(6'%$!"#$5*.-2%-12$"'%C*(62$%*$'),1-'"%5=$&!"#5'$

surpluses that are generated. Agricultural marketing entities have earlier focused on 

informing market price and not much on providing market intelligence (forecasted 

demand and prices). With respect to market intelligence,there is need to move from 

giving price information to intelligence. In the current status, market information 

-2$3!-"5=$ 5-3-%'#$ %*$/(-1'$ -")*(3!%-*":$C&'('$ %&'$10(('"%$#!=B2$ %(!"2!1%-*"$/(-1'$!%$

select centres is provided. However, since the price data is after sales (ex–post infor-

mation, it may not remain the same in following time period). This aggravates price 

A01%0!%-*"27$@&*0.&$1*33*#-%-'2$('3!-"$-"$#'3!"#$!55$%&(*0.&$%&'$='!(:$%&'('$-2$!$

temporary glut at time of  harvest. The farmers are subject to price volatility during 

%&'$&!(?'2%-".$2'!2*"$I$%&'$/(*#01'$-2$?!50'#:$'-%&'($!%$%&'$"*%-,'#$J\8$*($%&'$+0=-

'(2$#'%'(3-"'$!$/(-1'$)*($%&!%$/'(-*#7$S"$3!"=$1!2'2$%&'$+0='(2B$#'%'(3-"'#$/(-1'$-2$

*+2'(?'#$%*$+'$5'22$%&!"$%&'$"*%-,'#$J\8$(!%'7

The union government has placed a strong impetus on the agri-business sector and 

aims to double the income of  farmers by 2022. Many schemes have been launched. 

@&'$8(!#&!"$J!"%(-$>!2!5$a-3!$b*D!"!$N8J>abX$%&'$21&'3'$/(*?-#'2$,"!"1-!5$20/-

port to farmers and covers their crop losses. The scheme covers rabi, kharif  crops as 

well as annual horticultural and commercial crops. The PMFBY is a crop insurance 

policy and premium payable on the principle amount to the farmers. Under the Prad-

han Mantri Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY) allocation has been made for invest-
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3'"%$-"$-((-.!%-*":$'H/!"#-".$105%-?!+5'$!('!:$-3/(*?'$'),1-'"1=$*) $*"I)!(3$C!%'($%*$

reduce wastage and enhance adoption of  precision irrigation. Under the Parampara-

.!%$O(-2&-$Z-6!2$b*D!"!$N8OZbX$/(*3*%-*"$*) $*(.!"-1$)!(3-".$-2$'"1*0(!.'#$!"#$

balanced use of  chemical fertilizers to enhance the quality of  farm produce.

The Soil Health Management scheme was devised to assist the State Government 

to set up new static Soil Testing Laboratories and Mini Soil Testing Labs. Today, the 

1&!55'".'$-2$2''6-".$#'?'5*/3'"%$*) $2-3/5-,'#:$2'"2*($+!2'#$!"#$<0-16$2*-5$%'2%-".$

method to test the nutrients and micro-nutrients. The assaying of  agricultural pro-

duce at the market level is of  utmost importance to enhance the marketability of  the 

produce and to enable farmers to realise price commensurate to the quality of  their 

agricultural produce. Mandis handle huge volumes of  arrival and smaller lots; hence 

it is essential to provide a quick quality assaying solution to promote online trading. 

For this, the challenge is seeking development of  grading and assaying solution for e 

NAM which can be connected to the internet.

The success of  implementation of  the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana depends 

upon accurate yield estimates at village/farm level. However, crop yield estimation is 

!$?'(=$1*3/5'H$!1%-?-%=:$!2$=-'5#$-2$-"A0'"1'#$+=$3!"=$)!1%*(2$201&$!2$1(*/$.'"*%=/':$

soil, weather management practice and various biotic and abiotic stresses. In this re-

gard, the challenge is also to develop a web based spatial decision support system 

which takes data from high resolution satellite based agro-meteorological parameters, 

sensor networks giving information, etc. to provide estimates of  yield at farm level. 

Creation of  regional Agri-Kiosks by the respective departments is necessary to pro-

vide a kind of  a one-stop shop for all agricultural needs providing services such as soil 

testing, seed selection, appropriate pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides. Agri-kiosks 

can also provide the latest agricultural equipments on rent which make them easily 

accessible for women farmers. The challenge is looking for solutions to improve the 

availability of  agricultural inputs through a Custom Hiring Centre.

Further, insect, plant pathogen, and weed pests destroy more than 40 percent of  all 

potential food production each year. This loss occurs despite the application of  ap-

proximately 3 million tonnes of  pesticide per year plus the use of  a wide array of  non-

chemical controls, like crop rotation and biological controls. Due to lack of  effective, 

affordable and eco-friendly technologies to control pests, farmers are left with no 

choice but to continue spraying harmful and toxic pesticides on crops. The challenge 

is looking for technology solutions to substitute the use of  pesticides and insecticides 

to prevent pre-harvest losses. One of  the biggest issues facing the agricultural sector 

-"$S"#-!$-2$5*C$=-'5#c$$S"#-!B2$)!(3$=-'5#$-2$dWIRW$/'(1'"%$5*C'($%&!"$%&!%$*) $#'?'5*/'#$

nations. Apt technology interventions need to be made.

A comprehensive ICT strategy has also been developed not only to reach out to farm-

ers in an easy and better way but also planning and monitoring of  schemes. In order 

%*$3''%$ %&'$ -")*(3!%-*"$ "''#2$ *) $ )!(3'(2:$J-"-2%(=$ *) $ G.(-105%0('$ !"#$ >!(3'(2B$

Welfare has developed different websites and web portals that allow farmers to access 

the information using Internet Information on Market Price, Soil Health Card, Crop 

Insurance, Government schemes etc.
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The value addition in agriculture commodities helps to raise the price of  commodity 

earns and enhances its value. Even basic value addition such as cleaning and grading 

of  grains, sorting of  fruits and vegetables and primary processing activity such as 

cutting, dicing, and packaging fruits and vegetables can also help in raising farmers 

returns. Such facilities have been extensively established under the World Bank sup-

ported Maharashtra Agriculture Competitive Project. The value addition is an impor-

%!"%$2%'/$-) $%&'$?-2-*"$*) $#*0+5-".$)!(3'(2B$-"1*3'$&!2$%*$+'$('!5-;'#7$S"$1*33*#-%-'2$

such as wheat, pulses, oilseeds the removal of  husk, foreign material, polishing, and 

grading are also considered to be primary processing. In case of  fruits and vegetables, 

primary processing includes washing, slicing, packaging etc. 

The value of  output from the livestock sector is 25.7 percent of  the total output from 

the agriculture and allied sector. More than 10 percent (16 million approximately) 

/*/05!1'$*) $S"#-!$#'/'"#2$*"$!"-3!5:$/*05%(=$!"#$,2&'(=$)*($%&'-($5-?'5-&**#7$S"#-!$

continues to be the largest producer of  milk in the world. India is the third largest 

#!-(=$/(*#01'(2$-"$%&'$C*(5#7$S"$%'(32$*) $,2&'(-'2:$S"#-!$-2$%&'$U"#$5!(.'2%$/(*#01'($

*) $,2&$-"$%&'$C*(5#7$E!(.'$"03+'($*) $)!(3'(2$!('$#'/'"#'"%$*"$%&'$5-?'2%*16$2'1%*($

for their livelihood and employment opportunities. Provision of  cold chain at district 

and block level is required so as to enable expansion of  organised milk market to pro-

vide greater access to dairy farmers for their milk produced; Genetic upgradation of  

cattle, buffaloes and improvement in delivery mechanism of  breeding inputs and ser-

vices to farmers including promotion of  clean milk production; Heifer rearing crops 

and fodder trees; Quality feed and food through promotion of  good varieties of  fod-

der crops and fodder trees; Animal health promotion is vital to dairy development. 

\/'1-!5$'3/&!2-2$2&*05#$+'$5!-#$*"$'"&!"1-".$('/(*#01%-?'$'),1-'"1=$!"#$/('?'"%-*"$

of  infertility, preventive veterinary medicine; adequate animal health cover services, 

etc. With improvement of  breed, the production of  milk also gradually improves. 

Hence, measures should be put in place for cross breeding of  local cows with exotic 

breeds as well as promotion of  indigenous cattle. These comprise some of  the critical 

concerns and developments in a National perspective.

Farmer Producer Companies (FPCs) offer the farmers advantages that come from 

higher scales of  operation at various stages of  the agricultural value chain system. 

The progress has unfortunately been slow and needs to be accelerated by creating 

-"1'"%-?'2$!"#$20//*(%-".$)!1-5-%!%*(2B$/5!%)*(32$201&$!2$!"$G.(-$Ia02-"'22$8(*3*%-*"$

Facility (ABPF) has now been initiated by some state governments, the World Bank 

and SFAC that has demonstrated success and proved the advantages of  collective 

operations. It would help if  every farmer is encouraged to become a member of  an 

>8Le>8M$!"#$-"%'.(!%'$'),1-'"%5=$C-%&$!$?!50'$1&!-"$/5!%)*(37$@&-2$C*05#$-3/!1%$

21!5'2$*) $'1*"*3=$%*$23!55$)!(32$f$+(-".$'),1-'"1=$%*$*/'(!%-*"27

This manual for Board of  Directors(BoDs) of  FPCs is replete with illustrations from 

a number of  states in India and provides a good perspective on the evolution and 

strengthening of  FPCs. It is a most relevant read for students of  economics and 

management, as well as management professionals who seek to learn from these suc-
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cessful illustrations and best practices. I would also like to place on record my sincere 

!//('1-!%-*"$%*$%&'$!0%&*(2$Z7$8!#3!"!"#:$\02&-5$O&*#C'6!($!"#$O0"!5$\**#$('/('-

senting Agri Business Promotion Facility – Maharashtra Agriculture Competitiveness 

8(*D'1%$!"#$P(!"%$@&*("%*"$S"#-!$EE8:$)*($!%%'3/%-".$%*$,55$-"$%&'$/(!1%-1!5$6"*C5-

edge gaps in a manner worthy of  appreciation. I very strongly recommend this book 

%*$%&'$/*5-1=$3!6'(2:$,'5#I5'?'5$2'(?-1'$/(*?-#'(2$!"#$('5!%'#$-"2%-%0%-*"2$!"#$)!(3'($

networks in India.  

I must add that it is a very well written Manual and is a contribution to the need for 

knowledge and reday recknor on the subject. It will serve the needs of  all concerned 

with and interested in mobilizing the farmers and their produce for imparting ef-

,1-'"1=$!"#$'))'1%-?'"'22$%*$!.(-105%0('$2'1%*(2$*/'(!%-*"2$!%$!55$-%2$2%!.'2:$C&'"$!55$

concerned with farmers recognize the critical role of  mobilizing farmers and their 

produce.

New Delhi     Dr Ashok Dalwai (IAS) 

March, 2018            CEO, NRAA and Chairman,        

              “Committee of  Doubling 

$ $ $ $ $ $$$$$$$$$$>!(3'(2B$-"1*3'$+=$UWUUg
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Agriculture in India today has a net sown area of  141 million hectares with 7 percent being ac-

counted for by the horticulture sub-sector. Livestock population is more than 512 million and 

India is the 7th largest agricultural exporter in the world. As per the National Sample Survey and 

the Ministry of  Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, the number of  agricultural labourers stood at 

78.2 million in 2011-12. By 2010-11, the average farm size stood at 1.15 hectare. Small and Mar-

ginal farmers account for about 83 percent of  holdings. In this circumstance, the agro and food 

processing sector may be considered in terms of  the sub-sectors. Maharashtra has the highest 

/(*#01%-*"$*) $)(0-%2$-"$S"#-!7$S%$-2$(!"6'#$,(2%$-"$.(!/'2:$/*3'.(!"!%':$+!"!"!:$%*3!%*$!"#$*"-*"$

production and second in papaya production. The State ranks 9th in vegetable production with 

R7V$/'(1'"%$*) $S"#-!B2$%*%!5$?'.'%!+5'$/(*#01%-*"7$@&'$\%!%'$!52*$&*02'2$3*('$%&!"$VRWW$J\JY2$

and 300 large scale units.

In this regard, the Agri-Business Promotion Facility services under the Maharashtra Agricultural 

Competitiveness Project (MACP) are provided by the Grant-Thornton India LLP. The interven-

tions under the MACP have led to the evolution of  100s of  FPCs. The FPCs are managed by 

a Board of  Directors and their constant capacity-building is of  utmost importance. It is in this 

regard that this publication may be visualised.

Section I of  the volume presents an introduction to Farmer Producer Companies (FPCs) and 

presents success stories as well as issues related to policy advocacy.

@&'$,(2%$1&!/%'($ -"$ %&-2$ 2'1%-*"$1*"2-#'(2$ %&'$"''#$ )*($!..5*3'(!%-*"$*) $ )!(3'(2$ -"%*$>!(3'($

Producer Organisations (FPOs) and particularly Farmer Producer Companies. It also considers 

the experiences in FPC promotion. In a country where 83 percent of  producers are small and                

marginal producers or farmers, there is an apparent need for aggregation of  producers and their 

produce. Within the category of  FPOs, FPCs have an advantage over co-operatives in the light of  

their democratic and producer-member based operation and management. In India, FPCs were 

originally promoted and supported by a state government (Madhya Pradesh) under a World Bank 

(WB) poverty reduction project since 2005, and thereafter (since 2011) extensively under similar 

projects in states like Maharashtra. Such initiatives are also being Implement in the states like Ta-

mil Nadu, Rajasthan and Himachal Pradesh. NGOs, the Small Farmers Agribusiness Consortium 

(SFAC), Department of  Agriculture of  State Governments (some supported with World Bank 

assistance) and the NABARD are promoting FPOs in rural areas in the form of  producer compa-

"-'2$C-%&$,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$*) $%&'$P*?'("3'"%$*) $S"#-!7$S"$!$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=:$0"5-6'$-"$!$/(--

vate limited company each member has only one vote irrespective of  the number of  shares held. 

Shares can be transferred only to primary producers. Presently, there are over 2000 FPCs operating 

in India as SFAC alone has evolved over 700 FPCs and the WB-MACP initiative works with over 

440 FPCs. Including other legal forms, several thousand FPOs are arguably in operation in India.

Preface
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The second chapter considers FPC principles and characteristics as well as the  

development approaches. The basic principles behind a FPC is voluntary and open membership,  

democratic farmer member control, autonomy, co-operation amongst farmers and concern 

for the community. The World Bank had initiated the FPO (FPC) development approach 

through a coordinating platform namely an Agri-Business Promotion Facility (ABPF). The 

>8L$ #'?'5*/3'"%$ !//(*!1&$ -"$ %&-2$ 1*"%'H%$ -"150#'2$ 1502%'($ -#'"%-,1!%-*":$ *) $ #-!."*2%-1$

study and feasibility study for the formation of  FPCs, resources mobilisation and business  

operations. An FPC may offer a range of  services to members. These include: 

h$ S"/0%$\0//5=$!"#$L02%*3$&-(-".$*) $'<0-/3'"%

h$ M/'(!%-*"$ *) $ >!(3'($ L*33*"$ \'(?-1'$ L'"%('$ N>L\LX$ )*($ /(*1'22-".:$ /!16!.-".:$ 

storage etc.

h$ S"20(!"1'$)!1-5-%=$)*($1(*/2

h$ \''#$/(*#01%-*"

h$ i*-"%$3!(6'%-".$%*$/(*1'22*(2e('%!-5'(2

h$ J\8$)!1-5-%!%-*"

h$ F-26$]'#.-".$%&(*0.&$9LQYj

h$ k*(6-".$ L!/-%!5$ ('!5-2!%-*"$ )*($ /(*10('3'"%$ )(*3$ )!(3'(2$ )*($ )!1-5-%!%-".$ 2%*(!.'$ *($ 

processing on trading model.

h$ L!/!1-%=$+0-5#-".$2'(?-1'2

h$ G01%-*"$2'(?-1'2$C-%&-"$>L\L$/('3-2'27

h$ 8*5-1=$!#?*1!1=$*"$+'&!5) $*) $3'3+'(27

G//!('"%5=:$ %&'2'$ 2'(?-1'2$3!=$ 2-."-,1!"%5=$ 1*"%(-+0%'$ %*C!(#2$ 1*"2-#'(!+5=$ -"1('!2-".$"'%$

value accruals to member-farmers.

The Third Chapter presents several case illustrations on successfully operating FPCs under the 

MACP in Maharashtra, NGO Promoted FPCs across the country and DPIP promoted FPCs 

in Madhya Pradesh. 

The fourth chapter considers the important elements of  agri-marketing policy for FPCs.  

Today, the framework under which markets for agricultural produce function in  

J!&!(!2&%(!$!"#$%&'$)!1%*(2$%&!%$-"A0'"1'$)!(3'($*($/(*#01'($/(-1'2$!"#$?!50'$!11(0!52$&!?'$ 

!52*$1&!".'#7$S%$-2$"'1'22!(=$%*$#'?'5*/$!"$'),1-'"%$!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%-".$2=2%'3$+*%&$-"$%'(32$ 

of  infrastructure facilities (hardware) and on-going practices (software). 

Section II considers soft skills necessary for launching and managing a growing enterprise. 

@&'$,(2%$1&!/%'($&'('$/(*?-#'2$!"$-"%(*#01%-*"7$Y"%('/('"'0(-!5$!"#$3!"!.'3'"%$26-552$3!=$

be referred to as hard management skills and soft (entrepreneurial or intrapreneurial) skills 

('2/'1%-?'5=7$G$Q-('1%*($"''#2$%*$!1%$!2$!"$l-"%(!/('"'0(g$*($!"$l'"%('/('"'0(-!5I3!"!.'(g$

within an FPC. Hard skills have reference to techno-managerial skills. Soft skills have more to 

do with the personality and internal behavioural traits and characteristics of  an intrapreneurial 

3!"!.'($*($Q-('1%*(7$G"$l-"%(!/('"'0(g$301&$5-6'$!"$'"%('/('"'0($-2$!$/5!""'#$(-26$%!6'($C&*$

effectively organizes different factors of  production.

The second chapter considers interpersonal communication and persuasion and use of   

-"A0'"1'$ 2%(!%'.-'27$@&'$ 2'1*"#$ 1&!/%'($ 2''62$ %*$/(*?-#'$ !"$0"#'(2%!"#-".$*) $ %&'$"!%0(':$

types and importance of  interpersonal communication. Communication need be effective 
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!"#$!//(*/(-!%'7$Z!(-*02$/'(20!2-*"$!"#$-"A0'"1'$2%(!%'.-'2$"''#$!52*$+'$'3/5*='#$+=$/*%'"%-!5$

intrapreneur for success in the business.

Chapter three covers creativity and problem solving skill sets. 

The fourth chapter introduces participants to negotiating skills and provides guidelines for  

successful negotiation. The chapter also introduces the concept of  networking and the approach 

to towards building a productive network. Negotiation skills may be improved by: Cultivating 

empathy; building trust. 

L&!/%'($,?'$-"%(*#01'2$%&'$1*"1'/%$!"#$"''#$*) $#'5'.!%-*"$!"#$/(*?-#'2$.0-#'5-"'2$)*($'))'1%-?'$

delegation. Delegation consists only of  entrusting the task of  execution. The responsibility for the 

performance of  the task remains with the person who has delegated. 

L&!/%'($2-H$1*?'(2$5'!#'(2&-/$2%=5'27$E'!#'(2&-/$1!"$+'$#',"'#$!2$%&'$/(*1'22$*) $-"A0'"1-".$!"#$

supporting others to work enthusiastically toward achieving targets.  

L&!/%'($2'?'"$1*"2-#'(2$'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"$!"#$2=2%'3!%-1$/5!""-".$!2$!$%(!-%7$

Section III considers hard skills or basic FPC related management inputs. 

]'(':$ 1&!/%'($ *"'$ 1*"2-#'(2$ a02-"'22$ M//*(%0"-%=$ S#'"%-,1!%-*"$ -"/0%27$ S%$ 1*"2-#'(2$ 

?!(-*02$3'%&*#2$*) $1*"#01%-".$!"$!22'223'"%$20(?'=$*) $!$+02-"'22$-#'!$-"$!$2/'1-,1$5*1!%-*"7$G$ 

comprehensive comparison of  the available opportunities should be done to assess whether one 

-2$%'1&"*5*.=$C-2'$1*3)*(%!+5':$/(*,%!+-5-%=$*) $+02-"'22$!"#$(-26$-"?*5?'#$-"$%&'$/(*D'1%7$@&'('$

are various errors one can commit during opportunity selection like copy-cat syndrome, fallacy of  

numbers, inaccurate information etc.

L&!/%'($ %C*$ /('2'"%2$ !"$ -"%(*#01%-*"$ %*$ !$ +02-"'22$ /5!"7$ G$ +02-"'22$ /5!"$ &'5/2$ %*$ #',"'$ 

objectives, set targets and design a frame-work for benchmarking and monitoring implementation.

L&!/%'($ %&(''$ /(*,5'2$ ?!(-*02$ !1%*(2$ !"#$ 0"#'(%!6'2$ !"!5=2-2$ *) $ -"#02%(=$ 2%(01%0('$ -"$ %!(.'%$ 

markets. A scrutiny of  various actors in the sub-sector will help in conducting a structural  

analysis of  the industry and also position an enterprise in the environment. The same can be done 

by evaluating the following instruments: Strength of  customers and consumers; Strength of  inputs 

suppliers; Strength of  barriers to entry of  new enterprises; Competition.

The chapter four presents the scope for competitive advantage and strategic positioning of  an 

enterprise. An enterprise needs to secure a sustainable competitive advantage in terms of  cost, 

advantage, differentiation or niche market.

@&'$,)%&$1&!/%'($1*"2-#'(2$%&'$-3/*(%!"%$1*"1'/%$('5!%'#$%*$3!(6'%$!"#$/(*#01%$3-H$#'1-2-*"2$*"$

the structuring of  a market plan in a venture.

For pricing decisions, marginal cost based pricing method is an option. Also, the ideal product 

!"#$3!(6'%$3-H$*) $!"$'"%'(/(-2'$3!=$+'$-#'"%-,'#$+=$3'!"2$*) $1*"%(-+0%-*"$!"!5=2-27$@C*$!2/'1%2$

critical in a market plan are channel development and selling incentives.

Chapter six considers networking with large processors and marketers in the value chain. 

Chapter seven considers compliance and traceability for market linkages. 

The chapter eight highlights the importance of  a tracking and tracing system. Tracing is a  

+!16C!(#$ /(*1'22$C&'('$ *(-.-"$ -2$ -#'"%-,'#:$C&'('!2$ %(!16-".$ -2$ !$ )*(C!(#$ /(*1'22$C&'('$ '"#$ 

02'(2$ !"#$ %(!#-".$ /!(%"'(2$ !('$ -#'"%-,'#7$ @(!1'!+-5-%=$ -2$ %&'$ !+-5-%=$ %*$ ?'(-)=$ %&'$ 5*1!%-*"$ *($ 

!//5-1!%-*"$*) $!"$-%'3$+=$3'!"2$*) $#*103'"%'#$('1*(#'#$-#'"%-,1!%-*"7$S%$-2$%&'$6'=$%*$-"1('!2'$+0='(B2$ 

1*",#'"1'$!"#$'"1*0(!.'$%(!"2/!('"%$('5!%-*"2&-/2$C-%&$23!55$5!"#$&*5#'(27
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The chapter eight emphasises on imparting the skill for technical analysis. It is important to 

learn about critical technical issues in project and product selection technology assessment, 

production programme and plant capacity. It is important to estimate manpower requirement, 

plant layout and cost of  machinery.

@&'$ 1&!/%'($ "-"'$ &'5/2$ 0"#'(2%!"#$ %&'$ ('5!%-*"2&-/$+'%C''"$ 1*2%:$ *0%/0%$ !"#$/(*,%$ -"$ !"$

FPC enterprise and the importance of  break-even point (BEP) analysis. A change in sales 

3-H$C-55$"*%$!))'1%$!"$>8LB2$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$/(*,%$-) $'!1&$/(*#01%$&!2$'<0!5$LeM$(!%-*7$ 

]*C'?'(:$!$1&!".'$-"$/(*#01%I3-H$C-55$1&!".'$%&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$/(*,%$C&'"$/(*#01%2$&!?'$ 

unequal C/O or contribution over output or sales ratio.

L&!/%'($%'"$/('2'"%2$%&'$3*#'$*) $/('/!(-".$%&'$,"!"1-!5$*) $!$+02-"'22$/5!"7$@&-2$-2$-"$%&'$

context of  a new and expanding FPC business. 

Chapter eleven considers a feasibility analysis of  projects and investment appraisal modes that 

.-?'2$#0'$('.!(#$%*$%&'$%-3'$?!50'$*) $1!2&$-"A*C2$!"#$*0%A*C2$!"#$!52*$%&'$2/''#$*) $('%0("2$

*($-"A*C27$$

Chapter twelve presents case illustrations on examples of  successful units into secondary 

processing.

Chapter thirteen considers fundamental concepts of  bookkeeping. Financial Accounting 

-2$ %&'$,'5#$*) $!11*0"%-".$1*"1'("'#$C-%&$%&'$2033!(=:$!"!5=2-2$!"#$('/*(%-".$*) $,"!"1-!5$ 

%(!"2!1%-*"2$/'(%!-"-".$%*$!$+02-"'227$a**66''/-".$-2$%&'$('1*(#-".$*) $,"!"1-!5$%(!"2!1%-*"2:$

and is part of  the process accounting in the business. The various books to be maintained for 

accounting purpose are considered: Journal Book, Subsidiary Book, Sales Book, Ledger, Cash 

Book, Bank Book, and Stock Register.

Chapter fourteen considers various practical tools by which one may manage a small  

enterprise better. Economic order quantity (EOQ) is a simple cash cum-cost sheet, and is 

a tool that allows to forecast how much cash is earned and how much is spent on every  

operating cycle so as to enable the company in taking an informed decision on ways to  

manage cash. 

L&!/%'($,)%''"$&'5/2$0"#'(2%!"#$@*%!5$m0!5-%=$J!"!.'3'"%$N@mJX7$k&-1&$.-?'2$'3/&!2-2'2$

on continuous improvement. Acceptable Quality Level (AQL) is a statistical measurement 

of  the maximum number of  defective goods considered acceptable in a particular sample 

size. Bench marking is measurement of  the quality of  an organisation, policies, products,  

programs, strategies, etc. and their comparison with standard measurements or similar  

measurements of  its peers. The ISO 9000 family of  quality management systems is designed 

to help organisations ensure that they are meeting needs of  customers and other stakeholders 

while meeting statutory and regulatory requirements related to products or service. 

Chapter 16 covers project activity planning and implementation. Project management involves 

co-ordination of  various activities that are interrelated and project planning and scheduling 

requires technical considerations. Project scheduling establishes the time and sequence of  the 

various phases of  the project. A Gantt chart provides a graphical illustration of  a schedule that 

helps to plan, coordinate, and track tasks in a project.
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L&!/%'($ *"'$ 1*"2-#'(2$ 1!2'$ 2%0#-'2$ -"$ %'(32$ *) $ %=/-1!5$ !1%-?-%=$ /(*,5'$ *) $ 2*3'$ >8L2$ -"$ 

Maharashtra. An FPC earns from a range of  activities and services. An FPC can earn revenue by 

way of  input facilitation by supply of  seeds, fertilizers, pesticides. FPCs are also earning income 

by way of  providing cleaning and grading services for grains and cereals and fruits and vegetables. 

FPCs are also earning revenue by facilitating sale of  cereals and grains at MSP, by levying auction 

fees (from traders) for facilitating auctioning services, FPCs also earn and hedge their risk through 

9LQYj$)0%0('2$%(!#-".7

L&!/%'($ %C*$ 1*"2-#'(2$ /('2'"%!%-*"$ *) $ &'!5%&=$ ,"!"1-!5$ 2%!%'3'"%2$ )*($ -"2%-%0%-*"!5$ 1('#-%$ 

support. This chapter also presents a comparative analysis between two FPCs. 

Chapter three considers regulatory compliances in terms of  Udyog Aadhar, Direct Marketing 

License and FSSAI. 

Chapter four considers realisation of  working capital for FPCs with case illustrations for  

/(*10('3'"%$!"#$%(!#-".$-"$3!-;'$!"#$*%&'($1*33*#-%-'2$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!"#$)*($#-('1%$

marketing. 

@&'$ 20+2'<0'"%$ 1&!/%'($ ,?'$ /('2'"%2$ %&'$9LQYj$*/'(!%-*"$ )*($ &'#.-".$ !.!-"2%$ 1*33*#-%=$

price risk. 

This chapter six presents the importance of  technology for helping farmers and FPCs to increase 

their income. Mobile phones are utilised in agricultural advisory service for agronomic practices, 

crop protection advisories, weather forecasts and market prices.   

Chapter seven presents the management structure of  an FPC, member rights, powers and duties. 

L&!/%'($'-.&%$/('2'"%2$2%!%0%*(=$1*3/5-!"1'2$)*($>8L27$>8L2$&!?'$%*$'"20('$'5'1%(*"-1$,5-".$%*$

Registrar of  Companies (ROC), maintain statutory registers etc.  

This manual and handbook is expected to cater to the essential information and skill needs of  

Board of  Directors of  FPCs, support system functionaries and other stakeholders involved in 

promoting and developing FPCs across the country. 

\'1%-*"$Z$1*"2-#'(2$21&'3'2$!"#$/(*.(!33'2$*) $P*?'("3'"%$!"#$\%!%'7

Chapter one presents schemes of  the Ministry of  Agriculture and Farmers Welfare.

Chapter Two considers schemes of  the Ministry of  Food Processing Industries.

Chapter three considers other schemes of  the Government of  India.

Chapter four considers Agriculture and Food processing related schemes of  the Government of  

India.
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@&'$!0%&*(2$&!?'$+''"$+'"',%'#$!$.('!%$#'!5$)(*3$%&'$C(-%-".2$!"#$#''#2$*) $!$"03+'($*) $

experts and institutions. They include Dr. Ashok Dalwai (IAS, CEO- NRAA, Chairman of  

%&'$lL*33-%%''$)*($#*0+5-".$)!(3'(2B$-"1*3'$+=$UWUUgX:$\&(-$8(!2!"%!$O03!($\C!-"$Ni*-"%$

Secretary, Marketing and AMA) and Shri Jagdish Prasad Meena (Secretary, Ministry of  Food 

Processing Industries) who have been catalytic in energising agriculture and Agri business  

#'?'5*/3'"%$ -"%'(?'"%-*"2$ -"$ S"#-!7$ J!"=$ 2'"-*($ *),1'(2$ *) $ %&'$ S"#-!"$ G#3-"-2%(!%-?'$ 

\'(?-1'2$ NSG\X$ !"#$ P*?'("3'"%$ &!?'$ '),1-'"%5=$ 1*"%(-+0%'#$ 1*"2-#'(!+5=$ %*$ >8L$ 

development interventions. They include Shri Christy Fernandez, former Secretary to 

the Honourable President of  India, Shri Bijay Kumar (ACS, Maharashtra), Smt. Neel  

Kamal Darbari (ACS, Rajasthan), Shri Nirmaljeet Singh Kalsi (ACS, Punjab), Shri Chiranjiv  

Choudhary (Commissioner of  Horticulture, A.P.),Shri. S. J.  Chiru (Commissioner of  Ag-

riculture Marketing & Agri Business, Tamilnadu) Shri D. K. Behera (Director General,  

Agriculture, Haryana), Shri Sumanta Chaudhuri (IAS, M.D.- SFAC), Smt. Neelima Kerketta 

(Former PD. MACP), Shri. Thube (former P.D., MACP), Shri Sunil Pawar (MD, MSAMB) and 

\3%7$\!3/!#!$J'&%!$N)*(3'($87Q7:$JGL8X$!3*".2%$*%&'(27$\&(-$Z-2&'2&$L&!"#-*6$N9!%-*"!5$
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Organisations and agencies such as NGOs, the Small Farmers Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC), Department 

of  Agriculture of  State Governments (some supported with World Bank assistance) and the National Bank for  

Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) are promoting farmer producer organisations (FPOs) in rural areas 

-"$%&'$)*(3$*) $/(*#01'($1*3/!"-'2$C-%&$,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$*) $%&'$P*?'("3'"%$*) $S"#-!7$$@&'$9!%-*"!5$J-22-*"$*"$

Agricultural Extension and Technology (NMAET) is also supporting FPOs through: Encouraging the aggregation 

of  farmers into interest groups to form FPOs; Providing requisite technical support and knowledge to farm schools/

FPOs and farmers. (ix)

1.2. Status and Experience of  FPCs in India
@&'$'H!1%$"03+'($*) $>8M2$!"#$>8L2$-"$S"#-!$-2$!"=+*#=B2$.0'227$M"'$2%0#=$-"#-1!%'2$%&!%$%&'('$C'('$*?'($TRV$>8L2$

in India as on mid 2011 which grew to 879 by 2015. (X)  Presently, there could be over 2000  FPCs operating in India 

as SFAC alone has evolved over 814 FPCs (xi) and the WB-MACP initiative works with over 440 FPCs. Including other 

legal forms, several thousand FPOs are arguably in operation in India.

1.2.1. Early origins

In India, FPCs (xii) were initially promoted and supported by a state government (Madhya Pradesh) under a World 

Bank (WB) poverty reduction project since 2005 and thereafter (since 2011) under similar projects in states like  

Maharashtra. Such initiatives are also on in states like Rajasthan and Himachal Pradesh. In the case of  FPCs in MP, the 

2%!%'$.*?'("3'"%$C!2$!52*$%&'$/(*3*%-".$+*#=$!"#$/(*?-#'#$!$*"'I%-3'$.(!"%$*) $F27UR$E!6&$%*$'!1&$>8L$!2$,H'#$#'-

posit revolving fund for obtaining bank loan against it, and also another annual grant of  maximum Rs.7 Lakh per year 

for 5 years for administrative and other expenses. Further, interest subsidy up to a limit of  Rs.2 Lakh was provided on 

any term loan taken by an FPC and a grant of  up to 75% of  the cost up to a maximum of  Rs. 2 Lakh was given for any 

1'(%-,1!%-*"$'H/'"2'2$5-6'$>**#$8(*#01%2$M(#'($N>8MX$!"#$P5*+!5$P**#$G.(-105%0(!5$8(!1%-1'2$NP5*+!5$P7G787X7$(xiii)

The membership/shareholding of  FPCs in India ranges from individual producers to informal self-help groups, only 

to institutional members. The number of  members range from around 300-450 in Maharashtra, 25-6000 in Gujarat, 

and 350-1200 in Rajasthan and 10-6500 in MP. Though authorized capital ranged from Rs. 2-25 Lakh across FPCs, 

the paid up capital remained within Rs. 1-5 Lakh with few touching Rs. 10 Lakh and fewer having authorised capital 

of  Rs. 50 Lakh or more. 

There are also NGOs like the Association of  Farmer Companies (AFC) who have chosen the private limited company 

route to organise producers under the Companies Act.

@&'('$ !('$ *%&'($ )*(3!%27$ S"$ >!+$ S"#-!B2$ 1*330"-%=$ 1*3/!"-'2$ -"$ C&-1&$ %&'$ /(*3*%'($ !"#$ *%&'($ ?'"%0('$ )0"#2$ 

co-invest with the artisans or farmers to create producer institutions. These are some cases of  joint stake  

companies. (xiv)

!!!
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CHAPTER 2

FPC PRINCIPLES AND 

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 

PHASES

Highlights

This chapter considers FPC principles and characteristics as well as development approaches. 

FPCs are basically based on the values of  self-help, self- responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity.

The basic principles behind a voluntary and open membership, democratic farmer member control, autonomy, 

co-operation amongst farmers and concern for the community.

Its important characteristics include- treatment on par with any private limited company, liability limited to shares, 

3'3+'(2B$'<0-%=$3!=$*"5=$+'$%(!"2)'(('#$!"#$"*%$/0+5-15=$%(!#'#7

The World Bank had initiated the FPO (FPC) development approach through a coordinating platform namely 

an Agri Business Promotion Facility (ABPF). The FPC development approach in this context includes cluster 

-#'"%-,1!%-*":$1*"#01%$*) $#-!."*2%-1$2%0#=$!"#$)'!2-+-5-%=$2%0#=$)*($)*(3!%-*"$*) $>8L2:$('2*0(1'2$3*+-5-2!%-*"$

and business operations.

An FPC may offer a range of  services to members: 

h$ S"/0%$\0//5=$!"#$L02%*3$&-(-".$*) $'<0-/3'"%

h$ M/'(!%-*"$*) $>!(3'($L*33*"$\'(?-1'$L'"%('$N>L\LX$)*($/(*1'22-".:$/!16!.-".:$2%*(!.'$'%17

h$ S"20(!"1'$)!1-5-%=$)*($1(*/2

h$ \''#$/(*#01%-*"

h$ i*-"%$J!(6'%-".$%*$/(*1'22*(2e('%!-5'(2

h$ J\8$)!1-5-%!%-*"

h$ F-26$]'#.-".$%&(*0.&$9LQYj

h$ k*(6-".$L!/-%!5$('!5-2!%-*"$)*($/(*10('3'"%$)(*3$)!(3'(B2$)*(e)!1-5-%!%-".$2%*(!.'$*($/(*1'22-".$*"$%(!#-".$

model.

h$ G01%-*"$2'(?-1'2$C-%&-"$>L\L$/('3-2'27

G//!('"%5=$%&'2'$2'(?-1'2$3!=$2-."-,1!"%5=$1*"%(-+0%'$%*C!(#2$1*"2-#'(!+5=$-"1('!2-".$%&'$"'%$?!50'$!11(0!52$%*$ 

farmers.
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2.1. FPC Principles and characteristics
FPCs are based on the values of  self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity. FPC members 

must believe in the ethical values of  honesty, social responsibility and caring for others.

Principle 1: Voluntary and Open Membership 

FPCs are voluntary organizations, open to all persons able to use their services and willing to accept the responsibilities 

of  membership, without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination.

Principle 2: Democratic Management by Farmer Members

FPCs are democratic organizations controlled by the farmer-members who actively participate in setting the policies 

and making decisions having equal voting rights. 

Principle 3: Farmer-Member Participation and Co-operation

Farmer-members may contribute equally, and anyway democratically control the capital of  their FPC. FPCs serve 

their members effectively and governance by contributing towards development of  social capital and local governance 

capabilities.

Principle 4: Autonomy and Independence

FPCs are autonomous, self-help organizations controlled by their farmer-members. If  they enter into agreements with 

other organizations, including governments, or raise capital from external sources, they do so on terms that ensure 

%&'-($>8LB2$!0%*"*3=7

Principle 5: Education, Training and Information (on market, technology etc.)

FPCs operatives provide education and training to the farmer-members, elected representatives, managers, and  

employees so that they can contribute effectively to the development of  the FPOs. 

Principle 6: Concern for the Community 

FPCs work for the sustainable development of  the communities through policies approved by their members.

2.1.1. Characteristics of  Producer Company

The important characteristics of  a producer company may be viewed in terms of:

h$ @&'$('.-2%'('#$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=$2&*05#$+'$%('!%'#$!2$!$/(-?!%'$5-3-%'#$1*3/!"=$C-%&$%&'$2-."-,1!"%$#-))'('"1'$

that only two persons cannot get it registered; liability is limited to share 

h$ J-"-303$/!-#I0/$!0%&*(-;'#$1!/-%!5$-2$*) $F27TW:WWW$

h$ @&'$3!H-303$"03+'($*) $3'3+'(2$1!"$'H1''#$RW$9*27$$

h$ S%$2&!55$"'?'($+'1*3'$!$/0+5-1$N*($#''3'#$/0+5-1X$5-3-%'#$1*3/!"=7$

h$ J'3+'(2B$'<0-%=$1!""*%$+'$/0+5-15=$%(!#'#$+0%$1!"$*"5=$+'$%(!"2)'(('#7

2.2. FPC Development Approach
The World Bank had initiated the FPC development approach through a coordinating platform namely an  

Agri-Business Promotion Facility (ABPF). The FPC development approach in this context may be viewed as depicted 

below (xv): 
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!"#$%&'()*&+%,-./%,0+ – Under the activity, cluster areas are to be selected by the ABPF in consultation with the  

('2/'1%-?'$\%!%'$P*?'("3'"%$#'/!(%3'"%27$>*($'H!3/5':$!$1502%'($*) $n:WWWITW:WWW$)!(3'(2$3!=$+'$-#'"%-,'#:$C-%&-"$

one or two blocks, identifying 80 to 120 contiguous villages of  a particular district.

Diagnostic Study – Diagnostic Study may be conducted by the ABPF in selected cluster areas. The Diagnostic Study 

is conducted to assess the preliminary situation of  the farmers and level of  agriculture in the area. The study will also 

&'5/$-"$-#'"%-)=-".$%&'$/*%'"%-!5$-"%'(?'"%-*"2$('<0-('#$!"#$0"#'(2%!"#$%&'$2/'1-,1$/(*D'1%$-3/5'3'"%!%-*"$1*"%'H%7$

Feasibility Analysis – Feasibility Analysis for the formation of  FPCs is carried out by the ABPF. A normal feasibility 

2%0#=$2&*05#$1*?'($!2/'1%2$201&$!2$,"!"1-!5:$%'1&"-1!5:$5'.!5:$2*1-*I105%0(!5:$'"?-(*"3'"%!5:$!"#$'1*"*3-1$!"#$('2*0(1'$

)'!2-+-5-%=7$@&'$>'!2-+-5-%=$G"!5=2-2$C-55$ '2%!+5-2&$ !$ 1!2'$ )*($ /(*3*%-*"$*) $>8L2$ -"$ %&'$/('?!-5-".$ 2/'1-,1$ ('.-*"!5$ 

environmental context. Mobilisation of  members and selection of  Board of  Directors may be undertaken at this stage.

Business Planning$ o$ a02-"'22$ 85!""-".$ C-55$ +'$ 1!((-'#$ *0%$ +=$ Ga8>$ C-%&$ %&'$ &'5/$ *) $ 2'5'1%'#$ )!(3'(2B$ 

representatives. Business planning is a process through which the strategic and operational orientation of  an  

emerging FPC is shaped. A business plan with proper projections on various aspects needs to be developed. The key 

is to develop business plans in detail with the Board of  Directors and with most of  FPC farmer members, to provide 

clear vision.

Resource Mobilisation –Prior to launching the activities of  an FPC, all required resources should be mobilised with 

the help of  FPC representatives and Board of  Directors. Financial, human (staff), technical and physical resources 

should be developed during this particular step. Based on the business plan the ABPF should liaise with various  

,"!"1-".$!.'"1-'2$!"#$3*+-5-2'$('2*0(1'2$)*($&-(-".e/0(1&!2-".$!"#$#'?'5*/-".$?!(-*02$('2*0(1'27

Cluster 
Indentification

Diagnostic Study

Feasibility analysis 
and mobilization of 

farmer members

Business 
Planning

Resource 
Mobilization

Business 
Operation

Figure 1: FPC Development Approach
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Business Operations – Business operations is the commencement of  procurement, production, processing,  

marketing and other service activities of  a FPC. ABPF need to carefully train both the governing and operational team 

of  the FPC in order to ensure smooth functioning of  business operations. The entire value-chain related to various 

agriculture and allied products and commodities needs to be managed.

FPC Development Model - The ABPF need to ensure that FPCs will offer a variety of  services to its members. This 

3!=$1*?'($!53*2%$!55$!2/'1%2$*) $105%-?!%-*"$N)(*3$-"/0%2:$%'1&"-1!5$2'(?-1'2$%*$/(*1'22-".$!"#$3!(6'%-".X7$@&'$>8LB2$

will facilitate linkages between farmers, processors, traders, and retailers to coordinate supply and demand and to  

access key business development services such as market information, input supplies, and transport services. Based on 

'3'(.-".$"''#2:$%&'$>8MB2$C-55$6''/$*"$!##-".$"'C$2'(?-1'2$)(*3$%-3'$%*$%-3'7$@&'$2'%$*) $2'(?-1'2$-"150#'$a02-"'22$

and other services.

FCSC Model

Farmer Common Service Centres (FCSCs) have been conceived as small/medium scale commercially viable entities 

(to be) owned and managed by the Farmer producer companies (FPCs). FCSCs are designed in a manner to address 

the various constraints faced by farmers at the farm- and village-level starting from post-harvest storage and handling, 

primary/secondary processing and packaging followed by transportation to the market for sales. 

FCSC act as the pivotal centre of  storage, aggregation and processing raw agri-produce while providing village  

level basic primary processing infrastructure for post-harvest handling like cleaning and grading of  food grains while  

washing, sorting, packing of  fruits and vegetables in more hygienic conditions. FCSCs have been established by the 

MACP project for attaining economies of  scales through aggregation of  products for accessing wider markets by  

offering uniform quality produce as well as matching the volume demands of  the buyers. 

The objectives of  FCSCs are to supply inputs-seeds, fertilizers and insecticides to the farmers, take up value addition 

activities of  agri-produce and to engage in group marketing by establishing linkages with direct marketers, exporters, 

processors and retail chain operators. This will help to improve productivity and production, and also enable farmers 

to get better price for the produce.

Figure 2: FCSC Model implemented under MACP Maharashtra
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These activities may be undertaken with facilities other than FCSC also.

An indicative list of  services includes:

Input Supply Services: The FPCs will channel low cost and quality inputs including custom hiring equipment to 

member farmers. It will supply fertilizers, pesticides, seeds, sprayers and pump sets, accessories, and pipe lines, where 

feasible.

Aggregation or Procurement and Packaging Services: The FPCs may procure agriculture produce from its  

member farmers; will do the storage, value addition and packaging.

Marketing Services: The FPCs may undertake storage and direct marketing (retailing, supply to processing  

retailers) after procurement of  agricultural produce. This will enable members to save in terms of  time,  

%(!"2!1%-*"$1*2%2:$C'-.&3'"%$5*22'2:$#-2%('22$2!5'2:$/(-1'$A01%0!%-*"2:$%(!"2/*(%!%-*":$<0!5-%=$3!-"%'"!"1'$'%17$@&'=$3!=$!52*$ 

)!1-5-%!%'$%(!#-".$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!"#$!52*$/(*?-#'$J\8$('5!%'#$/(*10('3'"%$2'(?-1'27

Insurance Services: The FPCs will channel various insurance like Crop Insurance, Electric Motor Insurance, etc.

Technical Services: FPCs may promote best practices of  farming, maintain marketing information system,  

diversifying and raising levels of  knowledge and skills in agricultural production and post-harvest processing that adds 

value to products. They may also channel custom hiring services for farm mechanisation and operate common facility 

centres.

Processing Services: The FPCs will facilitate the job-work based cleaning and grading of  raw agricultural produced 

brought in by the farmers. The company would levy comparatively lower service charges (by 2-3%) to members as 

compared to the non-members. The job-work based primary processing charges for cereals and fruits and vegetables 

vary from Rs. 50-150 per quintal based upon the type of  produce. Such facilitation services by an FPC in the initial 

stages actually allow it to operate under limited credit and infrastructure availability; it need not buy and store huge 

volume of  raw produce at its premises.

Networking Services: Making various service providers and services (e.g. about input sourcing, custom  

&-(-".$*) $'<0-/3'"%$!"#$/(*#01%$2/'1-,1!%-*"2:$3!(6'%$/(-1'2X$!"#$*%&'($+02-"'22$2'(?-1'2$!11'22-+5'$%*$/(*#01'(24$ 

)!1-5-%!%-".$5-"6!.'2$C-%&$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2:$+0-5#-".$5-"6!.'2$*) $/(*#01'(2:$/(*1'22*(2:$%(!#'(2$!"#$1*"203'(2:$)!1-5-%!%-".$ 

linkages with various government programmes.

Transport facilitation: Transport vehicles services are also provided for, particularly in horticulture focused FCSCs.

!!!
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CHAPTER 3

CASE ILLUSTRATIONS ON SOME 

SUCCESSFUL FPCs AND RELATED 

INITIATIVES IN INDIA AND ABROAD

Highlights

This chapter presents several case illustrations on successfully operating FPCs under the MACP in Maharashtra, 

NGO Promoted FPCs across the country and DPIP promoted FPCs in Madhya Pradesh.

Bhose Agro Producer Company Ltd. in Solapur district with a membership base of  about 508 farmers has been 

exporting chillies. It provides custom hiring services and operates a common facility Farmer Common Service 

Centre (FCSC). The FPC enjoys an annual turnover of  about Rs.1.5 Crore.

Krushijeevan Agro Farmer Producer Company Ltd. in Pune district with a member base of  about 500 members 

is into horticulture related activities. It facilitates sale of  agro-inputs like seeds (potato and onion), seeds for  

nursery (tomato, chilli etc.) and mulching paper. The FPC facilitates custom hiring services from its FCSC in 

terms of  tractor, rotavator, cultivator and mulching paper laying machine. The FPC also undertakes onion seed 

production and buffer stocking of  onion. Notably, it has two pick-up trucks and has realised a turnover of  over 

Rs. 4.5 Crore in the last couple of  years.

Amarsinh Agro Producer Company Ltd is situated in district Ahmednagar with a member base of  269  

shareholders. The FPC was incorporated in the 2013 and has undertaken multiple activities such as primary  

processing of  food grains, pomegranate, onion etc. along with seed production, custom hiring and procurement 

of  tur under the MSP etc. The FPC realised an annual turnover of  Rs.46 Crore for the year 2016-17 with net 

/(*,%$*) $F27p7p^$E!6&7$@&'$>8L$&!2$'2%!+5-2&'#$%-'I0/2$C-%&$k!53!(%:$G#-%=!$a-(5!$P(*0/:$>0%0('$P(*0/$'%17

Z-#!(+&!$\&'%6!(-$O(-2&-3!5$8(!6(-=!$!"#$[#=*.$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$-2$2-%0!%'#$-"$G3(!?!%-$Q-2%(-1%7$@&'$

FPC is mainly focusing on primary processing of  oranges. The activities undertaken by the network includes 

facilitation of  grading and waxing. Common facility project of  this network houses a 2-tonne per hour capacity 

Belt Roller Grader and waxing facility to grade fruits (particularly oranges). The facility is to help grade produce 

*) $3'3+'($)!(3'(2$N-"$P(!#'2$G:$a:$L$!"#$Q4$KP(!#'$GB$-2$1*"2-#'('#$%&'$+'2%$<0!5-%=$C&-5'$KP(!#'$QB$-2$5!(.'5=$

('D'1%$.(!#'X7$@&'$"'%C*(6$ -2$!52*$2'%%-".$0/$!$ Ki0-1'$8(*#01%-*"B$)!1-5-%=$ %*$'"20('$('!5-2!%-*"$)(*3$KP(!#'$QB$

produce.

Garbhagiri Farmer Producer Company. Ltd is located in Ahmednagar district with a membership base of  418 

shareholders. The business activities carried out by the network include cleaning and grading yielding a turnover 

of  Rs. 10 Lakh. The combined turnover in addition to processing and procurement of  tur at MSP amounts to 

F27U7^R$L(*('$-"$UWT^7$@&'$"'%$/(*,%$!11(0'#$%*$%&'$'"%-%=$-2$!+*0%$F27^$E!6&7$@&'$>8L$!52*$*C"2$%C*$*0%5'%2$-"$

Ahmednagar district for direct sale of  processed food grains.
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Z''(!1&*;!"$[;&!?!"$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$NZ[8LEX$-2$!"$>8L$-"$9!.!/!%%-"!3$#-2%(-1%$-"$@!3-5$9!#07$S%$

has strong guidance and support from Centre for Indian Knowledge System(CIKS), the Resource Agency for 

NABARD and SFAC in Tamil Nadu, for promotion and guidance of  FPCs. The company members are engaged 

-"$2''#$/(*#01%-*"$C-%&$?!5-#$1'(%-,1!%-*"$)(*3$%&'$1*"1'("'#$#'/!(%3'"%7$Z[8LE$ -2$10(('"%5=$C*(6-".$ %&'$

farmers for seed production. The FPC has a turnover of  Rs. 49 Lakh.

Narmadanchal Farmer Producer Company Ltd. (NFPCL) was established in 2013. The FPC leveraged the pulses 

production of  the member farmers by linking them with the SFAC for the pulses procurement program of  Gov-

ernment of  India. With this linkage, the turnover of  the FPC jumped ten fold to Rs 2 Crore from Rs. 21 Lakh in 

%&'$5!2%$,"!"1-!5$='!($C-%&$!$/(*,%$*) $!(*0"#$F27$U$E!6&$-"$UWTVIT^7$>8L$&!2$!52*$0"#'(%!6'"$!.(-I-"/0%$%(!#-".$

businesses of  seeds and fertilizers. Funds availed from NABKISAN were used to support agri-input trading and 

commodity trading businesses.

Z!5!"!#0$\02%!-"!+5'$G.(-105%0('$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$NZ\G8LEX$-2$5*1!%'#$-"$9!.!/!%%-"!37$@&'$1*3/!"=$

had a shareholder base of  3010 in 2017. The company presently is actively engaged in: Providing credit to share-

&*5#'(2$)*($/0(1&!2'$*) $2''#2$!"#$*(.!"-1$)'(%-5-;'(2$C-%&$2!5'$*) $L'(%-,'#:$M(.!"-1$!"#$98J$8!##=:$/052'2$!"#$

oil seeds. Also the FPC procures and sells vermi-compost and bio pesticides. The company has actively pursued 

+02-"'22$!1%-?-%-'2$!"#$&!2$+''"$!+5'$%*$.'"'(!%'$('?'"0'$*) $F27T7T^$L(*('7$Z!5!"!#0$-2$%&'$)*('3*2%$>8L$20/-

/5=-".$*(.!"-1$1'(%-,'#$(-1':$!"#$/052'2$-"$@!3-5$9!#0$!"#$1!%'(2$%*$Tn$*(.!"-1$2&*/2$-"$L&'""!-:$L*-3+!%*(':$

Trichy, Thirunelveli and Mayiladuthurai. 

Narsingh Farmers Crop Producer Company Ltd., Madhya Pradesh, was established in 2006. Narsingh FPCL is 

actively involved in agri-inputs sale, seed production, procurement and sale of  agriculture produce. The company 

is also well equipped with seed processing infrastructure and machinery and has seed processing grader with a 

capacity of  10 Qtl/hour. The company has 1800 shareholders. The FPC in the FY 2015-16 started the pulses 

procurement for the SFAC which increased the turnover from Rs. 78 Lakh to Rs. 9.79 Crore.

3.1. Introduction: Indian Illustrations
There is ample empirical evidence on successful FPOs and FPCs functioning in India and abroad. Under the MACP in 

Maharashtra, FPCs enjoy support for establishing common facilities referred to as Farmer Common Service Centres 

(FCSCs) in terms of  about 75 per cent grant-in-aid assistance on a project cost of  up to Rs.18 Lakh. These common 

facilities typically facilitate grading, sorting and packaging activities. In some cases, they also operate transport vehicles 

for sourcing inputs and supply of  output. This is in addition to FPCs being groomed for providing input facilitation, 

custom hiring and/or seed cultivation and other services. An ABPF co-ordinates and guides related initiatives directly 

!2$C'55$!2$%&(*0.&$2'(?-1'$/(*?-#'(2$*($('2*0(1'$-"2%-%0%-*"27$G//!('"%5=:$%&'$+'"',%2$%*$>8L$3'3+'(2$!11(0'$%&(*0.&$

several measures: from dividend declared by the FPC; from purchase of  inputs; reduction in transport cost and time; 

%-3'5=$-"/0%24$.('!%'($)*102$*"$<0!5-%=4$+'"',%2$*) $+056$/0(1&!2'$#-21*0"%24$!..('.!%'#$2!5'$*) $/(*#01'4$a'%%'($(!%'2$

%&!"$G8JL4$!"#$/(*/'($C'-.&-".$!"#$(!%'$,H!%-*"$#0'$%*$%(!"2/!('"%$*/'(!%-*"24$!?!-5!+-5-%=$*) $)!1-5-%-'2$)*($/(*1'22-

ing and value addition. In additions to MACP initiatives there are successful initiatives in other states ranging from 

Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat to Tamil Nadu. There are also NGO promoted FPCs as well as DPIP promoted FPCS 

through state governments.
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3.2. Some MACP-ABPF World Bank promoted FPCs (xvi)

3.2.1. Swaroop Shetkari Producer Company Limited, Aurangabad : Sultanpur, a small village located in 

the Khultabad block of  Aurangabad district in Maharashtra, has an inspiring live case of  farmer mobilization and  

'3/*C'(3'"%7$S"$%&-2$?-55!.':$%&'$)!(3'(2$1*05#$"*%$0"#'(%!6'$/(*,%!+5'$105%-?!%-*"$#'2/-%'$!55$%&'$&!(#$C*(6$!"#$

efforts put into growing agricultural crops due to topographical constraints of  reduced groundwater level as well as 

negligible marketing opportunities. The exploitative tactics of  middlemen ate into their margins and barely left them 

with any returns. As the nature of  their produce was perishable they had no option but to sell it off  at whatever price 

was offered. An FPC was registered under the name of  Swaroop Shetkari Producer Company Limited in May, 2015. 

S"$ %&'$,(2%$ ='!($*) $*/'(!%-*"!5-;!%-*":$ %&'('$C'('$*"5=$URW$3'3+'(2$ -"$ %&'$>8L7$ S%2$ !0%&*(-;'#$ 2&!('$1!/-%!5$C!2$ 

F27$RWW:WWW$!"#$-%2$/!-#$0/$1!/-%!5$C!2$F27$pRW:WWW7$G2$/!(%$*) $,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$%*$%&'$+0##-".$>8L:$-%$('1'-?'#$!$

grant of  Rs. 13.5 Lakh from MACP which was utilized to develop the infrastructure such as commodity warehouse 

N1!/!1-%=I$TRWW$J@X$!"#$!$1'('!52$!"#$.(!-"2B$L5'!"-".$!"#$P(!#-".$["-%$N1!/!1-%=I$U$@8]X7$@&'$3'3+'(2&-/$*) $%&'$

>8L$&!2$!53*2%$#*0+5'#$)(*3$URW$-"$%&'$,(2%$='!($%*$pdW$+=$"*C7

The turnover of  the company has risen from a mere Rs. 10 Lakh in 2015-16 to Rs. 1.52 Crore in 2016-17. It is expected 

to cross the mark of  Rs. 2 Crore in 2017-18. In January 2017, the company carried out procurement of  300 MT Tur 

under SFAC at the lucrative MSP of  Rs. 5050 per quintal as against the prevailing market rate of  Tur at Rs 3700 per 

<0-"%!57$S%$%0("'#$*0%$%*$+'$!$?'(=$/(*,%!+5'$?'"%0('$!2$%&'$1*3/!"=$"*%$*"5=$.!-"'#$Tq$1*33-22-*"$)(*3$\>GL$+0%$

!52*$%(!"2)'(('#$%&'$+'"',%$*) $!(*0"#$F2$TUWW$/'($<0-"%!5$%*$%&'$)!(3'(27

Within a short span of  time, the company developed strong marketing linkages with buyers cum processors of   

different forms of  Maize located in Gujarat (E.g. Rocket Ridhhi Siddhi, Maize Products Pvt. Ltd.) as well as  

Maharashtra (Kiran Poultry). Based upon their varied quality requirement, it procured 1300 MT Maize, worth 

Rs 1.5 Crore, from the local farmers. As the company successfully delivered the commodity, meeting the quality  

requirements of  the buyers, it won not only the market credibility but also carved a niche for itself. It is noteworthy that the  

company had to sun-dry the procured lot (moisture content: 22-25%), in want of  mechanical drying system, to reduce 

the moisture level up to 12%. They faced another critical challenge in term of  mixing and matching the different  

qualities of  lot brought by the farmers. As per the Director, the company categorised maize into 3 grades based 

upon their quality- high, medium and low. They, thus, categorised their buyers also for each grade. This strategy  

actually worked wonders for them as they were able to sell all the grades of  maize. Now with assured buyers, they are  

1*",#'"%5=$5**6-".$)*(C!(#$%*$%&'$"'H%$2'!2*"$)*($-"1('!2'#$3!-;'$/(*10('3'"%7$@&'$1*3/!"=$1*05#$/(*10('$3!-;'$

)(*3$)!(3'(2$%&(*0.&$%&'$20//*(%$*) $%&'$,"!"1-".$-"2%-%0%-*":$9GaOS\G9:$C&-1&$1!%'('#$%*$%&'-($-33'#-!%'$23!55$

term loan requirement of  Rs. 47 Lakh. Not only this, the company also performed cleaning and grading of  100 MT 

C&'!%$*"$D*+IC*(6$+!2-2$)*($C&-1&$-%$1&!(.'#$F27$TWW$/'($<0-"%!57$\01&$!1%-?-%=$!55*C'#$%&'$1*3/!"=$%*$'!("$!$/(*,%$

of  about Rs. 50 per quintal i.e. Rs. 50,000 through out without having to buy directly from farmers and store the raw 

produce at its premises. This saved them from mid-time credit or space crisis. The company also took a plunge into 

%&'$)0%0('2$%(!#'$*) $VW$J@$2*=+'!"2$-"$*(#'($%*$%'2%$%&'$C!%'(27$@&'=$"*%$*"5=$('.-2%'('#$!%$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$+0%$

!52*$'!("'#$!"$'!(5=$/(*,%$*) $F27$pR:WWW$%&(*0.&$-%7$S%$&!2$"*%$*"5=$&'5/'#$+**2%$%&'$1*",#'"1'$*) $%&'$a*Q2$!"#$%&'$

)!(3'($3'3+'(2$+0%$!52*$#'?'5*/'#$%&'$!103'"$*) $1*3/!"=$*),1-!52$('.!(#-".$201&$%(!#'7$@&'$>8L$C-%&$%&'$&'5/$*) $

JGL8$!"#$Ga8>IP@$&!2$.!-"'#$'"&!"1'#$6"*C5'#.'$!+*0%$?!(-*02$,"!"1-".$2*50%-*"2:$"'C$%(!#-".$*//*(%0"-%-'2:$

value addition to agricultural produce and new ways of  creating market linkages for their produce. Joining hands had 

given the farmers of  Swaroop Shetkari FPC a renewed sense of  self  belief  and strength. 
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By establishing their FCSC in Sultanpur, the main mandi in the area, they were able to break the chain of   

middlemen and traders who were exploiting them. They created an alternative marketing system by pursuing direct  

marketing i.e. avoiding middlemen. Today, Swaroop FPC is taking a step forward towards establishing an Agri- input mall  

(licensing under process) since the small and marginal farmers in the vicinity of  the company are still unable to get quality  

input- seeds, pesticides and fertilizer at economical prices. The FPC also intends to diversify its product portfolio 

+=$2'%%-".$0/$!$#!55$3-55$C&-1&$C*05#$!##$ %*$ %&'$/(*,%27$@&'$1*3/!"=$ -2$!52*$6''"$ %*$'"%'($ %&'$#!-(=$ -"#02%(=$+=$ 

/0(20-".$P-($1*C$3-56$/(*1'22-".$!2$-%$&!2$/*%'"%-!5$%*$.!("'($&-.&'($/(*,%27$@&'$1('!%-*"$*) $#-('1%$3!(6'%$!2$C'55$!2$

-"2%!"%$,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$&!2$&'5/'#$%&'2'$)!(3'(2$('1'-?'$%&'-($('%0("2$!53*2%$-"2%!"%5=7$S) $%&'$/(*#01'$-2$.(!#'#:$%&'$ 

remuneration is will be higher. 

3.1.2.  Jai Siddheshwar Krushi Producer Company Limited, Aurangabad : The Company was registered in 

August, 2014 with the objective of  producing quality seeds of  Onion that would generate good income and market 

services. Over the last 3 years, the company proved the point of  that even a small company can produce and market 

activities seed done by large corporates. They have set an example by forming a company of  100 small farmers in  

Sillod Tehsil, Aurangabad district in Maharashtra which need successfully produce foundation seeds at par with  

National standards. 

Such has been the tremendous growth in the activities of  the company that its membership has soared past 500  

members now, starting from 100 members initially. The company received a grant of  Rs. 13.5 Lakh from the MACP. 

The company established a cleaning and grading unit (2 TPH), dal mill (2 TPD) and godown of  500 MT capacity. The 

FPC provides various services to its members, including the distribution of  foundation seeds between its members 

(from those who produce them to those farmers who would sow them), providing essential inputs for quality-seed 

/(*#01%-*":$!3*".$*%&'(27$@&'$1*3/!"=B2$%0("*?'($&!2$('!1&'#$!"$!55I$%-3'$&-.&$*) $F27$U$1(*('$-"$d(#$='!($2%!(%-".$

)(*3$F27$RW$5!6&$-"$,(2%$='!($!"#$F27$T7R$1(*('$-"$%&'$2'1*"#$='!(7

As a result of  these initiatives, the farmer members of  the company have been earning an additional income of  

at least Rs. 1, 000 per quintal for Tur procurement by FPC for SFAC. Also, since the company is carrying out job 

C*(6$+!2'#$15'!"-".$!"#$.(!#-".$*) $C&'!%:$%&'$)!(3'(2$3!6'$/(*,%$*) $0/$%*$F27$UWWIURW$/'($<0-"%!5$*"$%&'$2!5'2$*) $ 

/(*1'22'#$C&'!%7$@&'$3*2%$/(*,%!+5'$+02-"'22$*) $!55$&!2$+''"$*"-*"$2''#$/(*#01%-*"$C&'('-"$F2$Ud:WWW$/'($<0-"%!5$

&!2$+''"$%&'$+'"',%$%(!"2)'(('#$%*$%&'$/(*#01'(27$@&'$>8L$'"%'('#$-"%*$1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".$)*($*"-*"$2''#$/(*#01%-*"$

with a Nandurbar based company for a selling price of  Rs 28, 000 per quintal while that in the Sillod mandi was Rs 5, 

000 per quintal. The company, however, faced the challenge of  cold storage which is located in Aurangabad city, at a  

distance of  100 km. Yet, the onion (seeds) can be stored without cold storage for up to 1 year.  In fact, 100 quintals of   

1'(%-,'#$ *"-*"$ 2''#2$ &!?'$ +''"$3!(6'%'#$ %&-2$ ='!(7$ @&'$>8L$3!(6'%2$ %&'2'$ 1'(%-,'#$ 2''#2$ -"$ RW6.$ +!.2$ %*$ 2''#$ 

companies based in Jalna, Mahabeej, Beej Nigam and an American company located in Bangalore. 

The FPC has set up its collection centre in Baradi which is located at 12 Km from Sillod. It caters 5-6 villages in the 

radius of  10-15 Km. The company director plan the marketing strategy, target markets and target customers during 

the harvesting season itself. It not only gives them a clear edge in planning but also sets the road map for the escorting 

the work.

The company successfully processed 100 MT Tur dal through job work, and sold same and sold same at the rate of  

Rs. 80 per kg. Similarly, it has processed 10 quintal moong dal. Maize was procured from farmers and then dried and 

.(!#'#$-"%*$d$1!%'.*(-'27$P(!#'$G$C!2$2*5#$%*$/*05%(=$)''#$0"-%2:$.(!#'$a$%*$A*0($3-552$C&-5'$.(!#'$L$%*$+''($/(*1'22-".$

units located in Ahmednagar and Aurangabad respectively.  
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The FPC is now expanding its activities to include turmeric processing and packaging in 500g and 1 Kg packs with 

company branding. It has received 15 Lakh as loan through MFI, for purchasing the machinery of  the setup (capacity- 

2 TPH) for boiling, drying and polishing turmeric rhizomes. They also look forward to setting up a seeds processing 

and packaging centre and ginning and pressing unit in the region. The Jai Siddheshwar Krushi Producer Company is an 

ideal model for others to follow, with a group of  committed people working together in a democratic fashion. In fact, 

it is far more productive than an individual trying to farm all alone. Such FPC models allow for economies of  scale, 

which make it easier for small holding farmer members to compete in an economy of  mega corporations.

3.1.3.  Sai Pravara Shetkari Producer Company Limited, Ahmednagar : The Company works towards actively 

promoting its core activities - such as procurement, aggregation, cleaning and grading, packaging of  the cereals and 

pulses - in some of  the remote villages of  Ahmednagar district located in Maharashtra. The FPC works closely with 

more than 700 farmers, including 500 shareholders which consist of  about 175 female farmers, who are also involved 

in the commercial cultivation of  some of  these products; the company started with mere 250 farmer members in the 

year 2015-16.

@&'$>8LB2$/-*"''(-".$'))*(%2$%*$#'?'5*/$-")(!2%(01%0('$-"$!55$%&'2'$!('!2$&!?'$'"!+5'#$%&'$)!(3'(2$%*$!1%-?'5=$3*?'$0/$

the value chain, and also enabled the company to post a turnover of  Rs. 1.5 crore till now in 2017-18 which showed 

an increasing trend over that of  Rs. 1.25 crore in 2016-17. 

Because of  this initiative, the involved farmers — mostly small and marginal — now get better prices for their pro-

duce, aided by innovative steps like the setting up of  primary processing facilities for cereals and a cattle feed unit 

with capacity of  1TPH and 2 TPD respectively. It is noteworthy that the FPC received a grant of  Rs 13.5 lakh from 

the World Bank through MACP in 2015 for setting up the required infrastructure for primary processing facilities. In 

2016, the company successfully received the grant of  Rs 5 Lakh from NABARD for establishing a dal mill. Currently, 

the total number of  days for which the cleaning and grading unit is operational in a year is 200 days while that for dal 

mill it is 70-80 days. These processes have improved the capacity of  farmers, and helped in value addition, improved 

processing, sorting and grading, hygienic storage and transportation.

It has set up a cattle feed unit with 2 Ton per day capacity. The Selling price of  pellet is Rs. 950 per 50 Kg wherein the 

%*%!5$'H/'"2'2$!('$F27$nRW$/'($RW$O.7$@&02$%&'$>8L$-2$!+5'$%*$3!6'$!$('!2*"!+5'$/(*,%$*) $F27$UWW$/'($<0-"%!57$\%-55:$%&'$

company is facing the issue of  excessive electricity consumption by the pellet machine which they intend to solve by 

('/5!1-".$%&'$2!3'$C-%&$!$3*('$'5'1%(-1-%=I'),1-'"%$*"'7$@&'$1*3/!"=B2$[\8$-2$-%2$#-?'(2-,'#$+02-"'22$/*(%)*5-*$!"#$

therefore, the company has set up 2 collection centres in Kollar and Keshapur which cater to the procurement from 

TW$?-55!.'27$@&'2'$1*55'1%-*"$1'"%('2$!('$5*1!%'#$!%$!$#-2%!"1'$*) $d$63$!"#$^$63$('2/'1%-?'5=$)(*3$%&'$>!(3'(2B$1*5-

lective service centre in Chincholi. The collection centres are the points of  aggregation of  raw produce of  maize and 

soybean. The material is held at collection centres to lower the moisture content in order to prevent any damage during 

storage. As the member base is continuously increasing along with the demand in the market, the FPC is in process of  

expanding its number of  collection centres up to the capacity of  100 MT. 

In the year 2017-18, the company procured 48 Lakh worth of  maize and 30 lakh worth of  soybean. The company also 

sold dal locally worth Rs. 70, 000-80, 000. In the fruit and vegetable segment, the company successfully procured and 

sold onion worth Rs 10 Lakh in the local mandis. Not only this, the company has set up an Agri- Input centre wherein 

it is selling pesticides and total turnover from same was Rs. 50 Lakh. Notably, the FPC gained 10% discount from 

volume purchase of  pesticides and fertilizers from dealer. They have also secured Direct Marketing Licence (DML). 
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In order to meet its working capital requirements, the FPC managed to receive short term loan of  Rs. 30 Lakh from 

NABKISAN Finance.   

The company has created a strong marketing network across the state and is continually working towards establishing 

!$"!%-*"!5$/('2'"1'$)*($-%2$1'(%-,'#$/(-3!(=$!"#$2'1*"#!(=$/(*1'22'#$/(*#01'$)(*3$5*1!5$)!(3'(27$@&-2$&!2$+(*0.&%$

rural produce from the remote villages to the mainstream market. Once the farmers start cultivating commercial crops, 

such as soybean and other items, they become the FPC shareholders; and the company then helps the farmers across 

?!(-*02$2%!.'2$*) $?!50'$1&!-"$2*$%&!%$%&'=$#*"B%$D02%$5-3-%$%&'32'5?'2$%*$%&'$20//5=$-220'27$@&-2$3*?'3'"%$!1(*22$%&'$

growth of  value chain has ensured economic returns of  Rs. 30-200 per quintal depending upon the produce as well 

as the type of  buyer. The farmer producer company provides doorstep support in collection, storage, transportation 

as well as primary processing of  the produce, and offers the required infrastructure for effectively undertaking these 

value chain-based activities.

@&!"62$%*$%&'$,(3B2$/-*"''(-".$C*(6$ -"$3!(6'%-".$%&'-($/(*#01%2:$ %&'$ K\!-$8(!?!(!B$+(!"#$"!3'$-2$C'55I('1*."-;'#$

and readily available in the market — especially for soybean and maize. The company tied up with ADM for Soybean 

and sold 17 MT of  it worth Rs 5.5 Lakh. But distance is biggest constraint while dealing with ADM which is about 

200 km. from FCSC. Therefore, the FPC engaged with Maharashtra Oil mill, located at 110 Km from the FCSC. The 

FPC tied up with Maize giants of  the global market- CP Seeds and delivered 150 MT maize at the rate of  Rs 1325 per 

quintal which was Rs 75 per quintal higher than the then prevailing market price. It also supplied 234 MT Maize to 

local company- Rajyavardhan at Rs 25 per quintal higher than the then prevailing market price. The FPC is in process 

*) $?'"#*(I('.-2%(!%-*"$C-%&$a-.$a!26'%$)*($>(0-%$!"#$Z'.'%!+5'$2'.3'"%7$$$$$

Thus, it can easily be said that the FPC has put in place a viable model of  agribusiness for market-oriented growth of  

23!55$!"#$3!(.-"!5$)!(3'(27$@&'$>8L$&!2$!52*$+''"$!+5'$%*$5'?'(!.'$%&'$,"!"1-!5$('2*0(1'2$"''#'#$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$

2*$!2$%*$!22-2%$)!(3'(2$)(*3$,"!"1-".$-"2%-%0%-*"27

3.1.4. Vikas Agro Farmer Producer Company Limited, Latur : The Company was incorporated in August 2015 

with the objective of  creating a rural distribution chain that processes and sells farm produce after procuring it from 

small and marginal farmers at market prices. It is a shining example of  addressing food security issues at both the 

production and consumption levels through a model managed by the farmers themselves. The FPC employs women 

farmers as well, who not only participate in management decisions but are also involved at every stage of  the chain. 

Such has been the tremendous growth in the business of  the company that its membership has almost doubled to 500 

members today, from 300 members initially. The FPC management expects it to reach 1000 by end of  2018-19. 

The company received a grant of  Rs 13.5 Lakh from the MACP. Which was used to establish a cleaning and grading 

unit (2 TPH) and a godown of  500 MT capacity. The FPC provides various services to its members, including the 

!..('.!%-*":$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".:$102%*3$&-(-".$!"#$3!(6'%-".$)!1-5-%!%-*"7$@&'$1*3/!"=B2$%0("*?'($&!2$('!1&'#$!"$

all- time high of  Rs 2 crore in 3rd year starting from Rs 1 Crore in second year. The company is expected to achieve a 

turnover of  Rs. 5 Crore by March, 2018-19.As a result of  these initiatives, the farmer members of  the company have 

been able to sell their Soybean. Also, since the company is carrying out job work based cleaning and grading of  wheat, 

%&'$)!(3'(2$3!6'$/(*,%$*) $0/$%*$F27$UWWIURW$/'($<0-"%!5$*"$%&'$2!5'$*) $/(*1'22'#$C&'!%7$@&'$Z-6!2$G.(*$>8L$5**62$

forward to establish its own brand which would signify quality and affordability. By aiming to sell grains and oilseeds 

like soybean in small packets at competitive prices, the FPC would not only ensure high quality standards, but would 

also cater to the food needs of  its rural members. 
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@&-2$-"-%-!%-?'$*) $%&'$>8L$&!2$+''"$&-.&5=$+'"',1-!5$)*($%&'$1*330"-%=$r$.-?-".$)**#$2'10(-%=$+=$3!6-".$/(*#01%2$

and goods of  regular use available to the rural consumers, providing fair and direct market access to small and marginal 

farmers, and generating sustainable livelihoods. In addition, it has created a local distribution and village level supply 

chain to link the farmers to the end customers, thereby, constructing a strong supply chain at the rural level. This en-

sures that the capital rotates within the villages and, thus, strengthening the rural economy.

3.1.5. Bhose Agro Producer Company Limited, Solapur : The network with membership base of  about 508 farm-

ers formed a producer company in 2015. At the outset, this network commenced joint operations with joint marketing 

of  four varieties of  chilli. The FPO has directly exported 60 tonnes of  chilli to Dubai, and sold 150 tonnes of  chilli 

to exporters and retailers directly in the last one year. The selling price of  chilli by the FPC is about Rs. 36/kg, when 

sold in the local market, but when exported yields Rs. 46/kg. Thus, the network has helped member farmers enhance 

their value accruals. As a matter of  fact, the network has charged member farmers a meagre Re. 1/kg for providing 

%&-2$2'(?-1'$!"#$'!("'#$F27$p7V$E!6&$!2$/(*,%$-"$*"'$='!($+=$%&-2$!1%-?-%=$!5*"'7$\-."-,1!"%5=:$%&'$>8L$&!#$!$%0("*?'($*) $

around Rs. 1.5 Crore from this activity alone in the past one year. In addition, farm implements are given to member 

farmers and non-members on rent for deploying on their respective farm lands. The FPC has earned Rs.3 Lakh as 

('"%$)(*3$201&$102%*3$&-(-".$2'(?-1'2$-"$%&'$='!($UWTVIT^7$S"$UWTV:$%&'$"'%C*(6B2$/(*/*2!5$)*($!$1*33*"$)!1-5-%=$C!2$

sanctioned assistance under the MACP at a project cost of  about Rs. 18 Lakh. Land for the project has been leased 

out by the FPC for a period of  30 years, and the land lease agreement is duly registered. The lease rent for the land is 

Rs. 18,000 per year. The size of  land is about 10,000 sq.ft. and the built-up area of  the factory shed is 5,000 sq.ft. The 

Producer Company is to establish facilities of  cleaning, grading and 25 kg size packaging of  various commodities. In 

%&-2$1*"%'H%:$%&'$3!D*($('5!%'#$1*33*#-%-'2$-"150#'$C&'!%:$D*C!($!"#$3!-;'7$@&'$>8L$&!2$!52*$2'%$0/$!$A*0($3-55$%*$

3!"0)!1%0('$A*0($)(*3$C&'!%$!"#$2'55$201&$A*0($-"$R$6.$2-;'$/!1627$>*(C!(#$5-"6!.'2$&!?'$+''"$'2%!+5-2&'#$C-%&$5*1!5$

bazaars and bulk traders. Today, the factory shed for the project with MACP assistance has already been constructed 

and the FCSC is functional. 

The FPC has also obtained licence from the Food Safety and Standards Authority of  India (FSSAI) and secured NOC 

from the Pollution Control Board (PCB). As a subsequent initiative, the FPC has also planned to provide seed of   

different crops to its members so as to ensure supply of  quality and healthy seed material at cheaper rates. Another 

initiative planned is custom hiring services of  mechanised equipments to members. Some of  these equipments are 

generally not available on rent in the market whereas these can help reduce the production cost for farmers. For  

example, the cost of  mulching paper laying by labour is Rs. 4,000 per acre whereas the cost of  mulching paper laying 

through the advanced equipment is barely Rs. 1,500 per acre.

Apparently, altogether a total of  2,170 acres of  land belonging to 300 members is under cultivation. It may be assumed 

that approximately 50 per cent of  the area growing different crops in different seasons are considered for providing 

%&'$2''#$2'(?-1'$)!1-5-%=7$@&'$'"%-%=$-2$1*3/'%-".$2011'22)055=$!.!-"2%$'?'"$9!%-*"!5$?!50'$1&!-"$5'!#$,(32$-"$%&-2$20+I

2'1%*($201&$!2$%&'$S"#-!"$@*+!11*$L*3/!"=$NS@LX$/(*3*%'#$lG!2&-(?!!#$G%%!g7

3.1.6. Krushijeevan Agro Farmers Producer Company Limited Pune : The Company a commercial initiative by 

)!(3'(2:$&!#$#'1-#'#$%*$&!("'22$%&'$+'"',%2$*) $1*55'1%-?'$!1%-*"$)*($3!6-".$!#?!"1'#$!.(-105%0(!5$/(!1%-1'2$!?!-5!+5'$

to members. The FPC was registered in 2014. Junnar taluka of  Pune district has traditional reputation as a vegetable 

.(*C-".$('.-*":$&-".-".$*"$%&'$%!506!B2$/'('""-!5$?'.'%!+5'$/(*#01%-*"$/*%'"%-!5$!"#$&-.&$<0!5-%=$*) $/(*#01'7$\-"1'$

early years of  operation of  the network, farm equipments have been given to member farmers and non-members by 
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the FPC on rent for using them on their respective farm lands. The farmers of  Junnar and the FPC have progressively 

adopted improved agricultural practices so as to maintain their reputation and edge in the market. Improved practices 

have found their way into all stages of  agriculture covering production, processing and marketing activities. 

@&'2'$/(!1%-1'2$!('$%!(.'%'#$!%$('#01-".$1*2%2:$'"&!"1-".$'),1-'"1=$!"#$*?'(1*3-".$+*%%5'"'162$5-6'$3*-2%0('$2%('22:$

labour shortage, post-harvest losses and market access. Initially, the FPC sold agro-inputs like seeds (potato and  

*"-*"X:$ 2''#2$ )*($"0(2'(=$ N%*3!%*:$ 1&-55-:$ 1!++!.':$+(-"D!5$ !"#$1!05-A*C'(X$ !"#$3051&-".$/!/'(7$@&'=$ 20+2'<0'"%5=$ 

progressed into the business of  onion seed production as well as a range of  other activities. The FPC realised that 

modern agro equipment is needed by farmers to undertake improved agriculture practices.

Modern equipment assistant inproductivity enhance quality control compared to manual processes. The equipment 

!52*$'"&!"1'2$*/'(!%-*"!5$'),1-'"1-'2$!"#$-2$3*('$'))'1%-?'7$a!2-1!55=:$%&'$3*2%$-"I#'3!"#$3'1&!"-2'#$2'(?-1'2$-"150#'$

land preparation, sowing, harvesting and transportation of  inputs and produce. Land preparation includes three major 

operations viz. ploughing, levelling the land and bed preparation. Relevance of  these equipments are also growing due 

to burgeoning labour costs and increased concerns about their timely availability. 

As a matter of  fact, agricultural activities in general are facing immense challenges due to labour shortage and  

increased wage rates. These challenges have severely affected sowing and harvesting activities. The problem has  

become pronounced in recent years due to shortened sowing and harvesting windows because of  erratic rains and 

extension of  the monsoon. It has thus become imperative for them to adopt mechanised processes to expedite  

activity, saving on labour costs and minimise losses and thereby enhance livelihood income for vegetable  

cultivation. In the case of  vegetable cultivation, mechanised processes are also favoured for laying of  mulching paper and  

inter-culture operations. Mulching is undertaken by 70 per cent of  tomato cultivators and many other vegetable  

cultivators.

The FPC today has about 500 members (grown from barely 50 members initially) and includes 25 SHGs or smaller 

POs with almost 20 members each merged. There are 12 directors who perform different roles in the FPC which has 

enjoyed a turnover of  about Rs. 1.5 Crore per year on an average in the last three years. The FPC members are largely 

into cultivation of  horticultural crops like tomatoes, potatoes and onion. 

The FPC has been supported by the ABPF in the preparation of  a business plan for custom hiring equipment. The 

project has been sanctioned assistance under the MACP at a project cost of  Rs. 15.5 Lakh and with about Rs. 7.5 Lakh 

as assistance under the common facility scheme; a tractor, rotovator, cultivator and mulching paper laying machine 

have been secured by the FPO in 2015. These are offered to member farmers at 20 to 30 per-cent less than market 

rates. For the 3 months cropping and harvesting season of  tomato, for instance, thereis apparently an acute shortage 

of  tractors and farming and harvesting facilities. The typical loss to a farmer is in the range of  about Rs. 2 Lakh per 

acre per year. This is because, after the three months of  farming and harvesting season of  tomato, the yield per acre 

is about 20 MT per acre. If  harvested and brought into the market on time, the earnings per tonne are even about Rs. 

30/kg yielding about Rs. 6 Lakh to farmers. However, during this period tractors and farm implements are available 

with a lag of  4 to 5 days, and many farmers bring out part of  their harvest with 15-day lag when prices may fall to 

even Rs. 20 per kg! 

The gross income from provision of  custom hiring equipment services to members, largely for potatoes and onion 

cultivation, has been about Rs. 30,000 p.m. Salaries, fuel and maintenance expenditure of  tractor and equipment  

accounts to about Rs. 23,000 per month yielding a net income from operation of  this service to the FPC of  about  
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Rs. 84,000 per year. In addition, member farmers receive this service at 20 to 30 per cent less than the exploitative 

market prices.

The FPC also undertakes production of  good quality onion seeds in Yavatmal and Buldhana regions. In this activity, in 

the recent past, the network has produced about 2000 kg of  seeds and sold them at the rate of  Rs. 2000 per kg to mem-

bers. This is when market rates hover around even Rs. 3,000 per kg. This activity has lowered the related procurement 

cost to members by 30 per cent and facilitated gross income to the FPC of  about Rs. 40 Lakh, of  which net income 

after expenses has been to the tune of  about Rs. 10 Lakh. Quality seeds are now available to member farmers aiding 

increase in productivity. Apparently, they had faced severe problems in securing quality seed earlier. The FPO has also 

0"#'(%!6'"$#-('1%$3!(6'%-".$'))*(%2$!"#$('1'-?'#$,21!5$!22-2%!"1'$%*$'2%!+5-2&$%C*$1*55'1%-*"$1'"%('2$)*($&*(%-105%0(!5$

produce from the Maharashtra State Agriculture Marketing Board. These centres are equipped with grading machines 

and packaging crates. The centres are supported by two 2 MT Bolero pick-ups costing about Rs. 7 Lakh each and partly 

subsidised by about Rs. 2 Lakh each by the Maharashtra State Agriculture Marketing Board (MSAMB). The collection 

centres have a turnover of  over Rs.1 Crore and yielded net income to the tune of  about Rs. 15 Lakh to the FPO. The 

FPC has also worked with the government vis-à-vis buffer stocks targets in storing onion over May end to August for 

about 3 months in 2015 as a buffer stock storage initiative. About 1,000 MT of  onion has been procured at Rs. 22/kg., 

stored and sold at a cost of  Rs. 55/kg yielding about Rs. 33 Lakh as gross income to the network. 

The network has also undertaken export of  pomegranate to the tune of  20 MT to Dubai. The Agriculture and  

Processed Food Development Authority (APEDA) had introduced the FPC to exporters which facilitated such  

transaction. Furthermore, under the Public Private Partnership for Integrated Agricultural Development (PPPIAD) 

%&'$>8L$&!2$5'?'(!.'#$!22-2%!"1'$%*$%&'$%0"'$*) $!+*0%$F27$VW$E!6&$0"#'($%&'$FOZb$21&'3'7$@&'$1!2'$-5502%(!%-*"$ 

emphasises the critical role of  various activities undertaken by such successful FPCs which even realised a total  

+02-"'22$*) $!+*0%$F27$p7R$L(*('$-"$%&'$5!2%$U$%*$d$='!(2:$+'"',%-".$%&*02!"#2$*) $)!(3'(2$-"$%&'$('.-*"7$@&'$>8L$/5!"2$

to expand its marketing network and enhance its export turnover. 

3.1.7. Amarsinh Agro Producer Company Ltd. Ahmednagar : A common facility supported under the MACP in 

Karjat, Ahmednagar district has a project cost of  about Rs.18.5 Lakh, to facilitate cleaning, grading, packaging and 

%(!"2/*(%$!2$%*$+'"',%$%&'$lG3!(2-"&$G.(*$8(*#01'($L*7$E%#7g:$('/('2'"%-".$%&'$-"%'('2%2$*) $!+*0%$UV_$3!(.-"!5$!"#$

small farmers. The activities undertaken by the network include: facilitation of  inputs, grading, sorting and packaging 

of  onion and pomegranate; and seed production of  horse gram.

@&'$3'3+'(2$C'('$-"-%-!55=$02-".$1'(%-,'#$2''#2$!"#$&!?'$"*C$2%!(%'#$02-".$)*0"#!%-*"$2''#$C&-1&$&!2$5'#$%*$-"1('!2'$

in the production of  horse gram. The members invested Rs. 1,000 per acre in production activity and have gained Rs. 

V:WWW$/'($!1(':$!$"'%$/(*,%$*) $F27$R:WWW$/'($!1('7$@&'$)!(3'($3'3+'(2$+(-".$/(*#01'$%*$%&'$>8L$)*($?!50'$!##-%-*"$

in terms of  cleaning, sorting and grading of  onion and pomegranate. The processed produce of  the farmer members 

is sold to traders and the local market. Since inception this network has been involved in a range of  service providing 

activities.

With a membership base of  about 269 farmers it was registered in 2013 in Ahmednagar district. The built-up space 

and land for the common facility was secured on rental basis at Rs. 40,000 per year. Basically, the work space in this 

project is used as a collection facility, with tables for grading of  onion and pomegranate, their packaging and sale under 

!$1*33*"$+(!"#7$@*#!=:$%&'$!?'(!.'$%0("*?'($*) $%&'$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=$-2$!+*0%$F27pV$L(*('$!"#$/(*,%$C!2$!+*0%$

Rs 4.47 Lakh for the year 2017. The Farmer Producer Company is involved in grading, sorting, packing and sale of  

onion and pomegranate.
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@&'$ /(*#01'($ 1*3/!"=B2$ .*#*C"$ -2$ !$ C!('&*02'$ 1*(/*(!%-*"$ !11('#-%'#$ .*#*C"7$ @*#!=:$ %&'$ "'%C*(6$ !52*$ /5!"2$

1*33'"1-".$C!('&*02'$('1'-/%$,"!"1'7$@&-2$C-55$'"!+5'$3'3+'(2$*) $%&'$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=$%*$2'10('$5*!"2$!.!-"2%$

warehouse receipts. The FPC plans to purchase a vegetable pick-up van for the purpose of  better transportation and 

supply of  vegetables. 

The Producer Company aims at increasing the produce processing capacity of  the processing units to cater to the 

larger markets and increase its market penetration. They are also focusing on expanding the seed production business 

!2$3'3+'(2$!('$20+2%!"%-!55=$+'"',%%'#7$@&'=$!52*$!-3$!%$?!50'$!##-%-*"$%*$/*3'.(!"!%'$-"$%'(32$*) $lG"!(#!"!g7$@&'$

producer company also plans to commence a custom hiring facility so as to help increase considerably the yield per 

hectare for farmers. The FPC is today supplying even to Wal-Mart and has realized a turnover of  over Rs. 40 Crore 

through MSP services with respect to Tur.

3.1.8. Vidharbha Shetkari Krishimal Prakriya and Udyog Producer Company Ltd. Amravati : The activities  

undertaken by the network include facilitation of  grading and waxing of  fruits (penitentiary oranges) The work 

space in the common facility project of  this network houses a 2-tonne per hour capacity Belt Roller Grader and  

waxing facility to grade fruits (particularly oranges). Basically, the facility includes an elevator conveyor with hopper,  

inspection roller, roller grader, collection belts and control panel. The total project cost in this case is about Rs. 28.47 

E!6&$C-%&$ >8L2B$ 1*"%(-+0%-*"$ +'-".$F27$ Tp7_^$E!6&$ !"#$ +!5!"1'$ +'-".$ .(!"%I-"I!-#$ *($ 20+2-#=$ 0"#'($ %&'$JGL87$

@&'$)!1-5-%=$-2$%*$&'5/$.(!#'$/(*#01'$*) $3'3+'($)!(3'(2$N-"$P(!#'2$G:$a:$L$!"#$Q4$KP(!#'$GB$-2$1*"2-#'('#$%&'$+'2%$ 

<0!5-%=$ C&-5'$ KP(!#'$QB$ -2$ 5!(.'5=$ ('D'1%$ .(!#'X7$ Y!(5-'(:$ )!(3'(2$ C'('$ 0"!+5'$ %*$ #*$ 201&$ .(!#-".$ #0'$ %*$ 5!16$ *) $ 

technology, which led to lower price realisation (and also exploitation by local traders and brokers). In fact, the  

/(*/*2'#$)!1-5-%=$C-55$'"!+5'$%&-2$"'%C*(6$%*$.'%$('!5-2!%-*"$*) $'?'"$*?'($RW$/'($1'"%s$@&'$.(*0/B2$+02-"'22$/5!"$!52*$

involves aggregation and collective marketing of  oranges to premium quality-seeking markets, reducing dependence 

on local traders and contractors. 

@&'$"'%C*(6$-2$!52*$2'%%-".$0/$!$Ki0-1'$8(*#01%-*"B$)!1-5-%=$!2$!$2'1*"#$2%!.'$!1%-?-%=$%*$'"20('$('!5-2!%-*"$)(*3$KP(!#'$

QB$/(*#01'7$@&'$,(2%$2!3/5'$5*%$*) $+*%%5'#$D0-1'$&!2$+''"$/(*#01'#$)(*3$KP(!#'$QB$*(!".'27$F'1'"%5=:$'((!%-1$C'!%&'($

1*"#-%-*"2:$-"1('!2'$*) $#0%=$*"$*(!".'$-3/*(%2$-"$a!".5!#'2&:$-"2%!+-5-%=$-"$S(!<:$A**#2$-"$L&'""!-$!"#$1'(%!-"$*%&'($

factors have led to low demand and hence distress sale by farmers. In the light of  need for storage to extend the 

shelf  life of  produce and avoid distress sale, it is also important to help farmers earn higher value accruals through  

establishing facilities like cold stores.

3.1.9. Garbhagiri Farmer Producer Company Ahmednagar : The Garbhagiri Farmer Producer Company was 

established in 2014. It has a total of  418 members. The land owned by this FPC has been secured on lease basis for a 

35-year period at Rs. 300 per month. The cost of  the MACP supported common facility for the project of  this FPC is 

F27$UU$E!6&7$J!D*($1(*/2$-"$%&'$>8LB2$1!%1&3'"%$!('!$!('$*"-*":$C&'!%:$3!-;'$!"#$D*C!(7$G5('!#=:$+02-"'22$!1%-?-%-'2$

carried out by the network include cleaning and grading, yielding a turnover of  Rs. 10 Lakh. The combined turnover 

-"$!##-%-*"$%*$/(*1'22-".$!"#$/(*10('3'"%$*) $@0($!%$J\8$!3*0"%2$%*$F27$U7^R$L(*('$-"$%&'$='!($UWT^7$@&'$"'%$/(*,%$

accrued to the entity is about Rs. 7 Lakh. Garbhagiri Farmer Producer Company owns two outlets in Ahmednagar. 

The primary objective of  this FPC is to develop a community of  producers who come together for collective  

purchasing of  the input, the primary processing and the aggregated sale of  the produce. This network also foresees 

the employment of  transportation services to deliver the produce directly to the consumer/secondary processor. The 

objective of  the network is to develop a channel for input marketing such as seed and fertilizers for the crop so that 

%&'$+'"',%$*) $#-('1%$/0(1&!2'$!"#$2!5'$-2$1!21!#'#$%*$%&'$/(*#01'(27
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The post-production involvement is to aggregate the produce of  the FPC members in the cluster and carry out the 

sorting and grading activities, i.e., primary processing of  the produce in order to segregate in terms of  good quality. 

The purpose of  this value addition is to help the producers demand a better sale price for their produce. Producers 

-"?*5?'#$C-55$+'"',%$)(*3$%&'$!..('.!%-*"$!1%-?-%=$!2$C'55:$1!((-'#$*0%$+=$%&'$>8L7$@&'$+056$!..('.!%'#$/(*#01'$C-55$

be directly sold to the secondary processor or the consumer, bypassing the middleman and hence providing the best 

sale price to the producers. The FPC is also exploring brand registration.

3.3. Some NGO Promoted FPCs (xvii) 
The NGO- ASA promoted FPCs have to work with small holders and largely member farmers for business  

transaction as they were into better cotton programme including input supply. Other NGO (Srijan and PRADAN) 

promoted FPCs in Madhya Pradesh have much larger capital base (Rs. 3 Lakh-51 Lakh) and all of  them have received 

support under MPDPIP. Their user base is also large (2200-4000), with some companies involved dairy and poultry 

business in large scale.

Another NGO, Access Development services works for small and marginal farmers and facilitates their organisation 

-"%*$)!(3'($+02-"'22$.(*0/2$N>aP2X7$>8L2$!('$3*2%5=$1(*/$2/'1-,1$5-6'$.-".'($-"$[#!-/0(:$?'.'%!+5'2$-"$Q0".!(/0(:$

and tomato, potato, beans, peach and ginger in Uttarakhand where SAFAL (NDDB) collect vegetables from the 

FPC. The NGO has relationship with various input companies like Monsanto, Pioneer, Morarka, etc. It received 

support from different agencies for different crops, like for ginger from Sir Ratan Tata Trust (SRTT) and also from 

F!2&%(-=!$O(-2&-$Z-6!2$b*D!"!$NFOZbX:$)*($1&-55-$)(*3$FOZb$!"#$!52*$)(*3$]-55!(=$L5-"%*"$>*0"#!%-*"$)*($C*3'"$ 

empowerment, from NAIP in Dunagarpur, Banswara in Rajasthan and also in West Bengal. 

3.3.1. Veerachozhan Uzhavan Producer Company Ltd., Tamil Nadu c$ Z''(!1&*;!"$ [;&!?!"$ 8(*#01'($ 

L*3/!"=$ E%#7NZ[8LEX$ -2$ !"$ >8L$ /(*3*%'#$ +=$ 'H/'(-'"1'#$ )!(3'(2$ +'5*".-".$ %*$ O0%&!5!3:$J!=-5!#0%&0(!-$ -"$ 

Nagapattinam district. It has strong guidance and support from the Centre for Indian Knowledge System(CIKS), the 

F'2*0(1'$G.'"1=$)*($9GaGFQ$!"#$\>GL$-"$@!3-5$9!#0:$)*($/(*3*%-*"$!"#$.0-#!"1'$*) $>8L27$@&'$>8LB2$%*%!5$

"03+'($*) $2&!('&*5#'(2$&!2$-"1('!2'#$)(*3$pRU$-"$UWTV$%*$^WR$-"$UWT^7$Z[8LE$&!2$.*%$('<0-('#$5-1'"2'2$)(*3$%&'$

necessary departments to carry out their business without any hassles. The company is members are engaged in seed  

/(*#01%-*"$C-%&$?!5-#$1'(%-,1!%-*"$)(*3$%&'$1*"1'("'#$#'/!(%3'"%7$Z[8LE$-2$10(('"%5=$C*(6-".$C-%&$%&'$)!(3'(2$)*($2''#$ 

/(*#01%-*"$*"$ %&'-($ 2''#$/5*%2$!"#$&!?'$!5('!#=$/(*#01'#$_U$ %*""'2$ )(*3$%&'2'$ )!(3'(27$Z[8LE$&!2$1'"%(!5-;'#$ 

market tie ups and storage facility. The sales revenue amounted to Rs. 49 Lakh. 

3.3.2. Narmadanchal Farmer Producer Company Ltd., Madhya Pradesh : Narmadanchal Farmer  

8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7N9>8LEX$&!2$+''"$/(*3*%'#$+=$Z(0%%-$E-?'5-&**#2$F'2*0(1'$L'"%('NZEFLX$0"#'($9GaGFQB2$ 

Produce Fund in Sehore district of  Madhya Pradesh. While established in September 2013, in 2016-17, the FPC  

leveraged pulses production of  member farmers by linking them with the SFAC for the pulses procurement program 

of  the Government of  India. Because of  this linkage the turnover of  the FPC jumped 10 fold to Rs. 2 Crore from 

F27$UT$E!6&$-"$5!2%$,"!"1-!5$='!(7$a'1!02'$*) $%&'$-"1('!2'$-"$%0("*?'($!"#$1*2%$'),1-'"1=$!1&-'?'#$-"$/(*10('3'"%:$

%&'$>8L$3!#'$!$/(*,%$*) $!(*0"#$F27$U$E!6&$-"$UWTVIT^7$>8L$&!2$!52*$0"#'(%!6'"$!.(-I-"/0%$%(!#-".$+02-"'22'2$*) $

seeds and fertilizers. Funds availed from NABKISAN were used to support agri-input trading and commodity trading  

businesses undertaken by the FPC.

3.3.3. Valandau Sustainable Agriculture Producer Company Ltd., Tamil Nadu c$ Z!5!"!#0$ \02%!-"!+5'$ 

G.(-105%0('$ 8(*#01'($ L*3/!"=$ E%#7:NZ\G8LEX$ -2$ !"$ >8L$ /(*3*%'#$ +=$ 'H/'(-'"1'#$ )!(3'(2$ -"$ \-(6!;&-:$ 
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J!=-5!#0%&0(!-$!"#$Z'#&!(!"=!3$-"$9!.!/!%%-"!37$@&'$1*3/!"=$-"1('!2'#$-%2$2&!('&*5#'($+!2'$)(*3$UVUW$-"$UWTV$%*$

3010 in March 2017. The company presently is actively engaged in:

h$ 8(*?-#-".$1('#-%$%*$2&!('&*5#'(2$)*($/0(1&!2'$*) $2''#2$!"#$*(.!"-1

h$ 8(*10('3'"%$!"#$\!5'$*) $1'(%-,'#:$M(.!"-1$!"#$98J$8!##=:$/052'2$!"#$*-5$2''#2

h$ 8(*10('3'"%$!"#$2!5'$*) $+-*$8(*#01%IZ'(3-1*3/*2%-".:$a-*$/'2%-1-#'2$'%17$

h$ 80(1&!2'$*) $?!50'$!##'#$/(*#01%2$!"#$&!"#-1(!)%$/(*#01%2$)(*3$\]P$3'3+'(2

h$ S"1051!%-".$!$&!+-%$*) $2!?-".2$!3*".2%$%&'$)!(3'(2$!"#$C*3'"$

h$ J!6-".$%&'$3'3+'(2$1('#-%$C*(%&=$%*$!?!-5$)*(3!5$1('#-%$)*($%&'-($#'?'5*/3'"%

h$ Y"!+5-".$%&'$5-?'5-&**#$*) $%&'$)!(3'(2$%&(*0.&$3!(6'%-".$*($2!5'$*) $3-56$5*1!55=$

The company has actively pursued the business activities and has been able to generate revenue of  Rs. 1.17 Crore,  

+'"',%%-".$3*('$ %&!"$TpWW$ )!(3'(27$Z!5!"!#0$ -2$ %&'$ )*('3*2%$>8L$20//5=-".$*(.!"-1$1'(%-,'#$ (-1':$ !"#$/052'2$ -"$

@!3-5$9!#0$!"#$1!%'(2$%*$Tn$*(.!"-1$2&*/2$-"$L&'""!-:$L*-3+!%*(':$@(-1&=:$@-(0"'5?'5-$!"#$J!=-5!#0%&0(!-7$Z\G8L$

has 1320 women shareholders(42%) and has conducted a series of  trainings for standardization,skill development and  

marketing of  produce made by its women shareholders.

3.3.4. Ektha Apparel Producer Company Ltd. Karnataka : Ektha Apparel Producer Company Ltd. (EAPCL) is 

promoted by the Self-Help Groups (SHG) viz. Sunrise SHG, Prarthana SHG and Mercy SHG promoted by Industree 

Producer Transform Private Ltd. (IPTPL) and has its administrative and project site at Bengaluru, Karnataka. It is  

-"?*5?'#$ -"$3!"0)!1%0(-".$*) $ %'H%-5'2$,"-2&'#$/(*#01%$C-%&$C*(6$*(#'($ ('1'-?'#$ )(*3$S8@8E$*"$ i*+$k*(6$+!2-27$

EAPCL is also actively involved in providing skill job to SHG members and other promoted by IPTPL. Currently 

there are 134 active staff  involved in day to day activities of  the FPC. The company was able to achieve rapid growth 

-"$>b$UWTRITV$C-%&$!$%0("*?'($*) $F27$dVT$E!6&$!"#$/(*,%$*) $F27$U7dR$E!6&7$@&'$1*3/!"=$-"-%-!55=$2%!(%'#$C-%&$!$/!-#$

up share capital of  Rs. 1 Lakh and increased the same to Rs. 25 Lakh mobilized from existing SHG members. The 

company has arrangements and tie- up with brands such as Mother Earth, IKEA, Habitat, Kinda, etc. The FPC has 

turnover of  Rs. 370.62 Lakh for FY 2014-15 with job works income of  Rs. 56.97 Lakh. EAPCL produces 22000 pieces 

every month and 200 SHG members are employed.

3.3.5. Narsingh Farmers Crop Producer company Ltd., Madhya Pradesh : Established in 2006, Narsingh FPCL 

is actively involved in agri-inputs sale, seed production, procurement and sale of  agriculture produce. Narasinghpur 

district is well known for sugarcane production and production of  jaggery from sugarcane. The company procures, 

aggregates and sells sugarcane in the market at better margins as compared to what is offered by the middlemen. The 

company is also well equipped with the seed processing infrastructure and machinery and has seed processing grader 

with a capacity of  10 Qtl/hour. At present, the company is operating from its rented godown of  200 MT capacity. 

The company has 1800 shareholders spread over 35 villages in and around Narasinghpur. Pulses are also a major  

produce of  the farmers at Narsinghpur. On the backdrop of  this production, FPC in the FY 2015-16 started the 

pulses procurement for the SFAC. It turned out to be a very successful programme for the FPC and the turnover  

-"1('!2'#$)(*3$F27$^n$E!6&$%*$F27$_7^_$L(*('7$@&'$/(*,%2$!52*$-"1('!2'#$+=$TpWq$!"#$%&'$>8L$C!2$!+5'$%*$+'"',%$

more than 1000 member farmers in the process.

3.3.6. Dhari FPC (Amreli district, Gujarat) : Evolved by farmers of  the Water Users Association (WUA)  

established by DSC, DPCL has been into supply of  agricultural inputs to its members and on lending of   

NABARD loan to members of  WUAs for land development. The other activities carried out are soil testing, utilizing  
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Trichoderma and castor cake for wilt management in groundnut crop, integrated pest management and trial of  high 

yielding varieties of  groundnut and wheat. 

The DPCL has also introduced rose cultivation in the area. Linkages have also been established with agriculture 

universities and research stations to train farmers and facilitate extension of  successful technologies. The DPCL has 

also initiated wheat grading. The FPC also implemented rainfall insurance for members as well as non-members on 

commission basis in collaboration with the Agriculture Insurance Company of  India. The FPC is also involved in 

groundnut and wheat seed production, grading and sales. The Better Cotton program (BCP) for IKEA, a Swedish 

,(3$-2$!52*$-3/5'3'"%'#$%&(*0.&$%&'$>8L7$@&'$1*%%*"$/(*D'1%2$)*102$-2$*"$a'%%'($J!"!.'3'"%$8(!1%-1'2$NaJ8X$-"$

cotton and the FPC provides market tie ups. 4500 farmers in 20 villages in Dhari and 5000 farmers across 40 villages 

-"$Z-2"!.!($!('$0"#'($%&'$aJ87

3.4. International Illustrations
There are a number of  international illustrations on successful producer organizations. (xviii)

Europe : Development agencies and the state have initiated a joint stock company model involving non-producers 

also to tackle the problem of  capital for growth. In such a company, a part of  the equity of  the FPC is held by 

 non- producers. In one such company (Agrofair) in Europe which is into fresh fruit import and marketing including 

)!-($%(!#'$+!"!"!2:$%&'('$!('$3*('$%&!"$TR$/(*#01'(2B$*(.!"-;!%-*"$3'3+'(2$!"#$*%&'($'%&-1!5$-"?'2%*(27$@&'$>8M$&!2$

achieved sales of  the order of  Euro 16 million and is a major supplier to European supermarkets. 

Ghana : In Ghana, Farmapine Ghana Limited formed in 1999 for members of  the pineapple growing cooperatives 

who own 80% shares of  the company and rest being with two former pineapple exporters; includes 160 farmers and 

has contracted with 60 other growers. The network has been able to increase the exportable fruit from 30% to 45% 

of  the total at farmer level within 2 years. Similarly, in Ghana again, a farmer owned cocoa buying company-Kuapa 

KoKoo Limited (KKL), was set up with support from Twin Trading. Twin UK membership includes 24 farmer co-

operatives in 8 countries representing 163000 farmers. In 1995, Kuapa KoKoo Farmers Union (KKFU) was set up 

which represented primary societies with 48854 members in 2009. KKFU, along with non-producing shareholders like 

the Body Shop, Christian Aid and Twin Trading set up a joint stock company (Oinne) in 1998. This Divine Chocolate 

Limited had a turnover of  USD 19 Million in 2007. In 2000, a DFID guaranteed bank credit from a major UK com-

3'(1-!5$+!"6$*) $%&'$*(#'($*) $pWW:WWW$/*0"#2$&'5/'#$%&'$1*3/!"=$"*%$*"5=$C-%&$5*C'($1*2%$,"!"1'$+0%$!52*$)!1-5-%!%'#$

Kuapa Kokoo to own 33% shares of  the company. Further, Body Shop which had 14% shares donated them to Kuapa 

O*6**:$C&'"$EBM('!5$%**6$*?'($a*#=$\&*/$-"$UWWV7$@&-2$5'#$OO>[$%*$*C"$p^q$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=7

Denmark c$Q'"3!(6$&!2$!$ 5!(.'$"03+'($*) $*(.!"-;!%-*"2$6"*C"$!2$lL**/'(!%-?'$L*3/!"-'2g$*($2-3/5=$lQ!-(=$

L*3/!"-'2g$C&-1&$C*(6$*"$1**/'(!%-?'$+!2-27$@&'=$!('$.-?'"$1*"1'22-*"2$0"#'($%!H$5!C2$!"#$%&'$L*3/!"-'2$G1%7$

a=I5!C2$*) $*(.!"-;!%-*"2$2&*05#$/(*?-#'$%&!%$%&'$1*3/!"=B2$!-3$-2$%*$+'"',%$/(*#01'($3'3+'(2$!"#$%&!%$,"!"1-!5$

surpluses are distributed according to patronage/turnover. They collect 87% of  total milk delivered in Denmark. In 

CCs, the general body is supreme like in a public company. Directors are elected by ballots. CEO is appointed by the 

directors. There are only 1-2% non-member users. Reserves can be accumulated without attracting tax. CCs are not 

%!H'#$*"$/0(1&!2'$*) $%&'-($3'3+'(B2$3-567$@&'$('205%-".$%!H$5-!+-5-%-'2$C&-1&$1**/'(!%-?'2$+'!($!('$?'(=$23!557

New Zealand : New Zealand Dairy Co-operative Companies (CCs) are well organized and manufacture entire range 

of  dairy products and have 100 percent share of  the milk products market. Similarly, in the liquid milk business, they 
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have a high market share. An elaborate and favourable licensing system ensures cooperative monopoly in milk products. 

Co- operatives attract new members on the basis of  better price and service and a member is supposed to patronize 

the CC for the entire season. The apex organization, New Zealand Dairy Board, is controlled by elected members of  

producer CCs. It is essentially an export federation of  cooperatives. Under the Dairy Cooperative Company Act, only a 

supplier can become a member in a CC. Shares are owned by him/her in proportion to the milk supplied e.g. one share 

for 250 kg of  milk fat. The CCs are controlled by BoDs. Members do not get dividend on their share capital and share 

remains at the face value. The CCs mainly raise capital through retention of  surplus fund, depreciation provisions, bank 

overdrafts, and term loans from the trading banks, especially through Dairy Industry Loan Council, formed under the 

Dairy Board Act. It raises funds from the market by way of  bond issues and syndicated loans within New Zealand. The 

.*?'("3'"%$'H'3/%2$/(*,%2$#-2%(-+0%'#$%*$20//5-'(2$*($%(!"2)'(('#$%*$('2'(?'2$)(*3$%!H!%-*"7$LL2$!('$+=$#',"-%-*"$!$ 

"*"I/(*,%$30%0!5$*(.!"-;!%-*"$!"#:$%&'(')*(':$-"1-#'"1'$*) $%!H!%-*"$-2$!%$%&'$5'?'5$*) $-"#-?-#0!5$/(*#01'(27

Australia :  Dairy in Australia is also dominated by CCs. They receive around 70% of  farm milk collection and have 

60% share in liquid milk market. Legally, dairy cooperatives are public companies with member obligations limited to 

face value of  share. In the case of  a CC, shares are not listed on the stock exchange. The pattern of  share ownership 

#'1-#'2$%&'$1**/'(!%-?'$2%!%02$*) $!$1*3/!"=7$S"1*3'$%!H$5!C2$1*")'($?'(=$%!".-+5'$,"!"1-!5$!#?!"%!.'$0/*"$1**/'(!-

%-?'27$S) $%&'$1*3/!"=$2%(01%0('$#*'2$"*%$1*")*(3$C-%&$%&'$#',"-%-*"$*) $1**/'(!%-?'$2%!%02$*) $-"1*3'$%!H$!"#$!22'22-

3'"%$5'.-25!%-*":$-%$-2$20+D'1%'#$%*$%!H!%-*"$5'?-'#$*"$/0+5-1$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$-2$pVq$*) $/(*,%$+')*('$%!H:$C&'('!2$-"$

1!2'$*) $LL2:$%&'$1*(/*(!%'$%!H$-2$5'?-'#$*"$%&'$/(*,%$!)%'($#-?-#'"#$-7'7$%&'$('%!-"'#$/(*,%2$*($1!/-%!5-;'#$/(*,%27

>*($.'%%-".$LL$2%!%02:$!$1*3/!"=$302%$&!?'$-%2$/(-3!(=$*+D'1%2$!2$#',"'#$-"$G(%-15'$TT^$*) $G02%(!5-!"$S"1*3'$@!H$

Act. Broadly, it must serve primarily in the interest of  user members in handling their produce or services for their 

+'"',%2:$!"#$_Wq$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$302%$+'$C-%&$-%2$3'3+'(2$'7.7$#!-(=$)!(3'($2&!('&*5#'(27$a'2-#'2:$!$LL$&!?-".$

90% of  its paid up capital held by active user members gets a tax deduction of  the entire principal repayment of  any 

money loaned to it by government to enable the company to acquire the assets which are required for the purpose of  

carrying on business of  the CC. 

Philippines c$G"$>8L$N9*(3-"$L(*/X$*) $%&'$"*(%&'("$J-"#!"!*$Z'.'%!+5'$8(*#01'(2$G22*1-!%-*"$N9*(3-"$Z'..-'2X$

in Philippines has been successful to interface with large buyers for its small farmers of  vegetables by working on  

co-operative lines.

Sri Lanka c$ S"$ \(-$ E!"6!:$ )!(3'($ 1*3/!"-'2$ !('$ %&*2'$ '2%!+5-2&'#$ 0"#'($ %&'$ L*3/!"-'2$ G1%$ !2$ 8'*/5'B2$ 

Companies registered with the Registrar of  Companies and follow rules and regulations of  a private company. They 

are registered with minimum 50 members to safeguard against possible private ownership by imposing restrictions on  

membership and share trading. Only farmers and other stakeholders involved in agriculture and located within a particular  

geographical region can become shareholders and shares may also be traded only among eligible farmers. In addition, 

the maximum number of  shares a farmer can own is limited to 10% of  shares issued at any point of  time according to 

the relevant provision of  the Act. These companies were organized by government agencies and membership ranged 

from 200-2200 each and they were involved in different activities like input supply, procurement, marketing etc.

In summary, in some countries like Denmark, transfer of  surplus to the reserves is not taxed.  In New Zealand, shares 

&!?'$+''"$5-"6'#$%*$/(*#01'$20//5-'#7$b'%:$2&!('$#*'2$"*%$)*(3$%&'$3!-"$2*0(1'$*) $,"!"1'7$a'2-#'2$('%'"%-*"$)(*3$

20(/502$C&-1&$-2$%!H$)(''$!11'22$%*$Q!-(=$S"#02%(=$E*!"$L*0"1-5$NQSELX$&'5/2$3''%$,"!"1-!5$"''#27$S%$(!-2'2$)0"#$)(*3$

public through bonds and loan. Similarly, in Australia, it is tax laws that distinguish between CC and public company. 

If  the organization conforms to provision of  CCs as given, then in the tax laws, its surplus is taxed after dividend or 

/!22-".$*"$%&'$/(-1'$#-))'('"%-!54$-) $-%$#*'2$"*%$1*",(3$%*$-%:$%&'"$-%$-2$%!H'#$!%$%&'$(!%'$*) $pVq$+')*('$%&'$#-?-#'"#7
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CHAPTER 4

ELEMENTS OF AGRI-MARKETING 

POLICY FOR FPOs

Highlights

This chapter considers the important elements of  agri marketing policy for FPCs.

Basically, the agricultural marketing scenario in the state of  Maharashtra has undergone a sea change over the past 

few years, owing to increase in the quantity and variety of  commodities produced, marketable surpluses, changing 

consumption pattern in society and globalized value chain. Therefore, the framework under which markets for 

!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01'$)0"1%-*"$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!$!"#$%&'$)!1%*(2$%&!%$-"A0'"1'$)!(3'($*($/(*#01'($/(-1'2$!"#$?!50'$

accruals have also changed. 

It is necessary to therefore adopt a policy for agricultural marketing in Maharashtra that would provide an impetus 

for growth of  the agrarian sector even while contributing towards farmer livelihood. 

An enabling legislative environment, investment in infrastructure and well operated markets spread across the 

2%!%'$-2$"'1'22!(=7$G"$'),1-'"%$!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%-".$2=2%'3$&!2$%*$+'$'?*5?'#$+*%&$-"$%'(32$*) $-")(!2%(01%0('$

facilities (hardware) and on-going practices (software).

Basically, policy need address problems plaguing the sector, namely, small land holdings and the consequent small 

marketable surplus available per farm, managing seasonal supply and heavy arrivals of  farm products during 

harvest to meet the perennial demand throughout the year, need to physically move the commodity for accessing 

%&'$3!(6'%:$1*"2-#'(!+5'$/*2%I&!(?'2%$5*22'2:$5-3-%'#$2*0(1'2$*) $)*(3!5$2*0(1'2$*) $,"!"1-".$+*%&$)*($%&'$)!(3'($

and other market participants, etc. 

Moreover, policy need also seek to increase competition, facilitate better price realization to the farmer, encourage 

investments in warehousing infrastructure, assaying and grading facilities, post-harvest facilities etc.

The objective of  such policy need include :

h$ \%!6'&*5#'(2$-"$%&'$1&!-"

h$ G##('22-".$%&'$(-262$!22*1-!%'#$C-%&$15'!(-".$!"#$2'%%5'3'"%$%&!%$!(-2'$-"$%&'$1*0(2'$*) $3!(6'%-".$*) $/(*#01'$

by the farmer or subsequent buyer, through technology solutions or other appropriate means with linkages 

%*$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$

h$ 8(*3*%-".$/(-3!(=$?!50'$!##-%-*"$%&(*0.&$!..('.!%-*":$.(!#-".$!"#$/!16!.-".$!%$%&'$)!(3$5'?'5$%&(*0.&$

farmer FPOs/FPCs.     

h$ Y"&!"1-".$ %&'$ 26-55$ 5'?'52$ *) $ !55$ 2%!6'&*5#'(2$ -"$ %&'$ 2=2%'3$ %&(*0.&$ C'55$ #'2-."'#$ 1!/!1-%=$ +0-5#-".$ 

-"%'(?'"%-*"$'))*(%2$)*($#'(-?-".$+'"',%2$!(-2-".$)(*3$/(-3!(=$?!50'$!##-%-*":$3*#'("$/(!1%-1'2$!#*/%'#$-"$

storage, processing and market systems.

h$ S3/(*?-".$!11'22$%*$,"!"1'$)*($!55$3!(6'%$/!(%-1-/!"%2
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Some policy options may be viewed in terms of

h$ 8(*3*%-".$/(-?!%'$3!(6'%2

h$ 8(*3*%-".$%'1&"*5*.=$-"$/(-?!%'$!"#$('.05!%*(=$3!(6'%2:$'I!01%-*"2$!"#$#-22'3-"!%-*"$*) $3!(6'%$!((-?!52$!"#$

price information

h$ S"1('!2-".$1*3/'%-%-*"$%&(*0.&$2-3/5-)=-".$5-1'"2-".

h$ E!=-".$ #*C"$ <0!5-%=$ 2%!"#!(#2$ )*($ !.(-105%0('$ /(*#01%2c$ \'/!(!%'$ G.(-105%0(!5$ /(*#01'$3!(6'%$ 2%!"#!(#2$ 

bureau to promote grading and standardisation of  agricultural commodities

h$ 8(*3*%-".$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$2%*(!.'$!"#$5*.-2%-1$-")(!2%(01%0('

h$ 8(*3*%-".$>8M2$%*$0"#'(%!6'$!..('.!%-*"$!"#$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".e2%*(!.'$!1%-?-%-'2

h$ 8(*3*%-".$C'55$'")*(1'#$1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".$/*5-1=:$'%17

4.1. Introduction
123232( 4&-+,%,0+(/+*($.05&(06 (78',9:/';&%,+8

The agricultural marketing scenario in the state of  Maharashtra has undergone a sea change over the past few years, 

owing to increase in the quantity and variety of  commodities produced, marketable surpluses, changing consumption 

pattern in society and globalized value chain. Therefore, the framework under which markets for agricultural produce 

)0"1%-*"$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!$!"#$%&'$)!1%*(2$%&!%$-"A0'"1'$)!(3'($*($/(*#01'($/(-1'2$!"#$?!50'$!11(0!52:$&!?'$!52*$1&!".'#7$

It is necessary to therefore adopt a policy for agricultural marketing in Maharashtra that would provide an impetus for 

growth of  the agrarian sector even while contributing towards farmer livelihood. 

An enabling legislative environment, investment in infrastructure and well operated markets spread across the state 

-2$"'1'22!(=7$G"$'),1-'"%$!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%-".$2=2%'3$&!2$ %*$+'$'?*5?'#$+*%&$ -"$ %'(32$*) $ -")(!2%(01%0('$)!1-5-%-'2$ 

(hardware) and on-going practices (software). Basically, policy need address problems plaguing the sector, namely, 

small land holdings and the consequent small marketable surplus available per farm, managing seasonal supply and 

heavy arrivals of  farm products during harvest to meet the perennial demand throughout the year, need to physically 

move the commodity for accessing the market, considerable post-harvest losses, limited sources of  formal sources of  

,"!"1-".$+*%&$)*($%&'$)!(3'($!"#$*%&'($3!(6'%$/!(%-1-/!"%2:$'%17$

Moreover, policy need also seek to increase competition, facilitate better price realization to the farmer, to encourage 

investments in warehousing infrastructure, assaying and grading facilities, post-harvest facilities etc., and make this 

sector an attractive one for generating employment in rural areas for equitable growth of  the state. Therefore, an ideal 

policy document presents a policy framework for Maharashtra State which is farmer friendly and helps create vibrant 

market structures.

4.1.2. Overall objectives of  the policy

The overall objectives of  policy may be viewed in terms of: Creating a market structure that is transparent and  

equitable, distinguishes quality and variety, disseminates relevant market information to all market participants,  

provides easy access to all participants and ensures fair returns to all stakeholders. The seller will have greater choice 

to decide the time, place and avenue of  sale. 

h$ >!1-5-%!%-".$('#01%-*"$ -"$!"#e*($'5-3-"!%-*"$*) $+!((-'(2$ %*$/!(%-1-/!%-*"$ -"$3!(6'%2$ %*$ )*2%'($1*3/'%-%-*"$!"#$ 

'),1-'"%$#'%'(3-"!%-*"$*) $/(-1':$5-"6-".$%&'$/(-3!(=$3!(6'%$-"$%&'$2%!%'$%*$%&'$"!%-*"!5$3!(6'%$)*($%&'$+'"',%$*) $

all stakeholders in the chain. 
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h$ G##('22-".$%&'$(-262$!22*1-!%'#$C-%&$15'!(-".$!"#$2'%%5'3'"%$%&!%$!(-2'$-"$%&'$1*0(2'$*) $3!(6'%-".$*) $/(*#01'$

by the farmer or subsequent buyer, through technology solutions or other appropriate means with linkages to 

,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$

h$ 8(*3*%-".$/(-3!(=$?!50'$!##-%-*"$%&(*0.&$!..('.!%-*":$.(!#-".$!"#$/!16!.-".$!%$%&'$)!(3$5'?'5$%&(*0.&$)!(3'($

FPOs/FPCs.     

h$ Y"&!"1-".$%&'$26-55$5'?'52$*) $!55$2%!6'&*5#'(2$-"$%&'$2=2%'3$%&(*0.&$C'55$#'2-."'#$1!/!1-%=$+0-5#-".$-"%'(?'"%-*"$

'))*(%2$)*($#'(-?-".$+'"',%2$!(-2-".$)(*3$/(-3!(=$?!50'$!##-%-*":$3*#'("$/(!1%-1'2$!#*/%'#$-"$2%*(!.':$/(*1'22-".$

and market systems.

h$ S3/(*?-".$!11'22$%*$,"!"1'$)*($!55$3!(6'%$/!(%-1-/!"%2

In pursuit of  the above objectives, the key initiatives of  the Government need encompass developing maximum  

%(!"2/!('"1=$ -"$ /(-1'$ #'%'(3-"!%-*"I'),1-'"%5=$ 5-"6-".$ ?!(-*02$3!(6'%24$ -"1('!2-".$ 1*3/'%-%-*"$ -"$ !01%-*"$ %&(*0.&$

further liberalising licensing;  

4.1.3. Some necessary policy options may be broadly viewed as follows

1. Regulated markets (xix)

h$ J!(6'%2$ -2$ 10(('"%5=$ */'(!%-".$ !1(*22$ %&'$ 2%!%'$ C*05#$ 1*3/5'%'5=$ !#*/%$ %'1&"*5*.=$ )*($ )!1-5-%!%-".$ !$ 

comprehensive electronic auction system for transparent price determination.

h$ G$2%!%'$C-#'$"'%C*(6'#$?-(%0!5$3!(6'%$C*05#$+'$'2%!+5-2&'#$+=$"'%C*(6-".$('.05!%'#$3!(6'%2:$C!('&*02'2$!"#$

cold stores. 

h$ @*%!5$G8JL$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!$!('$dW^$!2$*"$UWT^ITn

N-X$ KGB$L5!22ITpU$o$G+*?'$F27$T$L(*('

N--X$ KaB$L5!22IV_$o$G+*?'$F27$RW$E!6&$%*$T$L(*('

N---X$ KLB$L5!22Ipd$I$G+*?'$F27$UR$E!6&$%*$RW$E!6&

N-?X$ KQB$L5!22IRd$I$E'22$%&!"$F27$UR$E!6&

Model APLM Act, 2017

The model Agriculture Produce & Livestock Marketing (Promotion & Facilities) (APLM) Act 2017 has  

2'?'(!5$)'!%0('2c$%&'$!+*5-%-*"$*) $)(!.3'"%!%-*"$*) $%&'$3!(6'%$C-%&-"$!$2%!%'$*($0"-*"$%'((-%*(=$1*"1'/%$*) $"*%-,'#$ 

market area and consideration of  a state or UT as a single market; full democratization of  Market Committee and 

State/UT Marketing Board; Disintermediation of  food supply chain by integration of  farmers with processors, 

exporters, bulk retailers and consumers; Creation of  a conducive environment for setting up and operating private 

wholesale market yards; Promotion of  direct interface between farmers and processor/ exporters/ bulk buyers/ 

end users so as to reduce the price spread bringing advantage to both the producers and the consumers; Enabling 

declaration of  warehouse/ silos/ cold storages and other structures/ space as market sub-yard to provide better 

market access/ linkages to the farmers; Giving freedom to agriculturalists to sell their produce to the buyers and at 

the place and time of  their choice, to whom so ever and wherever they get better prices; Promotion of  e-trading 

to enhance transparency in trade operations and integrating of  markets across geographies; Provisions for single 

/*-"%$5'?=$*) $3!(6'%$)''$!1(*22$%&'$2%!%'$!"#$0"-,'#$2-".5'$%(!#-".$5-1'"1'$%*$('!5-2'$1*2%I'))'1%-?'$%(!"2!1%-*"24$

Promotions of  national market for agriculture produce through provisioning of  inter-state trading licence, grading 

!"#$2%!"#!(#-;!%-*"$f$<0!5-%=$1'(%-,1!%-*"4$F!%-*"!5-;!%-*"$*) $3!(6'%$)''$!"#$1*33-22-*"$1&!(.'24$8(*?-2-*"$*) $

Special Commodity Market Yards and Market yard of  National Importance(MNI); etc.
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h$ @&'('$!('$R_n$20+$3!(6'%$=!(#2

h$ @'(3-"!5$3!(6'%2$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!$!('$@&!"':$9!2&-6$!"#$9!./0(

2. Total 85 APMCs have been selected under a digital transaction eNAM

 - 60 from MSAMB and 25 from MACP, likewise 85 APMCs under eNAM process.

Current Scenario in Maharashtra

@-55$UWTWITT:$%&'$%*%!5$('.05!%'#$3!(6'%$1*"%(*5$C!2$nnW:$C&-1&$-2$TU7Tp$q$*) $S"#-!B2$%*%!5$('.05!%'#$3!(6'%7

Current Scenario in Maharashtra

Out of  60 APMC in Maharashtra, 30 have switched to digital transactions and have begun e-auctions. These 30 

G8JL2$C'('$/!(%$*) $%&'$,(2%$/&!2'$*) $["-*"$G.(-$J-"-2%(=$8(*3*%'#$'9GJ7

Current Scenario in Maharashtra

Till 2016, there were 32 private markets operated in Maharashtra. About 200 DMLs are issued and active DML 

buyers include the Tatas, Aditya Birla, Reliance, Big Bazaar, ITC, ADM Agro, etc.

<2( )+.'&/$,+8(!0=5&%,%,0+(,+(7#.%,0+(/+*(&6-.,&+%(",.&+$,+8((xx) 

h$ k&-5'$ 5-1'"2-".$/(*1'#0('2$&!?'$+''"$2-3/5-,'#$!"#$!$2-".5'$0"-,'#$5-1'"2'$3!#'$!//5-1!+5'$)*($/!(%-1-/!"%2:$

measures to increase participation and competition in the auction of  agricultural produce will be explored. 

h$ G#3-"-2%(!%-?'$/(*1'22'2$C-%&$('.!(#$%*$5-1'"2'$C*05#$+'$2-3/5-,'#$!"#$!0%*3!%'#$)*($-3/(*?'#$'),1-'"1=7$

h$ S"$UWT^ITn:$%*%!5$/(-?!%'$3!(6'%$!('$pn$!"#$%*%!5$QJE$-220'$)(*3$Q-('1%*(!%'$!"#$J!(6'%-".$!('$n^V

h$ @*%!5$2-".5'$5-1'"2'$-220'#$!('$pV

4. Quality and compliance standards for demand creation

h$ S"-%-!%'$ 2%'/2$ )*($ 5!=-".$ #*C"$ <0!5-%=$ 2%!"#!(#2$ )*($ ?!(-*02$ !.(-105%0(!5$ 1*33*#-%-'2$ !"#$ )*($ 1('!%-".$ 

infrastructure for sampling and assaying the produce in markets, warehouses and cold storages to facilitate quality 

based trading of  the produce.

h$ ["#'(%!6'$ 1!/!1-%=$ +0-5#-".$ /(*.(!33'2$ %*$ 1('!%'$ !C!('"'22$ *"$ <0!5-%=$ !"#$ 1*3/5-!"1'$ N'7.7$ %(!1'!+-5-%=X$ 

standards amongst various participants and its importance for creating demand in the domestic, regional and 

international markets. 

The major commodities traded in Maharashtra are Tur, Chana, Soybean, Maize, Wheat, Paddy, etc. Quality  

2/'1-,1!%-*"2$*) $)'C$*) $%&'$3!D*($1*33*#-%-'2$!('$.-?'"$+'5*Cc

Table 3$c$m0!5-%=$/!(!3'%'(2$*) $1*33*#-%-'2$!2$/'($9LQYj$"*(32

Sr.No Parameters Soy Bean Maize Chana Wheat Bajra

1 Moisture 10% 14% 11% 11% 13%

2 Foreign Matter 2% 2% 1% 1% 1%

Private markets and Farmer Common Service Centres (FCSCs) (xxi)

h$ 8(-?!%'$ 3!(6'%2$ C-55$ +'$ '"1*0(!.'#$ !2$ !5%'("!%'$ 3!(6'%$ 1&!""'5$ %*$ -"1('!2'$ 1*3/'%-%-*"$ !"#$ '),1-'"1=$ -"$ 

marketing of  agricultural produce while being part of  the networked market.  

h$ >!(3'(2$!"#$*%&'($/!(%-1-/!"%2$C*05#$&!?'$%&'$1&*-1'$%*$*))'(e$2'55$-"$!"=$('.05!%'#$*($/(-?!%'$3!(6'%$-"$%&'$2%!%'7$

h$ @&'$>L\L2$2'%0/$+=$>8M2e>8L2$C-55$!52*$+'$'"1*0(!.'#$%*$2'(?'$!2$/(-?!%'$3!(6'%2$C-%&$2*3'$('5!H!%-*"2$-"$

infrastructure requirement and licensing costs.
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3 Damaged 2% 3% 4% 2% 2%

4 Infestation Damaged 1%

5 Green Seed/ Immature Seeds 7% 4% 3%

6 Broken 3% 3% 5%

7 Weevilled grains 1% 1%

8 Fungus 1%

9 Z!(-'%!5$!#3-H%0(' 3% 2% 2%

m0!5-%=$Z!(-!%-*" ± 2% ± 4% ± 5% ± 5% ± 2%

Source - NCDEX Trading Standards

Table 4 c$m0!5-%=$/!(!3'%'(2$*) $@0(3'(-1$!2$/'($9LQYj$"*(32

Sr. Parameters Unpolished Turmeric Fingers Good Turmeric Fair Turmeric

1 Inferior Quality 2.25%

2 Length

 Broken Fingers < 15 mm 3% 5% 7%

 Fingers > 3 cm 75%

3 Damaged by moisture/ over boiling 1.20% 3% 5%

4 Un-boiled 0.30%

6 Foreign Matter 0.75% 1% 1.50%

7 Bulbs 3% 4% 5%

8 Moisture 12% 10% 0

m0!5-%=$Z!(-!%-*" ± 2%

*Source - NCDEX Trading Standards

Table 5 : Quality parameters of  commodities as per Agmarknet norms

Particulars
Soybean 

Grade I

Soybean 

Grade II

Soybean 

Grade III

Maize 

Grade I

Maize 

Grade II

Maize 

Grade III

Moisture content percent by weight 10% 12% 12% 12% 12% 14%

Oil content on dry basis percent by weight 20% 18% 15% - - -

Damaged, discoloured, insect infested beans 

percent by weight

1% 2% 3% 1% 2% 3%

Immature Shrivelled beans percent by weight 2% 3% 5% 2% 4% 6%

Splits broken, cracked beans percent by 

weight

5% 10% 20% 0% 0 0

Inorganic Foreign matter percent by weight 0.50% 0.50% 0.50% Nil 0.10% 0.25%

 Organic foreign matter percent by weight 0.50% 0.50% 1.50% 0.10% 0.25% 0.50%

Particulars
Chana 

Grade I

Chana 

Grade II

Chana 

Grade III

Wheat 

Grade I

Wheat 

Grade II

Wheat  

Grade III

Bajra  

Grade I

Moisture content percent by 

weight
0 0 0 0 0 0 14%

Oil content on dry basis percent 

by weight
- - - - - - -

Damaged, discoloured, insect in-

fested beans percent by weight
1% 2% 4% 1% 3% 6% 1.50%
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Immature Shrivelled beans per-

cent by weight
- - - 2% 4% 10% 4%

Splits broken, cracked beans per-

cent by weight
3% 5% 10% 1% 2% 4%  

Inorganic Foreign matter percent 

by weight
1%  4% 1% 2% 3% 1%

Organic foreign matter percent 

by weight
- - - - - - -

5. Empowering Farmers/Producers

h$ M(.!"-;'$)!(3'($.(*0/2$%*$-"-%-!%'$/(-3!(=$?!50'$!##-%-*"$!"#$5*1!5$!..('.!%-*":$%*$'"&!"1'$%&'$+!(.!-"-".$/*C'($

of  farmers and improve price realization and by encouraging direct marketing/ sourcing of  agricultural produce 

from farmers to forward integrated stakeholders. 

h$ @*$/(*?-#'$!5%'("!%'$!"#$2!)'$2%*(!.'$*/%-*"2$%&(*0.&$'"1*0(!.-".$!11('#-%!%-*"$*) $C!('&*02'2$!"#$'"1*0(!.'$

warehouse based sales. Also, facilitate farmers to avail pledge loans to avoid distress sale during periods of  glut. 

h$ Y))'1%-?'$#-22'3-"!%-*"$*) $3!(6'%$/(-1'$-")*(3!%-*"$'"20(-".$)!(3'(2$!('$!C!('$*) $/(-1'2$-"$#-))'('"%$3!(6'%2

h$ \-3/5-,'#$/(*1'22'2$!"#$*"5-"'$%-3'5=$/!=3'"%$%*$%&'$)!(3'(2$!11*0"%

h$ Y"!+5-".$%&'$)!(3'($%*$#'1-#'$%-3'$!"#$/(-1'$*) $2!5'

6. Market development

h$ >!1-5-%!%'$%&'$#'?'5*/3'"%$*) $!"$'),1-'"%$!"#$'))'1%-?'$!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%-".$-")*(3!%-*"$2=2%'3$!"#$'2%!+5-2&$

a reliable information dissemination system.

h$ Y2%!+5-2&$5-"6!.'2$C-%&$2'1*"#!(=$3!(6'%2$-"$-3/*(%!"%$1*33*#-%-'2$%*$/!(%-1-/!"%2$-"$%&'$2%!%':$'"1*0(!.-".$

producer companies and aggregation of  farmer produce to promote alternate and direct market access.

h$ >-"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2$C-55$+'$'"1*0(!.'#$%*$)!1-5-%!%'$2'!35'22$15'!(-".$!"#$2'%%5'3'"%$3'1&!"-23$!2$C'55$!2$)!1-5--

tate pledge loans to farmers and other market participants. 

h$ G//(*/(-!%'$/(*1'#0('2$"''#$+'$/0%$-"$/5!1'$)*($%-3'5=$('2*50%-*"$*) $%(!#'$('5!%'#$#-2/0%'2$C-%&$L*33-22-*"$

Agents/ Assayers or any other market participants. 

7. Contract Farming (xxii) 

h$ 8(*3*%'$1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".$ -"$%&'$2%!%'$!"#$&!?'$!$2-".5'$/*-"%$)*($('.-2%'(-".$1*"%(!1%I)!(3-".$2/*"2*(2$C-%&$

procedures for timely settlement of  disputes by the registering authority independent of  market committees

h$ F'#01'$+!((-'(2$-"$%'(32$*) $('<0-('3'"%$*) $&-.&$#'/*2-%$!3*0"%2$+=$1*"%(!1%*(2$'%17

Procedure and form of  Contract Farming Agreement as per APMC Act, Maharashtra

NTX$L*"%(!1%$>!(3-".$\/*"2*($2&!55$('.-2%'($&-32'5) $C-%&$%&'$J!(6'%$L*33-%%''$*($C-%&$%&'$/('21(-+'#$*),1'(:$

in such manner as may be prescribed. Act_1963 24 (2) The contract Farming Sponsor shall get the Contract 

>!(3-".$G.(''3'"%$('1*(#'#$C-%&$%&'$*),1'($/('21(-+'#$-"$%&-2$+'&!5)7$@&'$L*"%(!1%$>!(3-".$G.(''3'"%$2&!55$

be in such form containing such particulars and terms and conditions, as may be prescribed. (3) Notwithstand-

ing anything contained in the Contract Farming Agreement or the Indian Contract Act, 1872 or any other law 

for the time being in force, no title, or rights in or any other law for the time being in force, no title, or rights in 

or, ownership or possession of  agricultural land of  the Contract Farming Producer shall be transferred, alien-
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8.  Infrastructure (post-harvest and marketing)

h$ Q'?'5*/$-3/*(%!"%$!"#$2%(!%'.-1$!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%-".$-")(!2%(01%0('7

Y2%!+5-2&$'"!+5-".$!"#$1*"#01-?'$'"?-(*"3'"%$)*($%&'$/(-?!%'$2'1%*($!"#$*%&'($2%!6'&*5#'(2B$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$!.(-105%0(!5$

marketing infrastructures by encouraging set up of  warehousing and logistic parks in each of  the districts to function 

as marketing hubs and be part of  the state wide marketing network, with appropriate incentives.

9. Regulatory and legislative environment 

h$ @&'$\%!%'$G1%$C*05#$+'$('?-'C'#$%*$)!1-5-%!%'$%&'$!)*('2!-#$/*5-1=$*+D'1%-?'2$!"#$-"-%-!%-?'2$!"#$%*$1('!%'$!$#-2%-"1%:$

5'?'5$/5!=-".$('.05!%*(=$'"?-(*"3'"%$)*($%&'$%(!"2/!('"%$!"#$'),1-'"%$)0"1%-*"-".$*) $!.(-105%0(!5$3!(6'%2$-"$%&'$

state. 

In summary, an ideal marketing policy may have an objective to create a market structure that is transparent and 

distinguishes quality, variety, disseminates market information to all participants, ensures fair returns to all and offers 

producers choice of  time, place and terms of  sale. Such a policy may also encourage primary value addition through 

!..('.!%-*":$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".$!%$)!(3'($5'?'5$%&(*0.&$>8M2:$-3/(*?'3'"%$-"$!11'22$%*$,"!"1':$'"1*0(!.-".$-"?'2%-

ment in infrastructure, developing institutions like FPOs to improve farmer livelihood etc.

In summary, some of  the focus initiatives may include: (xxiii) 

h$ 8(*3*%-".$/(-?!%'$3!(6'%2

h$ 8(*3*%-".$%'1&"*5*.=$-"$/(-?!%'$!"#$('.05!%*(=$3!(6'%2:$'I!01%-*"2$!"#$#-22'3-"!%-*"$*) $3!(6'%$!((-?!52$!"#$

price information

h$ S"1('!2-".$1*3/'%-%-*"$%&(*0.&$2-3/5-)=-".$5-1'"2-".

h$ E!=-".$#*C"$<0!5-%=$2%!"#!(#2$)*($!.(-105%0('$/(*#01%27$J!&!(!2&%(!$C-55$-3/5'3'"%$!$2'/!(!%'$G.(-105%0(!5$/(*-

duce market standards bureau to promote grading and standardisation of  agricultural commodities

h$ 8(*3*%-".$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$2%*(!.'$!"#$5*.-2%-1$-")(!2%(01%0('

h$ 8(*3*%-".$>8M2$%*$0"#'(%!6'$!..('.!%-*"$!"#$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".e2%*(!.'$!1%-?-%-'2

h$ 8(*3*%-".$C'55$'")*(1'#$1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".$/*5-1=

h$ E'?'(!.-".$ 2*)%$ 5*!"2$ )(*3$kaeGQa$ )*($ -"%'"2-,1!%-*"e#-?'(2-,1!%-*"$ *) $3!(6'%$ 5'#$ /(*#01%-*":$ '"!+5-".$

)!(3'(2B$!11'22$%*$3!(6'%2$!"#$)*($'2%!+5-2&-".$!..('.!%-*":$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".:$2%*(!.'$3!(6'%$-"%'55-.'"1'$!"#$

distribution facilities to strengthen value chains.

ated or vested in the Contract Farming Sponsor or his successor or his agent. (4) Dispute arising out of  any 

Contract Farming Agreement may be referred to a settlement authority, as may be prescribed in this behalf. The 

settlement authority shall resolve the dispute in a summary manner within thirty days, after giving the parties 

a reasonable opportunity of  being heard. (5) The party aggrieved by the decision of  the settlement authority 

under sub-section (4) may prefer an appeal to the Appellate Authority as may be prescribed in this behalf, within 

thirty days from the date of  the decision. The Appellate Authority shall dispose of  the appeal within thirty days, 

after giving the parties a reasonable opportunity of  being heard and the decision of  the Appellate Authority shall 

+'$,"!57$NVX$@&'$#'1-2-*"$*) $%&'$2'%%5'3'"%$!0%&*(-%=$0"#'($20+I2'1%-*"$NpX$!"#$%&'$#'1-2-*"$*) $%&'$G//'55!%'$

Authority in appeal under sub-section (5), shall have force of  the decree of  a Civil Court and shall be enforce-

able as such and the decretal amount shall be recovered as an arrears of  land revenue. (7) Dispute relating to and 

arising out of  a Contract Farming Agreement shall not be entitled to be called in question in any court of  law. 

Act_1963 25 (8) The agricultural produce covered under the Contract Farming Agreement may be sold to the 

Contract Farming Sponsor outside the market yard and in such a case, no market fee shall be leviable.
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h$ G.(-105%0(!5$/5'#.'$5*!"$%*$)!(3'(2I$@&(*0.&$GJ8L2$%*$2%*16$-"$.*#*C"2$*) $GJ8L2$)*($0/$%*$TnW$#!=2$!%$(!%'$

of  interest of  6% and to an extent of  50-75% of  value of  produce in the market. This is to help farmers avoid 

distress sale during periods of  glut in the market and even higher prices when sold. 

h$ L*5#$2%*(!.'$-"?'2%3'"%$20+2-#=I$)*($&*(%-105%0('$/(*#01'$C-%&$20+2-#=$0/$%*$URq$*) $3!(6'%$1*2%$)*($TWW$J@$

cold stores with limit of  2.5 Lakh per cold stores. The government has also established terminal markets in towns 

and cities to reduce post-harvest losses in horticulture products and provide farmers/FPOs/Firms links to con-

suming areas. Collection centres in production areas. 

h$ @'(3-"!5$3!(6'%2$%*$-"150#'$'5'1%(*"-1$!01%-*"-".$)!1-5-%-'2:$/('$1**5-".:$1*5#$2%*(!.':$(-/'"-".$1&!3+'(2:$.(!#-".$

and packaging facilities and processing units and support banking and other facilities.

h$ 8(*?-#'$1*33*"$)!1-5-%-'2$%*$>8L2I$@*$)!1-5-%!%'$!..('.!%-*"$!"#$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22$)*($>8M27

4.2. Agri Marketing Scenario in Maharashtra

The Maharashtra Agricultural Produce Marketing (Development and Regulation) Act, 1963 has allowed the setting up 

of  the Maharashtra State Agriculture Marketing Board (MSAMB) and permits private markets to be set up in the State 

along with direct procurement from the farmers. However, limited provision for contract farming has been granted 

='%7$@&'$G1%$ !52*$/(*3*%'2$80+5-1I8(-?!%'$8!(%"'(2&-/2$ -"$,"!"1-".:$ 1*"2%(01%-*":$*/'(!%-*"$ !"#$3!"!.'3'"%$*) $

agricultural markets. A single market fee is levied in the state with exemptions on Direct Marketing and Processing. 

Further, no market fee is leviable on the sale or purchase of  the agricultural produce in the farmer – consumer mar-

kets. Any trader in the State desiring to operate in more than one market may apply for grant or renewal of  licence. 

The Maharashtra Agricultural Produce Marketing (Development and Regulation) Act was passed in the year 1963, with 

a view to regulate the marketing of  agricultural and pisiculture produce in market areas. After giving due considera-

tion to recommendations of  various committees and study groups, some important changes have been made in this 

Act in the year 1987 and thereafter. Agriculture produce means all produce (whether processed or not) of  agriculture, 

&*(%-105%0(':$!"-3!5$&02+!"#(=:$/-2-105%0('$!"#$)*('2%2$!2$2/'1-,'#$-"$%&'$21&'#05'7

4.3. Objectives of  Policy

The overall objective of  policy is to create a market structure that is transparent and equitable, disseminates market 

infrastructure quality and variety and ensures fair returns to all stakeholders. The seller particularly producer- farmers 

should have the choice to decide the time, place and a venue of  sale.

h$ 8*5-1=$2&*05#$!52*$2%(-?'$%*$'5-3-"!%'$+!((-'(2$%*$/!(%-1-/!%-*"$-"$3!(6'%2:$-"1('!2'$1*3/'%-%-*"$!"#$/(-1'$#-21*?-

ery mechanisms.

h$ S%$2&*05#$2%(-?'$%*$5-"6$%&'$/(-3!(=$3!(6'%$-"$%&'$2%!%'$%*$%&'$9!%-*"!5$!"#$.5*+!5$3!(6'%$)*($%&'$+'"',%$*) $!55$

stakeholder.

h$ 8*5-1=$2&*05#$)*2%'($/(-3!(=$?!50'$!##-%-*"$%&(*0.&$!..('.!%-*":$.(!#-".$!"#$/!16!.-".$!%$%&'$)!(3$5'?'5$%&*0.&$

FPOs/FPCs.

h$ S%$2&*05#$'"1*0(!.'$!C!('"'22$!"#$!#&'('"1'$%*$<0!5-%=$2%!6'&*5#'($)*($+'%%'($/(-1'$('!5-2!%-*"7

h$ >0(%&'(:$!#*/%-*"$*) $3*#'("$/(!1%-1'2$-"$2%*(!.':$/('2'"%!%-*"$*) $1*33*#-%-'2:$'"1*0(!.'$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$-")(!-

structure for market access

h$ F'#01'$%&'$(-262$-"$15'!(-".$!"#$2'%%5'3'"%$-"$3!(6'%-".$*) $/(*#01'$%&(*0.&$%'1&"*5*.=$!"#$,"!"1-!5$2*50%-*"27

h$ 8*5-1=$2&*05#$!52*$'"1*0(!.'$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$/*2%I&!(?'2%$!"#$/(*1'22-".$-")(!2%(01%0('$!#!/%-".$!"#$5'?'(!.-".$

on technology.
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The State Government has been already undertaking several initiatives with regards to agricultural marketing. For the 

development of  food processing industry, the State government may pursue cluster development approach, based on 

the production strengths of  respective geographic locations. Market-oriented and high value crops may be to used 

on. Further to promote food processing industries, development of  Mega Food Parks (with appropriate enabling 

-")(!2%(01%0('X$ 1*05#$+'$80(20'#7$\01&$>**#$8!(62$C*05#$*))'($ !$ K850.$!"#$8!=B$ '"?-(*"3'"%$ %*$/(*1'22*(27$@&-2$

C*05#$3-"-3-;'$%&'$(-262$!"#$-3/(*?'$%&'$/(*,%!+-5-%=$*) $-"#-?-#0!5$0"-%27$G55$('5'?!"%$.*?'("3'"%$#'/!(%3'"%2$?-;7$

Animal Husbandry, Irrigation, Industries and Commerce and Marketing shall coordinate with the State Food Process-

ing Department, and make concrete effort in developing these clusters across the value chain. The State Agriculture 

Department could also pursue development of  the food processing clusters with the help of  Ministry of  Micro, Small 

and Medium enterprises.

The state government has made suitable amendments to the APMC Act facilitating direct purchase of  agricultural 

produce from producer farmers, Private Market single license e-trading and contract farming. To promote the food 

processing industry in the state for leasing the farmers land for long term commercial basis, necessary amendment in 

the act is being made. Amendments to the section 42 of  the Maharashtra Land Revenue Code, 1956 could be made 

wherein permission of  land use for non-agriculture purpose will not be required for micro, small and medium food 

processing industries.

To support expansion of  the food processing sector, logistics infrastructure such as facilities for grading, packing, 

pre-cooling, food processing units, logistics park, integrated cold chain solutions, last mile connectivity, customized 

%(!"2/*(%!%-*":$%'1&"*5*.=$!#*/%-*"$5-6'$+!(1*#-".:$(!#-*$)('<0'"1=$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$NF>SQ2X$%!.2:$*"$)!(3$!"#$*)) $)!(3$

end retail infrastructure will be developed in planned manner with the help of  Private Sector. To promote Food Pro-

cessing trade in the logistics sector should be encouraged. Besides, dedicated cargo hubs at the port and the railway of  

each state for storage of  perishables will be set-up. The state will support cross regional multimodal logistics as this 

would make inter-state and international markets accessible to food business. This is expected to reduce transportation 

1*2%$!"#$'"&!"1'$'),1-'"1=$*) $%&'$'"%-('$5*.-2%-12$"'%C*(6$*) $%&'$1*0"%(=$%&'('+=$'"&!"1-".$)!(3'($-"1*3'2$!"#$!52*$

ensuring better price to consumers.

Labour laws need be amended to introduce presumption that food processing industries fall under category of  sea-

sonal industry unless Labour Department in consultation with the Agriculture Department may decide the same to be 

non-seasonal based on facts of  the case.

The actual charge for the food processing industry and its related cold chain projects (including Minus Temperature 

electric charges) may be applied on actual cost (At Cost) up to year 2020. Similarly, concession to electricity tariff, 

'5'1%(-1-%=$#0%=$!"#$1'22$!2$3!#'$!?!-5!+5'$%*$%&'$-"#02%(-'2$-"$J!(!%&C!#!:$Z-#&!(+&!$!"#$9*(%&$J!&!(!2&%(!$NQ$!"#$

D* zones) regions, will also be extended to food processing and fruit processing industries established in Konkan 

('.-*"7$Y"?-(*"3'"%$Q'/!(%3'"%B2$8('I2!"1%-*"$C-55$"*%$+'$('<0-('#$)*($%&*2'$G.(-e>**#$/(*1'22-".$0"-%2$C&-1&$#*$

"*%$#-21&!(.'$')A0'"%7$G52*:$RWq$*) $%&'$20+2-#=$C-55$+'$/(*?-#'#$)*($*+%!-"-".$-"#02%(=$('1*."-;'#$26-55$1'(%-,1!%-*"2$

from recognized institutions to Agro and Food Processing units/infrastructure projects.

@&'$L&-') $J-"-2%'(B2$>**#$8(*1'22-".$\1&'3'$&!2$+''"$5!0"1&'#$#0(-".$%&'$='!($UWT^ITn$!2$!$\%!%'$E'?'5$\1&'3'7$

Under this, capital subsidy of  30% of  the cost of  project comprising of  technical civil work and plant and machinery, 

storage structure etc. is admissible with a ceiling of  Rs. 50.00 Lakh.

4.4. Salient Features of  Advocacy Options

The important advocacy options have their underpinnings or National and global best practices and circumstance. 

@&'=$1*?'($!$(!".'$*) $!#?*1!1=$*/%-*"2$(!".-".$)(*3$,21!5$-"1'"%-?'2$%*$-"/0%$!"#$'3'(.-".$>8M2$!"#$>8L2$('.!(#-
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less of  their legal constitution to operational aspect. The advocacy options cover aspects such as facilitating develop-

ment of  alternate market access, handholding and capacity building support, contract farming etc. 

4.5. Policy Advocacy Options 

Advocacy options that may be proposed to the Centre

@&'$!#?*1!1=$*/%-*"2$%&!%$3!=$+'$/(*/*2'#$%*$%&'$L'"%('$!('$+!2-1!55=$,21!5$-220'2$C&-1&$!('$0"#'($%&'$3!"#!%'$*) $

the Central Government.

32( >?&=5%,0+(6'0=("&@A(06 (,+.0=&(%/?(0+(5'0-%$(/..'#&*(%0(BCD$(0'(BC!$(/+*(#$&*(60'(BCD(0'(BC!$(

expansion/ development purposes but not declared as dividend.

Experiences from countries across the world ranging from Denmark and New Zealand to Australia indicate 

at least reserves accumulated for further development of  FPCs are not subject to tax. Dividends alone, if   

distributed, are taxed in some countries. (The GOI has recently decided to exempt FPCs from income tax for a 

period of  5 years.)

2. GST exemption on input and output for FPOs/ FPCs (for a period of  5 years from date of  

 implementation of  policy/ date of  registration of  FPO). FPOs/ FPCs dealing in input facilitation may 

be exempted from GST.

FPOs/FPCs are basically an aggregation of  farmers and hence same relaxations needs to apply.

 

Advocacy options that may be proposed to the State

The advocacy options that may be proposed to the State are largely those related to contract and corporate farming, 

licensing, private market yards etc.

32( BC!$(=/A(&+E0A(%F&($/=&(G&+&-%$(066&'&*(%0(.005&'/%,@&($0.,&%,&$(/$(5&'(%F&($%/%&H$(50",.A(/+*($.F&=&$2

FPCs are basically a development over the co-operative systems framework, and a concept introduced by the GoI 

to redress limitations in the co-operative framework in terms of  non- democratic management, interference from 

the government, limited adoption of  professional management practices etc. The constituents are the same pro-

#01'(2$!"#$1&!".'$-2$*"5=$-"$%'(32$*) $5'.!5$1*"2%-%0%-*"$)*($.('!%'($'),1-'"1=:$202%!-"!+-5-%=$!"#$'3/*C'(3'"%7

2. FPCs may be given the same treatment as “farmers” so as to encourage linkages between processors 

and farmers as this will enable processors to take advantage of  market fee exemption (and also exemp-

tion from GST and IT.)

FPOs/FPCs are basically an aggregation of  farmers and must be treated as such.

3. Government support in the form of  grant-in-aid on capital expenditure for start-up and expansion 

stages of  a FPC may be made available to a greater degree. This is for the establishment of  common 

facilities for storage, primary/ secondary processing, transport connectivity etc. An appropriate PPP 

scheme needs to be evolved akin to the “Kisan Sampada Yojana-Scheme for forward and backward  

linkages”, which has been introduced by the MoFPI.

Presently funding support for FCSCs (Farmer Common Service Centre) is offered only under the Word Bank 

supported MACP and the MOFPI supported scheme. The need for common facilities for primary/ secondary 

processing has been validated under the MACP as a basic necessity to help producers develop alternate markets 

and avoid exclusive dependence on APMCs and local traders.

4. Storage Subsidy- Access to storage infrastructure such as accredited warehouses to FPOs and FPCs at 

concessional rate similar to what is made available to farmers in many states.
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>8M2$+!2-1!55=$0"#'(%!6'$!"$'H%'"2-*"$*) $)!(3'(2B$!1%-?-%=:$%&!%$-2$*)%'"$-"%*$/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".$!"#$&'"1'$3!=$

be offered the same support offered to individual farmers.

5. Processors directly sourcing from FPOs/FPCs may receive support under various GoI schemes or 

priority basis to insist in post- harvest and supply chain development by incentivising and prioritising 

through schemes of  assistance of  the state government.

Given the fragmented nature of  holdings and minimum scale required to upgrade as well as reap scale economies 

in production as well as primary processing, FPOs/FPCs are the only feasible option. This concept needs to be 

encouraged by upstream processors too and an incentive mechanism to encourage the same is an option to be 

considered.

6. The state government may encourage the formation of  joint-stock companies FPOs/FPCs and up-

stream processors/ retailers/ fair trade organisation etc.

Experiences from countries across the world ranging from those in Europe to Africa indicate that many global 

retailers prefer this route. This is because it reduces their risk in investing in upgrading of  FPO/FPCs activity and 

2%('".%&'"-".$-")(!2%(01%0('$%&(*0.&$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$3*('$'),1-'"%$+!16C!(#$-"%'.(!%-*"7

7. State to seriously consider establishment of  an Agri Business Promotion Facility (ABPF) comprising a team of  

dedicated expert professionals to operate at the state level in a sustained manner to ensure and provide business 

development services (BDS) to FPCs on various fronts. 

This is because, apparently, typical resource institutions and NGOs involved in mobilization activities suffer from ca-

pability limitations on fronts such as business planning for FPOs and providing a range of  incubation and BDS. The 

role of  an ABPF may be viewed in terms of:

h$ @(!-"-".$2'(?-1'$/(*?-#'(2$5-6'$9PM2$*"$a02-"'22$/5!"$/('/!(!%-*"$!"#$/(*?-#-".$-"10+!%-*"$2'(?-1'2$%*$>8L2

h$ P0-#-".$/('/!(!%-*"$*) $+02-"'22$/5!"2$*) $>8L2

h$ L*"#01%-".$ #'%!-5'#$ ?!50'$ 1&!-"$ !"!5=2-2$ *) $ 1*33*#-%=$ ?!50'$ 1&!-"2:$ -#'"%-)=-".$ !('!2$ )*($ -"%'(?'"%-*"2$ %*$

2%('".%&'"e0/.(!#'$%&'$1&!-"$-"$!$l/(*#01'(I)(-'"#5=g$)!2&-*"

h$ 8(*?-#-".$-"10+!%-*"$2'(?-1'2$-"$%'(32$*) $'?*5?-".$>8M2$%*$2'(?'$!2$-"/0%$)!1-5-%!%*(2$N!"#$#'!5'(2X$)*($2''#2:$)'(-

tilizers and pesticides, evolving direct B2B links with marketers and processers, ensuring that FPOs meet statuary 

compliance requirements, twinning FPOs with apt government schemes of  assistance (such as the SFAC or the 

MoFPI scheme for forward and backward integration) etc.

h$ M(.!"-;-".$C*(62&*/2$!"#$2'3-"!(2$*"$!('!2$*) $-"%'('2%$%*$>8L2$N%'1&"*5*.=$2'3-"!(2:$aUa$3''%2:$-"/0%$/(*-

viders, seminars etc.)

h$ 8(*?-#-".$%(!-"-".$*"$'"%('/('"'0(2&-/$!"#$3!"!.'3'"%$%*$aMQ2$*) $>8L2

h$ 8(*3*%-".$2%!(%I0/2$)(*3$!3*".2%$>8L2$3'3+'(2$)*($2'1*"#!(=e%'(%-!(=$/(*1'22-".:$*(.!"-;-".$2%!(%I0/$3''%2:$

bankers meets in this regard

h$ >!1-5-%!%-".$kLe@E$1('#-%$5-"6!.'2$)*($>8L2

h$ Y"!+5-".$>8L2$%*$'2%!+5-2&$1*33*"$)!1-5-%-'2$)*($/(-3!(=e2'1*"#!(=$/(*1'22-".

h$ Y"!+5-".$>8L2$%*$0"#'(%!6'$2''#$/(*#01%-*"$!1%-?-%=

h$ Y"!+5-".$>8L2$%*$0"#'(%!6'$J\8$('5!%'#$!1%-?-%=

h$ Y"!+5-".$>8L2$%*$0"#'(%!6'$9LQYj$('5!%'#$!1%-?-%=$%*$('#01'$3!(6'%$(-26

NGOs typically lack the professional manpower required to offer the range of  incubation services required by FPOs/

FPCs. They are typically O.K., at best, till mobilisation stage and rarely beyond. India has at least 3000-4000 such 
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FPOs/FPCs who have not been guided to undertake activities other than (in case of  a small proportion) input facilita-

tion services. 

8. Contract Farming (Registering and redressal) ideally should not be the district level market committee. 

There is need for a district and special committee/ dispute redressal tribunal to consider possible cases.

J!(6'%$1*33-%%''$C&-1&$1*I*(#-"!%'2$)0"1%-*"-".$*) $%&'$G8JL2$3!=$&!?'$!"$*+?-*02$l1*"A-1%$*) $-"%'('2%g7$G$

distinct state-wide dispute redressal tribunal/committee will encourage contract farming practices.

9. Market fee and direct procurement from farmers/ FPOs: There is scope to reduce or eliminate market 

fee.

When AMPCs are not involved in a transaction why is there a need to pay any fee on the basis of  Rs. 100 trans-

acted?

10. Corporate Farming: Evolve a land lease policy whereby large corporate can independently undertake 

production on land from farmers for a period of  up to 15 years.

The present land lease policy which in itself  exists in very few states, allows for land lease of  only up to 5 years. 

Some states allow for land lease of  only up to 5 years which may not encourage investment in necessary farm 

infrastructure by corporates until reasonable gestation time is given for returns.

11. Contract Farming: Agreement may be written on stamp paper of  Rs. 100 and any number of  individual 

farmers may sign on one agreement

The option of  entering into agreements with farmers individually as is the requirement in some other states is 

time consuming and costly. It is also non-practical since many farmers do not plan sowing in advance. Also, when 

they do plan, seed sale is in very short time of  15 to 30 days. One can imagine the logistics and cost implication 

to cover 20000-25000 farmers or more every season.

12.  The contracted price shall be at least equal to the minimum support or the model price, for the con-

tracted agricultural produce during the present harvest season.

9*%$-"$%&'$/('?-*02$l&!(?'2%$2'!2*"g:$!2$-"$2*3'$*%&'($2%!%'2$-"$%&'$3!(6'%$1*33-%%''$1*"1'("'#7$

13. Contract Farming: No security deposit or bank guarantee will be required from processors/retailers.

A contract farming agreement is one between two parties. One of  them alone cannot be charged a deposit or 

+!"6$.0!(!"%''$*) $'?'"$UW$/'($1'"%$*($3*('$!2$-"$2*3'$2%!%'2$!2$!$2-."-,1!"%$/!(%$*) $%&'-($+02-"'22$,"!"1'$!"#$

working capital may be blocked – discouraging contract farming practices in the state.

14. It is not feasible for FCSCs to have all necessary infrastructure nor offer necessary high fees (of  even Rs. 

25 Lakh in many cases). FPOs/FPCs not to furnish any undertaking or security deposit.

Resource scarce FPOs can hardly meet such requirements.

15. Bankers may be encouraged to consider FPO fund request for term loan or working capital under CGT-

:I>(%0(%F&(&?%&+%(J&?,G"&2(KF&(I%/%&(80@&'+=&+%(L,""(/"$0($%',@&(%0(#%,",$&(/($&5/'/%&(.0'5#$(6#+*($&'@&(

as guarantee against such lending. 

Many FCSCs are located on lease-rental based land and have few assets which can be offered as valid collateral 

+0%$)*($3!1&-"'(=$!"#$+0-5#-".2$C&-1&$!('$%=/-1!55=$"*%$!11'/%!+5'$!2$1*55!%'(!5$+=$3*2%$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27

16. Bankers will be encouraged to consider “rural” land also as valid collateral.

J!"=$>L\L$!('$5*1!%'#$-"$(0(!5$!"#$"*%$l0(+!"g$5!"#7$]'"1':$-%$-2$#-),105%$)*($201&$5!"#$%*$+'$*))'('#$!2$1*5-

lateral to banks.

3M2( K/'8&%$(L,""(G&(066&'&*(/%(%F&(4,$%',.%("&@&"(%0(%F&(4,$%',.%(N&@&"()+$%,%#%,0+/"(!0==,%%&&(%0(-+/+.&(/%(

least 3 FPOs per district per annum.
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@=/-1!55=:$ %&'$,"!"1-!5$ 2%!%'3'"%2$!"#$!.'$*) $3!"=$>8M2e>8L2$!('$"*%$!#'<0!%'$ %*$+'$!1%-?'5=$,"!"1'#$+=$

banks.

18. Financial institutions will be encouraged to avoid according weightage to Net Worth of  Directors of  

FPCs during the loan appraisal. The track record of  FPC and business plan will be accorded due 

weightage.

The net worth of  BODs of  FPCs are usually low and should not be unfairly used as basis for assessing loan 

potential of  an FCSC which, in most cases may involve 100s of  marginal farmers. 

19. Need to lower the start-up authorised capital from Rs. One Lakh to Rs. 10,000, tax exemption to FPCs 

for a few years.

>8L$J*+-5-2!%-*"$-2$3!#'$3*('$#-),105%$C-%&$&-.&'($3-"-303$1!/-%!5$+!2'

20. FPO/FPCs will be accorded priority in the allocation of  Udyog Aadhar by the DIC. Targets akin to 

PMEGP targets will be accorded at the District level.

This will help FPO/FPCs avail of  State government incentive schemes in terms of  power and for investment/

interest subsidies/stamp duty waiver etc. 

21. Skill training institutions and programmes in the State will give priority to FPO/FPC representatives 

while selecting candidates for various EDP and ESDP and MDP programmes.

Capacity building of  BODs and more active FPO/FPC members is critical if  typical FPO/FPCs are to success-

fully undertake even primary processing or upgrade to secondary processing.

!!!
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SECTION - II

SOFT SKILL INPUTS : 

INTRAPRENEURSHIP 

(ENTREPRENEURIAL 

-MANAGEMENT)
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CHAPTER 1

SOFT SKILLS FOR LAUNCHING 

AND MANAGING AN 

ENTERPRISE

Highlights

This chapter highlights the importance of  soft skills in launching and managing an FPC and the process of  de-

veloping them.

Entrepreneurial and management skills may be referred to as hard management skills and soft (entrepreneurial or 

-"%(!/('"'0(-!5X$26-552$('2/'1%-?'5=7$G$Q-('1%*($"''#2$%*$!1%$!2$!"$l-"%(!/('"'0(g$*($!"$l'"%('/('"'0(-!5I3!"!.'(g$

within an FPC.

Hard skills have reference to techno-managerial skills.  

Soft skills have more to do with the personality and internal behavioural traits and characteristics of  an intrapre-

neurial manager or Director.

G"$l-"%(!/('"'0(g$301&$5-6'$!"$'"%('/('"'0($-2$!$/5!""'#$(-26$%!6'($C&*$'))'1%-?'5=$*(.!"-;'2$#-))'('"%$)!1%*(2$

of  production.

Some key soft skill attributes that may be attributed to successful Directors of  FPCs are:

- Persistence

- Initiative

- Commitment to Work Contract

I$ Y),1-'"1=$M(-'"%!%-*"$Y%17$

Soft skills may be imbibed and developed. The skill acquisition process comprises of  various steps. These are:

- Understanding

- Practicing

- Improving

1.1. Introduction

This chapter highlights the importance of  soft skills in launching and managing an FPC and the process of  developing 

them.

A successful Director of  an FPC typically needs to have several intrapreneurial skills that help him in establishing and 

operating successfully. Such entrepreneurial and management skills may be referred to as hard management skills and 

2*)%$N'"%('/('"'0(-!5$*($-"%(!/('"'0(-!5X$26-5527$G$Q-('1%*($"''#2$%*$!1%$!2$!"$l-"%(!/('"'0(g$*($!"$l'"%('/('"'0(-!5I

3!"!.'(g$C-%&-"$!"$>8L7

Hard skills have reference to techno-managerial skills.  

Soft skills have more to do with the personality and internal behavioural traits and characteristics of  an intrapreneurial man-

ager or Director. Soft skills help to evolve and implement solutions related to different aspects of  start-up and management.
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G"$l-"%(!/('"'0(g$301&$5-6'$!"$'"%('/('"'0($ -2$!"$'"%('/('"'0(-!5I$3!"!.'($*($#-('1%*(7$\01&$!"$-"%(!/('"'0($ -2$!$

planned risk taker who effectively organizes different factors of  production. Such individuals are driven by tasks, 

challenges and opportunities and possess a high level of  achievement orientation. They are endowed with or need to 

develop a range of  qualities including need for achievement, perseverance, risk taking, systematic planning etc.

1.2.   An inventory of  soft skills 
The following is a list of  some key soft skill attributes that may be attributed to successful Directors of  FPCs:

h$ 8'(2-2%'"1'c$\%'!#)!2%5=$/0(20'2$%!(.'%2

h$ S"-%-!%-?'c$Q*'2$"*%$C!-%$%*$+'$!26'#$*($.0-#'#$%*$/0(20'$'?'(=$23!55$!1%-?-%=$('5!%'#$%*$1*3/5'%-".$!$%!26

h$ \''-".$!"#$G1%-".$*"$M//*(%0"-%-'2c$YH/5*-%2$'3'(.-".$*//*(%0"-%-'2$%*$%&'$)055'2%7$J!"=$3!=$+'$0"'H/'1%'#7$$

h$ S")*(3!%-*"$\''6-".c$YH/5*-%2$/'(2*"!5e/(*)'22-*"!5$"'%C*(62:$1*"205%2$20//*(%$-"2%-%0%-*"2$!"#$*%&'($2*0(1'2$

to secure information; Strives to secure maximum information on an activity/option before attempting to pursue 

it

h$ L*"1'("$)*($k*(6$m0!5-%=c$Q-2/5!=2$.('!%$1*"1'("$)*($<0!5-%=$-"$'?'(=$!1%-?-%=e%!264$\%(-?'2$%*$*0%#*$*%&'(2$-"$

initiatives. Continuously benchmarks own initiatives/output with competitors.

h$ L*33-%3'"%$%*$k*(6$L*"%(!1%c$S"$*(#'($%*$1*3/5'%'$!$%!26$!"#$2!%-2)=$102%*3'(2$!2$/(*3-2'#$3!6'2$/'(2*"!5$

2!1(-,1'2$*) $%-3'$!"#$3*"'=7$\&'e&'$1*"%-"0*025=$2%(-?'2$%*$2!%-2)=$102%*3'(27

h$ Y),1-'"1=$M(-'"%!%-*"c$\%(-?'2$%*$!11*3/5-2&$%!262$3*('$'),1-'"%5=$o$*/%-3-;'$('2*0(1'2$-"$%'(32$*) $%-3'$!"#$

money etc.

h$ \=2%'3!%-1$85!""-".c$\%(-?'2$ %*$/5!"$'),1-'"%5=I+('!62$0/$ 5!(.'($ %!262$ -"%*$23!55$ %!262$!"#$/0(20'$!//(*/(-!%'$

steps to complete them; Plans for possible unfavourable exigencies

h$ 8(*+5'3$\*5?-".c$YH/5*('$-""*?!%-?'$2*50%-*"2$%*$/(*+5'324$6''/$!5%'("!%-?'$2%(!%'.-'2$-"$&!"#7

h$ \'5)IL*",#'"1'c$Q-2/5!=$!$&-.&$#'.(''$*) $2'5) $1*",#'"1'$-"$!+-5-%-'2$!"#$-"$!11*3/5-2&-".$!$%!26

h$ G22'(%-?'"'22c$G%%'3/%2$%*$!2203'$5'!#'(2&-/$C&'"$C*(6-".$-"$!$.(*0/4$#*'2$"*%$.*$0"#'($.(*0/e/''($/('220('$

unless truly convinced

h$ 8'(20!2-*"c$L*3/'%'"%$!%$3*%-?!%-".$!"#$1*"?-"1-".$*%&'(2$*) $*C"$/*-"%$*) $?-'C$N*($%*$+0=$!$2'(?-1'e/(*#01%sX

h$ Y3/5*=3'"%$*) $S"A0'"1'$\%(!%'.-'2c$Y3/5*=$!$3-H$*) $2%(!%'.-'2$%*$-"A0'"1'$*%&'(2$I$"'%C*(6-".:$'3/5*=e-"A0-

'"1'$!//(*/(-!%'e-"A0'"%-!5$/'(2*"2$%*$('!5-;'$%&'-($%!(.'%2$'%17

1.3. Some of  the more critical traits
In the context of  these competencies some of  the more critical soft skill traits are:

1) A Need for Achievement (N-Ach)

Many dream of  great achievements, but few work intensively to achieve. Successful intrapreneurs however, have 

a strong desire to continuously reach new heights and goals and will not rest till they are realized.

2) They Prefer Working Independently

\01&$-"%(!/('"'0(2$/(')'($%*$C*(6$*"$%&'-($*C"$!"#$t+'$%&'-($*C"$+*227B

3) They can Undergo Intense Stress in Pursuit of  Their Goals 

\01&$l-"%(!/('"'0(-!5g$Q-('1%*(2$!"#$3'3+'(2$*) $!"$>8L$1!"$C*(6$0"%-(-".5=$!"#$C-%&$/!22-*"$)*($5*".$&*0(2$

continuously tackling a multitude of  problems with calm fortitude. Work may involve intense physical and emo-

tional stress.  

1.4. No substitute for Skills
The importance and relevance of  these skills, both to establish and manage FPCs is evident.
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Consider start-up or expansion of  an FPC: Even after identifying a promising opportunity, one needs to gather infor-

3!%-*"$%*$'?!50!%'$%&'$*//*(%0"-%=7$M"'$"''#$%*$'),1-'"%5=$2''6$-")*(3!%-*":$1*330"-1!%-*"$!"#$"'%C*(6-".$26-552$

!('$1(-%-1!57$G"$-"%(!/('"'0($"''#$#-2/5!=$2%(*".$"'.*%-!%-".$26-552$%*$2'10('$!//(*/(-!%'$,"!"1'$)(*3$#-))'('"%$2*0(1'2$

or develop direct market linkages.

Consider management of  an FPC: An array of  soft skills is required to successfully manage an FPC. Planning and 

leadership skills are critical as are problem-solving skills etc. Many of  these soft skills may be cultivated. 

1.5. Nature of  Soft Skills
There are some distinguishing features of  the soft skills, which are:

- These skills are interrelated and reinforcing.

I$ @&'2'$26-552$!('$K-3+-+!+5'B7

I$ @&'=$1!"$+'$#'21(-+'#$-"$%'(32$*) $K3*('$*($5'22B$%&!"$<0!"%-%!%-?'5=7

- 

1.6. Imbibing /nurturing skills
Soft skills may be imbibed and developed. The skill acquisition process comprises of  various steps. These are:

- Understanding

- Practicing

- Improving

For Instance, many of  these soft skills such as 

h$ Y))'1%-?'$S"%'(/'(2*"!5$L*330"-1!%-*"

h$ 8'(20!2-*"$!"#$02'$*) $-"A0'"1'$2%(!%'.-'2

h$ L('!%-?-%=$!"#$/(*+5'3$2*5?-".

h$ 9'.*%-!%-*"$!"#$9'%C*(6-".$

h$ Q'5'.!%-".$*) $G0%&*(-%=$!"#$k*(6$Y))*(%

h$ E'!#'(2&-/$26-552

h$ Y),1-'"1=$M(-'"%!%-*"$!"#$\=2%'3!%-1$85!""-".

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$uJGb$aY$QYZYEM8YQ7

Most of  the skills are inter-related. The following chapters consider these soft skill competencies in particular in a 

more elaborate fashion.

!!!
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CHAPTER 2

INTERPERSONAL  COMMUNICATION 

AND PERSUASION AND USE OF 

INFLUENCE STRATEGIES

Highlights

This chapter seeks to provide an understanding of  the nature, types and importance of  interpersonal communi-

cation. Hence, communication need be effective and appropriate.

Z!(-*02$/'(20!2-*"$!"#$-"A0'"1'$2%(!%'.-'2$"''#2$%*$+'$'3/5*='#$)*($2011'22$-"$+02-"'227

Communication involves the transmission or exchange of  information between at least two persons.

Effective communication, therefore, is when the recipient gets the message with minimal distortion in terms of  

deriving the right meaning. Effective communication is critical for effective business activities. 

a02-"'22$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$/5!""'#$!"#$&!2$!$#',"-%'$/0(/*2'$201&$!2$/(*?-#-".$-")*(3!%-*"7

With reference to effective communication some major barriers are:

- Conveying different meanings to different people 

- Inattentive or uninterested receiver

- Sending a confused signal to the receiver 

Careful planning of  the contents will make the message effective.

- Lack of  trust or credibility can seriously distort the message.

A good communicator will always check and get feedback on how the receiver is receiving his/her message.

1.1. Introduction

\*3'$-3/*(%!"%$!2/'1%2$-"150#'$1*330"-1!%-*":$/'(20!2-*"$!"#$02'$*) $-"A0'"1'$2%(!%'.-'2c

h$ L*330"-1!%-*"c$@&-2$1&!/%'($2''62$%*$/(*?-#'$!"$0"#'(2%!"#-".$*) $%&'$"!%0(':$%=/'2:$!"#$-3/*(%!"1'$*) $-"%'(-

personal communication. Barriers to communication and steps for effective communication are elaborated upon. 

For instance, messages may be distorted because there was lack of  clarity and the contents were not appropriate 

for the target audience (perhaps clients of  an enterprise). Hence communication needs to be effective and ap-

propriate.

h$ 8'(20!2-*"$!"#$02'$*) $-"A0'"1'$2%(!%'.-'2c$S"$!##-%-*"$%*$'))'1%-?'$1*330"-1!%-*"$?!(-*02$/'(20!2-*"$!"#$-"A0-

ence strategies also need to be employed by potential entrepreneurs. The success of  a business will depend on 

-"%(!/('"'0($-"-%-!%-?'2$C-%&-"$!"#$*0%2-#'$&-2$+02-"'22$/('3-2'27$M"'$1!"$-"A0'"1'$!1%-?-%-'2$C-%&-"$!$+02-"'22$

but not easily with outsiders like bankers, term-lending institutions, and suppliers. However, she/he may employ 

#-))'('"%$-"A0'"1-".$%**52$C&'('$)'!2-+5'e!//(*/(-!%'7

1.2.  Effective communication
Communication involves the transmission or exchange of  information between at least two persons. Communication 

involves
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1. A Sender viz. a person who packages and sends his message in words/symbols, etc.

2. A Message viz. the information content

3. Transmission viz.  sending message to the intended recipient

4. A Channel or medium of  transmission

5. A Receiver viz. a person who will receive and interpret a message.

Effective Negotiation

Effective communication, therefore, is when the recipient gets the message with minimal distortion in terms of  

deriving the right meaning. Effective communication is critical for effective business activities.

1.2.1. Business Communication and its types

a02-"'22$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$/5!""'#$!"#$&!2$!$#',"-%'$/0(/*2'$201&$!2$/(*?-#-".$-")*(3!%-*"7

Communication may be:

h$ Z'(+!5$1*330"-1!%-*"c$?-!$C*(#2e5!".0!.':$

h$ 9*"I?'(+!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$#*"'$%&(*0.&$)!1-!5$'H/('22-*"2:$.'2%0('2:$+*#=$5!".0!.':$2=3+*52:$'%17$

h$ M(!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$2/*6'"$C*(#27$

h$ k(-%%'"$1*330"-1!%-*"$02'2$21(-/%7$

h$ a-5!%'(!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$+'%C''"$%C*$/'(2*"27$

h$ J05%-5!%'(!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$+'%C''"$3*('$%&!"$%C*$/'(2*"27$

h$ ]*(-;*"%!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$+'%C''"$/'(2*"2$!%$%&'$2!3'$5'?'5$-"$!"$*(.!"-2!%-*"7$

h$ Z'(%-1!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$+'%C''"$/'(2*"2$!%$#-))'('"%$5'?'52$-"$%&'$*(.!"-2!%-*":$5-6'$20/'(-*(2$!"#$20+*(#-"!%'27

h$ $>*(3!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$*),1-!57$

h$ S")*(3!5$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$/'(2*"!57$

h$ 8'(-*#-1$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$#*"'$!%$!$2/'1-,'#$-"%'(?!5$*) $%-3'7$G#$&*1$1*330"-1!%-*"$-2$#*"'$!2$/'($'H-.'"1=7

1.2.2. Barriers to effective communication

Some major barriers are:

One could convey different meanings to different people. 

Another problem arises when the receiver has a bias against the sender or the contents of  the message and, therefore, 

the receiver looks at the message in a different way.

The receiver may be inattentive or uninterested and, therefore, does not get the intended meaning. 

The sender may not be clear in his mind and may send a confused signal to the receiver and the message may get 

distorted.

A Director must be aware of  these barriers or obstructions and steer clear of  them. This will save a lot of  hard feel-

ings and wasted efforts.

1.2.3.  Guidelines for Effective Communication

The guidelines for effective communication have been derived from empirical experience. The practice of  the follow-

ing rules will be helpful.

(i) Careful planning of  the contents will make the message effective. 

N--X$ G$1!(')055=$1(!)%'#$3'22!.'$C-55$+'$3*('$'))'1%-?'$-) $/(*/'($%'1&"-<0'2$!('$02'#7$Z!(=-".$%*"'$*) $%&'$2/''1&:$

changing the pitch, use of  pauses, and supportive non-verbal gestures may enhance the effectiveness of  com-

munication.
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(iii) Lack of  trust or credibility can seriously distort the message. Therefore, the sender has to address this problem. 

(iv) A good communicator will always check and get feedback on how the receiver is receiving his/her message. 

>''#+!16$C-55$&'5/$%&'$2'"#'($%*$!5%'($!"#$3*#-)=$%&'$1*"%'"%$*($2%=5'$%*$-3/(*?'$%&'$'),1!1=$*) $1*330"-1!%-*"7

32<2( C&'$#/$,0+(/+*(#$&(06 (,+J#&+.&($%'/%&8A

@&'('$!('$3!"=$-"A0'"1-".$2%(!%'.-'2$!?!-5!+5'$%*$!"$-"%(!/('"'0($%*$/'(20!#'$/'*/5'$%*$!1%$-"$!$('<0-('#$3!""'(7

h$ a02-"'22$/*%'"%-!5

h$ O"*C5'#.'$

h$ F'5!%-*"2&-/$+0-5#-".

h$ >!1-5-%!%'$-"?*5?'3'"%$

h$ Y))'1%-?'$"'.*%-!%-*"

YH-2%-".$>8L2$3!=$02'$%&'$5'?'($*) $.-?-".$*($C-%&#(!C-".$+02-"'22$%*$-"A0'"1'$%&'$+'&!?-*0(7$G$/*%'"%-!5$e"'C$-"%(!-

preneur in an FPC needs to convince others of  the potential of  the business. This needs three things: hard evidence 

on the potential, a credible action plan and evidence on competence of  the intrapreneur. A well-drawn Business Plan 

3!=$2'(?'$!2$!"$-"A0'"1'$3'1&!"-237

O"*C5'#.'e-")*(3!%-*"$*"$*"'B2$+02-"'22:$'H/'(%-2'$-"$2*3'$!2/'1%2$*) $%&'$+02-"'22$2'(?'$!2$'))'1%-?'$-"A0'"1-".$

strategy. Associating with experts (perhaps from support institutions etc.) can also help. Building relationship through 

"'%C*(6-".$-2$!"*%&'($%**5$*) $-"A0'"1-".7$G$6"*C"$/'(2*"$-2$3*('$5-6'5=$%*$'?*6'$!$3*('$)!?*0(!+5'$('2/*"2'7$S"?*5?-

-".$/'*/5'$-"$C&!%$*"'$-2$#*-".$-2$!"*%&'($C!=$-"$C&-1&$*"'$1!"$-"A0'"1'$*%&'(2$

S"$"'.*%-!%-*"$%&'$3'%&*#*5*.=$-"?*5?'2$-#'"%-)=-".$+!2-2$*) $30%0!5$+'"',%$!"#$%&'"$%*$!//'!5$%*$-%7

All these strategies use communication. Therefore, while using the entire gamut of  skills, properly planned communi-

1!%-*"$1!"$+'$!$/*C'()05$%**5$*) $-"A0'"1-".7

S5502%(!%-*"$?-2I`I?-2$L787$\''#2$%*$-"A0'"1'$%&'$)!(3'(2$%*$'"%'($L*"%(!1%$>!(3-".c

!!!

)+J#&+.,+8(6/'=&'$O(!2C2(I&&*$

L7$87$\''#2$!"#$JGL8$-"A0'"1'#$!$5!(.'$"03+'($*) $)!(3'(2$-"%*$1*3-".$0"#'($%&'-($!3+-%$%&(*0.&$('<0'2%-".$!$

)'C$)!(3'(2$5-"6'#$'!(5-'($C-%&$%&'3$%*$/('2'"%$%&'$+'"',%$*) $!22*1-!%-*"$%*$%&'$*%&'($)!(3'(27$G2$*%&'($)!(3'(2$

('!5-2'#$%&'$-"1('!2'#$*0%/0%$/*%'"%-!5:$%&'=$C'('$3*%-?!%'#$%*$'"%'($-"%*$l1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".g$!((!".'3'"%$C-%&$L787$

Seeds.
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CHAPTER 3

CREATIVITY AND PROBLEM 

SOLVING

Highlights

A critical competency of  an intrapreneur is creativity and problem-solving attitude and skills.

An open mind and efforts help remove barriers hindering creativity within a person. 

If  an appropriate system, approach and methodology is developed to solve problems in an enterprise, it will help 

the intrapreneur to manage his/her affairs smoothly and he/she would not remain under stress while encounter-

ing problems.

A critical competency of  an intrapreneur is creativity and problem-solving attitude and skills.

Many barriers develop due to certain pre-conceived ideas which impede the growth of  creative thinking. The barriers 

are

1. Closed frame of  mind (to new ideas etc.)

2. Avoiding challenges

An open mind and efforts help to remove barriers hindering creativity within a person. 

In routine life, many problems are often not even noticed. This is because experiences have equipped us with spon-

%!"'*02$('!1%-*"2$%&!%$2*5?'$%&'37$]*C'?'(:$2*3'%-3'2$C&'"$C'$)!1'$!"$0"020!5$*($#-),105%$/(*+5'3:$%&'('$-2$"*$

routine reaction. In such cases, various approaches and ways have to be tried.

If  an appropriate system, approach, and methodology is developed to solve problems in an enterprise, it will help 

the entrepreneur to manage his/her affairs smoothly and he/she would not remain under stress and tension while 

encountering problems.

The following steps are suggested for developing a problem-solving attitude and problem-solving mechanism:

h$ Build a Problem-solving Attitude

h$ Recognize the Problem and its seriousness, specify the problem 

h$ Formulate Possible Causes

h$ @'2%$!"#$#'?'5*/$G5%'("!%-?'$\*50%-*"2$C-%&$('5'?!"%$1*2%I+'"',%2

h$ Compare and implement appropriate solution

h$ Internalize the process so that similar problems will be easily resolved.

S5502%(!%-*"$?-2I`I?-2$9LQYj$%*$'))'1%-?'5=$1*330"-1!%'$%*$%&'$)!(3'(2$%*$-"-%-!%'$>0%0('2$%(!#'$*"$9LQYj$/5!%-

form.
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Fostering trust as an effective communication tool: NCDEX and FPCs

9LQYj$*),1'(2$!5*".$C-%&$P@$*))'('#$%(!-"-".$/(*.(!32$!1(*22$J!&!(!2&%(!7$G)%'($%(!-"-".:$%&'=$C'('$.0-#'#$%*$

0"#'(%!6'$%(-!5$%(!#'7$@&-2$#'?'5*/'#$%(02%$!"#$,(3$('5!%-*"2&-/$+0-5#-".$+'%C''"$>8L2$!"#$9LQYj7$@&-2$2'(?'#$

!2$!"$'))'1%-?'$1*330"-1!%-*"$%**5$C&-1&$-2$+!2'#$0/*"$+0-5#-".$%(02%$!"#$('5!%-*"2&-/$%*$)*(.'$30%0!55=$+'"',1-!5$

%-'2$+'%C''"$9LQYj$!"#$>8L27

!!!
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CHAPTER 4

NEGOTIATION AND 

NETWORKING

Highlights

This chapter introduces participants to negotiating skills and provides guidelines for successful negotiation. The 

chapter also introduces the concept of  networking and the approach to building a productive network.

Negotiation is a key activity in business.

Negotiation is a process of  arriving at a mutually satisfying agreement/ understanding/position by different ac-

tors/parties having differing viewpoints initially- upon effective negotiation they reach an agreed position, which 

2!%-2,'2$!557

Negotiation skills may be improved by:

h$ L05%-?!%-".$'3/!%&=7$

h$ a0-5#-".$%(02%7$

h$ L05%-?!%-".$%&'$*(-'"%!%-*"$%&!%$"'.*%-!%-*"$-2$!$C-"IC-"$2-%0!%-*"7$

h$ Y3/5*=-".$!55$%**52$)*($'))'1%-?'$1*330"-1!%-*"7

9'%C*(6-".$!-32$!%$+0-5#-".$30%0!55=$+'"',1-!5$('5!%-*"2&-/27

Networking has an accumulative tendency. After a while it grows by further association.

4.1. Introduction

This chapter introduces participants for negotiating skills and provides guidelines for successful negotiation. The 

chapter also introduces the concept of  networking and the approach to build a productive network.

Negotiation may be with different actors - with employees, suppliers, and customers etc.  The structuring of  negotia-

tion is also presented. 

4.2.  Negotiation

Negotiation is a key activity in business. One negotiates within an enterprise with employees, and outside with suppli-

'(2:$102%*3'(2:$20//*(%$-"2%-%0%-*"2$!"#$,"!"1-'(27$

A successful intrapreneur is a successful negotiator. It is, therefore, imperative for an aspiring intrapreneur to develop 

negotiating skills.

Negotiation is a process of  arriving at a mutually satisfying agreement/understanding/position by different actors/

/!(%-'2$&!?-".$#-))'(-".$?-'C/*-"%2$-"-%-!55=I$0/*"$'))'1%-?'$"'.*%-!%-*"$%&'=$('!1&$!"$!.(''#$/*2-%-*":$C&-1&$2!%-2,'2$

all.

4.3. Features and objectives

Negotiation has several features:
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h$ S%$-"?*5?'2$('1*"1-5-".$1*"A-1%-".e#-))'(-".$'H/'1%!%-*"27

h$ It involves effective communication. 

Successful negotiation results in a win-win situation for all the parties.  Main concerns of  both the parties are ad-

#('22'#7$G52*$'),1-'"%$"'.*%-!%-*"$)*2%'(2$!$5*".$%'(3$('5!%-*"2&-/$+'%C''"$/!(%-'27$

4.3.1. Process

The negotiation process involves: 

h$ Preparation and presentation

h$ Bargaining

h$ Agreement and closure

Preparation entails deciding what one requires and what one is willing to offer. It will also include some assessment of  

%&'$*//*2-%'$/!(%=B2$"''#2:$2%('".%&2$!"#$C'!6"'22'27

F'2/*"2'$*) $%&'$*%&'($/!(%=$2&*05#$+'$2%0#-'#$C&-5'$"'.*%-!%-".$!"#$!//(*/(-!%'$3*#-,1!%-*"2$3!#'$-"$/('2'"%!%-*"7

The process of  bargaining would help parties to arrive at a mutually acceptable position. This would be concluded in 

a manner that will foster long term relationship.

4.3.2. Improving Negotiating Skill

Negotiation skills may be improved by the following modes:

h$ Cultivate empathy

h$ Build trust 

h$ Cultivate the orientation that negotiation is a win-win situation 

h$ Employ all tools for effective communication

4.3.3. Networking

9'%C*(6-".$!-32$!%$+0-5#-".$30%0!55=$+'"',1-!5$('5!%-*"2&-/27$@&'2'$('5!%-*"2&-/2$1!"$+'$+0-5%$/(*!1%-?'5=$*($%&'=$3!=$

be just cumulative. 

Successful people have an extensive network built up assiduously. Networking helps in terms of  information and op-

portunities.

4.3.4. Building up network involves several aspects

An extensive network is built up consciously. Selecting out of  the casual contacts that appear to be useful may help. 

Networking has an accumulative tendency. After a while it grows by further associations. It may be reinforced by of-

fering help to others even when not requested. 

The sources of  network may be also a club, a business association etc.

Negotiation and evolution of  a federation of  FPCs

Sai Pravara FPC leaders have had several meetings with other 13 odd FPCs and negotiated the evolution of  a fed-

eration of  FPCs for joint-marketing of  maize to buyers like C.P. Seeds. The Chairman of  Sai Pravara harped on 

the need for increasing bargaining power through formation of  a federation.

!!!
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CHAPTER 5

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY 

AND TASK

Highlights

This chapter introduces the concept and need for delegation and provides guidelines for effective delegation.

Q'5'.!%-*"$-"?*5?'2$'"%(02%-".$*"'B2$*C"$%!262$%*$*"'B2$20+*(#-"!%'27$$Q'5'.!%-*"$-2$"*%$%&'$!22-."-".$*) $%!267$S%$

is entrusting the task that is allotted to oneself

Delegation consists only of  entrusting the task of  execution. The responsibility for the performance of  the task 

remains with the person who has delegated. 

Effective delegation requires clarity.

@&'$#'5'.!%-*"$302%$!52*$+'$!11*3/!"-'#$+=$!$15!(-,1!%-*"$*) $/'()*(3!"1'$/!(!3'%'(2$!"#$%&'$'H/'1%'#$5'?'52$

of  performance. 

Delegation will not be successful if  the subordinate is left to fend for himself.

Since the task is delegated and the person is learning, it is necessary that initially the performance is closely moni-

tored.

5.1. Introduction

This chapter introduces the concept and need for delegation and provides guidelines for effective delegation.

5.2. Delegation

Effectiveness of  an entrepreneur will depend upon the level of  performance of  his employees or other.

Q'5'.!%-*"$-"?*5?'2$'"%(02%-".$*"'B2$*C"$%!262$%*$*"'B2$20+*(#-"!%'27$$Q'5'.!%-*"$-2$"*%$%&'$!22-."-".$*) $%!267$S%$-2$

entrusting the task that is allotted to oneself.

Delegation consists only of  entrusting the task of  execution. The responsibility for the performance of  the task re-

mains with the person who has delegated. 

Importance

Delegation contributes to improved performance in several ways:

h$ Q'5'.!%-*"$&'5/2$/'*/5'$*/'(!%'$!%$&-.&'($5'?'5$C-%&$+'%%'($'),1-'"1=7

h$ Delegation improves the self-image of  the employees or other members of  FPC and thus contributes to job 

satisfaction.

h$ Delegation, when successful, liberates the entrepreneurs from some tasks. This gives time to devote to more es-

sential tasks.

Guidelines for Effective Delegation

The following suggestions would be helpful for effective delegation:

1. Effective delegation requires clarity. One should be quite clear as to what is delegated, and what is not delegated.
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U7$ @&'$#'5'.!%-*"$302%$!52*$+'$!11*3/!"-'#$+=$!$15!(-,1!%-*"$*) $/'()*(3!"1'$/!(!3'%'(2$!"#$%&'$'H/'1%'#$5'?'52$

of  performance. 

3. Delegation will not be successful if  the subordinate is left to fend for himself. He should be assured of  and pro-

?-#'#$%&'$20//*(%$-"$1!2'$*) $#-),105%=7$@&-2$20//*(%$3!=$+'$-"$%'(32$*) $.0-#!"1':$!#?-1':$&'5/:$!"#$'3*%-*"!5$

needs.

Since the task is delegated and the person is learning, it is necessary that initially the performance is closely monitored. 

As the skill of  the subordinates improves, monitoring details may be reduced.

Effective Delegation in FPCs

Roles and responsibilities of  promoters are typically to spread awareness about the activities of  the FPCs amongst 

members as well as non-members.  Also, promoters strive to build up the member base of  the FPCs. The promot-

ers or directors also motivate farmer members to participate in the activities of  the FPCs for aggregating and avail-

ing cleaning and grading facility. The lead director or chairman of  an FPC may carefully and appropriately delegate 

activities to other directors. For instance, Raosaheb Patil Agro Producer Company Ltd. in Latur, registered in 2015 

has about 280 members. The FPC is into a range of  commodities and crops like soybean, harbhara, tur, moong 

!"#$?'.'%!+5'27$@&'$>8L$&!#$!$%0("*?'($*) $F27$T7dW$L(*('$C-%&$/(*,%$*) $F27$U$E!6&$-"$>b$UWTVIT^7$@&'$>8L$-2$

relatively matured and has market linkages with ADM and Rallis India Ltd (subsidiary of  Tata Chemicals) too. The 

chairman of  this FPC has delegated responsibilities between directors on the basis of  mutual consultation.

!!!
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CHAPTER 6

LEADERSHIP

Highlights

The objective of  this chapter is to help develop an appreciation of  the different styles of  leadership and highlight 

means to enhance leadership potential by an intrapreneurial director of  an FPC.

E'!#'(2&-/$1!"$+'$#',"'#$!2$%&'$/(*1'22$*) $-"A0'"1-".$!"#$20//*(%-".$*%&'(2$%*$C*(6$'"%&02-!2%-1!55=$%*C!(#$

achieving targets.  

G$"03+'($*) $5'!#'(2&-/$2%=5'2$&!?'$+''"$-#'"%-,'#7$

Autocratic styles consist in ordering/ instructing. The consultative style entails asking for inputs from the fol-

5*C'(2:$+0%$%&'$,"!5$#'1-2-*"$('2%2$C-%&$%&'$5'!#'(7$@&'$/!(%-1-/!%-?'$2%=5'$-"?*5?'2$%&'$)*55*C'(2$-"$%&'$#'1-2-*"I

making process and thus empowers them, too.

It needs to be emphasized that a leader will have a mix of  all different styles, but one of  the styles will be domi-

nant.

Negotiating, communicating, planning, goal setting, and leadership are all related to each other. A leader has to 

effectively communicate, negotiate with stake holders, and formulate/implement a business related plan.

6.1 Introduction

The objective of  this chapter is to help develop an appreciation of  the different styles of  leadership and highlight 

means to enhance leadership potential.Effective leadership may help change ordinary into extraordinary performance. 

E'!#'(2&-/$1!"$+'$#',"'#$!2$%&'$/(*1'22$*) $-"A0'"1-".$!"#$20//*(%-".$*%&'(2$%*$C*(6$'"%&02-!2%-1!55=$%*C!(#$!1&-'?-

ing targets.  

An entrepreneur as a Leader

h$ Successful entrepreneurs have been competent leaders as to motivate and guide others to follow his dream/vision 

and/or an evolved common vision. 

h$ Instruments that can be used to enhance leadership skills include imitating role models, analysing experiences of  

self  and learning from those situations to modify behaviour and to enhance the effectiveness.

Leadership Styles

Skills and roles that leaders display can be developed - communication, goals-setting etc. A number of  leadership styles 

&!?'$+''"$-#'"%-,'#7$

These broadly are:
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h$ autocratic style

h$ consultative style 

h$ participative style

Autocratic styles consist in ordering/ instructing. The consultative style entails asking for inputs from the followers, 

+0%$%&'$,"!5$#'1-2-*"$('2%2$C-%&$%&'$5'!#'(7$@&'$/!(%-1-/!%-?'$2%=5'$-"?*5?'2$%&'$)*55*C'(2$-"$%&'$#'1-2-*"I3!6-".$/(*1'22$

and thus empowers them, too.

Leadership styles may also be people centered or task centered. People-centered leaders are oriented towards people 

and display care and concern for people. Task-centered leaders are oriented towards the performance and the target.

It needs to be emphasized that a leader will have a mix of  all different styles, but one of  the styles will be dominant.

Developing leadership skills and effectiveness

The following will help in improving the effectiveness of  leadership.

(i) Develop skills of  communication and negotiation; and building trust of  members.

N--X$ G$2-".5'$5'!#'(2&-/$2%=5'$C-55$"*%$C*(6$-"$!55$2-%0!%-*"27$M"'B2$2%=5'$3!=$&!?'$%*$?!(=7$

(iii) Goal setting and goal selling to followers have been found very useful. Therefore, setting appropriate goals, com-

municating them clearly, and providing support in terms of  guidance go a long way to improve performance. 

Negotiating, communicating, planning, goal setting, and leadership are all related to each other. A leader has to effec-

tively communicate, negotiate with stake holders, and formulate/implement a business related plan.

Leadership crisis: FPCs that do not take off

In one case, an FPC formed under the MACP in 2015 had a membership of  320 farmers represented in 27 Farmer 

Interest Groups. The FPC could not take-off  as the BoDs had apparently limited co-ordination amongst them-

2'5?'27$@&'('$C!2$!$5'!#'(2&-/$1(-2-2$!"#$1*"A-1%$!(*2'$!3*".2%$%&'$a*Q27$@&-2$5'#$%*$)!55$ -"$)!-%&$*) $3'3+'(2$

on BODs and the FPC closed initiatives. In another case, the FPC had 300 members but is now virtually non-

operational. Apparently, the Chairman and Secretary of  the FPC spent raised share capital of  Rs 4.5 Lakh without 

approval of  BoD and other members. About 8 Directors resigned and members were disillusioned with the func-

tioning of  the leadership. In yet another case, political rivalry over candidature in Gram Panchayat elections led to 

inactiveness of  the FPC.

!!!
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CHAPTER 7

EFFICIENCY ORIENTATION AND 

SYSTEMATIC PLANNING AS A 

TRAIT

Highlights

@&-2$1&!/%'($2%('22'2$%&'$"''#$)*($'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"$!"#$!52*$2/'1-,'2$(*5'$*) $2=2%'3!%-1$/5!""-".$-"$#'?'5*/-

-".$'),1-'"1=7

Y),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"$&!2$%*$+'$-"1051!%'#$!%$!55$5'?'52$o$3!"!.'(-!5:$20/'(?-2*(=$!"#$C*(6'(7

A planning system incorporating the existing or improved standards, a monitoring system that will periodically 

measure performance with standards, and a compensation system which will reward the performers are means to 

'"&!"1'$'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"7

\=2%'3!%-1$/5!""-".$-2$1(-%-1!5$-"$%&'$1*"%'H%$*) $'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"7

The process of  planning covers a whole range of  activities, deciding in advance as to what will be done, and by 

whom, when and at what costs.

A periodic measurement of  the actuals and comparing them with the planned targets, and taking remedial meas-

ures help one to stay on course.

7.1    Introduction

@&-2$1&!/%'($2%('22'2$%&'$"''#$)*($'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"7$S%$2''62$%*$-")*(3$/*%'"%-!5$'"%('/('"'0(2$*"$-3/*(%!"1'$*) $

%&-2$*(-'"%!%-*"$!"#$2&*C$&*C$-%$3!=$+'$!1&-'?'#7$S%$!52*$2/'1-,'2$(*5'$*) $2=2%'3!%-1$/5!""-".$-"$#'?'5*/-".$'),1-'"1=7

\01&$'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"$3!=$+'$-"$%'(32$*) $3!"!.-".$?!(-*02$'5'3'"%2$-"$1*2%$*) $/(*#01%-*"$*) $!"$>8L$'"%'(-

/(-2'$'),1-'"%5=7>*($'H!3/5'4*"'$&!2$%*$2%(-?'$)*($1*"%-"0!5$-"1('!2'$-"$/(*#01%-?-%=:$C&-1&$-2$%&'$('205%$*) $-"1('!2'#$

'),1-'"1=7$

M2P2((Q#,"*,+8(>6-.,&+.A(D',&+%/%,0+

Y),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"$-2$!$)0"1%-*"$*) $)*0($)!1%*(2c

h$ All round inculcation and conviction  

h$ Top management practices

h$ Establishment of  standards

Y),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"$&!2$%*$+'$-"1051!%'#$!%$!55$5'?'52$o$3!"!.'(-!5:$20/'(?-2*(=:$!"#$C*(6'(7$@&-2$!C!('"'22$1!"$+'$

built up by training, constant communication, etc.

An attempt to reduce input costs and waste for instance has to be evident as practiced at higher levels of  management.

It is, therefore, necessary that quantitative, measurable standards be established for important inputs/activities. The 

2%!"#!(#2:$*"1'$,H'#:$&!?'$%*$+'$1*"%-"0!55=$(!-2'#$5-6'$%&'$'H'(1-2'$+!(7
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A planning system incorporating the existing or improved standards, a monitoring system that will periodically meas-

ure performance with standards, and a compensation system which will reward the performers are means to enhance 

'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"7

7.3. Systematic Planning

\=2%'3!%-1$/5!""-".$-2$1(-%-1!5$-"$%&'$1*"%'H%$*) $'),1-'"1=$*(-'"%!%-*"7

The process of  planning covers a whole range of  activities, deciding in advance as to what will be done, and by whom, 

when, and at what costs.

The planning process consists of:

!7$ >-H-".$%!(.'%2$201&$!2$-"1('!2-".$2!5'2e/(*,%2

b. Fixing premises/assumptions regarding matters such as raw material prices

c. Deciding quantitative targets of  objectives

d. Determining the resources required, such as, men, material, and money

e. Scheduling of  activities

A planning system is not complete until a reporting and monitoring system is in place.

However carefully formulated a plan may be, it can go wrong because the conditions change, mistakes are committed, 

etc. Therefore, a periodic measurement of  the actual and comparing them with the planned targets, and taking reme-

dial measures help one to stay on course. 

Systematic planning challenges: Utilities

Securing electricity connection is a critical issue and challenge faced by many FPCs. The location of  the FPCs 

had not been systematically selected. The cost of  transformer and cabling, in some cases, is even about Rs. One 

5!6&:$C&-1&$&-"#'(2$-3/5'3'"%!%-*"7$9*%$1*"2-#'(-".$%&-2$1*2%$&!2$+''"$!$)!55!1=$*) $2'?'(!5$>8L2$C&-5'$,"!5-2-".$

location. The requirement of  other utilities like water has also been a cause for concern. These two challenges 

have been faced by some FPCs. Delay in securing electricity connection affected operations of  FCSCs for several 

months.  Electricity as well as water connection is a problem faced by some other FPCs. In this case, MACP advo-

cated with District collectors to provide for assistance through the District Planning Committee.

Systematic planning challenges: Marketing and logistics

Marketing and logistics in supply of  produce through direct retail has also been of  concern to many FPCs. Direct 

retailing and door-to-door marketing involve careful study of  consumer demand. Inability to supply as per needs 

of  consumers affects performance of  some FPCs. Transportation of  produce after sourcing from members to 

different locations has also been an area of  concern and delivery related delays have been affecting market image. 

One particular FPC in Pune District has realised a turnover of  Rs. 1.5 Crore per annum through direct sale and 

('%!-5-".$*) $?'.'%!+5'2:$='%$%&'=$)*0"#$-%$#-),105%$%*$%(!16$%&'$#'3!"#$/!%%'("2$*) $102%*3'(27$\*3'$#!=2$%&'('$-2$

&-.&$#'3!"#$)*($2/'1-,1$?'.'%!+5'2$!"#$*%&'(2$3!=$"*%$+'$2*5#7$G2$?'.'%!+5'2$&!?'$5*C$2&'5) $5-)'$!"#$!('$&-.&5=$

perishable they can hardly be stored to be sold later. This particular FPC also experienced logistics problems in 

procuring from members and supplying to Housing Societies in Pune city.
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Systematic planning challenges: Working Capital

Many FPCs have been facing working capital challenges. This has been affecting their performance as well as ability 

to generate adequate surplus. Data management and management of  the accounting function is not viewed to be 

-3/*(%!"%$+=$2*3'$>8L27$]'"1':$"'-%&'($*) $%&'-($,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%2$!('$/('2'"%!+5=$('1*(#'#7$@&-2$!))'1%2$%&'-($

ability to raise working capital. Many have been not able to access working capital, due to poor health vis-à-vis re-

quirements of  FIs. Ensuring meeting of  statutory compliances is an aspect that remains wanting with many FPCs. 

@&'=$,"#$-%$#-),105%$%*$3''%$1*2%2$*) $'H/'"2-?'$L&!(%'('#$G11*0"%!"%$!"#$L*3/!"=$\'1('%!(-'27

)+/*&R#/%&(/""0L/+.&(60'(.0==0*,%A(5',.&(J#.%#/%,0+$

YH1'22-?'$2/'105!%-*"$*($&-.&$#'.(''$*) $/(-1'$A01%0!%-*"$-"$1*33*#-%-'2$3!=$!52*$!))'1%$/'()*(3!"1'$*) $>8L27$S%$

-2$%&'(')*('$"'1'22!(=$%&!%$/(0#'"1'$+'$3!-"%!-"'#$-"$('5!%'#$!1%-?-%=7$\*3'$>8L2$&!?'$+''"$)!1-".$#-),105%-'2$-"$

('/!=3'"%$*) $5*!"$2'10('#$)(*3$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"7$@&'$('!2*"2$C'('$%&(''$)*5#$c$L*55'1%-*"I$G..('.!%-*"I$C!('-

housing and sale model was implemented by an FPC, wherein the FPC purchased pulses from member farmers at 

MSP but the commodity market later crashed and price fall was seen in market prices of  several commodities. The 

3!(6'%$(!%'$*) $8052'2$)'55$+'=*"#$%&'$J\87$@&'$>8L$&!#$!5('!#=$/0(1&!2'#$8052'2$!%$J\8$!"#$1*05#"B%$#*$!"=%&-".$

about it; Procurement of  pulses for Government: the FPC procured large volumes of  Pulses from members as 

well as non-members so as to supply to the Government. In this process the FPC faced problem of  uncontrollable 

operational expenses. The labour costs, transportation cost and handling cost were much more than expected. Dal 

Milling: The FPC under took dal milling activity last year, wherein the FPC faced the problem of  operating below 

break-even as the procurement and operational costs were more than the market price of  dal. These were the rea-

sons why such FPCs incurred losses and faced delay in repayment of  loan instalments.

!!!
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SECTION - III

HARD SKILL INPUTS : 

BASIC MANAGEMENT 

INPUTS
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CHAPTER 1

BOI INPUTS: ASSESSMENT OF A 

LOCAL AREA TO IDENTIFY/

EXPLORE BUSINESS IDEAS

Highlights

S"$%&-2$1&!/%'($?!(-*02$3'%&*#2$*) $1*"#01%-".$!"$!22'223'"%$20(?'=$*) $!$+02-"'22$-#'!$-"$!$2/'1-,1$5*1!%-*"$!('$

discussed

>*($/(*/'($!22'223'"%$*) $!$+02-"'22$-#'!:$,(2%5=$-"%'(!1%-*"$C-%&$?!(-*02$2*0(1'2$*) $-")(!2%(01%0('$-2$('<0-('#c$

existing entrepreneurs/FPOs in the region, market actors, raw material and technology service providers, FIs, 

DIC, related departments, private sector service providers.

G52*$1!((=-".$*0%$#'26$('2'!(1&$!"#$,'5#$20(?'=$('5!%'#$%*$%&'$/(*/*2'#$+02-"'22$-#'!$-2$('<0-('#$%*$+'$#*"'7$

Thereafter, compilation/tabulation of  the information gathered has to be done.

A comprehensive comparison of  the available opportunities should be done to assess whether one is technology 

C-2'$1*3)*(%!+5':$/(*,%!+-5-%=$*) $+02-"'22:$(-26$-"?*5?'#$-"$%&'$/(*D'1%$'%17

There are various errors one can commit during opportunity selection like copy-cat syndrome, fallacy of  num-

bers, inaccurate information etc.

1.1. Introduction

This chapter elaborates on the methodology of  conducting an assessment survey of  potential business ideas for a new 

*($'H/!"2-*"$*($?!50'$!##-".$/(*D'1%$-"$!"=$2/'1-,1$5*1!%-*"7$@&-2$3!=$20//*(%$/5!""-".$'H/!"2-*"$*) $!1%-?-%-'2$*) $!"n$

FPC into secondary processing as well.

@&'$3'%&*#2$*) $#'26$('2'!(1&$!"#$,'5#$20(?'=$3!=$-"?*5?'$-"%'(!1%-*"2$C-%&$?!(-*02$!1%*(2e2*0(1'27$

For this purpose, contact points need to be developed with: 

h$ Existing entrepreneurs

h$ Market related actor-traders, wholesalers, retail outlets 

h$ F'/*(%2$*) $5'!#-".$-"#02%(=$!"#$%(!#'(B2$!22*1-!%-*"2

h$ Technology sources (R&D institutions)

h$ Equipment suppliers

h$ Raw material suppliers

h$ Private and public consultant 

h$ NGOs

h$ Financial Institutions (FI)

h$ District Industries Centres (DIC)

h$ P*?%7$*),1-!52$-"$('5!%'#$#'/!(%3'"%2

h$ Other support organisations and institutions (Agriculture Universities)
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1.2. Steps 

Desk research is done to extract relevant secondary published data from various sources. (xxiv)

Illustrative sources of  secondary information

h$ Reports/Journals of  Technical/R&D institutions/Govt. Departments

h$ Statistical reports district-wise, industry-wise etc.

h$ Directorate of  Industries

h$ 8(*D'1%$/(*,5'2$e$/(*#01%$#!%!

h$ Magazine and periodicals

h$ 8(*D'1%$('/*(%$*) $,"!"1'#$0"-%:$%(!-"''2$*) $('5!%'#$/(*.(!33'2:$15-'"%2$'%17

h$ Government plans and budgets (state and central)

h$ Newsletters of  chambers/industry associations

h$ PD ATMA

h$ Agriculture Colleges

Field survey 

Table 6$c$G$%'"%!%-?'$5-2%$*) $1*"%!1%2$N%&!%$3!=$+'$3!#'$!%$%&'$%-3'$*) $,'5#$?-2-%X

i. Source ii. Data/Information procurable

District Industries Centre, Tech-

nical Consultancy Organiza-

tion, Financial Institutions-Lead 

Bank, Industrial Development 

Corporation 

Data on existing enterprises, new projects likely to come up in the near future, 

available infrastructure facilities.

Names and addresses of  trade/manufacturing associations, successful entrepre-

neurs in the location.

List of  sick and failing units, the reasons for sickness and lessons for new entre-

preneurs.

Successful entrepreneurs in spe-

1-,1$2'1%*(2

P'"'(!5$&'!5%&$*) $%&'$'"%'(/(-2'2$-"$%&'$('.-*"e2/'1-,1$2'1%*(27

Major products manufactured, market, export potential, new products and pro-

jects in the pipeline.

Government policy and procedure, problems faced by the existing units, policy 

measures for growth of  food processing units, availability of  testing facilities, Re-

2'!(1&$!"#$Q'?'5*/3'"%$NFfQX$5!+*(!%*(=:$26-55'#$3!"/*C'(:$,"!"1':$1*33*"$

facility centre, seminars and workshops, etc.

Chambers of  Commerce and 

Industry/Industry associations 

E-2%$*) $3'3+'(2:$/*5-1=$)!1%*(2$-"A0'"1-".$+02-"'22$/'()*(3!"1'$I$/('2'"%!%-*"2$

made to the Government and other agencies.

1.3. Compilation / tabulation of  information

[/*"$1*3/5'%-*"$*) $!22'223'"%$20(?'=$%*$+(*!#5=$-#'"%-)=$+02-"'22$*//*(%0"-%-'2:$%&'$,"#-".2$3!=$+'$%!+05!%'#$!2$

below.  Information like the name of  products, major highlights, resources required, approximate investment, critical 

success factors, requisite background of  the enterprise and opportunities may be studied. 
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Table 7 : List of  some Machine Manufacturers and Suppliers

Sr. 

No

Company Technology/Service Contact Person Contact No. Location

1 DSK Milkotronics Pvt Ltd Nano milking machine Mr. Hemant Bhosale 7767800181 Pune 

2 Padmatech Engineering Sys-

tems

Pomegranate Aril Ex-

tractor hand tool

Mr. Makarand 9822552882 Pune 

3 Pest Control India Pvt Ltd Solar bubble dryer Mr. Ashok Jejurkar 9371010540 Jaipur 

4 Ajay Industries Limited Pedal cum power oper-

ated grain cleaner

Mr. Ajay Pawar 9423123023 New Delhi

5 Padsons Industries grain cleaner Mr. Amit Padgilwar 9921363339 Maharashtra 

6 Shreeram Associates Mini dal mill Mr. Manoj Khandelwal 9823090002 Jaipur 

7 j=5'3 Saajhi treadle pump Mr. Gaurav Kumar 7506469017 Mumbai

8 Ossain Agro Automation Pvt 

Ltd

Nano ganesh Mr. Shostwal Jain 9822503403 Maharashtra 

9 Padgilwar Industries Sealing machine  Mr.Ravi Chavan 0202-

24264306

Maharashtra 

10 Science for Society Solar conduction dryer Ms. Sheetal Somani 7588565627 New Delhi

11 Next Gen Drying Systems. 

Pvt. Ltd

Custard apple pulp ex-

tractor

Mr. Shivanand 9822653515 Maharashtra 

12 Agrosaw Seed treater, potato har-

vester

Mr. Mohammad Fa-

rook

9410270043 Ambala 

13 Dollar Engineering Industries 

Pvt. Ltd

Bakery equipment Mr. K.P. Jayprakashan 9845037555 Bengaluru

14 MITKAT Advisory Silo bags Mr. Sushil 9049001353 Gurgaon 

15 AGRORIPE Ripening chamber Mr. Sunil Bhatt 9225137161 Pune, 

16 Z!(#&!$Y".-"''(2 Hand wash and rinse 

type tub

J(7$ G?-"!2&$ Z!#-

pandey

9422026601 Channai

17 Arfa Agro products Multipurpose poly 

house solar dryer

Mr. Shaik Karimulla 9849788786 A n d h r a 

Pradesh 

18 Best Engineering Technology Mobile steam boiler for 

turmeric

J(7$Z''($@&!"6 9440344335 Hyderabad

19 Kaps Engineers Pulveriser/ grinder Mr. Amit Mehata 8447530717 Z!#*#!(!

20 Tinytech plants Oil extraction machine Mr. Manish 9227606570 Rajkot 

21 Adarsh Engineering work Oil extraction machine Mr. Praveen Sharma 9422102490 Maharashtra 

22 Renuka Enterprises Khoya making machine Mr. B. Prabhakar 9822658092 Maharashtra 

23 NDRI Karnal Campus Solar conditioned dryer Mr. A.K. Singh 9416292406 Kanal 

24 IIHR Shrink packaging of  

fruits and vegetables

Mr. R.R.B. Singh 080-28466420 Bengaluru

25 Z-2&C!6!(3!$Y"%'(/(-2'2 Seed treater J(7$Z-('"#(!$G.(!C!5$ 002482-

237845

Jaipur 

26 EG Kantawalla. pvt. ltd Weighing machine Ms. Sheetal 020-27010244 Maharashtra 

27 Process Masters Pulveriser, washers etc Mr. Uday More 9822841127 Maharashtra 
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28 Fan Bro Erectors Grain processing ma-

chine

Mr.Uday Phansalkar 8447543742 Mumbai

29 Krishna Grain System Pvt. Ltd. Grain pre cleaning Mr. Rakesh 8447523018 Maharashtra 

30 Z'(%'H$S"#02%(-'2$ Grain discharger Mr. Rana Ji 8587833357 Maharashtra 

31 Buhler India Pvt. Ltd. Gravity separator Mr. Surojit Bhasu 9643811908 Maharashtra 

32 Auram Packaging system Capping machine Mr. Suhas Nandkarni 91-22-

25415807

Maharashtra 

33 Concept Packaging Interna-

tional Pvt. Ltd.

Labelling machine Mr. Shriram Gopal 91-22-

24037530

Mumbai

34 A. R. Enterprises Food processing ma-

chinery

Mr. Rizwan Khan 91-22-

25007860

Mumbai

35 Aakanksha Technologies  Mr. Rajesh Burande 9810193422 Nagpur 

36 A. A Cold Storage & Ice Fac-

tory Pvt. Ltd.

Cold storage Mr. Hiten 2768 35 45 Mumbai

\01&$/(*,5-".$*) $!"$-"?'"%*(=$*) $/*%'"%-!5$+02-"'22$*/%-*"2$-"$!$5*1!%-*"$1*05#$2'(?'$!2$!$+!2-2$*) $aMS7$$

Opportunity Selection$c$@&'$,"!5$2'5'1%-*"$3!=$!52*$('<0-('$!$#'%!-5'#$/(*D'1%$('/*(%$/('/!(!%-*"$-"1502-?'$3!(6'%$

20(?'=:$%'1&"-1!5$!"!5=2-2:$!"#$,"!"1-!5$?-!+-5-%=7

One should make a comprehensive comparison of  the opportunities. This means that for each option of  an opportu-

nity, one should ask and answer a series of  questions:

3212( C'0*#.%S$&'@,.&O(T#&$%,0+$(60'(-+/"($&"&.%,0+

1. Is the product/service an established idea or an innovative one?

2. Does the project-cost match investment preparedness?

3. Is the technical know-how a critical element?

4. S) $='2:$&*C$'!2=$*($#-),105%$-2$-%$%*$!1<0-('$%&'$('<0-2-%'$6"*CI&*Cv

5. ]*C$'!2=$*($#-),105%$-2$-%$%*$!+2*(+$%&'$%'1&"*5*.=v

6. What is the product/service used for?

7. Who are the customers? (e.g. industry, households).

8. What are the expected geographical boundaries of  the target market?

9. What is the market position in terms of  size, segment, and features?

10. Is the demand round the yearor seasonal?

11. How volatile is the selling price?

12. What is the degree of  competition?

13. What is the basis of  competition? (e.g. price, quality, service, delivery schedule).

14. Is there scope for positioning your enterprise?

15. What is the possible extent of  competitive advantage/disadvantage of  a new enterprise in relation to existing 

enterprises?

16. What is the position of  product in terms of  existing/likely substitutes?

17. What is the amount required for initial/regular sales-promotion?

18. How dependent is the project on imported inputs/export market? In what ways? Technical know-how?  

Machinery? Raw Material? Market?
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19. Are the raw materials easily available?

20. How volatile is the raw material price?

21. S2$%&'('$21*/'$*) $2/'105!%-?'$%(!#-".$-"$'-%&'($(!C$3!%'(-!5$*($,"-2&'#$.**#2v

22. What location does one have in mind?

23. ]*C$#*'2$*"'$?-'C$5*1!%-*"$-"$%'(32$*) $-"#02%(-!5$-")(!2%(01%0('$NC!%'(:$/*C'(:$')A0'"%$#-2/*2!5$)!1-5-%=X:$1*3-

mercial amenities (e.g. telecom, bank, warehousing, goods transport), and social facilities? (E.g. housing, health, 

education).

24. k&!%$-2$%&'$/(*,5'$!"#$2-;'$*) $3!"/*C'($('<0-('3'"%v$]*C$'!2=$*($'H/'"2-?'$-2$-%$%*$!((!".'$-%v

25. Is the project critically dependent on some infrastructure (e.g. international air cargo space for a perishable export 

item)? If  so, what is the position of  such infrastructure?

26. Will the lending agencies support the project?

27. What is the future outlook for the sector of  industry to which the project belongs? 

28. Are there any cartels or other privileged groups among existing entrepreneurs, customers, raw material suppliers, 

or know-how suppliers?

29. How long will it take to establish the project?

30. What is the government policy in terms of  the following?

h$ technical standards and management (e.g. laws for food industry)

h$ control over price and distribution of  raw materials (e.g. molasses)

h$ excise, value-added tax, sales tax, octroi; (GST in effect now)

h$ 20+2-#-'2$!"#$,"!"1-!5$-"1'"%-?'2

h$ credit policy (e.g. there are occasional curbs on bank credit to many agro-industry and other projects).

31. What is the incidence of  competitive advantage derived from management and/or violation of  government policy 

in relation to the project?

One will not have answers to all the questions however some key aspects need be focused upon: 

- How comfortable will one be technology-wise? 

I$ ]*C$'!2=e#-),105%$-2$%&'$3!(6'%$/*2-%-*"v$

I$ ]*C$-2$%&'$/(*,%!+-5-%=v$

- How risky is the project, as expressed through breakeven point and sensitivity analysis? 

- What is the future of  the industry to which the project belongs?

I$ Q*$%&'$2011'22$#'%'(3-"!"%2$!"#$(-26$)!1%*(2$3!%1&$*"'B2$*C"$1!/!+-5-%-'2v$

The case illustrations from value-added start-ups facilitated by the ABPF under the MACP indicate the means for op-

/*(%0"-%=$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$N!52*X$)*($'H/!"2-*"$!"#$.(*C%&$*) $!"$>8L7

Secondary and Tertiary Processing Value-Adding Units

Promoters of  Bhumata Food Products target local demand for spices and atta by restaurants in the town of  

9'(?!2!$-"$G&3'#"!.!($#-2%(-1%7$@(!-"-".$)(*3$OZO$&!2$&'5/'#$%&'3$+0-5#$%'1&"-1!5$6"*C5'#.'$*) $%&'$/(*#01%2$

and processes. Similarly, some experience of  his family in small sized coconut water processing project encouraged 

%&'$/(*3*%'($*) $O-2!"$G.(*$>**#2$%*$?'"%0('$-"%*$1!(+*"!%'#$2*)%$#(-"62$-"$G0(!".!+!#7$F0D!5$8(*#01%-*"B2$/(*-

moter narrowed on her business idea upon understanding the growing demand for herbal and food supplements. 

@'1&"-1!5$%(!-"-".$C-%&$5*1!5$OZSL$&'5/'#$&'($-"$/0(20-".$2!3'7
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Some FPCs are also graduating into secondary processing.

Errors in Selection

Errors in opportunity selection are fairly common. Why?

1. “Copy –cat” syndrome : There are intrapreneurs who choose a given opportunity because others have taken it 

up and are seen to be doing well. They do not realise that often there is no room for too many entrepreneurs in a 

particular product line.

2. Fallacy of  Numbers c$\'?'(!5$-"%(!/('"'0(2$&!?'$!$%'"#'"1=$)*($!11'/%-".$!"#$('5=-".$0/*"$-"1*3'$!"#$/(*,%-

ability estimates. Other factors such as location, local competition, falling customs barriers on imported competitive 

/(*#01%2$C&-1&$3!=$!))'1%$/(*,%!+-5-%=$!('$"*%$1*"2-#'('#7

3. Mismatch in hard/soft skill competencies of  entrepreneur

4. Undifferentiated products/services : A large number of  small enterprises in food processing are not performing 

well or closing down because they are too identical. There are several similar products in the market. The competition 

('2%2$*"$/(-1'$!"#$%&'$/(-1'$1*3'2$#*C"$%*$!"$0"/(*,%!+5'$5'?'57$

5. Inaccurate Information : There are many who identify business ideas based on inaccurate, unreliable, or false 

information.

FPCs into Value-Added Processing

Jai Siddeshwar FPC in Aurangabad district earlier operated an FCSC with cleaning and grading of  onion, wheat and 

/052'27$@*#!=:$%&'=$&!?'$-#'"%-,'#$%&'$*//*(%0"-%=$%*$/(*1'22$!"#$/!16!.'$%0(3'(-1$!"#$2'55$%&'$/*C#'($-"$%&'$5*1!5$

market. The perceived transportation and distribution cost advantage to penetrate local markets vis-à-vis players 

from Mumbai and Pune helped on crystallising the idea. 

Sai Pravara FPC in Nagar District was initially into drying of  maize. It is now progressing into cattle feed manu-

facturing with investment of  Rs. 8 Lakh. A & B grade output is marketed to C.P. Seeds and other players, while C 

grade is to be processed internally.

!!!
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CHAPTER 2

BUSINESS PLAN : 

AN INTRODUCTION

Highlights

In this chapter, a brief  introduction to a business plan format for a small FPC enterprise is provided.

The purpose of  business plan is:

h$ To highlight resource needs & means to procure them

h$ To demonstrate the viability of  the business proposition and the potential to repay credit realised.

h$ To study and anticipate risk.

G$+02-"'22$/5!"$&'5/2$!$#-('1%*($%*$#',"'$*+D'1%-?'2:$!"#$2'%$%!(.'%2$!"#$#'2-."$!$)(!3'I$C*(6$)*($+'"1&$3!(6-".$

and monitoring implementation.

G$+02-"'22$/5!"$302%$-"150#'$%&'$/0(/*2'$*) $%&'$+02-"'22$/5!":$/(*3*%'(B2$/(*,5':$#'%!-52$*) $%&'$/(*/*2'#$/(*-

D'1%:$3!(6'%$/*%'"%-!5:$3!"0)!1%0(-".$/(*1'22:$S"1*3'$f$YH/'"#-%0('$2%!%'3'"%$!"#$/(*,%!+-5-%=$/(*D'1%-*"27

2.1. Introduction

This chapter provides an introduction to a business plan format for a small enterprise. The purpose of  a Business 

Plan is:

h$ To highlight resource needs and the means to procure them 

h$ To demonstrate the viability of  the business proposition and the potential to repay credit realised

h$ To study and anticipate risks.

2.2. Coverage of  a Business Plan

h$ What is to be produced/offered, how and when?

h$ How much is the investment required? 

h$ Where will investment come from? 

h$ Where could loans be sourced from? Are the necessary conditions/requirements for loan realisable? Can loans (if  

any) be comfortably serviced? 

h$ L!"$!$+02-"'22$20(?-?'$A01%0!%-*"2$-"$!"=$*) $%&'$6'=$/!(!3'%'(2v

h$ What is the payback period on investment? 

G$+02-"'22$/5!"$&'5/2$!$Q-('1%*($%*$#',"'$*+D'1%-?'2:$2'%$%!(.'%2:$!"#$#'2-."$!$)(!3'C*(6$)*($+'"1&3!(6-".$!"#$3*"--

toring implementation.

2.3. Content structure:

A Business Plan must include the following

U( C'0E&.%(C'0-"&SI+/5$F0%

The purpose of  the business plan, location, resource requirements, volume of  business, a brief  note on market/

102%*3'(2I1*"203'(2:$!"#$,"!"1-!5$&-.&5-.&%2
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U( C'0=0%&'S>+%'&5'&+&#'(C'0-"&

Q-('1%*(B2$<0!5-,1!%-*":$%(!-"-".$!"#$'H/'(-'"1'$('5'?!"%$%*$%&'$/(*D'1%

U( 4&%/,"$(06 (%F&(C'050$&*(C'0E&.%

F'<0-('3'"%$*) $/(*D'1%$1*2%$!"#$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$!"#$3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'

U( :/';&%(C0%&+%,/"

Brief  on potential customers, competition, and marketing strategy

U( :/+#6/.%#',+8(C'0.&$$

Description of  the manufacturing process, plant capacity, expansion plans, quality control procedures, etc.

U( )+.0=&($%/%&=&+%

Plant capacity, capacity utilisation, quantity produced/sold, and sales realization

U( >?5&+*,%#'&($%/%&=&+%

Cost of  raw materials, utilities, manpower, repairs and maintenance, selling and distribution expenses, administra-

tive expenses, interest on loans availed, depreciation and any other expenses

U( C'0-%/G,",%A(C'0E&.%,0+$

\!5'2:$1*2%$*) $3!"0)!1%0(-".:$%!H$5-!+-5-%-'2:$('/!=3'"%2:$('%!-"'#$/(*,%e5*22

A business plan may be as rigorous as an entrepreneur wants. The greater the rigour, the greater the potential for suc-

cessful expansion and growth.

9*%'c$b'%:$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($!5C!=2$"''#2$%*$6''/$-"$3-"#$%&!%$&*C'?'($501(!%-?'$!"#$/(*,%!+5'$!$+02-"'22$/5!"$3!=$

look it is based upon certain assumptions which may vary during practical implementation of  project.

2.4. FPC Options

FPCs have considerable scope for expansion and value-addition from primary processing to secondary and tertiary 

processing. Following is the tabulation of  primary processed products being manufactured by FPCs with respect to 

the commodities being handled by them along with the potential expansion activities for the same:

Table 8 : Category wise  commodities and activities

Sr. 

No

Category of  

Commodity
Commodities

Current activity by FPC- 

Primary processing

Some potential future activity by FPC- 

Secondary/ Tertiary processing

1 Pulses
Tur, urad, 

moong, Gram

Cleaning and grading Unit, 

Mini-Dal Mill

Pulse Flours (Besan), Extruded/Fried/Baked 

snacks (namkeens)

2 Grain Wheat Cleaning and Grading Unit Wheat Flour, Atta, Semolina, Puff/Flakes

3 Millet
Bajra, Sor-

ghum, Maize
Post-harvest Drying Unit

J!-;'$ A*0(:$ F*!2%'#$ +!D(!:$ L*("$ .(-%:$ 1*("$

A!6'2

4 Grain Rice Rice Mill F-1'$A*0(:$F-1'$/!/!#:$F-1'$A!6'2

5 Oilseed Soybean Cleaning and Grading Unit \*=$3-56:$%*)0:$10(#:$A!6'2:$90%'55!

6 Oilseed Groundnut

Decortication, Cleaning 

and grading unit, Roasted 

groundnut

Groundnut powder, Spiced and peeled 

groundnut, paste

7 Oilseed \!)A*C'(
Cleaning, Grading and Pack-

aging
Oil, Cosmetic, seed

8 Fruit Pomegranate
Waxing, Grading and Pack-

aging
Juice, Seed Oil, peel powder, anardana
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9 Fruit Banana
Ripening, Grading and Pack-

aging
Chips, pulp

10 Dry fruit Cashew Grading Cashew nuts

11 Fruit Orange
Waxing, Grading and Pack-

aging
Juice, pulp, syrup

12 Z'.'%!+5'
Lemon-sweet 

lime

Waxing, Grading and Pack-

aging
Juice, pulp, syrup

13 Fruit Strawberry Grading and Packaging Jam, jelly, juice, pulp, syrup

14 Fruit Mango
Ripening, Grading and Pack-

aging
Jam, jelly, juice, pulp, syrup

15 Z'.'%!+5'
Onion, Onion 

seeds
Grading and Packaging Dehydrated, powder, spices

16 Z'.'%!+5' Tomato Grading and Packaging Puree, ketchup, pulp

17 Z'.'%!+5'

Cabbage , 

okra, chilli, 

brinjal

Grading and Packaging
Blast Freeze, vacuum frying, chilli powder 

and chutney

18 Z'.'%!+5' Sweet Corn
Grading, Shredding and 

Packaging
Conning

19 Z'.'%!+5' Potato
Cleaning, Grading and Pack-

aging
Potato chips, papad, 

20 Spice Turmeric Turmeric powder Turmeric- Essential oil 

2.5. Business Plan: Projections and Realisation of  the Plan

Business plans of  many FPCs, as were conceived often vary(at least to a degree) from what actually materialised in 

terms of  reserve projections and activities. 

Projections Vs Realisation: Plans

Karhamai Agro Producer Company. Ltd., Tal. Baramati, Dist. Pune was registered in 2015 and presently has over 

619 members. The FPC is largely into wheat, jowar, bajra, maize, soybean, gram and tur procuring. The pro-

posed business plan focused input facilitation, cleaning and grading of  food grains and pulses. The actual income 

streams, a year later when compared to business plan estimates are presented below.

Business plan: projection of  Karhamai Agro producer and Realisation of  the plan case illustrations

Sr.

No.
Particular

Projected in-

come in Rs. (Y1)

As actual income 

in Rs. (2016-17)
Difference Remark

1

Service 

charges from 

Facilitating  

supply of  

Seeds 

90165 67525 -22640

At the time of  preparation of  proposed 

business plan in the year 2015, the com-

pany had envisaged that the cereals, pulses 

!"#$>fZ$2''#2$1*05#$+'$#-2%(-+0%'#$!3*".$

member farmers. However, Karhati village 

comes under the rainfed area wherein area 

under fruit and vegetable is very low and so 

could not achieve seed distribution target as 

per the business plan. 
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2

Service 

charges from 

Facilitating  

supply of  

Fertilizer 

24345 150000 125655

@&'$ 1*3/!"=$ &!#$ -#'"%-,'#$ %&'$ "''#$ *) $

farmers, as the used to travel to distant mar-

kets for purchase of  fertiliser (approx. 15-20 

km away from Karhati village). Due to the 

>8LB2$-"%'(?'"%-*":$?-55!.'$5'?'5$)!(3'(2$!('$

saving 10-15% on cost of  fertilizers. Moreo-

ver, the facility is available at the door step of  

the farmers which has resulted in increased 

fertilizer turnover.  

3

Service 

charges from 

facilitating 

marketing of  

aggregated 

produce

521862 276000 -245862

The company had to identify some sort of  

solution after interaction with farmers to 

sell their produce to the company. However, 

due to lack of  marketing knowledge and end 

users (purchasers), the company had not 

achieved the target as was proposed in the 

Business Plan.

4

Service 

charges from 

cleaning 

and grading 

machine 

465673 584000 118327

The company had cleaning and grading ma-

chines with a capacity of  1 MT per hour 

and it charges the members for cleaning and 

grading at Rs. 1 per kg and non-members at 

Rs. 1.5 per kg to use machines. During the 

,21!5$='!($UWTVIT^:$%&'$1*3/!"=$/!(%-1-/!%'#$

in the SFAC (GoI) tur procurement scheme 

and procured almost 225 MT tur, worth Rs. 

1.13 Crore, from member and non-member 

farmers. 

5

Service 

charges from 

Tamarind 

processing 

400000 Nil  

Tamarind processing is an innovative activ-

ity of  Karhamai Company. The company 

purchased a Tamarind de-husking and seed 

removal machine in May 2017 and the actual 

harvesting season of  tamarind is in March-

May 2018. Hence, this activity has now been 

!11'5'(!%'#$ +=$ %&'$ 1*3/!"=$ !"#$ ,'5#$ 5'?'5$

operations are ongoing.

2.6. Typical basic business plan parameters of  an FCSC under MACP

The typical business plan of  an FPC is presented as under:
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Business Plan Model-Grains and Pulses cleaning and grading unit (2 TPH) for FPCs

Table 9 : Business plan model

Sr. No. Particular Total Value

1 Building (Built up area of  1500 Sq. ft.) 700,000

2 Machinery and Equipment (Seed Grader, Gravity Separator, De-stoner, Elevators, blow-

ers, controls, weighing and stitching machine and other accessories)- 2 TPH capacity plant

1,100,000

3 Other Fixed Assets (Furniture, Electricals, Computer, Printer, etc.) 100,000

4 Lease Registration Expenses 20,000

Total Capital Investment 1,920,000

Working Capital requirement 2,500,000

Generally, for a 2 TPH cleaning and grading plant, about 10 R (approximately 10,000 square feet) land is required with 

a built up area of  1,000-1,500 sq. ft.  Raw material grains (Soybean, Pulses, Cereals and other seeds) are passed through 

as equence of  seed grader, gravity separator and de-stoner. The material movement is enabled through bucket eleva-

tors and aspiration ducting and blowers connected to machines enable dust collection and control. The cleaned and 

graded grains are then weighed followed by packaging.

FPCs can approach banks to obtain working capital assistance, which is mainly required for procurement of  raw mate-

rial grains from FPC members and to process for orders. For marketing, tie- up with processors, wholesalers, retailers 

and some institutional buyers could be pursued.

Business Plan Model-1.5-2 TPD Fruits and Vegetables (F&V) Grading, Packaging and Mar-

keting unit for FPCs

Table 10 : Business plan model

Sr. No. Particular Total Value

1 Building (Built up area of  1500 Sq. ft.) 700,000

2 Machinery and Equipment (Sorting/Grading Tables for manual grading, Plastic Crates, 

k'-.&-".$\1!5':$8*01&$\'!5'(:$Z'&-15'e8-16I0/$)*($J!%'(-!5$%(!"2/*(%!%-*"X

1,000,000

3 Other Fixed Assets (Furniture, Electricals, Computer, Printer, etc.) 100,000

4 Lease Registration Expenses 20,000

Total Capital Investment 1,820,000

Working Capital requirement 1,000,000

P'"'(!55=:$)*($!$T7RIU$@8Q$>(0-%2$!"#$Z'.'%!+5'2$N>fZX.(!#-".$!"#$3!(6'%-".$0"-%:$!+*0%$TW$F$N!//(*H-3!%'5=$TW:WWW$

2<0!('$)''%X$ 5!"#$-2$('<0-('#$C-%&$!+0-5%$0/$!('!$*) $T:WWWIT:RWW$2<7)%7$ $F!C$3!%'(-!5$N)(0-%2$!"#$?'.'%!+5'2X$!('$,(2%$

graded on basis of  shape, colour and other parameters. The material movement within FCSC premises is enabled 

%&(*0.&$1(!%'2$!"#$+016'%27$@&'$15'!"'#$!"#$.(!#'#$)(0-%2$!"#$?'.'%!+5'2$!('$%&'"$,55'#$-"$+!.2$!"#$C'-.&'#$)*55*C'#$

by stitching and dispatch. A 1.5-2 Tonnes capacity pickup is used to dispatch material to key retail markets in proximity 

of  FCSC.

FPCs can approach banks to obtain working capital assistance, which is mainly required for procurement of  raw mate-

(-!5$>fZ$)(*3$>8L$3'3+'(2$!"#$%*$/(*1'22$)*($*(#'(27$>*($3!(6'%-".:$%-'I$0/$C-%&$/(*1'22*(2:$C&*5'2!5'(2:$('%!-5'(2$

and some institutional buyers could be pursued.

!!!
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CHAPTER 3

PROFILING VARIOUS STAKE-

HOLDERS AND ANALYSIS OF 

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE IN 

TARGET MARKETS

Highlights

@&-2$1&!/%'($*))'(2$-"2-.&%2$-"%*$%&'$3'%&*#*5*.=$*) $/(*,5-".$?!(-*02$!1%*(2$%*$0"#'(2%!"#$*($'?*5?'$(*5'2$-"$

terms of  facilitating growth of  an enterprise.

A study of  various actors in the sub-sector will help conduct a structural analysis of  the industry and also position 

an enterprise in the environment.

\01&$!"!5=2-2$,(2%5=$-"?*5?'2$!"!5=2-".$%&'$2%(01%0('$*) $2/'1-,1$-"#02%(=$+=$'?!50!%-".$%&'$1-(1032%!"1'2$*) $!"$

enterprise.

The same can be done by evaluating the following instruments: 

h$ Strength of  customers and consumers

h$ Strength of  inputs suppliers

h$ Strength of  barriers to entry of  new enterprises 

h$ Competition

3.1. Introduction

@&'$*+D'1%-?'$*) $%&-2$1&!/%'($-2$%*$*))'($-"2-.&%2$-"%*$%&'$3'%&*#*5*.=$*) $/(*,5-".$?!(-*02$!1%*(2$201&$!2$%&'$P*?'("-

ment, suppliers, customers and consumers, industry associations, competitors, and private and public service providers 

and institutions. The purpose of  this exercise is to understand/evolve their roles in terms of  facilitating growth of  

an enterprise. The chapter also presents the means to analyse the structure of  a sub-sector in a target market, viz., in 

geographic or demographic analysis for preparing a business plan.

KF&(@/',0#$(/.%0'$(/+*(%F&,'('0"&$(%0(G&(5'0-"&*(,+."#*&O

Sr. 

No.
Type of  Stakeholder Examples

1. Financial Institutions

Small Industries Development Bank of  India (SIDBI), National Bank for Agri-

cultural Reconstruction and Development (NABARD), and the National Small 

Industries Corporation (NSIC) and commercial bank such as SBI, BOB, micro- 

,"!"1'$ -"2%-%0%-*"2$ 5-6'$ >(-'"#2$ *) $k*3'"$k*(5#$ a!"6:$9a>L2$ 5-6'$9Ga-

KISAN, Export – Import Bank of  India

2.
Facilities for testing and re-

search
OZO2:$\G[2:$GFL2:$9FL2

3. R&D, and training facilities RSETI, ATMA, MSM-EDI, DICs, EDIs

4.
Suppliers of  consumables 

and inputs
Input Companies (Seed, Fertilizer, Pesticides), Mahabeej, Dept. of  Agriculture 
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5.
Machinery suppliers/man-

ufacturers

Local, National and International Companies like Agrosaw, Buhler, etc., Packag-

ing machinery suppliers

6. Knowledge partners CFTRI, Technical Consultancy Organizations (TCOs), ABPF, MACP

7. Transportation Facility Transport companies/agencies

8. Storage Facility CWC, SWC, MSWC, Private godowns, Cold storage, Cold room 

9. Marketing Facility
Traders, APMC, Commissioning agents, MSAMB, Dun & Bradstreet (Market 

Information & Credit rating), ITPO, APEDA

10. Buyers Small & large processors, wholesalers, retailers, exporters

11. Industry Associations
Regional and national industry associations like Maratha Chamber of  Com-

merce, Federation of  Import Export Organization, etc.

12. Grant & Aid Facility MoFPI, NABARD, SFAC, etc.

13. Support Institutions
NSIC, Small Industries Development Organization, Export Credit Guarantee 

Corporation, etc.

The medium and larger units face problems? This may be related to standards, relatively poor availability of  sophisti-

cated testing facilities for export market orientation, and lack of  R&D support for new product development.

The tiny and smaller enterprises including FPCs face problems? Perhaps, problem is with the regard to uniform qual-

ity of  raw material, problems related to process and quality control, packaging for better shelf  life, working capital 

,"!"1':$!"#$!+2'"1'$*) $!#'<0!%'$-")*(3!%-*"$*"$1*33'(1-!5$!"#$%'1&"-1!5$-220'27

A study of  various actors in the sub-sector will help conduct a structural analysis of  the industry. This will also help 

position an enterprise in the environment. The methodology of  such an analysis is presented in the following sub-

section.

<2P2( 7+/"A$,+8(%F&(I%'#.%#'&(06 ($5&.,-.(,+*#$%'A(

The strategic positioning of  an enterprise may be evolved by means of  analysing industry structure. This is done by 

evaluating the circumstance of  an enterprise vis-à-vis various factors such as entry barriers, the bargaining power of  

buyers and suppliers, and the nature and degree of  competition in the industry (also see Michael E. Porter, 1985):

1. The entry barriers forestall entry of  competing enterprises targeting the same market segment. An enterprise may 

overcome entry barriers by developing proprietary knowledge with regard to technology, distribution channels, 

brand identity etc.

2. The strength of  an enterprise vis-à-vis input suppliers depends on its ability to switch from one supplier to an-

other.

3. The strength of  an enterprise with respect to its customers and consumers lies on parameters such as alternate 

sourcing options to the buyer, and relevant implications to buyers in terms of  costs, quality etc.

4. The nature of  competition in the market viz. cost/price based, or differentiation/niche market based as well as 

.(*C%&$(!%'$*) $-"#02%(=$N/(*#01%e2'(?-1'$#'3!"#X$-"A0'"1'$%&'$'H%'"%$*) $(-?!5(=$+'%C''"$1*3/'%-".$'"%'(/(-2'27

@&'$2%(01%0('$*) $!$20+I2'1%*($#'%'(3-"'2$/(*,%!+-5-%=$*) $!$+02-"'22$!"#$-%2$?-!+-5-%=7$@&'$*+D'1%-?'$*) $!"!5=2-2$-2$%*$

evolve a business plan through which:

h$ /*%'"%-!5$1*3/'%-%-*"$-2$6'/%$!C!=$+=$3'!"2$*) $(!-2-".$'"%(=$+!((-'(2

h$ +!(.!-"-".$2%('".%&$*) $1*"203'(2$!"#$20//5-'(2$-2$('#01'#:$!"#

h$ 1*3/'%-%-*"$!"#$(-?!5(=$#*$"*%$!#?'(2'5=$!))'1%$/(*,%!+-5-%=$/*%'"%-!5$*) $!$/(*D'1%7
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@&'$-"2%(03'"%$/('2'"%'#$+'5*C$C-55$&'5/$-"$'?!50!%-".$-"#02%(=$2%(01%0('$!"#$%*$!((-?'$!%$*/%-*"2$%*$'),1-'"%5=$)*(-

mulate a business plan.

Strength of  Customers and Consumers

Strength of  customers and consumers (buyers) 

vis-à-vis an enterprise may be studied by means of  studying the following:

A. The following issues may be considered for each potential customer/consumer segment. If  the response is posi-

tive on these issues, the strength of  the customer and consumer category is high.

h$ Is the customer category comprising of  a few major buyers?

h$ Q*'2$%&'$102%*3'($1!%'.*(=$/0(1&!2'$!$5!(.'$!3*0"%$*) $2'55'(B2$2!5'2v$$

h$ k*05#$%&'$102%*3'($.(*0/$"*%$)!1'$2-."-,1!"%$1*2%2$+=$2C-%1&-".$)(*3$*"'$2'55'($%*$!"*%&'(v

h$ Are the products purchased by the customer group standard and undifferentiated?

B.   Business Plan: On which customer and consumer category should an enterprise focus its marketing efforts? 

Why? How?

Strength of  Input Suppliers

Strength of  input suppliers vis-à-vis an enterprise may be studied by means of  analysing the following:

A. The following issues may be considered for each input supplier typology/segment. If  the response is positive on 

these issues, the strength of  the supplier category is high.

h$ Do a few suppliers dominate the supplier group? 

h$ Are there no viable substitutes to the products provided by the supplier?

h$ k*05#$2-."-,1!"%$2C-%1&-".$1*2%2$+'$-"10(('#$-"$1&!".-".$)(*3$*"'$20//5-'($%*$!"*%&'(v$$

B. Business Plan: On which supplier category should an enterprise focus its marketing efforts? Why? How?

Barriers to Entry of  New Enterprises

Barriers to entry may be studied by means of  considering the following issues.

A. Study the entry barriers in the industry. If  the responses are positive entry barriers are low.

h$ G('$,(32$-"$%&'$-"#02%(=$"*%$&-.&5=$#-))'('"%-!%'#v$Q*'2$+(!"#$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$!"#$102%*3'($5*=!5%=$"*%$'H-2%v

h$ Are capital requirements for entry into the industry low?

h$ Q*$,(32$"*%$&!?'$/(*/(-'%!(=$%'1&"*5*.=:$26-55$!"#e*($/'(2*""'5$%&!%$!('$"*%$('!#-5=$!?!-5!+5'$%*$"'C$'"%(!"%2v

h$ Is the industry not characterized by high economies of  scale, i.e., unit production costs decrease as production 

increases?

h$ Are distribution channels not limited or already captured by existing enterprises?

a7$ a02-"'22$85!"c$k&!%$2/'1-,1$2%'/2$1!"$+'$%!6'"$%*$(!-2'$'"%(=$+!((-'(2$-"$%&'$-"#02%(=$*($20+I2'1%*($!"#$6''/$!C!=$

potential competition? 

Typical FPC related barriers

Some typical barriers related to FPCs include limited access to term loans, working capital to stock inputs, mini-

mum investment required in some secondary processing activities, existing long-standing business in related activ-

-%=:$'H/'(-'"1'#$3!"!.'3'"%$%'!3:$!+-5-%=$%*$&-('$'H/'(-'"1'#$!"#$<0!5-,'#$/'(2*""'57
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Competition

@&'$-220'2$2/'1-,'#$+'5*C$C-55$&'5/$2%0#=$%&'$'H%'"%$!"#$"!%0('$*) $1*3/'%-%-*"7

A. Analyse the checklist below (If  the answer is positive unhealthy competition is likely to be high).

h$ Is industry growth rate relatively slow?

h$ G('$/(*#01%2$&-.&5=$#-))'('"%-!%'#$)(*3$*"'$,(3$%*$!"*%&'($-"$%&'$-"#02%(=v

h$ S2$%&'$"03+'($*) $,(32$-"$%&'$-"#02%(=$&-.&v

a7$ a02-"'22$85!"c$k&!%$2/'1-,1$2%'/2$1!"$+'$%!6'"$%*$('#01'$-3/!1%$*) $0"&'!5%&=$1*3/'%-%-*"v

!!!
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CHAPTER 4

STRATEGIC POSITION AND 

MARKETING OF AN ENTERPRISE

Highlights

This chapter shall help us to understand scope for competitive advantage and strategically position of  an enter-

prise.

An enterprise needs to secure a sustainable competitive advantage in terms of  cost advantages, differentiation 

advantages or niche market advantage.

Market research provides important information to identify and analyse the market needs, market size and com-

petition, which makes it essential for distribution, dealer discount, Government Policy, etc.

The method of  collecting information as part of  a market study includes a study of  secondary information i.e. 

published information. It also includes primary study by interacting with existing and potential enterprises, indus-

%(-!5$!22*1-!%-*"2:$,"!"1-!5$!"#$*%&'($20//*(%$-"2%-%0%-*"27

The information needs for market analysis include:

- Segmentation of  customers and consumers

- Estimating demand and its determinants.

- Competition and supply

- Marketing channel: Product promotion and policy.

\*0(1'2$*) $3!(6'%$-")*(3!%-*"$-"150#'$'<0-/3'"%$3!"0)!1%0('(2:$l3-##5'3'"g$%(!#'(2:$20//*(%$/0+5-1$!"#$/(--

vate service providers, FIs etc.

 Primary data collection involves the following steps

h$ S#'"%-,1!%-*"$*) $-"#-?-#0!5

h$ Preparation of  questionnaire  

h$ Tabulation of  responses

h$ Data analysis 

4.1. Introduction

The objective of  this chapter is to help understand scope for competitive advantage and strategic position of  enter-

/(-2'7$@&-2$1&!/%'($-2$!"$'H%'"2-*"$*) $1&!/%'($%-%5'#$K8(*,5-".$Z!(-*02$G1%*(2$!"#$G"!5=2-2$*) $S"#02%(=$\%(01%0('$-"$

@!(.'%$J!(6'%2B7

@&'$,(2%$<0!(%'($*) $%&'$-"/0%2$2%('22$0/*"$%&'$1*"1'/%0!5$0"#'(/-""-".2$*) $%&'$(*0%'2$%*$1*3/'%-%-?'$!#?!"%!.'$2*$!2$

to facilitate an understanding of  qualitative and quantitative modes of  analysis. The following sections stress on modes 

of  collecting primary data in a market study.
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4.2. Securing Competitive Advantage

A sustainable competitive advantage need to be secured by an enterprise vis-à-vis its competitors and a market/busi-

ness plan has to be prepared in this context. 

Competitive advantage may be in terms of  cost advanage, differentiation advanage (real or notional), or niche market 

advanage. 

With regard to:

h$ Cost advantage, an enterprise should be able to manufacture and sell products at a lower cost than the competitors. 

h$ A differentiation advantage may be real in terms of  better quality of  products or notional in terms of  brand image. 

h$ A with niche market advantage may include the ability to cater to low volume or small market segments in terms 

of  customised products.

The following sub-section elaborates on information needs and on its collection for effective market analysis.

4.3. Market Analysis: Information needs

@&'$-")*(3!%-*"$('<0-('#$)*($2%0#=-".$%&'$3!(6'%$-"150#'2$.'*.(!/&-1$!"#$2/'1-,1$2'.3'"%$('5!%'#$-")*(3!%-*"$*"$%&'$

target market, estimating demand and its determinants, competition and supply, etc.

4.4. Segmentation of  Customers and Consumers

h$ The proposed product has to be scrutinized in the context of  target markets. What are the product applications? 

h$ @&-2$3!=$!52*$ -"?*5?'$ -#'"%-,1!%-*"$*) $ %!(.'%$3!(6'%$!('!:$2'.3'"%2:!"#$102%*3'($!"#$1*"203'($.(*0/27$S%$ -2$

necessary to determine geographical boundaries of  the market on the basis of  market protection through import 

#0%-'2:$%(!"2/*(%$1*"2%(!-"%2:$/'(-2&!+-5-%=$o)(!.3'"%'#$3!(6'%NvX:$,"!"1-!5$('2*0(1'2$*) $%&'$'"%('/('"'0(:$'%17$

h$ Q'%'(3-"!"%2$*) $102%*3'($!"#$1*"203'($1&*-1'$*) $!$/(*#01%$*?'($1*3/'%-".$/(*#01%2$302%$+'$-#'"%-,'#7$

h$ Segmentation involves categorizing potential customers and consumers into similar sub-groups in terms of  in-

come levels, tastes and preferences, etc.

4.5. Estimating Demand and its Determinants

h$ A market study of  demand trends and its determinants needs to be done. Is it seasonal?  What are trends and their 

variations over seasons, etc.?

h$ Why is a product or service bought/likely to be bought? Some products may be bought for convenience. Some 

products like fruit drink may be bought on impulse purchase basis as a fun-drink. 

h$ Sector trends in establishment expansion and closure of  enterprises have to be also studied as these also affect 

demand.

4.6. Competition and Supply

h$ It is necessary to study the selling incentives offered by potential competitors. What is the basis of  competition: 

price, brand or quality? 

h$ Information on competitors with regard to product-mix, output and pricing strategies need to be studied. 

h$ Supply constraints may pertain to electricity shortage, transport bottlenecks, raw material scarcity etc. Import 

%('"#2$*) $1*3/'%-".$/(*#01%2:$1&!".'2$-"$102%*32$#0%-'2$*"$(!C$3!%'(-!5$!"#$,"-2&'#$/(*#01%2$"''#$+'$2%0#-'#7$

Cartels amongst suppliers and competitors have to be studied. Business practices, ethical or otherwise, also have 

to be studied.
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4.7. Marketing Channels: Product Promotion Policy

h$ It is also necessary to scrutinise channels of  distribution, extension of  credit, dealer discount, etc. 

h$ S%$-2$-3/*(%!"%$%*$!"!5=2'$%('"#2$-"$.*?'("3'"%$/*5-1=$C-%&$(')'('"1'$%*$-3/*(%$*) $(!C$3!%'(-!5$-"/0%2$*($,"-2&'#$

products. 

h$ One may also love to study the trends and determinants of  international demand, competing countries, etc. This 

is particularly in the context of  tradeable products.

4.8. Modes for Information Collection

The method of  collecting information as part of  a market study includes study of  secondary information, i.e. pub-

lished information. These include journals and publications of  the concerned Ministry, industry and project reports 

)(*3$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2$!"#$-"#02%(=$!22*1-!%-*"27$

It also includes a primary study consisting of  interaction with existing and potential entrepreneurs, industrial associa-

%-*"2:$,"!"1-!5$!"#$*%&'($20//*(%$-"2%-%0%-*"27$

To elaborate, the sources of  information are:

h$ Manufacturers of  equipments

h$ 8*%'"%-!5$102%*3'(2$NK+0='(2B$*($K3-##5'3'"BX$!"#$1*"203'(2

h$ Competitors

h$ Consulates of  foreign embassies in India and Indian embassies abroad

h$ Export promotion councils and customs authorities

h$ Industry support agencies of  the Government and private consultants

h$ Industry Associations

h$ Financial institutions, R&D Institutions, concerned Ministries etc.

12V2( I5&.,-.(:/';&%(W&"/%&*(7$5&.%$(%0(G&(I%#*,&*

h$ What is the product-mix and market mix of  potential competitors? What are the trends over different seasons in 

a year? Is it possible to categorize competitors into different groups based on such aspects?

h$ What are the major strengths and weaknesses of  important competitors? How does one position an enterprise 

and its products in this context?

h$ How do existing enterprises price their products? Is it a uniform method for all marketing channels? How does 

*"'$1*"?'(%$'H-2%-".$102%*3'(2$!"#$1*"203'(2$*) $%&'$1*3/'%-%*(2B$/(*#01%2v

The sub-section below elaborates on the method of  primary data collection.

4.10. Primary Data Collection: Steps, Questionnaire Design and Analysis

The important steps in primary data collection include:

h$ S#'"%-,1!%-*"$*) $-"#-?-#0!52e-"2%-%0%-*"2e'"%'(/(-2'2$)(*3$C&*3$-")*(3!%-*"$-2$%*$+'$1*55'1%'#7$M"'$3!=$#(!C$!$

sample, viz. only some items from the population. In the case of  smaller enterprises, a judgemental selection of  

the sample may be appropriate.  

h$ One may prepare a questionnaire-schedule to collect information. A questionnaire may be structured in terms of  

offering alternative responses in the questionnaire or may be unstructured with open-ended questions. In order 

to develop greater insights, it may be appropriate to administer a questionnaire directly by questionnaire schedule 

than to seek responses to questions by mail.
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This personal administration of  a questionnaire by an entrepreneur or his representative is ideal, particularly for 

smaller projects targeting smaller markets in terms of  geographical segments.

h$ k&*$!('$%&'$K102%*3'(2B$!"#$K1*"203'(2Bv$G$102%*3'($-2$*"'$C&*$+0=2$!$/(*#01%$N201&$!2$!$('%!-5'(X$+0%$3!=$"*%$

necessarily use it (unlike a consumer).

h$ Why, how and from where do they buy products? Is it for taste, is it on the basis of  planned purchase, or is it an 

impulse purchase, etc.?

h$ What are the product features and marketing strategy of  competitors?  Is it channel motivation in terms of  retailer 

margins that is the determining factor?

h$ How are actors in different marketing channels motivated? Discounts or margins? Brand, Quality, etc.?

h$ Responses collected through a questionnaire or questionnaire-schedule then need to be tabulated. Data analysis 

can be done by using simple techniques. 

The demand determining variables have to be isolated. It is ideal to pursue market segment-wise analysis. Elementary 

statistical concepts of  percentages, average, weighted average, and mode may be used for studying trends in demand 

and its determinants.

G"$-3/*(%!"%$!2/'1%$*) $/(-3!(=$#!%!$!"!5=2-2$-2$2!3/5'$-#'"%-,1!%-*"7$G$2!3/5'$-2$!$.(*0/$*) $'5'3'"%2$2'5'1%'#$)(*3$

!$/*/05!%-*"$C&*2'$/'(1'/%-*"2$*($1&!(!1%'(-2%-12$!('$%*$+'$-#'"%-,'#7$>*($-"2%!"1':$%&'$2!3/5-".$3'%&*#$!#*/%'#$3!=$

-"150#'c$2-3/5'$(!"#*3:$2%(!%-,'#$(!"#*3$*($"*"I/(*+!+-5-%=$2!3/5-".7

In simple random sampling, each item in a sample has a similar probability of  being selected. There are several means 

*) $(!"#*3$2'5'1%-*"7$@*$2'5'1%$!$2!3/5'$*) $pW$)(*3$!$/*/05!%-*"$*) $UWW:$'?'(=$,)%&$-%'3$3!=$+'$2'5'1%'#7$\%(!%-,'#$

random sampling pertains to a population which contains different types of  sub-groups or strata. Different elements 

are selected from each stratum within a population aimed at generating separate estimates of  values for each stratum. 

G$/*%'"%-!5$'"%('/('"'0($'H/5*(-".$)**#$1*5*0(2:$3!=$1*"2-#'($K23!55$)!1%*(-'2B$!"#$K+-.$)!1%*(-'2B$!2$2'/!(!%'$2'.3'"%27$

]'$3!=:$%&'(')*(':$2'5'1%$!$2'/!(!%'$2!3/5'$)(*3$'!1&$*) $%&'2'$%C*$20+I.(*0/2:$)*($!"!5=2-27$\%(!%-,1!%-*"$3!=$!52*$+'$

in terms of  area or geographic location. The number of  elements to be drawn from the population at each location 

has to be decided.

["5-6':$2-3/5'$(!"#*3$!"#$2%(!%-,'#$2!3/5-".$C&-1&$!('$'22'"%-!55=$/(*+!+-5-%=$2!3/5-".:$"*"I/(*+!+-5-%=$2!3/5-".:$

C&-5'$+'-".$2-3-5!($%*$2%(!%-,'#$2!3/5-".:$-"?*5?'2$2'5'1%-*"$*) $'5'3'"%2$"*"I(!"#*35=7$G$<0*%!$-2$2'%$)*($'!1&$%=/'$*) $

element. Assume there are 50 units involved in fruit processing in Pune, six medium-sized and forty-four small-sized. 

One may decide on a sample of  2 medium enterprises and 11 small units.With regard to size, a minimum sample of  

30 may be considered as a thumb-rule. It may be a tiny fraction of  the population.

Market Assessment: Summary, and Formulating a Market Plan

Market assessment essentially involves study of  customers, consumers, other actors, and the business environ-

ment in general. Market demand for a product or product-mix may be measured for the whole market or for 

various customer groups or market segments separately. The demand needs to be estimated in the context of  

a geographical area and segment for a period of  5-10 years. Several determinants, such as changes in consumer 

preference, may be only qualitatively assessed.

A market survey helps to formulate a market plan. This helps to decide product features, product and market 

mix, packaging plan, discount and credit related selling strategy of  channel or customer or consumer motivation, 
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Under the MACP, close to a 1000 start-ups have been catalysed by the ABPF. These start-ups are largely into second-

ary and tertiary processing and are typical micro and small-sized enterprises. Many FPCs may easily graduate into their 

activities. Importantly, many of  these start-ups have been adopting various marketing strategies which provide good 

learning for FPCs:

channels of  distribution in terms of  dealers or wholesalers and retailers, etc. A small enterprise may rarely prefer 

full time salesmen over commission agents. Advertising media plan (time, frequency, medium, etc.) if  required, 

promotion of  product to boost sale through free samples, etc. are all part of  a market plan.

Analysis essentially explores:

1.  Who are the potential customers and consumers and where are they located?

2.  Why should they buy the product?

3.  When and how would they buy the product?

@&'$!"!5=2-2$!52*$&'5/2$-"$3!(6'%$2'.3'"%!%-*"$-"$%'(32$*) $-#'"%-,1!%-*"$!"#$#-))'('"%-!%-*"$+'%C''"$?!(-*02$3!(-

6'%$2'.3'"%2$-"$%'(32$*) $#-))'('"%$1&!(!1%'(-2%-12:$!"#$<0!5-,1!%-*"$*) $%&'$5'?'52$*) $#'3!"#7$J!(6'%$2'.3'"%2$1!"$

be in terms of  location, ethnic background, age, or income. They may also be in terms of  the type of  users of  the 

product, i.e. industrial users, for use as an ingredient by wholesalers or retailers, and end-consumers.

8(-1-".$!"#$/!16!.-".$&!?'$%*$3!%1&$%&'$%!(.'%$2'.3'"%2$*"1'$3!(6'%$2'.3'"%2$!('$-#'"%-,'#7$J!(6'%$2'.3'"%2$

may also display different features in terms of  frequency, mode, and place of  purchase. The marketing plan needs 

%*$-"1*(/*(!%'$%&'2'$)!1%*(27$@&'$+0=-".$/(*1'22$&!2$%*$+'$2%0#-'#$-"$#'%!-57$@&'$+0=-".$/(*1'22$-"150#'2$-#'"%-,-

cation of  the decision maker of  product purchase, basis of  the purchase decision, frequency, mode, and place of  

purchase. Data on frequency of  purchase, seasonality, and mode of  purchase helps to decide the packaging size 

and pricing of  products. This information also helps to determine inventory levels and product-mix. Point-of-

purchase information helps to design the distribution system, consumer sensitivity to price, and product quality. 

These have to be considered among others, as the basis of  competition which arises from life cycle of  the prod-

uct. A new product faces price competition as against a product entering a saturated market.

Marketing Strategies by Start-ups: Learnings

Rujal Production is a proprietary concern into the business of  herbal product and health food supplement manu-

)!1%0('$-"$3-1(*I21!5'7$@&'$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0($&!2$'2%!+5-2&'#$!$23!55$0"-%$C-%&$*C"$,"!"1'$-"$Q-2%(-1%$80"'7$@&'$

products being manufactured by the enterprise are amla, jamun, bitter gourd, ashwagandha, shatawari and similar 

herbal powders as well as gulkand, shatawari kalp, chyavanprash, sauf  (for household purposes), face pack, hair 

pack, mehendi, shikekai and hair oil. The entrepreneur has adopted a marketing strategy involving tie-ups with 

the majority of  medical stores in and around Pune. Notably, the products are also sold through Patanjali outlets 

under the Rujal Production brand. Door to door sales is another marketing strategy adopted by the entrepreneur. 

Ruchi Food Products in Pune is into processing of  pickles and chutneys and papads.The project comprises ma-

chinery and equipment like roasters, pulverisers, coating machine, oven, dryers and packaging equipment. The 

enterprise markets its products through on-line channels such as Amazon as well as through large retail chains 

like Reliance and More.
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Sulabh Industries in Nagpur produces pulses, by-products like chunni, bhusi and khanda.The entrepreneur sells 

the products through commission agents, wholesalers and retailers.  The promoter leveraged on family experience 

of  many years in the pulses processing business and this has enabled strong connection with consumers across 

Nagpur and other regions of  the country.

Bhumata Food Products in Ahmednagar district processes various products such as coriander powder, cumin 

/*C#'(:$1&-55-$/*C#'(:$%0(3'(-1$/*C#'($!"#$K9!1&!"-$\!%%?!B7$@&'$'"%('/('"'0($#'/5*=2$!$0"-<0'$3!(6'%-".$2%(!%-

egy using referrals from doctors to market Nachani Sattva.

Kisan Agro Foods in Aurangabad produces carbonated soft drinks such as mango drink, coconut water, guava 

juice and mixed fruit drinks etc. The entrepreneur markets through a large number of  wholesalers and retailers to 

market his produce. He offers higher discounts to retailers than other competitors do.

!!!
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CHAPTER 5

PRODUCT/MARKET-MIX AND 

PRICING DECISIONS

Highlights

This Chapter considers the important concepts related to market and product mix decisions on the structuring 

of  a market plan in a venture.

Product mix and pricing decisions are important for projecting and optimising sales revenues, planning a market-

ing strategy and while offering sales incentives.

For pricing decisions, marginal cost based pricing method is an option. Also, the ideal product and market mix 

*) $!"$'"%'(/(-2'$3!=$+'$-#'"%-,'#$+=$3'!"2$*) $1*"%(-+0%-*"$!"!5=2-27$@C*$!2/'1%2$1(-%-1!5$-"$!$3!(6'%$/5!"$!('$

channel motivation and selling incentives.

In marketing, channel motivation involves identifying the right channel and thereafter appropriately motivating 

1&!""'52$2*$!2$%*$'))'1%-?'5=$2'55$*"'B2$/(*#01%2e2'(?-1'27

Selling incentives may be in the form of  reduced prices, offering two products for the price of  one, etc. They 

serve as incentives to buy.

5.1. Introduction

The objective of  this chapter is to explain important concepts with regard to market and product-mix decisions on 

the structuring of  a market plan in a venture. Concepts such as marginal cost based pricing and contribution analysis 

are also dealt with in the chapter. These tools facilitate effective market planning and marketing of  products/services 

of  a venture.

Product-mix and pricing decisions are critical decisions to be made while projecting sales revenues and planning a 

marketing strategy and while offering sales incentives. 

The Product/Market - mix and a Market Plan

A market plan of  an enterprise has to decide on aspects such as product positioning, packaging and real time differ-

entiation that products of  an enterprise offer vis-à-vis the products of  competitors. What do competitors and other 

players do:

The larger players operating in a segment may spend on advertisements to both sell the product concept as well as 

'2%!+5-2&$!$+(!"#$-3!.'7$J!(6'%-".$'3/&!2-2'2$*"$'"1*0(!.-".$1*"203'($K/055B$*($#'3!"#$)*($/(*#01%27$

The smaller players may use the retailer-focused strategy or direct marketing for consumers. They may focus on a cus-

%*3'($N('%!-5'(X$/02&$2%(!%'.=$+=$.-?-".$%&'3$&-.&'($3!(.-"2$*($+=$2'%%-".$0/$l/*-"%I*)I$2!5'g$#-2/5!=2$!%$('%!-5$*0%5'%27
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5.2. Costing and pricing: Marginal Cost Based Pricing 

As an illustration on selected costing and pricing tools, consider the case of  a small enterprise. The estimates in the 

%!+5'$.-?'"$+'5*C$!('$!""0!5$1*2%$*) $/(*#01%-*"$'2%-3!%'2$*) $!"$>8L$'"%'(/(-2'$j$%&!%$1*05#$3!"0)!1%0('$UW:WWW$+*%-

tles of  tomato sauce (1kg bottle) per annum.

Table 11 : Break-even level of  operation of  enterprise

Elements of  cost Variable Cost Fixed Cost

Inputs and consumables 11,00,000.00 -

Electricity 70,000.00 5,000.00

Labour 6,00,000.00 -

Interest - 1,80,000.00

Other Expenses 5,000.00 5,000.00

Depreciation - 10,000.00

Total 15,75,000.00 2,00,000.00

Selling price (SP) of  the product per piece is about Rs. 140.  The enterprise could therefore earn a total sales revenue 

of  about Rs. 28 Lakh per annum.

Beyond breakeven, i.e. Production in excess of  about 3264 pieces, it is on the basis of  marginal costs (per unit) that 

/(-1-".$3!=$+'$3!#'$!2$!55$,H'#$1*2%2$!('$1*?'('#$!%$+('!6I'?'"$5'?'57$]'"1':$%-55$aY8$5'?'5$*) $!1%-?-%=$%&'$1*2%2$C*(6$

out to Rs. 88.75 per bottle. Beyond BEP the cost that need be considered is about Rs. 78.75 per bottle. 

@&'$2'55-".$/(-1'$3!=$+'$!2203'#$!%$1*2%$/'($/-'1'$/502$UW$/'(1'"%$/(*,%$3!(.-"$)*($-"2%!"1'7$S"$3*('$/(-1'$1*3/'%--

tive markets or for volumes customers, costing may be on the basis of  marginal costs and for others on the basis of  

total cost per piece.

X2<2( )*&/"(5'0*#.%(/+*(=/';&%(=,?(%0(=/?,=,Y&(5'0-%$

\-3-5!(5=:$%&'$-#'!5$/(*#01%I3-H$*) $!"$'"%'(/(-2'$3!=$+'$-#'"%-,'#$+=$3'!"2$*) $!$1*"%(-+0%-*"$!"!5=2-2$!2$-5502%(!%'#$

in the example below. An Enterprise has six product lines. The Table below provides line wise data on variable costs, 

selling price, and output of  the enterprise for one year.

The smaller players may use the retailer-focused strategy or direct marketing for consumers. They may focus on a 

customer (retailer) push strategy by giving them higher margins.

Table 12 : Prevailing product-mix  of  an enterprise in year 2017-18

Sr. 

No.

Product-mix Qty. Sold 

(nos.)

VC/Unit 

(in Rs.)

SP/Unit 

(in Rs.)

Total VC

(Rs. Lakh)

Total Sales

(Rs. Lakh)

1 Pickles-Mango 15000 90 100 13.50 15

2 Pickles-Mixed vegetable 20000 104 120 20.80 24

3 Jam-Mango 10000 34 40 3.4 4

4 Jam-Mixed fruit 3500 40 50 1.40 1.75
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5 J!2!5!$NZ'.7X 10000 32 40 3.20 4

6 J!2!5!$N9*"IZ'.X 12500 34 50 4.25 6.25

Total 66,000 46.55 55

1. @&'$'"%'(/(-2'$&!2$!$,H'#$1*2%$*) $F27$d7pR$E!6&$/'($!""037$8(*,%2$!3*0"%'#$%*$F27$R$E!6&$-"$%&'$='!($UWT^ITn7

2. Every year, the enterprise has the capacity to make and sell a maximum of  77,500 jars of  all products in total. 

Certain demand related constraints were evident from study of  historical trends of  business performance: 

3. About 55,000 numbers of  pickles (Mango and mixed vegetable, each), about 20,000 numbers of  Jam (Mango and 

3-H'#$)(0-%:$'!1&X$!"#$!+*0%$TU:RWW$"03+'(2$*) $J!2!5!$NZ'.7$!"#$9*"IZ'.7:$'!1&X$&!2$+''"$%&'$3!H-303$#'3!"#$

for respective product lines a year. Demand patterns vary over the years. 

4. Further, as per trends in the last 3 years, minimum demand or order size of  2500 numbers of  each product line 

per year prevailed. 

5. The enterprise has to make and offer all six product lines as per the seasonal availability of  inputs at competitive 

prices and as per the demand from regular clients. 

Z0L(.0#"*(%F&(&+%&'5',$&(5"/+(,%$(5'0*#.%(=,?($0(/$(%0(=/?,=,Y&(5'0-%$[(

S) $%&'$'"%'(/(-2'$-2$%*$*/%-3-2'$-%2$/(*#01%I3-H$N!"#$/(*,%2X$-%$2&*05#$-#'!55=$2'55$!+*0%$RR:WWW$D!(2e0"-%2$*) $/-165'2I

J-H'#$Z'.7:$TU:RWW$0"-%2$*) $J!2!5!$N9*"I?'.7X:$!"#$U:RWW$0"-%2$*) $*%&'($/(*#01%27$8(*#01%I3-H$"''#$+'$('*(-'"%'#$-"$

a manner that those with maximum contribution be sold. 

@!+5'$+'5*C$/('2'"%2$%&'$/(*#01%I3-H$%&!%$-2$*/%-3!5$)(*3$/(*,%$3!H-3-;!%-*"$/*-"%$*) $?-'C7

Table 13 : Ideal potential product-mix of  the enterprise

Sr.

No.
Product-mix

SP/unit 

or bottle
VC/unit C/unit Qty. Contribution VC SP

1 Pickles-Mango 100 90 10 2,500 25,000 2,25,000 2,50,000

2 Pickles-Mixed vegetable 120 104 16 55,000 8,80,000 57,20,000 66,00,000

3 Jam-Mango 40 34 6 2,500 15,000 85,000 1,00,000

4 Jam-Mixed fruit 50 40 10 2,500 25,000 1,00,000 1,25,000

5 J!2!5!$NZ'.7X 40 32 8 2,500 20,000 80,000 1,00,000

6 J!2!5!$N9*"IZ'.7X 50 34 16 12,500 2,00,000 4,25,000 6,25,000

77,500 11,65,000 66,35,000 78,00,000

>-H'#$1*2%2$+'-".$F27$d7pR$E!6&:$-) $%&'$'"%'(/(-2'$1!"$('2%(01%0('$-%2$/(*#01%I3-H:$-%$1!"$-"1('!2'$-%2$/(*,%$%*$F27$n7UW$

Lakh per year from the current Rs. 5 Lakh. 

Nevertheless, selling incentives by way of  a right credit sale/discount offering would have to be evolved so as to  

encourage sales of  product with higher contribution and in turn encouraging such shift in the product-mix. An ideal 

2'55-".$ 2%(!%!.'3$ 2&*05#$ !52*$ '"20('$ %&!%$ 102%*3'(2e1*"203'(2$ 2&*05#$ /(')'($ 2/'1-,1$ /(*#01%2$ *) $ %&'$ '"%'(/(-2'$ 

vis-à-vis similar offerings from competitors.

The illustrations on product-mix applies to market mix analysis also. The costing and pricing, and contribution  

analysis tools presented in this chapter also indicates scope for sales promotion incentives and market segmentation based  

approach. These tools may be incorporated over day to day management of  an enterprise as also to enhance rigour in 

%'(32$*) $3!(6'%I3-H$!"#$3!(6'%I/5!"$!2$/!(%$*) $!"$'),1-'"%$/('/!(!%-*"$*) $!$+02-"'22$*($/(*D'1%$/5!"7 
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Channel motivation and selling incentives

Two critical aspects in a market plan are channel motivation and selling incentives.

5.4. Channel Motivation

The marketing channel motivation involves identifying the right channel, and thereafter, appropriately motivating 

1&!""'52$2*$!2$%*$'))'1%-?'5=$2'55$*"'B2$/(*#01%2e2'(?-1'27$

G$3!"0)!1%0('($3!=$'"1*0(!.'$!$#-2%(-+0%*($+=$-"1('!2-".$#'!5'($#-21*0"%2$*($3!(.-"27$@&-2$-2$!$102%*3'($K/02&B$2%(!%-

egy that one may adopt. One may also invest in advertising or promotion through media and develop brand equity, 

!"#$%&02$'"1*0(!.'$t#'3!"#B$*) $/(*#01%2$+=$1*"203'(2I!$1*"203'($/055$2%(!%'.=7

5.5. Selling Incentives

\01&$-"1'"%-?'2$3!=$+'$-"$%'(32$*) $('#01'#$/(-1'2$)*($5!(.'$*))%!6':$*))'(-".$K%C*$/(*#01%2$)*($%&'$/(-1'$*) $*"'B$/(*#-

uct building and such other options. They serve as an incentive to buy. Selling incentives to promote sales amongst 

consumers therefore include reduced price packs and bonus packs. Sales incentives for sales personnel may include a 

commission on sales. 

Marketing constraints faced due to non-homogenous production and aggregation

There is need for market oriented production by farmers. Some FPCs have not carefully oriented their product 

and market mix even in their existing operations. This could be through:

h$ Market driven production - Homogenous sowing and production through members:  FPCs could under-

take interactions and seek recommendations of  processors and other buyers to understand their preferred 

variety of  seeds and the reasons for such preference. The FPCs can further recommend their members to 

use only those varieties for sowing and production or alternatively also undertake seed distribution to ensure 

homogenous production. Large scale homogenous production of  preferred seeds will help build favourable 

brand image of  FPC among buyers. It will also help FPC to undertake repeat orders and thus plan even daily 

dispatches.

h$ De-promotion of  un-sought varieties: FPCs could sensitize its members and highlight about marketing prob-

lems associated with unsought varieties. They could highlight that although seeds of  such varieties may help 

farmers achieve marginally higher yield but the demand and remuneration for same in market also remains 

very low.

>*($'H!3/5':$3!"=$>8L2$-"$Z-#!(+&!$('.-*"$o$/(-3!(-5=$-"$G3(!?!%-$Q-?-2-*"$&!?'$)!(3'($3'3+'(2$-"?*5?'#$-"$

production of  pulses. Tur (pigeon peas) of  certain varieties grown in this region are highly preferred by pulses 

processors (especially dall millers). Many dall millers in the Nagpur, Amravati and Akola districts specially prefer 

lJ!(0%-g$?!(-'%=$ -"$%0(7$@&'$3!D*($('!2*"2$)*($201&$/(')'('"1'$ -"150#'$/(*1'22-".$)(-'"#5-"'22$N#0'$%*$('5!%-?'$

ease in husk removal), good seed size, good colour, etc. On the other hand, certain seed varieties (‘lesser pref-

)'('#$2''#2BX$*) $@0($&!?'$"'.!%-?'$#'3!"#$)(*3$/(*1'22*(27$@&'$)!(3'(2$02-".$%&'2'$5'22'($/(')'(('#$2''#2$)*($

production often cite relatively higher production yield observed as against that with use of  Maruti variety seeds. 

However, in processing, these lesser preffered seeds often lead to severe processing losses as the husk coat on 

these seeds is not easily removed and in order to remove the husk, processors are required to condition and run 
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roll process on seeds several times. In this process, yield losses are very high (due to continuous abrasion leading 

to higher broken percentage) and even after several roll process applications the husk may still not get completely 

removed. Obviously, this means high processing losses. Despite such market dynamics, while many farmers grow 

Maruti or equivalent variety in tur, some still grow the lesser preferred varieties. Naturally, when FPCs aggregate 

Tur from their members or other farmers to process for large orders, the lots are not homogenous which obvi-

*025=$5'!#$%*c$E*C$/(-1'$*))'($+=$+0='(24$('D'1%-*"$*) $%&'$1*3/5'%'$5*%:$-) $%&'$2/'1-,1!%-*"$('.!(#-".$2''#$?!(-'%=$

!"#$&*3*.'"'-%=$C'('$2/'1-,'#$-"$80(1&!2'$M(#'($@'(32$!"#$L*"#-%-*"24$"*$('/'!%$*(#'(2$-) $%&'$15-'"%$20))'(2$

processing losses. 

8(*,%$*"$2!5'$&-.&5=$#'/'"#2$"*%$*"5=$*"$%&'$2%(!%'.=$%*$!..('.!%'$&*3*.'"*02$(!C$3!%'(-!5$)(*3$3'3+'(2:$

+0%$!52*$<0!5-%=$3*"-%*(-".$*) $201&$!..('.!%-*"e/(*10('3'"%7$S"$%&-2$1*"%'H%:$2/'1-,1!%-*"$!"#$%*5'(!"1'$5'?'52$

2&*05#$+'$#',"'#7$S"$!$"0%2&'55:$)!(3'(2$20//5=-".$!2$/'($2/'1-,1!%-*"$2&*05#$+'$-"1'"%-?-2'#$C-%&$+'2%$('30"'(!-

tion, whereas those supplying inferior quality and breaching tolerance levels should get price cut pro-rata basis.

!!!
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CHAPTER 6

NETWORKING WITH LARGE 

PROCESSORS/MARKETERS IN 

THE VALUE-CHAIN

Highlights

This chapter presents typical market linkage options for FPCs with large processors and retailers. C.P. Seeds and 

\*0)A'%$!('$-"%*$#-('1%$/(*10('3'"%$-"$!$5!(.'$C!=$)(*3$)!(3'(2$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!$!"#$F!D!2%&!"7

Some of  the potential value chain leaders for market connectivity include Walmart, Reliance fresh and Coco Cola 

)*($&*(%-105%0('$/(*#01'7$>-(32$5-6'$L8$\''#2$)*($3!-;'$!"#$@!2%=$a-%'2$)*($*"-*"7$]!5#-(!3B2$-2$-"%*$2/-1'2:$/052'2$

!"#$/*%!%*7$@&'('$!('$!52*$23!55'($/5!='(2$ 5-6'$L&&!%!(-=!$YH/*(%2$ -"%*$.!(5-1$!"#$.-".'($!"#$Z'"6!%'2&$>**#$

Industry into fruit and vegetable.

\232(>6-.,&+%(=/';&%(",+;/8&$O()""#$%'/%,0+$

C. P. Seeds Pvt. Ltd.- Intervention in Maharashtra

C. P. Seeds is a global leader in maize and maize seed production. About 18 FPCs of  Solapur District in Maharashtra 

have tied-up with CP Seeds in 2017 for the direct sale and purchase of  the commodity maize. This has brought about 

1 to 1.5 thousand acres of  land under Maize cultivation already. The linkage has also helped in enhancing quality and 

quantity of  production output that will in turn boost incomes of  approximately 5 thousand farmers by more than 50 

per-cent per acre per year.  CP Seeds has a procurement centre in Pune which is as of  now procuring around 4000 

to 5000 MT Maize from about a thousand farmers. The company has a target of  procuring 50000 MT Maize from 

Maharashtra in the near future by connecting with more than 12000 farmers. They also have a processing facility with 

capacity of  50000 MT in Nervasa, almost 80 kms from Pune.

The marketing tie-up with CP Seeds has already led to a positive impact on productivity by increasing it from average 

UW$m0-"%!52$%*$!//(*H-3!%'5=$dR$m0-"%!52$/'($!1('$+=$02-".$]bZIL8L$nUn$2''#27$M0%/0%$+=$%&'$>8L2$-2$/(*10('#$+=$

L8$\''#2$!%$!$/('3-03$*) $F27$RW$/'($<0-"%!527$L8$\''#2$&!2$!52*$/(*?-#'#l/!16!.'$*) $/(!1%-1'2g$5-6'$.(*C%&$('.05!-

tors, NPK and bio tonics to increase the productivity with reduced input costs. Notably, maize cropping has a com-

parative advantage over other crops as it allows 2 harvests in comparison to alternate pulses cropping.

I0#6J&%9()+%&'@&+%,0+(,+(W/E/$%F/+

\*0)A'%$-2$*"'$*) $%&'$5'!#-".$1*3/!"-'2$-"$J!5%$/(*1'22-".$-"$S"#-!7$S%$&!2$*"'$*) $-%2$/(*1'22-".$0"-%2$-"$G5C!(:$F!-

jasthan. The company has a procurement centre in Kota which is as of  now procuring more than 10000 MT of  barky 

from about 3500 farmers. They have a target of  procuring 100000 MT of  barley from Rajasthan in times to come by 

connecting with more than 35000 farmers.

The ABPF- GT functional in Rajasthan is working towards linking the FPCs in the Barley production region with 

\*0)A'%$)*($a!(5'=$/(*10('3'"%7$G52*:$\*0)A'%$C*05#$%(!"2)'($+'%%'($<0!5-%=$2''#$?!(-'%-'2$!"#$.**#$!.(-105%0(!5$/(!1-

tices to the involved farmers of  FPCs. It would increase the Barley yield from average 16 Quintals to about 25 Quintals 
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per acre. This would not only directly reduce input costs in terms of  seeds and other inputs but also enable a shift from 

relatively water intensive crops like wheat to barley.

6.2. Direct Market linkages 

Direct Market linkages have been established by FPCs with a range of  large processors as well as retailers. The follow-

ing tabulation illustrates on options:

Table 14 : Networking with Large Processor and Marketers

Sr. 

No.
Name !0=5/+A(C'0-"& Address Contact Person e-mail

1 B. Y.  Agro & In-

fra Ltd

B. Y. Agro & Infra. 

Ltd is a frozen foods 

manufacturer, supplier 

and exporter in India 

producing IQF frozen 

foods, frozen fruits and 

vegetables and dairy 

products in India

Works – Kh. No. 

U^R:$ Z-55!.'$ o$ \-"-

dhivihri, Tehsil – 

Karanja (G), Dist. 

Wardha - 442203

Mr. Yogesh Path-

rabe (GM) Pro-

curement

yogesh@byagro-

infra.com

2 S u p e r m a r k e t 

Grocery Supplies 

Pvt. Ltd. (Big 

Basket)

Supermarket Grocery 

Supplies Pvt Ltd. owns 

and operates an online 

food and grocery store 

in India. It offers bread, 

dairy and eggs, grocery 

and staples, fruits and 

vegetables, beverages, 

branded foods, personal 

care and over-the-coun-

ter products, household 

products, utilities, and 

meat

Survey No. 278/3, 

Hinjewadi, Phase II, 

Opp Hinjewadi In-

dustrial Power Sta-

tion, Tal. Mulshi,  

Pune, Maharashtra, 

411057

Mr. Shushil 

Singh, Regional 

Head – B & M

Sush i l . s ingh@

bigbasket.com

3 Shri. Laxmi Agro 

Exports

Shri. Laxmi Agro Ex-

ports tomatoes, plastic 

crates and pomegran-

ates

LTC Building, Ghar-

gaon, Tal. Sangam-

ner, Dist. A. Nagar 

– 422 620

Mr. Rahul Gadge Rahul.gadge99@

gmail.com

4 Kay Bee Exports Exporter of  all types 

fresh fruits and vegeta-

bles

605, Dev Corpora-

tion, Near Cadbury 

Company, Estern 

Express Highway, 

Khopat, Thane (W) 

400 601

Mr. Prakash 

Khakhar, Chair-

man

praka sh@kay -

beeexports.com

5 Maharashtra Agro 

Industries Devel-

opment Corpora-

tion Ltd

Purchase & Supply to 

agriculture Dept. to dis-

tribute to farmers on 

subsidy basis

Dwarka, New Mum-

bai – Agra Road, 

Nasik - 11

Mr. Bharat Jad-

hav, Asst. Man-

ager

bharat22272@

yahoo.com
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Sr. 

No.
Name !0=5/+A(C'0-"& Address Contact Person e-mail

6 Horticulture Pro-

duce Exporters 

Association

Mainly Onion 515, Bezzola Com-

plex, Sion Trombay 

Road, Chembur, 

Mumbai – 400 071

J(7$ O7$ Z'"6!%!-

raman, Secretary

o n i o n e x p o r t -

ers@yahoo.com

7 Grainotech In-

dustries Ltd.

Maize & Jawar Gat No. 238,239, 

Bhendale, Tal. 

Gangapur, Dist. Au-

rangabad

Mr. Shivaji In-

gole, Purchase 

Manager

Shivaji.ingole@

grainotch.com

8 SKM Animal 

Feeds and Foods 

(India) Pvt. Ltd.

SKM TN based compa-

ny is pre-dominantly in 

manufacturing of  cattle 

and poultry feed with a 

production capacity of  

36,000MT of  animal 

feeds per year.

R.O – Nanjai 

Uthukuli, Modakku-

richi, Erode – (TN) 

– 638 104

Mr. Ramdas N. 

Bavaskar, Man-

ager Purchase

Chetanrb1994@

gmail.com

9 Reliance Retail 

Ltd.

All types of  fresh fruit 

and vegetables

Reliance Corporate 

Park, Bldg. No. 4, 

Wing A, 2nd Floor, 

Gate A, Thane-Be-

lapur Road, Ghan-

soli, Navi Mumbai – 

400 701

Mr. Santosh 

Ugale, Dy. Gen-

eral Manager

Santosh.ugale@

ril.com

10 Kalya Exports OGEbG$ Yj8MF@\$ -2$

export oriented com-

pany involved in ex-

ports of  various fruits 

and vegetables since 

1993. Kalya Exports is 

continuously exporting 

table grapes to UK and 

EU supermarkets since 

grape exports exist.

Tarakunj,New Ad-

gaon Naka, Pancha-

vati, Nasik

Mr. Amit Kalya, 

Director

amit@kalyaex-

ports.com

11 ADF Foods Ltd ADF foods Ltd is a Sup-

plier and manufacturer 

of  ethnic indian pickles, 

chutneys, canned foods 

frozen foods and spices, 

north indian pickles, 

south indian pickles, in-

stant

Plot No. E-5, MIDC 

Industrial Estate, 

Malegaon, Sinnar, 

Nasik – 422103

Mr. Dinesh Jaisw-

al, GM – Works

d i n e s h @ a d f -

foods.com

12 Krishi Pragati 

Foundation

Krishi Pragati is a non- 

/(*,%$*(.!"-;!%-*"$ 2/'-

cializing in fresh agri 

produce supply chain 

and helps bridge gap be-

tween the farmers and 

consumers

216, Gera Junction, 

Lulla Nagar Square, 

Kondhawa, Pune – 

411 040

Mr. Banshi Kat-

kar, Head – Farm 

Linkages

Katkar-banshi.

k a t k a r @ k r i -

shipragati.org
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Sr. 

No.
Name !0=5/+A(C'0-"& Address Contact Person e-mail

13 Amarsinh Agro 

Producer Com-

pany Ltd

Amarsing Agro Pro-

ducer Company. ltd is 

an FPC promoted by 

MACP and is involved 

in procurement of  Soy-

bean 

1025, Pisal Bidg, 

Bazartal Karjat, Tal. 

Karjat, Dist. A. Na-

gar, MH – 414402

J(7$ Z-%%&!5$ 8-2!5:$

MD

amars inhag ro.

pcl@gmail.com

14 9YJE$N9LQYj$

e Markets Ltd)

Online trading platform 

for main agro commod-

ities i.e. Maize, Gram 

etc..

Ackruti Corpo-

rate Park, 1st Floor, 

LBS Marg, Kanjur 

Marg, (W), Mumbai 

- 400078

Mr. Sandeep 

Dhabugade, Sr. 

Executive

Sandeep.dhabu-

gade@nspot.in

15 Maharashtra State 

Seed Corporation 

Ltd.

Government body 

working with farmers 

for good seed produc-

tion in Maharashtra

Plot. No. C-64, Add. 

MIDC Area, Au-

rangabad Road, Jal-

na, MH 

Mr. J.R. Khokad, 

District Manager

msscjalna@ma-

habeej.com

16 Jay Agro - Export Jay Agro Export is one 

of  the leading fresh 

fruit, vegetable & maize 

export company from 

India. Their main activ-

ity is export of  Table 

grape, pomegranate, on-

ion & maize for quality 

production. Bayer Crop 

science and jay agro 

export have entered in 

to partnership to pro-

duce highest quality ta-

ble grape according to 

global gap standard and 

good agricultural prac-

tice.

9, Bhavik Apartment, 

Near  Prasad Mangal 

Karyalay, Gangapur 

Road, Nasik – 422 

013

Mr. Nandkumar 

Ahire, Director

N a n d k u m a r .

ahire@jayagroex-

port.com

17 Universal Starch- 

Chem Allied Ltd

Universal Starch- Chem 

Allied Ltd is a upplier, 

exporter and manufac-

turer of  maize starch 

powder, maize starch 

powder - ip (special 

quality), maize starch 

powder - (pure), white 

dextrin

Rawal industrial Es-

tate, Dada Nagar, 

Dondaicha Dist. 

Dhule - 425408

Mr. K.P. Girase, 

Sr. Manager (Raw 

material)

dondaicha@uni-

versalstarch.com

18 M/s. Amol Udy-

og/Pulses

Manufacturer of  all 

kinds of  Pulses & Dal

64- A, Market Yard, 

Latur – 413 512

Mr. Amol Bac-

chewar, Director

A m o l u d y -

og1995@gmail.

com
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Sr. 

No.
Name !0=5/+A(C'0-"& Address Contact Person e-mail

19 Sai Agro Services Exporter of  all kind of  

)('2&$ )(0-%2$ f$ Z'.'%!-

bles

11, Sonia Apt, In-

drakund, Panchavati, 

Nasik, MH – 422 003

Mr. Harshal 

Bhagwat, Man-

ager Marketing

saiagroservice@

gmail.com

20 Siva Sai Exports Exporter of  all kind of  

fresh & Processed fruits 

f$Z'.'%!+5'2

Gat No. 740/21, 

Z!"-$ F*!#:$ Ge/$ o$

Khedgaon, Tal. Din-

dori, Dist. Nasik – 

422 2015

Mr. Ajay Kale, 

Head - Procure-

ment

a j a y k a l e 2 9 @

gmail.com

21 Gopal Industries Manufacturer of  all 

kinds of  Pulses & Dal

89 – A, Market Yard,  

Latur - 

Mr. Kishor Bida-

da, Director

kishorlatur@ya-

hoo.co.in

22 Kalantry Food 

Products

Kalantry Food Products 

is a manufacturer of  Tur 

dal, Moong dal, Chana 

dal

D-22, Market Yard, 

Latur - 413512

Mr. Manish Kal-

antri, Director

manish.kalantri@

gmail.com

23 Raman Pulse 

Mills

Manufaturer of  Toord-

al, Moongdal, Moong 

Polish, Moong Chilti

C-3, Old MIDC, Jal-

na – 431203 (MS)

Mr. Pragnesh 

Keniya, Director

K e n i y a p r a g -

nesh72@gmail.

com

24 Patni Pulses Manufaturer of  Toordal 

(Double Gajraj Brand)

Plot No. B-2, Old 

MIDC, Jalna – 431 

203

Mr. Pankaj Patni, 

Director

Pankajpatni99@

gmail.com

25 Latur Solvent Ex-

traction Pvt. Ltd

J!"0)!%0('($ *) $ (',"'#$

Oils & De-Oiled Cakes

R7/1408, Shanti 

House, Opp. Mar-

ket Yard, Gat No. 2, 

Manthale Nagar, La-

tur – 413512 (MH)

J(7$Z-D!=$\!+** Latursolvent12@

gmail.com

26 Bhumi Cottex In-

dustries Pvt. Ltd.

Manufaturer of  Cotton 

Bells & De-Oiled Cakes

1, Runawal Complex, 

New Mondha, Jalna

Mr. Paresh 

Runawal, Direc-

tor

pareshrunawal@

gmail.com

27 Bajrang Pulses & 

Agro Products 

Pvt. Ltd.

Manufacturer of  all 

kinds of  Pulses & Dal

Plot No. C-1 & C-2, 

Old MIDC, Jalna – 

431 2013

Mr. Bhakkad, Di-

rector

bajrangdallmill@

rediffmail.com

28 Abhay Nutrition 

Pvt. Ltd.

Manufacturer of  all 

kinds of  Pulses & Dal, 

J!"0)!1%0('($*) $(',"'#$

Oils & De-Oiled Cakes

Gut. No. 84, Gun-

dewadi, Bhokardan 

Road, Jalna – 431 203

Mr. Ashish Man-

tri, Director

a sh i sh .m@ab-

haynutrition.com

29 Gauri Agrotech 

Products Pvt. Ltd.

Manufacturer of  Soya-

bean & Corn Products 

Gut. No 79 & 91, 

Gundewadi Bhok-

ardan Road, Jalna – 

431 203 (MH)

Mr. Mukund 

Mantri, Director

gauriagrotech@

gmail.com

30 Amit Agro Indus-

tries

Manufacturer of  All 

kinds of  Pulses 

Plot No. C-3, & 

C-3/1, MIDC Latur 

- 413531

Mr. Amit Loya, 

Director

---
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Sr. 

No.
Name !0=5/+A(C'0-"& Address Contact Person e-mail

31 Charoen Pok-

phand Seeds (In-

dia) Pvt. Ltd

Corn Seed produc-

ing company, premium 

quality, with poultry 

feed manufacturing 

Unit

12/1, 4th Floor, Srin-

idhi Landmark, Opp 

New Thippasandra 

8*2%$ M),1':$ 9'C$

Thippasandra, Main 

Road, H.A.L, III 

Stage, Banglore – 

560 075 (KA)

Mr. Mahesh 

Despande, Man-

ager

maheshcp-

seeds@gmail.

com

32 Octagon Foods 

LLP

Manufacturer of  all 

types of  Pulses & Dal

Plot No. E-1, Addl. 

MIDC, Latur – 

413531 

Mr. Sunil Kalant-

ry, Director

sunil@octagon-

foods.co.in

33 Ravi Pickles & 

Spices India Pvt. 

Ltd.

Ravi Masale is the larg-

est producer processor 

and distributor of  Pick-

les and Spices all over 

Maharashtra. Ravi Ma-

sale is into manufactur-

ing of  blended Spices, 

Pickles, Instant Mixes 

and Papads etc.

Plot No. P-37, Ser-

vice Industries, Ci-

dco, Aurangabad. 

Mr. Nikhil F. Jain, 

Director

nikhil@ravima-

sale.com

34 ADM Agro In-

dustries 

GQJB2$ /(-"1-/!5$ +02--

ness is the processing of  

oilseeds into edible oils, 

animal feeds and feed 

ingredients. Also market 

a range of  ADM food 

ingredients to leading 

food manufacturers, 

provide animal nutri-

tion products to poultry 

and dairy farmers, origi-

nate and trade corn and 

wheat, offer cargo ser-

vices and warehousing 

facilities for businesses; 

and operate a training 

and incentive program 

to assist Indian farmers 

improve crop quality 

and increase yields.

G-75 to 86, MIDC 

Industrial Area, La-

tur – 413 531

Mr. Amol Dha-

wan, Procure-

ment Dy. Man-

ager

amol.dhavan@

adm.com

35 Ashvina Trading 

Company

Exporter of  fresh fruit, 

vegetables & Foodstuff

Shop No -9, Hasta-

giri Apt, Ashok 

Chakravarti Road, 

Kandivali (E) Mum-

bai – 400 101

Mr. Riday 

Bhuptani, Chief  

Operating Of-

,1'(

riday@ashvinat-

rading.com
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36 Sahyadri Farmers 

Producers Com-

pany Ltd.

Exporter of  all fresh 

)(0-%2$ f$ Z'.'%!+5'2:$

Processed products

Survey No. 1102/8, 

A/p – Adgaon, Be-

hind Police Head 

Quarter, 422 003

J(7$Z-5!2$\&-"#' shrikant.kulkar-

n i @ s a h y a d r i -

farms.com

37 Nilons Enterpris-

es Pvt. Ltd.

9-5*"B2$&!2$ !$ ?'(=$C-#'$

range of  quality prod-

ucts including Pickles, 

Spices, Papads, Tooty-

>(0-%=:$ \!01'2:$ Z'(3--

celli, Macaroni, Pasta, 

Tomato Ketchup and 

i!327$ 9-5*"B2$ /(*#-

ucts not only have a 

dominant pan-India 

presence but are also 

exported globally to 

Japan, France, U.S.A., 

South Africa, Dubai, 

Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, 

Singapore, Australia and 

Canada.

Sundarban Complex, 

2nd Floor, Survey 

No. 131/1A/5, Near 

Ganesh Dutta Tem-

ple, Baner- Balewadi 

Road, Baner, Pune – 

411 045

Mr. Deepak 

Sanghavi, M. Di-

rector

rajeev@nilons.

net

38 Capricorn Foods 

Ltd

Capricorn Food Prod-

ucts India Ltd., is a food 

processing company 

with both export and 

domestic operations. It 

manufactures Tropical 

Fruit Pulp / Purees and 

Concentrates, Bulk Fro-

;'":$Sm>$>(0-%2$f$Z'.-

etables and Fruit Juices 

as per customer require-

ments

Gat. No. 207, 211, 

UTd:$ Z-55!.'$ o$ i!-%!-

pur, Tal. Chandwad, 

Dist. Nasik

Mr. Sandip Ra-

jput, Procure-

ment Manager

sandip@gonglu.

com

39 Go for fresh Go4fresh.in is the retail 

venture of  Fresh Pro-

#01'$ Z!50'$ L('!%-*"$

Services Pvt. Ltd. 

Turbhe, Mumbai Mr. Maruti 

Chapke

contact@go4f-

resh.in

40 Godrej Agrovet 

Limited

Purchaser of  Maize, 

manufacturer of  Poul-

try feed

Plot. No. 18, Jivand-

hara, Menekshana-

gar, Near Jande Saw 

Mill, Nasik Pune 

Road, Dwarka, Nasik 

- 422001

Mr. Satish 

Gholap, Execu-

tive Purchase

sd.gholap@

godrejagrovet.

com
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41 MERA KISAN 

Pvt. Ltd. (A Ma-

hindra Initiative)

Retailing of  all types of  

)('2&$ )(0-%2$ f$ Z'.'%!-

bles in India

S N 78/1/2, Warana-

si Society, Pune Road 

Behind Gokul Na-

gar, Warje, Near To 

Rahul Society, Pune 

- 411052

Mr. Prashant 

Patil (CEO) & 

Mr. Amar

a m a r @ m e r a k -

isan.com

42 Bajaj Rice Mill Bajaj Rice mill is one of  

the largest rice mills in 

Sindhudurg with over 

360/MT per day milling 

capacity with 200/MT 

total output od rice per 

day.  

Kudal, Sindhudurg Mr. Nitin 

Mayekar

bajaj@bajajagro-

foods.com

43 Hershey India Hershey India Private 

Limited manufactures 

and markets beverages, 

confectioneries, and 

syrups. It offers various 

A!?*0('#$ )(0-%$ #(-"62:$

pulps, nectars, purees, 

juices, and soymilks; 

A!?*0('#$ 5*55-/*/2$ !"#$

candies; and chocolate 

and strawberry syrups

Chemtex House, Hi-

ranandani Gardens, 

Powai, Mumbai, Ma-

harashtra 400076

Ananda Kumar anandakumarv@

hersheys.com

44 Z-2&"0$F-1'$J-55 Manufacturer of  all type 

of  Rice

Fulchur Peth, 

Gondia, Maharashtra 

441601

Deepak Mundle bhandarariceclus-

ter@gmail.com

45 Mundle Rice Mill Manufacturer of  all type 

of  Rice

Sonwari Ward Pauni, 

Bhandara - 441910, 

Behind Arban Coop-

erative Bank

Swapnil Mundle bhandarariceclus-

ter@gmail.com

46 Saibaba Rice Mill Manufacturer of  all type 

of  Rice Manufacturer 

of  all type of  Rice Man-

ufacturer of  all type of  

Rice

Amgaon Road, Am-

gaon, GONDIA – 

441902

Amey Hatwar bhandarariceclus-

ter@gmail.com

47 P u n d a l i k b a b a 

Rice Mill

Manufacturer of  all type 

of  Rice

Pahela, Bhandara Harshawardhan 

Harde

h a r s h a w a r d -

hanharde@ya-

hoo.in 

48 Bharat Rice Mill Manufacturer of  all type 

of  Rice

Gat No 446, At-Pa-

hela Ta-Bhandara

Dr. Ulhas Harde h a r s h a w a r d -

hanharde@ya-

hoo.in 

49 Z!-(!.!#'$a!"#&0$

Modern Rice Mill

Manufacturer of  all type 

of  Rice

At.G.No.327 Shrina-

gar, Bhandara

R a m c h a n d r a 

Z!-(!.!#'

bhandarariceclus-

ter@gmail.com
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50 Sneha Foods Pvt. 

Ltd

Manufaturer of  Poultry 

feed from maize & Soy-

bean

Survey No. 139 To 

Tpd:$ J!&!60(5!$ Z-5-

lage, On Padoli To 

Ghuggus Road, 

Chandrapur-442505, 

Maharashtra, India

Rajeev Shrivastav ra jeevsr ivasta-

va@snehafoods.

com

51 Suguna Feeds Pvt. 

Ltd

Manufaturer of  Poultry 

feed from maize & Raw 

rice

Wardha Rd, Ujwal 

Nagar, Manish Na-

gar, Somalwada, 

Nagpur, Maharashtra 

440025

Janakiramana janakiramana@

s u g u n a f o o d s .

co.in

!!!
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CHAPTER 7

COMPLIANCE FOR MARKET 

LINKAGES : TRACEABILITY

Highlights

This chapter highlights the importance of  a tracking and tracing system. Tracing is a backward process where 

*(-.-"$-2$-#'"%-,'#$C&'('!2$%(!16-".$-2$!$)*(C!(#$/(*1'22$C&'('$'"#$02'(2$!"#$%(!#-".$/!(%"'(2$!('$-#'"%-,'#7

Traceability is the ability to verify the history location or application of  an item by means of  documented re-

1*(#'#$-#'"%-,1!%-*"7$S%$-2$%&'$6'=$%*$-"1('!2'$+0='(2B$1*",#'"1'$!"#$'"1*0(!.'$%(!"2/!('"%$('5!%-*"2&-/2$C-%&$

small land holders to achieve global food security.

@(!1'!+-5-%=$&!2$%&'$+'"',%$*) $

h$ S"1(eased insight of  supply chain vulnerabilities

h$ S3/(*?'3'"%$-"$*/'(!%-*"2$!"#$'".!.'3'"%$

h$ Y"20('#$1*3/5-!"1'$!"#$2!)'%=$%*$1*"203'(2$

h$ S3/(oved business functions (forecasting, response time etc.)

At the farmer level, traceability takes many shapes. As systems mature, costs decrease; physical (sacks/bags/

product) and administrative (contracts/receipts) traceability grows clearer; tagging, marking, stamping, and bar-

coding evolve; operations, communication, and engagement across communities and companies improve; and 

consumers are able to more accurately trace—and trust—their purchases.

A case study, traceability success story, is discussed in this section. Amarsinh Agro PC, an FPC supported under 

MACP Program, handling tur, urad, onion and pomegranate has tied up with Walmart, Future Group, Big Basket, 

Tasty Bites, SFAC and NAFED, for sale of  their produce.

G)%'($#'%!-5'#$#-21022-*"2$C-%&$%&'$>0%0('$P(*0/$/(*10('3'"%$%'!3$3'3+'(2:$>8LB2$+*!(#$3'3+'(2$*(.!"-2'#$

2'?'(!5$3''%-".2$C-%&$%&'-($2&!('&*5#'(2$!"#$>0%0('$.(*0/$3'3+'(2$!%$)!(3$5'?'5$!2$C'55$!2$!%$*),1'2$*) $+*%&$

parties. Consequently, a consignment to supply 100 MT of  red onions 50 mm size was awarded to Amarsinh Agro 

PC. The negotiations involved supply with adoption of  good traceability method (i.e. upto individual farmer) 

with use of  packing material lino and jute bags (50 kg) and colour code index. At the time of  procurement, it is 

"'1'22!(=$%*$2'5'1%$%&'$)!(3'(2B$/(*#01'$)*($/!16-".$!2$/'($*(#'($('<0-('3'"%$N!"#$2/'1-,1!%-*"2X$!"#$#'5-?'(=$

schedule. In this regard, it was essential to allocate (per day) the colour codes of  lino bags for individual farmers. 

8'($#!=$N#!%'$C-2'X$%&'$!55*1!%'#$2-".5'$1*5*0($C!2$'"%'('#$-"%*$%&'$-"?'"%*(=$+**6$!.!-"2%$'!1&$-"#-?-#0!5$)!(3'(B2$

account contributing their produce to supply. During loading of  vehicle, total number and weight of  produce un-

#'($'!1&$1*5*0($1*#'$C'('$#05=$('1*(#'#7$@&'"$%&-2$#!%!$C!2$'"%'('#$-"$%&'$"!3'$*) $-"#-?-#0!5$)!(3'(B2$!11*0"%$

to supply.  The entire consignment was now easily traced on the basis of  colour of  lino bag, date of  loading and 

upto the individual farmer.  At the time of  unloading, if  the buyer may have any queries/ remarks/ suggestions 

N('.!(#-".$2-;':$1*5*0(:$C'-.&%:$'%1X$!+*0%$/(*#01'$0"#'($2/'1-,1$1*5*0($1*#':$2!3'$C!2$+'$-33'#-!%'5=$(')'(('#e

resolved with traced individual farmers. Further, the remarks/ suggestion by the buyer helped in corrective course 

and improvement in next consignment.
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7.1. Introduction

@(!1-".$-2$+!2-1!55=$!$+!16C!(#$/(*1'22$C&'('$*(-.-"$-2$-#'"%-,'#$+=$&-2%*(=$*($('1*(#2$-"$%&'$20//5=$1&!-"$!"#$%(!16-".$

-2$%&'$)*(C!(#$/(*1'22$C&'('$'"#$02'(2$!"#$%(!#-".$/!(%"'(2$!('$-#'"%-,'#$+=$5*1!%-*"$-"$%&'$20//5=$1&!-"7k&-5'$+*%&$

term provides the visibility to the supply chain tracking and tracing system must be connected with physical transporta-

tion system and information system.

@(!1'!+-5-%=$-2$%&'$6'=$%*$+0='(B2$1*",#'"1'$!"#$%(!"2/!('"%$('5!%-*"2&-/2$C-%&$23!55&*5#'(2$%*$!1&-'?'$.5*+!5$)**#$

security.  

It includes the following three aspects -

1. The consumer (all of  us)

2. The Company (supply Chain owner/operator)

3. The community (networks of  smallholder farmers)

M2P2( Q&+&-%$(06 (K'/.&/G,",%A

1. Y"&!"1'2$Z-2-+-5-%=c$S"1('!2'#$-"2-.&%2$*) $%&'$20//5=$1&!-"$('?'!52$?05"'(!+-5-%-'2:$2%('".%&2$!"#$!('!2$)*($-3/(*?'-

ment.

2. Improves Operations and Engagement: Data collected informs the decision-making process, program design, and 

how communities, companies, and consumers communicate with one another.

3. Y"20('2$L*3/5-!"1'$!"#$\!)'%=c$M?'(2-.&%$1*",(32$!#&'('"1'$%*$2%!"#!(#2$!"#$('.05!%-*"27$Q0(-".$('1!552:$%(!1'-

!+-5-%=$'H/'#-%'2$1(-%-1!5$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$!"#$2'.('.!%-*"$3'!20('27

4. E-"62$L*330"-%-'2$%*$L*"203'(2c$@(!"2/!('"1=$!5*".$%&'$?!50'$1&!-"$)(*3$l)!(3$%*$)*(6g$!55*C2$02$%*$3!6'$-"-

formed choices—to know where our foods come from, how they were farmed and sourced, what goes into them, 

and who plays what role along the way. 

5. @(!1'!+-5-%=$ 2=2%'32$ !('$ 5-6'5=$ %*c$ S"1('!2'$ 1*"203'($ 1*",#'"1':$ -3/(*?'$+02-"'22$ )0"1%-*"2$ N('1*(#$6''/-".:$

inventory, forecasting, response time), decrease waste, fraud and abuse, increase productivity, accountability, and 

%&'$A*C$*) $-")*(3!%-*"

@&'('$-2$"*$l*"'$2-;'$,%2$!55g$2*50%-*":$2*$-"$*(#'($%*$3''%$('.-*"!5$!"#$-"#02%(=I2/'1-,1$2%!"#!(#2$!"#$('.05!%-*"2:$

companies employ a range of  strategies to streamline traceability. Not only does this provide insight into the move-

ment of  goods through the supply chain, traceability systems provide companies with valuable insight into direct and 

indirect risks, quality, yield, and volume data that inform sourcing design and supplier engagement (read: training/

standardization) to name a few.

7.3. The Smallholder Farmer Perspective

This is where the farm-to-fork concept comes into play. From the perspective of  an agrarian society, smallholder farm-

ers linked to buying stations can more effectively communicate harvest dates, location, and volume prior to transporta-

tion to buying stations or storage for pick up/purchase.

At the farmer level, traceability takes many shapes. As systems mature, costs decrease; physical (sacks/bags/product) 

and administrative (contracts/receipts) traceability grows clearer; tagging, marking, stamping, and bar-coding evolve; 

operations, communication, and engagement across communities and companies improve; and consumers are able to 

more accurately trace and trusttheir purchases.
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7.4. Success story of  Farmer Producer Company (FPC) with traceability system

C'0-"&(06 (B/'=&'(C'0*#.&'(

Amarsinh Agro PC, an FPC supported under MACP Program, handling tur, urad, onion and pomegranate has tied up 

with Walmart, Future Group, Big Basket, Tasty Bites, SFAC and NAFED, for sale of  their produce.

G)%'($#'%!-5'#$#-21022-*"2$C-%&$%&'$>0%0('$P(*0/$/(*10('3'"%$%'!3$3'3+'(2:$>8LB2$+*!(#$3'3+'(2$*(.!"-2'#$2'?-

'(!5$3''%-".2$C-%&$%&'-($2&!('&*5#'(2$!"#$>0%0('$.(*0/$3'3+'(2$!%$)!(3$5'?'5$!2$C'55$!2$!%$*),1'2$*) $+*%&$/!(%-'27$

Consequently, a consignment to supply 100 MT of  red onions 50 mm size was awarded to Amarsinh Agro PC. The 

negotiations involved supply with adoption of  good traceability method (i.e. up to individual farmer) with use of  pack-

ing material lino and jute bags (50 kg) and colour code index.

Working Model 

G%$%&'$%-3'$*) $/(*10('3'"%:$-%$-2$"'1'22!(=$%*$2'5'1%$%&'$)!(3'(2B$/(*#01'$)*($/!16-".$!2$/'($*(#'($('<0-('3'"%$N!"#$

2/'1-,1!%-*"2X$!"#$#'5-?'(=$21&'#05'7$S"$%&-2$('.!(#:$-%$-2$'22'"%-!5$%*$!55*1!%'$N/'($#!=X$%&'$1*5*0($1*#'2$*) $5-"*$+!.2$

for individual farmers. Per day (date wise) the allocated single colour is entered into the inventory book against each 

-"#-?-#0!5$)!(3'(B2$!11*0"%$1*"%(-+0%-".$%&'-($/(*#01'$%*$20//5=7$Q0(-".$5*!#-".$*) $?'&-15':$%*%!5$"03+'($!"#$C'-.&%$

of  produce under each colour code are duly recorded. 

@&'"$%&-2$#!%!$-2$'"%'('#$-"$%&'$"!3'$*) $-"#-?-#0!5$)!(3'(B2$!11*0"%$%*$20//5=7$$@&'$'"%-('$1*"2-."3'"%$1!"$"*C$+'$

easily traced on basis of  colour of  lino bag, date of  loading and upto the individual farmer.  At the time of  unloading, 

if  the buyer may have any queries/ remarks/ suggestions (regarding size, colour, weight, etc) about produce under 

2/'1-,1$1*5*0($1*#':$2!3'$1!"$+'$-33'#-!%'5=$(')'(('#e('2*5?'#$C-%&$%(!1'#$-"#-?-#0!5$)!(3'(27$>0(%&'(:$%&'$('3!(62e$

suggestion by the buyer help in corrective course and improvement in next consignment

Use of  tools for Traceability Systems in Agro Industry

Characteristics of  traceability systems

A traceability system is the totality of  data and operations that is capable of  maintaining the desired information about 

a product and its components through all or part of  its production and utilization chain (ISO 2007). A traceability 

system records and follows the trail as products and materials come from suppliers and are processed and distributed 

as end products (ISO 2005). Therefore, the basis of  all traceability systems is the ability to identify things that move 

along the supply chain. The basic characteristics of  traceability systems are as follows: 

1. S#'"%-,1!%-*"$*) $0"-%2$e$+!%1&'2$*) $!55$-".('#-'"%2$!"#$/(*#01%2

2. Registration of  information on when and where units / batches are moved or transformed; and 

3. A system linking these data and transferring all relevant traceability information with the product to the next stage 

or processing step. 

@&'2'$1&!(!1%'(-2%-12:$-7'7$S#'"%-,1!%-*":$-")*(3!%-*"$!"#$%&'$5-"62$+'%C''"$20//5=$1&!-"$/!(%-1-/!"%2$!('$1*33*":$-(-

respective of  process or product involved. However, the traceability systems may differ in the amount of  information 

recorded, how far (back or forward) the system tracks the information and the degree of  precision with which the 

system can pinpoint the movement of  a particular product. 

In practice, traceability systems are record keeping systems that show the path of  a particular product from suppliers 

through intermediate steps to consumers. 
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Traceability systems may identify other information (e.g. country of  origin, species and best by date) that is associated 

with the product. Traceability systems range from paper-based systems to use of  bar coding and Radio Frequency 

S#'"%-,1!%-*"$Q'?-1'2$NF>SQX7$@'1&"*5*.-'2$*"$!0%*3!%-1$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$!"#$#!%!$1!/%0('$!55*C$#!%!$%*$+'$1!/%0('#$!%$

minimal operating cost. 

Traceability tools and technology solutions

Automated data collection removes much of  the time and expenses required for data processing and maintenance. 

Gathering information described in the previous section for large operations manually is time consuming, because 

C*(6'(2$302%$,(2%$('1*(#$%&'$-")*(3!%-*"$!%$%&'$/*-"%$*) $!1%-?-%=$!"#$%&'"$('5!=$%&-2$-")*(3!%-*"$'-%&'($3!"0!55=$*($

transcribe and enter the data into the computer system. This can lead to risks of  recording the information incorrectly. 

For example, errors occur in 36% of  consumer-packaged goods orders according to a study by the Grocery Manufac-

turers Association (GMA) in the United States. Such errors lead to inventory inaccuracies, and stock ruptures. 

@&'(')*(':$3*2%$%(!1'!+-5-%=$-"-%-!%-?'2$('5=$*"$%'1&"*5*.-'2$%*$/(*?-#'$'),1-'"%:$!110(!%'$C!=2$%*$%(!16$!"#$%(!1'$/(*#-

01%2$!"#$%&'-($3*?'3'"%$!1(*22$%&'$20//5=$1&!-"7$@&-2$-"150#'2$%'1&"*5*.=$)*($/(*#01%$-#'"%-,1!%-*":$-")*(3!%-*"$

capture, analysis, storage and transmission of  data as well as overall systems integration. Such systems include hard-

C!('$201&$!2$3'!20(-".e2'"2-".$'<0-/3'"%:$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$%!.2$!"#$5!+'52:$C-%&$2*)%C!('7$Q!%!$1*55'1%-*"$02-".$%**52$

such as bar code and RFID are exceptionally accurate (>99%). These tools scan, record product codes, lot numbers, 

invoice data, order numbers, and other information in less than a second. 

U((Q/'.0*&$

A barcode is an optical machine-readable representation of  data relating to the object to which it is attached. Barcodes 

systematically represent data by varying the widths and spacing of  parallel lines (1D) or rectangles, dots, hexagons and 

other geometric patterns in two dimensions (2D). Barcodes originally were scanned by special optical scanners called 

barcode readers. Later, scanners and interpretive software became available on devices including desktop printers and 

smartphones. 

Product traceability initiatives use a Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) to achieve traceability. A GTIN includes a 

P\T$1*3/!"=$/(',H$!"#$!$0"-<0'$-%'3$(')'('"1'$"03+'($1*3/!%-+5'$C-%&$["-?'(2!5$8(*#01%$L*#'$+!($1*#'2:$!"#$

RFID or human readable codes. 

P\T$-2$!$"'0%(!5:$"*%I)*(I/(*,%:$-"%'("!%-*"!5$*(.!"-;!%-*"$%&!%$#'?'5*/2$!"#$3!-"%!-"2$2%!"#!(#2$)*($20//5=$!"#$#'-

mand chains across multiple sectors. GS1 works with communities of  trading partners, industry organizations, govern-

ments and technology providers and responds to their business needs through the adoption and implementation of  

global standards.

U((W/*,0(B'&R#&+.A()*&+%,-./%,0+(4&@,.&(]WB)4^

F>SQ$-2$%'1&"*5*.=$C&-1&$-"2'(%2$!$1&-/$1!/!+5'$*) $+'-".$-#'"%-,'#$%&(*0.&$%&'$)('<0'"1=$*) $(!#-*$C!?'2$'3-%%'#7$

Certain RFID devices even have a memory function (that stores data) which enables greater information transmission. 

F>SQ$#'?-1'2$!('$'-%&'($!1%-?'$N1!"$2'"#$'5'1%(*"-1$C!?'2X$*($/!22-?'$N1!"$*"5=$('A'1%$'5'1%(*"-1$C!?'2$)(*3$!$F>SQ$

reader). 

In many cases, apart from using paper tags or brands on cattle, RFID tags can also be used for the purpose of  their 

!0%*3!%-1$-#'"%-,1!%-*"7$@&'$/!/'($%!.2:$+(!"#2$!"#$F>SQ$%!.2$!55$)0"1%-*"$!2$!"$-#'"%-,'($-"$201&$2=2%'327$@&'$)0"1-

%-*"$*) $!$%(!1'!+-5-%=$2=2%'3$-2$%*$1!%1&$!"#$-#'"%-)=$201&$-#'"%-,'(2$!1(*22$%&'$20//5=$1&!-"7$@(!1'!+-5-%=$2=2%'3$1!"$
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-#'"%-)=$C&-1&$-2eC!2e&!#$+''"$%&'$5*1!%-*"$*) $2/'1-,1$-%'3$!"#$C&!%$1*0(2'$201&$-%'3$)*55*C2e)*55*C'#e&!#$)*5-

lowed automatically. To realize such a function, tracking systems collect data strategically. 

U((_,'&"&$$(I&+$0'(`&%L0';(]_I`^

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a spatially distributed autonomous network of  sensors to collect and monitor data 

from physical or environmental conditions such as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass their 

data through the network to a main location. The more modern networks are bi-directional, also enabling control of  

sensor activity. Additionally, more advanced technologies may also be used, such as Geographic Information System, 

Global Positioning System, Remote Sensing, etc. 

Following modern traceability systems are currently being used across Indian food industry and other sectors:

U( Alphanumerical codes : Traditional food deliverymen have moved forward into using a system of  alphanumeric 

codes printed on reusable containers for easily identifying and supplying fast service to their customer. Alphanu-

merical codes are a primarily combination of  the alphabetic and numeric characters of  different sizes, which are 

generally found on product labels. 

U( Hologram : A hologram is a physical structure that diffracts light into an image, while it refers to both the encod-

ed material and the resulting image. It is an effective product authentic solution which empowers the consumer, 

brand owners and government authorities to easily identify genuine products as against fakes.

U( Barcode in India : Major food processing companies including the Dabur Food, Godrej Beverages And Foods, 

G305:$]-"#02%!"$["-5'?'(:$S@L:$O*&-"**($>**#2:$J*%&'($Q!-(=$!"#$Z'"6=B2$S"#-!:$!55$!('$02-".$%&'$+!(1*#'$!"#$

2-D quick response (QR) code techniques in order to develop an effective authentic product solutions, while as-

2-2%-".$%*$+0-5#$1*",#'"1'$!3*".2%$102%*3'(27$S"$!##-%-*":$%&'$.(*C-".$('%!-5$2'1%*($-2$!52*$('2/*"2-+5'$)*($'3'(.-

ing the segment, by continuously asking distributors, manufacturers to adopt the barcode system for their prod-

ucts.Recently APEDA adopted the GS1 standards, while most of  the more visible and useful applications have 

+''"$!1&-'?'#$%&(*0.&$%&'$02!.'$*) $P\TB2$/(*#01%$-#'"%-,'(2$-"$+!(1*#-".$)*($P(!/'"'%:$G"!("'%:$!"#$@(!1'"'%7

Additionally, APEDA, an agro trade promotional body of  the Government of  India, and has already been provid-

-".$%(!1'!+-5-%=$2'(?-1'2$%*$-3/(*?'$%&'$1*",#'"1'$*) $-3/*(%-".$1*0"%(-'2$-"$S"#-!"$!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01%27$a!(1*#'$

is an openly machine-readable data which is printed over the objects, whereas by means of  electronics barcode 

readers can easily encode, store and recall information.

U( W/*,0(6'&R#&+.A(,*&+%,-./%,0+(]WB)4^(,+()+*,/ : Currently in India, RFID technique is being utilized by sev-

eral dairy industries, including Amul dairy, which uses RFID tagging for milk yielding animal on their Anand farm 

in Gujarat state; Chitale dairy, which uses RFID tagging for tracking and storing information relating to health 

issue; and Govardhan dairy, which uses RFID tagging for identifying their cattle by numbers, both from Pune, 

Maharashtra state.

In India, both domestic and foreign retailing players like Wal-Mart, Metro, Reliance, Food Bazaar, Tata Sons, Fu-

ture Group, and Bharti, have already taken steps towards implementing RFID technology with suppliers.

U( Document-based (paper/electronic documents) traceability system in India : Majority of  smaller indus-

tries and producers are focused over simple pen and paper for reporting, stock information and communicating 

data with partners in supply chains. This involves manually recording product information like product lot num-

ber, harvest date, product receipt/ shipping date, quantity, ingredients, etc. in the record handbook.
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Manual processes are not only time consuming but also may lead to inaccurate recording of  data due to human er-

rors. Errors may happen in recording either one or more data sets with respect to source location, product quantity 

and other parameters. Further, user is unable to swiftly transfer information among partners in the food supply 

chain due to lack of  electronic recording and reporting system.

\'?'(!5$S"#-!"$\*)%C!('$,(32$5-6'$S")*2=2:$E*.-2*)%:$@!%!$1*"205%!"1=$2'(?-1'$N@L\X:$!"#$@'1&$J!&-"#(!:$!('$!2-

sisting companies towards using traceability in form of  Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, that can be 

used for storing data and inventory control, warehouse management, accounting, and asset management. ERP 

systems can read standardized data from barcodes and RFIDs, including global trade item numbers (GTIN) and 

global location numbers (GLN).

U( Nano technology in India$c$S"#-!$-2$(!/-#5=$/(*.('22-".$-"$%&'$,'5#$*) $"!"*%'1&"*5*.=:$='%:$10(('"%5=$-%$-2$#-),-

cult to estimate its impact due to unavailability of  data and reports from leading Indian food companies and labo-

(!%*(-'2:$C&-1&$ -"150#'$G#"!"*$@'1&"*5*.-'2:$9!"*a-*$L&'3-1!52:$9!"*\&'5:$9!"*j/'(%$@'1&"*5*.-'2:$\-21*$

F'2'!(1&$E!+*(!%*(-'2:$m0!"%03$L*(/*(!%-*"2:$Q!+0(8&!(3!:$J'#!$a-*%'1&:$!"#$Z'5+-*"!"*%'1&7

U( Nuclear technique in India : The basic feature of  the nuclear technique is to determine of  food provenance. 

Nuclear techniques like genomic and isotopic, are both at nascent stage in India but consistently going ahead. As 

reported, in short time Indian basmati rice will acquire Geographical Indication(GI) tag, which is used to identify 

the origin, quality and other characteristics of  products(i.e. in this case, basmati rice cultivated in the region of  

Northern India).

U( Information and Communication Technology (ICT) : Several publications have appeared in recent years 

documenting the emerging Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in India. ICTs have become very 

popular and providing easy solution to farmers, traders, suppliers and manufacturers too. Notably, ICTs give fast, 

('5-!+5':$'),1-'"%$2'(?-1'$!"#$('!5$%-3'$-")*(3!%-*"$-"$%'(32$*) $<0!5-%=$!"#$<0!"%-%=$*) $%&'$!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01'$

to be marketed. With use of  ICTs, farmers can easily forward and share the information with other partners and 

or system and solve any information based problem in shortest possible period. With Indian agriculture sector 

/(*.('22-".$(!/-#5=$*"$%&-2$)(*"%:$3!"=$/(-?!%'$!2$C'55$!2$/0+5-1$2'1%*($,(32$!('$0/.(!#-".$C-%&$SL@$'"!+5'#$-"--

tiatives.

Challenges in implementing traceability systems

Following challenges were observed during adoption of  traceability systems by FPCs:

U( Multiple requirements - In the simplest domestic or nearest markets or even in export chains, fresh fruits 

and vegetables or food products change hands multiple times. As a result, fully traceable documentation of  

produce/food product movement quickly becomes very complicated. Further, each buyer may also have his 

own requirements in terms of  size, weight, colour, variety, maturity indices etc., including slightly different 

documentation that often results in duplication or higher time-consumption. This problem is often cited in 

fresh product supply by retail industry in India. Small and marginal farmers are able to supply only limited 

quantities of  produce (owing to their small and fragmented land holdings) and hence aggregation through 

several farmers affects quality parameters (due to lack of  standardisation).

U( Mixage -Traceability requirements are often burdensome for producers, where the produce of  small opera-

tors is often mixed before dispatch to retail outlets. Record keeping obligations can also prove to be exces-
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2-?'5=$#-),105%$)*($%&'3$%*$1*3/5=$C-%&7$@&'('$!('$2*3'$-33'#-!%'$*/'(!%-*"!5$#-2!#?!"%!.'2$%*$%(!1'!+-5-%=$

2=2%'327$@&'$/(*+5'3$*) $l3-H!.'g$-2$*"'$*) $%&'37$F!C$!.(-105%0(!5$1*33*#-%-'2$!('$*)%'"$3-H'#$2&*(%5=$!)-

%'($&!(?'2%7$@&-2$-2$#*"'$%*$+0-5#$23!55$<0!"%-%-'2$-"%*$'H/*(%!+5'$*($('%!-5$1&!-"$#-2/!%1&$<0!"%-%-'27$lJ-H!.'g$

%!6'2$/5!1'$'-%&'($!%$>8LB2$L>L$NL*33*"$>!1-5-%=$L'"%('X$*($!%$%(!#'$C!('&*02'2$*($-"$3!(6'%27$J!-"%!-"-".$

%&'$<0!5-%=$*) $%(!1'!+-5-%=$%&(*0.&$l3-H!.'g$2=2%'32$1!"$+'$*"'(*027$@&'$('<0-('3'"%$%*$6"*C$%&'$/(*1'22'2$

to which a raw material has been subjected can limit the number of  potential suppliers to those with the 

size and ability to have effective traceability systems in place. Small scale producers often cannot guarantee 

the provision of  traceability or the record keeping on the maintenance of  standards which go with same. In 

general, traceability systems favour large scale producers and vertically-integrated enterprises. The amount 

of  information which must be stored and available for immediate review is considerable. If  the traceability 

system is being introduced as a means of  showing that certain standards are being met, then it is necessary to 

be in a position to show how those standards are being implemented. Undoubtedly, these are additional costs. 

It is arguably easier to manage traceability systems within single enterprises where the information is available 

in a single format to all participants in the production process from seed to farm and consumer. 

U( Skills and implementation – FPCs aiming to export to lucrative markets must have a reliable system for 

1*55'1%-".$!"#$/('2'"%-".$ %&'$"'1'22!(=$ -")*(3!%-*"$#'3*"2%(!%-".$1*3/5-!"1'$C-%&$+0='(2B$ ('<0-('3'"%27$

However, for fresh fruits and vegetables, food supply chains in developing countries rely on many small-

holder farmers. Related support associations may not have the capacity to provide the necessary orientation 

and training that producers would need to create traceability documentation and to set in place the requisite 

systems and processes. It includes lack of  awareness about the traceability system and non-availability of  

hardware which is required for traceability system.

U( Cost – Traceability cost always moves towards the higher side. Due to high costs, FPCs are averse of  adopt-

ing traceability systems. Traceability related costs include services, technology and software costs, changes in 

/(*1'22'2$N!#*/%-*"$1*2%X:$%(!-"-".$!"#$*".*-".$*/'(!%-".$1*2%27$@&'2'$1*2%2$1!"$+'$!$2-."-,1!"%$+0(#'"$*"$

an FPC. However, viewed as an investment in process improvement, and applied collectively across FPC in a 

20//5=$*($?!50'$1&!-":$%(!1'!+-5-%=$1!"$/(*?-#'$20+2%!"%-!5$+'"',%27

h$ In addition to the major challenges above, other issues also affect the adoption of  traceability systems in agro 

produce:

1. Literacy levels

2. Lack of  storage infrastructure (System) or facility 

3. Type of  Commodity – Perishable or highly perishable 

4. Distance from main market or delivery point

5. Disease and Pest attack (including Weather Parameters)

6. Financial health of  an FPC

^7$ >-"!5$(!%'$*) $%&'$,"-2&'#$/(*#01%

!!!
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CHAPTER 8

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF 

A PROJECT

Highlights

This chapter emphasises on imparting the skill of  technical analysis. It is important to learn about critical techni-

cal issues in project and product selection technology assessment, production programme and plant capacity. It 

is important to estimate manpower requirement, plant layout and cost of  machinery.

The following things must be taken care at the time of  technical analysis of  a project

h$ Technology choice

h$ Production programme

h$ Plant capacity

h$ Manpower Requirement 

h$ Selection of  location

h$ Layout Plan

h$ Pollution control and waste disposal

8.1. Introduction

The objective of  this chapter is to impart the skill of  technical analysis. The learning of  critical technical issues in pro-

ject and product selection, technology assessment, production programme and plant capacity are important.

It highlights options to calculate the manpower requirement, plant layout, and estimation of  cost of  machinery. The 

emphasis on importance of  pollution control and consequences for the environment is highlighted. 

8.2. Critical Technical Issues and Product Selection

@'1&"-1!5$1*'),1-'"%2$!('$!"$ -3/*(%!"%$ -"/0%7$@&'('$!('$201&$<0'2%-*"2$201&$!2$ -"/0%I*0%/0%$('5!%-*"2&-/$+'%C''"$

selected products, shelf  life of  a product and local climatic conditions – answers to which must come from technical 

experts. 

8.3. Technology Assessments, Production Programme and Plant Capacity

8.3.1. Technology Choice (often a function of  the investment potential of  an FPC)

Selecting appropriate technology and supplier is most critical.

Poor Technology and Equipment Selection: Breakdown of  machine during processing

An FPC in the Eastern region of  Maharashtra was processing tur (pigeon pea) for a client based in Nagpur. 

Based on an approved sample, a total consignment of  18 tonnes of  tur (cleaned and graded) was to be delivered 

next day. The order was critically important to the FPC as the price offered for cleaned quality was remunerative 

and much higher than the market price. However, after processing about 13 tonnes, the grader machine faced a 

breakdown which led to a halt in processing. In order to adhere to their purchase order condition of  supply of  
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8.3.2. Production Programme

@&'$/(*#01%-*"$/(*.(!33'$3!=$+'$#'21(-+'#$!"#$D02%-,'#$-"$('5!%-*"$%*c

h$ Market requirement and marketing strategy 

h$ Input requirements and supply programme 

h$ Technology and economy of  scale in the sub-sector – low Break-Even (BE)

h$ Minimum economic size and equipment constraints.

h$ Resource and input constraints.

8.3.3. Plant Capacity

The following prints must be considered in order to determine the plant capacity to be set up:

cleaned and graded supply, the FPC brought in some more labour to manually clean the material and pack the 

2!3'7$@&-2$/'105-!($2-%0!%-*"$5'#$%*$%&'$,"!5$1*"2-."3'"%$"*%$3!%1&-".$%&'$<0!5-%=$*) $!//(*?'#$2!3/5'7$S"$5!16$*) $

machine grading, approved tolerance levels of  immature grains and foreign material could not be adhered to by 

%&'$>8L4$%&'$,"!5$1*"2-."3'"%$#'5-?'('#$C!2$!+*0%$TV$%*""'2:$!+*0%$U$%*""'2$2&*(%$*) $#'3!"#'#$<0!"%-%=7$NQ0'$

to breakdown the FPC could process only about 3 tonnes manually); there was also a delay in delivery by 2 days. 

The market prices in these 2 days saw major downward movement. 

The above situation led to loss to client and hence led to his dissatisfaction. It is necessary that FPCs select ma-

chinery and equipment carefully based on several aspects:

Purchase of  renowned and preferred brands of  machines : It is recommended that FPCs procure machines 

from renowned suppliers who may also be preferred for good after-sales services.

Existing Customer reviews : FPCs could also speak with existing customer base of  suppliers to gauge their 

experience of  machine breakdowns, timely resolution, timely replacement of  faulty parts, etc.

Life Expectancy : Before purchase of  machinery, FPCs should ensure that machine has desired life expectancy 

and such undertaking need be procured by supplier in writing. In case of  breakdown (under normal conditions yet 

in early years of  machine operation) supplier could be held liable for replacement or damages.

Local Spares and Service Center : It is recommended to check with supplier on proximity of  his Spares and 

Service Center before making purchases. Ideally, FPCs should look for assurance of  shortest possible resolution 

time and spares delivery.

Regular maintenance : FPCs should regularly check machines for wear and tear and make necessary replace-

ments on time. Regular oiling/greasing of  bearings, other moving parts should be adhered to as per instructions 

of  machine supplier. 

In-house Fitter/Maintenance Engineer$c$S%$-2$('1*33'"#'#$%&!%$>8L2$'3/5*=$!$,%%'($-"I&*02'$2*$!2$('.05!($

maintenance and breakdown resolution could be ensured within shortest possible time. 

Annual Maintenance Contracts : Ideally, FPCs could opt for AMC contract with supplier or competent third 

party to ensure avoiding breakdowns. 

Renegotiating of  contract with buyer (in this illustration, buyer of  tur) : It is only appropriate and highly 

recommended for FPCs to inform the buyer of  such problem immediately, renegotiate contract and delivery 

terms (if  required).
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(i) Investment related to various sizes and investible position/preference of  an intrapreneur/FPC warehouse 

(ii) The minimum economically viable size of  the plant

(iii) The preferred/common plant size in existing small-scale enterprises now functioning

(iv) The size of  the market and outlook for its growth

N?X$ a'"',%2$!"#$1*"1'22-*"2e&*5-#!=2$*))'('#$+=$%&'$P*?'("3'"%

(vi) The cost of  expanding plant capacity at a later date vis-à-vis that of  establishing a larger sized plant

8.4. Estimation of  Manpower Requirement, Selection and Layout

8.4.1. Manpower Requirement

People are required for the following purposes:

h$ Production (skilled/semi-skilled workers)

h$ Supervision (technicians)

h$ Administration, sales and miscellaneous work (staff)

It is important to analyse workload and arrive at a gross estimate of  manpower need.

8.4.2. Selection of  Location

]*C$C-55$*"'$.*$!+*0%$5*1!%-*"e2-%'$2'5'1%-*"v$["#'($%&'$,(2%$2%!.':$-#'"%-)=$%C*$*($%&(''$201&$5*1!%-*"27$G52*$-#'"%-)=$

one or two sites at each location. 

A checklist may be employed:

(i) Physical infrastructure position (power, water, road etc.)

(ii) Commercial infrastructure position (telecommunication, banking, etc.)

(iii) Social infrastructure position (housing, health, etc.)

(iv) Financial incentive position (investment subsidy, income-tax concession, etc.)

N?X$ \-%'I2/'1-,1$1*"2-#'(!%-*"2$N5!"#$/(-1':$'%17X

Sources of  Information on Location

Some sources are:

T7$ S"#02%(-!5$Y2%!%'$M),1-!52

U7$ F'?'"0'$Q'/!(%3'"%$M),1-!52

3. State Electricity Board

4. Public Works Department

R7$ M),1'Ia'!('(2eO'=$J'3+'(2$*) $E*1!5$S"#02%(=$G22*1-!%-*"2

V7$ M),1-!52$-"$a!"6e\%!%'$>-"!"1-!5$L*(/*(!%-*"

^7$ M),1-!52$-"$Q-2%(-1%$S"#02%(-'2$L'"%('

n7$ 8!"1&!=!%$M),1-!52

9. Town and Country Planning Authorities.
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8.4.3. Layout Plan

A layout plan must be decided. That is, where exactly each facility – raw material, storage, individual machines, packag-

-".:$,"-2&'#$.**#2$2%*(!.':$<0!5-%=$1*"%(*5$0"-%$o$C-55$+'$5*1!%'#7$

The space for each of  these purposes must be worked out. The distance between one facility and another or one 

3!1&-"'$!"#$!"*%&'($302%$+'$,H'#7$

@&'$A*C$*) $/(*#01%-*"$/(*1'22$!"#$2/!1'$('<0-('3'"%2$)*($3!%'(-!5$&!"#5-".$!"#$3!"/*C'($('<0-('3'"%$#'%'(3-"'$

the layout. This will help to determine the gross built-up area for the enterprise. 

8.5. Pollution Control and Waste Disposal

The State Pollution Control Boards have described norms, policy and procedure to treat pollutants generated by in-

dustries. In some cases of  non-polluting industries an application form has been prescribed to obtain ‘No Objection 

L'(%-,1!%-*"B7

S%$-2$"'1'22!(=$%*$3!6'$20),1-'"%$/(*?-2-*"$-"$%&'$1*2%$*) $%&'$/(*D'1%$%*$'2%!+5-2&$%&'$)!1-5-%-'2$%*$%('!%$!"#$#-2/*2'$*) $

%&'$C!2%'7$@&'$5*1!%-*"$2%0#=$2&*05#$1*"2-#'($%&'$'H%'"%$*) $')A0'"%$#-21&!(.'$!"#$%&'$/*22-+5'$3!""'($*) $#-2/*2!5$!%$

alternative locations. 

8.6. Various other policy/regulatory stipulations may have to be adhered to. 
For instance:

Export (Quality Control and Inspection) Act, 1963

The Export Inspection Council under the Ministry of  Commerce is responsible for the implementation of  this Act 

0"#'($C&-1&$!$5!(.'$"03+'($*) $'H/*(%!+5'$1*33*#-%-'2$&!?'$+''"$"*%-,'#$)*($1*3/052*(=$/('I2&-/3'"%$-"2/'1%-*"7$

The quality control and inspection of  various exports is pursued in key production centres and ports of  shipment. 

Other organisations are also recognised as agencies for inspection and/or quality control in some cases.

Bureau of  Indian Standards (BIS)

The activities of  BIS are two fold, viz. (a) formulation of  Indian standards in the case of  many sectors, and (b) imple-

3'"%!%-*"$+=$/(*3*%-*"$!"#$%&(*0.&$?*50"%!(=$!"#$%&-(#$/!(%=$1'(%-,1!%-*"$2=2%'37$aS\$&!2$*"$('1*(#$2%!"#!(#2$)*($

most products. These standards in general cover raw materials permitted and their quality parameters, hygienic condi-

tions under which the product is manufactured, and packaging and labelling requirements. Manufacturers complying 

C-%&$%&'$2%!"#!(#2$5!-#$#*C"$+=$aS\$1!"$*+%!-"$!"$KS\SB$3!(6$!"#$%&'$5*.*$-2$%*$+'$'H&-+-%'#$*"$%&'$5!+'527

Some common Challenges: Technology Selection to Operationalisation

Right technology selection is the key to success of  an FCSC; for that matter for any agro or food processing project. 

The selection process involves study of: input-output ratio(yield) of  the technology in comparison to other prevailing 

technologies, capacity, cost of  technology, brand image of  supplier and technology, after sales services of  supplier, 

cost of  bought out items (if  any), layout, engineering, machine footprint, power consumption, labour (skilled/un-

skilled) requirement and availability, returns on investment, ease of  operations, and various other factors.

Several technologies like grain cleaning and grading plant, dal mill, rice mill, feed mill, etc. can be procured by FPCs 

or entrepreneurs at various ranges of  investments. For example, a mini dal mill could be procured in range of  mere 

1 Lakh to even about 25 Lakh. The primary difference is the capacity and automation of  plant which an intrapreneur 

"''#$0"#'(2%!"#$!"#$)('';'$*"$+!2-2$*) $L*3/!"=B2$*/'(!%-*"2:$(!C$3!%'(-!5$!?!-5!+-5-%=:$3!(6'%-".$!+-5-%-'2:$'%17$S3/*(-
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tantly, while the cost of  a low capacity plant may be lower, it is pertinent to also understand other major factors like 

yield, ease of  operations, return on investment, ease in upgrading capacity, etc.

G$3!D*($#!5$3-55:$(-1'$3-55$*($A*0($3-55$1!"$-"?*5?'$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$%&'$(!".'$*) $L(*('2$*) $F0/''27$L&**2-".$%&'$%'1&"*5-

ogy in this range requires a thorough knowledge and study vis-à-vis mini capacity plants- which include assuring higher 

yield/recovery, advantage of  economies of  scale and thus the returns, marketing capabilities, etc. In this context, re-

views of  existing users are highly essential.

None the less, FPCs face challenges at various levels of  technology selection and operationalisation. Few of  them are 

listed as under:

1. Selection of  appropriate site and availability of  critical infrastructure : To ensure sustainability and continu-

ity of  the project, FPCs prefer leasing land for a longer tenure (15 to 30 years) or even purchase of  suitable land. 

However, several technical parameters affect this decision which include proximity to major markets, availability 

of  power and water, clearances from local authorities, approach road, etc. On several occasions, FCSC sites are 

located in deep interiors of  the rural villages. Such locations often do not have well-constructed approach roads. 

This, in particular, could create several limitations in inward and outward transportation, especially during the 

(!-"=$2'!2*"7$M"$1'(%!-"$*11!2-*"2:$3!1&-"'$20//5-'(2$%**$&!?'$)*0"#$-%$#-),105%$%*$5*1!55=$+**6$1(!"'2$N#0'$%*$5!16$

of  approach road or even unavailability of  local vendors) for unloading of  heavy machineries during installation. 

One important aspect is availing of  power connection at lowest possible cost. Many FPCs who had their machines 

installed could not undertake trial run and subsequent operationalisation (in some cases for over several months) 

due to lack of  power connection. The process of  transformer installation, poles and line erection under schemes 

like DPDC could be time consuming and hence FPCs need to undertake their application for timely connection. 

Hence, it is recommended that FPCs undertake site selection on basis of  the above and other factors that will af-

fect the operations of  their factory.

2. Inadequate planning or faulty layout : One of  the major aspects in technology adoption is understanding 

the process layout and designing the plant layout accordingly to ensure minimum material travel (also ensuring 

reduced material loss with leaner manufacturing process). To elaborate, the entry of  raw material and exit of  

,"-2&'#$.**#2$"''#$+'$15*2'($%*$('5!%'#$/(*1'227$S"1*(('1%$/*2-%-*"$5'!#2$%*$-"1('!2'#$02'$*) $5!+*0($)*($3!%'-

rial movement. In certain cases, the intake pits in some FCSCs in grain cleaning plants were incorrectly placed 

and had larger capacity/footprint than required. This obviously means lower storage and movement space inside 

%&'$/5!"%7$\-3-5!(5=:$1'(%!-"$/5!"%2$&!?'$2/'1-,1$/('I-"2%!55!%-*"$('<0-('3'"%2$!"#$&'"1'$1*"2%(01%-*"e1-?-5$C*(62$

need be executed keeping same in mind. To elaborate with example, vertical elevators or chimneys may require a 

2/'1-,1$2&'#$&'-.&%7$G"=$#'?-!%-*"$-"$%&-2$5'!#2$%*$0""'1'22!(=$1-?-5$3*#-,1!%-*"2$!"#$5*22$*) $%-3'$#0(-".$-"2%!5-

lation phase. It is recommended that FPCs undertake layout design preparation with help of  experts (architect/ 

2%(01%0(!5$'".-"''(X$!"#$,"!5-;'$2!3'$C-%&$'H/'(%2$C-%&-"$1*3/!"=:$-"#02%(=$/!(%-1-/!"%2$!"#$/(*2/'1%-?'$3!1&-"'$

suppliers.

3. Machine footprint and required storage space : It is essential for FPCs to have a fair idea and planning about 

space required for machinery, men and material movement, adequate storage space and future expansion. To 

elaborate, some FPCs have invested in primary processing machines as well as secondary processing machines; 

)*($'H!3/5'I$2*3'$>8L2$&!?'$+*%&$3!1&-"'2$)*($15'!"-".$C&'!%$!2$C'55$!2$3-"-$A*0($3-557$k&-5'$%&-2$#*'2$'"!+5'$

the company to gain higher remuneration through higher value added products, it also means lesser space in their 

23!55$2-;'#$2&'#2$%*$2%*('$(!C$3!%'(-!5$!"#$,"-2&'#$.**#2$!"#$'?'"$-"&-+-%2$)0(%&'($'H/!"2-*"$*) $%&'$/5!"%7$S%$-2$
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recommended that FCSCs always have adequate space for material storage to ensure continuity in operations and 

2!)'%=$*) $/(*#01'$!"#$,"-2&$/(*#01%27$G##-%-*"!5$C!('&*02'$1*"2%(01%-*"$%*$-"1('!2'$2%*(!.'$2/!1'$"'H%$%*$>L\L$

shed is highly recommended.

4. Escalation in Civil works and Machine costs c$S"$*(#'($%*$'"20('$5!(.'($2&*/$A**($!"#$2%*(!.'$2/!1':$2*3'$

FPCs undertake construction of  larger sheds. To elaborate with example, some FPCs involved in primary process-

ing of  oranges have built sheds of  even 25000 to 28000 square feet area. Since oranges are high space consuming 

!"#$+056-'($1*33*#-%=:$%&'$"''#$)*($.**#$!3*0"%$*) $A**($2/!1'$'?'"$)*($2%*(!.'$-2$&-.&5=$'22'"%-!57$]!?-".$2!-#$

that, with capacity of  only about 5 tonnes per hour, a well-constructed space of  10000 square feet could have 

+''"$ 20),1-'"%7$ S3/*(%!"%5=:$ *(!".'2$ !('$ /'(-2&!+5'$ !"#$&'"1'$ '?'"$ 2%*(!.'$ )*($ 5*".'($ /'(-*#2$ 0"#'($ "*(3!5$

conditions is not recommended. Hence, the strategy of  the FPCs for such plant should be aggregating, process-

ing and delivering in shortest possible time. In some cases, FPCs have rightfully also increased the pre-approved/

budgeted shed area to ensure ease of  operations and expansion. Also, in some cases, FPCs have opted for higher 

quality columns and beams or even high RCC walls. Obviously, higher expenditure or escalation in civil works 

means higher initial contribution by shareholders. Machine costs quoted by suppliers mostly have a validity period. 

Notably, costs of  machine components like steel, electrical, etc. are susceptible to change with market movement 

of  these components. Obviously, procurement post such validity could lead to unnecessary escalations over ap-

proved budgets. It is recommended that FPCs optimize utilization of  grants and shareholder contribution by lim-

iting construction space as per utility and nature of  produce. Also, procurement of  machine could be undertaken 

C-%&-"$%&'$?!5-#-%=$/'(-*#$*) $20//5-'(B2$<0*%'7$]*C'?'(:$#0'$%*$2*3'$!#3-"-2%(!%-?'$*($*%&'($0"!?*-#!+5'$('!2*"2$

if  there are delays in procurement, it is recommended that FPCs renegotiate contracts with suppliers to ensure 

minimum/no escalations in costs.

5. Approved Cost of  Technology and deviation in actual procurement : Cost of  technology procurement is 

central to FPCs decision. On several occasions, this has overall impact on pre-approved budgets of  the FPCs pro-

ject. For example, while seeking grant on machinery on any schemes like FCSC scheme for FPCs under MACP, 

%&'$1*2%$*) $3!1&-"'(=$!"#$%&'$3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'$-2$/('I!//(*?'#$+=$%&'$#'1-2-*"$3!6-".$1*33-%%''7$9*"'$%&'$

5'22:$201&$/(*10('3'"%$-2$.'"'(!55=$#*"'$%&(*0.&$%'"#'($/(*1'227$@&'$,"!"1-!5$+-#$*) $%&'$5*C'2%$+-##'($1*05#$+'$

still be higher than the pre-approved costs. 

6. !F/+8&(,+($5&.,-./%,0+$(0'(5'0.#'&=&+%(06 (.',%,./""A(,=50'%/+%(/**90+(=/.F,+&',&$(0'(/..&$$0',&$(: To 

elaborate with example, FPCs investing in grain cleaning and grading machines have procured primary multi-seed 

grader and gravity Separators. On several occasions, buyers in markets demand for further processed product (i.e. 

de-stoned grains). Investment in a de-stoner and its supporting equipment like elevators leads to further invest-

ment and contribution from FPCs shareholders. 

7. Costs of  essential bought out items : In terms of  supporting infrastructure, technologies may be termed as 

K/50.$!"#$/5!=B$*($K('!#=$%*$!22'3+5'B7$>*($'H!3/5':$!$2%!"#!5*"'$.(*0"#"0%$#'1*(%-1!%*($3!1&-"'$3!=$"*%$('<0-('$

!"=$20//*(%-".$!11'22*(-'2$*($'?'"$!"=$2/'1-,1$1-?-5$C*(67$S%$1*05#$+'$*/'(!%'#$3'('5=$+=$/50..-".$!"#$*/'(!%-".4$

-7'7$ K850.$!"#$/5!=B7$k&'('!2:$2'?'(!5$!.(*$!"#$)**#$/(*1'22-".$3!1&-"'2$('<0-('$2'?'(!5$20//*(%-".$!11'22*(-'2$

which may (on turnkey basis) or may not be supplied by main machine supplier. For example, some FPCs already 

having dal/rice mill installed at their FCSC now look to expand with colour sorter technology. Importantly, most 

colour sorter suppliers only quote for and supply the colour sorting machine and not the supporting accessories 

which include colour sorter cabin, mechanical fabricated accessories like elevators, grain bins, support structure, 
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compressor and piping, invertors, cabling and controls. It is highly important that FPCs should obtain cost es-

timates of  such supporting equipments in the planning phase itself  which may otherwise lead to unnecessary 

escalations during actual procurement. Also, it is highly essential that such accessories need be calibrated with the 

operations of  the main machinery (i.e. colour sorter in this case) without any additional costs.

8. High initial capital investment vs. high operational costs : To elaborate with example, FPOs investing in dal 

mills are required to condition and dry pulses for de-husking of  seeds. The options vary from drying yard (for 

direct sun drying) to electric or fuel based to solar dryers. A large drying yard means reserving a large plot of  

*/'"$5!"#$C-%&$!//(*/(-!%'$A**(-".7$S%$!52*$('<0-('2$.**#$"03+'($*) $5!+*0($)*(1'$%*$0"5*!#:$2/('!#$!"#$5*!#$%&'$

material. However, this option has various limitations. To elaborate, FPO will have to reserve a sizable plot which 

could otherwise be used for other civil constructions like warehousing. Secondly, drying raw material in open is 

always susceptible to risks like sudden storms, rains and bird feeding and animal droppings contamination. On the 

other hand, an electric dryer may be suitable for mini sized operations but as capacity of  plants increase fuel based 

(particularly wood based) dryers are recommended. This selection is highly important as it impacts the cost of  

operating the mill. In comparison of  other existing technologies, non-conventional energy based driers like solar 

dryers are highly capital intensive (and hence not opted by FPCs), but can provide excellent energy cost savings 

leading to lower costs of  operations in longer run. 

9. Pre-Installation requirements : Several FPCs in Maharashtra have invested in grain cleaning and grading plants. 

Some preferred brands in this context include Padsons, GD Agro and suppliers of  similar repute. Each supplier 

&!2$&-2$*C"$2'%$*) $/('I-"2%!55!%-*"$('<0-('3'"%27$S"2%!55!%-*"$*) $PQ$G.(*$3!1&-"'(=$('<0-('2$A**(-".$%*$+'$1*3-

/5'%'$+')*('$3!1&-"'2$1!"$+'$,%%'#$*"$/5!%)*(37$k&'('!2:$8!#2*"2B$-"2%!55!%-*"$('<0-('2$*"5=$3!1&-"'$)*0"#!%-*"$

%*$+'$1*3/5'%'4$A**(-".$-2$#*"'$*"5=$!)%'($-"2%!55!%-*"$*) $3!1&-"'(=7$G"=$#'?-!%-*"$-"$%&-2$5'!#2$%*$0""'1'22!(=$

1-?-5$3*#-,1!%-*"2$!"#$5*22$*) $%-3'$#0(-".$-"2%!55!%-*"$/&!2'7

10. Level of  automation, power consumption and availability of  skilled manpower : Operational costs of  

FCSC units are largely dependent on power consumption and manpower costs. Some machines could be highly 

power consuming and thus lend sustainability risks. For example, some FPCs in paddy producing districts have 

invested in mini rice mills. In industry practice, to obtain white rice, bran need be removed through whitening and 

polishing process. Generally, in mini rice mills, the desired output is obtained through double polishers. However, 

polishers are high power consuming machines and hence at mini scale operation level increase the cost of  produc-

tion whereas market prices may not be as rewarding. Hence, single polisher with 10-15 hp load factor (or lower) is 

recommended. 

Also, some of  these FCSC units require manpower with relevant experience and skills to obtain desired output, 

run machine safely, optimize costs and reduce wear and tear. In rural areas, where these FCSCs are located, such 

skilled manpower is hard to recruit or even retain. Consequently, most FPCs have to recruit manpower that has 

to undergo comprehensive training from a relevant institute which obviously leads to initial training investment 

-"$201&$3!"/*C'(7$>0(%&'(:$-%$-2$'22'"%-!5$%&!%$('30"'(!%-*"$-2$!%%(!1%-?'$'"*0.&$%*$('%!-"$N-"$#-),105%$(0(!5$!('!2X$

such trained and skilled manpower. 

Unskilled manpower is equally important yet available in scarcity due to migration of  such labour to higher remu-

nerative jobs in cities. Lack of  manpower in immediate location means investment in either automated technology 

or in labour quarters and other infrastructure. Automation, obviously, may lead to higher capital and operational 

costs (owing to higher power/energy costs), which may also lead to sustainability risks at micro and small scale 

level units. 
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11. Substandard quality of  machine components and accessories : One of  the aspect which could negatively 

impact FCSC operations is substandard quality of  components and accessories. In general, while seeking quota-

%-*"2$)(*3$20//5-'(2:$>8L2$('<0'2%$%&'3$%*$2'"#$K!55$-"1502-?'B$*($K%0("6'=B$<0*%!%-*"$*) $%'1&"*5*.=7$M)%'":$>8L2$

negotiate on cost to suit their budget. Severally, machine suppliers quote for accessories like cables, motors and 

control panel unit which may not be of  reputed make. Often, FPCs are not aware of  benchmarks of  such ac-

1'22*(-'2$*($'?'"$3!1&-"'$-"%'("!5$/!(%2$!"#$&'"1'$#*$"*%$1&!55'".'$20//5=B2$<0!5-%=7$]*C'?'(:$-"$/(!1%-1':$20+-

standard components and accessories lead to problems like motor short circuit or premature burnout, wiring and 

/!"'5$+0("*0%:$'%17$S%$-2$('1*33'"#'#$%&!%$>8L2$1&'16$!"#$!//(*?'$NC-%&$&'5/$*) $'H/'(%2X$%&'$K3!6'B$*) $-"%'("!5$

components and accessories like machine electrical, pneumatics, servo motors, induction motors, cabling, etc. The 

2/'1-,1!%-*"2$*) $%'"#'($!"#$!1%0!5$20//5=$2&*05#$+'$1(*22I?'(-,'#$%&(*0.&$/&=2-1!5$-"2/'1%-*"$!"#$0"#'(%!6-".$

of  supplier be necessarily obtained.

12. Safety rules and licensing (if  required) : Any food manufacturing or food processing or packaging or distribut-

ing entity is required to obtain a food license under FSSAI. While some FPCs have obtained the license (or are in 

process), most have not applied for the license. As per the regulation, food business operators having turnover of  

TU$5!6&$*($3*('$!('$('<0-('#$%*$,5'$!""0!5$('%0("2$!2$C'557$>8L2$%**$"''#$%*$1*3/5=$!11*(#-".5=7$\*3'$>8L2$&!?'$

invested in mini boilers (portable/stationary) which are fabricated by local manufacturers. Although, such boilers 

do not come under the purview of  IBR license registration, their safety is still a concern as explosion could lead 

to severe men and material losses.

13. Vehicle transportation c$\*3'$>8L2N'2/'1-!55=$>fZ$+!2'#$.(*0/2X$&!?'$/(*10('#$?'&-15'$)*($(!C$3!%'(-!5$1*5-

lection and marketing of  value added produce. While own vehicle transportation offers several advantages includ-

ing cheaper transportation for short hauls, it can be very expensive for long hauls as compared to some other 

1*3/'%-".$3*#'2$*) $%(!"2/*(%7$S"1('!2'$-"$1*2%2$*) $/'%(*5e#-'2'5$!52*$!))'1%2$%&'$-"#02%(=7$@(!),1$#'5!=2$!"#$+!#$

weather could also impact on quality of  perishable goods, as well as failure in delivery commitments. Accidents of  

the transport vehicle may cause severe men and material losses as well. It is recommended that vehicles are used 

for short distanced markets and frequent to and fro on same routes, maintenance is done on regular basis,vehicle 

and men are insured and road rules are followed. 

14. Pollution Control and Waste Disposal : Since most FPCs are involved in primary processing of  farmer pro-

duce, the mandates of  ETP installation are generally not applicable. However, like any industry, FPCs too (unless 

'H'3/%'#X$!('$('<0-('#$%*$*+%!-"$8*550%-*"$L*"%(*5$a*!(#B2$KL*"2'"%$%*$Y2%!+5-2&B$+')*('$2'%%-".$0/$*) $%&'-($0"-%$

!2$C'55$!2$*+%!-"$KL*"2'"%$%*$M/'(!%'B$*"$2%!(%$*) $*/'(!%-*"27

!!!
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CHAPTER 9

COST-OUTPUT-PROFIT 

RELATIONSHIPS IN AN 

ENTERPRISE

Highlights

@&-2$1&!/%'($&'5/2$%*$0"#'(2%!"#$%&'$('5!%-*"2&-/$+'%C''"$1*2%:$*0%/0%$!"#$/(*,%$-"$!$>8L$'"%'(/(-2'$!"#$%&'$

importance of  break-even point (BEP) analysis.

Break Even Point is the level of  sales or activity where total revenue equals total cost. Leverage is the relative 

1&!".'$-"$/(*,%2$#0'$%*$1&!".'$-"$2!5'27$S%$-2$'22'"%-!5$%*$1*3/!('$*/'(!%-".$5'?'(!.'$!3*".$>8L2$*($,(32$-"$%&'$

2!3'$20+I2'1%*(:$!2$2*3'$1*3/!"-'2$&!?'$&-.&'($,H'#$1*2%2$%&!"$*%&'(27

A sensitivity analysis of  the business plan needs to be done by changing selling price, sales revenue, variable costs 

*($,H'#$1*2%2$!"$'"%'(/(-2'$*?'(!55$aY8$3!=$+'$'2%-3!%'#$+=$#-?-#-".$%*%!5$,H'#$1*2%2$+=$%&'$1*"%(-+0%-*"e*0%/0%$

ratio (C/O ratio) for the enterprise.

G$1&!".'$-"$2!5'2$3-H$C-55$"*%$!))'1%$!$>8LB2$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$/(*,%$-) $'!1&$/(*#01%$&!2$'<0!5$LeM$(!%-*7$

]*C'?'(:$!$1&!".'$-"$/(*#01%I3-H$C-55$1&!".'$%&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$/(*,%$C&'"$/(*#01%2$&!?'$0"'<0!5$LeM$

or contribution over sales ratio.

9.1. Introduction

The objective of  this section is to help understand essential concepts of  business analysis in terms of  estimation of  

+('!6I'?'"$5'?'52$*) $!1%-?-%=$!"#$!52*$?!(-*02$/!(!3'%'(2$!))'1%-".$/(*,%e(-26$!"#$/(*,%!+-5-%=7

9.2. Cost Structure and Break-Even of  Enterprises

Relationship between annual revenues and costs with regard to output may be established by means of  break-even 

studies. 

G$+('!6I'?'"$5'?'5$-2$%&'$"*I/(*,%$"*$5*22$;*"'$*($5'?'5$*) $!1%-?-%=$*) $!"$'"%'(/(-2'7$S%$-2$%&!%$5'?'5$*) $2!5'2$*($!1%-?-%=$

where total revenue equals total cost. 

@&'$!"!5=2-2$*) $/*%'"%-!5$('5!%-*"2&-/$+'%C''"$1*2%2:$/(*#01%-*"$*0%/0%:$!"#$/(*,%$-"$!"$>8L$-"$%&'$2'1%*($-2$'<0!55=$

important also its break-even levels of  activity is critical, even at the stage of  conceiving or expanding a project. This 

-2$2*:$/!(%-105!(5=:$C-%&$('.!(#$%*$-%2$1*2%$2%(01%0(':$?-;7$,H'#$!"#$?!(-!+5'$1*2%$*(-'"%!%-*"7$

Z!(-!+5'$1*2%2$1&!".'$-"$#-('1%$/(*/*(%-*"$%*$1&!".'$-"$*0%/0%$C&-5'$,H'#$1*2%2$('3!-"$1*"2%!"%$('.!(#5'227$S"-

variably, raw material costs, interest on working capital, wages paid to labour on daily-wage or piece-rate basis are 

?!(-!+5'$1*2%27$YH/'"2'2$*"$('"%:$-"%'('2%$*"$%'(3I5*!"2:$!"#$#'/('1-!%-*"$!('$,H'#$1*2%27

KL*"%(-+0%-*"B$-2$%&'$#-))'('"1'$+'%C''"$2!5'2$('?'"0'$*($*0%/0%$!"#$?!(-!+5'$1*2%7$8(*,%$-2$'2%-3!%'#$+=$20+%(!1%-".$

,H'#$1*2%2$)(*3$%*%!5$1*"%(-+0%-*"7$@&'$+('!6I'?'"$5'?'5$-"$%'(32$*) $0"-%2$-2$!%%!-"'#$C&'"$%&'$"03+'($*) $0"-%2$*) $!$

/(*#01%$2*5#$1('!%'2$20),1-'"%$('?'"0'$%*$1*?'($%*%!5$1*2%2:$?-;7$+*%&$,H'#$!"#$?!(-!+5'$1*2%27$
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Once an enterprise has attained break-even activity, the difference between sales above break-even sales and variable 

1*2%2$!('$/(*,%27$@*%!5$,H'#$1*2%2$&!?'$+''"$!5('!#=$1*?'('#$!%$%&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%7$G2$C'$&!?'$2''"$-"$%&'$2'1%-*"$

on product-mix and pricing decisions this concept has important implications in pricing.

Operating Leverage and Risk vs. Return Structuring of  a business Plan

E'?'(!.'$-2$%&'$('5!%-?'$1&!".'$-"$/(*,%2$#0'$%*$!$1&!".'$-"$2!5'27$G$&-.&$#'.(''$*) $5'?'(!.'$-3/5-'2$%&!%$!$5!(.'$1&!".'$

-"$/(*,%2$*110($#0'$%*$!$('5!%-?'5=$23!55$1&!".'$-"$2!5'27$

h$ G"$'"%'(/(-2'$C-55$&!?'$-"?!(-!+5=$&-.&'($*/'(!%-".$5'?'(!.'$-) $%*%!5$1*2%2$&!?'$!$&-.&'($/'(1'"%!.'$*) $,H'#$1*2%2$

vis-à-vis variable cost.  

h$ M/'(!%-".$5'?'(!.'$-"1('!2'2$C-%&$,H'#$1*2%27

Illustration :

As an illustration an enterprise produces a single product and sells the same at Rs. 50 per kg. The variable cost to 

/(*#01'$*"'$6.7$-2$F27$dU7$@&'$%*%!5$,H'#$1*2%$*) $%&'$'"%'(/(-2'$-2$'2%-3!%'#$!%$F27$V:WW:WWW7$@*$+('!6$'?'":$%&'$

'"%'(/(-2'$2&*05#$*/'(!%'$!%$%&!%$5'?'5$*) $!1%-?-%=e1!/!1-%=$-"$C&-1&$1*"%(-+0%-*"$2&*05#$'<0!5$,H'#$1*2%2$-"$*/'(!-

tion. The enterprise has capacity to produce 1,50,000 kg. per annum.  Therefore, break-even is :

M/'(!%-".$/(*,%$*) $!$&-.&5=$5'?'(!.'#$'"%'(/(-2'$C*05#$-"1('!2'$!%$!$)!2%'($(!%'$)*($!"=$.-?'"$-"1('!2'$-"$2!5'27$

However, if  sales (or margin on sales) fall, the enterprise with a high operating leverage would experience greater 

loss than an enterprise with a low operating leverage.

@&'$-3/!1%$*) $1&!".'2$-"$?!(-!+5'$1*2%2$*"$/(*,%2$-2$#-('1%$ -) $ -%$#*'2$"*%$1!02'$!"=$1&!".'$-"$2'55-".$/(-1'$*($

*0%/0%7$G"$-"1('!2'$-"$?!(-!+5'$1*2%2$C-55$-"1('!2'$%&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$('#01'$/(*,%2$!"#$?-1'$?'(2!7$M%&'($

)!1%*(2$('3!-"-".$0"1&!".'#:$!$)!55$-"$,H'#$1*2%2$C-55:$&*C'?'(:$5*C'($%&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$(!-2'$/(*,%2$!"#$

vice-versa. 

V2<2( >66&.%$(06 (!F/+8&$(0+(C'0-%$

G$/5!"$302%$-"1*(/*(!%'$%&'$)!1%$%&!%$/(*,%2$!"#$-%2$(!%'$*) $-"1('!2'$*($#'15-"'$3!=$+'$!))'1%'#$+=$%&'$1&!".'2$o$-"-

crease/decrease, in any one or all of  the following variables.

1. Selling Price

2. Sales Revenue

d7$ Z!(-!+5'$L*2%2

4. Fixed Costs

@&'2'$?!(-!+5'2$'"1*3/!22$!55$!2/'1%2$-"$%&'$1*"%'H%$*) $2%(01%0(-".$*($3!"!.-".$!$/(*D'1%:$?-;7$-"$%'(32$*) $,"!"1':$

marketing, and production.
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V212( !0$%9D#%5#%9C'0-%(7+/"A$,$(60'(/(:#"%,9C'0*#.%(>+%&'5',$&

In the case of  a multi-product enterprise, the contribution for each product is estimated by subtracting its variable 

1*2%2$)(*3$2!5'2$('?'"0'7$@&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$)*($'!1&$/(*#01%$3!=$+'$!((-?'#$!%$*"5=$ -) $ %&'$,H'#$1*2%$)*($'!1&$

product is established or apportioned. 

G"$'"%'(/(-2'B2$*?'(!55$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$3!=$+'$'2%-3!%'#$+=$#-?-#-".$%*%!5$,H'#$1*2%2$+=$%&'$1*"%(-+0%-*"eM0%/0%$

ratio (C/O ratio) for the enterprise.

The contribution of  a multi-product enterprise, or C/O ratio, is the weighted average of  the C/O ratios for all prod-

01%2$%&!%$-%$3!"0)!1%0('2$*($2'5527$k'-.&%2$!('$!11*(#'#$-"$('5!%-?'$/(*/*(%-*"$%*$'!1&$/(*#01%B2$2!5'27$@&'$LeM$(!%-*$

for the multi-product enterprise may also be estimated by dividing total contribution from all products by total sales.

Consider the illustration below :

F01&-$>**#$8(*#01%2$-"$80"'$&!#$%&'$)*55*C-".$,"!"1-!5$/'()*(3!"1'$!2$*"$UWT^ITn

Table 15 : Annual estimates of  a multi-product enterprise

Item
Product 1 Product 2 Product 3

Rs. Rs. Rs.

Sales 10,00,000 50,00,000 40,00,000

Z!(-!+5'$1*2%2 5,50,000 30,00,000 27,50,000

Fixed costs are Rs. 6,00,000. The Table below presents the indicative estimates of  the enterprises break-even level of  

activity and C/O ratio.

Table 16 Break-Even and C/O Ratio for a Multi-Product Enterprise

Item

Product 1 

(Flex seed 

chutney)

Product 2 

(Groundnut 

chutney)

Product 3 

(Lemon pick-

les)

Total

Product-Mix 10% 50% 40% 100%

Sales Revenue (Rs.) 10,00,000 50,00,000 40,00,000 100,00,000

Z!(-!+5'$L*2%$NF27X 5,50,000 30,00,000 27,50,000 63,00,000

Contribution (Rs.) 4,50,000 20,00,000 12,50,000 37,00,000

Fixed Costs (Rs.) 6,00,000

9'%$8(*,%$NF27X 3100000

C/O ratio 45 per cent 40 per cent 31.25 per cent 37 per cent

B/E point for the 

enterprise (in terms 

of  sales in Rs.)

   

KF&(&+%&'5',$&H$(!SD('/%,0(,+(%F&(,""#$%'/%,0+(/G0@&(,$(<M(5&'9.&+%(]@,Y2(W$2(<MabbabbbSW$2(3bbabbabbb^2(KF,$(,$(

also the weighted average of  the C/O ratios for the individual products.

Change in Product-Mix

G$1&!".'$-"$2!5'2$3-H$C-55$"*%$!))'1%$!"$>8L$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$/(*,%$-) $'!1&$/(*#01%$&!2$'<0!5$LeM$(!%-*7$]*C-

'?'(:$!$1&!".'$-"$/(*#01%I3-H$C-55$1&!".'$%&'$+('!6I'?'"$/*-"%$!"#$/(*,%$C&'"$/(*#01%2$&!?'$0"'<0!5$LeM$*($1*"-

tribution over sales ratios.
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Let us assume that the enterprise changes its product-mix as indicated in the table below. The effect on break-even 

5'?'5$*) $!1%-?-%=$!"#$/(*,%2$C*05#$+'$!2$2&*C"$-"$%&'$)*55*C-".$

Table 17$c$Y))'1%$*"$a('!6IY?'"$8*-"%$!"#$8(*,%$#0'$%*$L&!".'$-"$8(*#01%IJ-H

Item Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Total

Product-Mix (New) 40% 50% 10% 100%

Sales Revenue (Rs.) 40,00,000 50,00,000 10,00,000 100,00,000

Z!(-!+5'$L*2%2$NF27X 22,00,000 30,00,000 6,87,500 58,87,500

Contribution (Rs.) 18,00,000 20,00,000 3,12,500 41,12,500

Fixed Costs (Rs.) 6,00,000

9'%$8(*,%$NF27X 35,12,500

C/O ratio 45 per cent 40 per cent 31.25 per cent 41.12 per cent

B/E point (Rs.)

The break-even point for the enterprise has fallen to about Rs. 14,58,000 from Rs. 16,21,000. The C/O ratio for the 

'"%'(/(-2'$-2$'2%-3!%'#$!2$pT7TU$/'($1'"%7$@&'$'"%'(/(-2'B2$LeM$(!%-*$-3/(*?'#$!"#$aY8$('#01'#$+'1!02'$2!5'2$*) $5'22$

/(*,%!+5'$*($ 5*C$LeM$(!%-*$/(*1'22'#$)**#$/*(%)*5-*2$C'('$2&-)%'#$-"$)!?*0($*) $3*('$/(*,%!+5'$N&-.&$LeM$(!%-*X$

/(*#01%$A'H$2''#$1&0%"'=7$@&02:$!"$>8L$'"%'(/(-2'$2&*05#$)*102$*"$%&'$/(*#01%-*"$!"#$2!5'$*) $201&$/(*#01%2$-) $%&'$

*+D'1%-?'$-2$%*$('#01'$+02-"'22$(-26$N+('!6I'?'"X$'?'"$C&-5'$-"1('!2-".$/(*,%27$@&-2$3!=$-"?*5?'$'?*5?-".$!"$-#'!5$1('#-

it/discount stratagem to facilitate the same. Such aspects need be retained in mind while formulating a business plan.

The importance of  cost consideration cannot be gain said.

Need for effective cost management

An FPC in East Maharashtra supplied 170 quintals of  Chickpeas (Gram) to a Nagpur based dal mill. The qual-

-%=$!"#$2/'1-,1!%-*"2$*) $1*"2-."3'"%$%*$+'$20//5-'#$C'('$,H'#$#0(-".$/0(1&!2'$*(#'($!"#$/(-1'$C!2$,H'#$!2$F27$

5500 per quintal. Importantly, the prevailing market price on the date of  purchase order in Amravati Mandi was 

about Rs. 5250 per quintal. In a nutshell, buyer had agreed to pay a higher premium to the FPC for cleaned and 

graded supply. Additionally, all other costs like Mandi Cess, transportation, bagging material and unloading were 

borne by the buyer. 

However, despite such favourable negotiations, the company suffered a loss in the transaction. The primary 

('!2*"$)*($201&$5*22$C!2$-"'),1-'"%$/(*#01%-*"$1*2%$3!"!.'3'"%$C&-1&$&*C'?'($1*05#$!52*$+'$!%%(-+0%'#$%*$%&'$

1*3/!"=B2$5!16$*) $'H/'(-'"1'$*) $201&$%(!"2!1%-*"2$%&'"7$@&'$>8L$C!"%'#$%*$'H%'"#$3!H-303$.!-"2$%*$-%2$2&!('-

holders and hence it paid Rs. 5450 per quintal for procurement. Considering this, the company had maximum Rs. 

RW$/'($<0-"%!5$%*$!+2*(+$1*2%2$*) $/(*#01%-*"$!2$C'55$!2$3!6'$2*3'$/(*,%7$@&'$1*3/!"=$-"10(('#$1*2%$*) $!+*0%$F27$

55 per quintal for processing the raw material and about Rs. 30 per quintal on labour charges. Notably, competi-

tors in same industry incur a total of  about Rs. 50 per quintal on both these parameters put together. Additionally, 

procurement from farmers remains an important function in such transactions, wherein the producer company 

has 2 options; i.e. either recover processing and marketing charges (i.e. job work charges) from farmers or offer a 

/0(1&!2'$/(-1'$C&-1&$'"!+5'2$!+2*(+-".$%&'$1*2%27$E*22'2$!52*$*110($#0'$%*$-"'),1-'"%$1*"%(*5$*?'($/(*10('#$3!-
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Following are some recommendations for effective cost management by FPCs:

h$ FPCs should try and procure raw material (particularly pulses and grains) from their farmer members with max 

2-3 per-cent (average) impurities. 

h$ While FPCs provide their farmers with earnings higher than market rate, it is essential they absorb costs (either 

+=$C!=$*) $D*+$C*(6$1&!(.'2$)*($!..('.!%-*":$/(*1'22-".$!"#$3!(6'%-".$*($+=$#-2%(-+0%-".$/(*,%$!)%'($#'#01%-*"$

of  such charges).

h$ Labour charges should be optimized by reducing unnecessary material travel within premises. In this context, 

FPCs may understand practices in similar existing and successful units.

h$ FPCs could strategically source maximum raw material and other consumables at favourable market prices. 

h$ FPCs could adopt strategies of  cash or credit payment to its members. If  supplying members are comfortable 

C-%&$1('#-%$/!=3'"%$C-%&-"$!$2/'1-,'#$/'(-*#:$!$&-.&'($203$1*05#$+'$/!-#$%*$-"1'"%-?-;'7$G5%'("!%-?'5=:$!$5*C'($203$

could be offered for members seeking immediate cash payment. 

h$ FPCs could strategically undertake more sales in the season to manage overall positive averages.

h$ FPCs should always deliver the goods on date of  delivery mentioned in the contract. This also helps create a posi-

tive image of  FPC in the market.

h$ FPCs scale of  operation should be optimized to obtain advantages of  economies of  scale, wherein cost per unit 

of  output would decrease with increasing scale. 

h$ FPCs could focus more on leaner manufacturing process ensuring minimum wastage of  men and material on 

2&*/$A**(7$

h$ >8L2$2&*05#$'H!3-"'$%&'-($102%*3'(2B$3*%-?'2$)*($/0(1&!2-".$%&'$1*3/!"=B2$/(*#01'4$-7'7$#*$%&'=$+0=$1*3/!"=B2$

produce because of  their low cost, high quality, unique look, or some other reason? By determining what is impor-

tant to customers, FPCs can selectively attack elements which are not as important to reduce cost.

h$ Once buyers are comfortable with quality, delivery, price and other aspects, FPCs could negotiate long term con-

tracts of  supply, which in turn will ensure regular business as well as opportunity to realize positive average.

terial quality. In practice, if  the foreign material and immature seed content is high in material supplied by farmer 

members, it will lead to losses. This is another reason the PC had to face losses. Another important aspect noted in 

the transaction was delay in delivery by about 3 days. Although prices of  the commodity fell in the market, buyer 

still accepted delivery. This is a risky situation where either of  the parties may realize losses due to speculation 

*) $!$1*33*#-%=B2$/(-1'$-"$3!(6'%7$S"$%&'$1!2'$*) $&'!?=$/'(1'-?'#$5*22$)*($+0='(:$&'$3!=$*/%$*0%$*) $1*"%(!1%$!"#$

refuse delivery. 

!!!
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CHAPTER 10

THE FINANCIALS OF 

A BUSINESS PLAN

Highlights

@&-2$1&!/%'($'5!+*(!%'2$*"$%&'$?!(-*02$1*3/*"'"%2$-"$%&'$/('/!(!%-*"$*) $,"!"1-!52$*) $!$+02-"'22$/5!"7

@*$&'5/$-"$2%0#=-".$!$/*%'"%-!5$)(*3$%&'$,"!"1-!5$!".5':$!"!5=2-2$*) $,"!"1-!5$)'!2-+-5-%=$*) $!$/(*D'1%$*($+02-"'22$

plan is necessary.

@&'$'22'"%-!5$1*3/*"'"%2$*) $%&'$,"!"1-!52$*) $!$+02-"'22$/5!"$/(*D'1%$('/*(%$!('c

h$ 8(*D'1%$1*2%$

h$ J'!"2$*) $,"!"1'

h$ k*(6-".$1!/-%!5$!22'223'"%

h$ L!/!1-%=$0%-5-2!%-*"$!"#$-"1*3'$'2%-3!%'

h$ L!2&$A*C$/(*D'1%-*"2

h$ 8(*D'1%'#$,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%2$!"#$/(*,%!+-5-%=$!"!5=2-2

h$ >-"!"1-!5$(!%-*$!"!5=2-2

10.1. Introduction

@&'$*+D'1%-?'$*) $%&-2$1&!/%'($-2$%*$&'5/$.5'!"$-"2-.&%2$-"%*$%&'$'22'"%-!52$*) $%&'$,"!"1-!5$!2/'1%2$*) $!$/(*D'1%$('/*(%$

such as: 

h$ /(*D'1%$1*2%

h$ 3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'

h$ C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$!22'223'"%

h$ '2%-3!%-".$1*2%$*) $/(*#01%-*"$!"#$"'%$-"1*3'$A*C2

h$ !"#:$-"$/('/!(-".$!$/(*D'1%$('/*(%$C-%&$/(*D'1%'#$,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%2$!"#$/(*,%!+-5-%=$!"!5=2-27

To fully understand the nuances of  each component in the preparation of  a project report, it will be ideal to meet/

-"%'(!1%$C-%&$2'?'(!5$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$!"#$%'(3$5*!"$/(*?-#'(2$%*$0"#'(2%!"#$%&'-($"*(32$C-%&$('.!(#$%*$,"!"1-".$#-)-

ferent aspects of  a project. 

It is necessary to understand practices and norms regarding various aspects such as working capital assistance and 

Q'+%$\'(?-1'$L*?'(!.'$F!%-*$NQ\LFX$('<0-('#$+=$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$@&'=$3!=$+'$!52*$2/'1-)=$*%&'($/!(!3'%'(2$

C-%&$('.!(#$%*$/(*,%!+-5-%=$!"#$?-!+-5-%=$!"!5=2-2$)(*3$%&'-($/*-"%$*) $?-'C7$

@*$%&'$'H%'"%$/*22-+5':$2%0#=$#-))'('"%$/(*D'1%$('/*(%2$%&!%$3!=$2'10('#$)(*3$J\JYIQS$e$5'!#-".$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2$

of  the region. 

h$ J*2%$5'"#-".$-"2%-%0%-*"2$&!?'$%&'-($*C"$"*(32$('.!(#-".$%&'$2%(01%0('$*) $!$/(*D'1%$('/*(%e+02-"'22$/5!"7$@&-2$

2'1%-*"$%&'(')*('$3'('5=$/('2'"%2$%&'$3'%&*#*5*.=$-"$/('/!(-".$!$K+02-"'22$/5!"B$%&!":$3'('5=:$!$/('21(-+'#$K+!"6-

able project report. 
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The objective of  the exercise is to build competence to independently analyse various factors and evolve and sustain-

ably implement an appropriate business plan. Not merely for submission to a bank but for actual implementation.

@&'$1&!/%'($!52*$/('2'"%2$%&'$,"!"1-!52$*) $!$+02-"'22$/5!"$!"#$!$+02-"'22$/5!"$)*(3!%$-"$%&'$1*"%'H%$*) $!$3-1(*e23!55$

unit.

10.2. Financial Viability of  Preparation and Analysis

G"!5=2-2$*) $,"!"1-!5$)'!2-+-5-%=$*) $!$/(*D'1%$*($+02-"'22$/5!"$&'5/2$2%0#=$!$/(*D'1%B2$/*%'"%-!5$)(*3$%&'$,"!"1-!5$!".5'7$

S"1*3':$'H/'"#-%0('$!"#$/(*,%$/(*D'1%-*"2$!('$3!#'$%-55$%&'$/'(-*#$*) $('/!=3'"%$%*$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$G$2-H$%*$

eight-year period could be ideal in many cases. Projections may be made in such a manner that capacity utilisation 

improves over the years viz. say 60, 70 and 80 percent in years 1,2 and 3 respectively.

Parameters such as selling price and cost of  raw material may be changed every year. It is normally assumed that in-

crease in costs over time will be matched with increase in selling price. And so, both can be assumed constant over 

%&'$='!(27$@&'$)*55*C-".$20+I2'1%-*"2$-"%(*#01'$3!D*($1*3/*"'"%2$*) $,"!"1-!5$?-!+-5-%=$/('/!(!%-*"$!"#$!22'223'"%7

10.3. Project Cost

h$ 8(*D'1%$1*2%$1*3/(-2'2$-"?'2%3'"%$)*($'2%!+5-2&-".$!"$'"%'(/(-2'7$@&'$2-."-,1!"%$'5'3'"%2$*) $/(*D'1%$1*2%$!('$5!"#$

!"#$2-%'$#'?'5*/3'"%:$+0-5#-".:$3!1&-"'(=:$*%&'($,H'#$!22'%2:$%'1&"-1!5$6"*CI&*C$'H/'"2'2:$/('5-3-"!(=$!"#$/('I

operative expenses, including interest during construction period, working capital margin and contingency costs. 

h$ S%$!52*$-"150#'2$1'(%!-"$!#3-"-2%(!%-?'$!"#$,"!"1-!5$'H/'"2'2$C&-1&$!('$-"10(('#$+')*('$/(*#01%-*"$2%!(%27$@&'2'$

are Preliminary and Pre-operative (P&P) expenses. They include rent/interest during construction, Pollution 

Board License, collateral related expenses like stamp duty, trial production expenses, deposits for utilities and 

/(*1'22-".$)''2$*) $,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$

h$ Contingency - provision made for escalation of  cost of  equipment, for instance, in the lag between plan prepara-

tion and project implementation. 

These are the key components of  project cost.:

Here, Land and Site development: Cost of  land, legal charges, levelling and developing charges, fencing etc. Civil 

C*(62c$>!1%*(=$+0-5#-".:$*),1':$C!('&*02':$#(!-"!.'$)!1-5-%-'2:$'%17$85!"%$!"#$3!1&-"'(=c$8(-1'$*) $3!1&-"'(=e'<0-/-

3'"%$!"#$'H1-2'$#0%=:$2!5'2$%!H$NP\@X:$)('-.&%$!"#$-"2%!55!%-*"$1*2%27$M%&'($,H'#$!22'%2c$>0("-%0(':$*),1'$'<0-/3'"%$5-6'$

fax machines, vehicles, laboratory and pollution control equipment, diesel generating sets, etc.

Comparative quotations from several suppliers may be invited to convince lending institutions about cost of  plant and 

3!1&-"'(=7$S"2%-%0%-*"2:$2*3'%-3'2:$2/'1-)=$K!11'/%!+5'B$20//5-'(27$

>*($?!50!%-*"$*) $5!"#$!"#$+0-5#-".:$5'"#'($*))'(2$5*!"$!.!-"2%$%&'$K+**6$/(-1'B$!2$/'($#*103'"%2$!"#$"*%$K3!(6'%$/(-1'7B$

An FPC should know these aspects and work closely with lending institutions.

10.4. Means of  Finance

@&'$1*33*"$3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'$!('$%'(3$5*!":$20+2-#=$*($'<0-%=7$F'/!=3'"%$%'(32$?!(=$C-%&$-"2%-%0%-*"2$!"#$C-%&$

schemes. 

Y<0-%=$1!/-%!5$-2$/(*3*%'(2B$1*"%(-+0%-*"$*($3*"'=$1*"%(-+0%-*"$+=$*%&'(2$-"$%'(32$*) $#'/*2-%2$!"#$0"2'10('#$5*!"27$

@&'$3-"-303$!3*0"%$*) $/(*3*%'($1*"%(-+0%-*":$-(('2/'1%-?'$*) $201&$/(-?!%'$/!(%-1-/!%-*":$1*05#$+'$2/'1-,'#$!%$!$

minimum 17.5 per cent of  project cost by lending institutions. 
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10.5. Working Capital, Relevant Margin and its Assessment

Funds required to operate an enterprise is Working Capital. A certain minimum amount of  working capital is perma-

nently invested in business. The entrepreneur will have to contribute this fund initially. Working capital margin, which 

is included in the project cost, is estimated on the basis of  the year when the enterprise breaks even. The estimation 

of  this margin depends on projections of  working capital needs:

h$ 8(*D'1%-".$*0%/0%$*?'($#-))'('"%$='!(2$*) $*/'(!%-*"

h$ 8(*D'1%-".$(!C$3!%'(-!5$-"/0%$"''#'#$!"#$0"-%$/(-1'$*) $'!1&$-"/0%$('<0-('#$%*$/(*#01'$*0%/0%$!"#$%&'$!3*0"%$*) $

3!%'(-!5$!"$'"%'(/(-2'$302%$1!((=:$.-?'"$,(2%$='!($/(*#01%-*"$%!(.'%27$>*($%&'$5!%%'(:$%&'$K5'!#B$%-3'$+'%C''"$*(#'($

placement and receipt should be considered. Enterprises in the food processing sector need to carry high raw 

material inventory, given the seasonality of  production. Price of  inputs vary drastically and enterprises need to 

stock up to reap advantage of  favourable prices. The value of  raw material, to be stocked, should be ascertained, 

as also that of  other consumables and packing material to be stocked up.  

h$ 8(*D'1%-".$?!50'$*) $.**#2$0"#'($/(*#01%-*"$!%$!"=$%-3'7$@&-2$C-55$#'/'"#$*"$%&'$5'".%&$*) $%&'$3!"0)!1%0(-".$

cycle. For such valuation, direct costs of  raw material, wages and utilities should be considered. You may ignore 

depreciation, administrative and marketing expenses.

h$ 8(*D'1%-".$%&'$5'?'5$*) $2%*16$*) $,"-2&'#$.**#27$G"$'"%'(/(-2'$/(*#01-".$-"$!"%-1-/!%-*"$*) $#'3!"#:$!2$#*$3*2%$

/(*1'22-".$'"%'(/(-2'2:$3!=$1!((=$20+2%!"%-!5$2%*16$*) $/(*1'22'#e2'3-I/(*1'22'#$,"-2&'#$.**#27$@&'$<0!"%-%=$*) $

such stock should be valued at cost, viz. direct and indirect, sans depreciation.

h$ 8(*D'1%-".$%*%!5$2!5'2$*"$1('#-%$-"$%'(32$*) $#0(!%-*"$*($!3*0"%$*) $*0%2%!"#-".$('1'-?!+5'27$M"5=$/(*#01%-*"$1*2%$

of  sales is considered. 

h$ 8(*D'1%-".$%&'$3*"%&5=$C!.'2$!"#$2!5!(=$'H/'"2'2:$/*C'(e)0'5:$*%&'($0%-5-%=$('5!%'#$1*2%2:$!#3-"-2%(!%-?'$'H/'"2'2:$

selling, and repair/maintenance expenses. 

h$ @&'$ 203$*) $ 1*3/*"'"%2$ )(*3$ %&'$ (!C$3!%'(-!5$ ?!50'$ -"#-1!%'#$ -"$ %&'$ 2'1*"#$+055'%$/*-"%:$ %*$ %&'$ 5!2%$ !+*?':$

.-?'$%&'$'2%-3!%'$*) $C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$('<0-('3'"%7$G$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"$3!=$(')02'$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$20//*(%$)*($

expenses either on wages/salary or administrative expenses. Such policy may change with time. Around 60-70% 

support for most working capital components may be secured.  

10.6. Support for Working Capital and Term Loans

To sanction a term loan, a term lender may ask the promoter to submit a sanction letter of  a bank approving, in prin-

ciple, a working capital facility for a project. The project appraisal pursued by a term lender is considered prior to such 

K-"I/(-"1-/5'B$2!"1%-*"7$G$+!"6$3!=$2%-55$#-2!.(''$*"$/(*D'1%-*"2$*($1!/!1-%=$0%-5-2!%-*"$*($/(*,%!+-5-%=:$!"#$&'"1'$*"$

support. Many enterprises are still-born despite receiving working capital support as they receive and accept less than 

requirements. MFIs like FWWB, Samunnati Finance and institutions like NABKISAN Finance and many banks offer 

both term and working capital loans. They offer composite loans. 

An enterprise may also secure deposits or private loans at a certain interest but a lending institution invariably insists 

that such private loans remain unsecured in terms of  assets of  the project as they will be mortgaged to the lending 

institution. 
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10.7. Extent of  Loan or Debt Financing: Norms and its Sanction and Disbursement

The extent of  term loan that can qualify depends on norms of  Debt-Equity ratio, minimum Promoter Contribution, 

/*5-1=$*) $5'"#-".$-"2%-%0%-*"2$!+*0%$3!(.-"$!.!-"2%$2/'1-,1$1*3/*"'"%2$*) $/(*D'1%$1*2%2$!"#$%&'$,H'#$!22'%$1*?'(!.'$

security margin for the lender. 

A 2:1 debt-equity ratio may be acceptable to a lender. The term lender has a policy on contribution pegged between 

15% to 22.5%. Component-wise norm policy about margin against project cost may vary over time between institu-

tions. 

Land, building, machinery, equipment and other assets may be mortgaged with the term lender as security. Lenders 

accept no security for working capital margin or preliminary/pre-operative expenses. The promoter may have to con-

tribute as these assets cannot be disposed of  to recover dues. The term loan is pegged at 30-40% less than the value 

*) $,H'#$!"#$2!5'!+5'$!22'%27$k&-5'$!$5'"#'($3!=$*))'($'H%(!$5*!"$!.!-"2%$!$1*2%$*?'((0":$!2203-".$/(*D'1%$?-!+-5-%=$-2$

not affected, it is not responsible for delay in receipt of  subsidy. A loan application of  a lender will include standard 

<0'2%-*"2$!+*0%$%&'$1*3/*"'"%2$*) $!$/(*D'1%$('/*(%7$@&'('$1*05#$+'$<0'2%-*"2$!+*0%$/(*3*%'(I/(*,5'$!"#$'H/'(-'"1':$

,"!"1-!5$2%('".%&:$/'(2*"!5$!22'%2e5-!+-5-%-'27$G52*:$%&'$5*!"$-2$#-2+0(2'#$-"$2%!.'27$S%$-2$"'1'22!(=$%*$2%0#=$#-2+0(2'3'"%$

procedures and fund-position of  the lender. The term lender may need collateral security besides the mortgage of  

assets and may include personal residence or other personal assets. 

In some schemes covered under Credit Guarantee Trust Scheme of  India, for manufacturing sector projects, term 

loans without collateral are feasible.

10.8. Capacity Utilisation and Income Estimate

h$ F!C$3!%'(-!5c$8(*/*(%-*"!5$%*$/(*#01%-*"$<0!"%-%=$

h$ L*"203!+5'2$!"#$/!16-".$3!%'(-!52c$Q'/'"#$*"$/(*#01%-*"$<0!"%-%=$+0%$"*%$/(*/*(%-*"!%'5=

h$ 8*C'(:$)0'5$!"#$0%-5-%-'2c$Q'/'"#$*"$/(*#01%-*"$<0!"%-%=$+0%$"*%$/(*/*(%-*"!%'5=

h$ k!.'2$!"#$2!5!(=c$8!(%-!55=$('5!%'#$%*$/(*#01%-*"$<0!"%-%=

h$ F'/!-(2$!"#$3!-"%'"!"1'c$YH/'"2'$*"$/5!"%:$+0-5#-".$!"#$*%&'($!22'%24$-"1('!2'$*?'($%-3'

h$ F'"%:$%!H'2$!"#$-"20(!"1'c$@&'2'$!('$,H'#$'H/'"2'2

h$ G#3-"-2%(!%-?'$'H/'"2'2c$>-H'#

h$ \'55-".$'H/'"2'2c$S"150#'$,H'#$'H/'"2'2$!2$!#?'(%-2-".$!"#$2!5'23'"B2$2!5!(=$!2$C'55$!2$?!(-!+5'$'H/'"2'2$5-6'$1*3-

mission to dealers

h$ S"%'('2%$*"$%'(3$5*!"c$M0%2%!"#-".$5*!"$

E*!"$('/!=3'"%$/5!"$-2$,H'#$+=$%&'$%'(3I5'"#-".$!.'"1=$!"#$-"%'('2%$*"$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$,H'#$+=$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$/(*-

vider. Interest rates depend on working capital requirement, which in turn depends on sale/production quantity and 

working capital margin. 

There are cash and non-cash expenses. Cash expenses have to be projected annually for raw material, packing, utilities, 

wages/salaries, repairs/maintenance, administration, selling expenses, interest on loan, rent, etc. Income minus such 

1!2&$'H/'"2'$-2$1!2&$/(*,%7$@*$!11*0"%$/(*,%:$+*%&$1!2&$!"#$"*"I1!2&$'H/'"2'2$!('$#'#01%'#$)(*3$-"1*3'7$9*"I

cash expenses include depreciation, amortisation of  P&P expenses and write-off  of  technical know-how expenditure. 
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Z!50'$*) $,H'#$!22'%2$5-6'$+0-5#-".:$3!1&-"'(=$!"#$*),1'$'<0-/3'"%$#'/('1-!%'2$'?'(=$='!(7$Q'/('1-!%-*"$-"$K!11*0"%-

-".B$3'!20('2$201&$('#01%-*"$-"$%&'$!22'%$?!50'7$S%$!52*$&'5/2$+0-5#$!$1!2&$('2'(?'$)*($('/5!1'3'"%$*) $%&'$'H-2%-".$!22'%$

5!%'(7$E!"#B2$?!50'$#*'2$"*%$#'/('1-!%'$!"#$"*$#'/('1-!%-*"$-2$/(*?-#'#$)*($-%7$G3*(%-2!%-*"$*($.(!#0!5$C(-%'I*)) $*) $

intangible assets are stipulated in income tax rules, viz. how and by how much every year. One may write off  P&P and 

technical know-how expenditures in 10 and 6 years respectively. Contingency/escalation expenditure may be added to 

estimate asset cost and depreciation is provided on the resultant amount. 

Q'/('1-!%-*"$1!"$+'$/(*?-#'#$+=$%C*$3'%&*#2:$2%(!-.&%$5-"'$N\EX$!"#$C(-%%'"$#*C"$?!50'$NkQZX$3'%&*#7$Q'/('1-!-

%-*"$(!%'2$!('$2/'1-,'#$+=$5!C$!"#$?!(=$C-%&$"!%0('$*) $!22'%7$@&'$kQZ$3'%&*#$'))'1%-?'5=$-"1('!2'2$'H/'"#-%0('$!"#$

('#01'2$!11*0"%-".$/(*,%$-"$-"-%-!5$='!(2$!"#$&'"1':$-"1*3'$%!H7$@&'$\E$3'%&*#$3!=$+'$02'#$%*$/('/!('$!$/(*D'1%'#$

/(*,%$2%!%'3'"%:$C&-5'$%&'$kQZ$3!=$+'$02'#$%*$'2%-3!%'$-"1*3'I%!H$*+5-.!%-*"27

10.9. Income Tax Projections

The tax burden can be estimated as follows:

h$ @&'$kQZ$#'/('1-!%-*"$!3*0"%$-2$20+%(!1%'#$)(*3$/(*,%$+')*('$%!H7$G$/'(1'"%!.'$*) $/('5-3-"!(=$!"#$6"*CI&*C$

('5!%'#$'H/'"#-%0('$3!=$+'$#'#01%'#$'?'(=$='!($!2$/'($"*(32$%*$1*(('2/*"#-".5=$('#01'$%!H!+5'$/(*,%$+')*('$%!H7$

S%$-2$!52*$/*22-+5'$%*$1!((=$)*(C!(#$5*22'27$E*22'2$-"10(('#$-"$!$/!(%-105!($='!($3!=$+'$*))2'%$!.!-"2%$/(*,%$-"$%&'$

following years.

h$ @!H$-"1'"%-?'2$*))'('#$)*($'"%'(/(-2'2$-"$!$('.-*"$*($20+I2'1%*($2&*05#$+'$-"1*(/*(!%'#$!"#$20+%(!1%'#7

h$ @!H$1!5105!%-*"$#'/'"#2$*"$%!H$(!%':$C&-1&$#'/'"#2$*"$!22'22'$2%!%02$!"#$5'.!5$)*(3$*) $!"$'"%'(/(-2'B2$1*"2%-%0-

tion. It may be a sole proprietary, a Hindu Undivided Family (HUF), a private or public limited company or a 

1**/'(!%-?'$2*1-'%=7$@!H$(!%'2$?!(=$!11*(#-".5=7$@!H$-2$#'#01%'#$)(*3$/(*,%$+')*('$%!H$N8a@X$%*$!((-?'$!%$/(*,%$

after tax (PAT). FPCs enjoy an income tax holidayup to 5 years.

3b23b2(B,+/+.,/"(@,/G,",%A(/+*(./$F(J0L(06 (/+(&+%&'5',$&

Z-!+-5-%=$)(*3$%&'$5'"#'(B2$/*-"%$*) $?-'C$-2$%&'$!+-5-%=$%*$('/!=$%&'$%'(3$5*!"7$G$,"!"1-!5$(!%-*$3'!20('2$%&'$'"%'(/(-2'B2$

capacity to meet term loan and interest. Related obligation is the Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR). A DSCR of  

one implies that the enterprise will earn cash to exactly meet all term loan and interest obligations. DSCR of  about two 

is considered adequate. The higher the DSCR, the better the project. 

@&'('$!('$?!(-*02$(!%-*2$5-6'$-"1*3'I1!/-%!5$(!%-*:$8a@N8(*,%$a')*('$@!HX$%*$%0("*?'($(!%-*$!"#$F'%0("$*"$S"?'2%3'"%$

NFMSX$(!%-*:$C&-1&$('A'1%2$/(*,%!+-5-%=c

An illustration/format on Developing the Financial Scheme of  a Project Report / Business Plan

Basic data needs are as follows: 

h$ 8(*#01%e2c

h$ S"2%!55'#$1!/!1-%=$N5-"'$C-2'X$/'($!""03$C*(6-".$-"$Nj$"*7$*)X2&-)%2$N*) $n$&*0(2B$#0(!%-*"$'!1&X$)*($j$#!=2$!$='!(c

h$ M/'(!%-".$1!/!1-%=$N'7.7$I$$VWq$*) $-"2%!55'#$1!/!1-%=$-"$%&'$,(2%$='!(:$^Wq$%&'$2'1*"#$='!($!"#$nWq$%&'('!)%'(X

h$ YH/'"2'$*"$5!"#:$2-%'$#'?'5*/3'"%$!"#$)'"1-".

h$ L*2%$*) $+0-5#-".$1*"2%(01%-*"

h$ F'5!%-*"2&-/$+'%C''"$1*('$-"/0%$!"#$*0%/0%$N'7.7$-"$O.27X$C&'('$)'!2-+5'

h$ 8(-1'$*) $1*('$!"#$*%&'($-"/0%2$!"#$*0%/0%
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h$ L*2%$*) $3!1&-"'(=$!"#$'<0-/3'"%$N-"157$'H1-2':$2!5'2$%!H$!"#$)('-.&%:$-"20(!"1'$!"#$*1%(*-X4$-"2%!55!%-*"$'H/'"2'2

h$ J-21'55!"'*02$>-H'#$G22'%2$N)0("-%0('$'%17X

wS"$%&'$1!2'$*) $2'(?-1'$2'1%*($/(*D'1%2$3*2%$'5'3'"%2$*) $/(*D'1%$1*2%$3!=$-"?*5?'$'<0-/3'"%$!"#$3-21'55!"'*02$,H'#$

assets even if  not plant and machinery. 

Working capital estimation :

h$ Q'2-(!+5'$1!((=-".$5'?'5e-"?'"%*(=$*) $1*('$(!C$3!%'(-!5e-"/0%$!"#$,"-2&'#$.**#2$2%*16$

h$ 8(*#01%-*"e3!"0)!1%0(-".$1=15'$%-3'

h$ L*2%$*) $2%*('2:$1*"203!+5'2$!"#$/!16!.-".$3!%'(-!5$-"$%'(32$*) $j$F27$/'($0"-%$*) $*0%/0%$N)*($-"2%!"1'X$!"#$-%2$

desirable stocking period.

It may be noted that, while planning or forecasting price of  commodity inputs for working capital estimation, various 

external factors have to be collected

Government intervention in Agri-commodity prices

There is high price volatility in agricultural commodities. The major commodities with unstable prices include 

potatoes and onion. Price support from the government is available through Minimum Support Prices(MSP) and 

also through the Market Intervention Scheme (MIS). The latter covers horticulture produces and perishables. 

Rice, wheat, maize, gram, pigeon pea, groundnut, soya bean and raw cotton enjoy MSP support, while potatoes, 

onion and banana enjoy MIS support.

“Futures Trade” to hedge against price volatility: Even as an MSP substitute!

Indian farmers are battered by price volatility and in such a situation, options can be an ideal instrument for ensur-

-".$%&'-($/(*,%$3!(.-"27$>!(3'($8(*#01'($L*3/!"-'2$1!"$+'$'"1*0(!.'#$%*$02'$*/%-*"2$%*$3!"!.'$1*33'(1-!5$

risk in the production, processing and marketing of  agricultural products. Futures along with options can provide 

)!(3'(2$C-%&$!"$!//(*/(-!%'$%**5$%*$.'%$!$.**#$/(-1'$)*($%&'-($/(*#01'$!"#$3!"!.'$/(-1'$(-26$'),1-'"%5=7$>!(3'(2B$

participation on Futures Trade is limited due to the entry barriers in the form of  membership criteria, stringent 

KYC norms and margin requirements. By making it easier and simpler for Farmer Producer Companies to take 

membership of  exchanges, farmers can be encouraged to move into formal, regulated, cash-less markets. The 

larger lot sizes of  future contracts remain a challenge for small-holders to participate directly. With the emergence 

of  FPCs and their increasing awareness, they are now able to hedge their price risk well in advance of  the start 

of  harvest seasons. Progressively, with commodity options being available soon, farmers will be securing another 

-"2%(03'"%$%*$&'#.'$%&'-($(-26$C&-1&$-2$1&'!/'($!"#$3*('$'),1-'"%7$M/%-*"2$C*05#$.-?'$%&'$)!(3'(2$+'"',%$*) $

/(-1'$/(*%'1%-*"$-"$1!2'$%&'$/(-1'$)!552$+'5*C$%&'-($1*2%$*) $/(*#01%-*":$!2$C'55$!2$%&'$+'"',%$*) $!"=$(-2'$-"$/(-1'27$

This would be an even better instrument for farmers than futures.

Government intervention to control Agri-commodity prices: MEP, export bans and quotas

S"#-!B2$!..('.!%'$9!%-*"!5$'H/*(%2$*) $!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01'$C'('$F27$T^7TV$L(*('$-"$UWTRITV:$C&'('!2$*?'(!55$-3-

ports were Rs. 24.90 Crore in 2015-16. If  we look at the trade matrix of  the country; cotton, cereals, edible fruits 

& vegetables & tea & coffee comprise the major share. The major regular agricultural imports in India comprise 

of  the imports of  animal & vegetable fats & oil, edible vegetables & edible fruits & nuts. Palm oil, soya bean oil & 

20"A*C'($*-5$!('$%&'$3!D*($-%'32$+'-".$-3/*(%'#$0"#'($%&'$1!%'.*(=$*) $!"-3!5$f$?'.'%!+5'$)!%27$L&-16/'!$1*3-
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prises more than two-third share in category of  edible vegetables. Certain commodities are imported to meet the 

crises situations related to shortages in domestic supply. APEDA (Agriculture & Processed Food Products Export 

Development Authority) under the Ministry of  Commerce & Industry, in association with the Department of  

Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, initiated a cluster approach by identifying contiguous geographical 

farmlands & developing the farmers to address the issue raised in cultivation (quality planting material, integrated 

pest & nutrient management, etc.), pre-harvest (maturity indices, permissible residue levels, etc.), through agencies 

of  the state governments. The concerns in the post-harvest handling & export linkage are also being addressed. 

The trade related interventions in marketing include subsidised, tariff  or non-tariff  barriers and other trade policy 

instruments. Exports of  agricultural commodities have been restricted through export prohibitions, licenses, 

quotas, marketing controls & minimum export prices (MEPs). To protect the interests of  domestic consumers 

(and processors), the controls on export were enforced through trading enterprises. There are few essentials com-

3*#-%-'2$5-6'$*"-*":$C&-1&$!('$'H&-+-%-".$'H%('3'$/(-1'$A01%0!%-*"27$S"$201&$1!2'2:$JY8$&!2$+''"$!#3-"-2%'('#$

several times to control its price in the domestic market. Frequent, bans/restrictions on export of  rice, pulses and 

related quotas are also imposed.

Redressing post-harvest infrastructure gaps – also to reduce wastage and maintain prices

Approximately 15% of  crop is lost between the farm gate and the customer because of  poor roads and improper 

2%*(!.'$)!1-5-%-'2$%&02$+!#5=$-"A0'"1-".$%&'$-"1*3'$*) $)!(3'(2$Nk*(5#$a!"6:$T__^X7$G?!-5!+-5-%=$*) $/(*/'($(*!#$

network provides the basics to facilitate trade, transportation, social integration and economic development. Some 

of  the states despite having the potential to become leading agricultural producing states in India are low in terms 

of  road infrastructure like Jharkhand, Rajasthan, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Gujrat, Andhra Pradesh & Uttar 

Pradesh. The number of  regulated markets is relatively more in the geographically large states i.e. Maharashtra, 

Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, West Bengal & Rajasthan. These six states account for more than half  

of  the regulated markets in the country. The states of  Punjab & Haryana though geographically small, have a large 

"03+'($*) $('.05!%'#$3!(6'%27$S"1('!2-".$*) $)!(3'(2B$-"1*3'2$('<0-('2$%&!%$!#'<0!%'$-")(!2%(01%0('2$-2$/(*?-#'#$

"'!('($%*$)!(3'(2B$,'5#2:$1*""'1%-".$23!55&*5#'(2$%*$%&'$3!(6'%2$f$2%('".%&'"-".$?!50'$1&!-"$5-"6!.'27$@&'('$-2$2$

scope for promotion of  food processing industries in these states primarily because of  their strategic geographical 

location & proximity to National Capital Region, one of  the major markets for processed foods. Only creation of  

cold storage facilities would not probably serve the purpose, it needs to be coupled with other logistic support like 

pack-houses, refer vans, ripening chambers etc. with continuous power supply to connect farmers and consumers 

3*('$'),1-'"%5=7$9LLQ$('/*(%2$%&!%$-"!#'<0!%'$1*5#$1&!-"$)!1-5-%=$-2$%&'$3!D*($1*"2%(!-"%$-"$%&'$1!2'$*) $&*(%-105-

tural commodities because of  high perishability of  the products & less retention capacity of  the farmers. Lack 

*) $1*5#$1&!-"$!%%'"0!%'2$%&'$)!(3'(B2$!+-5-%=$%*$('!1&$*0%$f$1*""'1%$C-%&$!$5!(.'$"03+'($*) $1*"203'(27$@&-2$&!2$

resulted in huge post-harvest losses of  perishable agricultural produce. Similar to the evaluation of  cold-chain, a 

need appraisal is also recommended for the other infrastructure elements that empower farmers to integrate into 

the supply chain, and be better linked directly with markets. Infrastructure items such as dry warehousing, silos, 

rail & transport,etc., mapped against market demand & with production are also required.
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Provisions:

h$ 8(*?-2-*"$!.!-"2%$/*22-+5'$/(-1'$ '21!5!%-*"e1*"%-".'"1-'2$ -"$,H'#e3-21'55!"'*02$!22'%2$ N10(('"1=$#'/('1-!%-*":$

#'5!=2$-"$/(*D'1%$2!"1%-*"$!"#$-3/5'3'"%!%-*":$3-22-".$*0%$*"$2*3'$1(-%-1!5$20//*(%-".$'<0-/3'"%e'5'1%(-,1!%-*"X7

Financial contributors:

h$ @&'$%'(3$5'"#'(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$%*$/(*D'1%$1*2%7$

h$ @&'$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$/(*?-#'(B2$!22-2%!"1'$%*$.**#2$-"$/(*1'22$!"#$,"-2&'#$.**#24$(!C$3!%'(-!5:$!"#$1*"203!+5'2e

stores/packing material; value of  sundry debtors or accounts receivables. 

Financial charges:

h$ @&'$(!%'$*) $-"%'('2%$*"$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$!"#$%'(3$5*!"2$

Other expenses/utilities:

h$ YH/'"2'2$*"$2!5!(=$!"#$C!.'2$!"#$!#3-"-2%(!%-?'$'H/'"2'2$x$j$/'($3*"%&7$

h$ 8*C'($1*"203/%-*"$!"#$%!(-)) $(!%'7$

h$ @&'$2'55-".$1*33-22-*"$N-) $!"=X

h$ F'/!-(2$!"#$3!-"%'"!"1'$

h$ L*"2%(01%-*"$/'(-*#$*) $)!1%*(=$-2$V$3*"%&2$)(*3$2!"1%-*"$*) $%'(3$5*!"7$

h$ >-(2%$('.-2%(!%-*"$!"#$*%&'($/('5-3-"!(=$'H/'"2'2$$

h$ YH/'"2'2$-"$%(-!5$/(*#01%-*"7$

Sales price:

h$ @&'$2'55-".$/(-1'$*) $,"-2&'#$/(*#01%

Income tax norms:

h$ @&'$-"1*3'$%!H$(!%'2$*"$%!H!+5'$/(*,%$$

@*$'2%-3!%'$%&'$,"!"1-!5$?-!+-5-%=$*) $%&'$/(*D'1%:$?!(-*02$2%!%'3'"%2$!('$"''#'#I$

h$ L*2%$*) $/(*D'1%$*($8(*D'1%$1*2%$N-"157$1*3/0%!%-*"$*) $-"%'('2%$#0(-".$1*"2%(01%-*"$/'(-*#:$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$3!(.-":$

if  any) 

h$ k*(6-".$1!/-%!5:$

h$ J'!"2$*) $,"!"1':$

h$ L!/!1-%=$0%-5-2!%-*"$!"#$-"1*3'$/(*D'1%-*"2:$

h$ YH/'"#-%0('$/(*D'1%-*"2$N-"157$1*3/0%!%-*"$*) $#'/('1-!%-*":$-"%'('2%$-3/5-1!%-*"2$!"#$5*!"$('/!=3'"%$/5!"$'%17X

h$ 8(*,%$!"#$%!H$/(*D'1%-*"2:$

h$ Q'+%$2'(?-1'$1*?'(!.':$

h$ 8(*,%!+-5-%=$-"#-1!%*(2:$

h$ L!2&$A*C$/(*D'1%-*"2:$!"#$

h$ F-26e+('!6I'?'"$!"!5=2-27

The sub-sections below present formats for compiling relevant information. 

U( C'0E&.%(!0$%

Project cost includes Fixed Assets and Net working Capital. Net working capital if  brought in completely as equity 

is considered to be part of  project cost. If  it is to be brought in as loan, the margin component alone is included in 

project cost.
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Format 1

Project Cost Estimates 

NF27$S"$KWWWBX

i. Land and site development

ii. Building

iii. Machinery and Equipment

*Price inclusive of  duty

Sales-tax

*Freight, Insurance, Octroi

Miscellaneous

iv. Assets (total)

v. Escalation and Contingencies

vi. Preliminary and Pre-Operative Expenses

*Firm-registration and trial-production 

*Interest during project implementation period

(construction and installation of  machinery)   

vii. Working Capital margin

Total

Formats below indicate calculations of  two components: interest during implementation and working capital margin. 

Their values are incorporated in the format above.

Format 1.1

Interest During Period of  Implementation

Item No. Particulars Cost (Rs.)

(I) 

            

Land and Site Development

Building 

Plant and Machinery

Miscellaneous Assets

Preliminary and pre-operative expenses

(Excluding interest during construction)

Escalation and contingency

Total

(II) Term loan

(III) Interest on term loan during 

construction period
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Working capital

Format 1.2

Computation of  Working Capital

Capacity utilisation and output: 

Annual raw material requirement: 

Desirable raw material carrying level: say, one month:

Z!50'$*) $(!C$3!%'(-!5$6'/%$-"$2%*16c

Annual value of  stores, consumables, packing-material:

Desirable carrying level: say, one-month value of  stores, consumables and packing material:  

* Goods in process:

a) J!"0)!1%0(-".$1=15'c$j$#!=2

b) Quantity under manufacturing cycle

c) Direct cost of  total output (per annum)

Raw Material cost (Total per annum)

Stores, consumables, packing material (Total per annum)

Wages (Total per annum) 

Power (Cost per annum)

d) Direct cost of  one kg. /Mtr. /unit of  output:

e) Direct cost of  goods in process:

*Finished goods:

i) Desirable carrying level: 

ii) Direct cost of  desirable carrying level

iii) Other indirect cost (one month)

Administration: 

Selling Expenses: 

Interest on tem loan (Adhoc) 

Interest on working capital

Loan (Adhoc)

iv) @*%!5$N#-('1%$y$-"#-('1%X$1*2%$*) $,"-2&'#$.**#2'H150#-".$#'/('1-!%-*"$

*Account receivables:

i) Cost

ii) The cost of  credit sales 

*Wages and salaries

*Electricity 

*Administrative, selling expenses, repairs and maintenance

Gross working capital Requirement

Component Rs.

Raw Materials

Store, Consumables and Packing materials

Goods in Process

Finished goods

Sundry debtors or Account Receivables
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The working capital requirement and margin that may have to be contributed by promoters may be computed as per 

format below:

Format 1.3

Contribution mix to Working Capital (in Rs)

Sr. 

No.
Requirement Quantity Amount

Amount of  

bank assistance

C'0=0%&'H$(

contribution 

(margin)

1 Raw material  

2 Store, consumables and packing materials

3 Goods in process

4 Finished goods

5 Account receivables

6 Other expenses (wages, power, Admin., 

selling, repair and maintenance)

Total

The project cost may be summarized in the following format: 

Format 1.4

Project Cost (Rs)

Particulars Amt

Land

Building

Machinery and Equipment

Miscellaneous assets

P & P Expenses 

Escalation and contingency margin

Working capital margin

Total

U((((:&/+$(06 (B,+/+.&(]:0B^

J*>$C*05#$&!?'$-%2$+!2-2$*"$('<0-('#$3-"-303$/(*3*%'(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"7$L!/-%!5$*($-"?'2%3'"%$20+2-#=:$-) $!"=:$('#01'2$

equity required up to such extent and balance goes to reduce debt. 

U(((!/5/.,%A(c%,",$/%,0+(/+*()+.0=&(>$%,=/%&

Capacity utilisation and income estimate statement (in % terms):

Wages and salaries

Electricity

Administrative and Selling Expenses

Repair, and maintenance

Total 
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Format 2

Capacity Utilisation and Income Estimate

S"2%!55'#$1!/!1-%=$-2$j$6.27$e3%27e5%27$/'($='!(7$\'55-".$/(-1'$-2$j$F27$/'($0"-%7$ $L!/!1-%=$0%-5-;!%-*"e$*0%/0%e-"1*3'$

estimates may be presented as follows:

Sr.No Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I Capacity    Utilisation (in % terms)

ii Output 

iii Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Iv Income

U(((>?5&+*,%#'&(>$%,=/%&$

The operational expenses, raw materials, power, fuel and utilities, stores, consumables and packing material etc. need 

be in tune with capacity utilization projections. A chartered accountant or tax manual will help incorporate prevailing 

rates of  depreciation. 

Prior to computing depreciation as per format below, contingency and escalation accorded to different assets may be 

also allocated in proportion to value.

Item
Rate 

(% terms)

Annual Depreciation (in Rs.)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Building

Z!50'

Depn

k7Q7Z7

Machinery/equipment

Z!50'

Depn

k7Q7Z

Miscellaneous assets

Z!50'

Depn

k7Q7Z

*As per the Straight line (SL) method, depreciation rate, is considered on purchase/acquisition value of  the asset every 

='!(7$["#'($k(-%%'"$Q*C"$Z!50'$NkQZX:$#'/('1-!%-*"$-2$'2%-3!%'#$*"$%&'$C(-%%'"$#*C"$*($+!5!"1'$?!50'$*) $!"$!22'%7$$

G+*0%$n7dd$/'($1'"%$0"#'($\E$3'%&*#$(!%'$!"#$dd7dd$/'($1'"%$kQZ$(!%'$-2$!53*2%$%&'$2!3':$)*($-"2%!"1'7$a*%&$('#01'$

the asset value to almost nil in 12 years.  

>*($/('/!(-".$ -"1*3'I'H/'"#-%0('$!"#$/(*,%$ 2%!%'3'"%:$ %&'$ 2%(!-.&%$ 5-"'$ N\EX$3'%&*#$ -2$02'#7$G""0!5$ !3*0"%$*) $

depreciation remains constant and so it is possible to judge the impact of  annual improvement in capacity utilisation 

*"$/(*,%7$>*($%!H!%-*"$/0(/*2'2$kQZ$3'%&*#$"''#$+'$02'#7$>-H'#$!22'%2$'"%!-5$#'/('1-!%-*"7$8('5-3-"!(=$'H/'"2-

esrequire amortisation. Pre-operative expenses such as expenses on establishment, and interest during construction. 

-"%'('2%$#0(-".$1*"2%(01%-*"$1!"$+'$!##'#$%*$,H'#$!22'%$?!50'$!"#$#'/('1-!%-*"$'2%-3!%'#7$

The term-loan repayment is made over the year. In other words, repayment is not made in the beginning of  the year. 

Therefore, half  repayment amount is deducted from the outstanding term-loan at the beginning of  the year and inter-

est computed on the balance.
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Format 3

Interest implication Loan Repayment

Term Loan : 

Working Capital loan (First Year) :

I.  Interest on Term Loans (Rs.)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Outstanding term Loan

Term Loan Repayment During the Year

Interest @ 12% p.a.

II. Interest on Working Capital Loan

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Working Capital Loan

Interest @ 17% p.a.

III. Total Interest (Term-Loan and Working Capital)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total Interest payment

Format 3.1

Expenditure Statement: The Solution

Year/Expenditure Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8

Raw Material

Stores, Consumables and Packing 

Materials

Power

Wages and Salaries

Repairs and Maintenance

Rent, Taxes and Insurance

Direct Admin Expenses

Selling Exp.

Interest on Term Loan

Interest on Working Capital

Depreciation

P&P Amortization

Total (approximate)

Computation of  tax implication for the Project

Tax computation for the project is shown in the following table.
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Format 3.2

TaxComputation (Illustrative)

(Rs. in ‘000)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8(*,%$+')*('$%!H

YH1'22$*) $kQZ$*?'($\E

Depreciation carry forward loan 

Deductions

@!H!+5'$8(*,%

Tax

PAT

Format 4

C'0-%d(N0$$(I%/%&=&+%

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

Income

Expenditure

8(*,%$+')*('$%!H

Tax

8(*,%$!)%'($%!H

Non-cash expenditure 

(Depreciation and P&P amortization)

L!2&$8(*,%

U(((4&G%(I&'@,.&(!0@&'/8&(W/%,0

G$,"!"1-!5$(!%-*:$C&-1&$3'!20('2$'"%'(/(-2'$1!/!1-%=$%*$3''%$%'(3I5*!"I103I-"%'('2%$!"#$*%&'($5*".I%'(3$1*33-%-

ments/obligations, is called Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR). 

A DSCR of  1 means that the enterprise will generate cash just enough to meet all the (term-loan-and-interest) obli-

gations. The term lender prefers a project in which even if  there is some slide back in projected performance, it will 

generate enough cash surplus to meet the dues. A DSCR of  1.7-2 may be considered as minimum. Higher the DSCR, 

better the viability (and bankability of  a project).

Format 5

The Solution: Debt Service Coverage Ratio(Rs. in Lakh)

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

i. Cash accrual

ii. Interest on term-loan (pre-tax)

iii. Term-loan repayment (post tax)

Debt-service Coverage ratio (i+ii/ii+iii)

Average ratio need be estimated

E*!"$F'/!=3'"%$-2$8*2%I@!H:$+0%$-"%'('2%$-2$%!H$#'#01%-+5'7$]'"1'$!55$-"A*C2e*0%A*C2$+'$2&*C"$0"-)*(35=$*"$/('I%!H$

or post-tax basis.
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Format 6

C'0-%/G,",%A(W/%,0$(60'(KF&(C'0E&.%

Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

Turnover Capital Ratio

8(*,%$+')*('$%!H$%*$@0("*?'(

U(((!/$F(B"0L(I%/%&=&+%

Cash Flow Projection for the Project is presented below. Net cash accumulation upon meeting loan-repayment and 

interest liability may be computed.

@&'$/(*D'1%'#$1!2&IA*C$2%!%'3'"%$!"#$+('!6I'?'"$!"!5=2-2$)*($%&'$/(*D'1%$-2$/('2'"%'#$+'5*C7

Format 7

Projected Cash Flow Statement (Rs.)

Details Constn. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

L!2&$S"A*C

Promoters Capital

Term Loan (TL)

Working Capital (WC)

8(*,%$a')*('$@!H

Depreciation

Amortization

Other

Total

L!2&$*0%A*C

Increase in Working Cap.

Capital Expenses

Tax

Repayment of  TL

Dividends

Total

\0(/502eQ',1-%$

Cumulative Surplus

Format 8

The Break-even Analysis

Sr. No Particulars Amount

I. Variable cost per unit (kg) of  output

Raw material consumption

Stores, consumable and packing materials

Power 

Wages 

Selling expenses

Interest on working capital

Total
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II. Fixed Cost

Salaries 

Repairs and maintenance

Rent, taxes and insurance

Other administrative expense

Interest on term loan

Depreciation and P&P Amortization

Total

III. Selling price per unit  of  output

IV Contribution per Unit  of  output

(Selling price less variable cost)

V. Break-even point (Unit of  Output)

Fixed Cost (Rs.)

Contribution per unit of  output

VI Break-even Point (capacity)

Format 9

The Sensitivity Analysis

(Rs.)

Particulars Amount

Possibility No.1: Fall of  X % in selling price with costs remaining unchanged

Revised income estimate 

F'?-2'#$/(*,%$+')*('$%!H

F'?-2'#$/(*,%$!)%'($%!H

F'?-2'#$1!2&$/(*,%

Revised debt service coverage ratio 

Possibility No. 2: Capacity-utilisation fall

Revised income estimate 

Revised expenditure estimate 

F'?-2'#$/(*,%$+')*('$%!H

F'?-2'#$/(*,%$!)%'($%!H

Revised debt service coverage ratio

@&'$<0'2%-*"$-2$%&'$/(*D'1%$?-!+5'$C-%&$!#?'(2'$A01%0!%-*"2e1&!".'2$-"$%('"#2$-"$1!/!1-%=$0%-5-;!%-*"7$G$2033!(=$%!+5'$

may be prepared.
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Format 10

Financial Viability of  Project

Sr. No Particulars Amount

i. Installed capacity

ii. Project cost

iii. Means of  Finance 

Term Loan

Promoters Capital

iv. Capacity Utilisation

First Year

Second year

Third year and thereafter

v. Average Annual Turnover

vi. Debt service coverage ratio

vii. Turnover capital ratio

viii. 8(*,%$+')*('$%!H$%*$%0("*?'($(!%-*

ix. Cash balance at the end of  8 years

x. Break-even point

xi. \'"2-%-?-%=$G"!5=2-2$,"#-".2

(a) 5% drop in selling price

(b) Capacity utilisation levelling off  at 70%

10.11. Projecting Cash Flows and Statements of  a Project

As an illustration: In a proposed enterprise equipment and machinery cost comes to Rs. 62 Lakh. At ideal capacity 

utilisation about two million kilogrammes per annum of  the main raw material was required.

The project cost was about Rs. 115.4 Lakh.  The components included:

Elements of  project cost Amount (Rs. in Lakh)

Land and site development 3.9

Building 15

Machinery and equipment 62

J-21'55!"'*02$,H'#$!22'%2$ 4

Preliminary expenses 3

Pre-operative expenses (including interest during construction) 11.5

L*"%-".'"1=$3!(.-"$)*($/*22-+5'$/(-1'$'21!5!%-*"$*"$,H'#$!22'%2 7.5

Margin for working capital 8.5

Total 115.4

@&'$2%!%'$,"!"1-!5$1*(/*(!%-*"$-2$%&'$%'(3$5'"#'($!"#$!$1*33'(1-!5$+!"6$-2$%&'$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$/(*?-#'(7$G$K+!16C!(#I

!('!B$#'?'5*/3'"%$5*!"$-2$!?!-5!+5'7$S%$-2$('/!=!+5'$-"$n$&!5)I='!(5=$-"2%!53'"%2$!)%'($TT$='!(27
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:&/+$(06 (-+/+.& Amount (Rs. in Lakh)

8(*3*%'(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$N-"$%&'$)*(3$*) $'<0-%=$2&!('2X 40

Term loan 64

Backward area development loan 11.4

Total 115.4

10.12. Project Underpinnings

8(*D'1%-*"2$*"$,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%2$!('$%*$+'$'?*5?'#$-"$%&'$)*55*C-".$1-(1032%!"1'2c$@&'$%-3'$('<0-('#$)*($-3/5'3'"%-

ing the project is one year. The enterprise would operate for 280 days per year on a 1.5 shift basis of  total 12 hours 

per day. The installed capacity is 3456 tonnes per annum, and selling expenses are to be about 10 per cent of  net sales. 

The company proposed to commence commercial production in April 2003. The expected capacity utilisation is 50 

/'($1'"%$-"$%&'$,(2%$='!(:$VW$/'($1'"%$-"$%&'$2'1*"#$='!(:$!"#$^W$/'($1'"%$!)%'($%&!%7$F!C$3!%'(-!5$!"#$1*"203!+5'2$C-55$

cost about 65 per cent of  sales and the cost of  power will be 4 per cent of  sales. Wages and salaries are to be about Rs. 

_$E!6&:$F27$TW$E!6&:$!"#$F27$TU$E!6&$)*($%&'$,(2%:$2'1*"#:$!"#$%&-(#$*/'(!%-".$='!(27$G)%'($%&'$%&-(#$='!($%&-2$'H/'"2'$

C-55$-"1('!2'$+=$!+*0%$U7R$/'($1'"%$'?'(=$V$3*"%&27$>!1%*(=$*?'(&'!#$'H/'"2'2$C-55$+'$F27$T$E!6&$)*($%&'$,(2%$='!(7$@&-2$

component increases at the rate of  6 per cent per year subsequently. Administration expenses will be Rs. 2 Lakh per 

='!(7$@&'$!?'(!.'$2'55-".$/(-1'$/'($6-5*.(!33'$*) $,"-2&'#$/(*#01%$1*05#$+'$F27$TW7$@&-2$-2$%&'$/(-1'$!%$C&-1&$*%&'($

/(*1'22-".$0"-%2$-"$%&'$('.-*"$2'55$%&'-($/(*#01%27$J-"*($A01%0!%-*"2$-"$2'55-".$/(-1':$?-;7$/502$*($3-"02$%'"$/'($1'"%$

*110(27$@&'$%'(3$5*!"$-2$%*$+'$('/!-#$-"$TV$'<0!5:$&!5)I='!(5=$-"2%!53'"%2:$C-%&$%&'$,(2%$-"2%!53'"%$)!55-".$#0'$!%$%&'$'"#$

of  the second operating year. The interest rate on the outstanding term loan will be 14 per cent.

The current asset requirements are expected to be as follows:

Raw materials (including consumables) stocking period 1.5 months

Work-in-progress 0.03 month

Finished goods stocking period 0.5 month

Accounts receivable (sundry debtors) 1 month

Working   capital margin requirement is required at 25 per cent of  current assets.

The suppliers of  raw material and consumable stores (inputs) normally offer credit for half  a month.  The depreciation 

rates for company law purposes are as follows:

Building 3.34 per cent

Plant and machinery 8.09 per cent

J-21'55!"'*02$,H'#$!22'%2 5.15 per cent

@&'$#'/('1-!%-*"$(!%'2$0"#'($%&'$kQZ$3'%&*#$)*($-"1*3'$%!H$/0(/*2'2$!('$%*$+'$!2$)*55*C2c

Building 10 per cent

85!"%$!"#$3!1&-"'(=$!"#$3-21'55!"'*02$,H'#$!22'%2 33.3 per cent

The preliminary expenses are to be written off  in 10 equal instalments. Preliminary expenses are expected to be Rs. 3 

E!6&7$@&'$-"%'('2%$1*2%$*"$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-2$Tn$/'($1'"%7$@&'$,(3$/5!"2$%*$/!=$#-?-#'"#$)(*3$%&'$2'1*"#$='!(7$@&'$

dividend rate is proposed to be 12 per cent for the second year. Thereafter, it would be enhanced by 2 per cent every 

!5%'("!%'$='!(7$S"$*(#'($%*$/('/!('$%&'$/(*,%!+-5-%=$'2%-3!%'2:$%&'$/(*D'1%'#$1!2&$A*C$2%!%'3'"%2:$!"#$%&'$/(*D'1%'#$

balance sheets, we need information about: interest on term loan, working capital requirement, and the depreciation 

schedule.
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@&-2$&!2$+''"$#'?'5*/'#$-"$@!+5'2$)*55*C-".7$L*3/-5-".$%&'$-")*(3!%-*"$/('2'"%'#$!+*?':$8(*,%!+-5-%=$Y2%-3!%'2:$@!H$

Calculation, Projected Cash Flow Estimates, and Projected Balance Sheets may be developed. Estimates in the tables 

+'5*C$!('$!//(*H-3!%'$?!50'2$(*0"#'#$*)) $%*$%&'$,(2%$#'1-3!57

(Rs. in Lakh)

Table 18 : Computation of  Interest on Term Loan

Year
Loan o/s at 

the beginning

Loan o/s at the 

&+*(06 (%F&(-'$%(

half  year

Loan o/s at the 

end of  the sec-

ond half  year

Int. for 

%F&(-'$%(

half  year

Int. for the 

second half  

year

Total int. for 

the term loan

1 64 64 64 4.5 4.5 9

2 64 64 60 4.5 4.5 9

3 60 56 52 4.2 4 8.1

4 52 48 44 3.6 3.4 7

5 44 40 36 3.1 2.8 5.9

6 36 32 28 2.5 2.2 4.8

7 28 24 20 2 1.7 3.6

8 20 16 12 1.4 1.1 2.5

9 12 8 4 0.8 0.6 1.4

10 4 - - 0.3 - 0.3

(Rs. in Lakh)

Table 19 Working Capital Requirements

Components
Carrying period 

in months
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

1.0 Raw material and consumables 1.5 14 16.7 19.7

2.0 Work-in-process 0.03 0.3 0.4 0.4

3.0 Finished goods stock 0.5 5.2 6.2 7.5

4.0 Sundry debtors (stock) accounts receivable 

(sundry debtors)
1 14.4 17.3 20.2

      Current Assets (Summation) 33.9 40.6 47.8

Working Capital margin 8.5 10.2 12

Less Credit for inputs 0.5 4.7 5.6 6.6

Working Capital loan (Bank support) 20.7 24.8 29.2

G7$$$Z!50!%-*"$*) $!22'%2$)*($%&'$/0(/*2'$*) $#'/('1-!%-*"$

Table 20 : Depreciation

Asset Basic cost
Share of  pre-operative 

expenses

Share of  contingency 

margin

Total 

cost

a. Land 3.9 0.5 0.3 4.7

b. Building 15 2 1.3 18.3

c. Plant and machinery 62 8.4 5.5 75.9

d. J-21'55!"'*02$,H'#$!22'%2$ 4 0.5 0.4 4.9
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B.   Depreciation rates for Company Law Purposes (Straight Line Method)

Building (3.34%) 0.61

Plant and machinery (8.09%) 6.14

J-21'55!"'*02$,H'#$!22'%2$NR7TRqX 0.25 

Total annual depreciation 7.00

C.   Depreciation Schedule for Income Tax Purposes 

Particulars I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X

Building (10%) 1.83 1.65 1.48 1.33 1.20 1.08 0.97 0.88 0.79 0.71

Plant and machinery and 

3-217$ ,H'#$ !22'%2$ Ndd$

1/3%) 

26.93 17.95 11.97 7.98 5.32 3.55 2.36 1.58 1.05 0.70

Total 28.76 19.60 13.45 9.31 6.52 4.63 3.33 2.46 1.84 1.41

Table 21$c$8(*,%!+-5-%=$Y2%-3!%'2$*) $M/'(!%-*"2$(*0"#$*))

(Rs. in Lakh)

Particulars Year 

1

Year 

2

Year 

3

Year 

4

Year 

5

Year 

6

Year 

7

Year 

8

Year 

9

Year 

10

Installed Capacity (Tonnes per annum) 3456 3456 3456 3456 3456 3456 3456 3456 3456 3456

Production (rounded off  in Tonnes/

annum)

1728 2074 2419 2419 2419 2419 2419 2419 2419 2419

A. Sales Realisation 172.8 207.4 241.9 241.9 241.9 241.9 241.9 241.9 241.9 241.9

B. Cost of  Production (Direct expens-

es)

128.7 153.6 179.5 180.1 180.7 181.4 182.2 182.9 183.8 184.6

C. Indirect Expenses

h$G#3-"-2%(!%-*"$'H/'"2'2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

h$\'55-".$'H/'"2'2 17.3 20.7 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2 24.2

Q7$P(*22$8(*,%$a')*('$S"%'('2% 25.8 32.1 37.2 36.6 36.0 35.3 34.5 33.8 32.9 32.1

E. Total Financial Expenses

h$S"%'('2%$*"$%'(3$5*!"2 9.0 9.0 8.1 7.0 5.9 4.8 3.6 2.5 1.4 0.3

h$S"%'('2%$*"$+!"6$+*((*C-".2 3.7 4.5 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3

F. Depreciation 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

P7$M/'(!%-".$8(*,% 6.1 11.6 16.8 17.3 17.8 18.2 18.6 19.0 19.2 19.5

H. Preliminary exp. written off 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

S7$8(*,%$a')*('$@!H 5.8 11.3 16.5 17.0 17.5 17.9 18.3 18.7 18.9 19.2

J. Provision for Tax - - - 1.65 4.05 4.56 4.75 5.22 5.42 5.58

O7$8(*,%$!)%'($@!H 5.80 11.30 16.50 15.35 13.45 13.34 13.55 13.48 13.48 13.62

L. Less: - 4.8 4.8 5.6 5.6 6.4 6.4 7.2 7.2 8.0

J7$F'%!-"'#$8(*,% 5.80 6.50 11.70 9.75 7.85 6.94 7.15 6.28 6.28 5.62

N. Add:  Depreciation 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

Preliminary expenses written off 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

O. Net Cash Accruals 13.10 13.80 19.0 17.50 15.05 14.24 14.45 13.58 13.58 12.92
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Table below presents tax computation from which corresponding provision for tax is computed as presented in Table 

28 above:

(Rs. in Lakh)

Table 22 Tax Calculations

Particulars
Year 

1

Year 

2

Year 

3

Year 

4

Year 

5

Year 

6

Year 

7

Year 

8

Year 

9

Year 

10

h$8(*,%$+')*('$%!H 5.8 11.3 16.5 17.0 17.5 17.9 18.3 18.7 18.9 19.2

Add : depreciation for company 

law purposes
7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

Total 12.8 18.3 23.5 24.0 24.5 24.9 25.3 25.7 25.0 26.2

Less: depreciation for tax purposes 28.8 19.6 13.5 9.3 6.5 4.6 3.3 2.5 1.8 1.4

(16) (1.3) 10.0 14.7 18.0 20.3 22.0 23.2 24.1 24.8

Less: unabsorbed depreciation of  

earlier years
- - 10.0 7.3 - - - - - -

U(e'0$$(%0%/"(,+.0=& - - - 7.4 18.0 20.3 22 23.2 24.1 24.8

Less: deduction for 10 years for 

new projects from the initial year 

@ 25.5% of  gross total income till 

year 4 and 25% beyond

- - - 1.81 4.50 5.07 5.50 5.80 6.02 6.20

U(K0%/"(,+.0=& - - - 5.51 13.50 15.23 16.50 17.40 18.80 18.60

h$S"1*3'$%!H$x$dW$/'($1'"%$*) $%*-

tal income
- - - 1.65 4.05 4.56 4.75 5.22 5.42 5.58

Table 23 Projected Cash Flow statements

Particulars
Implementa-

tion Period
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Sources of  Funds Promoters contribution 40.0

h$8(*,%$+')*('$%!H$C-%&$-"%'('2%$!##'#$+!16 18.5 24.8 29.9 29.3

h$Q'/('1-!%-*"$ 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

h$8('5-3-"!(=$'H/'"2'2$C(-%%'"$*)) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

h$S"1('!2'$-"$2'10('#$3'#-03$!"#$5*".I%'(3$+*((*C-".2 64.0 - - - -

h$S"1('!2'$-"$+!"6$+*((*C-".2$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!5 20.7 4.1 4.4 -

h$S"1('!2'$-"$S"?'2%3'"%$20+2-#= 11.4 - - - -

Total (I) 115.4 46.5 36.2 41.6 36.6

h$L!/-%!5$'H/'"#-%0('$)*($%&'$/(*D'1% 103.9 - - - -

h$k*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-"1('!2' 29.2 5.8 6.2 -

h$8('5-3-"!(=$'H/'"#-%0(' 3.0 - - - -

h$Q'1('!2'$-"$2'10('#$3'#-03$!"#$5*".I%'(3$+*((*C-".2 - 4.0 8.0 8.0

h$S"%'('2%$*"$%'(3$5*!"$ 9.0 9.0 8.1 7.0

h$S"%'('2%$*"$+!"6$+*((*C-".2$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!5 3.7 4.5 5.3 5.3

h$@!H!%-*"$ - - - 1.65

h$Q-?-#'"# - 4.8 4.8 5.6
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Total (II) 106.9 41.9 28.1 32.4 27.25

h$M/'"-".$+!5!"1'$*) $1!2&$-"$&!"#$!"#$!%$+!"6 0 8.5 13.1 21.2 30.4

h$9'%$20(/502e#',1-%$NS$o$SSX 8.5 4.6 8.1 9.2 8.2

h$L5*2-".$+!5!"1'$*) $1!2&$-"$&!"#$!"#$!%$+!"6 8.5 13.1 21.2 30.4 38.6

Table 24 Projected Balance sheet

At the end of  the 

implementation 

period

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Liabilities 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0

h$\&!('$L!/-%!5 - 5.8 12.3 24.0

h$F'2'(?'2$!"#$\0(/502 64.0

h$\'10('#$E*!"2 - 64.0

- Term loan 20.7 60.0

- Working capital 24.8 52.0

h$S"?'2%3'"%$20+2-#= 29.2

h$L0(('"%$E-!+-5-%-'2$!"#$8(*?-2-*"2 11.4 11.4 11.4 11.4

- Credit received - 4.7 5.6 6.6

Total 115.4 146.6 154.1 163.2

Assets 103.9

h$>-H'#$!22'%2 - 103.9

- Gross block 7.0 103.9

- (Less) accumulated depreciation 14.0 103.9

9'%$,H'#$!22'%2 21.0

h$L0(('"%$G22'%2:$$ 103.9 96.9 89.9 82.9

- Raw materials - 14.0 16.7 19.7

- Stock-in-progress - 0.3 0.4 0.4

- Finished goods - 5.2 6.2 7.5

- Sundry debtors - 14.4 17.3 20.2

- Cash and bank balances 8.5 13.1 21.2 30.4

h$J-21'55!"'*02$YH/'"#-%0('$N8('5-3-"!(=$$

   expenses)
3.0 2.7 2.4 2.1

Total 115.4 146.6 154.1 163.2

G$#'%!-5'#$/(*D'1%$('/*(%$!"#$/(*D'1%'#$,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%2$!('$-"?!(-!+5=$('<0-('#$)*($23!55$!"#$3'#-03$/(*D'1%2$-"$

the sector. For tiny and cottage (household) units, however, a simpler form of  presentation is usually acceptable by 

lending institutions. 

Business Plan/Project Format for a new or expanding Micro/Tiny Unit

The format presented below incorporates basic requirements in terms of  structure of  a plan.
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1.0. General Information:

Name of  the Firm:

Project/activity proposed and location:

Type of  proposed organisation: Proprietary/Partnership

Address: 

Name/age of  the Promoter/s: 

3232( 7./*&=,.(5'0-"&O

SSC or below/Degree/Diploma Institute/subjects Major Subjects/years of  study

1.2. Professional/skill Training:

Training in Institute/duration Duration Achievement / Remark

1.3. Work Experience (Past and Present):

Organisation/address Position Nature of  Work Duration

1.4. Annual Income of  promoter/immediate family members (Last Year): Rs. __________

ii. Assets owned by the Promoter/s

  Movable              Rs. _________

  Immovable          Rs. _________

2.0. Details of  the Proposed Project:

2.1. Land and building:

Sr. No. Particulars Area Required Total Value Remarks

1 Land

2 Building

Total

2.2. Machinery/Equipment:

Sr. No. Description Nos. Required Rate (Rs.) Total value (Rs.)

Total

2.3. Misc. Fixed Assets:

Sr. No. Particulars Nos. Required Rate (Rs.) Total value (Rs.)

Total
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2.4. Preliminary and Pre-Operative Expenses:

Sr. No. Particulars Amount (Rs.) Remarks

1 Interest during implementation

2 Establishment expenses

3 Start-up expenses

4 Misc. expenses

Total

2.5. Working Capital:

Sr. No. Item Duration
Total Value (Rs.)

Year-I Year-II Year-III

1 Raw material stock

2 \'3-I,"-2&'#$.**#2$2%*16

3 Finished goods stock

4 Sales on credit

5 Production expenses

Total

2.6. Total Cost of  the Project:

Sr. No Particulars Total Value (Rs.)

1 Fixed capital (Total of  item nos. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3)

2 Working capital (Total of  item no. 2.5)

3 Preliminary and pre-operative expenses (Total of  item no. 2.4)

Total

2.7. Means of  Finance:

Sr. No Particulars Amount (Rs.) Remarks

1 Own investment

2 Term loan

3 Working capital loan

4 Any other source

Total

3.0. Market Potential:

3.1. Present demand and supply of  the product

3.2. Competition

3.3. Target market segment

3.4. Marketing strategy 

4.0. Manufacturing Process

a) Technical know-how availability

b) Step by Step description of  the manufacturing process

1X$ G%%!1&$/(*1'22$A*C$1&!(%$N-) $!//5-1!+5'X

5.0. Production Programme:

i) No. of  working days per annum  ________
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ii) No. of  working shifts 8 hrs per day  ________

iii) Installed capacity (annual)  ________

iv) Utilised capacity (%): 

    Year-I  ________

    Year-II  ________

    Year-III  ________

Products and By-Products

Sr. No. Item (s) Quantity produced per year Capacity utilisation (%)

5.1. Sales Revenue:

Year Item (s) Quantity sold per year Rate per unit Sales Realization 

(Rs.)

Total

5.2. Raw Material (Annual Requirements):

Sr. No. Item (s) Quantity Rate (Rs.) Total Value (Rs.)

Total

5.3. Utilities:

Sr. No. Particulars Annual Expenditure (Rs.) Remarks

1 Power/Electricity

2 Water

3 Coal/Oil/Steam

4 Any other item

Total

5.4. Manpower (Salaries/Wages):

Sr. No. Particulars No. Wages/Salaries per month 

(Rs.)

Annual Expenses (Rs.)

1 Skilled

2 Semi-skilled

3 Unskilled

4 M),1'$2%!))

5 Any other

Total
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5.5. Repairs and Maintenance:

Sr. No. Particulars Amount (Rs.)

Total

5.6. Selling and Distribution Expenses:

Sr. No. Particulars Amount (Rs.) Remarks

1 Publicity expenses

2 Travelling

3 Freight

4 Commission

5 Misc.

Total

5.7. Administrative Expenses:

Sr. No. Particulars Amount (Rs.) Remarks

1 Stationery and Printing

2 Post/Telephone etc.

3 Entertainment expenditure

4 Misc.

Total

5.8. Interest:

Year Outstanding Loan Amount Interest Instalment Balance

5.9. Depreciation:

Sr. No. Type of  Asset Cost of  Asset Expected Life Depreciation

\2b2( C'0-%/G,",%A(C'0E&.%,0+$O

Sr. No. Particulars
Amount (Rs.)

Year-I Year-II Year-III Year-IV Year-V

A. Sales realisation

B. Cost of  production

i) Raw materials

ii) Utilities

iii) Salaries/wages

iv) Repairsand maintenance

v) Selling and distribution
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vi) expenses

vii) Administrative expenses

viii) Interest

ix) Rent

Misc. expenses

Total

C. Less: Depreciation

D. P(*22$/(*,%e5*22$NGoaX

E. Income-tax

F. 9'%$/(*,%e5*22

G. Repayment

H. Retained surplus

* In addition Debt-Equity Ratio, Debt Service Coverage Ratio, ROI, BEP and payback period may be indicated.

!!!
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CHAPTER 11

FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF 

PROJECTS INTRODUCTION

Highlights

@&-2$1&!/%'($1*"2-#'(2$-"?'2%3'"%$!//(!-2!5$3*#'2$%&!%$.-?'$#0'$('.!(#$%*$%&'$%-3'$?!50'$*) $1!2&$-"A*C2$!"#$

*0%A*C2$!"#$!52*$%&'$2/''#$*) $('%0("2$*($-"A*C27$$

9'%$8('2'"%$Z!50'$N98ZX$-2$%&'$#-))'('"1'$+'%C''"$203$*) $/('2'"%$?!50'$*) $1!2&$-"A*C2$!"#$/('2'"%$?!50'$*) $

-"-%-!5$1!2&$*0%A*C7

S"%'("!5$F!%'$*) $F'%0("$NSFFX$-2$%&'$#-21*0"%$(!%'$!%$C&-1&$8Z$*) $1!2&$-"A*C2$-2$'<0!5$%*$8Z$*) $1!2&$*0%A*C27

11.1. Introduction 

S%$-2$"'1'22!(=$%*$0"#'(2%!"#$-"?'2%3'"%$!//(!-2!5$3*#'2$%&!%$.-?'$#0'$('.!(#$%*$%&'$%-3'$?!50'$*) $1!2&$-"A*C2$!"#$

*0%A*C2:$!"#$!52*$*) $%&'$2/''#$*) $('%0("2$*($-"A*C27$\01&$%**52$3!=$+'$0%-5-;'#$)*($2'5'1%-*"$*) $!$/(*D'1%$*($*//*(-

%0"-%=$!"#$-%2$'?!50!%-*"7$@&'('$!('$+!2-1$A!C2$-"$1*"?'"%-*"!5$-"?'2%3'"%$!//(!-2!57$@&'('$-2$!#?!"%!.'$-"$0%-5-;-".$

discounting criteria in evaluation. 

Some criteria often employed for projects in the (project cost) range of  Rs. 10 Lakh and above include Net Present 

Z!50'$N98ZX:$S"%'("!5$F!%'$*) $F'%0("$NSFFX$!"#$%&'$#-21*0"%'#$/!=+!16$/'(-*#$1(-%'(-!7

Simply analysing projects or business plans on the basis of  return on capital employed does not give due regard to the 

%-3'$?!50'$*) $3*"'=$*($2/''#$*) $('%0("2$*($1!2&$-"A*C27$$]'"1':$%&'$02'$*) $%&'$!+*?'$1(-%'(-!$-2$-3/'(!%-?'7

11.2. Analysing investment and feasibility in terms of  Net Present Value criteria

9'%$/('2'"%$?!50'$*($98Z$*) $!$/(*/*2'#$J\JY$-2$%&'$203$*) $%&'$/('2'"%$?!50'2$*) $!55$1!2&$-"A*C2$*?'($-%2$5-)'$3-"02$

present value of  initial cash outlay. 

k&'(':$G-$-2$1!2&$A*C$!%$%&'$'"#$*) $='!($H:$"$-2$/(*D'1%$5-)':$!"#$($-2$%&'$(!%'$*) $#-21*0"%7$$G2$!"$-5502%(!%-*":$1*"2-#'($

%&'$1!2&$A*C2$/(*D'1%'#$-"$!$+02-"'22$/5!"c

Table 25$YH/'1%'#$1!2&$A*C2$*) $!$/(*D'1%

Particulars !/$F(J0L(]W$2^

Initial investment (10,00,000)

L!2&$A*C$-"$='!($T 2,00,000

L!2&$A*C$-"$='!($U 3,00,000

L!2&$A*C$-"$='!($d 4,00,000

L!2&$A*C$-"$='!($p 5,00,000
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>*($'2%-3!%-*"$*) $98Z:$%&'$(!%'$*) $#-21*0"%$N(X$302%$+'$#'1-#'#$0/*"7$S"?!(-!+5=:$%&'$(!%'$*) $-"%'('2%$*"$%=/-1!5$#'+%$

,"!"1'$-2$%!6'"$!2$(7$@&'$"'%$/('2'"%$?!50'$*) $%&'$/(*D'1%$-2c

G$/5!"$3!=$+'$!11'/%'#$-) $98Z$-2$/*2-%-?'$!"#$('D'1%'#$-) $98Z$-2$"'.!%-?'7$S) $%&'$98Z$'<0!52$;'(*:$-%$-2$!$3!%%'($*) $

-"#-))'('"1'7$@&'$98Z$3*#'$!2203'2$%&!%$1!2&$A*C2$.'"'(!%'#$-"$!$/5!"$!('$('-"?'2%'#$!%$!$(!%'$*) $('%0("$'<0!5$%*$

the cost of  capital or discount rate. Even different discount rates may be incorporated over time in terms of  interest 

rates, for example.

@&'$98Z$3'%&*#$&!2$2*3'$5!10"!'$-"$%&!%$-%$-2$1*3/0%'#$-"$!+2*50%'$%&!"$('5!%-?'$%'(32$!"#$#*'2$"*%$1*"2-#'($%&'$

!3*0"%$*) $-"?'2%3'"%7$\-3-5!(5=:$1*3/!(!%-?'$98ZB2$#*$"*%$!11*(#$('.!(#$%*$%&'$5-)'$*) $%&'$/(*D'1%7$]'"1':$C&'"$

30%0!55=$'H1502-?'$/(*D'1%2$C-%&$#-))'('"%$5-?'2$!('$+'-".$1*"2-#'('#:$%&'$98Z$3'%&*#*5*.=$*)%'"$)!?*0(2$/(*D'1%2$

with longer life span.

11.3. Internal Rate of  Return

@&'$-"%'("!5$(!%'$*) $('%0("$NSFFX$*) $!$/(*/*2'#$'"%'(/(-2'$*($+02-"'22$/5!"$-2$%&'$#-21*0"%$(!%'$C&-1&$3!6'2$8Z$*) $

1!2&$*0%A*C$N-"?'2%3'"%X$z$8Z$*) $1!2&$-"A*C2$N('%0("2X7$@&-2$#-21*0"%$(!%'$3!6'2$98Z$'<0!5$;'(*7$98Z$-2$/'..'#$

!%$;'(*$!"#$%&'$#-21*0"%$(!%'$%&!%$2!%-2,'2$%&-2$1*"#-%-*"$-2$#'%'(3-"'#7$G2$!"$-5502%(!%-*"c

Table 26$L!2&$-"A*C2$!"#$*0%A*C2$*) $!$%-"=$/(*D'1%

Year Cash outlay !/$F(,+J0L$

1 2 3

L!2&$A*C (74,000) 30,000 30,000 40,000

k&'('$SFF$-2$%&'$#-21*0"%$(!%'$C&-1&$2!%-2,'2$%&'$'<0!%-*"c

$ $ ^p:WWW$z$dW:WWW$NTy(X-1 + 30,000 (1+r)-2 + 40,000 (1+r)-3

The r may be estimated by a trial and error method. Different values of  r may be considered till value of  future cash 

A*C2$'<0!52$-"-%-!5$-"?'2%3'"%7$L*"2-#'(-".$!$#-21*0"%$(!%'$*) $TR$/'(I1'"%:$%&'$2033!%-*"$*) $1!2&$A*C2$!//(*H-3!%'5=$

equals:

This value is higher than investment of  Rs. 74,000.  Consider a discount rate of  16 percent:

This value is less than 74,000. Hence, it may be concluded that the value of  r lies between 15 per cent and 16 per cent. 

@&'(')*(':$98Z$!%$TRq$'<0!52$T:W^U$!"#$98Z$!%$TVq$'<0!52$3-"02$UT^7$@&'$203$*) $%&'$!+2*50%'$?!50'2$*) $%&'$"'%$

present values is 1289. The ratio of  the net present value of  the lower discount rate to that of  the sum equals 0.83. 

Add this value to the smaller discount rate of  15%. The IRR works out to approximately 15.83 per cent. A project may 

be accepted if  the IRR is greater than the cost of  capital and vice-versa.
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11.4. Comparing the NPV and IRR 

@&'$SFF$!"#$%&'$98Z$-"#-1!%'2$2-3-5!($D0#.'3'"%$-) $1!2&$A*C2$*) $!$+02-"'22$/5!"$*($/(*D'1%$!('$1*"?'"%-*"!5:$?-;7$

-"-%-!5$1!2&$A*C$N-"?'2%3'"%X$-2$"'.!%-?'$!"#$)0(%&'($1!2&$A*C2$*($('%0("2$!('$/*2-%-?':$!"#:$%&'$/(*D'1%$-2$-"#'/'"#'"%:$

viz. the option may be accepted or rejected without reference to any other option. IRR may not be employed if  cash 

A*C2$*) $!$/(*D'1%$!('$"*%$1*"?'"%-*"!57$M"'$3!=$2'10('$305%-/5'$SFF2$*($"*$SFF$3!=$'H-2%7$k&-5'$!%%'3/%-".$%*$2'5'1%$

from two mutually exclusive projects, also, the IRR is not appropriate. A project with higher investment may give a low 

SFF$+0%$&-.&'($98Zs$G52*:$SFF$"''#$"*%$+'$('5-!+5'$!2$-%$1!""*%$#-2%-".0-2&$+'%C''"$-"A*C$!"#$*0%A*C7$>0(%&'(:$SFF$

is cumbersome to consider when short-term rates of  interest vary from long-term interest rates. In such cases, IRR 

3!=$+'$'2%-3!%'#$*"$%&'$-"1('3'"%!5$1!2&$A*C7$G"$'"%'(/(-2'$C&-1&$('<0-('2$23!55'($-"-%-!5$-"?'2%3'"%$3!=$+'$&-.&5=$

!%%(!1%-?'$!2$-%2$SFF$-2$('5!%-?'5=$)!($3*('$%&!"$%&'$1*2%$*) $1!/-%!57$a0%$C&'"$%&'$(!%'$*) $('%0("$*"$-"1('3'"%!5$1!2&$A*C$

is considered the high investment option may be chosen vis-à-vis the other! Therefore, when considering two options 

*) $#-))'('"%$-"?'2%3'"%$5'?'52:$SFF$-2$('5-!+5'$-) $-"1('3'"%!5$1!2&$A*C2$!('$%&'$+!2-27$SFF$3!=$=-'5#$3-25'!#-".$('205%2$

C&-5'$1*3/!(-".$30%0!55=$'H1502-?'$'"%'(/(-2'$*/%-*"2$%&!%$&!?'$#-))'('"%$/!%%'("2$*) $1!2&$A*C$*?'($%-3'7$L*"2-#'(-".$

SFF$*"$-"1('3'"%!5$1!2&$A*C2$3!=$+'$3*('$!//(*/(-!%'$-"$%&-2$1!2'$%**7

As per the IRR norm a project should be accepted if  its IRR is more than the opportunity cost of  capital. However, if  

opportunity costs vary every year, IRR may have to be compared with weighted average of  rates. Thus, when interest 

(!%'2$?!(=$*?'($%-3'$98Z$3!=$+'$1*"2-#'('#$!2$3*('$1*"?'"-'"%$!"#$!//(*/(-!%'7

@&'$SFF$&!2$!"$!#?!"%!.'$*?'($%&'$98Z$3*#'$-"$%&!%$'?'"$-) $*"'$-2$"*%$!C!('$*) $*($#*'2$"*%$1*"2-#'($!$#-21*0"%$

rate but a project has a high IRR of  say, 25% the project may be accepted as it is unlikely that the discount rate would 

be that much.

!!!
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CHAPTER 12

CASE ILLUSTRATION ON 

SUCCESSFUL MICRO AND SMALL-

SIZED ENTERPRISE START-UPS: 

LEARNING FOR FPCS

Highlights

In this chapter example of  successful units into secondary processing are presented. FPCs can learn with regard 

%*$*//*(%0"-%=$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$!"#$3!"!.'3'"%$)(*3$%&'2'$3-1(*$!"#$23!55I2-;'#$2%!(%I0/2$1!%!5=2'#$0"#'($%&'$

MACP.

Bhumata Food Products in Ahmednagar district is processing various products such as coriander powder cumin 

/*C#'(:$1&-55-$/*C#'(:$%0(3'(-1$/*C#'($!"#$K9!1&"-$\!%%?!B7$G)%'($('1'-?-".$%(!-"-".$)(*3$OZO:$%&'$/(*3*%'($

of  Bhumata was offered guidance by the ABPF for the preparation of  a bankable business plan for launching 

a project with outlay of  Rs. 50lakh in which Rs. 37.50 lakh was the loan component from Bank of  Baroda. The 

promoter procures raw material from the weekly market as well as wholesale market of  Ahmednagar. He then 

dries it, and after drying, grinds it. Subsequently, depending upon the type of  spice, blending activity is carried 

out. After blending, pouches of  different sizes are packed.

Ruchi foods Products, is a SHG from Pune district making pickles and chutney. Upon receiving technical training 

)(*3$%&'$OZSL:$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($C!2$!22-2%'#$%*$/('/!('$!$+!"6!+5'$/(*D'1%$('/*(%$*($+02-"'22$/5!"$%*$2'%$0/$!$

unit with project cost outlay of  Rs. 99.67 lakh in which Rs. 74 lakh was the loan component from Canara Bank 

(Rs.35 lakh term loan and Rs. 39 lakh as working capital loan). The unit was able to achieve an annual turnover of  

Rs. 67 lakh for the year 2015-16. The enterprise markets through large retail chains as well as the internet.

Kisan Agro Foods is situated in Aurangabad. The enterprise produces carbonated soft drinks such as mango 

#(-"6:$1*1*"0%$C!%'(:$.0!?!$D0-1'$!"#$3-H'#$)(0-%$#(-"62$'%17$C-%&$!$/(*D'1%$*0%5!=$*) $F2$p^7^R$E!6&7$Z-D!=!$a!"6$

sanctioned a term loan of  Rs. 20 Lakh and a working capital loan of  Rs. 15 Lakh. The unit produces pomegranate, 

3!".*$!"#$.0!?!$A!?*0('#$#(-"627

Krushi Amrut Agro Food is an agri- business enterprise located in Buldhana district, manufacturing various amla 

and other products. The enterprise is manufacturing value added products from amla, mango, jamun and tomato. 

The promoter undertook detailed study for about 2 years which covered aspects like raw material availability, 

machinery requirements, demand analysis, innovative product lines etc. The entrepreneur also visited existing 

amla processing units in and around Buldhana to gain better understanding. The total project cost in the project 

amounts to about Rs. 31.46 Lakh which is a mix of  equity, NHM grant and bank loan to the tune of  about Rs. 20 

Lakh from the Bank of  India. The USP of  Krushi Amrut Agro Foods is originality of  the ingredients maintained 

+=$!?*-#-".$02'$*) $/('2'(?!%-?'27$@&'$/(*#01%2$!('$)(''$*) $2="%&'%-1$1*5*0($!"#$!(%-,1-!5$A!?*0(7$8('2'(?!%-?'2$-"$

minimum quantities are used only for amla juices.
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Rujal Production is a proprietary concern involved into the business of  herbal products and health food sup-

/5'3'"%$3!"0)!1%0(-".$-"$3-1(*I21!5'7$@&'$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0($&!2$'2%!+5-2&'#$!$23!55$0"-%$C-%&$*C"$,"!"1'$-"$

District Pune. The products being manufactured by the enterprise are amla, jamun, bitter gourd, ashwagandha, 

shatawari powders as well as gulkand, shatawari kalp, chyavanprash, sauf  (for household purposes), face pack, hair 

/!16:$3'&'"#-:$2&-6!6!-$!"#$&!-($*-57$\&'$2'10('#$%(!-"-".$-"/0%2$)(*3$%&'$O&!#-$!"#$Z-55!.'$S"#02%(-'2$1*33-2-

sion. The USP of  Rujal Production is purity; and self-concocted formulas of  ingredients required to make vari-

ous herbal and health food supplement products. The entrepreneur has adopted an intensive marketing strategy. 

She has fostered tie-ups with the majority of  medical stores in and around Pune. Notably, the products are also 

sold through Patanjali outlets under the Rujal Production brand. Door to door sales is another marketing strategy 

!#*/%'#$+=$%&'$'"%('/('"'0(7$M) $%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%:$/(*3*%'(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$-2$/'..'#$!%$!+*0%$F27$p7V$E!6&$

and term loan at Rs. 13.85 Lakh from the Canara bank. The manufacturing process of  herbal products involves 

purchasing of  raw material that is herbs, vegetables and fruits. These ingredients are then dried so as to make 

,"'$/*C#'(7$M"1'$%&'=$!('$#(-'#$/(*/'(5=:$%&-2$(!C$3!%'(-!5$!5*".$C-%&$*%&'($'22'"%-!5$-".('#-'"%2$-2$/(*1'22'#$

%&(*0.&$!$/05?'(-2'($%*$3!6'$!$,"'$/*C#'(7$@&-2$/*C#'($-2$%&'"$/!16'#$-"%*$#-))'('"%$/!16'%$2-;'2$C-%&$/(*/'($

labelling and sold.

Samruddhi Agro Food Industries is located at district Ahmednagar, Maharashtra. The entrepreneur has envisaged 

a plant for manufacturing edible and non-edible oil from various types of  oil seeds. This oil mill is to process 

/(*#01%2$5-6'$*-5$N.&!"-X$!"#$*-5$1!6'$*) $A!H$2''#2:$1*%%*"$*-5$2''#2$!"#$6!(#-$2''#27$@&'$'"%('/('"'0($C!2$.0-#'#$

on technical aspects such as on necessary machinery, sources of  raw material and packaging options, in terms of  

manufacturing process. 

Shrinath Food Products a food processing unit is in operation in District Ahmednagar, Maharashtra. The en-

%'(/(-2'$3!"0)!1%0('2$('!#=3!#'$C&'!%$A*0($-"$?!(-*02$/!16'%$2-;'2$)*($'!2=$1*"203/%-*"7$a')*('$1*33'"1-".$

operations initially, the promoter undertook trial production (through third party job work) and processed wheat 

A*0($-"$23!55$<0!"%-%-'27$@&'$(!C$3!%'(-!5$('<0-('#$)*($/(*1'22-".:$%&!%$-2$C&'!%:$-2$/(*10('#$)(*3$)!(3'(2$-"$%&'$

catchment area and from traders in Madhya Pradesh as well as from the local market. The total project cost for 

%&-2$'"%'(/(-2'$-2$F27$n7_n$E!6&$C&-1&$-2$!$3-H$*) $+*%&$'<0-%=$!"#$+!"6$5*!"7$@&'$'"%('/('"'0(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$&!2$

been in the range of  Rs. 2.24 Lakh, that is, 25 per cent and the balance bank loan. The enterprise also manufac-

%0('2$/(*%'-"$(-1&$A*0(7

Dayanand Agro Foods of  Aurangabad district was evolved by a Director of  Dayanand Agro Producer Company. 

@&'$/(*3*%'($#'1-#'#$%*$2%!(%$!"$-"#'/'"#'"%$C&'!%$A*0($3-55-".$!"#$/!16!.-".$0"-%$-"$*(#'($%*$1!%'($%*$%&'$

needs and demands of  local farmers associated with the FPC. With project outlay of  Rs. 121.95 Lakh, the enter-

prise was facilitated with Rs. 30.48 Lakh as term loan component from the Canara bank. Dayanand Agro Foods 

&!2$!52*$2%!(%'#$2'55-".$-%2$+(!"#'#$/!16!.'#$C&'!%$A*0($-"$23!55$21!5'$-"$%&'$5*1!5$3!(6'%$*) $G&3'#"!.!(7

Pundlik Baba Rice is located in Bhandara district. The project cost of  the unit is Rs. 76.19 Lakh in which Rs. 30 

E!6&$C!2$*))'('#$+=$%&'$+!"6$!2$%'(3$5*!"$!"#$F27$_7Rd$E!6&$C!2$2'10('#$0"#'($%&'$\>GL$Z'"%0('$L!/-%!5$G2-

sistance with the balance being contributed by the promoters. The manufacturing process in the upcoming facility 

basically involves warehousing (storage), pre-cleaning and de-stoning, de-husking, paddy separation, thickness 

grading, whitening, polishing, length grading and packaging.
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Sulabh Industries is located in Nagpur. Huge demand for its processed pulses and need for automation prompted 

the promoters to expand and upgrade the existing plant. The promoter prepared a plan for production of  pulses, 

by-products like chunni, bhusi and khanda. He was supported by the Union Bank for a project outlay of  Rs. 62.50 

Lakh in which Rs 15 Lakh is offered by the bank as a term loan, Rs. 6.50 Lakh is interest free loan under the SFAC 

Z'"%0('$L!/-%!5$>0"#:$F27$TR7RW$E!6&$!2$.(!"%$)(*3$J*>8S$!"#$F27$UR7RW$E!6&$1*"%(-+0%'#$+=$%&'$/(*3*%'(7$@&'$

manufacturing process in a related enterprise involves: cleaning, grading, de-stoning and then drying, grading, 

de-husking, splitting, colour sorting, polishing and packaging.

12.1. Introduction

The case illustrations presented in this chapter cover a wide canvas of  enterprises. (xxv)  Products manufactured and 

3!(6'%'#$2011'22)055=$+=$%&'$3-1(*$*($23!55I2-;'#$'"%'(/(-2'2$?!(=$)(*3$(-1'$!"#$/052'2:$/-165'2:$C&'!%$A*0($%*$?!(-*02$

edible oils. These enterprises have covered a wide mix of  marketing strategies ranging from referrals from doctors to 

3!(6'%-".$%&(*0.&$\]P27$@&'2'$,(32$!('$2011'22)055=$1*3/'%-".$-"$%&'$3!(6'%$02-".$!$l1*"203'($/02&g$%&!"$l1*"-

203'($/055g$2%(!%'.=7

12.1. Bhumata Food Products : Integrated spices and food processing targeting perceived local supply- 

demand gaps

The town of  Newasa in Ahmednagar district is located close to the two holy places of  repute, namely Shirdi and Shani 

Shaniganapur. There are many restaurants and hotels in this town and nearby areas that require large quantities of  

spices and Atta. At present, these eateries largely procure their inputs from spices processing units at distant Ahmed-

nagar and Aurangabad. Hence, the cost of  procurement of  spices for these hotels is high because of  inconvenient 

logistics. Upon identifying this need from the market and to exploit the local opportunity in the spices processing 

2'1%*(:$!$5*1!5$'"%('/('"'0($*) $G&3'#"!.!($#'1-#'#$%*$'2%!+5-2&$!"$-"%'.(!%'#$)**#:$!"#$2/'1-,1!55=$2/-1'2$/(*1'22-".$

unit. He is native to the region and this decided the locational choice of  the project.

Being experienced for more than 10 years in the food and pharma sector, he was keen to set up an enterprise at his 

&*3'$%*C"7$]'$%&'(')*('$!//(*!1&'#$%&'$G.(-105%0('$@'1&"*5*.=$J!"!.'3'"%$G.'"1=$NG@JGX$*),1'$-"$%&'$('.-*"$

!"#$('<0'2%'#$!"#$('1'-?'#$%(!-"-".$)(*3$%&'$O(-2&-$Z-."!"$O'"#(!$NOZOX$-"$UWTV$*"$2/-1'2$/(*1'22-".7$k-%&$%&'$?--

sion to grow and step into the food processing industry, the promoter has envisaged a plant for manufacturing various 

food products with the use of  modern technology. This unit is today initiating production of  various products such as 

1*(-!"#'($/*C#'(:$103-"$/*C#'(:$1&-55-$/*C#'(:$%0(3'(-1$/*C#'($!"#$l9!1&!"-$\!%%?!g7$

Spices processing apparently has great market potential. As a matter of  fact, India is renowned as the home for spices 

and boasts of  a long history of  spices trading with the ancient civilisations of  Rome and China. Today, Indian spices 

are the most sought-after globally, given their exquisite aroma, texture, taste and medicinal value. India also offers the 

5!(.'2%$#*3'2%-1$3!(6'%$)*($2/-1'2$-"$%&'$C*(5#7$G2$!$3!%%'($*) $)!1%:$S"#-!$-2$%&'$C*(5#B2$5!(.'2%$/(*#01'(:$1*"203'($!2$

well as exporter of  spices. The country produces about 75 of  the 109 varieties listed by the International Organization 

for Standardization (ISO) and accounts for one half  of  the global trading volume in spices. The country commands 

a formidable position in world spices trade with spice exports expected to touch about USD 3 billion by 2016-17. In 

?!50'$%'(32:$S"#-!B2$2/-1'$3!(6'%$.(*C2$!%$!"$!?'(!.'$*) $!+*0%$n7n$/'($1'"%$/'($!""037$9*%!+5=:$!+*0%$n_d:_UW$%*""'2$

of  spices, valued at USD 2.4 billion were exported in 2014-15. The domestic and export market potential are both 

apparently very high. 
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G)%'($('1'-?-".$%(!-"-".$)(*3$%&'$OZO:$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($C!2$*))'('#$.0-#!"1'$+=$%&'$Ga8>$)*($%&'$/('/!(!%-*"$*) $

a bankable business plan for start-up of  a project with outlay of  Rs. 50 Lakh in which Rs. 37.50 Lakh was the loan 

component from the Bank of  Baroda. This plan and project includes machinery like roasters, pulverisers, blenders, 

dryers and cleaning and packaging equipment. In addition to spices processing, the equipment can also process baby 

food like Nachani (Finger Millet) Sattva. The entrepreneur plans to deploy a unique marketing strategy using referrals 

from doctors to market Nachani Sattva. 

In terms of  manufacturing process, the promoter procures raw material from the weekly market as well as wholesale 

market at Ahmednagar. He then dries it, and after drying, grinds it. Subsequently, depending upon the type of  spice, 

blending activity is carried out. After blending, pouches of  different sizes are packed. Considering 180 days of  opera-

tion and on single shift basis, the projected turnover of  the unit is Rs. 50 Lakh per annum with direct employment 

generation for 22 workers (skilled and unskilled). The unit requires a large quantity of  chilly, turmeric, coriander and 

,".'($3-55'%27$@&'(')*(':$-"$!##-%-*"$%*$+02-"'22$/5!"$/('/!(!%-*"$)*($5*!":$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($C!2$.0-#'#$*"$&*C$&'$1!"$

competitively procure such inputs from FPCs in Ahmednagar and Aurangabad. 

@&'$/(*3*%'($!115!-32$%&'$Ga8>$!2$l!$)(-'"#$-"$"''#$-2$!$)(-'"#$-"#''#g7$]-2$('<0'2%$)*($5*!"$&!2$"*C$+''"$2!"1-

%-*"'#$!"#$!3*0"%$#-2+0(2'#7$8(*#01%-*"$&!2$!5('!#=$2%!(%'#$-"$23!55$21!5'7$@&'$'"%('/('"'0($-2$1*",#'"%$*) $2011'22-

fully marketing his produce and growing his enterprise rapidly.   

12.2. Ruchi Food Products : From household to commercial processing along with SHGs

\'5) $]'5/$P(*0/2$N\]PX$-"$S"#-!$'?*5?'#$C-%&$%&'$.5*+!5$'3'(.'"1'$*) $3-1(*$,"!"1'$!2$%&'$3'!"2$)*($'"20(-".$,-

nancial inclusion of  the rural and urban poor in developing nations. Notably, women played a prominent role in setting 

up and managing SHGs. Presently, over 90 per cent of  all the SHGs in India consist of  women. Such SHGs are also 

2''"$!2$!$/5!%)*(3$)*($'3/*C'(-".$C*3'"$%&(*0.&$,"!"1-!5$-"1502-*"7$S"$%&-2$2'%%-".:$"'!($80"'$1-%=$-"$%&'$#-2%(-1%$*) $

80"':$!$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0($)*(3'#$!$lJ!&-5!$a!1&!%$P!%g$C-%&$-"%'"%$%*$/(*3*%'$'"%('/('"'0(2&-/$!3*".2%$C*3'"$

members, marketing of  produce and encouraging their active participation in social welfare campaigns. This initiative 

5'#$%*$'?*50%-*"$*) $&'($*C"$,(3$F01&-$>**#$8(*#01%2$-"$UWWV$!%$E*&.!*"$N80"'X7$\&'$2%!(%'#$3!6-".$/-165'2:$1&0%-

neys on small scale basis and members of  the self-help group supported her in operating this enterprise 

The lady used to visit different food fairs and melas or exhibitions to sell her products which she initially started manu-

facturing on household or cottage scale without the support of  any bank loan. Soon she started receiving large orders 

for pickles and chutneys. In addition, customers and consumers often enquired on other products like karela, lemon, 

1&-55-$/-165'2:$A*0($-%'32$5-6'$(!.-$N,".'($3-55'%X$!"#$/!/!#$'%17$@&'$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0(:$%&'(')*(':$#'1-#'#$%*$'H/!"#$!"#$

2'10('$/(*)'22-*"!5$%(!-"-".$*"$/(*1'22-".$*) $?!(-*02$)**#$/(*#01%27$\&'$!//(*!1&'#$OZSL$!"#$/(*)'22-*"!5$%(!-"-".$

institutes for technical training on food processing. 

Upon receiving technical training, the entrepreneur was assisted to prepare a bankable project report or business 

plan to set up a unit with project cost outlay of  Rs. 99.67 Lakh for availing a loan from a bank. The entrepreneur ap-

proached the Canara Bank with the plan for realising a loan of  Rs. 74 Lakh (Rs. 35 Lakh as term loan and Rs. 39 Lakh 

!2$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$5*!"X7$@&'$+!"6$!26'#$&'($%*$3!6'$2'?'(!5$1&!".'2$-"$%&'$+02-"'22$/5!"$!2$/'($%&'-($2/'1-,1$('<0-('-

ment. Team ABPF- Grant Thornton customised and re-casted the business plans three times over as per changes and 

3*#-,1!%-*"$20..'2%'#$!"#$('<0-('#$+=$%&'$+!"6$*?'($21(0%-"=$*) $%&'$/(*/*2!5$/(-*($%*$2!"1%-*"7$]'($5*!"$/(*/*2!5$%*$

Canara Bank has now been effectively sanctioned.
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Basically, the project comprises machinery and equipment like roasters, pulverisers, coating machine, oven, dryers and 

packaging equipment. The entrepreneur is expanding her enterprise capacity into larger commercial scale of  opera-

tions using this equipment to exploit the ever growing market demand. Considering 300 days of  operation and on a 

single shift basis, the projected turnover of  the unit is Rs. 1.63 Crore with direct employment generation for 10-12 

women (both skilled and unskilled). With current infrastructure and technology, the unit was able to make an annual 

turnover of  Rs. 67 Lakh for the year 2015-16. GT-ABPF guided her on the options for raw material procurement from 

('.-*"!5$>8L27$@&'$'"%'(/(-2'$-2$!52*$-"%*$9!1&!"-$N,".'($3-55'%X:$(!C$3!".*$!"#$/052'27$S"$!##-%-*":$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($

has now also approached exporters for marketing of  such products abroad. 

12.3. Kisan Agro Foods: Moving up from auto-rickshaws … and entering into carbonated soft drink produc-

tion as an activity related to family business

Aurangabad is the capital of  Marathwada and is virtually the tourism capital of  Maharashtra. The city is a tourist hub, 

surrounded by many historical monuments, including the Ajanta and Ellora Caves, which are UNESCO World Herit-

age Sites. The region is also fairly industrialised with the presence of  Bajaj Auto and Garaware Industries, which gen-

'(!%'2$D*+2$)*($%&'$26-55'#$C*(6)*(1'7$9*%!+5=:$!+*0%$RU7R$/'($1'"%$*) $G0(!".!+!#B2$/*/05!%-*"$-2$-"$%&'$TRoR_$='!(2B$

age category implying a growing regional market for Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCGs) as well as for processed 

)**#7$@&'$/(*3*%'($*) $%&-2$,(3$+'5*".2$%*$%&-2$1-%=$!"#$C!2$*110/-'#$!2$!"$!0%*$(-162&!C$#(-?'(7$]'$&!#$%&'$+0("-".$

#'2-('$%*$2%!(%$0/$&-2$*C"$+02-"'22$!"#$+'$&-2$*C"$+*22s$]'$C!2$)*(%0"!%'$%*$&!?'$%&'$l/''(g$'H/'(-'"1'$!2$&-2$)!3-5=$

was operating a small coconut water plant in Chennai and even marketing the produce in Mumbai. He availed of  guid-

ance from ABPF and prepared a plan which aims at producing carbonated soft drinks such as mango drinks, coconut 

C!%'(:$.0!?!$D0-1'$!"#$3-H'#$)(0-%$#(-"62$'%17$@&'$'"%('/('"'0(B2$+02-"'22$-#'!$&!#$1*33*"!5-%-'2$C-%&$&-2$)!3-5=B2$

small coconut water processing project in Tamil Nadu. This is also in terms of  distribution channels and aspects such 

as channel motivation strategies.

Market demand in the soft drink segment is apparently strong and growing. All-India production of  aerated soft drinks 

is about 900 Crore bottles per year, of  which the production of  carbonated soft drinks is about 70 per cent, that is, 

630 Crore bottles. Per capita consumption of  carbonated drinks is about 4 bottles per year, which is low compared to 

other developing countries such as Pakistan -13, Bangladesh – 8, Egypt – 3, and extremely low compared to the USA 

where it is 350 bottles. Hence, there is considerable potential for consumption trends to rise. The market is apparently 

dominated by brands of  leading Pan India companies such as Parle (46 per cent), Pure Drinks (23 per cent), Mc Dowell 

(7 per cent). Nevertheless, every Indian state has its own small local brands which have their own niche market. Typi-

1!55=:$23!55'($,(32$!"#$+(!"#2$02'$102%*3'($/02&$%&!"$1*"203'($/055$2%(!%'.-'2$%*$3*%-?!%'$3!(6'%-".$1&!""'527$G52*:$

23!55'($,(32$+!2-1!55=$*))'($&-.&'($3!(.-"2$%*$$$C&*5'2!5'(2$!"#$('%!-5'(27

@&'$'"%('/('"'0($!//(*!1&'#$Z-D!=!$a!"6$)*($('!5-2-".$"'1'22!(=$5*!":$C-%&$20//*(%$*) $Ga8>$P@$/('/!(-".$!$+!"6-

able plan. The start-up envisaged an outlay of  Rs. 47.75 Lakh of  which Rs. 20 Lakh is offered by the bank as a term 

loan and Rs. 15 Lakh is for working capital. This project includes machinery like carbonator, water cleaning RO ma-

1&-"':$,55-".$3!1&-"':$1&-55'(:$+*%%5'$3*05#:$/!16!.-".$'<0-/3'"%$!"#$/(-"%-".$1=5-"#'(7$@&'$'"%('/('"'0($ 5**62$%*$

target wholesalers and retailers to market his produce.  

S"$%'(32$*) $3!"0)!1%0(-".$/(*1'22$-"$%&'$)!1-5-%=:$%&'$,(2%$2%'/$-2$%*$/0(-)=$C!%'($02-".$!"$FM$/5!"%7$@&'$3-H%0('$*) $

20.!(:$A!?*0(-".2:$'22'"1'2:$!"#$C!%'($-2$1!55'#$2=(0/$!"#$!)%'($C!%'($/0(-,1!%-*":$201&$2=(0/$15!(-,1!%-*"$-2$!"$-3/*(-

%!"%$2%'/7$@&'('!)%'(:$1!(+*"!%-*"$N!##-".$1!(+*"$#-*H-#'$%*$#(-"6X$%!6'2$/5!1':$)*55*C'#$+=$+*%%5'$,55-".7$L*"2-#'(-
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ing 200 days of  operation and on conservative single shift basis, the projected turnover with current infrastructure, 

machinery and technology for the year 2015-16 was Rs. 12 Lakh. The unit targets a turnover of  Rs 1.72 Crore with 

direct employment generation for 8 workers (skilled and unskilled). The unit requires a large quantity of  pomegranate, 

mango and guava. Notably, the ABPF guided the entrepreneur on how he can procure inputs from FPCs in Ahmed-

nagar and Aurangabad districts. 

12.4. Krushi Amrut Agro Food: Amla Processing: NIAEM Alumni moves from job-seeking to job-creating in 

Amla processing after detailed study

An upcoming agri-business enterprise is located in Deolgaon Raja block of  Buldhana district for manufacturing 

various Amla and other products with modern equipment. This enterprise to be well-equipped with machines and 

equipment, aims at production of  various processed food such as amla candy, amla powder and amla juice etc. The 

enterprise Krushi Amrut Agro Foods is a proprietorship concern. The entrepreneur has acquired land for the project 

!#3'!20(-".$TWWW$2<7)%7$9*%!+5=:$a&!51&!"#(!$-2$C'55$<0!5-,'#7$]'$-2$!$8*2%$P(!#0!%'$Q-/5*3!$&*5#'($-"$G.(-105%0(!5$

Extension Managementfrom the National Institute of  Agricultural Extension Management and is a B.Sc. (Agriculture 

Biotech). The entrepreneur (along with other family members) has considerable exposure to the food processing in-

dustry and has experience of  more than 5 years in this segment. As a matter of  fact, the entrepreneur has also worked 

in the Agricultural Technology Management Agency (ATMA), Mahabaleshwar as Subject Matter Expert (SME) for 

about three years. The enterprise is to manufacture value added products from Amla, Mango, Jamun and Tomato and 

/'"'%(!%'$"'C$3!(6'%$!('!2$-"$%&'$Z-#&!(+&!$('.-*"$N-"150#-".$#-2%(-1%2$5-6'$9!./0($!"#$G3(!?!%-X7$

Bhalchandra being an agriculture graduate, worked with the state Agriculture Department for about three years before 

#'1-#-".$%*$3*?'$*"%*$!"$'"%('/('"'0(-!5$1!(''(7$G35!:$+'-".$!?!-5!+5'$-"$20),1-'"%$<0!"%-%=$-"$%&'$('.-*"$!"#$0/*"$

studying the increasing demand for amla products (also) in the light of  its medicinal values, the entrepreneur decided 

to take up Amla processing as an agri-business option. As a matter of  fact, Bhalchandra undertook detailed study for 

about 2 years which covered aspects like raw material availability, machinery requirements, demand analysis, innova-

tive product lines etc. The entrepreneur also visited existing amla processing units in and around Buldhana to gain 

better understanding. After such detailed study, the entrepreneur decided to take up entrepreneurship. After, a few 

3*"%&2$*) $(0""-".$%&'$+02-"'22:$%&'$"''#$)*($('!5-2-".$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$!(*2'7$@&-2$-2$C&'('$Ga8>IP(!"%$@&*("%*"$

played an important role. Experts from Grant Thornton prepared a techno commercial feasibility report taking into 

1*"2-#'(!%-*"$%&'$,"#-".2$*) $#'%!-5'#$2%0#=7$@&'$Ga8>IP@$%'!3$.0-#'#$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($*"$%'1&"-1!5$!2/'1%2$201&$

as innovative machinery, sources of  raw material, packaging details etc. The entrepreneur was also made aware about 

?!(-*02$2%!%'$!"#$1'"%(!5$.*?'("3'"%$21&'3'2$C&-1&$&'$1!"$%!6'$+'"',%$)(*37$Z!(-*02$5-1'"1'2$201&$!2$>\\GS:$9ML$

N9*$*+D'1%-*"$L'(%-,1!%'X)(*3$9!.!(/!5-6!:$E!"#$9ML:$[#=*.$G!#&!($'%17$'22'"%-!5$)*($%&'$23**%&$)0"1%-*"-".$*) $

business have been already secured.

In terms of  manufacturing process, raw material required is procured from nearby farmers and the local market place. 

Once the raw material, i.e. Amla, Mango and Plum is procured, they are vigorously washed so that the raw material 

-2$)(''$*) $#-(%$!"#$.'(327$G)%'($C!2&-".G35!:$%&'$(!C$3!%'(-!5$ -2$%&'"$+*-5'#$2*$%&!%$G35!$1!"$'!2-5=$+'$A!6'#$*($

2&('##'#7$@&-2$G35!$-2$%&'"$#-//'#$-"$1*"1'"%(!%'#$20.!($2=(0/$%*$3!6'$G35!$1!"#=7$>*($G35!$D0-1':$G35!$A!6'2$

!('$/!22'#$%&(*0.&$!$D0-1'$'H%(!1%*($!"#$)('2&$G35!$1*"1'"%(!%'$-2$'H%(!1%'#7$>*($3!6-".$G35!$/*C#'(:$G35!$A!6'2$

!('$1*3/5'%'5=$#'&=#(!%'#$!"#$%&'"$1(02&'#$%*$3!6'$,"'$/*C#'(7$@&'2'$/(*#01%2$!('$%&'"$/!16'#$*"%*$?!(-*02$2-;'2$

with attractive labelling. Important machinery and equipment necessary for the proposed project is tray dryer, juice 

,55-".$3!1&-"':$+*%%5'$1!/$/!16-".$3!1&-"'$!"#$!"$!0%*3!%-1$/!16-".$3!1&-"'7$@*$1*"2-#'($%&'$'"?-2!.'#$*/'(!%-*"2$
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of  the enterprise in detail, considering 252 days of  operation on single shift basis, at 100 per cent capacity utilisation, 

enterprise operations will daily require 100 kgs of  sugar, 500 gms of  preservatives (Sodium Benzoate), 1 LPG gas 

N)0'5X$1=5-"#'($NT_$6.X:$URW$.(!32$*) $>5!?*0($!"#$L*5*0(2:$T$6.$2!5%$!"#$T$6.$1&!%$3!2!5!7$@&'$,(3$C-55$!52*$('<0-('$

packaging material like Pet Bottles and Caps, packing wrappers, Packing Paper rolls, Corrugated Boxes, Punch boxes 

(Paper Boxes), Tape and big sized jars. 

The total project cost amounts to about Rs. 31.46 Lakh which is a mix of  equity, grant from the NHM and bank loan 

to the tune of  about Rs. 20 Lakh from the Bank of  India. As indicated, the entrepreneur has also applied for grant 

from National Horticulture Mission to the tune of  Rs 10.34 Lakh and expects sanction from the Bank of  India in a 

)'C$#!=2B$%-3'7$@&'$0"-%$('<0-('2$5!(.'$<0!"%-%=$*) $G35!:$3!".*$!"#$/503$!"#$%&'(')*('$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($C!2$.0-#'#$

on how he may procure this raw material from FPCs in and around Buldhana and other parts of  Maharashtra. The 

projected turnover of  the unit is about Rs. 3 Crore per annum with direct employment generation to the tune of  10 

workers (both skilled and unskilled).

The USP of  Krushi Amrut Agro Foods is vis-à-vis originality of  the ingredients maintained by avoiding use of  pre-

2'(?!%-?'27$@&'$/(*#01%2$!('$)(''$*) $2="%&'%-1$1*5*0($!"#$!(%-,1-!5$A!?*0(7$8('2'(?!%-?'2$-"$3-"-303$<0!"%-%-'2$!('$

used only for Amla juices. Critical success factors in this business are uniqueness of  products, and there is almost 

"*$1*3/'%-%-*"$-"$2-3-5!($/(*#01%2$!1(*22$%&'$Z-#&!(+&!$('.-*"7$>0(%&'(3*(':$%&'('$-2$'H1'55'"%$!?!-5!+-5-%=$*) $(!C$

material and the cost of  labour is also low in the region. The products manufactured by this entrepreneur are natural, 

healthy and are free of  chemicals. Only basic preservatives are used in Amla juice, Mango juice and Jamun juice. The 

/(*3*%'($-2$1*",#'"%$*) $2011'22)055=$'H/5*-%-".$3!(6'%$/*%'"%-!5$!"#$202%!-"!+5=$.(*C-".$&-2$'"%'(/(-2'7

12.5. Rujal Production: Expanding into commercial scale leveraging on growing demand for herbal and 

health food supplements

Rujal Production is a proprietary concern into the business of  herbal product and health food supplement manufac-

%0('$!$3-1(*I21!5'7$@&'$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0($&!2$'2%!+5-2&'#$!$23!55$0"-%$C-%&$*C"$,"!"1'$-"$Q-2%(-1%$80"':$J!&!(!2&%(!7$

The project is located in Lohegaon, Tal Haveli, Pune, Maharashtra, with built-up area admeasuring 1500 sq.ft. The 

products being manufactured by the enterprise are amla, jamun, bitter gourd, ashwagandha, shatawari and such pow-

ders as well as gulkand, shatawari kalp, chyavanprash, sauf  (for household purposes), face pack, hair pack, mehendi, 

2&-6'6!-$!"#$&!-($*-57$Q''/!5-$-2$!$#-/5*3!$&*5#'($-"$'5'1%(-1!5$'".-"''(-".$!"#$!52*$*C"2$!"$'5'1%(*"-12$,(37$S3/*(-

%!"%5=:$2&'$-2$%(!-"'#$-"$%&'$,'5#$*) $3!"0)!1%0(-".$&'(+!5$/(*#01%27$\&'$2'10('#$%(!-"-".$-"/0%2$)(*3$%&'$O&!#-$!"#$

Z-55!.'$S"#02%(-'2$1*33-22-*"7

The lady entrepreneur has always had a fascination towards herbal and health food supplement products and likes to 

'H/'(-3'"%$C-%&$?!(-*02$&'(+!5$-".('#-'"%27$G1%0!55=:$2&'$,(2%$2%!(%'#$3!6-".$/(*#01%2$)*($/'(2*"!5$02'7$[/*"$#-21*?-

ering positive results, she approached her relatives and neighbours with her products. These were highly appreciated by 

her relatives and friends and hence she started cottage or micro-scale production of  such products. By 2016, the entre-

preneur decided to undertake production on larger commercial scale.  She undertook a market survey by distributing 

samples of  products and checked its acceptance. She also conducted a competitor analysis focussing on differentiating 

her products from competition. ABPF-GT helped the entrepreneur formalise her business through securing neces-

sary statutory licenses for starting and operating a business in the food processing sector in terms of  Udyog Aadhar 

registration and Shop Act license. She has also registered for FSSAI license and will be receiving the same soon. The 

USP of  Rujal Production is purity; and self-concocted formulas of  ingredients required to make various herbal and 

health food supplement products.
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There has been a shift in the universal trend from synthetic to herbal medicines recently. It is ancient wisdom that 

plants have therapeutic value and are used to treat various diseases since the Neanderthal age. Apparently, all ancient 

civilizations in the world are known to use plants for medicinal purposes. Ayurveda and traditional Chinese medicines 

!('$C'55$6"*C"$%*$%&'$C*(5#$)*($%&'-($"!%0(!5$-".('#-'"%2$!"#$305%-/5'$+'"',%27$9*%!+5=:$S"#-!$&!2$.('!%$/*%'"%-!5$!2$

Mother Nature has bestowed the country with an enormous wealth of  medicinal plants; therefore, India has often 

+''"$(')'(('#$%*$!2$%&'$lJ'#-1-"!5$.!(#'"$*) $%&'$C*(5#g7$@*#!=:$/'*/5'$!(*0"#$%&'$.5*+'$!('$.-?-".$/(')'('"1'$%*$!5%'(-

native medicines such as Ayurveda, naturopathy, homeopathy and herbal medicine. Also, demand for health food sup-

/5'3'"%2$-2$*"$%&'$(-2'7$P(*C-".$!C!('"'22$!+*0%$3'#-1-"!5$+'"',%2$!2$C'55$!2$%&'(!/'0%-1$'))'1%$*) $&'(+!5$/(*#01%2$

is pushing up demand for herbal extracts, dietary supplements and herbal-based beauty aids worldwide. The demand 

scenario is therefore very positive.

The entrepreneur has adopted an intensive marketing strategy. She has fostered tie-ups with the majority of  medical 

stores in and around Pune, especially medical stores in Lohegaon where the unit is established. Notably, the products 

are sold through Patanjali outlets under the Rujal Production brand. Door to door sales is another marketing strategy 

adopted by the entrepreneur and many sales personnel market products from door to door. Wholesale orders are also 

catered to by Rujal Productions. The products are marketed in various packet sizes such as 10gms, 50gms and 100gms.

The total cost of  the proposed project works out to be Rs 18,46,687. Out of  this, the outlay on land and building is 

to the tune of  Rs. 2,45,000. The necessary machinery and equipment component accounts for Rs. 8,20,155. Some 

of  the other components of  project cost include Preliminary and Pre-operative (P&P) expenses at about Rs.1,50,000 

!"#$'H/'"2'$*"$)0("-%0('$!"#$,H%0('2$%*$%&'$%0"'$*) $F27$RW:WWW7$@&'$/(*3*%'($!52*$('<0-('2$!$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$*) $F27$

6,66,531 for the smooth functioning of  the project. The project is to be established with a mix of  equity and debt. Of  

%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%:$/(*3*%'(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$-2$/'..'#$!%$!+*0%$F27$p:VT:V^U$C&-1&$1*"2%-%0%'2$!+*0%$UR$/'($1'"%$*) $

the total project cost and term loan at Rs. 13,85,015 which amounts to 75 per cent of  the project cost. The project is 

'H/'1%-".$,"!5$2!"1%-*"$)(*3$%&'$L!"!(!$+!"6$-"$!$3!%%'($*) $#!=27

The machinery that the promoter is deploying for quality production is an Automatic 15 kg capacity Roasting/Mixing 

cum Coating Machine, Single Phase Pulveriser Machine, Semi-automatic Pouch Packing Machine - laminated Paper 

and Packaging Machine. The manufacturing process of  herbal products involves purchasing of  raw material that is 

&'(+2:$?'.'%!+5'2$!"#$)(0-%27$@&'2'$-".('#-'"%2$!('$%&'"$#(-'#$2*$!2$%*$3!6'$,"'$/*C#'(7$M"1'$%&'=$!('$#(-'#$/(*/'(5=:$

%&-2$(!C$3!%'(-!5$!5*".$C-%&$*%&'($'22'"%-!5$-".('#-'"%2$-2$/(*1'22'#$%&(*0.&$!$/05?'(-2'($%*$3!6'$!$,"'$/*C#'(7$@&-2$

powder is then packed into different packet sizes with proper labelling and is sold in the market through sales women. 

The enterprise is to be operated with a staff  of  about 15 women-force. 

3P2\2(I/='#**F,(78'0(B00*()+*#$%',&$O(Z#$G/+*(/+*(L,6&(%&/=("&@&'/8,+8(*&G%(-+/+.&(%0(*,@&'$,6A(6'0=(

fertilizers and into commercial operations in edible and non-edible oil production

A proposed unit at District Ahmednagar, Maharashtra is a project moving to larger commercial scale of  operations 

5'?'(!.-".$*"$#'+%$,"!"1'7$@&'$'"%('/('"'0($&!2$!1<0-('#$5!"#$*"$!$5*".$%'(3$5'!2'$+!2-2$)*($_R$='!(2$)(*3$%&'$JSQL$

in Shrirampur Industrial Area, Shrirampur Taluka admeasuring 1000 sq. metres. The enterprise envisages investment 

in larger scale commercial production with modern equipment. The entrepreneur has envisaged a plant for manufac-

turing edible and non-edible oil from various types of  oil seeds. Being well-equipped with machinery and equipment, 

%&-2$0"-%$!52*$'H/5*-%2$('.-*"!5$('2*0(1'$/*%'"%-!57$@&'$(!C$3!%'(-!5$N%&!%$-2:$.(*0"#"0%:$6!(#-:$1*%%*":$20"A*C'(:$1!2%*(:$

neem) used for preparation of  various products will be used to produce edible as well as non-edible oil. This oil mill is 
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%*$/(*#01'$/(*#01%2$5-6'$*-5$N.&!"-X$!"#$*-5$1!6'$*) $A!H$2''#2:$1*%%*"$*-5$2''#2$!"#$6!(#-$2''#27$a'2-#'2$<0!5-%=:$!"*%&'($

important factor to be laid emphasis on in this trade is packaging. This is in order to retain taste and nutritional value 

of  produce. Apparently, quality of  products has helped to garner trust of  clients of  this proprietorship concern which 

has been in operation on micro or cottage scale for the last few months and has been involved in the extraction of  

edible and non-edible oil from oil seeds. 

@&'$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0($!5*".$C-%&$*%&'($)!3-5=$3'3+'(2$&!2$2011'22)05$'H/'(-'"1'$-"$'"%('/('"'0(2&-/$-"$%&'$,'5#$*) $

organic fertilizers and pesticides. Notably, her spouse has 10 years of  experience of  working in unit manufacturing 

non-edible oil in Janki Agro Industries, Kolhar. The entrepreneur has a mission to process value added products from 

P(*0"#"0%:$O!(#-:$L*%%*"$\''#:$\0"A*C'(:$L!2%*($!"#$9''3$ -"$ %&'$ 5-.&%$*) $!+2'"1'$*) $1*3/'%-%-*"$)(*3$*%&'($

non-edible oil units in nearby areas, even while providing gainful employment to the local poor and providing forward 

linkages to local oil seeds and vegetable growers in the catchment area for inputs. 

As a matter of  fact, edible oil is one of  the essential commodities used daily by the Indian populace for cooking pur-

poses. Basically, edible oil is extracted from oil seeds like groundnut, Kardi, Cotton, Sesame, Linseed, Mustard, Rape 

2''#$!"#$20"$A*C'(7$9*"IY#-+5'$*-5$-2$+'-".$02'#$)*($3'#-1-"!5$/0(/*2'2:$2*!/2$!"#$50+(-1!"%2$!"#$1!"$+'$'H%(!1%'#$

)(*3$1*33*#-%-'2$5-6'$L!2%*($!"#$9''37$>*($%&'$'H%(!1%-*"$*) $%&'$*-5:$*-5$l.&!"-2g$!('$%=/-1!55=$02'#7$>*($.('!%'($1*3-

mercial production in larger units, expellers are deployed. Traditionally, oil ghanis were manned by bullocks. However, 

today they are operated by power (electricity). Power ghanis may be found in both rural and urban areas. Oilseeds 

and edible oils are two of  the most sensitive agricultural commodities in the country. Moreover, India contributes to 

about 9 per cent of  the world oilseeds production, to about 7 per cent of  the global production of  protein meal and 

is the 4th largest edible oil economy in the world. The supply and demand base are both strong. Within the country, 

Madhya Pradesh is the leading oilseed producing state in the country and accounts for about 21 per cent of  total oil-

seed production in the country. The other leading oilseed producing states are Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra and 

Andhra Pradesh. Oilseeds, edible and non-edible oil play an important role in the agricultural economy of  the country. 

P(*0"#"0%:$(!/'2''#$!"#$302%!(#:$2*=+'!":$20"A*C'(:$2'2!3':$"-.'($2''#:$1!2%*($!"#$5-"2''#$!('$%&'$"-"'$3!D*($*-5-

seed sources for obtaining edible and non-edible grade oils. In this regard, the secondary sources comprise coconut, 

cottonseed and rice bran solvent extracted oils from tree and forest origin.

@&'$5!#=$'"%('/('"'0(B2$2/*02'$C&*$-2$/!(%5=$20//*(%-".$&'($'"%('/('"'0(-!5$?'"%0('$!52*$&!2$!$)!(3-".$+!16.(*0"#7$

Being aware of  the demand potential for neem he decided to establish facilities to process neem into neem oil. Ap-

parently, the idea of  processing neem to produce neem oil struck in his mind even when he was pursuing his gradu-

ation studies. The husband and wife team undertook extensive market research for a couple of  years. They deeply 

studied manufacturing process, raw material requirement, as well as machinery requirement for running the business. 

@&'$'"%('/('"'0($!52*$1!((-'#$*0%$!$\kM@$!"!5=2-2$C&-1&$&-.&5-.&%'#$%&!%$*C"$)0"#2$!5*"'$C'('$"*%$20),1-'"%$)*($

2'%%-".$0/$!$('5!%'#$'"%'(/(-2'$!"#$&'"1'$#'1-#'#$%*$2''6$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$)(*3$%&'-($+!"6'(2$L!"!(!$a!"67$[/*"$

approaching the bank with a rough business plan they were advised to prepare a detailed project report or business 

/5!"$C-%&$/(*D'1%'#$+!5!"1'$2&''%2:$8fE$2%!%'3'"%:$1!2&$A*C2$!2$C'55$!2$-"#-1!%*(2$*) $,"!"1-!5$?-!+-5-%=7$@&'$'"%('/('-

neur was guided on technical aspects such as on necessary machinery, sources of  raw material and packaging options. 

The entrepreneur was also made aware about various state and central government schemes of  assistance and about 

the regulatory compliances vis-à-vis FSSAI, pollution control and Udyog Aadhar. A NOC from the MIDC has been 

already acquired.
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In terms of  manufacturing process, the promoter is to procure raw material from farmers in the nearby locality. Upon 

/(*10('3'"%$*) $*-5$2''#2$%&'=$!('$1(02&'#$,"'5=$!"#$*-5$-2$'H%(!1%'#$)(*3$2''#2$C-%&$%&'$&'5/$*) $'H%(!1%-*"$'<0-/-

3'"%7$@&'$/(*#01'$-2$%&'"$,5%'('#7$[/*"$,5%(!%-*":$*-5$!"#$)!%$+!2'#$('2-#0'$-2$/(*#01'#7$@&'$*-5$C&-1&$-2$'H%(!1%'#$

is then packed into various package sizes; the fat based residue is used in soap industry as raw material. Apart from 

fat residue, residue of  crushed seeds is also obtained. This seed residue is passed through a pulveriser and moulded 

-"%*$,"'$1!6'2$C&-1&$-2$!"$'H1'55'"%$1!%%5'$)''#7$@&'$*-5$1!6'2$!('$-"$.('!%$#'3!"#$!2$1*"203/%-*"$*) $%&'2'$1!6'2$+=$

cattle increases milking capacity. Therefore, the various products that may be manufactured from oil seeds including 

oil, fat based residue and oil cakes all have considerable demand. The machinery and equipment being deployed for 

%&'$/(*D'1%$1*3/(-2'$*-5$'H/'55'(:$+*-5'(:$/05?'(-2'($,5%'($/('22:$1*"?'=*(2:$C'-.&-".$3!1&-"'$!"#$2%-%1&-".$3!1&-"'27$

In terms of  project revenues, considering 300 days of  operation and on single shift basis, the projected turnover of  

the unit is Rs 4.6 Crore with direct employment generation for 8 workers (skilled and unskilled) initially. Notably, this 

+02-"'22$!1%-?-%=$('<0-('2$'#-+5'$!"#$"*"I'#-+5'$*-5$2''#2$201&$!2$20"A*C'(:$2!)A*C'(:$1!2%'(:$6!(#-:$"''3$'%17$-"$5!(.'$

quantities which was also advised in terms of  direct procurement from Farmer Producer Companies based in and 

around Ahmednagar district. The enterprise has realised assistance by way of  debt capital to the tune of  Rs.22 Lakh 

from the Canara Bank and is well into project implementation.

12.7. Shrinath Food Products: A case of  convenience food wheat processing

A convenience food processing unit is in operation in District Ahmednagar, Maharashtra. The project is set up in 

Mhase, Tal - Shrigonda, Ahmednagar in area admeasuring 2400 sq.ft. Convenience food products are growing in de-

3!"#7$S"$%*#!=B2$'(!$*) $C*3'"I)*56$C*(6-".$%*$'6'$*0%$!$5-?-".$1*0/5'#$C-%&$%&'-($'?'($.(*C-".$'3!"1-/!%-*":$%&'('$-2$

ever increasing demand for such foods. An enterprise coming up in Ahmednagar caters to this need in a changing so-

1-'%=$!"#$2''62$%*$3!"0)!1%0('$C&'!%$A*0(7$@&'$'"%'(/(-2'$-2$%*$3!"0)!1%0('$('!#=3!#'$C&'!%$A*0($-"$?!(-*02$/!16'%$

2-;'2$)*($'!2=$1*"203/%-*"7$@&'$,(3$\&(-"!%&$>**#$8(*#01%2$-2$!$/(*/(-'%!(=$1*"1'("7$@&'$/(*/(-'%*(2&-/$,(3$&!2$

successfully commenced operations in 2016.

Before commencing operations initially in cottage/micro-scale sans institutional credit, the promoter undertook trial 

/(*#01%-*"$!"#$/(*1'22'#$C&'!%$A*0($-"$23!55$<0!"%-%-'27$S"-%-!55=:$%&'$'"%('/('"'0($1&'16'#$%&'$<0!5-%=$*) $A*0($!2$C'55$

as its physical appearance and tested its acceptability in the market. Prior to commencing operations, the entrepreneur 

!52*$?-2-%'#$'H-2%-".$C&'!%$A*0($3-552$)*($.!-"-".$/(!1%-1!5$6"*C5'#.'7$@&'$(!C$3!%'(-!5$('<0-('#$)*($/(*1'22-".$%&!%$-2:$

C&'!%$-2$/(*10('#$)(*3$)!(3'(2$-"$1!%1&3'"%$!('!7$@&'('!)%'(:$&'$*+2'(?'#$%&!%$&-2$*C"$)0"#2$!5*"'$C'('$"*%$20),-

1-'"%$)*($2'%%-".$0/$%&'$+02-"'22$0"-%$!"#$&'"1'$&'$*/%'#$)*($,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$)(*3$%&'$L'"%(!5$a!"67$S"$%&-2$('.!(#:$

the promoter was guided on related equipment and technology, input sourcing and on packaging. The entrepreneur 

was guided on aspects such as FSSAI, lab testing reports and securing NOC from the Gram Panchayat. Importantly, 

the entrepreneur believes in purity and in maintaining the quality of  the product which is already fetching him good 

+02-"'227$G//!('"%5=:$0"5-6'$A*0($)(*3$3!"=$*%&'($3!"0)!1%0('(2:$&-2$/(*#01'$-2$)(''$*) $!"=$!#05%'(!%-*"$!"#$-3/0-

rities. The entrepreneur uses a special Marshal Atta Chakki which helps in retaining the originality and maintaining 

<0!5-%=$*) $C&'!%$A*0(7$@&'$#'3!"#$)*($+(!"#'#$1'('!5$A*0($/(*#01%2$-2$"*C$-"1('!2-".7$Y?'"$+-.$.-!"%2$5-6'$]-"#02%!"$

Unilever, NEPC Agro and Nirma have jumped into this lucrative industry. Wheat Flour or Atta is predominantly used 

in food items in India, such as chapatti, roti, naan and puri and in sweat items too like in halwa and pakoda. Owing to 

the public distribution system providing whole wheat which has to be grounded and also purchasing wheat from the 

*/'"$3!(6'%$!"#$.(-"#-".$-%:$-%$C-55$+'$1&'!/'($%&!"$A*0($!?!-5!+5'$-"$%&'$3!(6'%$!"#$*"'$&!2$%&'$*/%-*"$%*$.(-"#$-%$%*$

the consistency required. These advantages generate a huge market potential for a Mini Wheat Flour Mill. A simple low 
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cost mini wheat mill is of  great relevance especially in rural regions. It can produce common of  milled wheat products 

in small quantities at a low investment

In terms of  manufacturing process, the enterprise procures raw material, that is, wheat from traders from Madhya 

Pradesh and also from the local market. After procuring wheat, it is cleaned through use of  pre-cleaner and destoner 

2*$!2$%*$('3*?'$%&'$)*('-."$3!%'(-!5$1*"%'"%7$@&-2$15'!"'#$C&'!%$-2$%&'"$/(*1'22'#$%&(*0.&$!$A*0($3-55$0"%-5$,"'$/*C-

#'($*) $#'2-('#$<0!5-%=$-2$*+%!-"'#7$@&-2$A*0($-2$"*C$/!16'#$-"%*$?!(-*02$/!16'%I2-;'27$@&'$'"%'(/(-2'$1!%'(2$%*$+*%&$

('%!-5$!"#$%&'$C&*5'2!5'$3!(6'%7$J!D*($+0='(2$*) $C&'!%$A*0($!('$&*02'&*5#2:$('%!-5$0"-%2:$&*%'52:$&*2/-%!52$!"#$1!%'(-

ing businesses. Considering 180 days of  operation and on single shift basis, the projected turnover of  the unit is Rs. 

58.80 Lakh with employment generation for 6 workers (skilled and unskilled), initially. The total project cost for this 

'"%'(/(-2'$-2$F27$n7_n$E!6&$C&-1&$-2$!$3-H$*) $+*%&$'<0-%=$!"#$+!"6$5*!"7$@&'$'"%('/('"'0(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$&!2$+''"$-"$

the range of  Rs. 2.24 Lakh, that is, 25 per cent and the balance bank is loan. Today, the entrepreneur is also exploring 

*/%-*"$*) $/(*10(-".$-"/0%$C&'!%$)(*3$>8L2$-"$%&'$('.-*"7$@&'$'"%'(/(-2'$-2$%*$!52*$3!"0)!1%0('$/(*%'-"$(-1&$A*0($

C&-1&$&!2$.**#$#'3!"#7$\01&$A*0($-2$('1*33'"#'#$+=$#*1%*(2$%*$*?'(1*3'$#',1-'"1=$*) $/(*%'-"2$!2$/(*%'-"2$!('$

essential to repair wear and tear activities in the human body.

3P2f2(4/A/+/+*(78'0(B00*$O(7+(BC!(&@0"@,+8(6'0=(5',=/'A(."&/+,+8(/+*(8'/*,+8(06 (LF&/%(%0(J0#'(=,"",+8(

through entrepreneur start-up

Indian producers are unable to realize optimal value from their produce mostly due to fragmented land holdings and 

inability to reap scale economies enjoyed by large farms. India has over 12.5 Crore farmer households of  which over 

85 per cent are small and marginal farmers with land holdings of  less than 2 hectares each and at barely 1.33 hectare 

/'($ )!(3'($&*02'&*5#7$@=/-1!5$ 23!55$ !"#$3!(.-"!5$ )!(3'(2$1!""*%$.!-"$'),1-'"1-'2$ )(*3$<0!"%-%=$/(*10('3'"%$*) $

inputs, or deploy costly farm and post-harvest technologies. Such had been the situation of  the farmers in Phulambri 

taluka of  Aurangabad district. Around 50 per cent of  farmers in this region go in for distress sale of  their produce in 

order to service credit availed for agro-input purchase and domestic requirements. They sell their produce to traders 

in the local mandis only.  They have limited exposure to other markets or sales channels. They submit to the dictates 

of  local traders due to the inability to scout and link with other potential buyers and suffer from unfavourable trad-

ing terms. A Farmer Producer Company (FPC), as an institution, evolved as a silver lining for such farmers, as it has 

helped them utilize scale to procure inputs at a lower price and achieve more bargaining power when marketing their 

/(*#01'7$S%$&!2$!52*$&'5/'#$%&'3$-"$!11'22-".$%-3'5=$!"#$!#'<0!%'$,"!"1':$+0-5#$1!/!1-%=$!"#$.!-"$#-('1%$5-"6!.'2$%*$

markets. In view of  this, and as per the mandate of  the Maharashtra Agricultural Competitiveness Project (MACP), 

farmers from 9 villages came together and formed the Dayanand Agro Producer Company which has successfully 

implemented a common facility centre for primary processing of  agri-inputs with assistance under the MACP.

G5*".2-#':$*"'$*) $%&'$Q-('1%*(2$*) $Q!=!"!"#$G.(*$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=:$#'1-#'#$%*$2%!(%$!"$-"#'/'"#'"%$C&'!%$A*0($

milling and packaging unit in order to cater to the needs and demands of  local farmers associated with the FPC. This 

A*0($0"-%$-2$%*$20//*(%$%&'$#'3!"#$!"#$20//5=$)(*3$!(*0"#$UdVW$]*02'&*5#2$N]]2X$!"#$RnWT$&'1%!('2$*) $105%-?!+5'$

land in the region. The unit has been set up in an area measuring 1500 sq. ft., at Jalgaon mete located in the taluka 

Phulambri of  district Aurangabad, Maharashtra. The related processing plant has the capacity to process 20 quintals 

of  wheat per hour. The enterprise is to operate for 8 hours a day and processes around 14.4 tonnes of  produce at 

_W$/'($1'"%$'),1-'"1=$/'($#!=7$@&-2$1!/!1-%=$!55*C2$%&'$/(*1'22-".$0"-%$%*$3-55$*"5=$!$23!55$/(*/*(%-*"$*) $%*%!5$.(!-"$

production in the region. Mete was offered guidance for the preparation of  a bankable plan by ABPF-GT for start-up 

of  a project with outlay of  Rs. 121.95 Lakh in which Rs. 30.48 Lakh was the term loan component from the Canara 
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+!"67$@&-2$/5!"$!"#$/(*D'1%$-"150#'2$3!1&-"'(=$5-6'$C&'!%$15'!"-".$3!1&-"':$.(!?-%=$2'/!(!%*(:$C&'!%$1(02&'(:$A*0($

mill, packing machine and other accessories. The project is expecting sanction in a matter of  days but operation has 

already been initiated in smaller cottage scale by the promoter.

In terms of  manufacturing process, the enterprise procures raw wheat grains directly from the FPC as well as from 

*%&'($)!(3'(27$@&-2$-2$%&'"$15'!"'#$!"#$3-55'#7$\0+2'<0'"%5=:$#'/'"#-".$0/*"$%&'$%=/'$*) $*0%/0%:$(',"'#$C&'!%$A*0(:$

rawa, maida (75 per cent) and mill fed (25 per cent) is obtained. Considering 240 days of  operation on single shift 

basis, the projected turnover of  the unit is Rs. 780 Lakh with direct employment generation for 8 workers (skilled and 

unskilled). 

The promoter has extensively researched the challenges and opportunities in marketing of  agro-produce in the district 

!"#$*%&'($3!D*($3!(6'%27$S"$)!1%:$%&'$/!16!.'#$C&'!%$A*0($3!(6'%$-"$S"#-!$2%!(%'#$+('!6-".$%&'$!.'I*5#$%(!#-%-*"$*) $

grinding wheat at local Chakki mills by growing at a whopping compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of  19 per cent. 

@&'$C&'!%$A*0($3!(6'%$-2$5!(.'5=$#*3-"!%'#$+=$5*1!5$1&!66-$3-552$-"$S"#-!7$]*C'?'(:$%&'$+(!"#'#$/!16!.'#$C&'!%$A*0($

segment is emerging rapidly in the country by offering better quality, nutrition and convenience. As indicated, Day-

!"!"#$G.(*$>**#2$&!2$2%!(%'#$2'55-".$-%2$+(!"#'#$/!16!.'#$C&'!%$A*0($-"$23!55$21!5'$-"$%&'$5*1!5$3!(6'%$*) $G&3'#"!-

gar. The promoter looks forward to expanding the processing capacity of  the four mill to larger commercial scale in 

%&'$"'!($)0%0('$C-%&$#'+%$,"!"1'$!"#$%&'('!)%'($'?'"$'H%'"#$%&'$/(*#01%$5-"'$!2$%&'$+02-"'22$.(*C27$

12.9. Pundlik Baba Rice Mill: “Whole family” involved rice milling start-up within the rice-bowl of  the State

a&!"#!(!$-2$!$(!%&'($23!55$#-2%(-1%$*) $%&'$2%!%'$*) $J!&!(!2&%(!$!"#$%&'$,)%&I5'!2%$/*/05!%'#7$G+*0%$nW$/'($1'"%$*) $%&'$

populace live in rural areas and agriculture occupies an important place in the rural economy of  the district. In the light 

of  soil composition and rain fall, paddy is the major crop grown in the district along with other crops such as wheat, 

tur, gram, turmeric and linseed. Out of  the total 389 thousand hectares of  geographical area, total area under cultiva-

tion is 264 thousand hectares. The total area under food crop paddy is about 174 thousand hectares. Hence, paddy is 

the major crop in Kharif  season and over 2,00,000 farmers in the district are directly involved in paddy cultivation. As 

!$3!%%'($*) $)!1%:$a&!"#!(!$-2$!52*$/*/05!(5=$(')'(('#$%*$!2$%&'$lF-1'$a*C5$*) $J!&!(!2&%(!g7$\0+2%!"%-!5$N'H/*(%$<0!5-%=X$

rice is being regularly exported from Bhandara and nearby regions to the quantum of  over 29,000 TEUs (Twenty foot 

Y<0-?!5'"%$["-%2X$!""0!55=$?-!$%&'$(*!#$(*0%'$*) $9]IV$%&(*0.&$LM9LMFB2$S"5!"#$L*"%!-"'($Q'/*%$!%$GD!"-:$9!./0($

to countries like South Africa and parts of  Russia. There are over 243 registered rice mills (mostly micro scale) and 

many rice brokers and agents in the district. The district basically enjoys convenient availability of  raw material paddy, 

good connectivity logistically and a large number of  related and supporting service providers.  

The lady entrepreneur and her family have extensive experience of  paddy farming and years of  experience in rice mill-

ing (through their micro-sized enterprise - Harde Rice Mill). As a matter of  fact, the Harde Family is a farmer family 

%0("'#$K,(2%$.'"'(!%-*"$'"%('/('"'0(2B:$C&*$&!?'$1*"%-"0'#$%&'-($*110/!%-*"$*) $/!##=$)!(3-".$!2$C'55$!2$?'"%0('#$

into rice milling. Upon understanding the services of  ABPF-GT Team, Kunda Harde and her son approached the 

Team for assistance. Her ward, Harshawardhan Harde, thereon worked closely with ABPF-GT. Though the promot-

ers sought to establish a modern integrated rice mill, machines like whiteners and silky polishers are rather capital 

intensive. The promoters decided on a simple (khauti type) rice mill where job work could be pursued. In a khauti type 

mill basic custom milling of  paddy to rice conversion is facilitated. Such mill, however, does not include machines like 

C&-%'"'(2$!"#$2-56=$/*5-2&'(27$S"$%&'$!+2'"1'$*) $201&$3!1&-"'2:$%&'$,"-2&'#$/(*#01%$-2$"*%$3!(6'%!+5'$!"#$-2$.'"'(!55=$

)0(%&'($/(*1'22'#$+=$0/.(!#'#$*($3*#'("$3-552$)*($,"!5$3!(6'%!+5'$,"-2&'#$/(*#01%27$@&'$@'!3$.0-#'#$%&'$/(*3*%-
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'(2$*"$21&'3'2$5-6'$LEL\\:$\>GL$Z'"%0('$L!/-%!5$G22-2%!"1'$\1&'3':$JGSQLB2$9J>8$21&'3'$!"#$8\S$UWTd7$G)%'($

having understood on how the combination of  some of  these schemes would considerably lower their liability in fu-

ture the promoters decided to go in for a modern integrated project. The plan envisages production of  polished rice 

and by-products like bran and husk.  

The promoters were offered support for the preparation of  a bankable business plan by ABPF-Grant Thornton for 

the project with project cost of  Rs 76.19 Lakh in which Rs 30 Lakh is offered by the bank as term loan, Rs. 9.53 Lakh 

is envisaged under SFAC venture capital assistance and the balance being contributed by the promoters. The enterprise 

is also eligible for subsidy of  25 per cent on project cost under the NMF scheme of  the MAIDC. The promoters are 

bringing in the amount equivalent to subsidy till the time the amount is received from Government Agencies. Further, 

about Rs. 25 Lakh is required from the bank as working capital.  This project includes machinery and equipment like 

pre-cleaner, de-stoner, de-husker, paddy separator, whiteners and silky polisher. The promoters target sale of  products 

through commission agents, wholesalers and retailers.  The promoter family has experience of  many years in the food 

grain business and has an established network across Bhandara and other regions of  the country. 

The manufacturing process in the upcoming facility basically involves warehousing (storage), pre-cleaning and de-

stoning, de-husking, paddy separation, thickness grading, whitening, polishing, length grading and packaging. Consid-

ering average (over) 200 days of  operation and on single shift basis, the projected turnover of  the unit is Rs. 4.29 Crore 

with direct employment generation for 28 workers (skilled and unskilled). The unit is expected to also partly source its 

paddy requirements from FPCs in Bhandara, Gondia, Chandrapur and Gadchiroli districts. The promoters request for 

loan has been recently sanctioned by the Bank of  Maharashtra. 

12.10 Sulabh Industries: Dal milling by second generation entrepreneurs in the orange city

Nagpur is the winter capital and the third largest city of  the Indian state of  Maharashtra and the largest city of  Central 

India. The city has many features in its favour. The city has been adjudged as the 20th cleanest city in India and the 

%*/$3*?'($-"$%&'$C'2%'("$;*"'$!2$/'($\C!1&&$\!(?'62&!"$UWTV7$9!./0($-2$('/0%'#$!2$%&'$l@-.'($L!/-%!5$*) $S"#-!g$!2$

it connects many tiger reserves in India to the world. It is among the important cities for the information technol-

ogy sector in Maharashtra. The city is located in the centre of  the country with the Zero Mile marker indicating the 

.'*.(!/&-1!5$1'"%('$*) $S"#-!7$S"$%'(32$*) $%&'$!.(-I+02-"'22$2'1%*(:$9!./0($-2$)!3*02$)*($%&'$l9!./0($M(!".'g$!"#$-2$

('/0%'#$!2$%&'$lM(!".'$L-%=g$)*($+'-".$!$3!D*($%(!#'$1'"%('$*) $*(!".'2$105%-?!%'#$-"$%&'$('.-*"7$9!./0($-2$!52*$&*3'$%*$

-1'I1('!3$3!"0)!1%0('($Q-"2&!C2:$S"#-!"$#(=$)**#$3!"0)!1%0('($]!5#-(!3B2:$S"#-!"$('!#=I%*I1**6$)**#$3!"0)!1%0('($

G1%1&!C!$!"#$G=0(?'#-1$/(*#01%2$1*3/!"-'2$Z-11*$!"#$a!-#=!"!%&7$MC-".$%*$%&'$5!(.'$/(*#01%-*"$*) $/052'2$-"$%&'$

region (in Nagpur, Amravati and Yavatmal), dal milling has been one of  the important sectors for investment for many 

entrepreneurs. As a matter of  fact, the Dall Mill Cluster of  Nagpur is a large cluster and is in the process of  commis-

sioning a large modern Common Facility Centre with assistance under the MSECDP scheme of  Ministry of  MSME. 

An entrepreneur and her family members are part of  the dal milling fraternity and been in the dal mill business for 

many years now and have vast experience in the industry. The promoter is one of  the leading and reputed manufactur-

ers of  pulses in Nagpur. Huge demand for its processed pulses and need forautomation prompted the promoters to 

expand and upgrade the existing plant.The promoters understood the gamut of  services provided under the ABPF 

-"150#-".$+!16C!(#$5-"6!.'2$C-%&$%&'$('.-*"B2$>8L2$!"#$>!(3'($.(*0/27$a'-".$-"$-"#02%(=$)*($='!(2:$%&'=$0"#'(2%**#$

%&'$-3/*(%!"1'$*) $201&$!1%-?-%=$%*$'"20('$'))'1%-?'$/(*10('3'"%$*) $(!C$3!%'(-!57$J!#&0(-B2$2*"$\05!+&$P0/%!$!?!-5'#$

of  guidance of  Team ABPF-Grant Thornton and prepared a plan which aims at production of  pulses, by-products 

like chunni, bhusi and khanda.  
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He approached the Union Bank with a bankable plan prepared by ABPF-Grant Thornton for a project outlay of  Rs 

62.50 Lakh in which Rs 15 Lakh is offered by the bank as a term loan, Rs. 6.50 Lakh is interest free loan envisaged 

0"#'($%&'$\>GL$Z'"%0('$L!/-%!5$>0"#:$F27$TR7RW$E!6&$'"?-2!.'#$!2$.(!"%$)(*3$J*>8S$!"#$F27$UR7RW$E!6&$1*"%(-+0%'#$

+=$%&'$/(*3*%'(7$@&-2$/(*D'1%$-"150#'2$3!1&-"'(=$5-6'$#'I2%*"'(:$15!22-,'($NC-%&$!2/-(!%*(X:$#(='(2:$(*552$!"#$'5'1%(-1$

panels. The entrepreneur targets sale of  products through commission agents, wholesalers and retailers to sell his 

produce.  The promoter family has experience of  many years in the food grain business and hence has established a 

strong connection with consumers across Nagpur and other regions of  the country. 

The manufacturing process in a related enterprise involves: cleaning, grading, de-stoning and then drying, grading, 

de-husking, splitting, colour sorting, polishing and packaging. Considering 300 days of  operation and on double shift 

basis, the projected turnover of  the unit is Rs 24.29 Crore with direct employment generation for 12 workers (skilled 

and unskilled). The unit requires large quantity of  pulses as inputs and hopes to procure raw material from FPCs in 

Amravati, Yavatmal and other districts. The promoters request for loan has now been sanctioned and project is being 

implemented in right earnest.

!!!
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CHAPTER 13

FUNDAMENTALS OF 

BOOKKEEPING

Highlights

This chapter shall enable us to understand the fundamental concepts of  book keeping. Financial Accounting is 

%&'$,'5#$*) $!11*0"%-".$1*"1'("'#$C-%&$%&'$2033!(=:$!"!5=2-2$!"#$('/*(%-".$*) $,"!"1-!5$%(!"2!1%-*"2$/'(%!-"-".$

%*$!$+02-"'227$a**66''/-".$-2$%&'$('1*(#-".$*) $,"!"1-!5$%(!"2!1%-*"2:$!"#$-2$/!(%$*) $%&'$/(*1'22$!11*0"%-".$-"$

business. Bookkeeping helps in maintaining and giving the current position of  the business.

The double entry bookkeeping system is a universal system based on the principle that every economic transac-

%-*"$&!2$%C*$'))'1%2:$C&-1&$!('$'H!1%5=$*//*2-%'$%*$'!1&$*%&'(7$G"=$%(!"2!1%-*"$1!"$&!?'$*"5=$%C*$'))'1%2$-7'7$K#'+-%B$

!"#$K1('#-%B$!"#$%&'=$!('$!5C!=2$'<0!57$

@&'$!11*0"%2$!('$15!22-,'#$-"%*$%&(''$1!%'.*(-'2c

h$ 8'(2*"!5$G11*0"%

h$ G22'%$G11*0"%

h$ S"1*3'I'H/'"#-%0('$G11*0"%

Ledger is a book for recording and totalling economic transactions measured in terms of  a monetary unit of  ac-

count with account type with debits and credits in spate columns.

Posting refers to the process of  transferring entries from journal or subsidiary books to the appropriate accounts 

in the ledger.

The various books to be maintained for accounting purpose are:

Journal Book, Subsidiary Book, Sales Book, Ledger, Cash Book, Bank Book, Stock Register

This chapter covers fundamental concepts regarding bookkeeping. To elaborate:

13.1.Introduction

The system which records, analyses, and reports the effect of  business transactions and events taking place in a busi-

"'22$-2$!11*0"%-".7$\-"1'$!55$201&$('/*(%-".$-2$-"$,"!"1-!5$0"-%2:$%&'$2=2%'3$-2$!52*$6"*C"$!2$,"!"1-!5$!11*0"%-".7$S%$

&-.&5-.&%2$%&'$%(0'$2%!%'$*) $%&'$!))!-(2$*) $!$+02-"'22$!%$!$/!(%-105!($%-3':$!"#$%&'$20(/502$*($#',1-'"1=$C&-1&$&!2$*1-

10(('#$#0(-".$!$2/'1-,'#$/'(-*#7$S%$-"?*5?'2$#!%!$('1*(#-".$*) $?!(-*02$%(!"2!1%-*"2$*($+**66''/-".7$F'1*(#'#$#!%!$-2$

2033!(-;'#:$2=2%'3!%-1!55=$!((!".'#:$!"#$/('2'"%'#$%*$02'(2$-"$%&'$)*(3$*) $,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%27$(xxvi)

13.2. Double-Entry Bookkeeping

Ka**66''/-".B$-2$*"'$*) $%&'$)0"1%-*"2$*) $,"!"1-!5$!11*0"%-".7$S%$'"%!-52$3!-"%!-"-".$/(*/'($('1*(#2$!"#$+**62$)*($

('/*(%-".$1*3/5'%'$#'%!-52$*) $%(!"2!1%-*"2$3!#'$#0(-".$%&'$1*0(2'$*) $+02-"'227$a02-"'22$%(!"2!1%-*"2$1!"$+'$15!22-,'#$

into several major activities/groups, viz. sales, purchases, assets, liabilities, etc. Separate books for recording transac-

tions pertaining to these activities are maintained, registering in them the details of  the respective transactions. Book-
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6''/-".$&'5/2$-"$3!-"%!-"-".$!"#$.-?-".$%&'$10(('"%$/*2-%-*"$*) $%&'$+02-"'22$!"#:$%&'(')*(':$!2203'2$.('!%$2-."-,1!"1'7$

It is necessary to maintain books of  account because:

h$ %&'=$('A'1%$%&'$*0%1*3'$*) $%&'$%(!"2!1%-*"2$3!#'$#0(-".$%&'$/'(-*#$0"#'($('?-'C7

h$ they give information about the state of  affairs of  business at intervals for use by the promoters and also by bank-

ers.

h$ they help government and other authorities to decide on tax obligations.

h$ they help toanalyse the performance of  the business.

Though the owner of  the business has the prime responsibility to write/maintain the books of  accounts, he is not free 

to write them as he wishes, but has to write the accounts as per the norms and principles of  accounting used the world 

over. There are a few accounting techniques available for writing accounts, but the double-entry bookkeeping system 

has universal acceptability and credibility. There is an international forum for accounting which strives to standardize 

accounting practices prevalent in different countries.

The double-entry bookkeeping system is based on the principle that every economic transaction has two effects, which 

!('$'H!1%5=$*//*2-%'$%*$'!1&$*%&'(7$G"=$%(!"2!1%-*"$1!"$&!?'$*"5=$%C*$'))'1%2:$?-;7$K#'+-%B$!"#$K1('#-%B$!"#$%&'=$!('$!5C!=2$

'<0!57$@&'(')*(':$!%$%&'$'"#$*) $%&'$!11*0"%-".$/'(-*#:$+*%&$%&'$!11*0"%2:$-7'7$K%*%!5$#'+-%2B$!"#$K%*%!5$1('#-%2B$2&*05#$

tally with each other. The double-entry bookkeeping is designed in such a way that while entering credit entry of  a 

particular transaction the details of  corresponding debit entry is also recorded.

13.3.    Writing Accounts Under Double-Entry Bookkeeping

Transactions

The promoter undertakes several transactions while doing business. Only those transactions whose value can be meas-

ured in monetary terms need accounting treatment. Transactions may be of  the following measures:

h$ Exchange of  goods against cash/credit

h$ Exchange of  services against cash/credit

h$ Exchange of  assets against cash/credit

h$ Payment of  cash to creditors

h$ Receipt of  cash from debtors

h$ Exchange of  goods against assets

h$ Exchange of  goods against services

These transactions arise in business and they are the starting point of  accounting. Transactions may be cash transac-

tions or credit transactions. Cash transactions result in exchange of  cash while credit transactions result in an obliga-

tion to pay/receive cash in the future. 

13.4. Accounts

@(!"2!1%-*"2$-"?*5?'$K!11*0"%2B$%&!%$!('$#'+-%'#$*($1('#-%'#$!2$/'($%&'$%(!"2!1%-*"7$@&'('$!('$%*%!5$%&(''$%=/'2$*) $!1-

counts:

1. Personal accounts or individual accounts : This group of  accounts includes all accounts of  individuals and 

*(.!"-2!%-*"2$5-6'$!$,(3:$!$1*(/*(!%'$'"%-%=:$!$2*1-'%=:$'%17
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2. Asset account : This group covers all types of  assets. Assets mean all those investments made in tangible or in-

tangible form of  assets, which have utility, value, or use value. Moreover, these assets can also be disinvested and 

converted into cash.

3. Income-expenditure accounts : This group of  accounts encompasses all accounts, which represent revenue 

income and revenue expenditure of  the business. 

13.5. Rules of  Debit and Credit

S"$%&'$#*0+5'I'"%(=$+**66''/-".$2=2%'3:$'!1&$%(!"2!1%-*"$&!2$%C*$'))'1%24$*"'$-2$K#'+-%B$!"#$%&'$*%&'($K1('#-%B7$@&02$

each transaction has minimum one debit effect and corresponding minimum one credit effect. There are prescribed 

rules for debiting and crediting various accounts as mentioned below:

32( W#"&$(60'(gC&'$0+/"(7..0#+%$H$c$lQ'+-%$%&'$('1'-?'($!"#$1('#-%$%&'$.-?'(g7$G"=$/'(2*"$-"?*5?'#$-"$+02-"'22$%(!"2-

actions can either be a receiver of  cash, assets or services, or be a giver of  cash, assets or services, without any 

immediate consideration. The accounts of  the individual or person who receives is debited, while the account of  

an individual or person who gives is credited.

P2( W#"&$(60'(g7$$&%$(7..0#+%$H$c$lQ'+-%$C&!%$1*3'2$-"$!"#$1('#-%$C&!%$.*'2$*0%g7$S"$+02-"'22:$C&'"'?'($!"=$!22'%$

or goods is required, its respective account is debited while when an asset or goods goes out, its respective account 

is credited.

<2( W#"&$(60'( g)+.0=&9>?5&+*,%#'&(7..0#+%$Hc$lQ'+-%$'H/'"2'2$!"#$ 5*22'2$!"#$1('#-%$ -"1*3'$!"#$.!-"2g7$@&-2$

group of  accounts covers all revenue income and expenditure accounts. All those revenue incomes, which are 

generated during the course of  business, are credited in their respective accounts and all such revenue expenditure 

incurred during the course of  business are debited in the respective accounts. 

To identify debit or credit effects of  a transaction it should be understood

1. whether the transaction needs accounting treatment

2. which two accounts are involved in the transactions

3. which group of  accounts is involved in the transactions

p7$ %&!%$%&'$(05'2$*) $#'+-%$!"#$1('#-%$)*($%&'$-#'"%-,'#$!11*0"%2$!('$!//5-'#$!2$/'($%&'-($15!22-,1!%-*"2$

R7$ %&!%$%&'('$1!""*%$+'$+*%&$K1('#-%2B$*($+*%&$K#'+-%2B$-"$!$2-".5'$%(!"2!1%-*"7$Y?'(=$%(!"2!1%-*"$302%$&!?'$!$K#'+-%B$

'"%(=$!"#$!$1*(('2/*"#-".$K1('#-%B$'"%(=7

13.6. Journal Entry

@&'$,(2%$'"%(=$-"$%&'$+**6$*) $!11*0"%2$C&'('+=$#'+-%$!"#$1('#-%$'))'1%2$*) $'!1&$%(!"2!1%-*"$*"$%&'$!11*0"%2$-"?*5?'#$

!('$-#'"%-,'#$!"#$"*%'#$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$/(*/'($#'21(-/%-*"$-2$!$D*0("!5$'"%(=7$i*0("!5$'"%(=$&'5/2$-"$/('/!(-".$2'?'(!5$

books of  accounts. 

Table 27 Format for Maintaining a Journal and Writing Journal Entries

Journal entries in the book of  M/s__________

Date Particulars Ledger Folio No. Debit (Amount) Credit (Amount)

1. Date : The journal entries must be written date-wise in a chronological sequence. It is ideal to write entries of  the 

%(!"2!1%-*"2$#!-5=7$@&'$KQ!%'B$1*503"$('1*(#2$='!(:$3*"%&:$!"#$#!%'$*) $%&'$%(!"2!1%-*"2$)*($C&-1&$D*0("!5$'"%(=$-2$

made.
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2. Particulars : In this column, the transaction for which accounts are to be debited and credited is mentioned. The 

!11*0"%$C&-1&$-2$%*$+'$#'+-%'#$-2$C(-%%'"$,(2%:$)*55*C'#$+=$%&'$!11*0"%$C&-1&$-2$%*$+'$1('#-%'#7$G$C*(#$K@*B$/('-

cedes the name of  account which is credited. 

'7.7$la!"6$!11*0"%$#'+-%'#$%*$2!5'2$!11*0"%g7

A very brief  narration of  the transaction may be written in the column of  particulars subsequent to the transac-

tion record.

3. Ledger Folio No.: It records the folio number of  the respective accounts in the ledger. This helps to trace the 

posting of  each transaction and verify it.

4. Debit and Credit: In these columns the amount by which respective accounts are debited and credited is men-

tioned. 

At the end of  every page the total of  debits and credits is made to be carried forward to the next page.

13.7. Ledger and Posting

Q'%!-52$*) $!55$!11*0"%2$-"$C&-1&$%(!"2!1%-*"2$!('$3!#'$!('$('1*(#'#$-"$!$5'#.'(7$L*"#'"2'#$!"#$15!22-,'#$('1*(#$*) $!55$

business transactions transferred from the journal or subsidiary books is recorded in the ledger. It is the principal book 

in the double-entry bookkeeping system containing up-to-date information about all accounts, e.g. if  a businessman 

C!"%2$%*$6"*C$&*C$301&$*C'2$%*$J($j:$&'$1!"$2''$-%$)(*3$J($jB2$!11*0"%$3!-"%!-"'#$-"$%&'$5'#.'(7$S"$%&'$!+2'"1'$

*) $!$5'#.'(:$!$+02-"'223!"$C*05#$+'$('<0-('#$%*$.*$%&(*0.&$'!1&$%(!"2!1%-*"$-"?*5?-".$J($j$!"#$%&02$1!5105!%'$&-2$

payment liability towards him. This exercise is time consuming and inconvenient. For large businesses, it is impos-

sible to scan the primary books or journal every time to know the exact position of  any account. It is, therefore, very 

important to maintain a ledger.

]*C$%*$J!-"%!-"$!"$KG11*0"%B$-"$!$E'#.'(v

Date Particulars J.F. No. Amount Date Particulars J.F. No. Amount

Explanation: A ledger account has two sides: the left-hand side is the debit side and the right-hand side is the credit 

2-#'7$Y!1&$2-#'$-2$)0(%&'($#-?-#'#$-"%*$)*0($2'1%-*"2:$?-;7$KQ!%'B:$K8!(%-105!(2B:$Ki*0("!5$>*5-*$903+'(B:$!"#$KG3*0"%B7

1. Date: The date of  a transaction as entered in the journal book, from where the entry is brought to the ledger ac-

count, is recorded in this column.

2. Particulars: The name of  account in which the corresponding credit or debit (under double-entry principle) is 

)*0"#$-2$('1*(#'#$-"$%&'$K/!(%-105!(2B$1*503"7

3. Journal Folio Number: The page number of  the journal book or subsidiary book, from where transaction is 

brought to account, is recorded here.

4. Amount: The amount with which the account is debited or credited is mentioned in this column.

3<2f2(_F/%(,$(C0$%,+8[

@(!"2!1%-*"2$!('$,(2%$'"%'('#$!2$!"#$C&'"$%&'=$*110($ -"$ D*0("!5$+**62$*($20+2-#-!(=$+**627$>(*3$%&'('$"'1'22!(=$

records are created in the ledger. The process of  transferring entries from the journal or subsidiary books to the ap-

propriate accounts in the ledger is called posting. 
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If  an account is debited with an amount as entered in the debit column of  the journal book, it is posted to the debit 

side of  the account in the ledger and vice versa. While posting, care should be taken to see that the debit side does not 

show the name of  the account in which the entry is posted. Instead, the name of  the other account which is affected 

under the same transaction should be mentioned. Each entry to the debit side of  an account should begin with the 

C*(#$K@*B$N-"$K/!(%-105!(2B$1*503"X$!"#$'!1&$'"%(=$%*$%&'$1('#-%$2-#'$2&*05#$+'.-"$C-%&$C*(#$Ka=B7

13.8. Balancing the Account

Normally, as it happens, the total of  all postings to the debit side and the credit side of  the account is not equal. The 

!3*0"%$+=$C&-1&$%&'$%*%!5$*) $!"=$2-#'$N#'+-%$*($1('#-%X$-2$.('!%'($%&!"$%&'$%*%!5$*) $%&'$*%&'($2-#'$-2$1!55'#$%&'$K+!5!"1'B$

*) $%&'$!11*0"%7$S) $%&'$%*%!5$*) $%&'$#'+-%$2-#'$-2$.('!%'(:$-%$-2$1!55'#$K#'+-%$+!5!"1'B$*($'52'$-%$-2$1!55'#$%&'$K1('#-%$+!5!"1'B7

The following accounts always have debit balances:

a) Cash account

b) Assets account

1X$ Q'+%*(B2$!11*0"%

d) Stocks account

e) Revenue expenses account

f) Losses account

The following accounts always have credit balances:

!X$ L('#-%*(B2$!11*0"%

+X$ F'?'"0'$-"1*3'B2$!11*0"%

1X$ P!-"2$*($8(*,%2$!11*0"%

#X$ a!"6$5*!"B2$!11*0"%7

13.9. Various Books to be Maintained

Subsidiary Booksc$i*0("!5$-2$%&'$,(2%$+**6$C&'('$!55$%(!"2!1%-*"2$!('$('1*(#'#7$S%$-2$%&'$+**6$*) $*(-.-"!5$'"%(=7$E-6'-

wise, ledger is the most important basic book, which records all accounts.

S%$C!2$/*22-+5'$%*$'"%'($!55$%(!"2!1%-*"2$,(2%$%*$%&'$D*0("!5$+**6$!"#$%&'"$'"%'($%&'3$-"$%&'$('2/'1%-?'$!11*0"%$-"$%&'$

ledger as long as transaction in a business were limited. But, as the size of  business and the number of  transactions 

-"1('!2'$-%$+'1*3'2$#-),105%$%*$3!-"%!-"$!$D*0("!5$+**6$)*($!55$%(!"2!1%-*"2$!"#$%&'"$/*2%$%&'3$-"$%&'$5'#.'(7$["#'($

such circumstances, it becomes necessary to divide the journal books and the ledger into some separate subsidiary 

books, each of  which is reserved for the recording of  one particular class of  transactions, e.g. purchase book, sales 

book, cash book, etc.

Z0L(=/+A(G00;$(+&&*(G&(=/,+%/,+&*(60'(/(@&'A($,=5"&(/..0#+%,+8($A$%&=[

>*($!$23!55$-"#02%(-!5$*($%(!#-".$'"%'(/(-2':$02!.'$*) $2-3/5'$,"!"1-!5$!11*0"%-".$2=2%'3$-2$('1*33'"#'#7$@&'$)*55*C-

ing set of  books should be maintained by such businesses. By doing so, the businesses can get a correct and fair picture 

of  the activities speedily. Computer or microprocessors can also be used for maintaining such books.

a. Journal Book: All transactions except those, which are to be recorded in subsidiary books, are recorded in the 

journal.

b. Subsidiary Books: (For Journal)
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(1) Purchase Book: Transactions pertaining to purchase, on credit or by cash, are recorded in the purchase book. 

Transactions of  purchase returned are also recorded here separately.

(2) Sales Book: All transactions pertaining to credit or cash sales are recorded in the sales book. Transactions of  

sales returned are also recorded in this book separately.

c. Ledger: All accounts involved in transactions recorded in journal or its subsidiary books are maintained in the 

ledger. Necessary posting is made.

d. Cash Bookc$@&'$1!2&$+**6$-2$!$20+2-#-!(=$+**6$*) $%&'$5'#.'(7$@&'$!11*0"%$*) $K1!2&B$-2$3!-"%!-"'#$&'('7$@(!"2!1-

%-*"2$-"?*5?-".$K/'%%=$1!2&B$!('$!52*$/*2%'#$&'('$2'/!(!%'5=7

e. Bank Bookc$@&'$+!"6$+**6$-2$!$20+2-#-!(=$+**6$*) $%&'$5'#.'($C&'('$%&'$!11*0"%$*) $K+!"6B$-2$3!-"%!-"'#7

f. Stock Register: The movement of  stock is maintained in the stock register.

The formats of  Journal Book and Ledger Accounts have been discussed earlier. The formats of  subsidiary books like 

purchase book, sales book, cash book, bank book, and stock register are presented below along with a brief  explana-

tion on its usage.

Table 28 Format of  a Purchase Book

Date C/'%AH$(`/=& Bill No. L.F. No. Item Name Quantity Rate Amount Terms

Total

1. Date: The date on which the purchase was made is mentioned here.

2. Particulars: The name of  the supplier of  materials and other necessary details of  the invoice are mentioned here.

3. Bill No.: The number of  the bill of  the supplier is mentioned here.

4. Ledger Folioc$@&'$)*5-*$"03+'($*) $%&'$5'#.'($*"$C&-1&$'-%&'($%&'$20//5-'(B2$!11*0"%$N-) $1('#-%$/0(1&!2'X$*($1!2&$

account (if  cash purchase) is credited is mentioned here.

5. Amount: The net amount of  purchase made is mentioned here.

6. Terms: The terms of  purchase like it is on cash terms or credit terms, etc, are mentioned here.

Table 29 Format of  a Sales Book

Date Particulars Bill No. L.F. No. Item Name Quantity Rate Amount Terms

Total

1. Date: The date on which the sales transaction took place is mentioned here.

2. Particulars: The name of  the purchaser of  goods and other necessary details of  the invoice are mentioned here.

3. Bill No.: The number of  the bill of  the buyer is mentioned here.

4. Ledger Folio: The folio number of  the ledger on which either the buyer account (if  credit sales) or cash account 

(if  cash sales) is debited is mentioned here.

5. Amount: The net amount of  sales done through this transaction is mentioned here.

6. Termsc$@&'$%'(32$*) $2!5'2$%(!"2!1%-*"2$5-6'$K1!2&$*($1('#-%B$!('$3'"%-*"'#$&'('7
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Table 30 Format of  a Cash Book

Debit Side (Receipts) Credit side (Payments)

Date Particulars J.F. No. Amount Date Particulars J.F. No. Amount

Credit side (Payments)

Total Total

@&'$K1!2&$+**6B$-2$"*%&-".$+0%$!$1!2&$!11*0"%7$E-6'$*%&'($!22'%$!11*0"%2:$%&-2$!11*0"%$-2$!52*$('<0-('#$%*$+'$3'"%-*"'#$

in the ledger. But, because of  the multiplicity of  cash transactions and for convenience, the cash account is not main-

tained in the general ledger but maintained as a separate account and named the cash book. All rules for maintaining 

accounts in the ledger, as narrated earlier, apply to this account also.

Table 31 : Format of  a Bank Book

Debit Side (Deposition) Credit Side (Withdrawals)

Date Particulars J.F. No. Amount Date Particulars J.F. No. Amount

Closing Balance

Total Total

Explanation: Like the cash book, the bank book is a bank account required to be maintained in a ledger. Since the 

transactions involving banks are large, it is convenient to keep a separate book where all transactions involving banks 

are posted. This account, therefore, is separately maintained and named the bank book. All rules for posting in other 

ledger accounts are applicable to this account as well.

Table 32:Format of  Stock Register (for Trading Activity)

Date Particulars
S.B./P.B. 

Folio

Addition Deduction Balance

Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value

The stock register is very similar to the stocks account. It records the actual closing stock available with the business 

to help the owner physically verify and accordingly place further orders.

1. Date: The date of  transactions resulting in stocks movement is recorded here.

2. Particulars: The details of  transactions due to which the stock changes are narrated here.

3. Sales book/Purchase book folio number: The page number of  the sales book or the purchase book, where the 

particular transaction results in addition or deduction of  stock, is put here.

4. Addition : Purchase results in addition of  stock. The quality of  stocks purchased along with its value is put here.

5. Deduction: Sales result in deduction of  stocks. The quantity of  stocks sold along with their value is put here.

!!!
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CHAPTER 14

PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT IN 

BUSINESS

Highlights

This chapter considers various tools by which one may manage a small enterprise better 

Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) is the number of  units that an FPC should add to inventory with each order 

to minimize the total cost inventory.

S%$-2$%&'$-"%'('2%$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$%*$3!-"%!-"$('!#=$1*2%$#!%!$%*$!21'(%!-"$-%2$/(*,%2$!"#$!52*$1*3/!('$-%$!"=$1&!".'$

in sales, process, etc. therein.

A cash cum- cost sheet is a tool that allows to forecast how much cash is earned and how much is spent on every 

operating cycle so as to enable the company in taking an informed decision on ways to manage cash.

14.1. Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) in Purchase

Monthly consumption reports and material utilisation reports and, a purchase and stores ledger are critical monitoring 

tools for an SME. More important is the estimation of  EOQ for purchases. 

>*($-"2%!"1':$!$>**#$8(*1'22-".$["-%$('<0-('2$_:WWW$/-'1'2$*) $!$K1*"203!+5'2B$!$='!(7$@&'$'"%'(/(-2'$C*(62$!%$!"$!?'(-

age for 280 days a year. The cost of  processing an order is Rs. 300 and the carrying cost per kg. of  consumables is 

Rs. 2 for one year. Lead-time for receipt of  inputs upon order is six days and the enterprise may keep a reserve stock 

*) $,?'$#!=2B$02!.'7$@&'$'1*"*3-1$*(#'($<0!"%-%=$!"#$%&'$('I*(#'($/*-"%$3!=$+'$'2%-3!%'#$-"1*(/*(!%-".$%&'$)*(305!c

Z!(-!%-*"2$-"$2!5'2$3!=$+'$#-))'('"%$!"#$)*102'#$-"$2/'1-,1$/'(-*#27$@&-2$!52*$"''#$+'$.-?'"$#0'$1*"2-#'(!%-*"$!"#$%&'"$

the EOQ decided upon. 

Government policy and related subsidies need also be factored in when computing cost and prices.
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14.2. Maintaining Information on the Cost Structure of  a Business

The Table below presents information on annual cost of  production data and activity levels of  an enterprise into 

masala processing unit for the year 2015-16. Maintaining information in this format will facilitate decision making in 

an enterprise.

Table 33 : Cost of  production of  an Enterprise for 2015-66

Sales (20,000 packs of  200 gms each @ Rs. 100 each) 20,00,000

Z!(-!+5'$1*2%$NUW:WWW$/!162$*) $UWW$.32$'!1&x$F27$VR$'!1&X 13,00,000

Contribution 7,00,000

Fixed cost 3,00,000

8(*,% 4,00,000

S5502%(!%-?'5=$1*"2-#'($%&'$)*55*C-".c$%&'$'"%'(/(-2'$"*C$('1'-?'2$!"$*))'($)(*3$!$5!(.'$)**#$('%!-5'($*"$1'(%!-"$2/'1-,1$

terms. The retailer offers to buy products from this enterprise at a price 10 per cent more than his current sale price. 

The retailer, however, guarantees offtake of  only 90 per cent of  current sale. He also insists that the manufacturer of-

fers his product to no one else. Certain other expenses are likely to rise. The table below summarizes the offer.

T7$M))'($*) $-"1('!2'$-"$/(-1'2$$z$TWq U7$8*22-+5'$('#01%-*"$-"$2!5'2$z$TWq$NG2$%&'$N('%!-5'($

guarantees off  take of  90 % alone)

d7$Z!(-!+5'$'H/'"2'2$-"1('!2'$z$TWq$N&-.&'($<0!5-%=$

raw material to be used) 

p7$>-H'#$1*2%$-"1('!2'$z$Rq$N!##-%-*"!5$'H/'"2'$*"

Upgrading equipment)

Fertilizers and Pesticides: Critical Inputs partly supported by the Government

The government has issued soil health cards, which provide current nutrient availabilities in the soil, and recom-

3'"#'#$5'?'5$*) $-"/0%$02'$)*($%&'$.-?'"$,'5#7$@&-2$C*05#$.('!%5=$+'"',%$-"$!##('22-".$)'(%-5-;'($02'$-3+!5!"1'$

!2$%&'$"*(3!%-?'$5'?'52$!('$#'(-?'#$!%$,'5#$5'?'5$%&!"$!%$%&'$2%!%'$5'?'57$F'1*."-2-".$2'?'(!5$1&!".'2$-"$)'(%-5-;'($

technology, production and distribution system, and the need to make the provisions more stringent with respect 

%*$<0!5-%=$1*"%(*5:$%&'$K>LM$F'?-'C$L*33-%%''B$2'%$0/$+=$%&'$L'"%(!5$P*?'("3'"%$('?-'C'#$>LM:$T_R^$!"#$%&'$

now in force FCO, 1985 issues on 25.09.1985 came into force with immediate effect. Apart from these, fertilizers 

subsidy remains a contentious issue which needs to be handled very carefully. Fertilizers subsidy is the second-

biggest subsidy after food subsidy. The subsidy on fertilizers, which was Rs. 64,032 Crore in 2009-10 immedi-

ately before the introduction of  NBS, increased subsequently to Rs. 75,067 Crore in 2014-15. There has been a 

steady growth in the production of  technical grade pesticides in India, from 5,000 metric tonnes (MTs) in 1958 

to 102,240 MTs in 1998. The annual production capacity of  pesticides in the country is more than 1,50,000 MTs 

(Industry source) with more than 219 technical grade/manufacturing units, and over 4000 formulation units. A 

wide range of  compounds including insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, rodenticides, molluscicides, nematicides, 

plant growth regulators, bio-pesticides botanicals and the like have been termed as pesticides. Among these, 

organochlorine (OC) insecticides have been used successfully in pest management. The introduction of  other 

synthetic insecticides-organophosphate (OP) insecticides in 1960s, carbamates in 1970s and pyrethroids in 1980s; 

and the introduction of  herbicides and fungicides during 1970s-1980s have aided in controlling the pests in both 

food grain and horticulture sectors.
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k*05#$%&'$'"%'(/(-2'B2$/(*,%2$-"1('!2'$*($#'1('!2':$-) $-%$!11'/%2$%&'$*))'(v$@&'$1*2%$2%(01%0('$!"#$%&'$!1%-?-%=$*) $%&'$

enterprise, it accepts the offer, is presented in the Table below. 

Production 18,000 packs Total sales realisation Rs. 19,80,000

Price Rs.   110 per pack Total variable cost Rs. 12,87,000

Z!(-!+5'$1*2% Rs.   71.5 per pack Fixed cost Rs. 3,00,000 

KF&'&60'&a(5'0-%(&R#/"$(W$2(<a(V<a(bbb2(C'0-%a(%F&'&60'&a(*&.'&/$&$(,6 (%F&(&+%&'5',$&(/..&5%$(%F,$(066&'2(KF&(

decision to reject/accept the offer may be made quickly, if  an enterprise maintains ready cost data.

A cash-cum-cost sheet allows keeping records of  cash and cost. But, more importantly, it helps decision-making on 

/0(1&!2'$!"#$2!5'2$N#-21*0"%$?e2$1('#-%X$!"#$*"$2%(01%0(-".$*) $1*2%2$%*$%!6'$!#?!"%!.'$*) $5'?'(!.-".$'))'1%2$*) $,H'#$

1*2%2$*"$/(*,%2:$*($!5%'("!%-?'5=:$('#01'$+02-"'22$(-267

7(!/$F9.#=9!0$%(IF&&%(60'(>6-.,&+%(4&.,$,0+(:/;,+8

There are many reasons why an enterprise may run out of  cash. Sales may be poor or perhaps containing credit, 

besides the burden of  paying the raw material supplier for credit purchase. Cash goes out even before it comes in. 

Working capital is used on personal expenses or directed to the purchase of  equipment. Short-term funds are diverted 

to long-term investment.

A cash-cum-cost sheet is a tool that allows to forecast how much cash is earned and how much is spent on every op-

erating cycle. It also shows the structure of  costs. When cash is short at the end of  one operating cycle, one can take 

remedial measures and purchase on credit and sell on cash, perhaps by offering discounts over the next operating cycle. 

M"'$1!"$!52*$2%(-?'$%*$1*"?'(%$,H'#$1*2%$-"%*$?!(-!+5'$1*2%2$C&'"$*"'$-2$1*",#'"%$*) $2!5'2$*($3!(.-"2$)*($%&'$"'H%$

operating cycle or next few cycles. Even elements of  cost such as raw material purchase, which is invariably a variable 

1*2%:$3!=$+'$1*"?'(%'#$%*$!$,H'#$1*2%$%'3/*(!(-5=$*($)*($5*".'($/'(-*#2$+=$3'!"2$*) $/*2%I#!%'#$1&'<0'$/!=3'"%2$

(with bank guarantee) or higher inventory stockpiling. 

One can make entries in a cash-cum-cost sheet for the period of  one operating cycle as to plan on purchase and sales 

#'1-2-*"2$!2$C'55$!2$*"$/(*,%!+-5-%=$*(-'"%!%-*"$*"$%&'$"'H%7$$

14.3. An Illustration on documenting transactions and interpreting a Cash-cum-Cost Sheet

Cash transactions may be recorded on the left page. Cash received, cash disbursed, investments, revenues and costs 

may be recorded on the right page. Incomes are cash received and costs are cash disbursed.

As an illustration, consider a small vegetable pickle making enterprise. The enterprise had about Rs. 8,00,000 as cash 

balance as on February 2, 2006 and used it to buy materials worth Rs. 1,00,000 on February 8, 2006. 

On February 12, the enterprise again bought raw material for Rs. 70,000 and paid rental charges totalling Rs. 60,000. 

On February 20, there was sale of  products to an exporter for Rs. 1,50,000. On February 25, the enterprise sold more 

products to another trader for Rs. 7,20,000. On February 28, the enterprise paid wages (to all employes) totalling 

60,000. These transactions are recorded in the following cash-cum- cost sheet.

LEFT PAGE (Cash Income-Expenditure data)

Date Explanation To/ From Cash Received Cash Disbursed Cash Balance

2/2/2006 8,00,000

8/2 Bought raw material j 1,00,000 7,00,000

12/2 Bought raw material Y 70,000 6,30,000
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15/2 Paid rent (annual lease) 

Arrangement paid every 6 

months

Z 60,000 5,70,000

20/2 Sales A 1,50,000 7,20,000

25/2 Sales B 7,20,000 8,40,000

28/2 Paid wages (piece-rate) All employees 60,000 7,80,000

Total 8,70,000 2,90,000 7,80,000

RIGHT PAGE (Cost data)

Start- Up/Investment Income Variable Cost Fixed Cost

8,00,000

1,00,000

70,000

60,000

1,50,000

7,20,000

60,000

8,00,000 8,70,000 1,70,000 1,20,000

S"$%&'$1!2&I103I1*2%$2&''%$!+*?':$!55$'H/'"2'2$!('$('1*(#'#$!2$?!(-!+5'$*($,H'#$1*2%2$2-305%!"'*025=7$G2$-"#-1!%'#$'!(-

5-'(:$201&$2=2%'3$%**5$)!1-5-%!%'2$#'1-2-*"I3!6-".$*"$%&'$/0(1&!2':$2!5'$!"#$K*0%2*0(1-".B$*($/(*,%!+-5-%=$)(*"%7$>*($-"-

stance, measures to consider when cash balance is inadequate given the working capital requirement for the following 

operating cycle, include offering shorter periods for credit sales and a discount for cash sales and suppliers requested 

)*($1('#-%7$>0(%&'(:$-) $"*%$?'(=$1*",#'"%$*) $#'3!"#$-"$%&'$"'H%$1=15':$*"'$3!=$!52*$('#01'$+02-"'22$(-26$+=$('#01-".$

%&'$,H'#$1*2%:$/'(&!/2$+=$#-21*"%-"0-".$%&'$!""0!5$5'!2'$!((!".'3'"%$!"#$0%-5-;-".$%&'$-#5'$1!/!1-%=$*) $*%&'($'"%'(-

prises on a monthly basis or by employing labour on contract than salary basis and by reducing the stocking of  raw 

material and inputs. Alternatively, one may enhance the potential for increasing returns or margins by converting piece 

rate to salaried labour if  the cash balance is relatively higher and market demand exists. Costs may hence be reduced 

!"#$3!(.-"2$-"1('!2'#7$@&!%$-2$+=$1*"?'(%-".$?!(-!+5'$1*2%2$-"%*$,H'#$1*2%27$G53*2%$!55$?!(-!+5'$1*2%2$3!=$+'$1*"?'(%'#$

-"%*$,H'#$1*2%2$!"#$?-1'$?'(2!7$\01&$2-3/5'$2=2%'32$-"$+02-"'22$1*05#$&'5/$3!6'$*($+('!6$!"$'"%'(/(-2'7
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CHAPTER 15

UNDERSTANDING TOTAL 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Highlights

This chapter shall help us to understand Total Quality Management (TQM). TQM emphasises on continuous 

improvement. One method used in TQM is Acceptable Quality Level (AQL). It is a statistical measurement of  

the maximum number of  defective goods considered acceptable in a particular sample size. 

Bench marking is measurement of  the quality of  an organisation, policies, products, programs, strategies, etc. and 

their comparison with standard measurements, or similar measurements of  its peers.

The ISO 9000 family of  quality management systems is designed to help organisations ensure that they are meet-

ing needs of  customers and other stakeholders while meeting statutory and regulatory requirements related to 

products or service.

Pareto Analysis is a statistical technique in decision making used for the selection of  a limited number of  tasks 

%&!%$/(*#01'$2-."-,1!"%$*?'(!55$'))'1%7

Quality circle refers to a group of  employees who meet regularly to consider ways of  improving performance.

15.1 Introduction (xxvii)

This chapter offers an orientation to essential tools of  Total Quality Management (TQM). TQM encompasses various 

management, data collection, and presentation modes. 

@*%!5$<0!5-%=$3!"!.'3'"%$'3/&!2-2'2$*"$K1*"%-"0*02B$-3/(*?'3'"%7$$@mJ$5!=2$'3/&!2-2$*"c

h$ K'H%'("!5B$102%*3'(2$!"#$1*"203'(27$$S%$-2$"'1'22!(=$%*$1*(('1%5=$-#'"%-)=$%&'$('!5$"''#2$*) $15-'"%2$!"#$2!%-2)=$%&'3$

on an ongoing basis. It also targets internal customers viz. various departments within an enterprise.

h$ 2'10(-".$%&'$-")*(3!%-*"$"'1'22!(=$)*($<0!5-%=$2%!"#!(#2:$!"#$#-22'3-"!%-".$-%$C-%&-"$!"$'"%'(/(-2':$'"1*0(!.-".$

continuous improvement.

h$ .(!#0!5$+0%$1*"%-"0*02$-3/(*?'3'"%$-"$!$1*3/'%-%-?'$'"?-(*"3'"%7

15.2.  Some concepts of  the methodology

TQM has its basis on certain concepts:

h$ a02-"'22$/(*1'22'2$-"?*5?'$!$3-H$*) $3!%'(-!5:$5!+*0(:$!"#$'<0-/3'"%$%*$/(*#01'$!$/(*#01%7$G"$*+D'1%-?'$*) $@mJ$

is to reduce variation in processes. Causality for variation in processes needs to be removed for improving stand-

ardization and quality.

Some methods such as Gantt chart are elaborated in later chapters some other methods are elaborated in brief  in the 

following sub-sections.
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15.3. The methods 

There are certain management methods such as acceptable quality level (AQL), benchmarking, ISO 9000, Gantt 

charts, Just in Time, Pareto analysis, and quality circles. Further, there are modes for collecting data and their presenta-

%-*"$201&$!2$3'!20('2$*) $K1'"%(!5$%'"#'"1=B$!"#$K#-2/'(2-*"B:$.'*3'%(-1$3*?-".$!?'(!.':$!"#$2%!%-2%-1!5$/(*1'22$1*"%(*5:$

amongst others.

Acceptable quality level (AQL) offers a sampling and inspection methodology to ensure manufacture and delivery 

of  products of  appropriate quality. Benchmarking helps enhance performance by implementing best practices. ISO 

_WWW$-2$%*$'2%!+5-2&$!"$'))'1%-?'$<0!5-%=$3!"!.'3'"%$2=2%'37$Ki02%I-"I@-3'B$*))'(2$(!C$3!%'(-!52$%*$%&'$/(*#01%-*"$5-"'$

exactly when needed so as to optimize costs related to inventory holding. Pareto analysis strives to segregate critical 

causes of  a problem from the trivial. Quality circles are small group activities that facilitate development of  employees 

and their performance. Elementary statistics such as the mean, median, mode, range and standard deviation are ways 

*) $2033!(-;-".$5!(.'$2'%2$*) $#!%!7$@&'$,(2%$%&(''$!('$3'!20('2$*) $1'"%(!5$%'"#'"1=$!"#$%&'$5!2%$%C*$!('$3'!20('2$*) $

dispersion. The geometric moving average method is used to identify trends in small changes in the mean value of  a 

process.Process analysis enables a group to look for opportunities to improve processes. It can also be used to identify 

standards and measures for critical parts of  processes. Statistical process control is to identify when the processes are 

changing over time.Some of  the methods indicated above are elaborated in the following sub-sections.

15.4.  Acceptable Quality Level (AQL)

h$ GmE$-2$02'#$C&-5'$2!3/5-".$!$+!%1&$2*$%&!%$'!1&$-%'3$-"2/'1%'#$-2$15!22-,'#$!2$!11'/%!+5'$*($*%&'(C-2'7$$

h$ @&'$!11'/%!+5'$<0!5-%=$5'?'5$3!=$+'$K!.(''#B:$?-;7$%&'$C*(2%$<0!5-%=$C&-1&$3!=$+'$1*"2-#'('#$!11'/%!+5'$!2$%&'$!?'(-

!.'$K/'($1'"%$#')'1%-?'2B$*($K#')'1%2$/'($TWWW$0"-%2B$*) $!$/(*1'227$

h$ k&'"$!"$GmE$&!2$+''"$!.(''#:$!55$+!%1&'2$*($*0%/0%$+'%%'($%&!"$%&'$GmE$3!=$+'$!11'/%'#7$

AQL sets norms on acceptance and rejection of  samples or batches, depending on the size of  a sample and number 

of  defects in the sample. This may be mutually agreed between customers and suppliers.

15.5. Benchmarking

a'"1&3!(6-".$&'5/2$-#'"%-)=$!"#$,55$.!/2$-"$/'()*(3!"1'$+=$'2%!+5-2&-".$+'2%$/(!1%-1'2$0/*"$1*3/!(-".$%&'$/(*1'22'2$

of  others. Internal benchmarking serves to compare between different functions in an enterprise. Errors are removed 

!"#$/(*1'22$/'()*(3!"1'$*/%-3-;'#7$$L*3/'%-%-?'$+'"1&3!(6-".$1*3/!('2$1*3/'%-%*(2B$/'()*(3!"1'$*"$#-))'('"%$

)0"1%-*"27$L(-%-1!5$\011'22$>!1%*(2$NL\>2X$!"#$6'=$/(*1'22'2$3!=$+'$-#'"%-,'#7$@&'$1(-%-1!5$2011'22$)!1%*(2$-"$)**#$

processing enterprises may include ideal sourcing and timing of  purchase. 

15.6. ISO 9000

Installing an ISO 9000 Quality Management System (QMS) in an enterprise involves the following steps.

1. Obtain entrepreneur commitment to the quality management approach.

U7$ Q',"'$%&'$21*/'$*) $%&'$!1%-?-%-'2$!2$C'55$!2$('2/*"2-+-5-%-'2$*) $%&*2'$%*$+'$-"150#'#$-"$%&'$21*/'$*) $%&'$mJ\7

3. Existing systems and procedures may be audited against requirements of  the standard.

4. A plan needs to be developed to write necessary and relevant procedures followed by training to enable the em-

ployees to write their own relevant procedures.

5. The procedures may be then drafted and validated.

6. A draft quality manual may be prepared and system implemented on a trial basis. 
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7. Internal auditors may be trained to carry out an audit of  the system and its implementation. The same may be 

revised, thereupon, if  necessary.

n7$ F'.-2%(!%-*"$*($K%&-(#I/!(%=$!//(*?!5B$3!=$+'$2'10('#$)(*3$!"$!11('#-%'#$+*#=$!"#$%&'$2=2%'3$3!-"%!-"'#$+=$-"-

ternal audit, thereby, enhancing performance.

Standardization of  processes ensures that tasks are carried out in a similar fashion regardless of  who does them. This 

ensures consistent and standardized quality for customers.

15.7. Pareto Analysis

It is employed by a team analysing information relating to a problem with a view to deciding the most important fac-

%*(2$%*$+'$%!(.'%'#$-"-%-!55=$-"$*(#'($%*$&!?'$!$2-."-,1!"%$-3/!1%$*"$%&'$/(*+5'37$@&'$*+D'1%-?'$*) $%&-2$3'%&*#$-2$%*$

separate the most important causes of  a problem from the many trivial ones. Also, to identify the most important 

problems for a team to work on. The analysis is also called the 80/20 rule. This implies that 80 per cent of  the prob-

5'32$!('$-"A0'"1'#$+=$UW$/'($1'"%$*) $%&'$!1%-?-%-'2$!"#$-%$-2$-3/*(%!"%$%&!%$%&'2'$UW$/'($1'"%$2&*05#$+'$%!(.'%'#7$S"?'"-

tory management in food processing enterprises may incorporate this mode to reduce costs of  excessive stock piling. 

15.8. Quality Circles

Quality circles are small groups of  between three and ten to twelve people who pursue similar function or activity. 

Such a group may meet together regularly for about an hour in a week, often with their own supervisors. They are then 

oriented to identify, analyse, and resolve problems in their own activity, and if  feasible, implement solutions them-

2'5?'27$8!('%*$!"!5=2-2$%'1&"-<0'2$3!=$+'$0%-5-;'#$%*$)*102$*"$2/'1-,1$-220'27

15.9. Measures of  Central Tendency and Dispersion

This method encompasses measures such as arithmetic mean, median, mode, and standard deviation. These are op-

tions to summarize data and describe large volumes of  data. These measures are employed to identify trends in data 

or compare large volumes of  data and facilitate decision-making.

The mean is the simple arithmetic average of  all relevant data. The summation of  data are divided by the number 

*) $#!%!$1*"2-#'('#$%*$'2%-3!%'$%&'$3'!"7$G$C'-.&%'#$!?'(!.'$*($3'!":$?-;7$.-?-".$/(*/*(%-*"!5$C'-.&%2$%*$K2!5'$/(-1'B$

!"#$K/0(1&!2'$/(-1'B$C-55$&'5/$!((-?'$!%$*"'$3'!20('$)*($%&'2'$-"$)**#$/(*1'22-".$'"%'(/(-2'2$%&!%$&!?'$!$C-#'$3!(6'%$

or product-mix given seasonality in demand and supply. Weights may also be accorded to arrive at one representative 

2!5'$*($/0(1&!2'$/(-1'$)*($-"/0%2$!"#$*0%/0%$C&*2'$1*2%2$!"#$/(-1'2$?!(=$2-."-,1!"%5=$'?'(=$)'C$3*"%&27$a02-"'22$/5!"$

preparation, for instance, is considerably facilitated by employment of  this tool.

The median is the mid-point, viz. the point above which and below which half  of  the data under consideration lie 

in. The mode is the most frequently occurring value or data. The mean, median, and mode are measures of  central 

tendency.

The standard deviation is the root mean square deviation of  all items considered from the mean. It is estimated 

+=$ ,"#-".$ %&'$ #-))'('"1'$ *) $ '!1&$ -%'3$ )(*3$ %&'$3'!"$ !"#$ 2<0!(-".$ -%:$ !"#$ ,"!55=$ 1!5105!%-".$ 2033!%-*"$ *) $ !55$

squared deviations. The sum is then divided by the number of  items involved less one.  The square root is then  

estimated:  

Quality is important not only at the processing stage but also in activation, and must be in-grained into the mind-set 

of  FPC members.
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T#/",%A(/+*(!0=5",/+.&('&R#,'&=&+%$(60'("/'8&(-'=(=/';&%,+8(%,&$

The producers and processing companies operating in vertically integrated supply chain are supported or import-

ers in the implementation of  private standards and guidelines. Importers of  transnational companies coordinate 

most of  the chain activities, implement strict food safety and quality measurements in tandem with the co-op-

eratives, and employ well-trained quality inspectors within the vertically integrated supply chains. Many of  these 

companies, including Carrefour, trade fresh produce under their own brand names and, therefore, are very much 

focused on the safety and quality of  their products.  In the case of  co-operatives in Nashik like MAHAGRAPES, 

farmers not only receive the information about the local mandi prices and change in national regulations, but 

also are informed about the public food (such as phytosanitary and MRL regulations) and quality requirements, 

N201&$!2$.(!#-".$!"#$/!16!.-".$('<0-('3'"%2X$*) $%&'$-3/*(%-".$1*0"%(=$!"#$%&'$2/'1-,1$#'3!"#2$*) $%&'$('%!-5'($

by the importer. This is also prevalent in case of  companies which have entered into contract farming for tomato 

105%-?!%-*"$-"$80"D!+:$]!(=!"!$!"#$F!D!2%&!"4$)*($P&'(6-"2$-"$O!("!%!6!$!"#$!$?!(-'%=$*) $>>Z$-"$@!3-5$9!#0:$

Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh. The conformity assessment procedures associated with SPS standards were 

)*0"#$#-),105%$!"#$1*2%5=$%*$/0%$-"%*$/(!1%-1'$C-%&-"$%=/-1!55=$5*".$20//5=$1&!-"2$-"$S"#-!7$

In Himachal Pradesh, since packing is costly, growers who had to sell through APMC markets often pack even 22 

to 30 kgs of  apples in a box that is designed to hold only 20 kgs. As a result, apples deteriorate in quality as they 

(0+$!.!-"2%$'!1&$*%&'($#0(-".$%&'-($%(!"2/*(%$)(*3$]-3!1&!5$%*$%&'$,"!5$G;!#/0($%'(3-"!5$3!(6'%7$E*".$/'(-*#2$

in the sun further damage the apples that are transported in unrefrigerated trucks. Moreover, at APMC markets, 

the apple cartons are unloaded for the buyers to inspect so that the auction can take place. This additional han-

#5-".$!"#$%(!"2/*(%!%-*"$)0(%&'($#!3!.'$%&'$!//5'27$a!2-1!55=:$!//5'2$!('$"*%$PJ8$1'(%-,'#$!"#$"*%$!2$/'($.5*+!5$

1*#'2$!"#$2%!"#!(#2$5-6'$LMQYj$!"#$]GLL87
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CHAPTER 16

PROJECT ACTIVITY PLANNING 

AND IMPLEMENTATION

Highlights

Project management involves co-ordination of  various activities that are interrelated and project planning and 

scheduling requires technical considerations. 

Project scheduling establishes the time and sequence of  the various phases of  the project.

A Gantt chart provides a graphical illustration of  a schedule that helps to plan, coordinate, and track tasks in a 

project.

16.1.  Introduction

This chapter introduces tools of  project planning such as Gantt Charting.

G$/(*D'1%$-"?*5?'2$!$2'%$*) $!1%-?-%-'2$C-%&$!$#',"-%'$+'.-""-".$!"#$!"$'"#7$8(*D'1%$3!"!.'3'"%$-"?*5?'2$1*I*(#-"!%-*"$

of  various activities that are interrelated, and project planning and scheduling requires technical considerations. Activi-

ties that are scheduled need to be done in a particular order after identifying preceding relationships. Project planning 

and implementation includes activities that result in a course of  action for a project. Goals should be set for the pro-

D'1%:$('2*0(1'2$1*33-%%'#:$1*3/5'%-*"$%-3'$+'$#'%'(3-"'#:$!"#$%&'$/(-*(-%=$*) $!1%-?-%-'2$#',"'#7$@&'$!('!2$*) $('2/*"-

2-+-5-%=$302%$+'$-#'"%-,'#$!"#$!22-."'#7$\-3-5!(5=:$%-3'$!"#$('2*0(1'$('<0-('3'"%2$%*$-3/5'3'"%$%&'$!1%-?-%-'2$302%$+'$

forecast and budgeted. Project scheduling establishes the time and sequence of  the various phases of  the project. In 

project scheduling, the activities of  the project are considered and are related to one another and to the time frame.

16.2.  The Gantt Chart

A Gantt Chart shows relationship of  various activities over time. The Table below gives the symbols used in a Gantt 

Chart. An open bracket indicates the scheduled start of  the activity and a closing bracket indicates the scheduled com-

pletion. A heavy line indicates the currently completed portion of  the activity. A caret at the top of  the chart usually 

represents current time.

Table 34 : Symbols in a Gantt chart

Symbol Representation

[ Commencement of  an activity

] Completion of   activity

[______] Actual progress of  the activity

Z Point in time where the project is presently

A Gantt Chart for project scheduling which appears below is as in the second week of  implementation.
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Project Activity Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Placing orders for equipment

Training labour

Recruitment of  workers

Installation of  equipment

Trial run

  

!!!
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SECTION - IV

FPC MANAGEMENT AND 

REGULATORY  

INPUTS-CASE 

ILLUSTRATION
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CHAPTER 1

CASE STUDIES: TYPICAL ACTIVITY 

PROFILE OF SOME FPCS IN 

MAHARASHTRA-INCOME AND 

EXPENDITURE MIX

Highlights

An FPC earns from a range of  activities and services. It can earn revenue by way of  input facilitation by supply 

of  seeds, fertilizers and pesticides. It can procure stocks directly from distributors and then sell the same to its 

3'3+'(2$!"#$*%&'($)!(3'(2$!%$!$/(-1'$5*C'($%&!"$%&'$3!(6'%$/(-1'$!"#$='%$'!("$.**#$/(*,%$*"$%&'$2!3'7$>8L2$!('$

also earning income by way of  providing cleaning and grading services for grains, cereals and fruits and vegeta-

bles. For cereals and grains, they are charging Rs. 60 - 90 per quintal from members.  Non-members are usually 

charged higher. FPCs are also earning revenue by facilitating sale of  cereals and grains at MSP, by levying auction 

fees (from traders) for facilitating auctioning services from a few APMC commission agents and traders. FPCs 

!52*$'!("$)(*3$9LQYj$)0%0('2$%(!#-".7

Sant Changdev Tapi Purna is a Farmer Producer Company located in Jalgaon. The FPC is selling fertilizers 

through its centre and total turnover from this operation is about Rs. 20 Lakh. It has also started production of  

Bengal Gram seeds in 15 acres of  land. Further, it has been involved in cultivating and supply of  about 1000 MT 

of  maize to CP Seeds at a premium rate (about Rs.200 per quintal over prevailing market price). 

Karamai Agro Producer Companyis a Farmer Producer Company located at Pune. The FPC is operating a clean-

ing and grading and a dal mill unit as a Farmer Common Service Centre (FCSC). Presently, the company isalso 

selling fertilizers to its members and its total turnover from this activity is about Rs. 1.10 Crore. The company is 

also involved in production of  Soybean seeds in 28 acres of  land, in which the turnover of  the company (in pre-

vious year) was Rs.2.38 Lakh. Notably, the company primarily sold its soybean seed production output to Krushi 

Z-.=!"$O'"#(!$NOZOX$*) $a!(!3!%-7

Solapur Agro Producer Company is anFPC located in Solapur. Presently, the company is selling fertilizers and 

/'2%-1-#'2$!"#$&!23!#'$!$/(*,%$*) $!+*0%$F27$dR:WWW$-"$10(('"%$,"!"1-!5$='!(7$@&'$1*3/!"=$-2$!52*$/0(20-".$/(*-

duction of  tur seed inover 120 acres of  land; notably, in which, the turnover of  the company was Rs. 2.15 Crore 

(previous year) as it facilitated the procurement of  tur by Government of  India.

Naths on Farmers Producer Company is located in Pune. Presently, it is selling pesticides and total turnover from 

this is Rs 2 crore. It has also started the production of  Soybean seed in 40 acres of  land, in which the turnover of  

Producer Company was Rs. 10 Lakh for last year.

Sai Pravara is a FPC located in Ahmednagar. In previous year, the company sold tur to SFAC which generated a 

turnover of  Rs. 4.50 Lakh. Presently, the company is also selling pesticides at its centre and total turnover from 

the activitywas about Rs. 1.25 Crore.

Bhimaghod Farmer Producer Company is located in Pune. Presently, they are selling pesticides at their centre and 

total turnover from this was Rs. 24 Lakh.

Amarsinh Agro Producer Company, located in Ahmednagar, has recently worked with SFAC, NAFED and the 
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1.1. Introduction

G$2%0#=$*) $%&'$*/'(!%-*"2$*) $!"$>8L$('A'1%2$%&'$?!(-*02$('?'"0'$!"#$-"1*3'$2%('!32$)*($?-!+5'$!"#$202%!-"!+5'$*/'(!-

tions. The revenue streams may arise from a range of  activities from input facilitation, primary or secondary process-

ing, MSP procurement, market linkage services, etc.

1.2. Revenue Models for FPCs

By way of  illustration, an FPC has a revenue Model comprising of  the following:

Input Facilitation: 

About Rs. 100 Lakh worth of  seeds, pesticides and fertilizers are sold through dealership agreement yielding implicit 

"'%$-"1*3'$*) $TR$E!6&$%*$%&'$,(3$*($>8L7$@&'$-"/0%$)!1-5-%!%-*"$2'(?-1'2$+=$!"$>8L$+!2-1!55=$*))'($!$#-21*0"%$*) $^7R$

/'(1'"%$%*$3'3+'($)!(3'(2$!"#$('%!-"$!$"'%$/(*,%$3!(.-"$*) $^7Rq$/'(1'"%$*"$2!5'27$@&'$.(*22$3!(.-"$*"$2!5'$N-"150#-

ing manpower costs, retail charges etc.) is 20 percent.

Primary processing (cleaning and grading) services: 

The FPC facilitates cleaning and grading of  about 2, 500 MT of  tur and Sorghum per annum in its FCSC. It has a 

cleaning and grading unit with a capacity of  1.5 TPH.User charges are at the rate of  about Rs. 80 per quintal or Rs. 800 

per tonne. The gross revenue from this operation is therefore Rs. 20 Lakh per annum while net income is about Rs. 6 

Lakh after deducting costs on manpower, power and other operational expenses of  about Rs.14 Lakh. Typically, FPCs 

charge between Rs. 60 - 90 per quintal from members and non- members. Non- members are usually charged higher.

Minimum Support Price related facilitation:

This activity yields around Rs. 3 Lakh as net income through levy of  1% service charge for procurement of  3 crore 

worth of  tur at the rate of  about Rs. 5000 per MT. MSP based facilitation of  commodity sales by FPC enables the 

farmers to attain higher remuneration compared to that prevailing in local markets.  For example, in tur procurement 

(last year), the MSP was Rs. 5050 per quintal while market rates were barely Rs. 3800 per quintal.

Auction fees collected (from traders): 

The facilitation of  auctioning services to a few APMC commission agents and traders yields around Rs. 1 Lakh upon 

Rs. 100 Lakh traded per year on the basis of  one percent services charges levied on the commission agents and traders.

S"1*3'$)(*3$9LQYj$>0%0('2$%(!#-".c$@&-2$=-'5#2$!+*0%$F27$R$E!6&$+=$%(!#-".$dW$J@$*) $!$1*33*#-%=7

Therefore, a wide range of  revenue and activity-mix may be visualised for FPCs:

State Government of  Maharashtra to procure and supply 790 MT, 10,000 MT and 17 MT of  Tur respectively, 

under the MSP scheme in 2017-18. So, the company sold around 11,000 MT of  tur at the rate of  Rs.50, 500 

per MT or about Rs. 5 crores and collected a service charge of  Rs. 58 Lakh (or 1% of  sales). The FPC had a 

turnover of  about Rs. 40-45 Lakh from various other services provided to members last year.

Pratibha Farmer Producer Company is involved in the cleaning and grading of  soybean, chana, wheat and tur. 

The FPC has achieved a turnover of  about Rs.25 Lakh previous year, and is involved in providing both input 

facilitation services as well as primary processing services in related commodities.
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Input Facilitation

With regard to input facilitation services that may be offered by an FPC, the critical constraint addressed has a refer-

ence to the high and rising prices of  farm inputs and limited quality. The related intervention includes the FPC serving 

!2$#'!5'(2$*($#-2%(-+0%*(2$*) $2''#2:$/'2%-1-#'2$!"#$)'(%-5-;'($3!"0)!1%0('(2$!"#$20//5=-".$201&$-"/0%2$%*$3'3+'($,(327$

The provision of  such services involves securing licenses as well as identifying manufacturers and inputs to deal in. 

The impact of  this intervention may be viewed in terms of  a dealer discounts or margin of  a simple average of  even 

0/$%*$UWq$*) $-"/0%2$2*5#7$G2$!$3!%%'($*) $)!1%:$!"$>8L$C-%&$!$l1!%1&3'"%$!('!g$-"$%'(32$*) $3'3+'($&*5#-".2$*) $!+*0%$

1000 acres could easily have a turnover from this activity of  about Rs. 100 Lakh.

Custom Hiring

With regard to custom hiring services that may be offered by an FPC, the critical constraint addressed is decreasing 

labour availability, high cost of  farm mechanisation from the point of  view of  typically small and marginal farmers 

and unavailability of  equipment when required during peak times of  sowing or harvesting etc. The related intervention 

includes providing custom hiring services like tractors and or attached farm equipment like harvesters, sprayers etc. 

@&'$/(*?-2-*"$*) $201&$2'(?-1'2$+=$!"$>8L$-"?*5?'2$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$*) $3!"0)!1%0('(2$!"#$#-2%(-+0%*(2$+!2'#$*"$1(*/$?!-

rieties. The impact of  the intervention may be in terms of  availing such equipments (like tractors,harvesters, combines, 

mulching paper laying machines, etc.) even at discounts of  over 30% and cost reduction in cultivation of  even 5% or 

even Rs. 500 per acre per harvest. Through custom hiring intervention, there is also timely sowing,weeding,application 

of  inputs and harvesting of  crops ensuring farmers earn reasonable prices.

Processing (Primary or Secondary) through Common Service Centre

In the context of  primary or secondary services offered by an FPC, the critical constraint addressed is inadequate 

primary processing as well as packaging required for direct marketing;as well as secondary processing facilities. The 

related intervention comprises deploying cleaning, grading and packaging machines for food grains and horticulture 

/(*1'22-".7$@&'$/(*?-2-*"$*) $201&$2'(?-1'2$-"150#'2$-#'"%-,1!%-*"$*) $!//(*/(-!%'$15'!"-".$!"#$.(!#-".$3!1&-"':$.(!?-

ity separator and bag sealing equipment in the case of  cereals and pulse products, grading tables, plastic crates and 

small cooling chambers for horticulture based FPCs. The likely impact of  the intervention is a minimum 10 % of  value 

increase for commodity (of  between Rs. 150-200 per quintal).

FPCs into input facilitation services

Sai Parvara FPC in Ahmednagar district has a turnover from input facilitation of  about Rs 65 Lakh. Amarsinh 

FPC, also in Ahmednagar has a turnover of  about Rs. 90 Lakh from input facilitation. Sant Changdev Tapi Purna 

FPC in Jalgaon has a turnover of  Rs. 60 Lakh.The Solapur Agro Producer Company in Solapur has a turnover 

of  Rs. 20 Lakh. Bhimaghod FPC in Pune has a turnover of  Rs. 30 Lakh from input facilitation services alone.

FPCs providing Custom Hiring Services

Krushijeevan Agro FPC in Pune district has a turnover of  Rs. 20 Lakh on account of  providing custom hiring 

services. Bhose Agro FPC in Solapur has realised an annual turnover of  Rs. 10 Lakh from providing similar ser-

?-1'27$Z-6!2$G.(*$8L:$O!%/0($G.(*$8L$!2$C'55$!2$F!*2!&'+$8!%-5$G.(*$8L$*) $E!%0($&!?'$+''"$/(*?-#-".$102%*3$

hiring services to members through Mahindra Trringo.
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FPCs into Processing Activity

Bahulaone FPC in Pune has a turnover of  Rs. 1.2 Crore from vegetable related processing and sale. About 100 FPCs 

under MACP are into related activity.

Futures Trade

In the context of  Futures Trade related services offered by FPCs, the critical constraints addressed has reference to 

low price of  commodities in some periods and distress sale of  farmers in some seasons. The related interventions 

-"150#'$%&!%$%&'$>8L2$2&*05#$+'$5-"6'#$*"$%(!#-".$/5!%)*(32$5-6'$9LQYj$)*($>0%0('2$@(!#'7$S%$!52*$-"150#'2$)!1-5-%-'2$

)*($2%*(!.'$-"$!11('#-%'#$C!('&*02'2:$C!('&*02'$('1'-/%$,"!"1-".$)!1-5-%=$!"#$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$)!1-5-%=7$@&'$-3/!1%$*) $

the intervention may be in terms of  price discovery for the next 3 to 4 months and includes 5% to 10% better price 

('!5-;!%-*"$N*($!+*0%$F27UWW$/'($<0-"%!5X7$@&'('$ -2$!52*$!11'22$%*$,"!"1'$!%$_q$%*$TUq-"%'('2%$(!%'$C&-5'$!11'22$%*$

storage is provided at 50% discount rate. There is also an income of  Rs. 30 Lakh to a typical FPC which caters to the 

needs of  400-1000 farmers.

FPCs into Futures Trade

Swaroop FPC in Aurangabad district has traded maize and soybean and received loan from NABKISAN of  Rs. 25 

Lakh for online trading. There are about 30 FPCs registered in Maharashtra, of  which 10 FPCs have already traded in 

2*=+'!":$3!-;':$%0(3'(-1$!"#$1&!"!$C&-5'$n$>8L2$&!?'$('1'-?'#$,"!"1'$)(*3$)*(3!5$2*0(1'2$)*($>0%0('2$@(!#'7$9*%!-

bly, there are 700 BoDs of  FPCs who have been trained on Futures Trading in 20 districts of  Maharashtra.

Working Capital

k-%&$('.!(#$%*$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5:$%&'$1(-%-1!5$1*"2%(!-"%2$!##('22'#$!('$%&!%$%&'('$-25!16$*) $,"!"1'$)*($kL:$0"!?!-5!+-5-%=$

*) $0(+!"$1*55!%'(!5$!"#$5-3-%!%-*"$*) $9!%-*"!5-;'#$a!"62$%*$,"!"1'$%&'$>8L27$@&'$('5!%'#$-"%'(?'"%-*"2$-"150#'$1('#-%$

linkages of  FPCs for working capital. It also includes formation of  FPCs, liasoning with FIs, guiding FPCs on loan 

documentation, preparation of  business plan and post-sanction guidance. The impact of  the intervention is that the 

selling of  produce should be at the right time and right place (no distress sale). There is a 5% to 10% better price re-

alisation (or about Rs.200 per quintal), and capacity utilization of  common facility centre for storage or warehousing. 

Also, an income of  Rs.50 Lakh to a typical FPC that caters to the needs of  400-1000 farmers.

Working Capital 

NABKISAN Finance Limited has supported 12 FPCs to the tune of  Rs 3.5 Crore (at the rate of  11% to 12% p.a.). 

\!30""!%-$Z!50'$L&!-"$>-"!"1'$&!2$20//*(%'#$pW$>8L2$)*($F27$n$L(*('$N!%$%&'$(!%'$*) $Tpq$%*$UTq$/7!7X7$a!"6$*) $

Baroda has supported 10 FPCs for Rs. 3 Crore (at the rate of  9.5% p.a.) Ananya Finance and FWWB has supported 

3 FPCs for Rs. 0.7 Crore (at the rate of    12% to 13% 

Seed Production

With regard to seed production,the critical constraints addressed are that there are low quality seeds, high price of  

seeds and timely availability of  seeds. The related interventions include facilitation of  seed production, seed process-
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foundation seeds, preparation of  business plan and facilitation by way of  credit linkages. The impact of  the interven-

tion may be good quality seeds available to farmers at reasonable prices and there is uniform seed production by the 

FPC which leads to successful market linkages. There is also an income of  even Rs. 7 Lakh per acre over time-span 

of  2 years through seed production.

FPCs into Seed Production 

Amarsinh FPC has a turnover Rs.1.25 crore in seed production and marketing initiative of  Bengal gram.Typically, 

FPCs may also consider 10-20 acres of  total land holdings of  members for seed

Capacity Building of  BoDs

With regard to capacity building, the critical constraints addressed is that there are limited intrapreneurial andmana-

gerial skills amongst BoDs and lack of  basic bookkeeping skills.The related interventions include training of  BoDs 

with practical management inputs and business planning for growth. It also includes training of  BoDs on business 

planning and management, accounts and book keeping, Futures Trading and statutory compliances. The impact of  

%&'$-"%'(?'"%-*"$3!=$+'$?-'C'#$-"$%'(32$*) $'"20(-".%&!%$>8L2$!('$2%('".%&'"'#$%&(*0.&$'),1-'"%$a*Q2$-"$%'(32$*) $

intrapreneurial, managerial and book - keeping skills. There is need for awareness on quality and compliances (e.g. 

%(!1'!+-5-%=X$2%!"#!(#2:$'),1-'"%$3!"!.'3'"%$*) $>8L$!"#$.**#$.*?'("!"1'$2%(01%0('27

Capacity Building of  BoDs

Capacity Building training of  about 3000 BoDs from 300 plus FPCs across Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu & 

Punjab has been undertaken by the ABPF Team in Maharashtra and Rajasthan. This has contributed to BODs becom-

ing more aggressive and intrapreneurial in approach. 

Statutory Compliances

With regard to statutory compliance the critical constraints addressed by an FPC is that there is lack of  awareness 

among BoDs on statutory compliances and mandatory licensing of  Farmer Producer Companies.

The related interventions include training of  BoDs on statutory compliances like Udyog Aadhaar, DML and FSSAI. It 

also includes license application process and prescribed quality standards. The impact of  the intervention is that direct 

marketing should be facilitated and there should be awareness on required government licenses to operate a Farmer 

Producer Company.

Statutory Compliance is critical

Statutory Compliance related training of  about 3000 BoDs from 300 plus FPCs across Maharashtra has been under-

taken by the ABPF in Maharashtra. This also enhances level of  professionalism in an FPC.
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Market Linkages

With regard to market linkages the critical constraints addressed by an FPC is that farmers have limited access to mar-

kets, distant markets, distress sales, malpractices in the mandi and lower price realisation by farmers. The related inter-

?'"%-*"2$!('$%-'I0/$C-%&$5!(.'$)**#$/(*1'22-".$,(32$)*($/(-3!(=$/(*#01':$1*"%(!1%$)!(3-".$!"#e*($J*[$+!2'#$#-('1%$

marketing. The scope of  intervention includes identifying processors or buyers, facilitation of  MoUs with processors 

and buyers as well as facilitation of  trade. The impact of  the intervention includes transfer of  better seed varieties 

and good agricultural practices. There is a reduction in input costs of  seeds and insecticides. Also, there is a shift from 

water intensive crops like barley and wheat in states of  Rajasthan and Maharashtra respectively. There are two harvests 

in comparison to alternate pulses cropping (in case of  maize).

>6-.,&+%(:/';&%(N,+;/8&$

Market linkages have been established by several FPCs including Sai Pravara with large processors. There is an increase 

in production of  maize from about 20 Qtl to 35 Qtl per acre with premium of  Rs. 50 per quintal from CP seeds. The 

target is procurement of  50,000 MT maize from Maharashtra by year 2020 from more than 12,000 farmers. Also,an 

-"1('!2'$-"$*0%/0%$)(*3$TV$m%5$%*$UR$m%5$/'($!1('$-"$a!(5'=$&!2$+''"$('!5-2'#$%&(*0.&$2''#2$20//5-'#$+=$\*0)A'%$%*$

10,000 farmers in Rajasthan(target 30,000 farmers).

Evolving Apt Agri-Marketing and FPO Policy

With regard to evolving apt Agri-Marketing and FPO Policy, the critical constraint that may be addressed is that there 

are limited contract farming initiatives, limited development of  alternate markets, limited FPC development initiatives 

and limited impact of  intervention on farmer livelihoods. The related interventions include organising policy work-

shops and meets. The provision of  such services consists of  evolving of  apt Agri-Marketing and FPO policy which 

includes: market fee of  private yards and contract farming rules –DML.The impact of  the intervention includes actual 

('!5-2!%-*"$*) $l#*0+5-".$*) $)!(3'(2B$-"1*3'g$15!(-*"$+=$]*"$87J7

Advocacy for apt Agri-Marketing & FPO Policy

\%!%'$P*?'("3'"%2$!('$/(-*(-%-2-".$>8L$)*(3!%-*"$NG78:$J!&!(!2&%(!$!"#$@!3-5$9!#0X7$G$,?'I='!($S@$&*5-#!=$)*($

FPOs with turnover more than Rs 100 Crore has been declared by the Centre.

1.3. Case Studies on FPC: Revenue streams

1.3.1. Sant Changdev Tapi Purna is a farmer producer company located in Jalgaon. It has a total of  536 farmer mem-

bers. About 200 members are female. The farmer producer company is operating a Maize Drying Unit under the 

umbrella of  FCSC. The major crop dealt with is Maize. Presently, the FPC is selling fertilizers through their centre 

and total turnover from this operation is Rs. 20 Lakhs. They have also started the production of  Bengal Gram seeds 

in 15 acres of  land. They have not only secured Direct Marketing License (DML) but also have their own godown of  

TWWW$2<7)%7$)*($3!1&-"'(-'2$!"#$%**527$9*C:$%&'=$"''#$,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$)*($!$5!(.'($C!('&*02'7@!/-$80("!$&!2$+''"$

involved in cultivation and sales of  about 1000 MT of  maize at a higher rate of  about Rs.200 per quintal (over market 

price) to CP Seeds. 
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1.3.2. Karamai Agro Producer Company is located in Pune. It has a total of  650 farmer members. About 247 mem-

bers are female. The farmer producer company is operating a cleaning grading and a dal mill unit as a Farmer Com-

mon Service Centre. The major crops it deals with are Bengal Gram and Soybean. Presently, the company is selling 

fertilizers in its centre and total turnover from this activity was about Rs. 1.10 crore. The company has also started the 

production of  Soybean seed in 28 acres of  land, in which the turnover of  producer company was Rs.2.38 Lakh(in the 

/('?-*02$='!(X$%&(*0.&$2!5'$*) $2''#2$%*$O(02&-$Z-.=!"$O'"#(!$*) $a!(!3!%-$('.-*"7$8('2'"%5=:$8L$3'3+'(2$!('$105%-?!%-

ing seed crops of  Bengal Gram and Soybean as well as the company secured Direct Marketing Licence. The FPC is 

now planning establishing a warehouse.

1.3.3. Solapur Agro Producer Company is located in Solapur. It has a total of  662 farmer members. About 100 

members are female. The farmer producer company is operating a cleaning grading and a dal mill unit as an FCSC. 

The major crop dealt with is tur. Presently, the company is selling fertilizers and pesticides in its input facilitation cen-

%('7$@&'$1*3/!"=$&!2$!%%!-"'#$-"#-('1%$+'"',%2$)*($+056$/0(1&!2'$*) $/'2%-1-#'2$!"#$)'(%-5-;'(2$)(*3$#'!5'(2$C-%&$!$"'%$
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turnover of  producer company was Rs. 2.15 Crore in previous year as it performed as an aggregator for Government 

)*($/(*10('3'"%$*) $%0(7$@&'$>8L$&!2$!52*$2'10('#$Q-('1%$J!(6'%-".$E-1'"1'7$9*C:$%&'$>8L$('<0-('2$,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$

for constructing a warehouse.

1.3.4. Nathson Producer Company is located in Pune. It has a total of  485 farmer members. About 149 members 

are female. The farmer producer company is operating a vegetable cleaning and grading unit as an FCSC. Presently, 

the company is selling pesticides in its centre and total turnover from this is 2 Crore. FPC members have also started 

the production of  soybean seed in 40 acres of  land, in which the turnover of  producer company was Rs. 10 Lakh in 

previous year, wherein, the FPC sold its seeds to Malegaon Sahakari Factory. The FPC has also secured DML. 

1.3.5. Sai Pravara Shetkari is a farmer producer company located in Ahmednagar. It has a total of  500 farmer 

members. About 175 members are female. The farmer producer company is operating a cleaning and grading and a 

#!5$3-55$0"-%$!2$!"$>L\L7$@&'$>8L$&!2$('1'-?'#$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$*) $F27$dW$E!6&$)(*3$9GaOS\G9$,"!"1'7$G52*:$%&'$

company sold their cereals and pulses to SFAC and achieved a turnover of  Rs. 4.50 Lakh. Presently, the FPC is sell-

-".$/'2%-1-#'2$!"#$%*%!5$%0("*?'($)(*3$%&-2$!1%-?-%=$-2$F27$T7UR$L(*(':$!2$-%$2011'22)055=$"'.*%-!%'#$TWq$'H%(!$+'"',%2$

through volume purchase of  pesticides and fertilizers from dealers. The company has also secured Direct Marketing 

Licence DML. 

1.3.6. Bhimaghod Farmer Producer Company is located in Pune. It has a total of  370 farmer members. About 40 

members are female. The farmer producer company is operating a vegetable cleaning and grading unit as an FCSC. 

Presently, it is selling pesticides in its centre and total turnover from this is 24 Lakh. The company has secured DML 

as well as Export Licence. Bhimaghod FPC, operates a mini dal mill, provides input facilitation services to members, 

and also markets horticulture produce of  members.

1.3.7. Amarsinh Agro Producer Company, located in Ahmednagar has recently worked with SFAC, NAFED and the 

State Government of  Maharashtra to procure and supply 790 MT, 10,000 MT and 17 MT of  tur respectively under the 

MSP scheme in 2017-18. In this period, the FPC sourced about 10,807 MT of  tur from about 11,000 farmers. About 

10 quintals (1MT) per farmer was the average quantity sourced. The FPC has a member base of  barely 300 farmers 

with 1-2 acres per farmers of  land deployed for tur cultivation and balance is used to produce other commodities. The 

Company, thus, virtually collected on credit and sold to SFAC, NAFED and the State Government from thousands of  

other farmers in the Ahmednagar region. This initiative was conducted during the period of  December 16th to May 

31st 2016-2017. Typically, 1 acre yields about 0.6 to 1 MT of  tur as production output and hence each farmer made an 
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additional income (over market price) of  aboutRs. 10,000 to 20,000 from 1-2 acres of  land under tur cultivation. This 

was because tur was being sold at the market rate of  3,500-4000 per quintal. While the MSP was pegged at Rs. 5050 

per quintal; implying a gain of  about at least Rs.1000 per quintal.The Producer Company has sold 11,000 MT of  tur at 

the rate of  Rs.50,500 per MT or about Rs.5 crores and is collecting a service charge of  Rs. 58 Lakh (or 1% of  sales). 

Team GT-ABPF has supported the activities of  the FPC through facilitating a short-term loan of  about Rs.50 Lakh 

)(*3$l\!30""!%-g7$@&-2$5*!"$C!2$1(-%-1!5$%*$0"#'(%!6'$%&'$/(*10('3'"%$!1%-?-%=$!2$3!"=$'H/'"2'2$)(*3$%(!"2/*(%$%*$

store and deliver tur is yet to be received from SFAC or NAFED. As a matter of  fact, 1% service charge or Rs.58 Lakh 

took some time to be transferred to the Company and the short term loan from Samunnati helped them meet working 

capital needs and meet various expenditures during that period. Also, the team ABPF helped the FPCto prepare and 

submit a business plan for FCSC comprising of  primary cleaning plus packaging unit.A critical weakness of  this pro-

ducer company is adequate warehouse to store products and enhance output. The company has Rs.10.75 Lakh other 

%&!"$/('I15'!"'(2$!2$,H'#$-"?'2%3'"%7$@&'$1*3/!"=$-2$"*C$!52*$6''"$%*$'H/5*('$%&'$l)0%0('2g$*/%-*"$!"#$('<0-('2$

higher degree of  working capital. Amarsinh has FSSAI license as well. It has also secured vendor registration with 

,(32$5-6'$k!53!(%7$$@&-2$-2$'"!+5-".$%&'$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=$%*$20//5=$%*$!$(!".'$*) $J9L2$!"#$5!(.'$,(327$@&'$5!%%'($

include tasty bites, Big Bazaar of  the future group amongst others. The company buys and sells onions from its 300 

*##$3'3+'(2$!2$C'55$!2$)(*3$!$l1!%1&3'"%g$*) $TW:WWW$)!(3'(2$-"$%&'$('.-*"7$S%$3!(6'%2$-%2$/(*#01'$%*$O7a$YH/*(%27$

The FPC has the capacity to supply even 10 vehicles loads of  onion, each carrying upto 15 MT of  onion every month. 

There is apparently rampant variation in the prices of  onion, i.e.,from Rs 10 per kg to even Rs 28 per kg between the 

3*"%&$*) $J!=$!"#$G0.02%7$a=$%!(.'%-".$%&'$!5%'("!%'$3!(6'%$*) $l@!2%=$a-%'2g$!"#$%&'$l>0%0('$P(*0/g:$3'3+'($)!(3-

ers in such transaction earn about Rs 1 per kg as additional price. With production of  about 10 MT per acre, farmers 

apparently earn about Rs.10,000 as additional incomes through this alternate, more direct,market channel. To facilitate 

procurement and sale of  commodities like onion and pomegranate, Team GT- ABPF helped the FPC realise Working 

1!/-%!5$5-3-%2$%*$%&'$%0"'$*) $F27RW$E!6&7$@&'$>8L$C!2$20//*(%'#$+=$l\!30""!%-g:$!$J>S:$!%$!+*0%$Tn$/'($1'"%$!2$(!%'$

of  interest. The FPC is now looking for higher limits of  even Rs.1.5 crore for their procurement and sales as well as 

bolero pick up vehicle. The FPC is operating a common facility with basic grading and sorting facilities. The FPC is 

also into Bengal gram seed procurement, production and marketing for which their sale rate is Rs 68 per kg. The FPC 

has a turnover of  about Rs.40-45 Lakh for various services provided. In addition to enhance WC for work in onion, 

pomegranate and Bengal gram seeds, the FPC is also looking towards establishment of  a seed processing plant as well 

as warehousing facility as part of  expansion plans.

1.3.8. Pratibha Producer Company is involved in the cleaning and grading of  soybean, chana, wheat and tur in its 

FCSC comprising of  a shed of  1500 sq.ft. The FPC has a turnover of  about Rs.25 Lakh and is involved in providing 

both input facilitation services as well as primary processing services in related commodities. Presently, it is exploring 

assistance of  Rs.25 Lakh to establish storage infrastructure as well as Rs.10 Lakh as working capital assistance.

       !!!
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CHAPTER 2

HEALTHY FINANCIAL  

STATEMENTS-PRESENTATION TO 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Highlights

This chapter offers a comparative analysis between two FPCs, namely Agasti Farmers Producer Company Ltd 

and Raosaheb Patil Agro Producer Company Ltd. This comparison is undertaken with respect to the manage-

3'"%$(!%-*2$C&-1&$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2$3!=$1*"2-#'($)*($5*!"$!//(!-2!57

Current Ratio measures the ability of  a company to pay or rather cover its short term liabilities with its current 

assets.

Quick Ratio measures the level of  the most liquid current assets available to cover current liabilities.

Q'+%$'<0-%=$(!%-*$1*3/!('2$%&'$1*3/!"=B2$%*%!5$#'+%$1*3/!('#$%*$-%2$2&!('&*5#'(B2$'<0-%=$1*"%(-+0%-*"7

Return on Equity is expressed as percentages and refers to return generated compared to the equity contribution.

Return on Capital Employed is expressed as a percentage and refers to return generated compared to the sum of  

equity and debt funds deployed

G22'%$%0("*?'($(!%-*$-2$!"$'),1-'"1=$(!%-*$%&!%$3'!20('2$!$1*3/!"=B2$!+-5-%=$%*$.'"'(!%'$2!5'2$)(*3$-%2$!22'%2$+=$

comparing net sales with average sales.

\%*16$%0("*?'($(!%-*$-2$%&'$(!%-*$2&*C-".$&*C$3!"=$%-3'2$!$1*3/!"=B2$-"?'"%*(=$-2$2*5#$!"#$('/5!1'#$*?'($!$/'(-*#$

of  time. (typically, one year)

Q'+%*(2$@0("*?'($F!%-*$-2$!"$!1%-?-%=$(!%-*$3'!20(-".$&*C$'),1-'"%5=$!$,(3$02'2$-%2$!22'%2$!"#$-%2$'),1-'"1=$-"$

collection of  receivables.

Net-worth is the amount by which assets exceed liabilities and may also be considered as equity reserves. Working 

1!/-%!5$-2$!$,"!"1-!5$3!%(-H$C&-1&$('/('2'"%2$*/'(!%-".$5-<0-#-%=$!?!-5!+5'7
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2.1. Introduction

J!"=$>8L2$!('$/('2'"%5=$2''6-".$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$%*$'"&!"1'$%&'-($/'()*(3!"1'7$S"$%&-2$('.!(#:$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2$

%=/-1!55=$0"#'(%!6'$,"!"1-!5$(!%-*$!"!5=2-2$/(-*($%*$2!"1%-*"-".$!22-2%!"1'7$S"$%&-2$1&!/%'(:$%C*$>8L2$!('$1*"2-#'('#7$

These are seeking working capital assistance to grow their activities.

2.2.1. Agasti Farmers Producer Company Ltd.

Agasti FPCL is located in Akole block of  district Ahmednagar (Maharashtra). The Company was incorporated in Nov 

2015. The enterprise has a cleaning and grading machinery which it uses for cleaning and grading of  grains and pulses. 

The company has an authorized capital of  Rs. 10 Lakh and paid up capital of  Rs. 3.50 Lakh. It has 269 registered mem-

bers till date. The Company had a turnover of  about Rs. 2 thousand only in year 2015-16 while about Rs. 17.42 Lakh 

in 2016-17. Out of  the turnover achieved in 2016-17, about Rs.9.51 Lakhis earned from fertilizer sale, about Rs.6.45 

Lakh from Flower Sales, about Rs. 1.42 Lakh from transport receipts and rest is interest received in bank account.

2.2.2. Raosaheb Patil Agro Producer Company Ltd.

Raosaheb Patil Agro PCL is located in, Ausa block of  district Latur (Maharashtra). The company was incorporated 

in Dec. 2014. The company has cleaning and grading machinery which it uses for cleaning and grading of  grains and 

pulses. The company has an authorized capital of  Rs. 5 Lakh and paid up capital of  Rs. 5 Lakh. It has 275 registered 

members till date. The Company did not achieve any turnover in the year 2015-16, whereas in 2016-17, it had a turno-

ver of  Rs. 3.54 Lakh. Out of  the total turnover achieved in 2016-17, about Rs. 1.78 Lakh was received from MAHA 

FPC as commission income for tur procurement under the minimum support price (MSP) initiative, about Rs. 1.24 

Lakh from processing of  produce (job work)of  farmers while around Rs.51 Thousand is against amortization of  

government grant. 

Management ratios

@&'$-3/*(%!"%$3!"!.'3'"%$(!%-*2$)(*3$%&'$!//(!-2!5$/'(2/'1%-?'$*) $!$%=/-1!5$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"$3!=$+'$1*"2-#'('#$

as follows:

a. Current Ratio: (Current Asset or Current Liabilities): The current ratio measures the ability of  a company to pay 

or rather cover its short-term liabilities with its current assets

+7$ m0-16$F!%-*c$@&'$<0-16$(!%-*:$!52*$6"*C"$!2$%&'$!1-#I%'2%$(!%-*:$-2$!$5-<0-#-%=$(!%-*$%&!%$)0(%&'($(',"'2$%&'$10(('"%$

ratio by measuring the level of  the most liquid current assets available to cover current liabilities. The quick ratio is 

more conservative than the current ratio because it excludes inventories and other current assets, which generally 

!('$3*('$#-),105%$%*$%0("$-"%*$1!2&7$G$&-.&'($<0-16$(!%-*$3'!"2$!$3*('$5-<0-#$10(('"%$/*2-%-*"

17$ Q'+%I$Y<0-%=$F!%-*c$@&'$#'+%I'<0-%=$(!%-*$-2$!"*%&'($5'?'(!.'$(!%-*$%&!%$1*3/!('2$!$1*3/!"=B2$%*%!5$#'+%$%*$-%2$%*%!5$

2&!('&*5#'(2B$'<0-%=7$G$5*C'($/'(1'"%!.'$3'!"2$%&!%$!$1*3/!"=$-2$02-".$5'22$5'?'(!.'$!"#$&!2$!$2%(*".'($'<0-%=$

position

d. Return on Equity:It is expressed as a percentage which refers to return generated compared to the equity contri-

bution

e. Return on Capital Employed: The return on capital employed ratio, expressed as a percentage, complements the 

('%0("$*"$'<0-%=$(!%-*$+=$!##-".$!$1*3/!"=B2$#'+%$5-!+-5-%-'2:$*($)0"#'#$#'+%:$%*$'<0-%=$%*$('A'1%$!$1*3/!"=B2$%*%!5$

l1!/-%!5$'3/5*='#g7$S%$-2$!$3'!20('$*) $!$1*3/!"=B2$/(*,%!+-5-%=
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)7$ G22'%$@0("*?'($F!%-*c$@&'$!22'%$%0("*?'($(!%-*$-2$!"$'),1-'"1=$(!%-*$%&!%$3'!20('2$!$1*3/!"=B2$!+-5-%=$%*$.'"'(!%'$

2!5'2$)(*3$-%2$!22'%2$+=$1*3/!(-".$"'%$2!5'2$C-%&$!?'(!.'$%*%!5$!22'%27$S"$*%&'($C*(#2:$%&-2$(!%-*$2&*C2$&*C$'),-

ciently a company can use its assets to generate sales

.7$ \%*16$@0("*?'($F!%-*c$\%*16$%0("*?'($-2$!$(!%-*$2&*C-".$&*C$3!"=$%-3'2$!$1*3/!"=B2$-"?'"%*(=$-2$2*5#$!"#$('-

placed over a period of  time

&7$ Q'+%*($@0("*?'($F!%-*c$@&'$#'+%*($%0("*?'($(!%-*$-2$!"$!1%-?-%=$(!%-*$3'!20(-".$&*C$'),1-'"%5=$!$,(3$02'2$-%2$

assets. Debtors turnover ratio can be calculated by dividing the net value of  credit sales during a given period by 

the average accounts receivable during the same period.

i. Net Worth: Net worth is the amount by which assets exceed liabilities. 

Now let us see the ratio analysis of  the Balance Sheet as on 31/03/2017 of  both the companies-

Table 35 Analysis of  the Balance Sheet as on 31/03/2017 of  Agasti FPC and Raosaheb Patil Agro Private Limited.

Particulars Ratio
Standard 

Ratio

Agasti FPCL Raosaheb Patil Agro PCL

2017 2016 2017 2016

Current 

Ratio

Current asset 

Current liability

2:1  or 

higher

0.78 0.43 0.96 90.00

A Higher Current Ratio indicates that Raosaheb Patil has higher abil-

ity to recover its current liabilities with its current assets as compared 

to Agasti FPCL. Although both the companies have current ratio 

lower than the standard.

Quick Ratio
Quick Assets 

Current Liability

1:1 or  

higher

0.30 0.43 0.96 90.07

A higher quick ratio indicates that Raosaheb Patil APCL has more 

liquid current position as compared to Agasti FPCL. Although both 

the companies have quick ratio lower than the standard. This indi-

1!%'2$ %&!%$+*%&$,(32$!('$ -"$ (-26=$/*2-%-*"$C-%&$ ('2/'1%$ %*$3''%-".$

current liability. 

Debt  

Equity 

Ratio

Total Debt 

\&!('&*5#'(B2$

Equity

2:1 or less

5.25 1.34 1.25 0.01

A higher debt-equity ratio in case of  Agasti FPCL indicates that the 

company has a relatively weak equity position.

Return on 

Equity

EBIT     

\&!('&*5#'(B2$

Equity                 

{zURq

0 0 27.7% 0

Raosaheb Patil APCL has ROE greater than standard rate, hence it 

means it has good ROE. Since Agasti FPCL has a loss, hence ROE 

is not calculated. 

Return on 

Capital 

Employed

      EBIT        

Capital  

Employed             

{zTUq

0 0 27.7% 0

Raosaheb Patil Agro PCL has ROE greater than standard rate, hence 

it means it has good ROE. Since Agasti FPCL has loss, hence ROE 

is not calculated.

Asset 

Turnover 

Ratio

Net Sales 

Average total 

Assets

Typically 3 

times

2.04 0.01 0.093 NA

Agasti FPCL has higher ability to generate sales from its assets as 

compared to Raosaheb Patil Agro PCL
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Stock 

Turnover 

Ratio

Sales Average 

Stock

Typically 5 

times

5.09 0 0 NA

Agasti FPCL has ratio of  5.09 means that its inventory is sold and re-

placed 5 times during the period of  sales. Since Raosaheb Patil Agro 

PCL has no stock, hence the ratio cannot be calculated.

D e b t o r 

Tu r n o v e r 

Ratio

Net Credit Sales 

Avg. Debtors

Typically 5 

times

19.22* 0 0.31* NA

This indicates that Agasti FPCL has higher capability to recover its 

debtors.

Net Worth Total Assets - 

Total Liabilities

Should be 

Positive

1.95 2.05 16.82 5.55

There is reduction in Net worth of  Agasti FPCL whereas increase in 

Net worth of  Raosaheb Patil APCL, which indicates that Raosaheb 

8!%-5$G8LE$&!2$.**#$,"!"1-!5$&'!5%&7

* considering total sales as credit sales

2.3. Assessment of  Financial Health

1. Management of  Working Capital 

k*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-2$!$,"!"1-!5$3!%(-H$C&-1&$('/('2'"%2$*/'(!%-".$5-<0-#-%=$!?!-5!+5'$%*$!$+02-"'22:$*(.!"-2!%-*"$*($*%&'($

'"%-%=:$-"150#-".$.*?'("3'"%$'"%-%=7$G5*".$C-%&$,H'#$!22'%2$201&$!2$/5!"%$!"#$'<0-/3'"%:$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-2$1*"2-#'('#$

as a part of  operating capital. Gross working capital is equal to current assets. Working capital is calculated as current 

!22'%2$3-"02$10(('"%$5-!+-5-%-'27$S) $10(('"%$!22'%2$!('$5'22$%&!"$10(('"%$5-!+-5-%-'2:$!"$'"%-%=$&!2$!$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$#',1-'"-

1=:$!52*$1!55'#$!2$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$#',1-%7$8*2-%-?'$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-2$('<0-('#$%*$'"20('$%&!%$!$,(3$-2$!+5'$%*$1*"%-"0'$-%2$

*/'(!%-*"2$!"#$%&!%$-%$&!2$20),1-'"%$)0"#2$%*$2!%-2)=$+*%&$3!%0(-".$2&*(%I%'(3$#'+%$!"#$0/1*3-".$*/'(!%-*"!5$'H/'"2-

es. The management of  working capital involves managing inventories, accounts receivables and payables, and cash.

2. Analysis

Raosaheb Patil Agro Producer Company Ltd has better indicators vis-a-vis standards in terms of:

h$m0-16$F!%-*$-2$!//(*H-3!%'5=$'<0!5$%*$2%!"#!(#$(!%-*

h$Q'+%$Y<0-%=$F!%-*$-2$+'%%'($%&!"$%&'$2%!"#!(#$(!%-*

h$@&'$F'%0("$*"$Y<0-%=$!"#$F'%0("$*"$1!/-%!5$Y3/5*='#$!('$&-.&'($%&!"$%&'$2%!"#!(#$(!%-*

h$9'%$C*(%&$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$-2$?'(=$&-.&$1*3/!(!%-?'5=$-"#-1!%-".$.**#$,"!"1-!5$&'!5%&7

]'"1'$F!*2!&'+$8!%-5$G.(*$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$&!2$('1'-?'#$,"!"1-!5$20//*(%$)(*3$9GaOS\G97

P212( K&'=$(06 (*,66&'&+%(B,+/+.,/"()+$%,%#%,0+$(60'(-+/+.,+8(BC!$

@&'$)*55*C-".$>-"!"1-!5$S"2%-%0%-*"2$!('$10(('"%5=$,"!"1-".$%&'$>8L2$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!c

2.4.1.  NABKISAN Finance Ltd.

The NABKISAN Finance Ltd., a subsidiary of  NABARD, is an NBFC for funding the FPCs for their working capital 

!"#$%'(3$5*!"$"''#27$$9GaOS\G9$,"!"1'2$*"5=$%&*2'$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$!('$!%$5'!2%$TI='!(I*5#7$S%$"*(3!55=$/(*?-#'2$

C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$5*!"$C-%&$FMS$!%$%&'$(!%'$*) $TTITT7Rq7$S%$,"!"1'2$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$!('$-"%*$%(!#-".$*($3!"0)!1%0(-".$

of  pulses, cereals, fruits, vegetables, cash crops, etc. It usually provides loan for a period of  less than 1 year. The entire 

loan has to be repaid at the end of  the loan term. It requires collateral in the form of  machinery and building acquired 

by the FPC from its own funds and the grant provided by World Bank. 
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2.4.2. Bank of  Baroda

a!"6$*) $a!(*#!$-2$%&'$*"5=$"!%-*"!5-2'#$+!"6$C*(6-".$!1%-?'5=$C-%&$JGL8$)*($)0"#-".$%&'$>8L2$)*($%&'-($,"!"1-!5$('-

<0-('3'"%27$>*($.'%%-".$,"!"1'$)(*3$a!"6$*) $a!(*#!:$!$1*3/!"=$"''#2$%*$+'$!%$5'!2%$V$3*"%&2$*5#7$S%$2&!55$/(*?-#'$%&'$

FPC with collateral free loan based on credit guarantee from SFAC under Equity Grant and Credit Guarantee Fund 

+0%$)*($%&!%$%&'$>8L$"''#2$%*$)05,5$!55$%&'$'5-.-+-5-%=$1(-%'(-!$!2$2/'1-,'#$-"$%&'$YPLP>$21&'3'$#*103'"%7$@&'$+!"6$

normally provides working capital loan with ROI at the rate of  9.5% or above depending on the creditability of  the 

1*"1'("'#$>8L7$S%$,"!"1'2$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$!('$-"%*$%(!#-".$*($/(*1'22-".$*) $/052'2:$1'('!52:$)(0-%2:$?'.'%!+5'2:$1!2&$

1(*/2:$'%17$S%$/(*?-#'2$%'(3$5*!":$L!2&$L('#-%:$C!('&*02'$('1'-/%$,"!"1':$'%17$@&'$%-3'$/'(-*#$*) $%&'$5*!"$#'/'"#2$

on the product FPC requires. For e.g., the term loan is sanctioned from 1 year upto 7 years, and CC is provided for as 

long as the FPC requires with yearly renewal. The bank also requires a comfort letter from supporting organisation (s).

2.4.3. Ananya Finance for Inclusive Growth Pvt Ltd.

The Ananya Finance for Inclusive Growth Pvt Ltd is an NBFC funding the FPCs for their working capital and term 

5*!"$"''#27$G"!"=!$>-"!"1'$/(*?-#'2$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$%*$*"5=$%&*2'$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$!('$!%$5'!2%$TI='!(I*5#7$S%$"*(-

3!55=$/(*?-#'2$5*!"2$C-%&$FMS$!%$%&'$(!%'$*) $Tpq$*($!+*?'7$S%$,"!"1'2$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$!('$-"%*$%(!#-".$*($3!"0)!1-

turing of  pulses, cereals, fruits, vegetables, cash crops, etc. It usually provides loan for a period of  less than 1 year. The 

entire loan has to be repaid at the end of  the loan term. It also requires a comfort letter from supporting organisation.

2.4.4. Samunnati Financial Intermediation and Services Pvt. Ltd.

Samunnati Financial Intermediation and Services Pvt. Ltd., commonly known as Samunnati Finance, an NBFC fund-

ing the FPCs for their working capital and term loan needs. It normally provides loans with ROI at the rate of  20% or 

!+*?'7$S%$,"!"1'2$1*3/!"-'2$C&-1&$!('$-"%*$%(!#-".$*($/(*1'22-".$*) $/052'2:$1'('!52:$)(0-%2$!"#$?'.'%!+5'2:$1!2&$1(*/2:$

etc. It usually provides loan for a period of  less than 1 year. The entire loan has to be repaid at the end of  the loan 

term. It also requires a comfort letter from supporting organisations.

Statement 1:

Table 36 Balance Sheet for Raosaheb Patil Agro Producer Company Ltd. as on 31st March, 2016

Particulars Note No. 2016

Equity and Liabilities

Shareholder Fund

Share Capital 3.1 500,000

Reserves and Surplus 3.2 -54,643

Non- Current Liabilities

Short-Term Provisions 3.6 5,000

450357

Assets

Non-Current Assets

Cash and cash equivalent 3.9 40,000

Current Assets

Cash and Bank Balance 3.1 410,357

450357

\033!(=$*) $2-."-,1!"%$G11*0"%-".$8*5-1-'2

@&'$!11*3/!"=-".$"*%'2$!('$!"$-"%'.(!5$/!(%$*) $%&'$,"!"1-!5$2%!%'3'"%2
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Statement 2:

@!+5'$d^$8(*,%$!"#$E*22$\%!%'3'"%$)*($F!*2!&'+$8!%-5$G.(*$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$)*($UWTRITV$'"#'#$*"$dT2%$

March, 2016

Particulars Note No. 2016

Revenue

Expenses

Cost of  Material consumed 4.3 143

General and Administrative Expenses 4.5 54,500

Total 54,643

Earnings Before Depreciation, Interest Tax and Amortization -54,643

8(*,%$a')*('$/(-*($/'(-*#$-%'32:$'H1'/%-*"!5$-%'32$!"#$'H%(!*(#-"!(=$-%'32 -54,643

Prior period items and exceptional items

8(*,%$a')*('$'H%(!*(#-"!(=$-%'32 -54,643

Extraordinary Items

8(*,%$a')*('$@!H -54,643

8(*,%$*($E*22$)*($%&'$/'(-*#$)(*3$1*"%-"0-".$*/'(!%-*" -54,643

8(*,%$*($E*22$)*($%&'$='!( -54,643

9*7$*) $Y<0-%=$2&!('2N>!1'$Z!50'$F2$TWeI$2&!('X 10,000

Basic -5.46

Statement 3:

Table 38 Balance Sheet for Raosaheb Patil Agro Producer Company Ltd. as on 31st March, 2017

Sr. 

No.
Particulars Note No. 2017 2016

I Equity and Liabilities

1 Shareholder Fund

a Share Capital 1 500,000 500,000

b Reserves and Surplus 2 1,182,096 -54,643

c Money Received against Share Warrants

2 Share Applications money pending allotment 

3 Non- Current Liabilities

4 Current Liabilities

a Trade Payables 5 1,823,572

b Other Current Liabilities 6 219,074

C Short-Term Provisions 7 60,200 5,000

Total 3,784,942 450,357

II Assets

1 Non-Current Assets

Fixed Assets

Tangible Assets 8 1,747,100

a Non-Current Investments 9 11,000
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b Other Non- Current Assets 11

2 Current Assets

A Trade Receivables 14 1,126,071 40,000

B Cash and cash equivalent 15 860,771 410,357

C Short Term loans and advances 16 40,000

D Other Current Assets

Total 3,784,942 450,357

Statement 4:

@!+5'$d_$8(*,%$!"#$E*22$\%!%'3'"%$)*($F!*2!&'+$8!%-5$G.(*$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$)*($%&'$='!($$UWTVIT^$'"#'#$*"$

31st March 2017

Sr. No. Particulars Note No. 2017 2016

A Revenue

Other Income 18 354,884

Total Revenue 354,884

B Expenses

Y3/5*=''$a'"',%$YH/'"2'2 21 60,000

Financial Costs 22 7,094 143

Other Expense 24 103,527 54,500

Total 216,393 54,643

8(*,%$+')*('$'H1'/%-*"!5$!"#$

Extraordinary  Items And Tax 138,491 54,643

Exceptional Items

8(*,%$+')*('$'H%(!*(#-"!(=$-%'32$!"#$%!H$ 138,491 54,643

Extraordinary Items

8(*,%$+')*('$%!H$ 138,491 54,643

A Current Tax

B Deferred Tax Liability or Assets

8(*,%NE*22X$)(*3$%&'$/'(-*#$)(*3$1*"%-"0-".$*/'(!%-*"2 138,491 54,643

Statement 5:

Table 40 Balance Sheet for Agasti Farmers Producer Company Ltd. as at 31st March 2016

Sr. No. Particulars Note No. 2016 2015

I Equity and Liabilities

1 Shareholder Fund

a Share Capital 2.1 3,50,000 1,00,000

b Reserves and Surplus 2.2 (1,44,512) -15,706

2,05,488 84,294

2 Share Applications money pending allotment 2.4

3 Non- Current Liabilities

a Long- Term Borrowing 2.5 1,14,300

d Long Term Provisions 2.8

4 Current Liabilities
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d Short-Term Provisions 3.2 83,040 7,240

1,61,969 7,240

Total 4,81,757 91,534

II Assets

1 Non-Current Assets

Fixed Assets

A Tangible Assets 3.3 3,86,957

B Other Non- Current Assets 4 25,398 33,864

2 Current Assets

A Cash and Bank Balance 4.4 69,402 57,670

Total 4,81,757 91,,534

Statement 6:

@!+5'$pT$8(*,%$!"#$E*22$\%!%'3'"%$)*($G.!2%-$>!(3'(2$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$)*($%&'$='!($UWTRITV$'"#'#$*"$dT2%$

March 2016

Particulars Note No. 2016 2015

Revenue

Other Income 4.8 2,409

Total Revenue 2,409

Expenses

Depreciation and Amortization 5.4 16,561

Other Expense 5.5 114,654 15,706

Total 1,31,215 15,706

8(*,%$*($E*22$$+')*('$'H1'/%-*"!5$!"#$

Extraordinary Items And Tax -128,806 -15,706

Exceptional Items 5.6

8(*,%$*($E*22$'H%(!*(#-"!(=$+')*('$%!H$ -128,806 -15,706

Extraordinary Items 5.7

8(*,%$+')*('$/(-*($/'(-*#$-%'32$!"#$%!H -128,806 -15,706

Prior Period Items 5.8

8(*,%$*($E*22$+')*('$%!H -128,806 -15,706

Current Tax 5.9

8(*,%$*($E*22$!)%'($%!H$)*($%&'$='!( -128,806 -15,706

Basic -6.33 -1.57
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Statement 7

Table 42 Balance Sheet for Agasti Farmers Producer Company Ltd.for the year 2016-2017 as on 31st March, 2017

Sr. No. Particulars Note No. 2017 2016

I Equity and Liabilities

1 Shareholder Fund

a Share Capital 2.1 350,000 350,000

b Reserves and Surplus 2.2 (1,54,449) -144,512

C Money Received against Share Warrants

195,551 205,488

2 Share Applications money pending Allotment 

3 Non- Current Liabilities

A Long- Term Borrowing 2.3 214,795 114,300

B Other Long- Term Liabilities 2.4 114,500

4 Current Liabilities

A Trade Payables 2.5 465,811 20,000

B Other Current Liabilities 2.6 7,819 58,929

C Short-Term Provisions 2.7 224,800 83,040

698,430 161,969

Total 1,223,276 481,757

II Assets

1 Non-Current Assets

Fixed Assets

Tangible Assets 2.8 656,643 386,957

A Non-Current Investments 2.9 1,000

B Other Non- Current Assets 3 16,932

2 Current Assets

A Inventories 3.1 341,893

B Trade Receivables 3.2 90,600

C Cash and Bank Balance 3.3 116,208 69,402

Total 1,223,276 481,757
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Statement 8:

@!+5'$pd$8(*,%$!"#$E*22$\%!%'3'"%$)*($G.!2%-$>!(3'(2$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E%#7$!2$*"$dT2%$J!(1&$UWT^

Particulars Note No. 2017 2016

Revenue

Revenue from Operation 3.4 1,739,154

Other Income 3.5 3,038 2,409

Total Revenue 1,742,192 2,409

Expenses

Purchase of  stock-in-trade 3.6 1,684,297

L&!".'$-"$-"?'"%*(-'2$*) $,"-2&'#$.**#2

Stock-in-trade and Stock-n –progress 3.7 -341,893

Y3/5*=''$a'"',%$YH/'"2'2 3.8 107,000

Depreciation and Amortization 3.9 37,563 16,561

Other Expense 4 265,162 114,654

Total 1,752,129 131,215

8(*,%$*($E*22$$+')*('$'H1'/%-*"!5$!"#$

Extraordinary Items And Tax -9,937 -128,806

Exceptional Items

8(*,%$*($E*22$'H%(!*(#-"!(=$+')*('$%!H$ -9,937 -128,806

8(*,%$+')*('$/(-*($/'(-*#$-%'32$!"#$%!H -9,937 -128,806

8(*,%$*($E*22$+')*('$%!H -9,937 -128,806

8(*,%$*($E*22$!)%'($%!H$)*($%&'$='!( -9,937 -128,806

Basic 4.1 -0.28 -3.68

       !!!
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CHAPTER 3

REGULATORY COMPLIANCES  

UDYOG ADHAR, DML, FSSAI,  

PRIVATE MARKETS

Highlights

This Chapter highlights various regulatory compliances required to be adhered to by FPCs and the steps involved 

in registering for the same.

FPCs who want to start any business, need to register themselves. This is known as Udyog Aadhaar. Udyog Aad-

haar is required for running units. There is no need to apply for upcoming units. 

Anyone looking forward to purchase agricultural produce directly from farmers in one or more than one market 

area is eligible for the Direct Marketing License. One needs to apply to the Directorate of  Marketing through 

online process for acquiring the above mentioned license.

FSSAI is another license required to be secured by FPCs.

The various licensing and clearance requirements may be viewed in terms of  PCB, building plan sanction, etc.

3.1. Regulatory Compliances: Udyog Aadhaar

3.1.1. Registration Site: (udyogaadhaar.gov.in)

S%$-2$'22'"%-!5$%*$"*%'$%&!%$Y"%('/('"'0($J'3*(!"#03I$8!(%$N-X$&!2$+''"$!+*5-2&'#7$@&'('$-2$"''#$%*$,5'$%&(*0.&$[#=*.$

Aadhaar today. Further, Udyog Aadhaar is for already running units. There is no need to apply for up coming units. A 

)'!%0('$&!2$+''"$!##'#$)*($2'!(1&$)!1-5-%=$*) $%&'$9!%-*"!5$S"#02%(-'2$L5!22-,1!%-*"$L*#'7$G52*:$!$M"'$@-3'$8!22C*(#$

on Mobile (linked with Aadhaar) at the time of  registration has been implemented.

3.1.2. Required Documents for Udyog Aadhaar EM Part-(i) Registration

The required documents may be viewed in terms of:

1) Aadhaar Card Copy (For Aadhaar Card number and Name)

2) Bank Pass Book Copy (For Bank)

3) PAN Card

d7T7d7$ @&'$2%'/2$-"?*5?'#$-"$,55-".$0/$%&'$&*3'$/!.'
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The steps involved may be viewed as: 

-7$ G!#&!!($903+'($I$TU$#-.-%$G!#&!!($"03+'($-220'#$%*$%&'$!//5-1!"%$2&*05#$+'$,55'#$-"$%&'$!//(*/(-!%'$,'5#7

--7$ 9!3'$*) $MC"'(I$@&'$!//5-1!"%$2&*05#$,55$&-2$*($&'($"!3'$2%(-1%5=$!2$3'"%-*"'#$*"$%&'$G!#&!!($L!(#$-220'#$+=$

UIDAI. E.g. if  Raj Pal Singh has his name as Raj P. Singh, the same should accordingly been tered. If  the name 

#*'2$"*%$3!%1&$C-%&$%&'$G!#&!!($903+'(:$%&'$!//5-1!"%$C-55$"*%$+'$!+5'$%*$,55$%&'$)*(3$)0(%&'(7

---7$ @*$Z!5-#!%'$G!#&!!(I

h$ Z!5-#!%'$G!#&!!($I$@&'$!//5-1!"%$302%$15-16$*"$lZ!5-#!%'$G!#&!!(g+0%%*"$)*($?'(-,1!%-*"$*) $G!#&!!(:$!)%'($%&!%$

*"5=$02'($1!"$,55$%&'$)*(3$)0(%&'(7

h$ F'2'%I$@&'$!//5-1!"%$1!"$15-16$*"$('2'%$+0%%*"$%*$15'!($%&'$,'5#$*) $G!#&!!($9*$!"#$9!3'$*) $%&'$*C"'($)*($#-)-

ferent Aadhaar.

OTP will be sent to mobile number registered with UIDAI. If  your mobile number is not registered with UIDAI, one 

may follow instructions given on Pop up window.

>-.0('$d$Z-'C$*) $&*3'$/!.'$*) $[#=*.$G!#&!!($C'+2-%'
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G)%'($'"%'(-".$%&'$M@8:$*"'$C-55$+'$('!#=$%*$,55$%&'$G//5-1!"%$#'%!-52$)*(('.-2%(!%-*"$-"$%&'$2'<0'"1'$#'21(-+'#$+'5*C7

iv. Social Category- The Applicant may select the Social Category (General, Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe or 

Other Backward Castes). The proof  of  be longing to SC, ST or OBC may be asked by appropriate authority, if  

and when required.

v. Gender- The Applicant can select gender of  promoter.

vi. Physically Handicapped- The Applicant can select Physically Handicapped status (if  relevant) of  the promoter.

vii. Name of  Enterprise - @&'$G//5-1!"%$302%$,55$%&'$"!3'$+=$C&-1&$&-2$*($&'($'"%'(/(-2'$-2$6"*C"$%*$%&'$102%*3'(2$

or public and is a legal entity to conduct business. One applicant can have more than one enterprise into business 

and each one can be registered for a separate Udyog Aadhaar and with the same Aadhaar Number as Enterprise 

1 and Enterprise 2, etc. Combination of  same Aadhaar Number and Enterprise Name can be added second time. 

Only additional details can be added or deleted at the time of  editing.

viii. Type of  Organization - The Applicant may select from the given list, the appropriate type of  the organization 

for his or her enterprise. The Applicant must ensure that he or she is authorized by the legal entity (i.e. Enterprise 

+'-".$('.-2%'('#$)*($[#=*.$G!#&!!(X$%*$,55$%&-2$*"5-"'$)*(37$M"5=$*"'$[#=*.$G!#&!!($"03+'($2&!55$+'$-220'#$)*($

each enterprise or FPC.

ix. PAN Number - The Applicant has to enter a PAN Number in case of  Co-operative, Private Limited, Public 

Limited and Limited Liability Partnership. It will be optional in remaining type of  organization.

x. Location of  Plant - The Applicant may add multiple plant locations in one registration by clicking ‘Add Plant 

+0%%*"B7

?,2( D6-.,/"(7**'&$$(9(@&'$G//5-1!"%$"''#2$%*$,55$-"$%&'$!//(*/(-!%'$,'5#$C-%&$%&'$1*3/5'%'$/*2%!5$!##('22$*) $%&'$

enterprise including State, District, Pin code, Mobile Number and Email.

>-.0('cp$Z-'C$*) $[#=*.$G!#&!!($C'+2-%'$%*$?!5-#!%'$G!#&!!($3'3+'($+=$M@8
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xii. Date of  Commencement- The date in the past on which the business entity commenced its operations may be 

,55'#$-"$%&'$!//(*/(-!%'$,'5#7

xiii. Previous Registration Details (if  any)-$S) $%&'$G//5-1!"%B2$'"%'(/(-2':$)*($C&-1&$%&'$[#=*.$G!#&!!($-2$+'-".$

applied, is already issued a valid EM-I or II by the concerned GM (DIC) as perthe MSMED Act 2006 or the SSI 

registration prevailing prior to the said Act, such number may be mentioned in the appropriate place.

xiv. Bank Details- The Applicant must provide his or her bank account number used for running the Enterprise 

-"$%&'$!//(*/(-!%'$/5!1'7$@&'$G//5-1!"%$302%$!52*$/(*?-#'$%&'$S>\$L*#'$*) $%&'$+!"6B2$+(!"1&$C&'('$&-2$*($&'($

mentioned account exists. The IFS code is printed on the Cheque Books issued by the bank. Alternatively, if  the 

Applicant knows the name of  the Bank and the branch where his or her account is there, the IFSC code can be 

found from website of  the respective Bank.

xv. Major Activity- @&'$3!D*($!1%-?-%=$-7'7$'-%&'($lJ!"0)!1%0(-".g$*($l\'(?-1'g$3!=$+'$1&*2'"$+=$%&'$'"%'(/(-2'$)*($

Udyog Aadhaar. If  the enterprise involves in both type of  activities and if  major work involves in Manufacturing 

!"#$23!55$/*(%-*"$*) $!1%-?-%=$-"?*5?'2$-"$\'(?-1'$2'1%*(:$%&'"$*"'$1!"$2'5'1%$3!D*($!1%-?-%=$%=/'$!2$lJ!"0)!1%0(-".g$

and if  major work involves in Services and small portion of  activity involves in Manufacturing then one can select 

3!D*($!1%-?-%=$%=/'$!2$l\'(?-1'2g7

?@,2(`/%,0+/"()+*#$%'A(!"/$$,-./%,0+(!0*&(9(@&'$G//5-1!"%$3!=$1&**2'$305%-/5'$9!%-*"!5$S"#02%(-!5$L5!22-,1!-

tion-2008 Codes to includes all their activities, which means the user can select multiple NIC code of  Manufac-

%0(-".$!"#$\'(?-1'$2'1%*($+=$15-16-".$lG##$J*('g$+0%%*"7$S) $*"'$C!"%2$%*$!##$J!"0)!1%0(-".:$%&'"$1!"$2'5'1%$

lJ!"0)!1%0(-".g$(!#-*$+0%%*"$!"#$6''/$*"$!##-".$+=$15-16-".$lG##$J*('g$+0%%*"$*%&'($C-2'$-) $*"'$C!"%2$%*$!##$

\'(?-1'$%&'"$2'5'1%$l\'(?-1'2g$(!#-*$+0%%*"$!"#$6''/$*"$!##-".$+=$15-16-".$lG##$J*('g$+0%%*"7$@&'$9SL$1*#'2$

are prepared by the Central Statistical Organization under the Ministry of  Statistics and Program implementation, 

Government of  India.

$ @&'$G//5-1!"%$3!=$02'$9!%-*"!5$S"#02%(-!5$L5!22-,1!%-*"IUWWn$L*#'2$2'!(1&-".$)!1-5-%=$%*$!?*-#$d$2%'/2$2'5'1%-*"$

process. Example: User has to write matching key word (2 or more characters) in Search text box in Column No 

11. Then all related NIC CODEs will be listed (including Nic 2 Digit, Nic 4 Digit and Nic 5 Digit) with code and 

#'21(-/%-*"7$S) $[2'($2'5'1%2$9SL$R$Q-.-%$1*#':$%&'"$!0%*3!%-1!55=$!55$%&'$('5!%'#$,'5#2$N5-6'$9SL$U$Q-.-%:$p$Q-.-%:$

R$Q-.-%$!"#$Y"%'(/(-2'$@=/'X$!%$1*503"$TT$C-55$+'$!0%*3!%-1!55=$,55'#7$\!3'$C!=:$-) $02'($2'5'1%2$9SL$p$#-.-%:$%&'"$

('5!%'#$,'5#$*) $U$#-.-%$9SL$L*#'$C-55$+'$,55'#:$+0%$02'($&!2$%*$2'5'1%$9SL$R$#-.-%$)(*3$#(*/$#*C"$NS"$%&-2$1!2':$U$

steps arerequired).

xvii. Person employed - The total number of  people who are directly being paid salary or wages by the enterprise 

3!=$+'$3'"%-*"'#$-"$%&'$!//(*/(-!%'$,'5#7

xviii. Investment in Plant and Machinery or Equipment- While computing the total investment, the original in-

vestment (purchase value of  items) is to be taken into account excluding the cost of  pollution control, research 

!"#$#'?'5*/3'"%:$-"#02%(-!5$2!)'%=$#'?-1'2:$!"#$201&$*%&'($-%'32$!2$3!=$+'$2/'1-,'#:$+=$"*%-,1!%-*"$*) $FaS7$S) $

an enterprise started with a set of  plant and machinery purchased in 2008, worth Rs. 70 Lakh, has procured addi-

tional plant and machinery in the year 2013, worth Rs. 65 Lakh, then the total investment in Plant and Machinery 

may be treated as Rs.135 Lakh.

xix. DIC - @&'$G//5-1!"%:$+!2'#$*"$%&'$5*1!%-*"$*) $%&'$'"%'(/(-2':$&!2$%*$,55$-"$5*1!%-*"$*) $QSL7$@&-2$1*503"$C-55$+'$

active and show option only when there are more than one DIC in the district. In fact, if  there is only one DIC 

in the district, system will automatically register you in the same DIC.
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xx. Submit- The Applicant must click on Submit button to generate OTP which will be sent to email id mentioned 

forregistration. The Applicant has to enter OTP received on mobile (linked with Aadhaar) second time. The Ap-

plicant must enter Captcha before clicking Final Submit button. One should take the printout of  Acknowledge-

ment and Udyog Aadhaar Memorandum for record.

General Legalities

Factories Act, 1948: This is applicable to enterprises where the number of  employees is ten or more and where power 

is used;or twenty or more and power is not used. The enterprises covered under the Act are required to keep certain 

('1*(#2c$302%'($(*554$C*(6'(2$('.-2%'(4$*?'(%-3'$('.-2%'(4$!#?!"1'$('.-2%'(4$('.-2%'($)*($,"'4$('.-2%'($)*($#'#01%-*"24$('.-

ister of  wages; register of  accidents and dangerous occurrences; bond inspection book; register of  cleaning and white 

washing; record of  examination of  parts of  machinery.

Employees Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952: The Act applies to every factory or establishment 

employing 20 or more employees. It, however, exempts a factory or establishment for an initial period of  3 years from 

commencement of  business if  the number of  employees is more than 50 and for an initial period of  5 years if  the 

number of  employees is less than 50. The minimum contribution pay able by the employer is 12% of  the basic salary 

contribution and Dearness Allowance. The employee also makes an equal contribution. The Act, however, does not 

specify a maximum contribution.

Y3/5*=''2B$\%!%'$S"20(!"1'$G1%c$S%$/(*?-#'2$+'"',%2$%*$'3/5*=''2$ -"$1!2'$*) $2-16"'22:$3!%'("-%=$!"#$'3/5*=3'"%$ 

injury and for certain other matters in relation there to. The Act also provides for payment of  contributions by em-

/5*='(2$!"#$'3/5*=''2$!%$%&'$(!%'2$2/'1-,'#$-"$%&'$>-(2%$\1&'#05'$*) $%&'$G1%7$@&'$'H-2%-".$(!%'2$*) $'3/5*=''B2$1*"%(--

+0%-*"$?!(=$!11*(#-".$%*$C!.'2$!"#$%&'$'3/5*='(B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"$-2$'H!1%5=$#*0+5'$%&'$'3/5*=''B2$1*"%(-+0%-*"7$S%$2&!55$

apply to factories employing 20 or more people.

Payment of  Wages Act, 1936: This Act is applicable to factories and establishments, which come under. The Factories Act. 

Minimum Wages Act, 1948: The employer has to pay minimum wages to employees in certain scheduled industries. At 

present, the minimum wages act is applicable in 44 scheduled industries.

The Indian Partnership Act, 1932:The Indian Partnership Act, which was amended in 1932, provides for rules relating 

to foundation of  legal partnership. It states the rights and duties of  the partners amongst themselves and outside and 

lays down rules regarding the dissolution of  partnership.

@&'$S"1*3'$@!H$G1%:$T_TTc$@&'$G1%$.*?'("2$%&'$5'?=$*) $-"1*3'$%!H$-"$S"#-!7$S%$#',"'2$?!(-*02$%'(32$!"#$'H/('22-*"2$

and states the liability of  a person to pay income tax. The rates and pattern of  taxation, however, are changed from 

time to time.

Pollution Control Act: The State Air and Water Pollution Control Board is the body responsible for implementing this 

Act. The act is applicable to all kinds of  industry.

Further, units need to secure GST registration also:

I5&.,-.(N&8/",%,&$(]B00*(C'0.&$$,+8^O

S"$!##-%-*"$%*$%&'$.'"'(!5$5'.!5$('<0-('3'"%2:$%&'('$!('$!$)'C$5'.!5$('<0-('3'"%2$%&!%$!('$2/'1-,1$%*$>**#$8(*1'22-".$

Industries. A food processing enterprise has to comply with several compulsory legal requirements. Implementation 

of  these norms with regard to Small and Medium Enterprises is relatively stringent while cottage and household level 

units sometimes tend to compromise on such stipulations. These laws include:
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h$ Prevention of  Food Adulteration Act (1954): It is the basic statute to protect consumers against supply of  adul-

terated food. The Central Committee for Food Standards under the Directorate General and Health Services 

J-"-2%(=$*) $]'!5%&$!"#$>!3-5=$k'5)!('$&!2$2/'1-,'#$%&'$2%!"#!(#27

h$ Milk and Milk Products Order (MMPO): It regulates milk and milk products production in the country. The order 

requires no permission for units handling less than 10,000 litres of  liquid milk per day or milk solids up to 500 

TPA.

h$ Fruit Products Order (1955):It regulates manufacture and distribution of  all fruit and vegetable products, sweet-

ened aerated waters, vinegar and synthetic syrups. The license is issued by Regional Director of  MoFPI located at 

J03+!-:$Q'5&-:$O*56!%!:$L&'""!-$!"#$P0C!&!%-$+!2'#$*"$%&'$2!%-2)!1%-*"$*) $%&'$1*"1'("'#$*),1'($C-%&$('.!(#$%*$

quality of  production, sanitation and hygiene, machinery and equipment and work area standards.

h$ Standard of  Weights and Measures (Packaged Commodities) Rules (1977):It lays down certain obligations for all 

commodities in packed form with respect to their quality declaration. The Directorate of  Weights and Measures 

under the Ministry of  Food and Civil Supplies operates these rules.

h$ Export (Quality Control and Inspection) Act (1963): It is operated by the Export Inspection Council and under 

%&-2$!1%$3!"=$'H/*(%!+5'$1*33*#-%-'2$&!?'$+''"$"*%-,'#$)*($1*3/052*(=$/('I2&-/3'"%$-"2/'1%-*"$0"5'22$2/'1-,-

cally requested by the importer not to do so.

h$ Z*50"%!(=$\%!"#!(#2c$@&'=$!('$('.05!%'#$+=$*(.!"-;!%-*"2$-"?*5?'#$C-%&$?*50"%!(=$2%!"#!(#-;!%-*"$!"#$1'(%-,1!%'2$

systems concerning quality parameters in food. They are the Bureau of  Indian Standards (BIS) and Directorate 

of  Marketing and Inspection (DMI). The food processing industries sector as a whole involves other legislations.

h$ M-52:$Q'*-5'#$J'!5$!"#$Y#-+5'$>5*0($L*"%(*5$M(#'($NT_V^X!"#$Z'.'%!+5'2$8(*#01%2$L*"%(*5$M(#'(NT_^VXc$S%$1*"-

%(*52$%&'$/(*#01%-*"$!"#$#-2%(-+0%-*"$*) $2*5?'"%$'H%(!1%'#$*-52:$#'I*-5'#$3'!52:$'#-+5'$*-5$2''#$A*0(2$!"#$&=#(*.'"-

!%'#$?'.'%!+5'$*-52$NZ!"!2/!%-X7

h$ Meat Food Products Control Order (1973): It regulates manufacture, quality, and sale of  all meat products and is 

operated by the Directorate of  Marketing and Inspection.

3.2. Regulatory Compliances: DML

3.2.1. Introduction

According to the Maharashtra APMC Act, 1963, section 5 (D) and rule 4 B (1967 amendment), Directorate of  Market-

ing has been authorised to give Direct Marketing License. To opt for the license, one needs to apply to the Directorate 

of  Marketing through online process (website: www.dom.msamb.com).

The means for obtaining DML is given below: 

3.2.2. Guidelines for Securing DML 

1. Eligibility for Direct Marketing License: Any person desiring to purchase agricultural produce directly from  

 farmers in one or more than one market area is eligible for securing Direct Marketing License. 

2. Documents required in the application for Direct Marketing License:

!X$ >*(3$lGg$-"$/('21(-+'#$)*(3!%

+X$ >*(3$lag$NL*55'1%-*"$L'"%('$S")*(3!%-*"X$-"$/('21(-+'#$)*(3!%$
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c) Bank Guarantee (For Maharashtra or more than one division Rs. 5 Lakh, For One Division Konkan, Pune, 

Nasik Rs.5 Lakh. Nagpur Rs.3 Lakh. Amravati and Nagpur Rs.2 Lakh). (No Bank Guarantee and Fee 

exemption;except as is applicable for Farmers Producer Companies only)

#X$ \*5?'"1=$L'(%-,1!%'I$>8L2$#*"B%$('<0-('$!"=$2*5?'"1=$1'(%-,1!%'7$a0%$-%$-2$!#?-2'#$%*$&!?'$2*5?'"1=$1'(%-,1!%'$

of  Rs 10,000 from the bank (Though it is not required)

e) Declaration On Stamp paper Rs. 200 with notarization and with two witnesses

f)    Declaration on Stamp paper of  Rs. 200 about not being a Director or Partner in Private Market or Farmer- 

Consumer Market with notarization and with two witnesses

g)    Operational and Working Guidelines

&X$$$$>*($1*3/!"=$1*"2%-%0%-*":$F'.-2%(!%-*"$L'(%-,1!%':$E-2%$*) $Q-('1%*(2$C-%&$!##('22:$8!"$L!(#$j'(*H:$F'2*50-

tion regarding Signing Authority

-X$$$>*($8(*/(-'%*(I$8!"$L!(#$j'(*H:$G!#&!!($1!(#$j'(*H:$J7\7Y7a7$a-55:$Y5'1%-*"$L!(#:$L&!(!1%'($L'(%-,1!%'

j)  Income Tax Returns of  last 3 years 

k)  Project Report (with photos) 

l)  List of  farmers in contact 

m)  License Fee Challan- 

i.  For one Division area of  operation Rs.500 (Per division Rs. 500).

ii.  For all State or more than one division area of  operation Rs. 1000.

3. How to apply for Direct Marketing License: 

Any person who desires to apply for Direct Marketing License should submit all the prescribed documents to Director 

*) $J!(6'%-".$*),1'$C-%&$%&'$/('21(-+'#$)''7$

4. Where to apply: 

Application should be submitted to Director of  Marketing, Maharashtra State, Pune-1. 

             (Website : www.dom.msamb.com).

Address: - 

Directorate of  Marketing, (Maharashtra State) 

3rd Floor, New Central Building, 5, B. J. Road, Near Sassoon Hospital, Pune - 411001. Tel.: 020 26126628, 26126785. 

(For more information: www.msamb.com).

3.2.3. Operational and working guidelines- Direct Marketing

Guidelines governing Direct Marketing of  Agricultural Products at the Company Collection centres, platforms and 

sourcing centres (as furnished in the Form B and Form C along with the applications) may be amended from time to time.

1. Every collection centre or platform sourcing centre at which direct marketing is to be undertaken (herein after 

1!55'#$lL*55'1%-*"$L'"%('2gX$C-55$&!?'$2/'1-!5$1*0"%'(2$)*($('1'-?-".$%&'$/(*#01'$+(*0.&%$ -"$+=$%&'$)!(3'(2$*($

agriculturists. The company may also utilize mobile van facilities for the purpose of  direct marketing.
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2. The collection centres opened are for the purposes of  sale and purchase of  agricultural produce or such other 

purpose directly or indirectly connected with the sale and purchase of  agricultural produce only.

3. The timings for working of  the collection centres will be from 5.00 AM to 10.00 PM on all days with such vari-

!%-*"2$!2$3!=$+'$"*%-,'#$+=$%&'$1*3/!"=$)(*3$%-3'$%*$%-3':$20+D'1%$%*$"'1'22!(=$15'!(!"1'2$)(*3$%&'$1*"1'("'#$

authorities.

4. Collection centres will maintain and display daily a list of  prices of  the different varieties and grades of  declared 

agricultural produce.

5. Every price quotation made in Collection Centres in respect of  any declared agricultural produce will always be 

exclusive of  the container there of.

6. The seller or Farmer, who intend to sell his agricultural produce to the company, will bring the same to the Col-

lection Centres of  the company.

^7$ @&'$1*3/!"=B2$('/('2'"%!%-?'2$C-55$'?!50!%'$%&'$<0!5-%=$*) $%&'$/(*#01'$+(*0.&%$!"#$1*",(3%$&'$/0(1&!2'$/(-1'$%*$

the seller. in line with the display of  prices.

n7$ M"$1*",(3!%-*"$+=$%&'$2'55'(:$C'-.&3'"%$*($3'!20('3'"%$*) $%&'$!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01'$-2$#*"'$02-".$C'-.&%2$*($

measuring instruments having approval of  weights and measures authorities, in the presence of  the seller.

9. Thereafter a bill is prepared in the form prescribed as under, furnishing details (including price) of  all the ag-

ricultural produce purchased from the seller. One copy of  the bill along with weighment slip is retained by the 

company and one copy of  the same is given to the concerned seller or farmer.

Company Name

Name of  the Collection Centre

Name of  the farmer Date:

S.No. Description Quantity or Nos. Rate or Price Total

Figure 5 Sample bill for district marketing purchase (s)

10. Immediately after any agricultural produce is weighted or measured in the collection centres, the company will 

settle the account and pay the seller as the case may be for the purchase of  the produce so weighted.

11. The payment of  the goods will be made to the agriculturist on the same day of  weighing or measuring of  the 

goods and after deducting the legitimate charges only, provided that under no circumstances payment for produce 

sold will be with held

12. Once the agricultural produce is purchased at collection centers, the same will be send in the company hired vehi-

cles to the warehouse, specially arranged, for cleaning, grading, sorting and storage of  these agricultural produce.

13. After cleaning, grading and sorting, the same will be dispatched to the retail out lets of  the company in company 

hired vehicles.

Tp7$ @&'$!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01':$2*$#-2/!%1&'#:$C-55$+'$,"!55=$2*5#$%*$%&'$('%!-5$102%*3'(2$)(*3$%&'$1*3/!"=$('%!-5$*0%5'%27

15. The Collection Centers will keep regular and proper accounts of  every purchase and sale transaction of  agricul-

%0(!5$/(*#01'$'-%&'($3!"0!55=$-"$!$F'.-2%'($*($*"$1*3/0%'($-"$!$1*3/0%'(-;'#$'"?-(*"3'"%$!2$2/'1-,'#$+=$%&'$

Director.
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16. The Collection Centers will maintain a register or records showing the fees and all other charges collected or paid.

17. The Collection Centers will take all steps to ensure that no one may adulterated any declared agricultural produce 

or cause such produce to be adulterated and it is the duty of  the Collection Centers to take adequate steps includ-

ing power to take sample of  any such produce to see that no declared, agricultural produce dealt threat is adulter-

!%'#$!2$#',"'#$0"#'($@&'$8('?'"%-*"$*) $>**#$G#05%'(!%-*"$G1%$T_Rp7

18. In relation to trading of  the agricultural produce sourced under the direct marketing the company standard pro-

cedures will apply.

T_7$ L*3/!"=$C-55$&!?'$)0("-2&'#$!55$%&'$"'1'22!(=$-")*(3!%-*"$%*$%&'$Q-('1%*($*($%&'$*),1'(2$#05=$!0%&*(-;'#$+=$&-3$

as he may require.

20. Company will produce all the required documents and records to the director and the Director has an authority to 

enter in the Collection Centers for inspection or seizure of  the record and to take action as per the provision soft 

heact, rules and operational working guidelines.

3.3. Regulatory Compliances: Food Safety and Standards activity of  India

The Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006 seeks to consolidate the laws relating to food and to establish the Food 

Safety and Standards Authority of  India for laying down science based standards for articles of  food and to regulate 

their manufacture, storage distribution, sale and import, to ensure availability of  safe and whole some food for human 

consumption and for matters connected there with or incidental there to.

3.3.1. Salient Features of  the Act

h$ Enforcement of  legislation by the State Governments

h$ [@2$%&(*0.&$%&'$\%!%'$L*33-22-*"'($)*($>**#$\!)'%=:$&-2$*),1'(2$!"#$8!"1&!=!%-$F!D$*($J0"-1-/!5$+*#-'2

h$ Emphasis on gradual shift from regulatory regime to self

h$ Compliance through food safety management system

h$ Consistency between domestic and international food policy measures without reducing safeguards to public 

health and consumer protection

h$ Adequate information dissemination on food to enable consumer to make informed choices.

h$ L*3/*0"#-".$!"#$G#D0#-1!%-*"$*) $1!2'2$o$%*$('#01'$L*0(%B2$C*(65*!#$!"#$'H/'#-%'$%&'$#-2/*2!5$*) $1!2'2

h$ Graded penalty depending upon the gravity of  offences

3.3.2. Scope of  The Act

h$ The Act covers activities throughout the food distribution chain, from primary production through distribution 

to retail and catering.

h$ The Act gives the Government powers to make regulations on matters of  food safety. 

h$ The Food Safety and Standards Authority of  India is the principal Government Authority responsible for prepar-

-".$2/'1-,1$('.05!%-*"2$0"#'($%&'$G1%7$
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3.3.3. Process to Apply for FSSAI License

i. Online Process: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/index.aspx.  

ii. Read the instructions given on https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/how_to_apply.html

iii. Registration online through: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/registration_fees_structure.html

-?7$ Q*103'"%2$)*($,(2%$('.-2%(!%-*"c$&%%/2cee)**#5-1'"2-".7)22!-7.*?7-"e#*103'"%|('.-2%(!%-*"|1'(%-,1!%'7&%35

v. Fees Structure: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/central_fees_structure.html

vi. List of  documents for new registration/renewal etc.: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/central_document_ 

 list.html

vii. Fees for State level License: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/fees_structure.html

viii. List of  documents for new registration/renewal etc: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/state_document_list.html

ix. For more detailed information and how to register online please visit: https://foodlicensing.fssai.gov.in/PDF/ 

$ $>aM|[2'(|J!"0!5|Z'(d7W7/#)

!!!
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CHAPTER 4

WORKING CAPITAL FOR 

FPCs - CASE STUDIES

Highlights
This chapter highlights, with case studies, various purposes for which working capital loan is absorbed by an FPC. 

It also presents typical requirement by lending institutions.

Swaroop Shetkari Producer Company Limited was formed with support of  Agriculture Technology Management 

Agency (ATMA)-Aurangabad. ABPF Grant Thornton (GT) has supported the FPC in developing the business 

plan and in strengthening its backward and forward linkages. The FPC has now secured Rs.27 Lakh for procure-

3'"%:$#(=-".$!"#$%(!#-".$*) $3!-;'$!"#$*%&'($1*33*#-%-'2$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!2$C'55$!2$#-('1%$3!(6'%-".7$

The company primarily aggregates maize during Kharif  harvest (around December) and Rabi harvest (around 

March) from its members. Once raw material is procured from members, it is dried to obtain the desired mois-

ture content. The primary buyers of  such value added maize include feed manufacturing units, poultry farms 

!"#$2%!(1&$0"-%27$\\8LE$&!2$2011'22)055=$%(!#'#$2*3'$<0!"%-%=$*) $3!-;'$*"$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$-"$='!($UWTVIT^7$

In order to enable the FPC meet the need of  such credit facility, NABKISAN Finance Ltd. (NFL) sanctioned a 

credit limit of  Rs. 27 Lakh for 6 months (at the rate of  11% interest p.a.). The timely disbursement of  loan has 

'))'1%-?'5=$&'5/'#$%&'$>8L$%*$'H'10%'$%&'$%0("*?'($*) $!//(*H-3!%'5=$F27T7dR$L(*('$-"$%&'$,(2%$<0!(%'($*) $L!5'"#!($

b'!($UWTn7$@&'$'2%-3!%'#$"'%$/(*,%$*"$%&'$%(!"2!1%-*"$-2$!+*0%$F27$d7VU$E!6&7

Solapur Agro Producer Company Limited (SAPCL) is located in Solapur district. The FPC has now secured Rs.27 

E!6&$)*($/(*10('3'"%7$#(=-".$!"#$%(!#-".$-"$3!-;'$!"#$*%&'($1*33*#-%-'2$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!"#$)*($

direct marketing. In order to enable the FPC, meet the need of  such credit facility, ABPF prepared the proposal 

and submitted to NABKISAN Finance Limited (NFL) with all relevant documentation. NFL, sanctioned a credit 

limit of  Rs. 27 Lakh for 6 months (at the rate of  11% interest p.a.). The timely disbursement of  the loan has ef-

fectively helped the FPC to procure about 40 MT of  Maize immediately in 2018. The FPC has already received 

1*",(3!%-*"$)*($2!5'$!%$!$%'"%!%-?'$2'55-".$/(-1'$*) $F27$TRWWW$/'($J@7
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4.1. Introduction:

Working Capital is required by FPC for growth and expansion. Such working capital may be deployed for a range of  

/0(/*2'2$-"150#-".$/0(1&!2'$)(*3$3'3+'(2$!"#$2!5'$%&(*0.&$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$%*$+'"',%$)(*3$/(-1'$!(+-%(!.'7

4.2. Swaroop Shetkari Producer Company Ltd

Swaroop Shetkari Producer Company Limited is a FPC which developed its Farmers Common Service Centre with 

assistance under the Maharashtra Agricultural Competitiveness Project. The company was formed with support from 

the Agriculture Technology Management Agency (ATMA)-Aurangabad. Grant Thornton (GT), which operates the 

Agri Business Promotion Facility of  the MACP project, has supported the FPC in developing the business plan and 

in strengthening its backward and forward linkages.

The company is located at Khultabad Taluka of  Aurangabad district. The company operates an FCSC involved in 

cleaning and grading of  grains and a mini dal mill. The FCSC established at a project cost of  Rs. 18 Lakh has received 

grant in aid assistance under the MACP to the tune of  Rs.13.50 Lakh. The FPC has now secured Rs.27 Lakh for 

/(*10('3'"%:$#(=-".$!"#$%(!#-".$-"$3!-;'$!"#$*%&'($1*33*#-%-'2$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!"#$)*($#-('1%$3!(6'%-".7

To begin with, 13 Producer Groups (PGs) were mobilized in the cluster to form this FPC and today the company 

has developed a strong base of  257 farmer members. Primarily, seven villages – Sultanpur, Devlana Bu., Gadana, 

Kanadgaon, Bhadaji, Borwadi and Devlana Khuthat (with about 6488 acres of  cultivable land) form the catchment 

area for the business of  the FCSC. The major crops in this cluster are Maize, Ginger, Cotton, Gram, Wheat and some 

?'.'%!+5'27$@&'$.0-#!"1'$)(*3$P@$!"#$!//*-"%3'"%$*) $!"$'),1-'"%$3!"!.'($&!2$&'5/'#$%&'$1*3/!"=$%*$#-?'(2-)=$-%2$

portfolio and start trading in maize and other agri-commodities from 2016-17 onwards.

4.2.1. Need for Working Capital

The company primarily aggregates maize during Kharif  harvest (around December) and Rabi harvest (around March) 

from its members. The freshly harvested produce has high moisture content (around 20% or more), whereas market 

players require or prefer moisture to be around 14%. Hence, once raw material is procured from members, it is dried to 

obtain the desired moisture content. The primary buyers of  such value added maize include feed manufacturing units, 

/*05%(=$)!(32$!"#$2%!(1&$0"-%27$G5%'("!%-?'5=:$2*3'$%(!#-".$1!"$+'$/0(20'#$+=$%&'$1*3/!"=$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$

%*$&'#.'$*($.!-"$+'"',%$*) $!(+-%(!.'$*//*(%0"-%-'27$G2$!$3!%%'($*) $)!1%:$\\8LE$&!2$2011'22)055=$%(!#'#$2*3'$3!-;'$*"$

9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$-"$%&'$='!($UWTVIT^7

Yet, the management observed that to ensure greater turnover and returns through trading of  maize it is essential that 

raw material is aggregated from members, value added (dried to reduce moisture) and sold in both physical market as 

C'55$!2$9LQYj$NC&-1&'?'($*/%-*"$-2$/(')'(!+5'X7$]'"1':$%*$&!"#5'$201&$5!(.'$21!5'$/(*10('3'"%:$-%2$3!"!.'3'"%$!"#$

/(*,%!+5'$%(!#-".:$20),1-'"%C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-2$('<0-('#7

4.2.2. Sanction and deployment of  Working Capital

In order to enable the FPC meet the need of  such credit facility, ABPF prepared the proposal and submitted to NAB-

OS\G9$>-"!"1'$E-3-%'#$N9>EX$C-%&$!55$('5'?!"%$#*103'"%!%-*"7$9>E:$*"$%&'$2!%-2)!1%-*"$*) $,"!"1-!5$/(*D'1%-*"2:$

('<0-('#$#*103'"%!%-*"$!"#$-"2/'1%-*"$*) $>8LB2$-")(!2%(01%0(':$2!"1%-*"'#$!$1('#-%$5-3-%$)(*3$UU"#$9*?'3+'($UWT^$

for a period of  6 months of  Rs. 27 Lakh at the rate of  11% interest p.a., payable in monthly instalments.

The timely disbursement of  the loan has effectively helped the FPC to procure about 1100 MT of  Maize immediately 

in December 2017, through part payment to its members (on procurement). The value, in fact, of  the material at the 

rate of  Rs.11000 per MT was about Rs. 1.21 Crore. With some strong marketing linkages, the FPC has already sold the 
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procured maize at an average selling price of  Rs. 13000 per MT. As of  now, the FPC has already executed the turnover 

*) $!//(*H-3!%'5=$F27$T7dR$L(*('$-"$%&'$,(2%$<0!(%'($*) $L!5'"#!($b'!($UWTn7$@&'$'2%-3!%'#$"'%$/(*,%$*"$%&'$%(!"2!1%-*"$

(i.e. after deduction of  all expenses, including interest expenses and normal loss (moisture loss) is about Rs. 3.62 Lakh. 

All instalments of  the loan are timely paid by the FPC. Success of  this model has not only given them experience but 

also encouraged them to further upscale their procurement and trading operations in next season. The company also 

looks forward to diversifyto their product portfolio with other value added crops. 

4.3. Solapur Agro Producer Company Limited

Solapur Agro Producer Company Limited (SAPCL) is a FPC which developed its FCSC with assistance under the 

Maharashtra Agricultural Competitiveness Project (MACP). The company was formed with support from the Agri-

culture Technology Management Agency (ATMA)-Solapur. Grant Thornton (GT), which operates the Agri Business 

Promotion Facility of  the MACP project, has supported the FPC in developing the business plan and in strengthening 

its backward and forward linkages.

The company is located in the south Solapur block of  Solapur district. The company operates an FCSC involved in 

cleaning and grading of  grains anda mini dal mill. The FCSC established at a project cost of  Rs.18 Lakh has received a 

grant in aid assistance under the MACP to the tune of  Rs.13.50 Lakh. The FPC has now secured Rs.27 Lakh for pro-

10('3'"%:$#(=-".$!"#$%(!#-".$*) $3!-;'$!"#$*%&'($1*33*#-%-'2$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!"#$)*($#-('1%$3!(6'%-".7$@*$

begin with, 19 Producer Groups (PGs) were mobilized in the cluster to form this FPC and today the company has de-

?'5*/'#$!$2%(*".$+!2'$*) $d^_$)!(3'($3'3+'(27$8(-3!(-5=:$,?'$?-55!.'2$o$E!?!".-:$O0.&*%:$9-3+!(.-:$J!"#(0/:$O!56!5$

etc. (with about 3810 acres of  cultivable land) form the catchment area for the business of  the FCSC. The major crops 

in this cluster are Maize, Pigeon Pea, Sorghum, Wheat, Gram etc. crops. Further, onions, coriander, fenugreek, other 

?'.'%!+5'2:$'%17$!('$!52*$.(*C"$-"$%&'$1502%'(7$@&'$.0-#!"1'$)(*3$P@$!"#$!//*-"%3'"%$*) $!"$'),1-'"%$3!"!.'($&!2$

helped the company diversify its portfolio and start trading of  maize and other agri commodities.

4.3.1. Need for Working Capital

The company primarily aggregates maize during Kharif  harvest (around December or in January) and Rabi harvest 

N!(*0"#$J!(1&X$ )(*3$ -%2$3'3+'(27$@&'$1*3/!"=B2$!..('.!%-*"$!"#$/(*10('3'"%$ 2%(!%'.=$ -2$&-.&5=$<0!5-%=$1'"%(-17$

Only high quality produce of  moisture between 12-14% is procured directly from members. The primary buyers of  

such value added maize include feed manufacturing units, poultry farms and starch units. Alternatively, some trading is 

/0(20'#$+=$%&'$1*3/!"=$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$%*$&'#.'$*($.!-"$+'"',%$*) $!(+-%(!.'$*//*(%0"-%-'27$

Further, the company members together have surplus production of  tur and chana. The aggregation strategy in the 

context of  pulses is formed to ensure homogenous lot size of  highly preferred varieties followed by value addition 

*) $2!3'$%&(*0.&$15'!"-".$!"#$.(!#-".$/5!"%$*) $%&'$L>L$C&-5'$!52*$3!(6'%-".$2*3'$/*(%-*"$!2$#!5$-"$1*3/!"=B2$*C"$

brand. 

Procurement from members and their prompt payment is critical to make a sustainable business model. The company 

has a policy of  upfront payment on receipt of  material from members (and at higher than prevailing market rate) and 

thus the activity requires adequate funding. Further, value addition and marketing charges are some other major costs 

C&-1&$"''#$!#'<0!%'$5-<0-#$)0"#27$]'"1':$%*$&!"#5'$201&$5!(.'($21!5'$/(*10('3'"%:$ -%2$3!"!.'3'"%$!"#$/(*,%!+5'$

%(!#-".:$20),1-'"%$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$-2$('<0-('#7
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4.3.2. Sanction and deployment of  Working Capital

In order to enable the FPC meet the need of  credit facility, ABPF prepared the proposal and submitted to NAB-

OS\G9$>-"!"1'$ E-3-%'#$C-%&$ !55$ ('5'?!"%$ #*103'"%!%-*"7$9>E:$ *"$ 2!%-2)!1%-*"$ *) $ ,"!"1-!5$ /(*D'1%-*"2:$ ('<0-('#$

#*103'"%!%-*"$!"#$-"2/'1%-*"$*) $>8LB2$-")(!2%(01%0('$2!"1%-*"'#$!$1('#-%$5-3-%$)*($V$3*"%&2$*) $F27$U^$E!6&$N!%$%&'$

rate of  11% interest p.a., payable in monthly instalments) starting from 22nd November 2017. 

The timely disbursement of  the loan has effectively helped the FPC to procure about 40 MT of  Maize immediately in 

January 2018, making full upfront payment to its members (on procurement of  highest quality). The value, in fact, of  

the material (at the rate of  Rs. 13500 per MT) was about Rs.5.4 Lakh. With some strong market linkages, the FPC has 

!5('!#=$('1'-?'#$1*",(3!%-*"$)*($2!5'$N%*$+'$#*"'$-"$3*"%&$*) $J!(1&X$!%$!$%'"%!%-?'$2'55-".$/(-1'$NC-%&$/(-1'$1&!".'$

subject to market price movement) of  Rs.15000 per MT. The company looks to further use the fund limit to replicate 

2-3-5!($%(!"2!1%-*"27$@&'$1*3/!"=$!52*$'H/'1%2$3*('$%(!#-".$*) $3!-;'$*"$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$-"$%&'$3*"%&$*) $>'+(0!(=$

2018, when the company will take call to transact based on price levels and movement. 

Further, tur is also harvested the company plans to sell cleaned and graded produce directly to processors to gain about 

4-5% higher than market rate. The same strategy will be used to transact in case of  chana as well. All instalments of  the 

loan are timely paid by the FPC and all dues of  procurement are paid off  too. The prospective success of  this model 

has encouraged them to further upscale their procurement and trading operations in the next season. The company 

also looks at diversifying their product portfolio with other value added crops. 

!!!
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CHAPTER 5

NCDEX OPERATION FOR 

HEDGING AGAINST  

COMMODITY PRICE RISK

Highlights
@&-2$1&!/%'($2&!55$&'5/$02$%*$0"#'(2%!"#$%&'$*/'(!%-*"2$*) $9LQYj$)*($&'#.-".$!.!-"2%$1*33*#-%=$/(-1'$(-267

Trade in commodities takes place in either spot markets or future markets. In spot markets, the commodity trade 

&!//'"2$-33'#-!%'5=:$-"$'H1&!".'$)*($1!2&$*($*%&'($1*33*#-%-'27$9LQYj$-2$!$/(*)'22-*"!55=$3!"!.'#$*"I5-"'$

305%-$1*33*#-%=$'H1&!".'$/5!%)*(37$9LQYj$-2$!$"!%-*"I5'?'5:$%'1&"*5*.=$#(-?'"$#'I3!%'(-!5-;'#$*"I5-"'$1*3-

modity exchange platform with an independent Board of  Directors and professional management - both not 

&!?-".$!"=$?'2%'#$-"%'('2%$ -"$1*33*#-%=$3!(6'%27$9LQYj$-2$('.05!%'#$+=$\'10(-%-'2$!"#$YH1&!".'$a*!(#$*) $

India commodity based on a standardized contract. One does not have to compulsorily make or accept deliveries 

of  physical goods there. Trade in futures contracts happens electronically and the contracts can be settled in cash.

G$1*33*#-%=$)0%0('2$1*"%(!1%$-2$!"$!.(''3'"%$%*$+0=$*($2'55$!$2/'1-,1$<0!"%-%=$*) $!$1*33*#-%=$!%$!$,H'#$#!%'$-"$

)0%0('$!%$!$/('#'%'(3-"'#$/(-1'7$@&-2$1*"%(!1%$2/'1-,'2$)0(%&'($#'%!-52:$5-6'$%&'$<0!5-%=$*) $%&'$1*33*#-%=$!"#$%&'$

#'5-?'(=$5*1!%-*"7$@&-2$1*"%(!1%$!55*C2$+0='(2$*) $1*33*#-%-'2$%*$!?*-#$%&'$(-262$!22*1-!%'#$C-%&$/(-1'$A01%0!%-*"2$

of  products or raw materials.

Futures traders always trade in an organised exchange. Also the quality, quantity and delivery date of  commodities 

2'(?'2$%*$.0!(!"%''$)05,53'"%$*) $%'(32$*) $%&'$)0%0('2$1*"%(!1%7$@(!#'(2$#*$"*%$&!?'$%*$/!=$%&'$'"%-('$?!50'$*) $!$

contract. They need to deposit a margin that is 5%-10% of  contract value. The market is regulated by government 

!.'"1-'27$@&'$!1%0!5$#'5-?'(=$1!"$%!6'$/5!1'$!2$/'($%&'$21&'#05'7$M"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$!+*0%$UW$!.(-105%0('$

commodities are traded in futures. In Maharashtra, currently 4 commodities like maize, soybean, turmeric, bengal 

gram. are traded based on the availability of  delivery centre.

Participating on the online exchange platform integrates remote users, overcoming barriers of  distance. It in-

creases access to market and service providers and facilitates new product and service development to meet 

new demand. It encourages movement from illegal or informal to legitimate or organised marketplace. Farmers 

become more informed about market and pricing. Cropping based on futures market increases returns rather 

than cropping based on spot market. The delivery-based transparent price discovery is helping improve market 

'),1-'"1=7$>!(3'(2$!('$!+5'$%*$!11'22$#-2%!"%$3!(6'%2$%&(*0.&$5*.-2%-127$S%$('#01'2$#-?'(2-%=$-"$<0!5-%=$2%!"#!(#2$*) $

%&'$3!(6'%7$S%$-"1('!2'2$/0(1&!2'($1*",#'"1'$-"$5*1!5$<0!5-%=$1*"%(*5$*($1'(%-,1!%-*"7$

F'5-!+5'$/(*#01%$.(!#-".:$C!('&*02-".$!"#$3!(6'%$3'1&!"-232$&'5/$)!(3'(2$!11'22$,"!"1':$%&'('+=$)*2%'(-".$-"-

creased productivity and higher rural incomes. It reduces costs of  borrowing by reducing risks of  both borrower 

and lender. This helps avoid serious losses when prices fall and enables farmers to receive a guaranteed price from 

!$/0(1&!2'($*($-"%'(3'#-!(=7$9GaOS\G9$-2$20//*(%-".$)*($,"!"1-".$>8L2$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$('<0-('3'"%$%*$

complete the trade cycle. 

S"$J!&!(!2&%(!$!+*0%$UV$JGL8$/(*3*%'#$!2$C'55$!2$Td$*%&'($>8L2$!('$!5('!#=$-"%*$9LQYj$)0%0('2$%(!#-".$

while many more have carried out trial trade of  between 10- 30 MT.
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5.1.  Introduction

National Commodity and Derivatives Exchange Limited is a professionally managed on-line multi- commodity ex-

1&!".'$/5!%)*(37$@&'$2&!('&*5#'(2$*) $9LQYj$1*3/(-2'2$*) $ 5!(.'$"!%-*"!5$ 5'?'5$ -"2%-%0%-*"2:$/0+5-1$2'1%*($+!"62$

!"#$1*3/!"-'27$G2$!$3!%%'($*) $)!1%:$9LQYj$-2$%&'$*"5=$1*33*#-%=$'H1&!".'$-"$%&'$1*0"%(=$/(*3*%'#$+=$"!%-*"!5$

5'?'5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$@&-2$0"-<0'$/!('"%!.'$'"!+5'2$-%$%*$*))'($!$+*0<0'%$*) $+'"',%2:$C&-1&$!('$10(('"%5=$-"$2&*(%$20/-

/5=$-"$%&'$1*33*#-%=$3!(6'%27$@&'$-"2%-%0%-*"!5$/(*3*%'(2$!"#$2&!('&*5#'(2$*) $9LQYj$!('$/(*3-"'"%$/5!='(2$-"$

%&'-($('2/'1%-?'$,'5#2$!"#$+(-".$C-%&$%&'3$-"2%-%0%-*"!5$+0-5#-".$'H/'(-'"1':$%(02%:$"!%-*"C-#'$('!1&:$%'1&"*5*.=$!"#$

(-26$3!"!.'3'"%$26-5527$9LQYj$-2$!$/0+5-1$5-3-%'#$1*3/!"=$-"1*(/*(!%'#$*"$G/(-5:$UWWd$0"#'($%&'$L*3/!"-'2$G1%:$

T_RV7$9LQYj$-2$!$"!%-*"I5'?'5:$%'1&"*5*.=$#(-?'"$#'I30%0!5-2'#$*"I5-"'$1*33*#-%=$'H1&!".'$C-%&$!"$-"#'/'"#'"%$

Board of  Directors and professional management - both not having any vested interest in commodity markets. It is 

committed to provide a world-class commodity exchange platform for market participants to trade in a wide spectrum 

*) $1*33*#-%=$#'(-?!%-?'2$#(-?'"$+=$+'2%$.5*+!5$/(!1%-1'2:$/(*)'22-*"!5-23$!"#$%(!"2/!('"1=7$9LQYj$-2$('.05!%'#$+=$

\'10(-%-'2$!"#$YH1&!".'$a*!(#$*) $S"#-!7$9LQYj$-2$20+D'1%'#$%*$?!(-*02$5!C2$*) $%&'$5!"#$5-6'$%&'$\'10(-%-'2$L*"%(!1%2$

NF'.05!%-*"X$G1%:$T_RV:$L*3/!"-'2$G1%:$\%!3/$G1%:$L*"%(!1%$G1%$!"#$?!(-*02$*%&'($5'.-25!%-*"27$9LQYj$&'!#<0!(-

ters is located in Mumbai and offers facilities to its members from the centres located throughout India. As of  March 

2017, the Exchange offered trading in 25 commodity contracts, which includes 22 agricultural commodity contracts, 1 

bullion commodity contracts and 2 metal commodity contracts.

5.2. About Futures Trade

The trade in commodities takes place in either spot markets or futures markets. In spot markets, the commodity trade 

happens immediately, in exchange for cash or other commodities. In futures markets, buyers and sellers trade a com-

modity based on a standardised contract. You do not have to compulsorily make or accept deliveries of  physical goods 

here. Trade in futures contracts happens electronically and the contracts can be settled in cash.

G"$'))'1%-?'$!"#$'),1-'"%$3!(6'%$)*($%(!#-".$-"$1*33*#-%=$)0%0('2$('<0-('2c

h$ Z*5!%-5-%=$-"$%&'$/(-1'2$*) $1*33*#-%-'2

h$ E!(.'$"03+'(2$*) $+0='(2$!"#$2'55'(2$C-%&$#-?'(2'$(-26$/(*,5'2$N&'#.'(2:$2/'105!%*(2:$!"#$!(+-%(!.'0(2X

h$ @&'$/&=2-1!5$1*33*#-%-'2$%*$+'$)0".-+5'$N-7'7$-%$2&*05#$+'$/*22-+5'$%*$'H1&!".'$%&'3X

G$1*33*#-%=$)0%0('2$1*"%(!1%$-2$!"$!.(''3'"%$%*$+0=$*($2'55$!$2/'1-,1$!3*0"%$*) $!$1*33*#-%=$!%$!$,H'#$#!%'$-"$%&'$

)0%0('$!%$!$/('$#'%'(3-"'#$/(-1'7$@&-2$1*"%(!1%$2/'1-,'2$)0(%&'($#'%!-52:$5-6'$%&'$<0!5-%=$*) $%&'$1*33*#-%=$!"#$%&'$#'-

livery location. 

An investor could take a long position (where he buys a contract) or a short position (where he sells it). If  the inves-

tor expects the price of  a commodity to rise, he takes a long position. If  he expects the price to fall, he opts for the 

2&*(%$/*2-%-*"7$@&'2'$1*"%(!1%2$!55*C$+0='(2$*) $1*33*#-%-'2$%*$!?*-#$%&'$(-262$!22*1-!%'#$C-%&$/(-1'$A01%0!%-*"2$*) $

products or raw materials. For example, processor of  pulses may buy a contract for protection against rising purchase 

prices. The sellers of  commodities enter into contracts to lock in a price for their products. For example, a maize 

processing company may take a contract to guard against a fall in maize prices in future. Other players like funds, ar-

bitrageurs, and retail investors—use futures contracts to gain from price movements.

The prices of  commodities change on a daily basis. When the price of  a commodity rises, the buyer of  the futures 

contract makes money. The buyer gets the product at the lower, agreed-upon price. He can now sell it at the higher 

current market price. If  the price falls, the seller of  the futures contract makes money. The seller buys the commodity 
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at the current lower market price. He then sells it to the futures buyer at the higher, agreed-upon price.

In India, trade in commodity futures takes place on exchanges. Some well-known exchanges are the National Com-

3*#-%=$!"#$Q'(-?!%-?'2$YH1&!".'$N9LQYjX$!"#$%&'$J05%-$L*33*#-%=$YH1&!".'$*) $S"#-!$NJLjX7

When a Farmer Producer Company sells commodity futures, he does not have to pay the full price of  the contract. 

The FPC simply has to deposit a percentage of  the contract as margin with the broker. The commodities trading ex-

change determines the margin amount. It is typically 5–10% of  the contract value.

Case illustration on Futures Trade

An FPC decides to sell 10 MT of  Soybean futures for a certain price. FPC has to pay a certain amount as the margin. 

This margin amount is much lower than the actual price for 10 MT of  Soybean. If  the price of  Soybean increases by 

Rs 200, then Rs 200 is debited from his account. If  the price of  soybean falls by Rs 500, then Rs 500 is credited to his 

account. Once the producer feels that the amount gained will not change further, he may choose to sell the futures.

5.3. Feature of  Future Trade

There are several features of  futures trade. They are:

1. Organised:$L*33*#-%=$)0%0('2$1*"%(!1%2$!5C!=2$%(!#'$*"$!"$*(.!"-2'#$'H1&!".'7$9LQYj$!"#$JLj$!('$'H!3-

/5'2$*) $'H1&!".'2$-"$S"#-!7$9bJYj:$EJY$!"#$LMJYj$!('$2*3'$-"%'("!%-*"!5$'H1&!".'27

2. Standardised: Commodity futures contracts are highly standardised. This means the quality, quantity, and deliv-

ery date of  commodities is predetermined by the exchange on which they are traded.

3. Eliminate counter-party risk:$L*33*#-%=$)0%0('2$'H1&!".'2$02'$15'!(-".$&*02'2$%*$.0!(!"%''$)05,53'"%$*) $%&'$

terms of  the futures contract. This eliminates the risk of  default by the other party.

4. Facilitate margin trading: Commodity futures traders do not have to pay the entire value of  a contract. They 

need to deposit a margin that is 5–10% of  the contract value. This allows the investor to take larger positions 

while investing less capital.

5. Fair practices: Government agencies regulate futures markets closely. For example, there is the Forward Markets 

Commission (FMC) in India and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in the Unites States. The 

regulation ensures fair practices in these markets.

6. Physical delivery: For physical delivery, the member needs to provide the exchange with prior delivery informa-

%-*"7$]'$!52*$"''#2$%*$1*3/5'%'$!55$#'5-?'(=I('5!%'#$)*(3!5-%-'2$!2$2/'1-,'#$+=$%&'$'H1&!".'7

5.4. Commodities for Futures Trade in Maharashtra

M"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3:$!+*0%$UW$!.(-105%0('$1*33*#-%-'2$!('$%(!#'#$-"$)0%0('2$+0%$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!:$10(('"%5=$p$

commodities are traded based on the availability of  delivery centre. Following are the 4 commodities traded in futures 

*"$9LQYj$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!c

1. Maize

2. Soybean

3. Turmeric

4. Bengal Gram
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5.5. Delivery Centres at Maharashtra

Following is the different delivery centres for commodities traded in futures:

Table 44 Delivery centres for commodities traded in futures

Sr. No. Location Commodities Traded

1 Jalgaon Maize (Kharif)

2 Akola Soybean

3 Sangli Maize (Rabi), Maize (Kharif), Sugar, Turmeric

4 Nagpur Soya Bean 

5 Latur Soya Bean 

6 Basmat Turmeric

X2\2( Q&+&-%$(%0(BCD$O

1. Empowering farmers to make better cropping and selling decisions 

>!(3'(2$!('$3*('$5-6'5=$%*$,"#$!$3!(6'%$)*($1(*/2$C&'"$%(0'$5'?'5$*) $#'3!"#$-2$('A'1%'#$-"$%&'$/(-1'$2-."!527$J*('$!1-

curate price signals avoid shortages, gluts and other distortions or anomalies that lead to mismatch of  demand-supply. 

E*1!5$/(-1'$#-21*?'(=$/(*?-#'2$+'%%'($/(-1'$.0-#!"1'$%*$)!(3'(2$+'1!02'$-%$('A'1%2$%&'$#*3'2%-1$-"#02%(=$(!%&'($%&!"$

foreign fundamentals. 

S%$+0-5#2$"'C$26-552$!"#$'"&!"1'2$1!/!1-%=$)*($-"1*3'$#-?'(2-,1!%-*"7$S%$'"1*0(!.'2$)!(3'(2$%*$*(.!"-;'$1*55'1%-?'5=$%*$

!11'22$!"#$+'"',%$)(*3$"'C$2'(?-1'27$8!(%-1-/!%-".$*"$%&'$*"5-"'$'H1&!".'$/5!%)*(3$-"%'.(!%'2$('3*%'$02'(2:$*?'(1*3-

ing previous barriers of  distance. It increases access to markets (prices, trading, other services); increases access to 

service providers (brokers, banks, warehouses); facilitates new product and service development to meet new needs. It 

encourages movement from illegal or informal to legitimate or organised marketplace.

2. Reducing information asymmetries 

Farmers become more informed about market and pricing information. They get better price from intermediaries 

because of  neutral and authoritative reference prices. This increases returns to farmers as well as enables them to hold 

until price level is good. At a micro level, market price information informs producers how the price is developing – 

and is expected to develop – during the season. This enables them to decide when the optimal time is to deliver goods 

%*$3!(6'%7$L(*//-".$+!2'#$*"$)0%0('2$(!%&'($%&!"$2/*%$/(-1'$-"1('!2'2$5-6'5=$('%0("27$@&-2$)!1-5-%!%'2$1(*/$#-?'(2-,1!%-*"$

where farmers can better appreciate price, and ultimately income differentials. It empowers farmers as they can take 

more marketing decisions into their own hands.

@&'$#'5-?'(=I+!2'#$%(!"2/!('"%$/(-1'$#-21*?'(=$-2$&'5/-".$-3/(*?'$3!(6'%$'),1-'"1=:$C&-1&$-"$%0("$-2$5'!#-".$%*$+'%%'($

price realization by farmers.

3. Upgrading storage, grading and technology infrastructure 

Enhanced storage and logistics infrastructure reduces need for distress sales. Farmers are able to access more distant 

3!(6'%2$%&(*0.&$5*.-2%-127$S%$!?*-#2$C!2%!.'$-) $.**#2$1!"$+'$'))'1%-?'5=$2%*('#7$S%$-"%(*#01'2$+'%%'($*($3*('$K21-'"%-,1B$

2%*(!.'$&!(#C!('$!"#$/(!1%-1'27$[/.(!#'#$<0!5-%=$2%!"#!(#2$-"1('!2'$1(*/B2$20-%!+-5-%=$%*$'"#$02'($('<0-('3'"%27$S%$-3-

proves quality of  production by rewarding better quality and consistency of  crop. It reduces diversity of  quality stand-

!(#2$-"$%&'$3!(6'%7$S%$-"1('!2'2$/0(1&!2'(B2$1*",#'"1'$-"$5*1!5$<0!5-%=$1*"%(*5$*($1'(%-,1!%-*"7$G5('!#=$-"$1*33*#-%-'2$

5-6'$.0!($2''#:$.0!($.03$!"#$1!2%*(:$%&'$3!(6'%$%*#!=$%!562$*) $l9LQYj$<0!5-%=g$)*($C&-1&$/('3-03$-2$*))'('#7$S%$

needs to add suite of  products (options in particular) and facilitate credit and insurance products to the ground level 
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participants which is on the anvil. 

The increasing interest and participation of  FPCs in the delivery of  maize, soybean and turmeric at the Exchange is 

changing the agricultural landscape of  Maharashtra. Farmers have been able to recognize the value of  meeting NC-

QYj$2%!"#!(#2$!"#$!#*/%'#$.(!#-".$!"#$!22!=-".$/(!1%-1'27$@&-2$-2$)0(%&'($&'5/-".$-"$'"20(-".$%&'$20//5=$*) $#'2-('#$

quality to the industry.

12(>?5/+*,+8(/..&$$(%0(.F&/5&'($0#'.&$(06 (-+/+.&(

F'5-!+5'$ /(*#01%$ .(!#-".:$C!('&*02-".$ !"#$3!(6'%$3'1&!"-232$&'5/$ )!(3'(2$ !11'22$,"!"1':$ %&'('+=$ )*2%'(-".$ -"-

creased productivity and higher rural incomes. It reduces costs of  borrowing by reducing risks to borrower and 

lender. A reliable system of  collateral management, and in particular of  warehouse receipts, can make the provision of  

1*33*#-%=$,"!"1'$%*$%&'$2'1%*($!$3*('$?-!+5'$/(*/*2-%-*"$)*($/(*2/'1%-?'$,"!"1-'(27$S%$/(*?-#'2$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$%*$

1*?'($-3/*(%!"%$'H/'"2'2$!"#$!?*-#$#-2%('22$2!5'27$S%$05%-3!%'5=$'"!+5'2$.('!%'($1!/-%!5$)*($-"?'2%3'"%7$@&02:$,"!"1-".$

becomes more organised and predictable. Investments lead to growth and performance upgrade in the agri-sector.

5. Price risk management 

This helps avoid serious losses when prices fall and enables farmers to receive a guaranteed price from a purchaser 

or intermediary. Farmers are able to undertake more effective planning and investment because of  greater income 

predictability. It reduces transaction costs for managing risk compared with other methods.

X2M2(B/'=&'(C'0*#.&'(!0=5/+AH$(B#%#'&$(K'/*&(!A."&

9LQYj$!"#$>8L2$/(*3*%'#$+=$JGL8$!('$15*2'5=$C*(6-".$%*.'%&'($C-%&$20//*(%$*) $Ga8>$1'55$NP(!"%$@&*("%*"X7$

L0(('"%5=$!+*0%$dW$>8L2$!('$('.-2%'('#$*"$%&'$9LQYj$/5!%)*(3$C&-5'$TW$>8L2$&!?'$%(!#'#$1*33*#-%-'2$5-6'$3!-;':$

2*=+'!"$!"#$%0(3'(-179LQYj$&!2$3!#'$J!&!$>8L2$N>'#'(!%-*"$*) $J!&!(!2&%(!$>8L2X$!"$!0%&*(-;'#$!.'"1=$)*($

registration of  FPCs on recommendation of  the ABPF cell. The documentation for the registration has been mini-

mized for FPCs considering minimal SEBI norms after recommendation of  ABPF cell. The following futures trade 

process is being depicted from the experience of  such trade done in the year 2017 by 4 FPCs located in Jalgaon and 

Aurangabad region with support of  the ABPF cell.

Figure 6:Complete Futures Trading Process

During the trade done in 2017, the spot price of  maize was Rs. 1200 per quintal whereas Rs. 1415 per quintal was 

futures price after 3 months. The margin money required to initiate the trade was about Rs. 150 per quintal (11% of  

%(!#'$?!50'X7$Ga8>$1'55$C-%&$20//*(%$*) $9LQYj$"'.*%-!%'#$C-%&$9GaOS\G9$)*($,"!"1-".$>8L2$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$

requirement to complete the trade cycle. The requirement of  loan was for purchase of  maize from member farmers 

and margin money for doing trade. Once the working capital sanction was received and margin money deposited, 

FPCs received the trade contract. After the trade contract was received, the balance working capital loan was provided 

to the FPCs for the procurement of  commodity. Further, the commodity was stored either at government warehouses 

*($9LQYj$C!('&*02'27$M"$#'5-?'(=$#!%':$>8L2$1!((-'#$*($%(!"2/*(%'#$%&'$1*33*#-%=$%*$"'!(+=$#'5-?'(=$1'"%('$*) $

9LQYj$C&'('$*),1-!52$!%$#'5-?'(=$1'"%('2$3!#'$/&=2-1!55=$?'(-,1!%-*"$*) $%&'$1*33*#-%=$!"#$!//(*?'#7$>-"!55=:$>8L2$

received the payment after 7 days of  trade and they, thus, repaid the balance loan amount of  NABKISAN.
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SPOT PRICE @ Rs. 1200
FUTURE TRADE LOCK 

@ Rs. 1415
MARGIN MONEY (5 –

10%) @ Rs. 150 

WC LOAN (1ST Release –
Rs. 150)

CONTRACT NOTE 
(Submission to FI)

WC LOAN (2nd Release –
Rs. 1250)

PAYMENT TO FARMERS 
@ Rs. 1250 (Rs. 50 

premium)

STORAGE @ Rs. 18 for 3 
months (Govt. or  NCDEX 

Warehouses)

LOGISTIC AND LABOUR 
EXPENSES @ Rs. 40

LOAN INTEREST 
REPAYMENT @ 42 for 3 
months (12% interest)

DELIVERY & PAYMENT 
RECEIPT – Rs. 1565 (Rs. 

1415 + Rs. 150)

LOAN PRINCIPLE 
REPAYMENT – Rs. 1400 

(Rs. 1250 + Rs. 150)

Figure 6 : Complete Futures Trading Process
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5.8. Note on FPC impacts

S"$J!&!(!2&%(!:$UV$>8L$20//*(%'#$+=$JGL8$!"#$Td$*%&'($>8L2$!('$!5('!#=$-"%*$9LQYj$>0%0('2$%(!#-".$C&'('-"$

some of  them has carried out trial trade of  10- 30 MT. Swaroop FPC in Aurangabad sold about 10 MT or 100 quin-

tals of  Maize in the Futures market in March 2017 (at the rate of  Rs. 1414 per quintal) for April, 2017.This was when 

J!-;'$C!2$2*5#$!%$%&'$(!%'$*) $F27$TUWW$/'($<0-"%!5$#0(-".$J!(1&$UWT^7$@&'$,(3$+!2-1!55=$3!#'$!+*0%$F27$TWWW$/'($J@$

!2$"'%$/(*,%7$G//!('"%5=:$!+*0%$F27$n$/'($E!6&$*) $%(!"2!1%'#$?*503'$&!2$%*$+'$/!-#$!2$2'(?-1'$1&!".'7$@&-2$C!2$!$%(-!5$

operation.

Figure 7 : 9LQYj$@(!#'$+'"',%$%*$)!(3'(2$!"#$+0='(2

Cost of  
Trade – Rs. 

1500

Trade 
Receipt –
Rs. 1565

Benefit to 
Farmers –

Rs. 115 (Rs. 
65 + Rs. 50)
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Assuming trade of  even 20% of  typical FPC potential volume of  2000 MT, FPCs can make about (200 MT* Rs. 100) 

*($!+*0%$F27$pW:WWW7$>*($&-.&'($?*503'2$C&-1&$3!=$+'$!+*0%$pWI$RWq$*) $>8L2$3'3+'(B2$1!/!1-%=$-"$C&-1&$1!2'$%&'$

net yield (even accounting for Rs. 50- 100 as transport charges to collection centre and warehouse charges at the rate 

of  50 % of  Rs. 200 per month) is likely to be even Rs 1 Lakh. In fact, many FPCs are into soybean trading. One FPC 

sold about 20MT of  soybean at the rate of  Rs. 2950 in Nov, 2017 for Dec, 2017. This was when soybean was marketed 

N-"$/&=2-1!5$3!(6'%X$!%$%&'$(!%'$*) $F27$UVWW$/'($J@$-"$9*?:$UWT^7$@&'$*/%-*"$*) $2%*(!.'$-"$C!('&*02'$*) $9LQYj$

for extended periods is also an advantage. Charges are about 2.75 per tonne per day or less than Rs. 100 per month. 

S"$201&$1!2'2:$-) $%&'$>8L$&!2$!11'22$%*$C*(6-".$1!/-%!5:$-%$1!"$/0(1&!2'$)(*3$3'3+'(2$!"#$2'55$%&(*0.&$%&'$9LQYj$

/5!%)*(3$%*$+'"',%$)(*3$/(-1'$!(+-%(!.'7$\'?'(!5$>8L2$0"#'($%&'$JGL8$!('$!5('!#=$-"%*$9LQYj$%(!#-".7

K/G"&(1X(N,$%(06 (BC!H$(.0==0*,%,&$(%'/*&*(0+(`!4>h(C"/%60'=

S.No Name of  FPC District Commodity Quantity(MT)

1 Changdeo FPC Jalgaon Maize 10

2 Swaroop FPC Aurangabad Maize 10

3 Development FPC Jalgaon Maize 10

4 Anjjani Khore FPC Jalgaon Maize 10

5 P*#!?!(-$Z!55'=$>!(3'(B2$/(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E-3-%'# Hingoli Turmeric 40

6 \0(=!$>!(3'(B2$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$E-3-%'# Hingoli Soyabean 10

7 Amdapur Agro Producer Company Limited Buldhana Soyabean 10

8 Mayureshwar Agri Horti producer Company Limited Pune Soyabean 100

9 Z-#!(+&!$\&'%6!(-$O(02&-$J!5$8(!6(-=!$!"#$[#=*. Amravati Soyabean 10

10 Krushimauli Farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

11 Paris Farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

12 Fulumari Farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

13 Shri Balnath Farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

14 Krushisamrajya Farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

15 Pariwartan Organic Farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 40

16 Melghat Farmer Producer Company Limited Amravati Soyabean 10

17 Sant Dnyaneshwar farmer Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

18 Green Future Producer Company Limited Washim Soyabean 10

19 Kisan raj Agro Producer Company Limited Akola Soyabean 10

20 Akot Agro Producer Company Limited Akola Soyabean 10

21 Adhunik Kisan Producer Company Limited Akola Soyabean 10

22 Hirkani Farmer Producer Company Limited Akola Soyabean 10

23 Z!(&!#$P(!-"2$G.(-105%0('$8(*#01'($L*3/!"= Akola Soyabean 10

24 Swaroop Shetkari Producer Company Limited Aurangabad Soyabean 30

!!!
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CHAPTER 6

NEW DIMENSIONS OF 

TECHNOLOGY FOR FPCs

Highlights
This chapter presents the importance of  technology for helping farmers and FPCs to increase their income. In 

order to meet the information needs of  farmers, the Ministry of  Agriculture and Farmers Welfare has devel-

oped different websites and portals offering information of  market prices, soil health card, crop insurance and 

Government schemes. Mobile phone is utilized by private and public sector in agricultural advisory services for 

agronomic practices, crop protection advisories, weather forecasts and market prices. The main purpose of  ‘Shet-

6!(-$J!2-6B$-2$%*$/(*?-#'$-")*(3!%-*"$*"$!.(-105%0('$!"#$!.(*I20-%'$3*#'("$%'1&"*5*.=$%*$('!#'(2$)*($!##-%-*"!5$

.(*C%&$*) $!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01%-*"7$ S%$/(*?-#'2$.0-#!"1'$*"$!55$,'5#$1(*/2:$ !"-3!5$&02+!"#(=:$/*05%(=:$,2&'(=:$

forestry, agro industry, and biotechnology.

Kisan Suvidha is an omnibus mobile app providing information on weather of  the current day and next 5 days, 

dealers, market prices, agro advisories, plant protection, IPM practices etc. Crop Insurance mobile app may be 

02'#$%*$1!5105!%'$%&'$-"20(!"1'$/('3-03$)*($"*%-,'#$1(*/2$+!2'#$*"$!('!:$1*?'(!.'$!3*0"%$!"#$5*!"$!3*0"%$-"$

case of  loanee farmer. Agri-Market mobile app can be used to secure information on the market price of  crops 

-"$%&'$3!(6'%2$C-%&-"$RW$63$*) $%&'$#'?-1'B2$5*1!%-*"7

lS>>LM$O-2!"g$ -2$!"$S"#-!"$!.(-105%0('$)!(3'($20?-#&!$G//$C&-1&$/(*?-#'2$%&'$ 5!%'2%$3!"#-$/(-1'2:$C'!%&'($

forecast, agricultural advisory, best practices tips related to agriculture, animal husbandry, horticulture; a buyer 

and seller platform, and all agriculture related news and government schemes.

MyAgriGuru is an Agriculture app to assist farmers in their journey towards better and innovative farming while 

boosting their incomes.

RML Farmer is an agricultural app where farmers can keep up with latest commodity and mandi prices, precise 

usage of  pesticides and fertilizers, farm and farmer related news, weather forecast and advisory, provides agricul-

%0(!5$!#?-1'$*?'($"'C2$('.!(#-".$.*?'("3'"%B2$!.(-105%0(!5$/*5-1-'2$!"#$.*?'("3'"%$21&'3'27

\*-5$]'!5%&$L!(#$3*+-5'$!//$-2$02'#$)*($('.-2%(!%-*"$*) $2*-5$2!3/5'2$1*55'1%'#$!%$)!(3$,'5#2$!"#$%&'"$)*($2'"#-".$

this information to the National Soil Health Card Portal. The samples are tested in labs and test results are entered 

+=$('2/'1%-?'$\*-5$@'2%-".$E!+$*),1-!527

KG.(*\%!($)*($O-2!"B$G//$-2$!$*"'I2%*/$2*50%-*"$)*($!55$!.(-I"''#27$>!(3'($1!"$!11'22$<0!5-%=$1*"%'"%$!"#$+(*C2'$

through a wide variety of  quality products like seeds, crop protection, nutrition and also hardware belonging to 

best agri-brands in the country. 

ANANTHAM is a one-stop digital solution, designed and developed to suit the crop solution requirements of  

Indian growers.
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6.1. New Dimensions of  Agriculture Extension:  Portals and Mobile Apps for 
members of  FPCs

@&'$J-"-2%(=$*) $G.(-105%0('$!"#$>!(3'(2B$k'5)!('$!52*$!-32$%*$-3/(*?'$!C!('"'22$!"#$6"*C5'#.'$'),1-'"1=$*) $)!(3-

ers. A comprehensive ICT strategy has, therefore, been developed not only to reach out to farmers but also for plan-

"-".$!"#$3*"-%*(-".$*) $21&'3'2$2*$%&!%$/*5-1=$#'1-2-*"2$1!"$+'$%!6'"$!%$!$)!2%'($/!1'$!"#$)!(3'(2$1!"$+'$+'"',%'#$

quickly. To empower different sections, different ICT strategies have been devised: Those who have access to digital 

infrastructure can get the information through websites or web portals; Those who have smart phones can access 

the same information through mobile apps; Those who have basic phones, can get this information through SMS 

advisories sent by experts; To get personalized information, farmers can call at the toll free number of  Kisan Call 

Centre- 18001801551.

J-"-2%(=$*) $G.(-105%0('$!"#$>!3'(2B$k'5)!('$-2$!52*$-3/5'3'"%-".$%&'$9!%-*"!5$'I.*?'("!"1'$85!"IG.(-105%0('$N9'P8I

A) also. Its aim is to achieve rapid development in India through use of  information and Communication Technology 

for timely access to agriculture related information for farmers. Lack of  information at proper time causes a huge loss 

to farmers. Under NeGP-A, around 60 online services have been developed for monitoring of  schemes so that quick 

analysis and reporting can be done.

Under Digital India interventions of  the Government- Agriculture 2.0(Digital Agriculture) has been given a promi-

nent place for improving overall development of  the country through increasing the agriculture output by ensuring 

availability of  information on various agriculture and allied sectors activities. Some of  the ICT interventions are given 

below:

Websites or Portalsc$S"$*(#'($%*$3''%$%&'$-")*(3!%-*"$"''#$*) $%&'$)!(3'(2B:$J-"-2%(=$*) $G.(-105%0('$!"#$>!(3'(2B$

Welfare has developed different websites and web portals that allow farmers to access the information using the in-

ternet information on market price, soil health card, crop insurance, government schemes etc., is available to farmers 

through websites. These websites also aim at enhancing communication between the research institution and the farm-

'(27$>!(3'(2B$8*(%!5:$G.3!(6"'%:$\*-5$]'!5%&$L!(#$8*(%!5:$'I$9GJ:$L(*/$S"20(!"1'$'%17$!('$%&'$C'+$/*(%!52$#'?'5*/-

ment for farmers. 

Use of  mobile Applications: Spreading agriculture related information to farmers in the poorest communities easily 

by proliferation of  mobile phones. Few mobile apps developed for farmers are:

Kisan Suvidha mobile app$c$8(*?-#'2$-")*(3!%-*"$*"$,?'$1(-%-1!5$/!(!3'%'(2I$C'!%&'(:$-"/0%$#'!5'(2:$3!(6'%$/(-1':$

plant protection and experts answer alerts. An additional tab directly connects the farmers with the Kisan Call Centre 

where agriculture experts ensure their queries. Unique features like extreme weather alerts and market price in the state 

as well as throughout India have been added to empower farmers in the best possible manner.

Pusa Krishi app : Helps farmers to get information about latest technology developed in research labs. This app is 

!1%0!55=$%(!"2)'((-".$%&'$%'1&"*5*.=$)(*3$lEGa$%*$EG9Qg7$G.(-3!(6'%$3*+-5'$G//$1!"$+'$02'#$%*$.'%$%&'$3!(6'%$

price of  crops in market within 50 km of  the devices location. This app automatically captures the location of  person 

using mobile GPS and fetches the market price. 

@*#!=:$-")*(3!%-*"$-2$!2$-3/*(%!"%$!2$&!(#$('2*0(1'2$5-6'$-"/0%2:$!"#$2*3'%-3'2$3*('$-3/*(%!"%7$]*C'?'(:$,'5#$5'?'5$

'H%'"2-*"$-2$5-3-%'#7$@&'$('<0-('3'"%$*) $,'5#$5'?'5$'H%'"2-*"$/'(2*""'5$-2$'2%-3!%'#$%*$+'$!+*0%$T7d$IT7R$3-55-*"$!.!-"2%$

the present availability of  about 0.1 million personnel. The mobile phone comes in as a saviour here. Many initia-
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tives have been taken in this regard to utilize mobile phones by private sector and public sector in agricultural advisory 

service for agronomic practices, crop protection advisories, weather forecasts and market prices. Many Government 

departments, the private sector and Agricultural Universities have developed various apps for farmers in regional lan-

guages. Some of  these are presented below: 

Table 46 c$G//B2$!"#$2'(?-1'$/(*?-#'(2$)*($/(*?-#-".$!.(-o('5!%'#$-")*(3!%-*"

Sr No Name of  App Information Logo

i)

Shetkari Masik 

App (Marathi)

 

\&'%6!(-$J!2-6g:$!$/*/05!($5*C$/(-1'#$3!.!;-"':$&!2$+''"$/0+-

lishing issues every month since 1965. The main purpose of  

K\&'%6!(-$J!2-6B$ -2$%*$/(*?-#'$-")*(3!%-*"$*"$!.(-105%0('$!"#$

agro-suite modern technology to readers for additional growth 

-"$ !.(-105%0(!5$ /(*#01%-*"7$ S%$ /(*?-#'2$ .0-#!"1'$ *"$ !55$ ,'5#$

1(*/2:$!"-3!5$&02+!"#(=:$/*05%(=:$,2&'(=:$)*('2%(=:$!.(*$-"#02-

try and biotechnology 

Core features: -

I$$$$$\&'%6!(-$J!2-6$G//$-2$!?!-5!+5'$-"$5*1!5$KJ!(!%&-B$5!".0!.'7

-     Downloaded magazine can easily read anywhere, anytime 

-"$*)A-"'$3*#'7

-    All previous magazine editions can also be downloaded.

ii) Kisan Suvidha   

Kisan Suvidha is an omnibus mobile app developed to help 

farmers by providing relevant information promptly. On the 

click of  a button, they can get information on weather of  cur-

rent day and next 5 days, dealers, market prices, agro adviso-

ries, plant protection, IPM Practices etc. Unique features like 

extreme weather alerts and market prices of  commodity in the 

nearest area and the maximum price in state as well as through-

out India have been added to empower farmers in the best 

possible manner.

 

iii) Crop Insurance

Crop Insurance mobile app may be used to calculate the In-

20(!"1'$8('3-03$)*($"*%-,'#$1(*/2$+!2'#$*"$!('!:$ 1*?'(!.'$

amount and loan amount in case of  loanee farmer. It can also 

be used to get details of  normal sum insured, extended sum 

insured, premium details and subsidy information of  any noti-

,'#$1(*/$-"$!"=$"*%-,'#$!('!7$L0(('"%5=:$%&-2$!//$-2$!?!-5!+5'$-"$

Hindi and English.

 

iv) AgriMarket

AgriMarket mobile app can be used to secure information 

!+*0%$3!(6'%$/(-1'$*) $1(*/2$C-%&-"$RW$63$*) $%&'$#'?-1'B2$5*1!-

tion. This app automatically captures the location of  person 

using mobile GPS and fetches the market price of  the crops in 

those markets which falls within the range of  50 km. There is 

another option to secure price of  any market and any crop in 

case a person does not want to use GPS location.  
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v) IFFCO Kisan

lS>>LM$O-2!"g$-2$!"$S"#-!"$!.(-105%0('$)!(3'($20?-#&!$G//:$

which helps the Indian farmer to make informed decisions by 

accessing customized agricultural information related to their 

need. The agriculture suvidha app is for Kisan suvidha and 

provides the latest mandi prices, weather forecast, agricultur-

al advisory, best practices tips related to agriculture, Animal 

Husbandry, horticulture; a buyer and seller platform, and all 

agriculture related news and government schemes. This Indian 

farmer app is for Kisan suvidha, to provide agriculture alerts 

and agriculture advisories in 11 Indian languages in text as well 

as agriculture audio clips for the convenience of  farmers who 

are most comfortable in their own language.

 

vi) MyAgriGuru

MyAgriGuru is an agriculture app available in India in Hindi 

!"#$Y".5-2&$C&-1&$ &!2$ +''"$ 2/'1-,1!55=$ #'2-."'#$ )*($ S"#-!"$

farmers. It aims to assist them in their journey towards bet-

ter and innovative farming while boosting their incomes. This 

agriculture app strives to ensure that every farmer in India has 

access to the latest agricultural technology and techniques so 

that they are able to raise healthy crops. 
 

vii) RML Farmer

RML Farmer is an agriculture app where farmers can keep up 

with latest commodity and mandi prices, precise usage of  pes-

ticides and fertilizers, farm and farmers related news, weather 

forecast and advisory, provides agricultural advice all news 

('.!(#-".$ .*?'("3'"%B2$ !.(-105%0(!5$ /*5-1-'2$ !"#$ .*?'("3'"%$

schemes. Users can choose from over 450 crop varieties, 1300 

mandis, 3500 weather locations across 50,000 villages and 17 

states of  India.  

viii)

Soil Health 

Card mobile 

app

Soil Health Card mobile app is used for registration of  soil 

2!3/5'2:$ 1*55'1%'#$ !%$ )!(3$ ,'5#2$ !"#$ )*($ 2'"#-".$ %&-2$ -")*(-

mation to the National Soil Health Card Portal. Registration 

requires entry of  essential details about a farmer, his land hold-

ings, crops for which recommendations are sought and ferti-

lizers available for required to improve the health of  the soil. 

Mobile application captures the longitude and latitude of  the 

place automatically where samples are collected thus ensur-

ing authenticity of  the sample collection and correctness of  

the information. Mobile application does not require net con-

"'1%-?-%=$ #0(-".$ 2!3/5'$#'%!-52$ '"%(=$ )(*3$ %&'$,'5#27$Q!%!$ -2$

stored and pushed on to a server whenever net connectivity is 

established. The samples are tested in labs and test results are 

'"%'('#$+=$$('2/'1%-?'$\*-5$@'2%-".$E!+$*),1-!527
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ix) Agro -Star

KG.(*\%!($ )*($O-2!"B$G//$ -2$ !$ *"'I2%*/$ 2*50%-*"$ )*($ !55$ !.(-I

needs. Farmer can access quality content and browse through 

a wide variety of  quality products like seeds, crop protection, 

nutrition and also hardware belonging to best agri-brands in 

the country. The app shows crucial information like crop-solu-

tions, the cost of  product per acre, precautions, sowing meth-

ods, preventive and curative measures. It intelligently shows 

some of  the common crop problems and diseases, the farmer 

or Kisan might face and recommends products that can be 

used to solve them with information about the dosage, spec-

trum, etc. 

The farmer can buy right from the app through a simple tap 

*"$lk!"%$%*$a0=vg7

x) Anantham

 It is a digital platform where the growers have access to Syn-

.'"%!B2$'H/'(%-2'$!"#$1!"$'"D*=$!55$('5!%'#$-")*(3!%-*"7$k-%&$%&'$

5!%'2%$-"/0%2$)(*3$%&'-($'H/'(%2$*"$!"#$*)) $%&'$,'5#:$G9G9-

THAM is a one-stop digital solution, designed and developed 

to suit the crop solution requirements of  Indian growers.

!!!
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CHAPTER 7

MANAGEMENT OF FPC

Highlights
This chapter shall help us to understand the management structure of  an FPC, their rights, powers and duties.

@&-2$2'1%-*"$1*?'(2$.*?'("!"1'$-220'2$*) $!$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=$-"$d$3!D*($1*"%'H%2c$3'3+'(2:$a*Q2$!"#$*),1'$

bearers. The authority, rights, voting rights and cessation of  membership is considered. With regard to the BoDs, 

their powers and functions, appointment, removal and resignation is also considered.

Members act through the general body and the body alone can approve the budget and adopt annual accounts of  

the company, appoint auditor, amend MOA and AOA, etc. 

Once a person becomes a member, she or he is entitled to exercise all the rights of  a member like transfer the 

share and speak at general meeting, etc.

Each active member shall have a minimum of  one vote. However, newly admitted members shall have no voting 

(-.&%2$)*($!%$5'!2%$V$3*"%&2$*($)*($!$%-3'$/'(-*#$!2$2/'1-,'#$+=$%&'$+*!(#7

There are many ways by which a person ceases to be a member of  the company like if  he transfers his shares, 

forfeits his shares, death etc.

Y?'(=$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$2&*05#$&!?'$!$a*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2$*) $"*%$5'22$%&!"$,?'$!"#$"*%$3*('$%&!"$,)%''"7$

In general, the board has authority and is responsible for formulating, supervising and monitoring the perfor-

mance of  the Producer Company in matters like determination of  dividend payable, admission of  new members, 

!//*-"%3'"%$*) $LYM$!"#$*%&'($*),1'(2:$-"?'2%3'"%$*) $%&'$)0"#2$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$-"$%&'$*(#-"!(=$1*0(2'$*) $-%2$

business, issue of  bonus shares, etc.

@&'$3'3+'(2$C&*$2-."$%&'$3'3*(!"#03$!"#$!(%-15'2$1!"$#'2-."!%'$%&'('-"$%&'$,(2%$aMQ2$C&*$2&!55$.*?'("$

the affairs of  the company until the directors are elected by the members in a general meeting. Every director in 

!$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=:$'5'1%'#$+=$3'3+'(2$-"$.'"'(!5$3''%-".:$2&!55$&*5#$*),1'$)*($!$/'(-*#$*) $"*%$5'22$%&!"$*"'$

='!($!"#$"*%$3*('$%&!"$,?'$='!(27

The directors are allowed to take reimbursement of  actual expenses incurred by them while attending companies 

meeting.

Q-('1%*($*) $!$1*3/!"=$1!"$+'$('3*?'#$)(*3$*),1'$+')*('$%&'$'H/-(-".$*) $%'(3$+=$'-%&'($2&!('&*5#'(2$*) $%&'$

1*3/!"=$*($+=$2%!%'$*($1'"%(!5$.*?'("3'"%$*($%&'$%(-+0"!57$G$#-('1%*($1!"$!52*$('2-."$)(*3$*),1'$-"$%&'$3!""'($

provided by articles (if  provided) or else by giving reasonable notice to the company. 

Individual appointed to look after day-to-day affairs of  the company like CEO, accountant, godown keeper etc. 

!('$%&'$*),1'$+'!('(2$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=7

BOD has to appoint a CEO who is accountable for the performance of  the Producer Company both to the BOD 

and to the members. She or he shall be authorized to exercise the powers and discharge functions like doing ad-

ministrative acts of  a routine nature.
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7.1. Governance of  a Producer Company

To understand the governance of  the company, it can be segregated in three major aspects.

Members or shareholders: A Producer Company can act only through its members. Thus, a company is created by 

the members, and can also be wound-up by them. The members act through their General Body. 

Board of  Directors : Elected by members

D6-.&(G&/'&'$ : They are selected persons to manage day-to-day affairs of  the company, including CEO, accountant 

etc.  They are salaried personnel.

7.1.1. Members 

G$3'3+'($-2$#',"'#$!2$!$K/'(2*"$*($/(*#01'($-"2%-%0%-*":$C&'%&'($-"1*(/*(!%'#$*($"*%:$!#3-%%'#$!2$!$3'3+'($*) $!$

8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$!"#$C&*$('%!-"2$%&'$<0!5-,1!%-*"2$"'1'22!(=$)*($1*"%-"0!"1'$*) $3'3+'(2&-/4$3'3+'(2&-/$2&!55$

+'$?*50"%!(=$!"#$-2$!?!-5!+5'$%*$!55$'5-.-+5'$3'3+'(2$N1(-%'(-!$*) $3'3+'(2&-/$#',"'#$-"$%&'$G(%-15'2$*) $G22*1-!%-*"$*) $

!$1*3/!"=X$C&*$1!"$/!(%-1-/!%'$!"#$!?!-5$%&'$)!1-5-%-'2$*($2'(?-1'2$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=B7$$

7.1.2. The Authority of  Members on the Company

Basically , members act through the General Body, and the Body alone can: Approve the Budget and adopt the Annual 

Accounts of  the Company; Approve the quantum of  withheld price; Approve the patronage bonus; Authorize the 

issue of  bonus shares; Appoint an auditor; Declare a dividend and decide on the distribution of  patronage; Amend 

the Memorandum of  Association and Articles of  Association; Specify the conditions and limits of  loans that may 

+'$.-?'"$+=$%&'$a*!(#$%*$!"=$Q-('1%*(4$!"#$G//(*?'$*($!1%$*"$!"=$*%&'($3!%%'(2$%&!%$!('$2/'1-,1!55=$('2'(?'#$-"$%&'$

Articles for decision by the Members. 

7.1.3. Rights of  Members 

Effectively, once a person becomes a member she or he is entitled to exercise all the rights of  a member until she or he 

ceases to be a member in accordance with the provisions of  the Act. The rights of  a member are: to transfer his shares; 

to vote on resolutions at meetings of  the Company; to request on an extraordinary general meeting of  the Company 

or to be a joint requisition;  to receive notice of  a general meeting; to attend and speak in a general meeting;  to move 

amendments to resolutions proposed at meetings; in case the member is a corporate body, to appoint a representative 

to attend and vote at general meetings on its behalf;  to request the Company to circulate its resolutions;  to enjoy the 

/(*,%2$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=$%&(*0.&$%&'$2&!('$*) $#-?-#'"#24$$%*$'5'1%$#-('1%*(2$!"#$%*$/!(%-1-/!%'$-"$%&'$3!"!.'3'"%$*) $

the Company through them; to apply to the Company Law Board for relief   in case of  oppression or mismanagement; 

to apply to the Court for winding up of  the Company; to get share in the surplus on winding up; and to have a share 

1'(%-,1!%'$-220'#$%*$&-3$-"$('2/'1%$*) $&-2$2&!('27$

7.1.4. Voting Rights of  a Member 

h$ S"$1!2'$C&'('$%&'$3'3+'(2&-/$1*"2-2%2$2*5'5=$*) $-"#-?-#0!5$3'3+'(2:$%&'$?*%-".$(-.&%$-2$+!2'#$*"$2-".5'$?*%'2$)*($

every member, irrespective of  his or her shareholding or patronage.

h$ S"$1!2'$C&'('$%&'$3'3+'(2&-/$-2$1*3/*2'#$*) $-"#-?-#0!52$!2$C'55$!2$8(*#01'($-"2%-%0%-*"2:$?*%-".$(-.&%2$-2$1*3-

puted on the basis of  a single vote for every member.

h$ Y!1&$!1%-?'$3'3+'($&!2$!$3-"-303$*) $*"'$?*%'7$9'C5=$!#3-%%'#$J'3+'(2$&!?'$"*$?*%-".$(-.&%2$)*($!%$5'!2%$2-H$

3*"%&2$N*($)*($!$%-3'$/'(-*#$!2$2/'1-,'#$+=$%&'$a*!(#X7$
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7.1.5.  Cessation of  Membership 

A member is seized off  with his or her membership; by transferring his or her shares.  In the case of  a transfer, the 

person transferring will continue to be a member until the shares are registered in the name of  the transferee; by for-

feiting his or her shares; by a valid surrender; by death, but until the shares are transmitted, his or her estate will be 

valid for any money due on the shares; by the Company selling his shares in exercise of  its right under its Articles of  

Association; by order of  a Court or any other competent authority attaching and selling the shares,  in satisfaction of  

!$#'1(''$*($15!-34$+=$%&'$*),1-!5$!22-."''$#-215!-3-".$&-2$2&!('2:$*"$&-2$!#D0#-1!%-*"$!2$!"$-"2*5?'"%4$+=$('1'22-*"$*) $

contract of  membership, on the grounds of  misrepresentation or mistake. 

7.2. Board of  Directors  

Y?'(=$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$2&*05#$&!?'$!$a*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2$*) $"*%$5'22$%&!"$,?'$!"#$"*%$3*('$%&!"$,)%''"7$$$

7.2.1 Powers and Functions of  the Board

The Board may act only in areas not reserved to the General Body and may not exercise executive functions. In gen-

eral, the Board has authority and is responsible for formulating, supervising, and monitoring of  the performance of  

the Producer Company in respect of  the following matters: 

h$ Q'%'(3-"!%-*"$*) $%&'$#-?-#'"#$/!=!+5'7$

h$ Q'%'(3-"!%-*"$*) $%&'$<0!"%03$*) $C-%&&'5#$/(-1'$!"#$('1*33'"#'#$/!%(*"!.'$%*$+'$!//(*?'#$!%$.'"'(!5$3''%-".7$

h$ G#3-22-*"$*) $"'C$3'3+'(27$

h$ 80(20'$!"#$)*(305!%'$*(.!"-;!%-*"!5$/*5-1=:$*+D'1%-?'2:$'2%!+5-2&$ 5*".I%'(3$!"#$!""0!5$*+D'1%-?'2:$!"#$!//(*?'$

2%(!%'.-'2$!"#$,"!"1-!5$/5!"2$

h$ G//*-"%3'"%$*) $!$LYM$!"#$*%&'($*),1'(2:$!2$3!=$+'$2/'1-,'#$-"$%&'$G(%-15'27$

h$ YH'(1-2'$20/'(-"%'"#'"1':$#-('1%-*"$!"#$1*"%(*5$*?'($LYM$!"#$*%&'($*),1'(27$

h$ \!"1%-*"$!"=$5*!"$*($!#?!"1':$-"$1*""'1%-*"$C-%&$%&'$+02-"'22$!1%-?-%-'2$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$%*$!"=$3'3+'(:$

not being a director or his relative. 

h$ S"?'2%3'"%$*) $%&'$)0"#2$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$-"$%&'$*(#-"!(=$1*0(2'$*) $-%2$+02-"'227$

h$ G1<0-2-%-*"$*($#-2/*2!5$*) $/(*/'(%=$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$-"$-%2$*(#-"!(=$1*0(2'$*) $+02-"'227$

h$ L&'16$%&!%$/(*/'($K+**62$*) $!11*0"%B$-2$3!-"%!-"'#7$

h$ Y"20('$%&!%$!""0!5$!11*0"%2$!('$/5!1'#$+')*('$%&'$!""0!5$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$C-%&$%&'$!0#-%*(B2$('/*(%7$$$

h$ @&'$a*!(#$3!=$3!6'$('1*33'"#!%-*"2$-"$%&'$1!2'$*) $%&*2'$3!%%'(2$('2'(?'#$)*($#'1-2-*"$*) $%&'$P'"'(!5$a*#=7$

h$ G//(*?!5$*) $+0#.'%$!"#$!#*/%-*"$*) $!""0!5$!11*0"%2$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=4$G//(*?!5$*) $/!%(*"!.'$+*"024$

Issue of  bonus shares.

h$ \/'1-)=$%&'$1*"#-%-*"2$!"#$5-3-%2$*) $5*!"2$%&!%$3!=$+'$.-?'"$+=$%&'$+*!(#$%*$!"=$#-('1%*(4$!"#$$

h$ G//(*?!5$*) $!"=$%(!"2!1%-*"$*) $%&'$"!%0('$!2$-2$%*$+'$('2'(?'#$-"$%&'$!(%-15'2$)*($!//(*?!5$+=$%&'$3'3+'(27$$

G55$%&'$/*C'(2$2/'1-,'#$!+*?'$2&!55$+'$'H'(1-2'#$+=$%&'$a*!(#$*"5=$+=$3'!"2$*) $!$('2*50%-*"$/!22'#$!%$-%2$3''%-".$!"#$

#'1-2-*"$1!"$+'$3!#'$*($('2*50%-*"$!#*/%'#$+=$K1-(105!%-*"B7$

7.2.2. Appointment of  Directors

@&'$3'3+'(2$C&*$2-."$%&'$3'3*(!"#03$!"#$!(%-15'2$3!=$#'2-."!%'$%&'('-"$%&'$,(2%$Ka*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2B$C&*$2&!55$

govern the affairs of  the company until the directors are elected by the members in a general meeting, which has to 

+'$#*"'$C-%&-"$"-"'%=$#!=2$*) $-"1*(/*(!%-*"$*) $K8(*#01'($L*3/!"=B7$$Y?'(=$#-('1%*($-"$!$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=:$'5'1%'#$
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+=$%&'$3'3+'(2$-"$%&'$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$2&!55$&*5#$*),1'$)*($!$/'(-*#$*) $"*%$5'22$%&!"$*"'$='!($!"#$"*%$3*('$%&!"$

,?'$='!(27$G52*:$-%$302%$+'$"*%'#$%&!%$%&'$'"%-('$a*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2:$'H1'/%$%&'$L&-') $YH'10%-?'$M),1'($!"#$YH/'(%$

Q-('1%*(2:$-2$20+D'1%$%*$('%-('3'"%$+=$(*%!%-*"$-"$!$/'(-*#$*) $,?'$='!(27$F'%-('3'"%$*) $Q-('1%*(2$2&!55$%!6'$/5!1'$!%$%&'$

Annual General Meeting where the re-election also shall take place. However, every director who retires is eligible for 

re-appointment by the Board.

7.2.3. Additional or Expert Directors

@&'$a*!(#$3!=$1*I*/%$*"'$*($3*('$'H/'(%$#-('1%*(2$*($!"$!##-%-*"!5$#-('1%*($"*%$'H1''#-".$*"'$,)%&$*) $%&'$%*%!5$

"03+'($*) $#-('1%*(2$*($!//*-"%$!"=$*%&'($/'(2*"$!2$!##-%-*"!5$#-('1%*($)*($201&$/'(-*#$!2$%&'$a*!(#$3!=$#''3$,%7

7.2.4.  Alternate Directors 

The Board of  Directors of  a Producer Company may, if  authorized by its Articles of  Association or a resolution 

passed by the company in general meeting, appoint an alternative director to act in a place of  an original director dur-

ing his absence for not less than three months from the State in which the Board meetings are ordinarily held. The 

!5%'("!%-?'$#-('1%*($2*$!//*-"%'#$&*5#2$*),1'$)*($%&'$/'(-*#$%&'$*(-.-"!5$#-('1%*($-2$!C!=$)(*3$%&'$\%!%'$!"#$C&'"$%&'$

original director returns to the State in which the meetings of  the board are ordinarily held, the alternative director 

ceases to be the director. 

7.2.5.  Remuneration to Directors 

F'-3+0(2'3'"%$*) $!1%0!5$'H/'"2'2$*) $%(!?'55-".:$5*#.-".$!"#$)**#$-"10(('#$C&-5'$!%%'"#-".$%&'$L*3/!"=B2$3''%-".$

(Business or Non-business) is allowed. However, in case of  business need of  the Company, provision can be made for 

!$,H'#$Q!-5=$G55*C!"1'$NQGX$!"#$*%&'($)!1-5-%-'2$5-6'$1*330"-1!%-*"$!55*C!"1'2$)*($!55$*($*"5=$2'5'1%'#$#-('1%*(2$C&*$

!('$.-?-".$%&'-($'H%(!$%-3':$)*($%&'$/(*3*%-*"$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=B2$+02-"'22$!1%-?-%-'27$$

7.2.6.  Removal of  a Director and Cessation of  Directorship 

a) By Shareholders of  the Companyc$$G$#-('1%*($3!=$+'$('3*?'#$)(*3$*),1'$+')*('$%&'$'H/-(=$*) $&-2$%'(3$+=$

shareholders of  the Company. 

The shareholders of  a company may, by passing an ordinary resolution at a general meeting, remove a director before 

%&'$'H/-(=$*) $%&'$/'(-*#$*) $&-2$*),1'7

However, the following directors cannot be removed by the company unless otherwise stipulated in the terms of  their 

appointment.  

h$ G$#-('1%*($!//*-"%'#$+=$%&'$L'"%(!5$P*?'("3'"%$0"#'($\'1%-*"$pWn4$

h$ G$#-('1%*($!//*-"%'#$+=$!$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"$0"#'($%&'$%'(32$*) $!$5*!"$!.(''3'"%4$!"#$

h$ G$#-('1%*($!//*-"%'#$+=$%&'$9!%-*"!5$L*3/!"=$E!C$@(-+0"!57$

b) The State or Central Government : A director may be removed by the Central Government.  The Central Gov-

ernment may remove a director by making a case against the person and refer the same to the Tribunal with the request 

that the Tribunal inquire into the case and record the decision as to whether or not such a person is eligible to hold the 

*),1'$*) $#-('1%*(:$*($!"=$*%&'($*),1'$1*""'1%'#$C-%&$%&'$1*"#01%$!"#$3!"!.'3'"%$*) $!"=$1*3/!"=7

c) The Tribunal : Where on application to the Tribunal for prevention of  oppression under Section 397 and mis-

3!"!.'3'"%$0"#'($\'1%-*"$d_n$*) $%&'$G1%:$%&'$@(-+0"!5$,"#2$%&!%$%&'$('5-') $*0.&%$%*$+'$.(!"%'#:$-%$3!=$%'(3-"!%'$*($

set aside any agreement of  the company with the director or managing director or other managerial personal on such 
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terms and conditions as it think just and equitable.  The court may constitute an advisory board as a proper admin-

istrator. Where the appointment of  the director is so terminated or set aside, he cannot, except with the leave of  the 

@(-+0"!5:$2'(?'$!"=$1*3/!"=$-"$!$3!"!.'(-!5$1!/!1-%=$)*($!$/'(-*#$*) $,?'$='!(27$]'$!52*$1!""*%$20'$%&'$1*3/!"=$)*($

#!3!.'2$*($1*3/'"2!%-*"$)*($5*22$*) $*),1'7$

7.2.7. Resignation of  Directors

G$#-('1%*($3!=$('2-."$&-2$*),1'$-"$%&'$3!""'($/(*?-#'#$+=$%&'$G(%-15'27$$S) $%&'$G(%-15'2$1*"%!-"$"*$/(*?-2-*"$('.!(#-

-".$%&'$('2-."!%-*"$+=$!$#-('1%*(:$&'$3!=$('2-."$&-2$*),1'$!%$!"=$%-3'$+=$.-?-".$('!2*"!+5'$"*%-1'$%*$%&'$L*3/!"=:$"*$

matter whether the Company accepts it or not. A Chief  Executive or Managing or Whole Time Director, however, 

cannot resign merely by giving notice.  His resignation is governed by the terms and conditions of  his appointment.  

In this case, the formal acceptance of  the resignation is essential so as to make it effective, for he has to be relieved of  

his duties and obligations. 

7.2.8.  Penalty of  a Director 

S) $!$#-('1%*($*($!"$*),1'($*) $!$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$C-55$)055=$)!-5$%*$)0("-2&$!"=$-")*(3!%-*"$('5!%-".$%*$%&'$!))!-(2$*) $

the Producer Company required by a Member or a person duly authorized on this behalf, he shall be liable to impris-

*"3'"%$)*($!$%'(3$C&-1&$3!=$'H%'"#$%*$2-H$3*"%&2$!"#$C-%&$!$,"'$'<0-?!5'"%$%*$,?'$/'($1'"%$*) $%&'$%0("*?'($*) $%&'$

1*3/!"=$#0(-".$/('1'#-".$,"!"1-!5$='!(7$@&02:$-) $!$#-('1%*($*($*),1'($*) $!$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$

h$ 3!6'2$!$#')!05%$-"$&!"#-".$*?'($%&'$102%*#=$*) $+**62$*) $!11*0"%$!"#$*%&'($#*103'"%2$*($/(*/'(%=$-"$&-2$102%*#=$

%*$%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$*) $C&-1&$&'$-2$!$#-('1%*($*($*),1'(4$*(

h$ )!-52$%*$1*"?'"'$%&'$!""0!5$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$*($*%&'($.'"'(!5$3''%-".24$

\&'$*($&'$2&!55$+'$/0"-2&!+5'$C-%&$!$,"'$C&-1&$3!=$'H%'"#$%*$F27$T$E!6&:$!"#$-"$%&'$1!2'$*) $!$1*"%-"0-".$#')!05%$

*($)!-50(':$C-%&$!"$!##-%-*"!5$,"'$C&-1&$3!=$'H%'"#$%*$F27$TW:WWW$)*($'?'(=$#!=$#0(-".$C&-1&$201&$#')!05%$*($)!-50('$

continues.

M2<(D6-.&(Q&/'&'$

M),1'$+'!('(2$!('$%&'$-"#-?-#0!52$!//*-"%'#$%*$5**6$!)%'($%&'$#!=I%*I#!=$!))!-(2$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=:$5-6'$LYM:$!11*0"%!"%:$

go down keeper etc. They are salaried people of  the company. Fair representation should be given to women members 

!2$*),1'($+'!('(27

M2<232(!F,&6 (>?&.#%,@&(D6-.&'(

a*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2$&!2$%*$!//*-"%$)055$%-3'$LYM$!3*".2%$/'(2*"2$*%&'($%&!"$3'3+'(27$@&'$<0!5-,1!%-*":$'H/'(-'"1'$

!"#$%&'$%'(32$!"#$1*"#-%-*"2$*) $2'(?-1'2$2&!55$+'$#'1-#'#$+=$%&'$a*!(#7$@&'$LYM$2&!55$+'$%&'$'HI*),1-*$Q-('1%*($

of  the Board and shall not retire by rotation. The CEO shall be entrusted with substantial powers of  management as 

may be determined by the Board. She or he is accountable for the performance of  the Producer Company, both, to 

the Board of  Directors and to the Members. The CEO shall be authorized to exercise the powers and discharge the 

functions as described below:     

h$ Q*$!#3-"-2%(!%-?'$!1%2$*) $!$(*0%-"'$"!%0('$-"150#-".$3!"!.-".$%&'$#!=I%*I#!=$!))!-(2$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=4$

h$ M/'(!%'$+!"6$!11*0"%2$*($!0%&*(-;'$!"=$/'(2*":$20+D'1%$%*$%&'$.'"'(!5$*($2/'1-!5$!//(*?!5$*) $%&'$a*!(#4$

h$ J!6'$!((!".'3'"%2$)*($2!)'$102%*#=$*) $1!2&$!"#$*%&'($!22'%2$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=4$$
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h$ \-."$+02-"'22$('5!%'#$#*103'"%2$!2$3!=$+'$!0%&*(-;'#$+=$%&'$a*!(#$)*($!"#$*"$+'&!5) $*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=4$

h$ J!-"%!-"$/(*/'($+**62$*) $!11*0"%$/('/!('$!""0!5$!11*0"%2:$/5!1'$%&'$!0#-%'#$!11*0"%2$+')*('$%&'$a*!(#$!"#$-"$

the annual general meeting of  the Members; 

h$ >0("-2&$%&'$3'3+'(2$C-%&$/'(-*#-1$-")*(3!%-*"$%*$!//(!-2'$%&'3$*) $%&'$*/'(!%-*"$!"#$)0"1%-*"2$*) $%&'$L*3-

pany; 

h$ J!6'$!//*-"%3'"%2$%*$/*2%2$-"$!11*(#!"1'$C-%&$%&'$/*C'(2$#'5'.!%'#$%*$&-3$+=$%&'$a*!(#4$

h$ G22-2%$%&'$a*!(#$-"$%&'$)*(3!%-*"$*) $.*!52:$*+D'1%-?'2:$2%(!%'.-'2:$/5!"2$!"#$/*5-1-'24$

h$ G#?-2'$%&'$a*!(#$C-%&$('2/'1%$%*$5'.!5$!"#$('.05!%*(=$3!%%'(2$1*"1'("-".$%&'$/(*/*2'#$!"#$*".*-".$!1%-?-%-'2$!"#$

take necessary action in respect there of; 

h$ YH'(1-2'$%&'$/*C'(2$!2$3!=$+'$"'1'22!(=$-"$%&'$*(#-"!(=$1*0(2'$*) $+02-"'224$$

h$ Q-21&!(.'$201&$*%&'($)0"1%-*"2:$!"#$'H'(1-2'$201&$*%&'($/*C'(2:$!2$3!=$+'$#'5'.!%'#$+=$%&'$a*!(#4$

h$ @*$/(*?-#'$%-3'5=$-")*(3!%-*"$%*$%&'$3'3+'(2$!"#$a*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2$)*($21&'#05'#$1*3/!"=$3''%-".2$*($'3'(-

gency or short notice meetings; 

h$ J''%-".2$*($'3'(.'"1=$*($2&*(%$"*%-1'$3''%-".27

!!!
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CHAPTER 8

STATUTORY COMPLIANCES 

BDW(BC!$H

Highlights

This chapter highlights the statutory compliances required to be met by an FPC.

G""0!5$,5-".$*) $#*103'"%2:$('.-2%'(2$%*$+'$3!-"%!-"'#$!"#$?!(-*02$3''%-".2$!('$1*"2-#'('#$&'('7$>-"!"1-!5$3!"-

agement in terms of  shares and books of  accounts are important.

>8L$&!2$%*$'"20('$'5'1%(*"-1$,5-".$%*$F'.-2%(!($*) $L*3/!"-'2NFMLX$5-6'$a!5!"1'$\&''%:$8(*,%$!"#$E*22:$G""0!5$

F'%0("$!"#$1*3/5-!"1'$1'(%-,1!%'7

The FPC has to maintain statutory registers such as KYC register, Minute Book, Register of  Members, Books of  

Accounts, etc.

It is during an AGM that directors are elected or selected, and also, decisions on replacing or re-appointing of  

auditors are made. The annual report of  the company is presented in this meeting. Also, decisions on distribution 

of  dividend are taken in these meetings. 

Every General Body meeting, other than AGM, is an Extraordinary General Meeting. It is usually called by the 

BoD for transacting some urgent business which has to be done before the next annual meeting. 

In any circumstances, the Board shall meet not less than once in every three months, and at least four such meet-

ings shall be held in every year.

The presence of  at least three Directors or one-third of  its total strength, whichever is higher, shall form the 

<0*(03$)*($%&'$a*!(#B2$3''%-".7$

Share capital is the total of  the payments made to the company by all the shareholders. The authorized capital of  

a company is the maximum amount of  share capital for which shares can be issued by a company. Paid up share 

capital of  a company is the amount of  money for which shares were issued to the shareholder for which payment 

was made by the shareholder. Any Producer Company may, issue bonus shares by capitalization of  amounts from 

general reserves, in proportion to the shares held by the members on the date of  issue of  such shares. 

Every Producer Company maintains a register containing particulars of  all the investments, showing the names 

of  the companies in which shares have been acquired, number and value of  shares; the date of  acquisition; and 

the manner and price at which any of  the shares have been subsequently disposed off. 
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8.1. Annual Filing

>(*3$\'/%'3+'($TV:$UWWV:$'5'1%(*"-1$,5-".$-2$3!"#!%*(=$)*($!55$%&'$1*3/!"-'2$!"#$/&=2-1!5$#*103'"%2$!('$"*%$/'(3-2-

2-+5'$)*($,5-".7$G2$!$/!(%$*) $!""0!5$,5-".$)*($1*3/!"-'2$-"1*(/*(!%'#$0"#'($%&'$L*3/!"-'2$G1%:$T_RV:$-%$-2$('<0-('#$%*$

,5'$%&'$)*55*C-".$#*103'"%2$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$'I>*(32$%*$%&'$F'.-2%(!($*) $L*3/!"-'2$NF*LXc$$

h$ a!5!"1'I\&''%$I$>*(3$UdGL$%*$+'$,5'#$+=$!55$1*3/!"-'2$$

h$ 8(*,%$!"#$E*22$G11*0"%$I$>*(3$UdGLG$%*$+'$,5'#$+=$!55$1*3/!"-'2$$

h$ G""0!5$F'%0("$I$>*(3$UWa$%*$+'$,5'#$+=$1*3/!"-'2$&!?-".$2&!('$1!/-%!5$$

h$ G""0!5$F'%0("$I$>*(3$UTG$%*$+'$,5'#$+=$1*3/!"-'2$C-%&*0%$2&!('$1!/-%!5$$

h$ L*3/5-!"1'$L'(%-,1!%'$I$>*(3$VV$%*$+'$,5'#$+=$1*3/!"-'2$C-%&$/!-#$0/$1!/-%!5$+'%C''"$F27$TW$E!6&$%*$F27$U$

Crore.

8.2. Committee of  Directors

L*33-%%''$3!=$+'$)*(3'#$%*$!22-2%$a*Q2$-"$'),1-'"%$)0"1%-*"-".7$@&'$LYM$*($#-('1%*($*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$

shall be a member of  such committee. Every such committee shall function under the general super intendence, direc-

tion and control of  the Board, for such duration and in such manner as the board may direct. The minutes of  each 

meeting of  the committee is to be placed before the Board at its next meeting.

8.3. Registers to Be Maintained by the Company

S%$-2$3!"#!%*(=$)*($>8L$%*$3!-"%!-"$%&'$('.-2%'(B2$5-2%'#$+'5*C:$)!-5-".$C&-1&$-2$/0"-2&!+5'$0"#'($%&'$G1%7$

8.3.1. KYC Register

To be maintained for Directors, Managing Directors, Managers and Secretary, etc. 

8.3.2. Statutory Registers

i. Minute books of  Board Meetings and meetings of  committee of  the Board [Section 193] 

ii. Copy of  every instrument deed, etc., creating any charge which requires registration [Section 136] 

iii. Register of  charges [Section 143] 

iv. Register of  members [Section 150] 

v. Index of  members [Section 151] 

?-7$ L*/-'2$*) $!""0!5$('%0("2$!"#$1'(%-,1!%'2$!"#$#*103'"%2$('<0-('#$%*$+'$!""'H'#$%&'('%*$}\'1%-*"$TR_$%*$TVT~$

vii. Minute books of  general meetings [Section 193] 

viii. Register of  dividend declared and remaining unpaid [Section 205] 

ix. Proper books of  accounts [Section 209] 

H7$ 8(*/'($+**62$*) $!11*0"%2$-"$('5!%-*"$%*$%(!"2!1%-*"2$'))'1%'#$!%$a(!"1&$M),1'7$

H-7$ F'.-2%'($*) $1*"%(!1%2:$1*3/!"-'2$!"#$,(32$-"$C&-1&$#-('1%*(2$!('$-"%'('2%'#$}\'1%-*"$dWT~7$

xii. Register of  directors, etc.[Section 303] 

H---7$ F'.-2%'($*) $#-('1%*(2B$2&!('I&*5#-".2:$'%17$}\'1%-*"$dW^~$

xiv. Register of  inter-corporate loans and investments [section 372A] 
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H?7$ F'.-2%'($*) $('"'C'#$!"#$#0/5-1!%'$1'(%-,1!%'$}F05'$^NUX$*) $%&'$L*3/!"-'2$NS220'$*) $\&!('$L'(%-,1!%'2X$F05'2:$

1960] 

H?-7$ F'.-2%'($!"#$-"#'H$*) $+'"',1-!5$*C"'(27$

xvii. Books of  accounts of  producer company [Section 581ZE(1)] 

xviii. Register of  particulars of  investments of  producer companies [Section 581 ZL(7)].

xix. Share or Debenture transfer register [Section 108] 

xx. Inventory or Fixed assets register.

8.4.  Meetings

The Companies Act, 1956, has elaborate provisions for holding and conducting meetings. It is necessary to observe 

those provisions; failing to adhere with it will disqualify the decisions taken and cannot be brought into effect.

8.4.1. Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

Shareholders are the owners of  the Producer Company, thus, it is desirable that they should meet once in a year to 

#-21022$!"#$('?-'C$%&'$1*3/!"=B2$C*(67$S%$-2$#0(-".$%&'$GPJ$%&!%$#-('1%*(2$!('$'5'1%'#$*($2'5'1%'#:$!"#$!52*:$#'1-2-*"2$

on replacing or re-appointing of  auditors are made. The annual report of  the company is presented in this meeting. 

Also, decisions on distribution of  dividend are taken in these meetings.   

h$ G$L*3/!"=$2&!55$&*5#$%&'$,(2%$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$C-%&-"$!$/'(-*#$*) $_W$#!=2$)(*3$%&'$#!%'$*) $-%2$-"1*(/*(!%-*"$!"#$

conduct the AGM every year. 

h$ 9*%$3*('$%&!"$,)%''"$3*"%&2$2&!55$'5!/2'$+'%C''"$%&'$#!%'$*) $*"'$GPJ$!"#$%&!%$*) $%&'$"'H%7$

h$ G"$GPJ$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=$2&!55$+'$1!55'#$+=$.-?-".$"*%$5'22$%&!"$)*0(%''"$#!=2B$/(-*($"*%-1'$-"$C(-%-".7$

h$ The Registrar may, for any special reason, permit extension of  the time for holding any annual general meeting 

N"*%$+'-".$%&'$,(2%$!""0!5$.'"'(!5$3''%-".X$+=$!$/'(-*#$"*%$'H1''#-".$%&(''$3*"%&27$$$$$

h$ The Members shall adopt the articles of  the Producer Company and appoint directors of  its Board in the annual 

general meeting. 

h$ The notice calling the annual general meeting shall be accompanied by the following documents, namely: 

- Agenda of  the annual general meeting

- The minutes of  the previous annual general meeting or the extraordinary general meeting

I$ @&'$"!3'2$*) $1!"#-#!%'2$)*($'5'1%-*":$-) $!"=:$%*$%&'$*),1'$*) $#-('1%*(:$-"150#-".$!$2%!%'3'"%$*) $<0!5-,1!%-*"2$

in respect of  each candidate

I$ @&'$!0#-%'#$+!5!"1'I2&''%$!"#$/(*,%$!"#$5*22$!11*0"%2$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$!"#$-%2$20+2-#-!(=:$-) $!"=

- The state of  affairs of  the Producer Company

- The amount proposed to be carried to reserve

- The amount to be paid as limited return on share capital

- The amount proposed to be disbursed as patronage bonus

I$ @&'$3!%'(-!5$1&!".'2$!"#$1*33-%3'"%2:$-) $!"=:$!))'1%-".$%&'$,"!"1-!5$/*2-%-*"$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$!"#$

its subsidiary
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- Any other matter of  importance relating to energy conservation, environmental protection, expenditure or 

earnings in foreign exchanges

I$ G"=$*%&'($3!%%'($C&-1&$-2$('<0-('#$%*$+':$*($3!=$+':$2/'1-,'#$+=$%&'$a*!(#

- The text of  the draft resolution for appointment of  auditors

- The text of  any draft resolution proposing amendment to the memorandum or articles to be considered at 

the general meeting, along with the recommendations of  the Board

h$ Every Annual General Meeting shall be called at a time during business hours on a day that is not a public holiday.  

S%$2&!55$+'$&'5#$!%$%&'$('.-2%'('#$*),1'$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$*($!%$2*3'$*%&'($/5!1'$C-%&-"$%&'$1-%=:$%*C"$*($

?-55!.'$-"$C&-1&$%&'$('.-2%'('#$*),1'$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=$-2$2-%0!%'#$

h$ The notice of  the general meeting indicating the date, time and place of  the meeting shall be sent to every Member 

and auditor of  the Producer Company

h$ Unless the articles of  the Producer Company provide for a larger number, one-fourth of  the total number of  

members of  the Producer Company shall be the quorum for its annual general meeting 

h$ @&'$/(*1''#-".2$*) $'?'(=$!""0!5$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$Q-('1%*(B2$F'/*(%:$%&'$!0#-%'#$+!5!"1'I2&''%$!"#$

%&'$/(*,%$!"#$5*22$!11*0"%$2&!55$+'$,5'#$C-%&$%&'$F'.-2%(!($C-%&-"$2-H%=$#!=2$*) $%&'$#!%'$*"$C&-1&$%&'$!""0!5$.'"-

'(!5$3''%-".$-2$&'5#:$C-%&$!"$!""0!5$('%0("$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$,5-".$)''$!2$!//5-1!+5'$0"#'($%&'$G1%7$$

h$ In the case where a Producer Company is formed by producer institutions, such institutions shall be represented 

in the general body through their Chairmen or the Chief  Executives.

8.4.2. Extraordinary General Meeting Convened by Board 

Every general meeting, other than AGM, is an extraordinary general meeting. It is usually called by the BoD for trans-

acting some urgent business for which has to be done before the next annual meeting. It has to be done as per the 

provisions of  Companies law. The Board of  the Directors shall (on the requisition made in writing duly signed and 

setting out the matters for consideration, made by one-third of  the members entitled to vote in any general meeting), 

/(*1''#$%*$1!55$!"$'H%(!*(#-"!(=$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$-"$!11*(#!"1'$C-%&$%&'$/(*?-2-*"2$3!#'$-"$%&'$L*3/!"-'2B$G1%

8.4.3. Meetings of  the Board of  Directors

The Board may meet as often as it may consider necessary for transaction of  the business. However, it shall meet at 

least once in every two months. In any circumstances, the Board shall meet not less than once in every three months 

and at least four such meetings shall be held in every year.  

h$ @&'$a*!(#$3''%-".$2&!55$+'$1!55'#$.'"'(!55=$C-%&$2'?'"$#!=2B$"*%-1'$N2&*05#$+'$-220'#$+=$LYMX$+0%$-"$1!2'$*) $

emergencies, it can be called at a shorter notice

h$ S"$1!2':$%&'$LYM$)!-52$%*$-220'$!$"*%-1'$)*($&*5#-".$!$3''%-".$*) $%&'$a*!(#:$2&'$*($&'$C-55$+'$/0"-2&!+5'$C-%&$,"'$

which may extend to one thousand rupees. 

h$ Y?'(=$='!($!)%'($%&'$1*"2%-%0%-*"$*) $%&'$a*!(#:$-"$%&'$,(2%$a*!(#$3''%-".$%&'$a*!(#$2&!55$'5'1%$%&'$L&!-(3!"$*) $

the Producer Company for a period of  two years.  

h$ @&'$L&!-(3!"$2&!55$/('2-#'$*?'($%&'$3''%-".$*) $%&'$a*!(#7$S"$1!2'$*) $&-2$!+2'"1':$%&'$#-('1%*(2$/('2'"%$2&!55$'5'1%$

one of  the elected directors as the Chairman of  the meeting. 

h$ Y!1&$3'3+'($*) $%&'$a*!(#$2&!55$&!?'$*"'$?*%'7$$
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h$ Q'1-2-*"2$!%$%&'$a*!(#$3''%-".$2&!55$+'$!((-?'#$!%$+=$3!D*(-%=$?*%'2$*) $%&'$#-('1%*(2$/('2'"%7$S"$1!2'$*) $!$%-':$%&'$

Chairman of  the meeting shall have the casting vote in addition to his usual vote except in case of  election of  the 

Chairman. Tie in case of  election of  chairman, the matter shall be decided by draw of  lots.  

h$ G"$'5'1%'#$3'3+'($*) $%&'$a*!(#$C&*$-2$!+2'"%$)(*3$%&(''$1*"2'10%-?'$3''%-".2$*) $%&'$a*!(#$C-%&*0%$*+%!-"-".$

the leave of  absence, shall cease to be a member of  the Board.  

h$ 9*$3'3+'($2&!55$+'$/('2'"%$!%$#-21022-*"$*($?*%'$*"$!"=$3!%%'($-"$C&-1&$&'$&!2$/'(2*"!5$-"%'('2%7$

Quorum 

The presence of  at least three Directors or one third of  its total strength, whichever is higher, shall form the quorum 

)*($%&'$a*!(#B2$3''%-".7$S"$!+2'"1'$*) $<0*(03$-"$!$3''%-".:$%&'"$%&'$3''%-".$2&!55$!0%*3!%-1!55=$2%!"#$!#D*0("'#$%-55$

the same day in the next week, at the same time and place, and if  that day is public holiday, till the next succeeding day, 

which is not a public holiday, at the same time and place. 

8.5. Financial Management of  Producer Company

8.5.1. Share Capital

Share capital is the total of  the payments made to the company by all the shareholders on their shares. In a Producer 

Company, it shall consist of  only equity shares and the shares held by a member should, as far as possible, be in pro-

portion to the patronage of  the Company. The active members may, if  so provided in the Articles, have special rights 

and the Producer Company may issue appropriate instruments to them in respect of  such special rights. The said in-

struments of  the Producer Company issued shall, after obtaining approval of  the Board, be transferable to any other 

!1%-?'$3'3+'($*) $%&!%$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=7$$S%$-2$3!"#!%*(=$%*$-220'$!$2&!('$1'(%-,1!%'$%*$%&'$2&!('&*5#'(2$!2$/('21(-+'#$

by Companies Act Format. 

a) Authorized Share Capital of  a Company

The authorized capital of  a company is the maximum amount of  share capital for which shares can be issued by a 

company. The initial authorized capital of  an FPC is usually Rs.1 Lakh. The authorized capital can be increased by the 

1*3/!"=$!%$!"=$%-3'$C-%&$2&!('&*5#'(2B$!//(*?!5$!"#$+=$/!=-".$!##-%-*"!5$)''$%*$%&'$F'.-2%(!($*) $L*3/!"-'27

b) Paid-up Share Capital of  a Company

Paid up share capital of  a company is the amount of  money for which shares were issued to the shareholders for which 

payment was made by the shareholder. Paid up capital will always be less than authorized capital as a company cannot 

issue shares above its authorized capital. The companies Act, 2013 earlier mandated that all private limited companies 

have a minimum paid up capital of  Rs. 1 Lakh. However, the Companies Amendment Act, 2015 relaxed the minimum 

requirement for paid up capital. Therefore, there is no requirement for any minimum capital to be invested to start a 

producer company. 

8.5.2. Procedure for alteration of  share capital 

a) Increase of  capital  

The authorized capital could be increased by creation of  new shares by passing an ordinary resolution in general meet-

-".7$@&'$!5%'(!%-*"$#*'2$"*%$!))'1%$%&'$1*3/!"=B2$-220'#$1!/-%!5:$"*($1!"$%&'$('2*50%-*"$1*3/'5$%&'$'H-2%-".$2&!('&*5#-

ers to take the additional shares.  
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b) Procedure for increasing capital 

h$$ @&'$G(%-15'2$*) $G22*1-!%-*"$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$2&*05#$1*")'($%&-2$/*C'(7$$k&'('$%&'$!(%-15'2$!('$2-5'"%:$%&'=$&!?'$%*$

be suitably amended so as to provide the necessary power.  

h$$ @&'$'H%'"%$*) $-"1('!2'$*) $2&!('$1!/-%!5$C-55$&!?'$%*$+'$#'1-#'#$6''/-".$-"$?-'C$%&'$('<0-('3'"%2$*) $%&'$L*3/!"=7$$

h$$ @&'$a*!(#$C-55$#'1-#'$%&'$'H%'"%$*) $-"1('!2'$!"#$%&'$#!%'$*($%-3'$*) $%&'$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$)*($/!22-".$%&'$"'1'22!(=$

('2*50%-*"$)*($-"1('!2-".$%&'$2&!('$1!/-%!57$$S%$C-55$!52*$,"!5-;'$!3'"#3'"%2$%*$%&'$!(%-15'2:$-) $"'1'22!(=7$$$

h$$ @&'$a*!(#$C-55$!52*$!//(*?'$%&'$#(!)%$"*%-1'$*) $%&'$.'"'(!5$3''%-".:$%&'$"'1'22!(=$('2*50%-*"2$!"#$'H/5!"!%*(=$

statements relating thereto and authorize the Company Secretary to convene the general meeting.  

h$ >*(3$9*7$Ud$&!2$%*$+'$,5'#$C-%&-"$dW$#!=2$*) $/!22-".$%&'$('2*50%-*"2$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$,5-".$)''2$!"#$'"15*20('2$!2$

/('21(-+'#$-"$\1&'#05'$j$%*$%&'$G1%$C-%&$%&'$F'.-2%(!($*) $L*3/!"-'27$

h$ S"$1!2'$*) $1*"2*5-#!%-*"$*($#-?-2-*":$%&'$3'3+'(2$302%$+'$-220'#$"'C$1'(%-,1!%'2$-"$5-'0$*) $%&'$'H-2%-".$2&!('$

1'(%-,1!%'2:$+=$3!6-".$!//(*/(-!%'$'"%(-'2$-"$%&'$('.-2%'($*) $3'3+'(27$k&'('!2:$-"$1!"1'55!%-*"$*) $2&!('2:$!$"*%-1'$

%*$%&'$F'.-2%(!($*) $L*3/!"-'2$-"$>*(3$9*7$R:$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$)''2$!2$/('21(-+'#$-"$\1&'#05'$j$%*$%&'$G1%7$

8.5.3. Issue of  Bonus Share

Any Producer Company may, upon recommendations of  the Board and passing of  resolution in the general meeting, 

issue bonus shares by capitalization of  amounts from general reserves, in proportion to the shares held by the mem-

bers on the date of  issue of  such shares. The procedure for issue of  bonus shares:  

h$ @&'$\&!('$L!/-%!5:$!2$-"1('!2'#$+=$%&'$/(*/*2'#$a*"02$\&!('2:$2&*05#$+'$C'55$C-%&-"$%&'$!0%&*(-;'#$1!/-%!5$*) $

the Company.  If  not, necessary steps should be taken to increase the authorized capital, by amending the capital 

clause of  the Memorandum of  Association.  

h$ F'1*33'"#!%-*"$)*($1!/-%!5-;!%-*"$*) $('2'(?'2$2&*05#$+'$3!#'$+=$%&'$a*!(#$+=$/!22-".$!$('2*50%-*"7$$

h$ G$('2*50%-*"$2&*05#$+'$/!22'#$-"$%&'$.'"'(!5$3''%-".$#05=$1*"?'"'#$!"#$,5'#$C-%&$%&'$2-."!%*(=$C-%&-"$dW$#!=2$

together with requisite documents and fee.  

h$ k&'('$%&'$L*3/!"=$&!2$!?!-5'#$*) $!"=$5*!"$)!1-5-%=$)(*3$%'(3$5'"#-".$-"2%-%0%-*"2:$/(-*($/'(3-22-*"$-2$%*$+'$*+-

tained from the institution as per the term lending agreement.  

The allotment of  Bonus shares should be made by the Board after approval of  members in general meeting and ac-

1*(#-".5=$2&!('$1'(%-,1!%'$2&*05#$+'$-220'#$%*$%&'$J'3+'(27$>*(3$U$2&*05#$+'$,5'#$C-%&$%&'$F'.-2%(!($C-%&-"$dW$#!=2$

also with requisite fee.

8.6. Loans and Investments

@&'$3'3+'(2$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$!('$/(-3!(=$/(*#01'(2:$!"#$%&02:$!('$-"$"''#$*) $,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$)(*3$%-3'$

to time. Hence, a special provision has been made in the Act of  Producer Company of  giving loans to its members. 

@&'$L*3/!"=$1!"$/(*?-#'$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$%*$-%2$3'3+'(2$%&(*0.&c$

h$ Credit facility, to any member, in connection with the business of  the Company, for a period not exceeding six 

months. 

h$ E*!"2$!"#$!#?!"1'2:$!.!-"2%$2'10(-%=$2/'1-,'#$-"$!(%-15'2$%*$!"=$3'3+'(:$('/!=!+5'$C-%&-"$!$/'(-*#7$
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8.7. Books of  Account

The capital invested by shareholders in the company has been utilized for running the business of  the Company. The 

L*3/!"=:$*"$%&'$*%&'($&!"#:$&!2$%*$3!-"%!-"$!$K+**62$*) $!11*0"%B$*) $'!1&$!"#$'?'(=$/'""=$02'#$)*($%&'$/0(/*2'$*) $

(0""-".$%&'$1*3/!"=7$L&-') $YH'10%-?'$M),1'($NLYMX:$'?'(=$#-('1%*($*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$N-"$!+2'"1'$*) $LYMX:$'?'(=$*)-

,1'(:$*%&'($'3/5*=''$!"#$!.'"%$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=$-2$('2/*"2-+5'$)*($6''/-".$*) $Ka**62$*) $G11*0"%2B7$G$/(*/'($K+**62$

*) $!11*0"%B$*) $8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$2&*05#$+'$6'/%$!%$-%2$('.-2%'('#$*),1'$C-%&$('2/'1%$%*c$

h$ !55$2032$*) $3*"'=$('1'-?'#$!"#$'H/'"#'#$+=$%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$!"#$%&'$3!%%'(2$-"$('2/'1%$*) $C&-1&$%&'$

receipts and expenditure take place; 

h$ !55$2!5'2$!"#$/0(1&!2'$*) $.**#2$+=$%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=4$

h$ %&'$-"2%(03'"%2$*) $5-!+-5-%=$'H'10%'#$+=$*($*"$+'&!5) $*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=4$

h$ %&'$!22'%2$!"#$5-!+-5-%-'2$*) $%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=4$

h$ -"$1!2'$*) $!$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$'".!.'#$-"$/(*#01%-*":$/(*1'22-".$!"#$3!"0)!1%0(-".:$%&'$/!(%-105!(2$('5!%-".$%*$

utilization of  materials or labour or other items of  costs.

f2f2( (Q/"/+.&9IF&&%(/+*(C'0-%(/+*(N0$$(7..0#+%

G$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$&!2$%*$/('/!('$!$a!5!"1'$\&''%$!"#$8(*,%$!"#$E*22$!11*0"%$)*($'!1&$,"!"1-!5$='!(:$C&-1&$C-55$+'$

presented before the shareholders at the annual general meeting of  the company. They should be attested and signed 

+=$%C*$#-('1%*(2$N*"$+'&!5) $*) $a*QX$!"#$LYM$*) $%&'$1*3/!"=7$Y?'(=$/(*#01'($1*3/!"=$&!2$%*$,5'$-%2$Q-('1%*(2B$

F'/*(%:$%&'$!0#-%'#$+!5!"1'$2&''%$!"#$/(*,%$!"#$5*22$!11*0"%$!5*".$C-%&$%&'$/(*1''#-".2$!"#$%&'$!""0!5$('%0("$C-%&$

%&'$F'.-2%(!($C-%&-"$VW$#!=2$)(*3$%&'$#!=$*"$C&-1&$%&'$+!5!"1'$2&''%$!"#$/(*,%$!"#$5*22$!11*0"%$C'('$5!-#$+')*('$%&'$

members at the annual general meeting. 

8.9. General and Other Reserves

Y?'(=$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$2&!55$3!-"%!-"$!$.'"'(!5$('2'(?'$-"$'?'(=$,"!"1-!5$='!(:$-"$!##-%-*"$%*$!"=$('2'(?'$3!-"%!-"'#$

+=$-%:$!2$3!=$+'$2/'1-,'#$-"$!(%-15'27$S"$!$1!2'$C&'('$%&'$8(*#01'($L*3/!"=$#*'2$"*%$&!?'$20),1-'"%$)0"#2$-"$!"=$,-

"!"1-!5$='!($)*($%(!"2)'($%*$3!-"%!-"$%&'$('2'(?'2$!2$3!=$+'$2/'1-,'#$-"$!(%-15'2:$%&'$1*"%(-+0%-*"$%*$%&'$('2'(?'$2&!55$+'$

shared amongst the Members in proportion to their patronage in the business of  that company in that year. 

8.10 Delegation of  Financial Powers

h$ G$LYM$1!"$C-%&#(!C$1!2&$0/$%*$%&'$5-3-%$*) $F27$RWWW$)(*3$%&'$L*3/!"=B2$+!"6$!11*0"%4$

h$ @&'$1!2&$/!=3'"%$!.!-"2%$!"=$/0(1&!2'$*) $.**#2$*($2'(?-1'2$-"$!"=$1-(1032%!"1'2$2&!55$+'$5-3-%'#$%*$F27$UWWW7$

h$ G55$/!=3'"%2$!+*?'$F27$UWWW$2&!55$+'$/!-#$+=$1&'<0'$*"5=7$S"$1!2'$*) $"*"I$!11'/%!"1'$*) $1&'<0'$+=$!"=$-"2%-%0%-*"$

or individual, cash payment only with the approval of  a committee comprising of  3 directors. 

h$ 80(1&!2'$*) $!55$1*"203!+5'$.**#2$!"#$2'(?-1'2$)*($02'$+=$%&'$L*3/!"=$)*($-%2$+02-"'22$*/'(!%-*"2$*($3!"!.-".$

its affairs up to Rs. 5000 following stipulated purchase procedure. 

h$ k*(6$!#?!"1'$3!=$+'$%!6'"$)(*3$%&'$*),1'$+=$2%!)) $)*($%&'$)*55*C-".$/0(/*2'c$

h$ @(!?'5$'H/'"2'2$!"#$Q!-5=$G55*C!"1'N2X

h$ 8(*10('3'"%$*) $*),1-!5$-%'3N2X
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h$ \1(0%-"-;'$!#?!"1'$!11*0"%$*) $2%!)) $+=$1*"1'("'#$'3/5*=''$%*$'"20('$%&!%$/('?-*02$*0%2%!"#-".$+!5!"1'N2X$&!2$

been cleared

h$ Y"20('$/(*/'($!//(*?!5$*) $#'/!(%3'"%!5$&'!#$*"$%&'$/!=3'"%$?*01&'($*($!//5-1!%-*"$)*($!#?!"1':$+')*('$)('2&$

advance is given to any staff. 

Accounting for advance taken from the Company:

h$ a')*('$('<0'2%$)*($!#?!"1'$-2$.(!"%'#:$'"20('$%&!%$%&'$/(*/*2'#$'H/'"2'$-2$C-%&-"$%&'$5-3-%2$*) $/5!"$!"#$+0#.'%$

for the relevant year

h$ Y"20('$%&!%$/0(/*2'$*) $C*(6$!#?!"1'$-2$3'"%-*"'#$*"$%&'$?*01&'(

h$ G52*$'"20('$%&!%$!#?!"1'$2&*05#$+'$2!"1%-*"'#$*"5=$C&'"$%&'$/('?-*02$#(!C-".2$!('$2'%%5'#$!"#$-%$-2$0(.'"%7

h$ Y"20('$%&!%$!11*0"%2$!('$2'%%5'#$C-%&-"$TR$#!=2$*($-33'#-!%'5=$!)%'($%&'$C*(6$-2$1*3/5'%'#$C&-1&'?'($-2$'!(5-'(7$$

8.11. Audit and Accounts

It is compulsory to conduct internal audit for a Producer Company. Internal audit of  its accounts should be carried 

*0%:$!%$201&$-"%'(?!5$!"#$-"$201&$3!""'($!2$3!=$+'$2/'1-,'#$-"$-%2$!(%-15'$*) $!22*1-!%-*":$+=$!$1&!(%'('#$!11*0"%!"%7

Penalties for Non-Compliance Under the Companies Act 2013

1. Filing of  Balance Sheet not undertaken in stipulated timec$S) $%&'$+!5!"1'$2&''%$-2$"*%$,5'#$-"$%-3':$%&'$

PC has to pay 12 times more than the normal fee as penalty. Apart from this, under section 137 the PC has to 

pay Rs 1000 per day up to Rs 10 Lakh and every director is liable for imprisonment for six months or penalty 

of  Rs 1 Lakh; which can be increased to a limit of  Rs 5 Lakh. Both penalties may be charged.

2. No Filing of  Annual Report$c$S) $%&'$!""0!5$('/*(%$-2$"*%$,5'#$-"$2%-/05!%'#$%-3'$%&'$8L$&!2$%*$/!=$!$,"'$TU$

%-3'2$3*('$%&!"$%&'$"*(3!5$)''2$!"#$.'%$%&'$!""0!5$('/*(%$,55'#$C-%&$FML7$G/!(%$)(*3$%&-2:$0"#'($2'1%-*"$

TU$%&'$1*3/!"=$-2$5-!+5'$)*($,"'$*) $F2$RW:WWW$C&-1&$1!"$+'$-"1('!2'#$0/$%*$F2$R$E!6&$!"#$'?'(=$#-('1%*($-2$

5-!+5'$)*($-3/(-2*"3'"%$)*($2-H$3*"%&2$*($,"'$*) $F2$RW:WWW$C&-1&$1!"$+'$-"1('!2'#$0/$%*$F2$R$E!6&$*($+*%&$

penalties can be charged.

<2( )6 ($F/'&(.&'%,-./%&(L'0+8"A(*,$%',G#%&* : In this case, under section 46 of  Company Act 2013, PC is liable 

)*($!$,"'$*) $R$%-3'2$%&'$!3*0"%$*) $2&!('$?!50'$*($3!H-303$TW$%-3'2$%&'$?!50'$*) $2&!('$!"#$1!2'$!.!-"2%$

)(!0#05'"1'$1!"$!52*$+'$,5'#7

12( )6 ($F/'&(.&'%,-./%&(,$(+0%(*,$%',G#%&* :  Under section 46 of  the Company Act 2013, PC can be penalized 

C-%&$F2$UR:WWW$C&-1&$1!"$+'$-"1('!2'#$%*$3!H-303$*) $R$E!6&$!"#$'?'(=$#-('1%*($1!"$+'$,"'#$C-%&$F2$TW:WWW$

which can be increased up to 1 Lakh. 

X2( )6 ($F/'&F0"*&'H$('&8,$%'A(,$(+0%(=/,+%/,+&* : Under section 88 of  the Company Act 2013 every director 

!"#$%&'$1*3/!"=$-2$5-!+5'$)*($!$,"'$*) $F2$RW:WWW$C&-1&$1!"$+'$-"1('!2'#$0/$%*$F2$d$E!6&4$!"#$-) $!"=$"'1'2-

2!(=$!1%-*"$-2$"*%$%!6'":$%&'$1*3/!"=$3!=$+'$,"'#$F2$TWWW$/'($#!=7

6. If  AGM is not conducted : Under section 99 of  the Company Act 2013 every director and company is liable 

)*($!$,"'$*) $F2$T$E!6&7$S) $"'1'22!(=$!1%-*"$-2$"*%$%!6'"$%&'$/'"!5%=$!3*0"%$1!"$+'$F2$R:WWW$/'($#!=7

7. If  Minutes of  Meeting (MoM) is not maintained or written : Under section 118 of  the Company Act 

UWTd:$8L$1!"$+'$,"'#$F2$UR:WWW$!"#$#-('1%*(2$1!"$+'$,"'#$)*($F2$R:WWW7

!!!
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SECTION - V

SCHEMES AND 

PROGRAMMES 2017-18
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CHAPTER 1

SCHEMES OF THE 

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE 

7`4(B7W:>WIH(_>NB7W>

Highlights

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBBY) offers insurance protection to food crops, oilseeds and annual 

&*(%-105%0(!5e1*33'(1-!5$1(*/2$"*%-,'#$+=$%&'$2%!%'$.*?'("3'"%$C-%&$0"-)*(3$3!H-303$/('3-03$)*($!55$)!(3-

ers.

Soil health card is to be provided to all farm holdings in the country at an interval of  2 years so as to enable farm-

ers to apply appropriate recommended dosages of  nutrients for crop production and improving soil health and 

its fertility.

Prime Minister Krishi Sinchayee Yojana ensures access to some means of  protective irrigation to all agricultural 

farms in the country to produce per drop more crop. The scheme also strategizes by focusing on end to end solu-

%-*"$-"$-((-.!%-*"$20//5=$1&!-":$?-;7$C!%'($2*0(1'2:$#-2%(-+0%-*"$"'%C*(6:$'),1-'"%$)!(3$5'?'5$!//5-1!%-*"2:$'H%'"2-*"$

services on new technologies and information etc. based on comprehensive planning process at district /state 

level.

National Agriculture Market provides reforms in the agri-marketing sector and also promotes online marketing 

of  agri -commodities across the country.

8!(!3/!(!.!%$O(-2&-$Z-6!2$b*D!"!$-2$!"$'5!+*(!%'#$1*3/*"'"%$*) $\*-5$]'!5%&$J!"!.'3'"%$N\]JX$*) $J!D*($8(*-

D'1%7$9!%-*"!5$J-22-*"$)*($\02%!-"!+5'$G.(-105%0('$N9J\GX7$["#'($8OZb$M(.!"-1$)!(3-".$-2$/(*3*%'#$%&(*0.&$

!#*/%-*"$*) $!"$*(.!"-1$?-55!.'$+=$1502%'($!//(*!1&$!"#$8P\$N8!(%-1-/!%*(=$P0!(!"%''$\=2%'3X$1'(%-,1!%-*"7

Agriculture credit safeguards the farmers from the culture of  money lenders, farmers can avail loan facility from 

banks. Loan facility is available through a large network of  Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) and 

L**/'(!%-?'$L('#-%$S"2%-%0%-*"2$-"$%&'$1*0"%(=$%*$)05,5$%&'$1(*/$5*!"$!"#$%'(3$5*!"$"''#2$*) $%&'$)!(3'(27$

Schemes of  the Ministry Ranges from Crop Insurance to Agricultural Credit

1.1. Agricultural Insurance

Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana (PMFBBY)

S"20(!"1'$/(*%'1%-*"$-2$*))'('#$%*$)**#$1(*/2:$*-52''#2$!"#$!""0!5$&*(%-105%0(!5e1*33'(1-!5$1(*/2$"*%-,'#$+=$%&'$2%!%'$

government; uniform maximum premium for all farmers is allowed.

i) Kharif  season -2% of  sum insured.

ii) Rabi season: -1.5% of  sum insured

iii)  Annual commercial/horticultural crops-5% of  sum insured.

The difference between actual premium and rate of  insurance payable by farmers is to be shared equally by the cen-

tre and State, claims of  full sum Insured (SI) is offered if  the sowing is not done due to adverse weather /climate, 
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claims up to 25% of  sum insured will be paid for prevented sowing/planting risk ; When the crop yield is less than 

%&'$.0!(!"%''#$=-'5#$*) $"*%-,'#$1(*/2:$%&'$15!-3$/!=3'"%$'<0!5$%*$2&*(%)!55$-"$=-'5#$-2$/!=!+5'$%*$!55$-"20('#$)!(3'(2$4$

/*2%I&!(?'2%$5*22'2$!22'223'"%$)*($#!3!.'$%*$1(*/2$-2$10%$!"#$2/('!#$-"$%&'$,'5#$0/$%*$Tp$#!=2$*"$!11*0"%$*) $1=15*"-1$

rain and unseasonal rain in the entire country.

@&'$21&'3'$2!)'.0!(#2$%&'$)!(3'(2$,"!"1-!55=$!.!-"2%$"!%0(!5$(-262$ 5-6'$"!%0(!5$#-2!2%'(2e1!5!3-%-'2:-"2'1%:/'2%2$!"#$

diseases and adverse weather conditions, three insurance schemes are being implemented namely, Pradhan Mantri 

>!2!5$a-3!$b*D!"!$N8J>abX:$k'!%&'($a!2'#$L(*/$S"20(!"1'$\1&'3'$NkaLS\X$!"#$8-5*%$["-,'#$8!16!.'$S"20(!"1'$

Scheme (UPIS).

Contact:

9'!('2%$+(!"1&'2$*) $+!"6e8GL\eL**/'(!%-?'$+!"62e'3/!"'55'#$.'"'(!5$-"20(!"1'$1*3/!"-'2$"*%-,'#$)*($%&'$!('!$

!"#$#-2%(-1%$G.(-105%0(!5$M),1'(ea5*16$Q'?'5*/3'"%$M),1'($3!=$+'$1*"%!1%'#$*($?-2-%$C'+$/*(%!5$CCC7!.(-I-"20(!"1'7

gov.in.

1.2. Soil Health Card

Soil conservation and micronutrients

Soil health card scheme was launched on 19th February 2015. Under the scheme, soil health card is to be provided to 

all farm holdings in the country at an interval of  2 years so as to enable the farmers to apply appropriate and recom-

mended dosages of  nutrients for crop growth and improving soil health and its fertility.

Contact:

Q-2%(-1%$G.(-105%0(!5$M),1'(eQ-2%(-1%$]*(%-105%0(!5$M),1'(e8(*D'1%$Q-('1%*(:$G@JG

1.3. Irrigation

Prime Minister Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (PMSKY)

PMSKY has an outlay of  Rs 50,000 crore for a period of  5 years (2015-16 to 2019-20). The vision of  PMKSY is to 

ensure access to some means of  protective irrigation to all agricultural farms in the country to produce per drop more 

crop. PMKSY is strategized by focusing on end to end solution in irrigation supply chain, viz water sources, distribu-

%-*"$"'%C*(6:$'),1-'"%$)!(3$5'?'5$!//5-1!%-*"2:$'H%'"2-*"$2'(?-1'2$*"$"'C$%'1&"*5*.-'2$!"#$-")*(3!%-*"$'%17$+!2'#$*"$

comprehensive planning process at district /state level.

Contact:

Q-2%(-1%$G.(-105%0('$M),1'(eQ-2%(-1%$\*-5$L*"2'(?!%-*"$M),1'(e8(*D'1%$Q-('1%*(:$G@JGeQ-2%(-1%$]*(%-105%0('$M)-

,1'(7

1.4. Agricultural Marketing

National Agriculture Market (e-NAM)

With the objective to usher reforms in the agri-marketing sector and promote online marketing of  agri commodi-

%-'2$!1(*22$%&'$1*0"%(=$!"#$%*$/(*?-#'$3!H-303$+'"',%$%*$%&'$)!(3'(2:$%&'$P*?'("3'"%$&!2$!//(*?'#$!$21&'3'$%*$

implement National Agriculture Market (NAM) in 2015.Under the scheme, a web based platform has been deployed 

across 250 regulated markets to promote online trading, digitization of  entire functioning of  markets outline gate 

entry lot making, bidding generation of  e-sale agreement and e-payment etc. removes information asymmetry,increase 
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transparency in the transaction process and enhance accessibility to markets across the country.This would entail real 

+'"',%2$%*$%&'$)!(3'(27$\*$)!(:$URW$3!(6'%2$!1(*22$TW$2%!%'2$"!3'5=$G"#&(!$8(!#'2&$NTUX:$L&&!%%-2.!(&NRX:$P0D!(!%$NpWX:$

Haryana (37), Himachal Pradesh (20), Rajasthan (11), Telangana (44) and UP (66) has been integrated with e-NAM 

portal.Farmers can get the price information for their produce which is available on AGMARKNET website (www.

agmarknet.nic.in) or through Kisan Call Centres or SMS or buyer seller portal available at www.farmer.gov.in/buysell.

htm.

Contact:

Commercial banks, Regional Rural banks,State Cooperative Banks etc.; National Cooperative Development Corpora-

tion (NCDC) for projects by Cooperatives; detailed information is available in operational Guidelines for Integrated 

Scheme for Agricultural Marketing (ISAM) on website.

For further details please contact Shri Subhash Sharma, PMU for e-NAM, Small Farmers Agri business 

Consortium(SFAC), New Delhi (e-mail id-nam@sfac.in). Details of  the scheme are also available at www.enam .gov.in.

1.5. Organic Farming

Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY)

Organic agriculture is the production of  agriculture products free from chemicals and pesticides residues by adopting 

'1*I)(-'"#5=$5*C$1*2%$%'1&"*5*.-'27$8OZb$-2$!"$'5!+*(!%'#$1*3/*"'"%$*) $\*-5$]'!5%&$J!"!.'3'"%$N\]JX$*) $J!D*($

8(*D'1%$9!%-*"!5$J-22-*"$*) $\02%!-"!+5'$G.(-105%0('$N9J\GX7$["#'($8OZb$M(.!"-1$)!(3-".$-2$/(*3*%'#$%&(*0.&$

!#*/%-*"$*) $!"$*(.!"-1$?-55!.'$+=$1502%'($!//(*!1&$!"#$8P\$N8!(%-1-/!%*(=$P0!(!"%''$\=2%'3X$1'(%-,1!%-*"7

The cluster chosen for Organic Farming shall be 50 acres at an extent and in a contiguous form as much possible. In 

*(#'($%*$)!1-5-%!%'$%&-2:$%&'$1'-5-".$*) $20+2-#=$%&!%$)!(3'($-2$'5-.-+5'$-2$!$3!H-303$*) $*"'$&'1%!('$!"#$%&'$%*%!5$,"!"1-!5$

assistance eligible for 50 acre cluster shall be a maximum of  Rs. 10 lakh for farmer members and Rs. 4.95 lakh for 

3*+-5-;!%-*"$!"#$8P\$L'(%-,1!%-*"7$M) $%&'$%*%!5$"03+'($*) $)!(3'(2$-"$!$1502%'(:$!$3-"-303$*) $VRq$2&*05#$+'5*".$

to small marginal categories. 

Contact:

At State level : Director (Horticulture/Agriculture) of  North Eastern States.

At District level$ c$Q-2%(-1%$]*(%-105%0('$M),1'(2:$Q-2%(-1%$G.(-105%0('$M),1'(2e8(*D'1%$Q-('1%*(:$G@JG$ -"$9*(%&$

Eastern States.

1.6. Agriculture Credit

To save themselves from the clutches of  money lenders, farmers can avail loan facility from banks. Loan facility is 

available through a large network of  Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) and Cooperative Credit Institu-

%-*"$-"$%&'$1*0"%(=$%*$)05,5$%&'$1(*/$5*!"$!"#$%'(3$5*!"$"''#2$*) $%&'$)!(3'(27$

Contact:

i*-"%$\'1('%!(=$N1**/'(!%-*"X:$#'/!(%3'"%$*) $G.(-105%0('$L**/'(!%-*"$!"#$>!(3'(B2$k'5)!('$O(-2&-$a&!C!"7$F'.-*"!5$

M),1'2$*) $9G>YQ$!"#$\>GL$5*1!%'#$-"$2%!%'$L!/-%!57$Q-2%(-1%$5'?'5$M),1'2$*) $L**/'(!%-?'$J!(6'%-".$e$L*33*#-%-'2$

Federations. Marketing Cooperative Societies at Tehsil Level and FPOs/ FPCs at Block Level.  

!!!
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CHAPTER 2

SCHEMES OF THE MINISTRY 

OF FOOD PROCESSING 

INDUSTRIES

Highlights

The important schemes of  the MoFPI include the Mega Food Park, Cold Chain and Kisan Sampada schemes.

 Mega Food Park Scheme aims at providing a mechanism to link agricultural production to the market by bringing 

together farmers, processors and retailers so as to ensure maximizing value addition, minimizing wastage, increas-

-".$)!(3'(2B$-"1*3'$!"#$1('!%-".$'3/5*=3'"%$*//*(%0"-%-'2$/!(%-105!(5=$-"$%&'$(0(!5$2'1%*(7

L*5#$L&!-":$Z!50'$G##-%-*"$!"#$8('2'(?!%-*"$S")(!2%(01%0('$-2$%*$/(*?-#'$-"%'.(!%'#$1*5#$1&!-"$!"#$/('2'(?!%-*"$

infrastructure facilities without any break from the farm gate to the consumer.

The Kisan Sampada Backward and Forward Linkages scheme provides effective and seamless backward and for-

ward integration for processed food industry by plugging the gaps in the supply chain in terms of  availability of  

raw material and linkages with the market.

The main objective of  the scheme for creation /expansion of  Food Processing and Preservation Capacities is 

modernization/ expansion of  existing food processing units with a view of  increasing the level of  processing, 

value addition leading to reduction of  wastage.

The Scheme for Agro-processing Cluster aims at development of  modern infrastructure and common facilities 

to encourage group of  entrepreneurs to set up food processing units based on a cluster approach.

The important schemes of  the MoFPI include the Mega Food Park, Cold Chain and Kisan Sampada.

2.1. Mega Food Parks Scheme

The Scheme of  Mega Food Park aims at providing a mechanism to link agricultural production to the market by bring-

ing together farmers, processors and retailers so as to ensure maximizing value addition, minimizing wastage, increas-

-".$)!(3'(2B$-"1*3'$!"#$1('!%-".$'3/5*=3'"%$*//*(%0"-%-'2$/!(%-105!(5=$-"$(0(!5$2'1%*(7

Pattern of  Assistance: The Scheme envisages grant-in-aid @ 35% of  eligible project cost in general areas and @50% 

*) $'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$-"$&-55=$e$S@Q8$!"#$#-),105%$!('!2$20+D'1%$%*$3!H7$*) $[\Q$T7R$3-55-*"$/'($/(*D'1%7

Eligibility criteria: 

h$ @&'$1*3+-"'#$"'%$C*(%&$*) $%&'$/(*3*%'(2e/(*/*2'#$2&!('&*5#'(2$*) $S3/5'3'"%-".$G.'"1-'2$NSG2X$2&*05#$"*%$

be less than 1.5 times of  the grant amount sought.

h$ @&'$SG2$"''#2$%*$+(-".$-"$!%$5'!2%$UW$/'(1'"%$*) $%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%$!2$'<0-%=e1*"%(-+0%-*"$-"$.'"'(!5$!('!2$!"#$

!%$5'!2%$TW$/'(1'"%$*) $%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%$-"$#-),105%$!"#$&-55=$!('!27

h$ J-"-303$5!"#$!('!$I$TW$!1('27$J-"-303$*) $R$>**#$8(*1'22-".$0"-%2$*) $UR$1(*('2$10305!%-?'$%*$+'$2'%$0/7
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Exclusions: 

h$ @&'$'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$C-55$'H150#'$1*2%$*) $5!"#:$/('I*/'(!%-?'$'H/'"2'2$!"#$3!(.-"$3*"'=$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!57$

h$ 8!2%$8(*3*%'(2$*) $J'.!$>**#$8!(62$!('$"*%$'5-.-+5'7

Eligible Implementing Agencies under the Scheme: All implementing agencies/organizations such as Govt. / 

8\[2$e$i*-"%$Z'"%0('2$e$9PM2$e$L**/'(!%-?'2$e$\]P2$e$8(-?!%'$\'1%*(e-"#-?-#0!52$'%17$C-55$+'$'5-.-+5'7

2.2. Scheme for Cold Chain, Value Addition and Preservation Infrastructure

@&'$*+D'1%-?'$*) $%&'$21&'3'$*) $L*5#$L&!-":$Z!50'$G##-%-*"$!"#$8('2'(?!%-*"$S")(!2%(01%0('$-2$%*$/(*?-#'$-"%'.(!%'#$

cold chain and preservation infrastructure facilities without any break from the farm gate to the consumer. It covers 

pre-cooling facilities at production sites, reefer vans, mobile cooling units as well as value addition centres which in-

clude infrastructural facilities like Processing/Multi-line Processing/ Collection Centres etc. for horticulture, organic 

produce, marine, dairy, meat and poultry etc.

Pattern of  Assistance: Financial assistance (grant-in-aid) of  35% the total cost of  plant and machinery and technical 

1-?-5$C*(62$-"$.'"'(!5$!('!2$!"#$RWq$)*($9Y$('.-*"$!"#$#-),105%$!('!2$N)*($2%*(!.'X$!"#$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$N.(!"%I-"I

aid) of  50% the total cost of  plant and machinery and technical civil works in general areas and 75% for NE region 

!"#$#-),105%$!('!2$N)*($/(*1'22-".X$20+D'1%$%*$!$3!H-303$*) $[\Q$T7R$3-55-*"7

Eligibility criteria: 

h$ @&'$"'%$C*(%&$*) $%&'$!//5-1!"%$2&*05#$+'$!%$5'!2%$T7R$%-3'2$*) $%&'$.(!"%$!//5-'#$)*(7

h$ G?!-5-".$%'(3$5*!"$)(*3$%&'$a!"6e>-"!"1-!5$S"2%-%0%-*"$)*($!$3-"-303$*) $UWq$*) $%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%7

h$ Q!%'$*) $1*33'(1-!5$/(*#01%-*"$2&*05#$"*%$+'$/(-*($%*$%&'$#!%'$*) $20+3-22-*"$*) $!//5-1!%-*"7

Eligible Components: 

Minimum of  two components as stated below need to be set-up in order to qualify for the scheme. Irradiation Facility 

is treated on a stand-alone basis.

i. MPC/ Farm Level Infra:

h$ >!1-5-%=$)*($C'-.&-".:$2*(%-".:$.(!#-".:$C!H-".:$/!16-".:$/('I1**5-".7

h$ L*"%(*55'#$G%3*2/&'('$NLGXe$J*#-,'#$G%3*2/&'('$NJGX$1*5#$2%*(!.'7

h$ 9*(3!5$2%*(!.'7

h$ S"#-?-#0!5$m0-16$>('';-".$NSm>X7

ii. Reefer Transport

h$ J*+-5'$8('I1**5-".$%(0162$!"#$('')'($%(0162$C&-1&$!('$20-%!+5'$)*($%(!"2/*(%!%-*"$*) $/'(-2&!+5'$!.(-105%0(!5$

/(*#01'e$&*(%-105%0('e$#!-(=e$3'!%e$,2&$/(*#01'7

iii. Distribution Hub

h$ ]0+2$C-%&$305%-$/(*#01%2$!"#$305%-$LGeJG$1&!3+'(2e1*5#$2%*(!.'eZ!(-!+5'$]03-#-%=$L&!3+'(27

h$ 8!16-".$)!1-5-%=7

h$ L5'!"-".$-"$8(*1'22$NLS8X$>*.$%('!%3'"%7$

h$ S"#-?-#0!5$m0-16$>('';-".$NSm>X7

h$ a5!2%$)('';-".7
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Exclusions: cost of  land, preoperative expenses, margin money for working capital and contingency

Eligible Implementing Agencies under the scheme$c$M(.!"-;!%-*"$201&$!2$L'"%(!5$!"#$\%!%'$8\[$ei*-"%$Z'"%0('2$

e>!(3'($8(*#01'($M(.!"-;!%-*"$e9PMe1**/'(!%-?'$e\]PB2$eL*(/*(!%'$ '"%-%=e$/(*/(-'%*(2&-/$,(32$'".!.'#$*($

proposed to engage in creation /expansion /modernization of  food processing and preservation capacities would be 

eligible under the scheme.

2.3. Scheme for Creation of  Backward and Forward Linkages

The objective of  the scheme is to provide effective and seamless backward and forward integration for processed food 

industry by plugging the gaps in supply chain in terms of  availability of  raw material and linkages with the market. 

["#'($%&'$21&'3':$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$-2$/(*?-#'#$)*($2'%%-".$0/$*) $/(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".$1'"%'(2e$1*55'1%-*"$1'"%'(2$!%$

farm gate and modern retail outlets at the front end along with connectivity through insulated/ refrigerated transport.

Pattern of  Assistance: The maximum admissible grant for each project would be 35% and 50% of  the eligible pro-

ject cost for general areas and for North East States, Himalayan States, ITDP Areas and Islands respectively subject 

to maximum of  Rs 5 crore per project. Assistance to Farmer Producer Organizations would be provided @35% and 

RWq$)*($.'"'(!5$!('!2$!"#$#-),105%$!('!2$('2/'1%-?'5=7

Eligible Components:

Following are the eligible components and facilities for which assistance may be availed.

Backward Linkage:

h$ S"%'.(!%'#$8!16I&*02'N2X$ NC-%&$3'1&!"-;'#$ 2*(%-".$ !"#$ .(!#-".$ 5-"'e$ /!16-".$ 5-"'e$C!H-".$ 5-"'e$ 2%!.-".$ 1*5#$

rooms, etc.)

h$ J-56$L&-55-".$L'"%'(2e$a056$J-56$L**5'(2

h$ 8('$L**5-".$["-%N2X

h$ J*+-5'$/('I1**5-".$Z!"2

h$ F'')'($+*!%2

Forward Linkage:

h$ F-/'"-".$L&!3+'(N2X

h$ F'%!-5$1&!-"$*) $*0%5'%2$)*($/'(-2&!+5'2$-"150#-".$J'!%$\&*/2$C-%&$)!1-5-%-'2$201&$!2$)(*;'"$2%*(!.'e#''/$)('';'(2e

refrigerated display cabinets/cold room.

h$ F'%!-5$(')(-.'(!%'#$1!(%2:$%'3/'(!%0('$1*"%(*55'#$2*5!($/*C'('#$('%!-5$1!(%27

Transport :$$F')(-.'(!%'#e$S"205!%'#$%(!"2/*(%$e$F'')'($Z!"2

Eligible Implementing Agencies under the Scheme: 

h$ 8(*3*%'(2$*) $'H-2%-".$)**#$/(*1'22-".$0"-%27

h$ P(*0/2$*) $/(*#01'(2$201&$!2$L*I*/'(!%-?'2:$>!(3'($8(*#01'($M(.!"-;!%-*"2$N>8M2X:$>!(3'($8(*#01'($L*3/!-

nies (FPCs), Self  Help Groups (SHGs) etc. linked to food processing units.

h$ F'%!-5'(2$*) $/(*1'22'#$)**#7

h$ E*.-2%-12$\0//5-'(27
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w@&'$!//5-1!"%2$-"$%&'$!+*?'$1!%'.*(-'2$3!=+'$*(.!"-;!%-*"2$201&$!2$L'"%(!5$!"#$\%!%'$8\[2$e$i*-"%$Z'"%0('2$e>!(3'($

Producers Organization (FPOs)/ NGOs / Cooperatives / SHGs / Public and Private Companies / Limited Liability 

Partnerships, Corporate Entity /Proprietorship Firms / Partnership Firms etc.

2.4. Scheme for Creation /Expansion of  Food Processing and Preservation 
Capacities

The main objective of  the scheme is creation of  processing and preservation capacities and modernization/ expansion 

of  existing food processing units with a view of  increasing the level of  processing, value addition leading to reduc-

tion of  wastage. The setting up of  new units and modernization/ expansion of  existing units are covered under the 

scheme. The processing units undertake a wide range of  processing activities depending on the processing sectors 

which results in value addition and/ or enhancing shelf  life of  the processed products.

Pattern of  Assistance: 

h$ dRq$*) $%&'$'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$C&-1&$-2$3!H-303$*) $[\Q$W7^R$3-55-*"$)*($.'"'(!5$!('!7

h$ RWq$*) $%&'$'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$C&-1&$-2$3!H-303$*) $[\Q$W7^R$3-55-*"$)*($9*(%&$Y!2%$\%!%'2$$$-"150#-".$\-66-3:$

Himalayan States, Island area and ITDP Areas.

Eligibility criteria: 

h$ 8(*3*%'(B2$1!/-%!5e'<0-%=$-"?'2%3'"%$*"$%&'$/(*D'1%$2&*05#$"*%$+'$5'22$%&!"$UW$q$*) $%*%!5$8(*D'1%$L*2%$N"*%$!/-

plicable for Govt. proposals) 

h$ 8(*/*2!5$2&*05#$&!?'$J-"-303$'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$3*('$%&!"$F27$d7WW$L(*('7

h$ Q!%'$*) $1*33'(1-!5$/(*#01%-*"$2&*05#$"*%$+'$/(-*($%*$%&'$#!%'$*) $20+3-22-*"$*) $!//5-1!%-*"7

h$ M"5=$%&*2'$/(*/*2!52$C-55$+'$'5-.-+5'$-"$C&-1&$2!"1%-*"$*) $%'(3$5*!"$&!2$+''"$!11*(#'#$+=$a!"6$e$>S7

Eligible Organizations:

h$ M(.!"-;!%-*"$201&$!2$L'"%(!5$!"#$\%!%'$8\[$ei*-"%$Z'"%0('2$e>!(3'($8(*#01'($M(.!"-;!%-*"$e9PMe1**/'(!-

%-?'$e\]PB2$eL*(/*(!%'$'"%-%=e$8(*/(-'%*(2&-/$,(32$'".!.'#$*($/(*/*2'#$%*$'".!.'$-"$1('!%-*"$e'H/!"2-*"$e

modernization of  food processing and preservation capacities would be eligible under the scheme.

h$ F-1'$J-55-".$)!1-5-%=$-2$*"5=$'5-.-+5'$)*($Y!2%'("$!"#$9*(%&$Y!2%'("$\%!%'

Preference to the proposals:

h$ G55*1!%-*"$*) $>**#$/(*1'22-".$0"-%$2&!55$+'$#*"'$*"$%&'$+!2-2$*) $2%!%'IC-2'$!55*1!%-*"7$

h$ @&'$/(*/*2!52$)*($1('!%-*"e'H/!"2-*"e$3*#'("-;!%-*"$*) $>**#$8(*1'22-".$!"#$8('2'(?!%-*"$0"-%$-"$J'.!$>**#$

Parks assisted by the Ministry will be given preference within the state.

Contact:

Ministry of  Food Processing Industries

Panchsheel Bhawan, August Kranti Marg

Khelgaon, New Delhi-110049

Fax No. 011-26493228

Y8aGj$9*7$WTTIUVp_UUTVe$UVp_UT^pe$UVp_dUU^e$UVp_W_dd
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2.5. Scheme for Infrastructure for Agro-processing Cluster

The scheme aims at development of  modern infrastructure and common facilities to encourage group of  entrepre-

neurs to set up food processing units based on cluster approach. Under the scheme, effective backward and forward 

linkages are created by linking groups of  producers/ farmers to the processors and markets through well-equipped 

supply chain consisting of  modern infrastructure for food processing closer to production areas and provision of  

integrated/ complete preservation infrastructure facilities from the farm gate to the consumer.

Pattern of  Assistance: The scheme envisages grant-in-aid @ 35% of  eligible project cost in general areas and @50% 

*) $'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$-"$&-55=$e$S@Q8$!"#$#-),105%$!('!2$20+D'1%$%*$3!H7$*)[\Q$T7R$3-55-*"7$/'($/(*D'1%7

Eligibility criteria 

h$ @&'$1*3+-"'#$"'%$C*(%&$*) $%&'$/(*3*%'(2e/(*/*2'#$2&!('&*5#'(2$*) $SG2$2&*05#$"*%$+'$5'22$%&!"$T7R$%-3'2$*) $

the grant amount sought.

h$ @&'$SG2$"''#2$%*$+(-".$-"$!%$5'!2%$UW$q$*) $%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%$!2$'<0-%=$e$1*"%(-+0%-*"$-"$.'"'(!5$!('!2$!"#$!%$

5'!2%$TW$q$*) $%&'$%*%!5$/(*D'1%$1*2%$-"$#-),105%$!"#$&-55=$!('!27$

h$ J-"-303$5!"#$!('!$I$TW$!1('27$J-"-303$*) $R$>**#$8(*1'22-".$0"-%2$*) $UR$1(*('2$10305!%-?'$%*$+'$2'%$0/7

Exclusions: 

h$ @&'$'5-.-+5'$/(*D'1%$1*2%$C-55$'H150#'$1*2%$*) $5!"#:$/('I*/'(!%-?'$'H/'"2'2$!"#$3!(.-"$3*"'=$)*($C*(6-".$1!/-%!57$

h$ 8(*3*%'(2$*) $J'.!$>**#$8!(62$!('$"*%$'5-.-+5'

Eligible Implementing Agencies under the Scheme: All implementing agencies / organizations such as Govt. / PSUs 

e$i*-"%$Z'"%0('2$e$9PM2$e$L**/'(!%-?'2$e$\]P2$e$8(-?!%'$\'1%*($e$-"#-?-#0!52$'%17$C-55$+'$'5-.-+5'7

Contact:

Ministry of  Food Processing Industries

Panchsheel Bhawan, August Kranti Marg

Khelgaon, New Delhi-110049

Fax No. 011-26493228

Y8aGj$9*7$WTTIUVp_UUTVe$UVp_UT^pe$UVp_dUU^e$UVp_W_dd

!!!
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CHAPTER 3

OTHER SCHEMES OF THE 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Highlights

8(-3'$J-"-2%'(B2$Y3/5*=3'"%$P'"'(!%-*"$8(*.(!33'$N8JYP8Xc$S%$!-32$%*$.'"'(!%'$'3/5*=3'"%$*//*(%0"-%-'2$

in rural as well as urban areas of  the country through setting up of  new self-employment ventures/projects/

micro enterprises. It is a central scheme administered by the Ministry of  Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

(MoMSME).

Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises: It aims to make available collateral-free credit to 

the micro and small enterprise sector. Both existing and new enterprises including FPCs are eligible to be covered 

under the scheme.

Mudra Loan Scheme: It aims at providing loan for income generating small business activities in manufacturing, 

processing, service sector or trading. The Project cost is decided based on business plan and the investment pro-

posed. MUDRA loan is not for consumption / personal expenses.

Agri-Clinics and Agri-Business Centre (ACABC) Scheme: Agri-Clinics are envisaged to provide expert advice 

and services to farmers on various technologies including soil health, cropping practices, plant protection, crop 

insurance, post-harvest technology and clinical services.

Scheme of  Fund for Regeneration of  Traditional Industries: The main objective of  the SFURTI is to organize 

the traditional industries and artisans into clusters to make them competitive and provide support for their long 

term sustainability and economy of  scale and to provide sustained employment for traditional industry artisans 

and rural entrepreneurs.

Micro and Small Enterprises - Cluster Development Programme (MSE-CDP): It aims to support the sustain-

ability and growth of  MSEs by addressing common issues such as improvement of  technology, skills and quality, 

market access and access to capital and to build capacity of  MSEs for common supportive action through forma-

tion of  self-help groups, consortia, upgradation of  associations, etc.

<232( C',=&(:,+,$%&'H$(>=5"0A=&+%(e&+&'/%,0+(C'08'/==&(]C:>eC^

Introduction

P*?'("3'"%$*) $S"#-!$&!2$!//(*?'#$%&'$-"%(*#01%-*"$*) $!$"'C$1('#-%$5-"6'#$20+2-#=$/(*.(!33'$1!55'#$8(-3'$J-"-2%'(B2$

Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) by merging the two schemes that were in operation till 31.03.2008 

"!3'5=$8(-3'$J-"-2%'(B2$F*D.!($b*D!"!$N8JFbX$!"#$F0(!5$Y3/5*=3'"%$P'"'(!%-*"$8(*.(!33'$NFYP8X$)*($.'"-

eration of  employment opportunities through establishment of  micro enterprises in rural as well as urban areas. 

PMEGP will be a central sector scheme to be administered by the Ministry of  Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

(MoMSME).
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Objectives

i. To generate employment opportunities in rural as well as urban areas of  the country through setting up of  new 

self-employment ventures/projects/micro enterprises.

ii. To bring together widely dispersed traditional artisans/ rural and urban unemployed youth and give them self-

employment opportunities to the extent possible, at their place.

iii. To provide continuous and sustainable employment to a large segment of  traditional and prospective artisans and 

rural and urban unemployed youth in the country, so as to help arrest migration of  rural youth to urban areas.

iv. To increase the wage earning capacity of  artisans and contribute to increase in the growth rate of  rural and urban 

employment.

Quantum and Nature of  Financial Assistance 

Levels of  funding under PMEGP

Table 47 :  Levels of  funding under PMEGP

!/%&80',&$(06 (G&+&-.,/',&$(#+*&'(C:>eC
Q&+&-.,/'AH$(.0+-

tribution (of  project 

cost)

Rate of  Subsidy (of  pro-

ject cost)

Area (location of  project/unit) Urban Rural

General Category 10% 15% 25%

Special (including SC / ST / OBC /Minorities/Women, 

Ex-servicemen, Physically handicapped, NER, Hill and 

Border areas etc.

5% 25% 355

Note: 

1. The maximum cost of  the project/unit admissible under manufacturing sector is Rs. 25 Lakh. 

2. The maximum cost of  the project/unit admissible under business/service sector is Rs. 10 Lakh. 

3. The balance amount of  the total project cost will be provided by Banks as term loan.

Contact:

State Q-('1%*(:$OZSL

Address available at http://www.kviconline.gov.in

Q=7$LYM$N8JYP8X:$OZSL:$J03+!-

Contact no : 022-26714370

Email: dyceoksr@gmail.com

Please see http://www.kviconline.gov.in for further details.

3.2. Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises

Introduction

The Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGS) was launched by the Government of  

India (GoI) to make available collateral-free credit to the micro and small enterprise sector. Both the existing and new 

enterprises, including FPCs are eligible to be covered under the scheme. The Ministry of  Micro, Small and Medium 

Enterprises, GoI and Small Industries Development Bank of  India (SIDBI), established a Trust named Credit Guar-

antee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) to implement the Credit Guarantee Fund Scheme for 

Micro and Small Enterprises. 
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Eligible Lending Institutions

The Banks and Financial Institutions, which are eligible under the scheme, are scheduled commercial banks (Public 

\'1%*($a!"62e8(-?!%'$\'1%*($a!"62e>*('-."$a!"62X$!"#$2'5'1%$('.-*"!5$(0(!5$a!"62$NC&-1&$&!?'$+''"$15!22-,'#$0"#'($

K\02%!-"!+5'$Z-!+5'B$1!%'.*(=$+=$9GaGFQX:$8(-?!%'$\'1%*($a!"62:$^d$F'.-*"!5$F0(!5$a!"62$NFFa2X:$p$>*('-."$a!"62$

and 9 other institutions i.e. Delhi Financial Corporation, Kerala Financial Corporation, Jammu and Kashmir Devel-

opment Finance Corporation Ltd, Andhra Pradesh State Financial Corporation, Export Import Bank of  India, The 

Tamil Nadu Industrial Investment Corporation Ltd., National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC), North Eastern 

Development Finance Corporation (NEDFI) and Small Industries Development Bank of  India (SIDBI).

Eligible Credit Facility

The credit facilities which are eligible to be covered under the scheme are both term loans and/or working capital 

facility up to Rs.100 Lakh per borrowing unit, extended without any collateral security and/or third party guarantee, to 

a new or existing micro and small enterprise. For those units covered under the guarantee scheme, which may become 

sick owing to factors beyond the control of  management, rehabilitation assistance extended by the lender could also 

be covered under the guarantee scheme. Any credit facility in respect of  which risks are additionally covered under the 

scheme, operated by Government or other agencies, will not be eligible for coverage under the scheme.

Guarantee Cover

The guarantee cover available under the scheme is to the extent of  maximum 85% of  the sanctioned amount of  the 

credit facility. The guarantee cover provided is up to 75% of  the credit facility up to Rs.50 Lakh (85% for loans up to 

Rs. 5 Lakh provided to micro enterprises, 80% for MSEs owned/operated by women and all loans to NER including 

Sikkim) with a uniform guarantee at 50% for the entire amount if  the credit exposure is above Rs.50 Lakh and up to 

Rs.100 Lakh. In case of  default, the Trust settles the claim up to 75% (or 85% / 80% / 50% wherever applicable) of  

the amount in default of  the credit facility extended by the lending institution. 

Tenure of  Guarantee

The Guarantee cover under the scheme is for the agreed tenure of  the term loan/composite credit. In case of  working 

capital, the guarantee cover is of  5 years or block of  5 years.

Fee for Guarantee

A composite all-in Annual Guarantee Fee of  1.0 % p.a. of  the credit facility sanctioned (0.75% for credit facility up 

to Rs. 5 Lakh and 0.85% for above Rs. 5 Lakh and up to 100 Lakh for Women, Micro Enterprises and units in NER 

including Sikkim) is now being charged.

Contact:

Sh. Piyush Srivastava (ADC), Ministry of  MSME 

Email Id: adc1@dcmsme.gov.in

Contact No: 23062694

3.3. Mudra Loan Scheme

Brief  details of  the Product

J[QFG$5*!"2$!('$'H%'"#'#$+=$+!"62:$9a>L2:$J>S2$!"#$*%&'($'5-.-+5'$,"!"1-!5$-"%'(3'#-!(-'2$!2$"*%-,'#$+=$J[QFG$

E%#7$@&'$8(!#&!"$J!"%(-$J[QFG$b*D!"!$N8JJbX$!""*0"1'#$+=$%&'$]*"B+5'$8(-3'$J-"-2%'($*"$n%&$G/(-5$UWTR:$
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envisages providing MUDRA loan, upto Rs. 10 Lakh to income generating micro enterprises engaged in manufactur-

ing, trading and services sector.

@&'$*?'(#(!)%$!3*0"%$*) $F27RWWW$2!"1%-*"'#$0"#'($8JiQb$&!2$+''"$!52*$15!22-,'#$!2$J[QFG$5*!"2$0"#'($8(-3'$

Minister MUDRA Yojana (PMMY).

The MUDRA loan is extended under following three categories:

h$ E*!"2$0/%*$F27$RW:WWWeI$N\&-2&0X

h$ E*!"2$)(*3$F27$RW:WWTeI$%*$F27R$E!6&$NO-2&*('X

h$ E*!"2$)(*3$F27R:WW:WWTeI$%*$F27TW$E!6&$N@!(0"X

Eligible borrowers: Individuals,Proprietary concern, Partnership Firm, Private Ltd. Company; Public Company and 

any other legal forms.

Purpose of  Assistance/ Nature of  Assistance

The MUDRA loans are provided for income generating small business activity in manufacturing, processing, service 

sector or trading. The Project cost is decided based on business plan and the investment proposed. MUDRA loan is 

not for consumption/personal needs.

>*($%&'$/0(/*2'$*) $C*(6-".$1!/-%!5$5-3-%:$J[QFG$&!2$5!0"1&'#$!$"'C$/(*#01%$1!55'#$lJ[QFG$L!(#g:$C&-1&$-2$!$

#'+-%$1!(#$-220'#$*"$F08!=$/5!%)*(3:$!"#$/(*?-#'2$&!225'$)(''$1('#-%$-"$!$A'H-+5'$3!""'(7

Amount of  assistance

Up toRs. 10 Lakh in three categories viz. Shishu, Kishore and Tarun.

Interest rate

Interest rates are to be charged as per the policy decision of  the bank. 

Upfront fee/Processing charges.

Banks may consider charging of  upfront fee as per their internal guidelines

Security

First charge on all assets created out of  the loan extended to the borrower and the assets which are directly associated 

with the business/project for which credit has been extended; DPN (wherever applicable); CGTMSE (wherever felt 

desirable)/MUDRA Guarantee cover (as and when introduced).

In terms of  RBI guidelines issued vide Master Circular on lending to MSME, in respect of  loans upto Rs.10 Lakh, 

banks are mandated not to accept collateral security in the case of  loans upto Rs.10 Lakh extended to units in the 

Micro Small Enterprises (MSE) Sector. 

Tenure of  Assistance

@'"0('$*) $!22-2%!"1'$+!2'#$*"$%&'$'1*"*3-1$5-)'$*) $%&'$!22'%2$1('!%'#$!"#$!52*$%&'$1!2&$A*C$.'"'(!%'#7$]*C'?'(:$

J[QFGB2$(',"!"1'$!22-2%!"1'$C-55$+'$)*($!$3!H-303$%'"0('$*) $dV$3*"%&2$C&-1&$C-55$!52*$+'$!5-."'#$%*$%'(32$*) $!5-

lotment of  MUDRA funds by RBI from time to time.

Repayment

Term Loan$c$@*$+'$('/!-#$-"$20-%!+5'$-"2%!53'"%2$C-%&$20-%!+5'$3*(!%*(-03$/'(-*#$!2$/'($1!2&$A*C$*) $%&'$+02-"'227
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OD and CC Limit : Repayable on demand. Renewal and Annual Review as per internal guidelines of  the Bank.

Contact:

Toll Free Number: 1800 180 1111, 1800 11 0001

Mudra Bank Helpdesk E-mail:help@mudra.org.in

M),1'$L*"%!1%$"03+'(c$WTTIUd^pn^VR

Mission Contact Email id: missionmudra-dfs@nic.in

Mudra bank loan Customer support Email Id: help@mudra.org.in

3.4. Agri-Clinics and Agri-Business Centres (ACABC) Scheme

Agri-Clinics are envisaged to provide expert advice and services to farmers on various technologies including soil 

health, cropping practices, plant protection, crop insurance, post-harvest technology and clinical services.

Agri-Business Centres are commercial units of  agri-ventures established by trained agriculture professionals. Such 

ventures may include maintenance and custom hiring of  farm equipment, sale of  inputs and other services in agricul-

ture and allied areas, including post-harvest management and market linkages for income generation and entrepreneur-

ship development.

Revised Training Cost

The revised training cost per trainee is limited to Rs. 35,000 per trainee. An additional amount of  10% of  approved 

charges on food, accommodation, honorarium, training expenditure and handholding charges has been provided for 

North-Eastern States and Hill States (J&K, Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh).

Release of  Handholding Fund

Half  of  the handholding amount i.e. Rs. 2500 per trained candidate shall be released to the NTI on receipt of  list of  

/(*D'1%2$20+3-%%'#$%*$+!"6$N)*($1!"#-#!%'2$C&*$-"%'"#$%*$'2%!+5-2&$%&'$?'"%0('$C-%&$+!"6$,"!"1'X$!5*".$C-%&$/(**) $

of  submission. Remaining 50% of  the handholding amount i.e. Rs. 2500 per established candidate shall be released to 

9@S$*"$('1'-/%$*) $/(**) $)*($G.(-IZ'"%0('$'2%!+5-2&3'"%7

Incentives to Candidates and NTIs

NTIs with cumulative and respective batch success rate of  more than 50 % are eligible to get an additional incentive 

of  Rs.2000 per candidate for every candidate established after 50% success rate, reported in respective batch. 

Every candidate who establishes his/her venture and submits proof  to that effect is eligible to receive an incentive of  

Rs.1000.

Credit Support

Linkage with Credit 

Assistance under the scheme would be purely credit linked and subject to sanction of  the project by banks based on 

'1*"*3-1$?-!+-5-%=$!"#$1*33'(1-!5$1*"2-#'(!%-*"27$@&'$'5-.-+5'$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"2$0"#'($%&'$21&'3'$!('c$L*33'(-

cial Banks, Regional Rural Banks, State Cooperative Banks, State Cooperative Agriculture and Rural Development 

a!"62$!"#$\01&$*%&'($-"2%-%0%-*"2$'5-.-+5'$)*($(',"!"1'$)(*3$9GaGFQ7$
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Project Cost Ceiling 

Ceiling of  project cost for subsidy has been enhanced to Rs. 20 Lakh for an individual project (Rs. 25 Lakh in case of  

extremely successful individual projects) and up to Rs. 100 Lakh for a group project (Established by a group compris-

ing at least 5 trained persons under the scheme, out of  which one could be from Management background). The bank 

3!=:$"'?'(%&'5'22:$20+D'1%$%*$%&'-($*C"$2!%-2)!1%-*":$,"!"1'$.(*0/2$)*(3'#$+=$U$*($3*('$%(!-"'#$/'(2*"2$0"#'($%&'$

scheme (Person with management background can only be included in groups of  5 or more) with in the TFO ceiling 

Rs. 20 Lakh per trained person and overall ceiling of  Rs. 100 Lakh, whichever is less for the purpose of  subsidy. How-

ever, the actual credit sanctioned by the bank for a venture established under the scheme could be higher depending 

*"$%&'$,"!"1-!5$?-!+-5-%=$!"#$%'1&"-1!5$)'!2-+-5-%=7$@&02:$)*($-"2%!"1':$-) $!"$-"#-?-#0!5$-2$.(!"%'#$!$5*!"$)*($@>M$*) $F27$

35 Lakh, subsidy shall be reckoned only on TFO of  Rs. 20 Lakh. To encourage exceptionally successful individual 

agri-preneurs, the project cost limit for subsidy purposes may be extended by Rs. 5 Lakh in addition to the generally 

applicable project cost limit of  Rs. 20 Lakh for calculating subsidy. This will serve as an incentive to an agri-preneur to 

expand his/her already established and successful venture.

Change of  Capital and Interest Subsidy to Composite Subsidy 

\0+2-#=$/!%%'("$&!2$+''"$('?-2'#$)(*3$lL!/-%!5$!"#$S"%'('2%$\0+2-#=g$%*$lL*3/*2-%'$\0+2-#=g$C&-1&$C-55$+'$+!16I

ended in nature. It will be 44% of  project cost for women, SC/ST and all categories of  candidates from NE and Hill 

states and 36% of  project cost for all others. Interest subsidy scheme is replaced with enhanced quantum of  back-

ended subsidy. 

Contact:

J(27$Z7[2&!$F!"-:$SG\

Director General - MANAGE 

Dr. Saravanan Raj, Director (Agricultural Extension) 

Email id - saravanan.raj@manage.gov.in 

3.5. Scheme of  Fund for Regeneration of  Traditional Industries (SFURTI)

Introduction

The main objective of  the SFURTI is to organize the traditional industries and artisans into clusters to make them 

competitive and provide support for their long term sustainability and economy of  scale and to provide sustained 

employment for traditional industry artisans and rural entrepreneurs.

Soft Interventions

Soft Interventions under the project would consist of  activities like general awareness, counselling, trust building, skill 

development and capacity building/for the entire value chain, different skills need to be imparted such as Institution 

development, Exposure visits, Market promotion initiatives, Design and product development, Participation in semi-

nars, workshops and training programmes on technology upgradation, etc.

Hard Interventions

Hard interventions will include creation of  following facilities like multiple facilities for multiple products and pack-

aging wherever needed; Common Facility Centres (CFCs); Raw material banks (RMBs); Up-gradation of  production 

infrastructure; Tools and technological up-gradation such as charkha up-gradation, toolkit distribution, Warehousing 

)!1-5-%=4$@(!-"-".$1'"%(':$Z!50'$!##-%-*"$!"#$/(*1'22-".$1'"%('e305%-I/(*#01%27
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Thematic interventions

Thematic Intervention such as Brand building and promotion campaign, New media marketing, e-Commerce initia-

tives, Innovation, Research and development initiatives, developing institutional linkages with the existing and pro-

posed clusters will be included.

KF&(-+/+.,/"(/$$,$%/+.&(5'0@,*&*(60'(/+A($5&.,-.(5'0E&.%($F/""(G&($#GE&.%( %0(/(=/?,=#=(06 (W$(f(]&,8F%^(

crore: 

Table 48 Types of  clusters

Types of  Clusters Per cluster budget limit

Heritage Clusters (1000-2500 artisans) Rs 8.00 Crore

Major Clusters (500-1000 artisans) Rs 3.00 Crore

Mini Clusters ( Upto 500 artisans) Rs 1.50 Crore

Table 49 The funding pattern under the Scheme will be as under:

Sr.No Project Intervention
Scheme 

Funding
Financial Limit IA Share

A Cluster Interventions - -

A1

Soft Interventions including 

skill trainings, capacity build-

ing, design development

100%

Subject to a maximum 33% 

of  A (Total cost of  cluster in-

tervention both hard and soft 

interventions) or Rs 25 Lakh 

whichever is less. 

NIL

A2

Hard intervention including 

CFCs, RMBs, training centres, 

etc.

75% -

25% of  project Cost in-

cluding Land Cost and own 

contribution as equity

B Cost of  TA 100%

8% of  A1+A2 (Total cost of  

Cluster Interventions both 

hard and soft interventions)

NIL

C
L*2%$ *) $ SGe\8Z$ -"150#-".$

CDE
100%

Maximum Rs 20 Lakh per pro-

ject 
NIL

Contact:

Web Information Manager

Ministry of  Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 

F**3$9*$TUd:$[#=*.$a&!C!":$F!,$J!(.:$9'C$Q'5&-$I$TTWWTT

Phone No : 011-23061431

e-mail : www.msme.gov.in

3.6. Micro and Small Enterprises - Cluster Development Programme (MSE-
CDP)

The Ministry of  Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME), Government of  India (GoI) has adopted the Cluster 

Development approach as a key strategy for enhancing the productivity and competitiveness as well as capacity build-
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ing of  Micro and Small Enterprises (MSEs) and their collectives in the country. A cluster is a group of  enterprises 

5*1!%'#$C-%&-"$!"$-#'"%-,!+5'$!"#$!2$)!($!2$/(!1%-1!+5':$1*"%-.0*02$!('!$/(*#01-".$2!3'e2-3-5!($/(*#01%2e2'(?-1'27$@&'$

essential characteristics of  enterprises in a cluster are (a) Similarity or complementarity in the methods of  production, 

quality control and testing, energy consumption, pollution control etc. (b) Similar level of  technology and marketing 

strategies/practices (c) Similar channels for communication among the members of  the cluster (d) Common chal-

lenges and opportunities.

Objectives of  the Scheme:

(i)  To support the sustainability and growth of  MSEs by addressing common issues such as improvement of  technol-

ogy, skills and quality, market access, access to capital etc.

ii)  To build capacity of  MSEs for common supportive action through formation of  self-help groups, consortia, 

upgradation of  associations etc.

(iii)  To create/upgrade infrastructural facilities in the new/existing industrial areas/ clusters of  MSEs including setting 

up of  Flatted Factory Complexes.

N-?X$$@*$2'%$0/$1*33*"$)!1-5-%=$1'"%('2$N)*($%'2%-".:$%(!-"-".$1'"%(':$(!C$3!%'(-!5$#'/*%:$')A0'"%$%('!%3'"%:$1*3/5'-

menting production processes, etc.)

Components:

(i)  Setting up of  CFCsc$ L('!%-*"$ *) $ %!".-+5'$ l!22'%2g$ !2$L*33*"$>!1-5-%=$L'"%('2$ NL>L2X$ 5-6'$L*33*"$8(*-

duction/Processing Centre (for balancing/correcting/improving production line that cannot be undertaken by 

-"#-?-#0!5$0"-%2X:$Q'2-."$L'"%('2:$@'2%-".$>!1-5-%-'2:$@(!-"-".$L'"%(':$F!"#Q$L'"%('2:$Y)A0'"%$@('!%3'"%$85!"%:$

Marketing Display/Selling Centre, Common Logistics Centre, Common Raw Material Bank/Sales Depot, etc. The 

GoI grant will be restricted to 70% of  the cost of  project of  maximum Rs 15.00 crore. GoI grant will be 90% for 

CFCs in NE and Hill States, Clusters with more than 50% (a) micro/ village (b) women owned (c) SC/ST units.

(ii)  Infrastructure Development: Consist of  projects for infrastructural facilities like power distribution network, 

water, telecommunication, drainage and pollution control facilities, roads, banks, raw materials storage and mar-

keting outlets, common service facilities and technological backup services for MSEs in the new/ existing indus-

trial estates/areas. The GoI grant will be restricted to 60% of  the cost of  project of  Rs 10.00 crore. GoI grant 

will be 80% for projects in NE and Hill States, industrial areas/ estates with more than 50% (a) micro (b) women 

owned (c) SC/ST units.

Contact:

Sh. R.K.Rai (Director), 

Email Id : rk.rai@nic.in, 

Contact No: 23062561

Website: www.cluster.dcmsme.gov.in

3.7. Development of  Commercial Horticulture through Production and Post-
Harvest Management of  Horticulture Crops – by NHB

L('#-%$5-"6'#$/(*D'1%2$('5!%-".$%*$'2%!+5-2&3'"%$*) $1*33'(1-!5$/(*#01%-*"$0"-%2$-"$*/'"$,'5#$!2$C'55$!2$0"#'($/(*%'1%'#$

conditions and projects on Post Harvest Management and primary processing of  products are eligible for assistance 
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under this scheme as per cost norms given in the detailed scheme. However, release of  subsidy need not be credit 

linked in North Eastern States and for the institutions like Public Sector Units, Panchayats, Cooperatives, Registered 

Societies/Trust and Public Limited Companies provided they can meet remaining share of  the project cost out of  

their own resources. Such projects will have to be appraised by appraising agency approved by NHB.

Description of  components and Pattern of  Assistance

1.1$ L*33'(1-!5$]*(%-105%0('$Q'?'5*/3'"%$-"$*/'"$,'5#$1*"#-%-*"2$*"$/(*D'1%$3*#':$9!%-*"!5$]*(%-105%0('$a*!(#$

C-55$%!6'$0/$-"%'.(!%'#$1*33'(1-!5$&*(%-105%0('$#'?'5*/3'"%$/(*D'1%2$-"$*/'"$,'5#$1*"#-%-*"2$*"$/(*D'1%$3*#':$

including components viz. planting material, plantation, irrigation, fertigation, mechanization, precision farming, 

GAP etc. for projects covering area over 2.00 ha. (5 Acres) Integration of  production unit with on farm PHM 

components and primary processing unit shall also be allowed in project mode. Cost of  raising new plantation will 

?!(=$)(*3$1(*/$%*$1(*/:$C&-1&$C-55$+'$%!6'"$-"%*$1*"2-#'(!%-*"$C&-5'$/(*?-#-".$!22-2%!"1'$%*$%&'$+'"',1-!(=7$S"%'-

grated production unit on Mushroom and tissue culture shall also be eligible for assistance under this component. 

The components like farm machinery and PHM infrastructure, irrigation and micro irrigation etc. shall be eligible 

under the scheme for assistance in existing/new orchards/projects to increase productivity. 

Eligibility Criteria: 

A natural person, a group of  individuals or a legal person (Partnership Firm, a Trust, Cooperative Society, a Soci-

ety registered under Registration of  Society Act, a Company, Self-Help Group, Farmer Producers Organization, 

Co-operative Marketing Federations, Agricultural Produce Marketing Committees, Marketing Boards/Commit-

tees, Municipal Corporations/ Committees, Agro-Industries Corporations may apply for assistance.

Pattern of  assistance

Credit linked back-ended subsidy @ 40% of  the total project cost limited to Rs 30.00 lakh per project in general 

areas and @ 50% of  project cost limited to Rs. 37.50 lakh in NE Region, Hilly and Scheduled areas. 

1.2 Commercial Horticulture Development in protected cover on project mode the Board will also take up commer-

cial horticulture development projects under protected cover on project mode including components viz. planting 

material, plantation, irrigation, fertigation, mechanization, etc. for projects having area over 2500 sq. meter. Activi-

ties like construction of  green houses, shed net house, plastic mulching, and plastic tunnel, anti-bird /hail nets etc. 

would be promoted. Provision has been made for selecting a variety of  construction material for green houses and 

shed nets houses. Preference will be given to using locally available material to minimize cost of  construction of  

201&$2%(01%0('27$]*C'?'(:$)*($!?!-5-".$20+2-#=:$!55$3!%'(-!5$e%'1&"*5*.=$2&*05#$1*",(3$%*$/('21(-+'#$2%!"#!(#27

Pattern of  assistance 

Credit linked back-ended subsidy @ 50% of  the total project cost limited to Rs 56.00 lakh per project as per 

admissible cost norms for green houses, shed net house, plastic tunnel, anti-bird /hail nets andcost of  planting 

material etc. 

1.3 Integrated Post Harvest Management projects the Board will take up Integrated Post Harvest Management pro-

D'1%2$('5!%-".$%*$8!16$]*02':$F-/'"-".$L&!3+'(:$F')'($Z!":$F'%!-5$M0%5'%2:$8('I$1**5-".$0"-%:$8(-3!(=$/(*1'22-".$

etc. NHB will also take up projects in component mode and for standalone projects of  PHM components.
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Pattern of  assistance 

Credit linked back-ended subsidy @ 35% of  the total project cost limited to Rs 50.75 lakh per project in general area 

and @ 50 % of  project cost limited to Rs. 72.50 lakh per project in NE, Hilly and Scheduled areas.

General conditions 

-7$ L('#-%$1*3/*"'"%$!2$3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'$*) $%&'$/(*D'1%$2&*05#$+'$%'(3$5*!"$)(*3$+!"6-".$*($"*"I+!"6-".$,"!"1-!5$

institutions. For credit linked projects under NHB, eligible subsidy amount to be capped at par with term loan 

sanctioned by the lending Banks/FI.

ii. Normative cost of  various components shall be prescribed by NHB. 

---7$ a'"',%$*) $'H1502-?'$1*3/*"'"%2$*) $1*5#$2%*(!.'$21&'3'$2&!55$!52*$+'$!?!-5!+5'$%*$%&'$/(*3*%'(2$*?'($!"#$!+*?'$

the assistance that will be provided under Commercial Horticulture Scheme to set up integrated projects for pro-

duction and PHM components. 

-?7$ 8(*D'1%2$('5!%-".$%*$2'%%-".$0/$*) $"'C$0"-%2$2&!55$+'$%'1&"-1!55=$!"#$,"!"1-!55=$!//(!-2'#$%*$'"20('$!"#$'"!+5'$'"-

trepreneur to incorporate latest available technology. 

?7$ G22-2%!"1'$1!"$!52*$+'$!?!-5'#$)*($!$1*3+-"!%-*"$*) $8]J$-")(!2%(01%0('$1*3/*"'"%2$+=$!$+'"',1-!(=:$C-%&-"$%&'$

prescribed norms of  individual items.

Contact:

National Horticulture Board 

MCAER Building 132/B, Bhambhurda Bhosale Nagar, 

Pune-411 007 

Contact No: /Fax: 020-25530582-83 

Email:nhbpune@gmail.com

3.8. Capital Investment subsidy scheme for construction/expansion/ 
modernization of  cold storage and storages for Horticulture Products – by 
NHB

Description of  components and Pattern of  Assistance

Components : Credit linked projects relating to Cold Storages including Controlled Atmosphere (CA) and their mod-

ernization are eligible for assistance under this component. Subsidy need not be credit linked for the institutions like 

Public Sector Units, Panchayats, Cooperatives, Registered Societies/Trust and Public limited companies provided they 

can meet remaining share of  the project cost out of  their own resources. Such projects will have to be appraised by 

appraising agency approved by NHB. 

Eligibility Criteria: 

A natural person, a group of  individuals or a legal person (Partnership Firm, a Trust, Cooperative Society, a Society 

registered under Registration of  Society Act, a Company, Self-Help Group, Farmer Producers Organization, Co-oper-

ative Marketing Federations, Agricultural Produce Marketing Committees, Marketing Boards/Committees, Municipal 

Corporations/ Committees, Agro-Industries Corporations may apply for assistance.
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Pattern of  Assistance: 

The assistance will be given as subsidy @ 35% of  the capital cost of  project in general areas and 50% in case of  NE, 

Hilly and scheduled areas for a storage capacity above 5000 MT up to 10000 MT. 

Calculation of  Capacity for subsidy: 

For calculation of  capacity, 3.4 cubic meters (cm.) (120 cubic feet (cft.) of  chamber volume shall be considered equiva-

lent to 1 MT storage capacity. 

Table 50 : Description of  components and Cost Norms

S. No. Description Cost Norms

1

Cold storage units Type 1 – basic mezza-

nine structure with large chamber (of  > 250 

MT) type with single temperature zone.

h$x$F27$nWWWe$J@$)*($1!/!1-%=$0/%*$RWWW$J@

h$x$F27$^VWWe$J@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$RWWT$%*$VRWW$J@7

h$x$F27$^UWWeJ@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$VRWT$%*$nWWW$J@7

h$x$F27$VnWWeJ@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$nWWT$%*$TWWWW$J@7

2

Cold storage units Type 2 – Pre Engineering 

Building (PEB) Type for multiple tempera-

ture and product use , more than 6 cham-

bers of  <250 MT) and basic material han-

dling equipment

h$x$F27TWWWWe$J@$)*($1!/!1-%=$0/%*$RWWW$J@

h$x$F27$_RWWe$J@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$RWWT$%*$VRWW$J@7

h$x$F27$_WWWeJ@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$VRWT$%*$nWWW$J@7

h$x$F27$nRWWeJ@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$nWWT$%*$TWWWW$J@

3
Cold Storage Units Type 2 with add on 

technology for Controlled Atmosphere

Additional Rs. 10,000/MT for add on components of  con-

trolled atmosphere technology as per component wise cost 

(As per detailed guidelines) 

4
Technology induction and modernization 

of  cold-chain

h$x$F27$RWWWeJ@$)*($1!/!1-%=$+'%C''"$RWWT$%*$TWWWW$J@7

h$$$$L*3/*"'"%2$*) $3*#'("-;!%-*"$-"150#'2$8EL$'<0-/3'"%:$

packaging lines, dock levelers, advanced graders, alternate 

technologies, stacking system, modernization of  insula-

tion and refrigeration etc. Details are in complete guide-

lines.

General conditions for cold storage projects 

>*($1('#-%$5-"6'#$/(*D'1%2:$1('#-%$1*3/*"'"%2$!2$3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'$*) $%&'$/(*D'1%$2&*05#$+'$%'(3$5*!"$)(*3$+!"6-".$*($

"*"I+!"6-".$,"!"1-!5$-"2%-%0%-*"27$>*($1('#-%$5-"6'#$/(*D'1%2$0"#'($9]a:$'5-.-+5'$20+2-#=$!3*0"%$%*$+'$1!//'#$!%$/!($

with term loan sanctioned by the lending Banks/FI.

Contact:

National Horticulture Board 

MCAER Building 132/B, Bhambhurda Bhosale Nagar, 

Pune-411 007 

Contact No/ Fax 020-25530582-83 

Email: nhbpune@gmail.com
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3.9. Venture Capital Assistance Scheme for Agribusiness Development- by 
SFAC

Description and Pattern of  Assistance

\>GL$C*05#$/(*?-#'$?'"%0('$1!/-%!5$ %*$!.(-+02-"'22$/(*D'1%2$+=$C!=$*) $ 2*)%$ 5*!"$ %*$ 20//5'3'"%$ %&'$,"!"1-!5$.!/$

C*(6'#$*0%$+=$%&'$2!"1%-*"-".$!0%&*(-%=$*) $%'(3$5*!"$0"#'($3'!"2$*) $,"!"1'$C-%&$('2/'1%$%*$1*2%$*) $/(*D'1%$20+D'1%$

%*$%&'$)05,53'"%$*) $%&'$)*55*C-".$1*"#-%-*"2c$

(a) Qualifying projects under Venture Capital: 

i. Project should be in agriculture or allied sector or related to agricultural services. Poultry and dairy projects will 

also be covered under the Scheme. 

--7$ 8(*D'1%$2&*05#$/(*?-#'$!220('#$3!(6'%$%*$)!(3'(2Be/(*#01'($.(*0/27$

iii. Project should encourage farmers to diversify into high value crops to increase farm incomes.

-?7$ 8(*D'1%$2&*05#$+'$!11'/%'#$+=$9*%-,'#$>-"!"1-!5$S"2%-%0%-*"$)*($.(!"%$*) $%'(3$5*!"7$

(b) The quantum of  SFAC Venture Capital Assistance will depend on the project cost and will be the lowest 

of  the following: 

h$ UVq$*) $%&'$/(*3*%'(B2$'<0-%=$

h$ RW7WW$5!6&27$

Provided that for projects located in North-Eastern Region, Hilly States (Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and 

Kashmir) and in all cases in any part of  the country where the project is promoted by a registered Farmer Producers 

Organisation, the quantum of  venture capital will be the lowest of  the following: 

h$ pWq$*) $%&'$/(*3*%'(B2$'<0-%=$$

h$ RW7WW$5!6&27

Eligible Persons 

Assistance under the scheme will be available to Individuals, Farmers, Producer Groups, Partnership/Proprietary 

Firms, Self  Help Groups, Companies, Agripreneurs, units in agri-export zones, and Agriculture graduates individually 

or in groups for setting up agribusiness projects. For professional management and accountability, the groups have to 

preferably form into companies or producer companies under the relevant Act.

Contact:

\3!55$>!(3'(2B$G.(-Ia02-"'22$L*"2*(%-03

]'!#$M),1'

NCUI Auditorium Building,

5th Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area,

August Kranti Marg, Hauz Khas, New Delhi - 110016.

Contact No - 91-11- 41060075, 26966017, 26966037

 Fax - +91-11- 26862367

Website: www.sfacindia.com
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<23b2( IB7!H$(>R#,%A(e'/+%(I.F&=&(60'(BCD$

Description

Equity Grant Scheme extends support to the equity base of  Farmer Producer Companies (FPCs) by providing match-

ing equity grants subject to maximum of  Rs. 10.00 lakh per FPC in two tranches and to address nascent and emerging 

FPCs which have paid up capital not exceeding Rs. 30.00 lakh with a view to the undernoted primary objectives:

a) Enhancing viability and sustainability of  FPCs.

b) Enhancing credit worthiness of  FPCs. 

c) Enhancing the shareholding of  members to increase their ownership and participation in their FPC.

Eligibility Criteria for FPCs 

G"$>8L$2&!55$+'$'5-.-+5'$%*$!//5=$)*($Y<0-%=$P(!"%$0"#'($%&'$21&'3'$+!2'#$*"$-%2$)05,55-".$%&'$)*55*C-".$1(-%'(-!c$

i. It is a duly registered FPC 

ii. It has raised equity from its Members as laid down in its Articles of  Association/ Bye laws. 

iii. The number of  its Individual Shareholders is not less than 50. 

iv. The paid up equity does not exceed Rs.30 Lakh.

?7$ J-"-303$ddq$*) $%&'$2&!('&*5#'(2$!('$23!55:$3!(.-"!5$!"#$5!"#5'22$%'"!"%$)!(3'(2$!2$#',"'#$+=$%&'$G.(-105%0('$

Census carried out periodically by the Ministry of  Agriculture, GoI. 

vi. Maximum shareholding by any one member other than an institutional member is not more than 5% of  total 

equity of  the FPC. 

vii. Maximum shareholding of  an institutional member is not more than 10% of  total equity of  the FPC. 

?---7$ Q05=$'5'1%'#$a*!(#$*) $Q-('1%*(2$Na*QX$C-%&$!$3-"-303$*) $,?'$3'3+'(2:$C-%&$!#'<0!%'$('/('2'"%!%-*"$)(*3$

member farmers and minimum one-woman member. 

ix. Duly constituted Management Committee responsible for the business of  the FPC. 

x. A business plan and budget for next 18 months that is based on a sustainable, revenue model as may be deter-

mined by the Implementing Agency. 

H-7$ @&'$>8L$&!2$!"$G11*0"%$C-%&$!$l9!%-*"!5-2'#$a!"6g7$

H--7$ S%$&!2$!$\%!%'3'"%$*) $G11*0"%2$!0#-%'#$+=$!$L&!(%'('#$G11*0"%!"%$NLGX$)*($!%$5'!2%$*"'$)055$,"!"1-!5$='!(7

Contact:

\3!55$>!(3'(2B$G.(-Ia02-"'22$L*"2*(%-03

]'!#$M),1'

NCUI Auditorium Building,

5th Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area,

August Kranti Marg, Hauz Khas, New Delhi - 110016.

Contact No. - +91-11- 41060075, 26966017, 26966037

Fax -  +91-11- 26862367

Website: www.sfacindia.com
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<2332( IB7!H$(!'&*,%(e#/'/+%&&(B#+*(]!eB^(60'(BCD$

Description

This Fund has been set up with the primary objective of  providing a Credit Guarantee Cover to Eligible Lending 

Institutions (ELI) to enable them to provide collateral free credit to FPCs by minimizing their lending risks in respect 

of  loans not exceeding Rs. 100.00 lakhs.

Eligibility Criteria for FPC

An ELI can avail Credit Guarantee for the following FPC: 

i. A duly registered FPC 

ii. It has raised equity from its Members as laid down in its Articles of  Association/ Bye laws.

iii. The number of  its individual shareholders shall not be lower than 500 

iv. Minimum 33% of  its shareholders are small, marginal and landless tenant farmers.

v. Maximum shareholding by any one member other than an institutional member is not more than 5% of  total 

equity of  the FPC. 

?-7$ S%$&!2$!$#05=$'5'1%'#e"*3-"!%'#$a*!(#$C-%&$!$3-"-303$*) $,?'$J'3+'(2$!"#$&!?-".$!#'<0!%'$('/('2'"%!%-*"$

from farmers and minimum one-woman member. 

vii. It has a duly elected Management Committee.

viii. It has a business plan and budget for 18 months. 

ix. The Bank ELI has extended / sanctioned within six months of  the date of  application for the Guarantee or /

in principle agreed in writing / has expressed willingness in writing to sanction Term Loan/ Working Capital/ 

Composite Credit Facility without any collateral security or third party guarantee including personal guarantee of  

Board Members.

Contact:

\3!55$>!(3'(2B$G.(-Ia02-"'22$L*"2*(%-03

]'!#$M),1'

NCUI Auditorium Building,

5th Floor, 3, Siri Institutional Area,

August Kranti Marg, Hauz Khas, New Delhi - 110016.

Contact No:+91-11- 41060075, 26966017, 26966037

Fax: +91-11- 26862367

Website: www.sfacindia.com

!!!
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CHAPTER 4

AGRICULTURE AND FOOD 

PROCESSING RELATED 

SCHEMES OF MAHARASHTRA

Highlights

Soil Health, Soil Conservation and Fertilizers: This includes various schemes like ISOPOM, National Horticul-

ture Mission, Work plan Organic Farming Scheme, Soil Survey and Soil Testing Scheme (State Govt.), National 

Project on Organic Farming, National Project on Soil Health and Fertility and centrally sponsored Sugarcane 

Development Scheme.

\''#2$('5!%'#$\1&'3'2c$@&-2$-"150#'2$9!%-*"!5$>**#$\'10(-%=$J-22-*":$L*%%*"$@'1&"*5*.=$J-22-*":$\''#$Z-55!.'$

8(*.(!33'$0"#'($%&'$G22-2%!"1'$*) $Q-2%(-+0%-*"$*) $L'(%-,'#$\''#2$!"#$\''#$@('!%3'"%$\0+2-#=:$Q'3*"2%(!%-*"$

inputs, Development and strengthening of  infrastructure for Production and Distribution of  Quality Seed under 

G22-2%!"1'$*) $/(*#01%-*"$*) $)*0"#!%-*"$*($1'(%-,'#$2''#2$!"#$9!%-*"!5$>**#$\'10(-%=$J-22-*":$\''#$Z-55!.'$8(*-

.(!33-".:$L'(%-,'#$\''#$8(*#01%-*"$!"#$S"-%-!%-?'$)*($90%(-%-*"!5$\'10(-%=$%&(*0.&$S"%'"2-?'$J-55'%2$8(*3*%-*"$

(INSIMP) under Seed Mini kits of  high yielding varieties.

Irrigation Related Schemes: Under this scheme National Micro Irrigation Mission provides assistance in procure-

ment of  drip/sprinkler irrigation system limited up to 5 hectares and Programme of  Integrated Development 

*) $VW:WWW$8052'2$Z-55!.'2$-"$F!-"$)'#$G('!2$C&-1&$.0!(!"%''2$5-"-".$-"$*5#$)!(3$/*"#2$%*$('#01'$%&'$/'(1*5!%-*"$

losses.

Agricultural Credit: Under this scheme farmer can avail crop loans through the Kisan credit card. Loan/credit 

limit is decided on the basis of  3-5 years average of  crop sown on cultivable land by farmers.

G.(-105%0(!5$S"20(!"1'c$9!%-*"!5$G.(-105%0('$S"20(!"1'$\1&'3'$N9GS\X$-"150#'2$-"20(!"1'$/(*%'1%-*"$)*($"*%-,'#$

crops, oilseeds, annual horticultural / commercial crops and for coconut palm growers.

85!"%$8(*%'1%-*"c$@&-2$21&'3'$20//*(%2$)0".-1-#'2$)*($2''#$%('!%3'"%:$/'2%-1-#'2:$+-*1*"%(*5$!.'"%2:$98ZN?-(02X:$

organic pesticide, pheromone tap etc. for pulse production.

]*(%-105%0('c$a''I6''/-".$20+2-#=$)*($/*55-"!%-*"$20//*(%$N3!H-303$RW$1*5*"-'2$e+'"',1-!(=X:$&*"'=$+''$1*5*-

ny, bee hives, green house which has pad and fan system.

Agricultural Marketing, Maharashtra: This scheme includes Grameen Bhandaran Yojana which has a godown 

capacity from 100 Mtr to 30,000 Mtr  and Scheme for Development / Strengthening of  Agricultural Market-

ing Infrastructure, Grading and Standardization for rapid development of  infrastructure projects in agriculture 

!"#$!55-'#$2'1%*(2$-"150#-".$#!-(=:$3'!%:$,2&'(-'2$!"#$3-"*($)*('2%$/(*#01'$!"#$S"%'"2-?'$)*($"0%(-%-*"!5$2'10(-%=$

through intensive Millets promotion (INSIMP) which includes awareness and food festival for each district with 

an assistance of  Rs 1 Lakh/food festival.

The Maharashtra State Agriculture Marketing Board (MSAMB): This institution plays a critical role in Agri mar-

kets to undertake State level planning for the development of  the agriculture produce markets. To supervise and 

guide the Market Committees in the preparation of  plans and estimates of  infrastructure programmes, to arrange 

or organize seminars, workshops, exhibitions on subject relating to agricultural marketing. To enable training to 

members and employees of  the marketing committee.
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4.1. Soil Health, Soil Conservation and Fertilizers –Maharashtra

A) ISOPOM

ISOPOM guarantees supply of  Gypsum/Pyrite/Lime/Dolomite at Rs. 750 per hectare while that of  micronutrient 

'5'3'"%2$-"$#',1-'"%$!('!2$!%$F27$RWW$/'($&'1%!('7

B) National Horticulture Mission/Horticulture Mission for North –Eastern and the Himalayan States 

@&-2$21&'3'$)!1-5-%!%'2$2'%%-".$0/$%*$*(.!"-1$)!(3-".$!%$F2TW:WWW$/'($&'1%!('$C&-5'$%&!%$)*($2'%%-".$0/$Z'(3-IL*3/*2%$

Unit at Rs 30,000 per unit (for 1-hectare area).

C) Work plan Organic Farming Scheme

@&-2$21&'3'$/(*?-#'2$!22-2%!"1'$-"$2'%%-".$0/$Z'(3-$L*3/*2%$["-%$!%$F2$URWW$/'($0"-%:$a-*#="!3-1$L*3/*2%$!%$F27$

250 per unit and C.P.P. Culture Unit at Rs 250 per unit.

D) Soil Survey and Soil Testing Scheme (State Govt.)

This scheme facilitates testing of  soil samples of  NPK at Rs 15/- per sample.

E) National Project on Organic Farming 

This scheme provides establishment of  compost unit from fruit and vegetables waste/ agricultural waste at subsidy of  

ddq$*"$%*%!5$,"!"1-!5$*0%5!=$)*($TWW$@8Q$N%*""'2$/'($#!=X$1!/!1-%=$0/$%*$!$5-3-%$*) $F27$VW$E!6&$N1('#-%$5-"6'#$+!16$

ended subsidy)

F) National Project on Soil Health and Fertility

The scheme guarantees setting up additional soil testing labs by agri clinics /NGOs /cooperatives /private entrepre-

neurs etc. under the Public Private Partnership for setting up of  mobile soil testing labs by agri clinic/NGOs/coopera-

tives/private entrepreneurs etc. 50% project cost limited to maximum of  Rs.30 lakh as one-time subsidy.

G) Centrally sponsored Sugarcane development scheme 

This scheme involves distribution of  Gypsum, green manure and micronutrients at 50% of  the cost limited to Rs. 

1000/ha.

4.2. Seed related Schemes

7$$,$%/+.&(0+(4,$%',G#%,0+(06 (!&'%,-&*(I&&*$

A) National Food Security Mission

The scheme provides assistance on distribution for all pulses (Arhar, Moong, Urad, Lentil, Pea Gram, Rajma and 

Moth) at 50% of  cost or Rs 12 per kg. (whichever is less)

B) Cotton Technology Mission

@&-2$21&'3'$)!1-5-%!%'2$!22-2%!"1'$*"$#-2%(-+0%-*"$*) $1'(%-,'2$2''#2$*) $1*%%*"$!%$F2$UW7

C) Seed Village Programme

@&'$21&'3'$-2$)*($!55$1(*/2$!"#$)!1-5-%!%'2$#-2%(-+0%-*"$*) $)*0"#!%-*"e1'(%-,'#$2''#2$)*($/(*#01%-*"$*) $<0!5-%=$2''#2$

to improve quality of  farm saved seeds.
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4^( 7$$,$%/+.&(0+(5'0*#.%,0+(06 (60#+*/%,0+(60'(.&'%,-&*($&&*$

i) Seed Treatment Subsidy

State Govt of  Maharashtra provides 25% subsidy limited to Rs 50/- ha.on seed treatment.

ii) Demonstration inputs

State Govt of  Maharashtra provides demonstration inputs upto Rs 5000/ha

iii) Development and strengthening of  infrastructure for Production and Distribution of  Quality See

Government of  Maharashtra provides assistance for boosting seed production in private sector including indi-

vidual/entrepreneurs, self-help groups etc. to credit linked back ended capital subsidy atthe rate of  25% of  project 

cost limited to Rs 25 lakh per unit.

E) Seed Mini kits of  high yielding varieties

i) National Food Security Mission  National

Food Security Mission provides subsidy for paddy, wheat mini kits and all pulses (Arhar, Moong, Urad, Lentil, Pea, 

Gram, Rajma and Moth)

ii) Seed Village Programming

\''#$Z-55!.'$8(*.(!33-".$/(*?-#'2$!22-2%!"1'$)*($%(!-"-".$*"$2''#$/(*#01%-*"$!"#$2''#$%'1&"*5*.=$)*($!$.(*0/$

of  50 to 150 farmers at the rate of  Rs 15,000 per training (for three-day training day training)

,,,^((!&'%,-&*(I&&*(C'0*#.%,0+

The scheme provides centrally sponsored Sustainable Development of  Sugarcane based cropping system

iv) Intensive for Nutritional Security through Intensive Millets Promotion (INSIMP)

The scheme provides seed production of  hybrid varieties and seed production of  improved varieties.

4.3.  Irrigation related Schemes

A) National Micro Irrigation Mission

@&-2$\1&'3'$/(*?-#'2$!22-2%!"1'$-"$/(*10('3'"%$*) $#(-/e2/(-"65'($-((-.!%-*"$2=2%'3$5-3-%'#$0/$%*$R$&'1%!('2e+'"',-

ciary at 50%of  the cost for general category farmers and that of  60% for small and marginal farmers.

B) Programme of  Integrated Development of  60,000 Pulses Villages in Rain fed Areas

The scheme guarantees lining in old farm ponds to reduce the percolation losses.

4.4. Machinery and Technology

A) Macro Management Mode of  Agriculture (MMA)

@&-2$21&'3'$/(*?-#'2$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$%*$%(!1%*($0/$%*$pWN]8X$!%$F27$pR:WWW$!"#$URq$*) $%&'$1*2%$C&-1&'?'($ -2$

less, power tiller at Rs. 45,000 or 40% of  the cost whichever is less, for 8 BHP and above Rs. 25,000 or 40% of  the 

1*2%$C&-1&'?'($-2$5'22$)*($,55'(2$C-%&$5'22$%&!"$n$a]8:$2'5)I/(*/'55'#$('!/'(:$/!##=$%(!"2$/5!"%'($!"#$*%&'($2-3-5!($2'5)I

propelled machines at Rs. 40,000 or 25% of  the cost whichever is less and for Power Thresher/ Multi-crop Thresher 

at Rs. 12,000 or 25% of  cost whichever is less.
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4.5. Agricultural Credit

A) Interest Assistance: There is a 3% rebate on interest on timely repayment of  crop loan upto Rs 3 Lakh at an 

annual interest of  7%.

B) Need of  collateral/security: There is no need for collateral security for farm loan upto Rs 1 lakh.

C) Kisan credit card: Under this scheme farmer can avail crop loan through Kisan credit card. Loan/credit limit is 

decided on the basis of  3-5 years average of  crop sown on cultivated land by farmers.Farmers are also provided 

maximum cover of  Rs 50,000 for accidental death.  

4.6. Agricultural Insurance

A) National Agriculture Insurance Scheme (NAIS) c$["#'($ %&-2$ 21&'3'$ -"20(!"1'$ /(*%'1%-*"$ -2$ )*($ "*%-,'#$

crops, oilseeds and annual horticultural / commercial crops. There is a premium rate of  1.5 to 3.5 percent for cere-

als and oilseeds crops and actuarial premium rate for annual commercial /horticultural crops are charged (Kharif  

:2.5% for cereals, millets and pulses and 3.5% for bajra and oilseeds,rabi :1.5% for wheat and 2% for cereals,millets 

pulses and oilseeds). 10% subsidy on premium is provided to small and marginal farmers. When the crop yield is 

5'22$%&!"$%&'$.0!(!"%''#$=-'5#$*) $"*%-,'#$1(*/2:$%&'$-"#'3"-%=$/!=3'"%$'<0!52$%*$%&'$2&*(%)!55$-"$=-'5#$-2$/!=!+5'$

to all insured farmers.

Q^( :0*,-&*(`/%,0+/"(78',.#"%#'&()+$#'/+.&(I.F&=&(]:`7)I^(: This scheme provides insurance assistance for 

"*%-,'#$)**#$1(*/2:$*-52''#2$!"#$!""0!5$&*(%-105%0(!5$e1*33'(1-!5$1(*/27$@&'$!""0!5$/('3-03$(!%'$)*($"*%-,'#$

crops is charged. There is a subsidy ranging from 40% to 75% of  the premium provided to all types of  farmers 

depending on the slab of  the premium.In case the sowing is not done due to adverse weather/climate,claims /

indemnity up to 25% of  sum insured will be paid for prevented sowing /planting risks. When the crop yield is less 

%&!"$%&'$.0!(!"%''#$=-'5#$*) $"*%-,'#$1(*/2:%&'$-"#'3"-%=$/!=3'"%$-2$'<0!5$%*$%&'$2&*(%)!55$-"$=-'5#$-2$/!=!+5'$%*$!55$

insured farmers. However advance payment upto 25% of  likely claim will be paid as immediate relief.

C)  Weather crop based Insurance Scheme c$S"20(!"1'$/(*%'1%-*"$)*($"*%-,'#$1(*/2:20+D'1%$%*$3!H-303$/('3-03$

upto 12% is charged .20-25% subsidy on premium rate is provided to all type farmers (to make the actual payable 

premium at par with NAIS). When the weather indices (rainfall/temperature/relative humidity /wind/speed etc.)

!('$#-))'(-".$N5'22'($e&-.&'(X)(*3$%&'$.0!(!"%''#$C'!%&'($-"#'H$*) $"*%-,'#$1(*/2:%&'$-"#'3"-%=$/!=3'"%$'<0!5$%*$

#'?-!%-*"$e2&*(%)!55$-2$/!=!+5'$%*$!55$-"20('#$)!(3'(2$*) $"*%-,'#$1(*/27

D)  Coconut palm Insurance scheme(CPIS) : There is an insurance protection for coconut palm growers.The 

premium rate per palm ranges from Rs. 4.69 to Rs. 6.35.The insurance policy pays for total Rs. 1,000 of  palm on 

account of  happening of  perils insured leading to the death of  insured palm or is becoming unproductive.

4.7.  Plant Protection 

7^( 4&=0+$%'/%,0+(06 ()+%&8'/%&*(C&$%(:/+/8&=&+%(0+(6/'=&'H$(-&"*(

@&'$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$-2$F2$UU:VnW$/'($#'3*"2%(!%-*"$*) $S8J$*"$)!(3'(B2$,'5#7

B) Accelerated pulse production programme: 

@&-2$21&'3'$20//*(%2$)0".-1-#'2$)*($2''#$%('!%3'"%:$/'2%-1-#'2:$+-*1*"%(*5$!.'"%2:98ZN?-(02X:$*(.!"-1$/'2%-1-#'$/&'(-

*3*"'$%!/$'%17$)*($/052'2$/(*#01%-*"7$@&'$,"!"1-!5$!22-2%!"1'$/(*?-#'#$-2$RWq$*) $%&'$1*2%$5-3-%'#$%*$F27$R:WWW$/'($

hectare.
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C)  National Horticulture Mission and Horticulture Mission for North Eastern States and Himalayan 

States.:

It focuses on Integrated Pest Management in horticultural crops. The assistance is limited to Rs 4 per hectares per 

+'"',1-!(=$x$F2$TWWW$/'($&'1%!('7$

D)  SCP, TSP, and OTSP (State Govt):

It focuses on crop protection implement /improved Agri implements at Rs 10,000 limit.

4.7. Horticulture

a''I6''/-".$20+2-#=$)*($/*55-"!%-*"$20//*(%$N3!H-303$RW$1*5*"=$e+'"',1-!(=X:$&*"'=$+''$1*5*"=$!"#$+''$&-?'2$-2$

50% i.e. Rs 1400 / colony and Rs 100/hive.

A) Protected cultivation:

It includes green house which has pad and fan system with a subsidy of  50% i.e. Rs 1465/sq.m and a naturally venti-

lated system with subsidy of  50 % i.e. Rs 375 to 975 /sq.m.It also includes shed net house which has a tabular structure 

which has a subsidy of  50% i.e. Rs 600/sq.m and also bamboo and wooden structure which also offers subsidy of  

50% i.e. Rs 300 and Rs 410 respectively/sq.m. It also includes a plastic munch and a plastic tunnel which has a subsidy 

of  50%.

B) Integrated post-harvest management:

It includes pack house/on farm collection and storage unit which offers a subsidy of  50 % i.e. Rs 3 lakh per unit. It 

also has a pre-cooling unit which has a subsidy of  40 % in general areas and 55% in hilly and scheduled areas i.e. Rs 

15 lakh for 16 MT. It also has a mobile cooling unit which offers a subsidy of  40% in general areas and 55 % in hilly 

and scheduled areas of  Rs 24 lakh per unit for 5 MT capacity and also a subsidy of  Rs 6,000 per MT in cold storage 

units and ripening chamber.

4.8. Agricultural Marketing Maharashtra

A) Grameen Bhandaran Yojana

This scheme has a godown capacity of  100 Mtr to 30000Mtr (50 MT for hill stations) For all farmers there is 25% 

subsidy, for women farmers, their self-help groups, cooperatives and entrepreneurs there is 33.33 % subsidy and for 

other categories, there is a subsidy of  15 % for capital cost.

B) Scheme for Development /Strengthening of  Agricultural Marketing Infrastructure, Grading and 

Standardization.

This scheme is for rapid development of  infrastructure projects in agriculture and allied sectors including dairy,meat 

,2&'(-'2$!"#$3-"*($)*('2%$/(*#01'7@&'('$-2$!$%'1&"-1!5$!22-2%!"1'$*) $URq$*) $%&'$1!/-%!5$1*2%$*) $/(*D'1%$0/%*$RW$5!6&$

on each project. To develop marketing infrastructure to cater to the post-harvest requirement of  production and mar-

ketable surplus of  various farm products there shall be subsidy of  33.33% of  the capital cost upto Rs 60 lakh in each 

case.There is no proper ceiling on subsidy in respect of  projects of  State agencies.

C)  Intensive for nutritional security through intensive Millets promotion (INSIMP)

It is the awareness and food festival for each district with an assistance of  Rs 1 lakh/food festival.
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Contact:

9'!('2%$*),1'$*) $@!506!$G.(-105%0(!5$M),1'(:$\0+I#-?-2-*"!5$G.(-105%0(!5$M),1'(:$Q-2%(-1%$\0/'(-"%'"#-".$G.(-105%0(!5$

M),1'($Q-?-2-*"!5$i*-"%$Q-('1%*($*) $G.(-105%0('7

Website of  Agricultural Department – www.mahaagri.gov.in. 

Kisan call centre -1800-180-1551

4.9. The Maharashtra State Agriculture Marketing Board (MSAMB)

In Maharashtra, like in other states, the MSAMB is playing a critical role in Agri marketing.  As per the provision of  

Maharashtra Agricultural Produce Marketing (Development and Regulation) Act, 1963 section 39(J), the Board has 

been also mandated: To co-ordinate the Bto B functioning of  the Market Committees including programs undertaken 

by such Market Committees for the development of  markets and market areas.  To undertake State level planning of  

the development of  the agriculture produce markets. To supervise and guide the Market Committees in the prepara-

tion of  plans and estimates of  infrastructure programmes, to arrange or organize seminars, workshops, exhibitions 

on subject relating to agricultural marketing and giving training to members and employees of  marketing committee.

4.9.1. APMCs

The APMCs were established by the State Govt. for regulating the marketing of  different kinds of  agriculture and 

pisiculture produce for the same market area or any part thereof. Market Committee implements the provisions of  the 

Maharashtra Agricultural Produce Marketing (Regulation) Act 1963. The Act provides for establishment of  Market 

Committees in the State. These Market Committees are engaged in development of  market yards. At present, there are 

305 APMCs with main markets and 603 sub markets.

4.9.2. Loan

G2$!$20//5'3'"%$%*$%&'$,"!"1'$*) $G8JL:$%&'$J!&!(!2&%(!$\%!%'$G.(-105%0(!5$J!(6'%-".$a*!(#$.-?'2$2*3'$!3*0"%$!2$

loan to enable APMCs to undertake developmental programs. The development works include land, drinking water 

)!1-5-%=:$1*3/*0"#$C!55:$.!%':$-"%'("!5$(*!#2:$'5'1%(-,1!%-*":$!01%-*"$&!552$!"#$/5!%)*(3:$.*#*C"2:$1*3/0%'(2:$C'-.&$

+(-#.'2:$)!(3'(2$&*2%'5:$%(!#'(B2$!"#$1*33-22-*"$!.'"%B2$2&*/2:$'%17$G2$/'($%&'$(05'2$*) $%&'$J!(6'%-".$a*!(#:$#-))'(-".$

rates of  interest is charged for development works including construction of  shopping complex are levied. The repay-

ment period also varies.

4.9.3. Export Promotion

Institutions such as MSAMB have an experience of  export of  fruits and vegetables to Europe, USA, South East Asian 

Countries, Japan and the Middle East. Some achievements include: Implementation of  subsidy scheme for Global 

PG8$1'(%-,1!%-*":$'('1%-*"$!"#$2011'22)05$0%-5-;!%-*"$*) $YH/*(%$>!1-5-%=$L'"%('2$)*($?!(-*02$1*33*#-%-'2:$8!(%-1-/!-

%-*"$-"$?!(-*02$S"%'("!%-*"!5$L*33*#-%=$\/'1-,1$8(*3*%-*"$8(*.(!32:$\011'22)05$-3/5'3'"%!%-*"$*) $G.(-$YH/*(%$

Zones of  Alphonso Mango, Kesar Mango, Onion, Pomegranate, Banana and Mandarins; Serving as Nodal Agency for 

implementation of  Asian Development Bank and IFAD funded projects in Maharashtra

4.9.4. Market Network - MARKNET (Agricultural Market Intelligence Network in Maharashtra State)

IK-MARKNET is a network of  computerized APMCs in the State. Under this project, the MSAMB has computer-

ized APMCs and connected through the internet. The objectives being: To exchange and disseminate market arriv-

!52$!"#$/(-1'2$*) $G.(-105%0(!5$1*33*#-%-'2$)*($%&'$+'"',%$*) $)!(3'(24$@*$+(-".$-"$'))'1%-?'"'22$!"#$%(!"2/!('"1=$-"$
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functioning of  APMCs. Presently, 294 main APMCs and 66 sub yards have been computerized under the MARKNET 

Project. All 360 computer sets have been provided to APMCs free of  cost under AGMARKNET scheme of  Director 

of  Marketing and Inspection, Govt. of  India. Each computerized APMC has one computer, UPS, modem, printer, 

and internet facility. Daily arrivals and prices data is being entered into the computer at APMCs and uploaded on the 

J\GJaB2$C'+2-%'$NCCC732!3+71*3X7$Q!%!$0/5*!#'#$*"$%&'$C'+$2-%'$-2$1*3/-5'#$!"#$3!#'$!?!-5!+5'$%&(*0.&$C'+$

site to everybody.

4.9.5. Pre Cooling and Cold Storage (FPC and CS)

@&'$J!&!(!2&%(!$\%!%'$G.(-105%0(!5$J!(6'%-".$a*!(#$0"#'(%**6$%&'$,(2%$-"-%-!%-?'$-"$%&'$\%!%'$NT__WX:$!"#$'?'"$-"$%&'$

country, to promote the use of  Temperature Management Technology (TMT) by setting up of  FPCand CS facilities 

under the Co-operative sector. About 32 FPCand CS facilities have been set up in the Co-operative sector in the State. 

Due to this effort Maharashtra is the largest exporter of  fresh Grapes from the country and exports nearly 70% of  all 

fresh fruits and vegetables from the country. The State has also successfully exported fresh Pomegranate and Mango 

using the FPCand CS facilities. Some APMCs have commercial cold stores in their premises and MSAMB with help 

of  APEDA has facilitated establishment of  about 20 export facility centre.  

4.9.6. Agribusiness Infrastructure Development Investment Program (AIDIP)

The Agribusiness Infrastructure Development Investment Program (AIDIP) is a project of  Government of  Maha-

rashtra (GoM), implemented under Public-Private- Partnership (PPP) framework. GoM has proposed to avail loans 

from Asian Development Bank (ADB) to fund the viability gap under the proposed project. In the total program cost, 

private partner has to invest 60 % of  cost and remaining 40 % of  cost which will be contributed by ADB and the State 

P*?'("3'"%2$-"$%&'$(!%-*$*) $nWcUW$('2/'1%-?'5=7$GQa$)0"#2$C-55$A*C$-"$%&'$)*(3$*) $5*!"$%*$%&'$\%!%'$P*?'("3'"%$

to which Government of  India (GoI) will act as a guarantor. Department of  Cooperation, Marketing and Textiles, 

Government of  Maharashtra is the Executing Agency for the project and Maharashtra State Agricultural Marketing 

Board (MSAMB) is Implementing Agency.  AIDIP is aimed at addressing three main constraints to agriculture growth- 

*0%#!%'#$%'1&"*5*.-'24$5!16$*) $/0+5-1$-"?'2%3'"%$-"$+!2-1$-")(!2%(01%0('$!"#$5-3-%'#$#-?'(2-,1!%-*"7$S"$!"$S"%'.(!%'#$

Z!50'$L&!-"$NSZLX$!//(*!1&:$%&'$/(*.(!3$%!(.'%2$-3/(*?-".$/&=2-1!5$!"#$-"2%-%0%-*"!5$5-"6!.'2$!5*".$!.(-105%0(!5$?!50'$

chains through support of  agribusiness market infrastructure, support infrastructure like last mile roads, power, water, 

systems relating to market intelligence, and capacity building and strengthening/establishing value chain linkages. The 

intent of  the program is to achieve accelerated investment in agriculture and to support related infrastructure in rural 

!('!2:$!5*".$%&'$S"%'.(!%'#$Z!50'$L&!-"27

4.9.7. Maharashtra Agricultural Competitiveness Project

The Project Development Objective of  the Maharashtra Agricultural Competitiveness Project (MACP) is to increase 

%&'$8(*#01%-?-%=:$8(*,%!+-5-%=$!"#$J!(6'%$G11'22$*) $%&'$)!(3-".$1*330"-%=$-"$J!&!(!2&%(!7$@&-2$-2$+'-".$!1&-'?'#$+=$

/(*?-#-".$)!(3'(2$C-%&$%'1&"-1!5$6"*C5'#.':$3!(6'%$-"%'55-.'"1'$!"#$3!(6'%$"'%C*(62$%*$20//*(%$#-?'(2-,1!%-*"$!"#$

-"%'"2-,1!%-*"$*) $!.(-105%0('$/(*#01%-*"$!-3'#$!%$('2/*"#-".$%*$3!(6'%$#'3!"#7$>!(3'(2$!('$!52*$!22-2%'#$-"$'2%!+5-2&-

ing farmer organizations, developing alternative market channels outside of  the regulated markets and in supporting 

the modernization of  promising traditional wholesale markets. The project has the following main components: In-

%'"2-,1!%-*"$!"#$Q-?'(2-,1!%-*"$*) $J!(6'%$5'#$8(*#01%-*"4$!"#$S3/(*?-".$>!(3'(2$G11'22$%*$J!(6'%2
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4.9.8. Agricultural Pledge Loan Scheme of  MSAMB 

In the harvesting season there is a huge arrival of  commodities in the market in a very short period, which causes 

substantial fall in market prices of  the commodity. Farmers do not have capacity to hold their stock, so they have to 

sell their produce at a very meagre rate in the market. Under the pledge loan scheme the farmer keeps his produce in 

the APMC godown and gets 75% of  the value as loan. As the prices of  the commodity rises in the market the farmer 

sells his produce in the market and repays his loan and thus fetches higher price for his produce at reasonable levels.

@&'$21&'3'$*) $/5'#.'$ 5*!"$ -2$!?!-5!+5'$)*($J**".:$@0(:$[#-#:$\*=+'!":$8!##=:$\0"A*C'(:$\!)A*C'($NO!(#!-X$!"#$

Gram (Chana). MSAMB has also covered Jowar, Bajra, Maize, Wheat, Turmeric, Raisins (Bedana) and Cashew nuts in 

this scheme. 

Under this scheme, a farmer can store his produce in Godowns of  APMC and can immediately secure 75% cost of  

his produce (for Jowar, Bajra, Maize and Wheat 50% or Rs.500 which is less), at an interest rate of  6%. The APMCs 

maintain this pledged stock free of  cost. The farmers can sell their produce when the prices are higher. The pledge 

loan limits are sanctioned to APMCs as per their demand.

Under the scheme, the farmer gets agricultural pledge loan at the rate of  6% to an extent of  50% to 75% of  the value 

of  the produce prevailing in the market. The farmer is allowed to avail this facility up to a period of  180 days. 

4.9.9. Cold Storage Subsidy Scheme by the Maharashtra State Agricultural Marketing Board, Pune

Maharashtra State is the major producer of  fruit and vegetables in the country. With the effective implementation 

of  the EGS scheme the cultivated land under horticulture crops in the State increased by almost 500 %. The present 

level of  production of  horticultural produce in the State is expected to go up by 100 % within a very short period of  

next 2-3 years. It is estimated as much as 30 - 35 % of  fruit and vegetable production is lost on account of  lack of  

adequate post-harvest infrastructure. Agricultural produce of  the farmers does not get remunerative prices due to lack 

of  grading, proper packaging and in turn there is huge post-harvest losses. In future, establishment of  Cold Chain in 

the State has a prime importance for fetching good prices for agricultural produce in the International markets. The 

perishable agricultural produce will get storage facility if  cold storages are established by Agricultural Produce Market 

Committees (APMCs) and Co-operative societies functioning in various regions of  the State. This will not only reduce 

.50%$-"$%&'$3!(6'%$!"#$!?*-#$/(-1'$A01%0!%-*"$+0%$!52*$-"1('!2'$%&'$2&'5) $5-)'$!"#$<0!5-%=$*) $!.(-105%0(!5$/(*#01'7$@&02:$

in turn, the producer would get remunerative prices for their produce. Keeping this view in mind the MSAMB has 

5!0"1&'#$lL*5#$\%*(!.'$20+2-#=$21&'3'g$)(*3$G0.02%$UWWp$-"$%&'$\%!%'7$@&'$21&'3'$#'%!-52$!2$)*55*C2c$$\0+2-#=$x$

25 % of  the total project cost with maximum limit of  Rs. 2.5 Lakh per project. Subsidy is available for capacity up to 

100 MT cold storage.
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ix Padmanand et al, 2017 September
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xi SFAC, 2017 December

xii The typical criteria for membership of  FPO or FPC may be viewed as follows: i) A member will express his 

willingness to become a member of  an SHG; ii) A member will actively participate in all functions and activities 

of  SHG; iii) A member will contribute his equity to the Producer Company; iv) A member will bring all or part 

of  his produce to the FPC for sale; v) A member will purchase at least part of  his farm inputs through the FPC; 

vi) A member will produce and prepare his produce for marketing as per directions of  FPC; vii) A member will 

contribute his share to the Producer Association as upfront payment for the business development plan of  a 

FPC. 

xiii NABCONS, 2011

xiv Padmanand et al, 2017 September

xv Also see Padmanand et al, 2017 September

xvi Also see Padmanand, Sood and Reddy, 2016 March

xvii NABCONS, 2011

xviii Padmanand et al, 2017 September

xix Department of  Agriculture and Co-operation, Ministry of  Agriculture, Government of  India.
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